
CIVIL CODE.

CHAP T E R  1 .

GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND DIVISIONS . 

§ 2689. Title. This act shall be known as the civil code of the § 1. et'"n c.
etate of North Dakota. 

§ 2690. Origin of law. Law is a rule of property and of con- § 2, CM! c.
duct prescribed by the sovereign power. 

§ 269 1 . Expression of law. The will of the sovereign power § :i. c1v11 c.
is expressed : am'd. 

1 .  By  the constitution of the state. 
2. By the statutes of the state.
3. By the ordinances of other and subordinate legislative bodies.
4. By the decisions of the tribunals enforcing those rules, which,

though not enacted, form what is known as customary or common 
law. 

§ 2692. Common law divided. The common law is divided § ,, ch'!1 c.
into : 

1 . Public law, or the law of  nations.
2. Domestic or municipal law.
§ 2693. Evidence of same. The evidence of the common law § 5, ch'!t c.

is lound in the decisions of the tribunals. 
§ 2694. Codes exclude common law. In this state there is § 6, c1n1 c. 

no• common law in any c.ase where the law is declared by the codes. 
§ 2695. Classification of civil rights. All original civil § 1, Ch'lt c.

rights are either : 
1 . Rights of  person ; or,
2. Rights of property.
§ 2696. Rights, how waived. Rights of property and of per- § s, CMt c.

son may be waived, surrendered or lost by neglect in the cases pro-
vided by law. 

§ 2697. Code divisions. This code has four general divisions : § 0. cMt c.
I. The first relates to persons.
2. The second, to property.
3. The third, to obligations.
4. The fourth contains general provisions relating to person s,

property and obligations. 
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§§ 2698-2708 

§ 10. Clvll C. 

II 11 , Ch'II C. 

§ 12, Civil C.

!I 15, Civil C. 

!I 16, Civil C. 

ll 17, CIYII C. 

§ 18, Civil C.

!I 19, l'lvll C. 

§ 20, <"lvll C.

II 21, Ch"II C. 

§ 22, l'lvll C.

CIVIL CODE. Persons. 

C H A P T E R  2 .  

PERSONS. 

§ 2698 . Minority defined Minors are :
1. Males under twenty-one years of age.
2. Females under eighteen years of age.
The peripds thus specified must be calculated from the first minute

of the day on which persons are born to the same minute of the cor
responding day completing the period of minority. 

§ 2699. Adults. All other persons are adults.
§ 2700 . Unborn child. A child conceived, but not born, is to

be deemed an existing person so far as may be necessary for its inter
ests in the event of its subsequent birth. 

§ 2701. Minor's disability. A minor cannot give a delegation
of power, nor under the age of eighteen make a contract relating to 
real property or any interest therein, or relating to any personal prop
erty not in pis immediate possession or control. 

§ 2702. Contract subject to disa:ftlrmance. A minor may
make any contract other than as above specified in the same manner 
as an adult, subject only to his power of disaffi.rmance under the pro
visions of this chapter and subject to the provisions of the chapters 
on marriage and on master and servant. 

§ 2703. Minor's contracts. In all cases other than those
specified in sections 2704 and 2705 the contract of a minor, if made 
while he is under the age of eighteen, may be disaffirmed by the 
minor himself, either before his majority or within one year's time 
afterwards ; or in case of his death within that period. by his heirs or 
personal representatives; and if the contract is made by the minor 
while he is over the age of eighteen, it may be disaffirmed in like 
manner upon restoring the consideration to the party from whom it 
was received or paying its equivalent with interest. 

§ 2704. Cannot disa:ftlrm contracts for necessaries. A
minor cannot disaffirm a contract, otherwise valid, to pay the reason
able value of things necessary for his support or that of his family 
entered into by him when not under the care of a parent or guardian 
able to provide for him or them. 

§ 2705.  Nor statutory contracts. A minor cannot disaffirm
an obligation, otherwise valid, entered into by him under the express 
authority or direction of a statute. 

§ 2706. Idiot's powers. A person entirely without under
standing has no power to make a contract of any kind, but he is 
liable for the reasonable value of things furnished to him necessary 
for his support or the support of his family. 

§ 2707. When idiot's contract subject to rescission. A
conveyance or other contract of a person of unsound mind, but not 
entirely without understanding, made before his incapacity has been 
judicially determined is subject to rescission as provided in the 
chapter of rescission of this code. 

§ 2708. Cannot contract after incapacity determined.
After his incapacity bas been judicially determined a person of un
sound mind can make no conveyance or other contract, nor delegate 
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Personal Rights. CIVIL CODE. 
any power, nor waive an, right, until his restoration is judiciallydetermined. But if actually restored to capacity he may make a will,though his restoration is not thus determined. § 2709. Min.or liable for wrongs. A minor or a person ofunsound mind of whatever degree is civilly liable for a wrong doneby him in like manner as any other person. § 2710. When subjected to exemplary damages. A minoror person of unsound mind cannot be subjected to exemplary damagesunless at the time of the act he was capable of knowing that it waswrongful. § 2711. Rights of action. A minor may enforce his rights bycivil action or other legal proceedings in the same manner as a personof full age, except that a guardian m1,1st be appointed to conduct thesame. § 2712. Indian rights. Disabilities. Indians resident withinthis state have the same rights and duties as other persons, except that:1. They cannot vote or hold office except as prescribed in subdivision three of section 121 of the constitution of this state. 2. They cannot grant, lease or incumber Indian lands except inthe cases provided by law. 

CHAPTER 3. 

PERSONAL RIGHTS. 

§§ 2709-2716 

§ 23,CMIC.

§ 24, Civil C.

§ 25, ClvllC.

§ 26, Civil C.am'tl. 

§ 2713. General personal rights. Besides the personal rights § 21, cM1 c.mentioned or recognized in the political code every person has, sub-ject to the qualifications and restrictions provided by law, the right of protection from bodily restraint or harm, from personal insult, fromdefamation and from inJury to his personal relations. 
§ 27�4. Defamation. Defamation is effected by: § 2a.c1v11c.
I. Libel; or, 2. Slander. § 2711>. Libel defined. Libel is a false and unprivileged pub- I 29,c1v11c.lication by writing, printing, picture, effigy or other fixed representa-tion to the eye which exposes any person to hatred, contempt, ridi-cule or obloquy, or which causes him to be shunned or avoided, or which has a tendency to injure him in his occupation. § 2716. Slander. Slander is a false and unprivileged publics- §3l,c1v11c.tion, other than libel, which: 1. Charges any person with crime or with having been indicted,convicted, or punished for crime. 2. Imputes to him the present existence of an infectious, contagious or loathsome disease. 3. Tends directly to injure him in respect to his office, profession,trade or business, either by imputing to him general disqualificationin those respects which the office or other occupation peculiarly requires, or by imputing something with reference to his office, profession, trade or business, that has a natural tendency to lessen its profit.4. Imputes to him impotence or want of chasity; or, 5. Which, by natural consequence causes actual damage.
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§§ 2717-2722 CIVIL CODE. .ftiarriage Contract. 

§ 31, cM1 c. § 2717. Privileged communications. A privileged commu-nication is one made: 1. In the proper discha�e of an official duty. 2. In any legislative or Judicial proceeding, or in any other proceeding authorized by law. 3. In a communication without malice to a person interestedtherein by one who is also interested, or by one who stands in suchrelation to the person interested as to afford a reasonable ground forsupposing the motive for the communication innocent, or who is requested by the person interested to give the information. 4. By a fair and true report without malice of a judicial, legislative or other public official proceeding, or of anything said in thecourse thereof. In the cases provided for in subdivisions three and four of this section malice is not inferred from the communication or publication. 
§ 8'!,c1n1c. § 2718. Off'enses against personal relation. The rights ofpersonal relation forbid: 1. The abduction of a husband from his wife or of a parent fromhis child. 2. The !lbduction or enticement of a wife from her husband, of achild from a parent or from a guardian entitled to its custody, or ofa servant from his master. 3. The seduction of a wife, daughter, orphan sister or servant; and,4. Any injury to a servant which affects his ability to serve hismaster. 
§ �. nv11c. § 2719. Force to protect. Any necessary force may be usedto protect from wrongful injury the person or property of one's selfor of a wife, husband, child, parent or other relative or member ofone's family, or of a ward, servant, master or guest. 

§ 1. c. 91, 1890. 

11 2. c. 91, 1soo. 

§ 3, c. 911 l/<!10. am'a. 

CHAPTER 4. 

MARRIAGE CONTRACT. 
§ 2720. Marriage defined. Marriage is a personal relationarising out of a civil contract to which the consent of the partiesthereto is essential, but the marriage relation may be entered into,maintained, annulled or dissolved only as provided by law. § 2721. Age of consent to marriage. Any unmarried maleof the age of sixteen years or upwards, and any unmarried female ofthe age of thirteen years or upwards, and not otherwise disqualified,are capable of consenting to and consummating marriage; provided,that if the male is under twenty-one years or the female under eighteenyears of age the license provided in this chapter shall not be issuedwithout the consent of the parent or guardian, if there is any. 
§ 2722. Who disqualifted to marry. Marriages betweenparents and children, including grandparents and grandchildren ofevery degree, between brothers and sisters of the half as well as thewhole blood, between uncles and nieces, aunts and nephews, or cousinsof the first degree of the half as well as the whole blood, are declaredto be incestuous and absolutely void. This section shall apply toillegitimate as well as legitimate children and relations. 
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Jfarrlage Contract. CIVIL CODE. 

§ 2723. When marriage voidable. A marriage contractedby a person having a former husband or wife living, if the formermarriage has not been annulled or dissolved, is illegal and void fromthe beginning unless such former husband or wife was absent andbelieved by such person to be dead for a period of five years immediately preceding. § 2724. Who may solemnize marriages. License. Marriagesmay be solemnized by all judges of courts of record within their respective jurisdictions; by justices of the peace wfthin their respective jurisdictions; by ordained ministers of the gospel and priests of everychurch, but marriages solemnized in the sodety of Friends or Quakersaccording to the form used in their meetings shall be valid. Nosuch person shall solemnize any marriage until the parties theretoshall produce a license, issued by a county judge of the county inwhich such ceremony is to be performed, or if such county is unorganized, of the county to which it is attached for judicial purposes.When any person authorized by law shall solemnize a marriage heshall fill out and sign a certificate following the marriage license onthe blank form prescribed by law, giving his official title, or if aminister of the gospel or priest, the ecclesiastical body with whlch heis connected and return such license and certificate to the countyjudge of the county within thirty days thereafter. Such certificateshall be signed by two witnesses to the marriage ceremony in additionto the signature of the person who solemnized the marriage. § 2726. Marriage license, how obtained. The county judgeof each county in this state, when applied to by any person fora marriage license, shall inquire of such person upon oath relative tothe legality of such contemplated marriage and he may examine otherwitnesses upon oath if deemed best; and if any of the persons intending to marry are under age said judge shall require the consent of the parent or guardian, if there is any, personally given, or a certificate of consent signed by such parent or guardian and attestedby two witnesses, one of whom shall appear before such judge andmake oath that he saw such parent or guardian sign such certificate;and if said judge shall be satisfied there is no legal impedimentthereto, he shall issue and sign such marriage license and affixhis seal, in the form prescribed by law. § 2726. License and certiftcate. The marriage license andcertificate of the person solemnizing the marriage shall be upon oneblank form substantially as follows: 
MARRIAGE LICENSE. 

�!t;f 
:r��� -�����: } ss. 

To any person authorized by law to perform the marriage ceremony,greeting: You are hereby authorized to join in marriage . .... ... . .... . . .  , of .. ....... . ... , aged .... . ... and . ... . ........ ... , of . .... . .. . .. .. , 
aged . ....•.. ; and of this license and your certificate you will make due return to my office within thirty days. Dated at . .... .... .. . this ...... . ..... day of . .... ....... 189 .. (Seal.) .. ....... . ... . . .. .......... . County Judge.

{89) 609 

§§ 2723-2726 

§ 6, e. Ill, 1890.
am·d. 

§ ,, e. 91, 1890. 
am'd, 

§ M, e. 91, 1890.

!I 9. e. 91, 1890, 



§§ 2727-2731

§ 10, c. 91, 1�00. 

§ 13, c. 91, }S!I(). 

§ 14, c. 91, 18!1(). 

§ 15, c. 91, 189(). 
am'd. 

§ 54. Civil C. 
a111,d. 

CIVIL CODE. 1lfarriage Contract. 

CERTIFICATE OF MARRIAGE. 

I hereby certify that the persons named in the foregoing license were by me joined in marriage at . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. , county of .. ... ... .. ... .. . , state of North Dakota, on lhe . ........ . . .  day of .... ........ , 189 . .  In presence of 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : } Witnesses. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

§ 2727. Record to be kept by county court. The county judge shall keep a marriage record book, in which he shall keep a correct copy of all marriage licenses iBBued by him; and when a license is returned with the certificate of the person performing the marriage ceremony properly filled out and signed, he shall also record such certificate immediately following the record of such license; and for each license and the record herein required he shall be entitled to a fee of one dollar to be paid by the party applying for the same. 
§ 2728. Indian marriage contracts valid. Indians contracting marriage according to the Indian custom and cohabiting asman and wife shall be deemed legally married. 
§ 2729. Marriages valid where contracted, valid /in this state. All marriages contracted outside of this state, which are valid accordin� to the laws of the state or country where contracted, shall be valid m this state. 
§ 2730. Certified record is evidence. The books of record of marriage licenses iBSued and certificates returned kept by the county judge of any county, or copies of such entries certified by such judge under the seal of the court, shall be received as evidence in all courts. 
§ 2731. Causes for annulling marriage. A marriage may be annulled by an action in the district court to obtain a decree of nullity for any of the following causes existing at the time of the marriage: 1. When the party in whose behalf it is sought to have the marriage annulled was under the age of legal consent and such marriage was contracted without the consent of his or her parent or guardian, unless after attaining the age of consent such party freely cohabited with the other as husband or wife. 2. When the former husband or wife of either party was livingand the marriage with such former husband or wife was then in force. 3. When either party was of unsound mind, unless such pru1y after coming to reason freely cohabited with the other as husband or wife. 4. When the consent of either party was obtained by fraud, nniess such party afterwards with full knowledge of the facts constituting the fraud freely cohabited with the other as husband or wife. 5. When the consent of either party was obtained by force, unless such party afterwards freely cohabited wtth the other as husband or wife. 6. When either party was at the time of the marriage physically incapable of entering into the marriage state and such incapacity continues and appears to be incurable. 
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.Duaolution of Marriage. CIVIL CODE. §§ 2782-2738 

§ 2732. Limitation of action. An action to obtain a decree § M. c1v11 c.of nullity of marriage for causes mentioned in the preceding section, am'd. 
must be commenced within the periods and by the parties as follows: 1. For causes mentioned in sulxlivision one, by the party to themarriage, who was married under the age of legal consent, within fouryears after arriving at the age of consent, or by his or her parent orguardian at any time before such party has arrived at the age of legalconsent. 2. For causes mentioned in sulxlivision two, by either party during the life of the other, or by such former husband or wife. 3. For causes mentioned in sulxlivision three, by the party injured, or a relative or guardian of the party of unsound mind at any'time before the death of either party. 4. For causes mentioned in subdivision four, by the party injuredwithin four years after the discovery of the facts constituting thefraud. 5. For causes mentioned in subdivisions five and six, by the in-jured party within four years after the marriage. 

� 2733. Children legiti_mate. When a marriage is annulled II Ma.!;!tl c.children begotten before the Judgment are legitimate and succeed to the estate of both parents. § 2734. Custody of children. The court must award the cos- ti �1. civil c.tocly of the children of a marriage annulled on the ground of fraud or force to the innocent parent and may also provide for their educa-tion and maintenance out of the property of the guilty party. § 2731>. E:ffect of judgment. A judgment of nullity of mar- !I 58. c1v11 c.riage rendered is conclusive only as against the parties to the action and those daiming under them. 

CHAPTER 5. 
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE. 

ARTICLE 1. - CAUSES FOR GRANTING DIVORCE. 
' 2736. Marriage, how dissolved. Marriage is dissolved II 59, c1v11 c. am'd. on y: 1. By the death of<one of the parties; or, 2. By the judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction decreeinga divorce of the parties. The effect of a judgment decreeing a divorce is to restore thepartie!! to the state of unmarried persons. § 2737. Causes for divorce. Divorces may be granted for 160, nvu c.any of the following causes: 1. Adultery. 2. Extreme cruelty. 3. Willful desertion.4. Willful neglect. 5. Habitual intemperance.6. Convict.ion for felony. § 2738. Adultery defined. Adultery within the meaning of 11 60. Civil c. this article is the voluntary sexual intercourse of a married person with a person other than the offender's husband or wife. 
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§§ 2739-2748

§ 60. Civil (' .

ll 60, Ch"II C. 

§ 60, Civil C.

§ 60. Civil C.
am'd. 

§ 60, Civil C. 
§ 1 .  c. :,7, 11,/,1.

CIVIL CODE. Dissolution of Marriage . 

§ 2739 . Extreme cruelty defined. Extreme cruelty is the
infliction by one party to the marriage of grievous bodily injury or 
grievous mental suffering upon the other. 

§ 2740. Desertion defined. Willful desertion is the voluntary
separation of one of the married parties from the other with intent to 
desert. 

1. Persistent refusal to have reasonable matrimonial intercourse
as husband an<l wife, when health or physical condition does not 
make such refusal reasonably necessary, or the refusal of either party 
to dwell in the same house with the other party, when there is no 
just cause for such refusal, is desertion. 

2. ·when one party is induced by the stratagem or fraud of the
other party to leave the family dwelling place or to be absent, and 
during such absence the offending party departs with intent to desert 
the other, it is desertion by the party committing the stratagem or 
fraud, and not by the other. 

8. Departure or absence of one party from the family dwelling
place caused by cruelty or by threats of bodily harm from which dan
ger would be reasonably apprehended from the other is not deser
tion by the absent party, but it is desertion by the other party. 

4. Separation by consent, with or without the understanding that
one of the parties will apply for a divorce, is not desertion. 

5 . Absence or separation, proper in itself, becomes desertion
whenever the intent to desert is fixed dul'ing such absence or separa
tion. 

6. Consent to a separation is a revocable act and if one of the
parties afterwards in good faith seeks a reconciliation and restora
tion, but the other refuses it, such refusal is desertion. 

7 . If one party deserts the other and before the expiration of the
statutory period required to make the desertion a eause of divorce 
returns and offers in good faith to fulfill the marriage contract and 
solicits condonation, the desertion is cured. If the other party re
fuses such offer and condonation, the refusal shall be deemed and 
treated as desertion by such party from the time of the refusal. 

8. A husband may choose any reasonable place or mode of liv
ing, and if the wife does not conform thereto it is desertion. 

9. If the place or mode of living selected by the husband is
unreasonable and grossly unfit and the wife does not conform thereto, 
it is desertion on the part of the husband from the time her reasonable 
objections are made known to him. 

§ 274 1 .  Willful neglect defined. Willful neglect is the neg
le�t of the husband to provide for his wife the common necessaries of 
life, he having the ability to do so ; or it is the failure to do so by reason 
of idleness, profligacy or dissipation. 

§ 2742. Habitual intemperance defined. Habitual intem
perance is that degree of intemperance from the use of intoxicatini;t 
drinks, morphine, opium, chloral, cocaine or other like narcotic drugs, 
which disqualifies the person a great portion of the time from prop
erly attending to busJness or which would reasonably inflict a course 
of great mental anguish upon the innocent party. 

§ 2743 . Duration of o1fenses as ground of divorce. · Willful
desertion, willful neglect or habitual intemperance must continue for 
one year before either is a ground for divorce. 
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.Dissolution of Marriage. CIVIL OODE . 91 27'4-2750 

ARTICLE 2. - CAUSES FOR DENYING DIVORCE. 

§ 9744. When divorce will be denied. Divorces must be n 61. c1v11 c.
denied upon showing : 

1 .  Connivance ; or, 
2. Collusion ; or,
3. Condonation ; or,
4. Recrimination ; or,
5. Limitation and lapse of time.
§ 2741> . Connivance defined. Connivance is the corrupt § 61,  c1v11 c.

consent of one party to the commission of the acts of the other con-
stituting the cause of divorce. Corrupt consent ·  is manifested by 
passive permission with intent to connive at or actively procure the 
commission of the acts complained of. 

§ 2746. Collusion defined. Collusion is an agreement between § 61. Civil c.
the husband and wife that one of them shall commit, or appear to 
have committed, or be represented in court as having committed, acts 
constituting a cause of divorce for the purpose of enabling the other 
to ol'>tain a divorce. 

§ 2747. Condonation defined. Condonation is the conditional § 61, c1v11 c.
forgiveness of a matrimonial offense constituting a cause of divorce. 

§ �748. Requisites of condonation. The following require- § 61 . c1v11 c.
men ts are necessary to condonation : 

1 .  A knowledge on the part of the condoner of the facts consti
tuting the cause of divorce. 

2. Reconciliation and remission of the offense by the injured
party. 

3. Restoration of the offending party to all marital rights.
Condonation implies a condition subsequent, that the forgiving party

muet be treated with conjugal kindness. When the cause of divorce 
consists of a course of offensive conduct, or arises in cases of cruelty 
from successive acts of ill treatment, which may aggregately consti
tute the offense, cohabitation or passive endurance or conjugal kind
ness shall not be evidence of condonation of any of the acts consti
tuting such cause, unless accompanied by an express agreement to 
condone. In such cases condonation can be made only after the cause 
of divorce has become complete as to the acts complained of. A 
fraudulent concealment by the condonee of facts constituting a differ
ent cause of divorce from the one condoned and existing at the time 
of condonation avoids such condonation. 

§ 2749 . Revocation of condonation . Condonation is revoked § 01 ,  c1vu c.
and the original cause of divorce revived : 

1 .  When the condonee commits acts constituting a like or other 
cause of divorce ; or, 

2. When the condonee is guilty of great conjugal unkindness, not
amounting to a cause of divorce, but sufficiently habitual and gross 
to. show that the conditions of condonation had not been accepted in 
good faith or not fulfilled. 

§ 2750. Recrimination defined. Recrimination is a showing § s1. CITII c.
by the defendant of any cause of divorce against the plaintiff in bar 
of the plaintiff's cause of divorce. Condonation of a cause of divorce 
shown in the answer as a recriminatory defense is a bar to such defense, 
unless the condonation is revoked as above provided, or two years 
have elapsed after the condonation and before the accruing or com-
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§§ 2751-2761 

§ 62, C!Yll C.

§ 63, Civil C.

11 65, Civil C. § 1, c. 29, 1881.

§ 66, ( 'Ml C.am 'd. 
§ 67, Civil C. 
§ 68. ( "1\"11 c.

§ 69, CMI C.

CIVIL CODE. Di88olution of Marriage.

pletion of the cause of divorce against which the recrimination isshown. § 2761. Adultery by husband. When a divorce is grantedfor the adultery of the husband, the legitimacy of children of the marriage begotten of the wife before the commencement of the action isnot affected . . § 2762. By wife. Legitimacy. When a divorce is grantedfor the adultery of the wife the legitimacy of children begotten of herbefore the commission of the adultery is not affected; but the legitimacy of other children of the wife may be determined by the courtupon the evidence in the case. In every such case all children begotten before the commencement of the action are to be presumed legitimate until the contrary is shown. § 2763. Time limited. A divorce must be denied when there isan unreasonable lapse of time before the commencement of the action.Unreasonable lapse of time is such a delay in commencing the actionas establishes the presumption that there has been connivance, collusion or condonation of the offense, or full acquiescence in the samewith intent to continue the marriage relation, notwithstanding thecommission of the offense set up as a ground of divorce. The presumption arising from lapse of time may be rebutted by showingreasonable grounds for the delay in commencing_ the action. § 2764. Only statutory limitations. There are no limitations of time for commencing actions for divorce except such as arecontained in the foregoing section. § 2766. Term of residence. A divorce must not be grantedunless the plaintiff has in good faith been a resident of the state ninetydays next preceding the commencement of the action. § 2766. Presumption of domicile. In actions for divorce thepresumption of law that the domicile of the husband is the domicileof the wife does not apply. After separation each party may have aseparate domicile, depending for proof upon actual residence and notupon legal presumptions. § 2767. Affirmative proof required. No divorce can begranted upon the default of the defendent, or upon the uncorroboratedstatement, admission or testimony of the parties, or upon any statement or finding of fact made by a referee; but the court must in addition to any statement or finding of the referee require proof of the facts alleged. 
ARTICLE 3. - GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 7o, CMt c. § 2768. Maintenance. ,Though a judgment of divorce is denied ,the court may in an action for divorce provide for the maintenance of a wife and her children, or any of them, by the husband. !I 7 1 .  c11 1 1  c · . § 2769. Alimony pending action. While an action for divorceis pending, the court may in its discretion require the husband topay as alimony any money necessary to enable the wife to supportherself or her children, or to prosecute or defend the action. § it, chn c. § 2760. Custody of children. In an action for divorce thecourt may before or after judgment give suc�h direction for the custody, care and education of the children of the marriage as may seem necessary or proper and may at any time vacate or modify the same. § ,:i. n,1 1 c § 2761. Support. When a divorce is granted for an offense of the husband the court may compel him to provide for the mainte-
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Huaband and Wife. CIVIL CODE. §§ 2762-2769 

nance of the children of the marriage, and to make such suitableallowance to the wife for her support during her life or for a shorterperiod as the court may deem just, having regard to the circumstances of the parties respectively; and the court may from time to time modify its orders in these respects. § 2762. Security. Separate estate. Homestead. The § n, c1vn c.
court may require the husband to give reasonable security for provid-ing maintenance or making any payments required under the pro-visions of this chapter and may enforce the same by the appointmentof a receiver or by any other remedy applicable to the case. Butwhen the wife has a separate estate sufficient to give her a propersupport, 'the court in its discretion may withhold any allowance to herout of the separate property of the husband. The court in renderinga decree of divorce may assign the homestead to the innocent partyeither absolutely or for a limited period accordiug to the facts in theease and in consonance with the law relating to homesteads. Thedisposition of the homestead by the court and all orders and decreestouching the alimony and maintenance of the wife and for the cus-tody, education and support of the children as above provided aresubject t.o revision on appeal in all particulars, including those whichare stated to be in the discretion of the court. 

C H APTER 6 .  
HUSBAND AND WIFE. 

§ 2763. Mutual relations. Husband and wife contract towardeach other obligations of mutual respect, fidelity and support. § 2764. Head of family. The husband is the head of thefamily. He may choose any reasonable place or mode of livingand the wife must conform thereto. § 2766. Duty to support. The husband must support himselfand. his wife out of his property or by his labor. The wife mustsupport the husband when he has not deserted her out of her separateproperty, when he has no separate property and he is unable frominfirmity to support himself. § 2766. Separate property. Dwelling. Except as mentionedin section 2765, neither the husband nor the wife has any interest inthe I?ropert� of the other, but neither can be excluded from theother s dwelling. § 2767. Wife's rights and capacity. The wife after marriagehas with respect to property, contracts and torts the same capacityand rights and is subject to the same liabilities as before marriage andin all actions by or against her she shall sue and be sued in her ownn3me. § 2768. Cannot alter relations. A husband and wife cannotby any contract with each other alter their marital relations, exceptthat they may agree in writing to an immediate separation and maymake provision for the support of either of them and of their childrenduring such separation. § 2769. Separation. The mutual consent of the parties is asufficient consideration for such an agreement as is mentioned in the last section. 
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§ 2770. Separate and mutual right.a. Neither the husbandnor the wife, as such, is answerable for the acts of the other. 2. The earnings of the wife are not liable for the debts of thehusband and the earnings and accumulations of the wife and of herminor children living with her or in her custody, while she is livingseparate from her husband, are the separate property of the wife. 3. The separate property of the husband is not liable for the debtsof the wife contracted before the marriage. 4. The separate property of the wife is not liable for tpe debts of her husband, but is liable for her own debts contracted before or aftermarriage. 5. No estate is allowed the husband as tenant by courtesy uponthe death of his wife, nor is any estate in dower allotted to the wifeupon the death of her husband. § 2771. Wife's necessaries. If the husband neglects to makeadequate provision for the support of his wife, except in the casesmentioned in the next section, any other person may in good faithsupply her with articles nece888.ry for her support and recover thereasonable value thereof from the husband. § 2772. Abandonment. Separation. A husband abandonedby his wife is not liable for her support until she offers to return,unless she was justified by his misconduct in abandoning him; nor ishe liable for her support when she is living separate from him byagreement, unless such support is stipulated in the agreement. § 2773. Tranafer of property when abandoned. In casethe husband or wife abandons the other and removes from the stateand is absent therefrom for one year without providing for the maintenance and support of his or her family, or is sentenced to imprisonment either in the county jail or penitentiary for the period of one year or more, the district court of the county or judicial subdivisionwhere the husband or wife so abandoned, or not in prison, resides may,on application by affidavit of such husband or wife, setting forth fullythe facts, supported by such other testimony as the court may deemnecessary, authorize him or her to manage, control, sell or incumber theproperty of the said husband :>r wife for the support and maintenaneeof the family and for the purpose of paying debts contracted prior tosuch abandonment or imprisonment. Noti<'e of such proceedingsshall he given the opposite party and shall be served as summons isserved in ordinary actions. § 2774. Contract.a binding on both. All contracts, sales oriucumbrances made either by the husband or the wife by virtue ofthe power contemplated and granted by order of the court as providedin the preceding sedion, shall he binding on both, and during suchabsence or imprisonment the person acting under such power maysue and be sued thereon, and for all acts done the property of bothshall be liable, and execution may be kvied or attachment issuedthereon ac-0ording to statute. :N" o suit or proceedings shall abate or bein anywise affected by the return or release of the person confined,but he or she may be permitted to prosecute or defend jointly withthe other. § 2771>. When order set aside. The husband or wife affectedby the proeeedings eontemplated in the two preceding sections mayhave the order or decree of the court set aside or annulled by affida,·it.of such varty, setting forth fully the facts and supported by such
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other testimony as the court shall deem proper. Notice of such pro
cee.dings to set aside and annul such order must be given the person 
in whose favor the same was granted and shall be served as summons 

§§ 2776-2785 

is served in ordinary a�tions. The setting aside of such decree or ' 
order shall in no wise affect any act done thereunder. 

CHAPT E R  7. 

PARENT AND CHILD. 

§ 2776. Legitimacy presumed. All children born in wedlock !I 86, c1v11 c .
are presumed to be legitimate. 

§ 2777. Children born after dissolution of marriage or be- 11 81, civil c.
fore wedlock. All children of a woman who has been married born 
within ten months after the dissolution of the marriage are presumed 
to be legitimate children of that marriage. A child born before wed-
lock becomei legitimate by the subsequent marriage of its parents. 

§ 2778. Who may dispute presumption. The presumption !I 88. civil c.
of 1egitimacy can be disputed only by the husband or wife or the 
descendant of one or both of them. Illegitimacy in such case may be 
proved like any other fact. 

§ 2779. Both parents support children . The parent en- !I 89, civil c.
titfed to the custody of a child must give him support and education 
suitable to his circumstances. If the support and education which 
the father of a legitimate child is able to give are inadequate, the 
mother must assist him to the extent of her ability. 

§ 2780. Who entitled to the custody of a child. The father !I oo, civil c.
of a legitimate unmarried minor child is entitled to its custody, �r-
vices and earnings ; but he cannot transfer such custody or services to 
any other person except the mother without her written consent, 
unless she has deserted him or is living separate from him by agree-
ment. If the father is dead or is unable or refuses to take the cus-

. tody or has abandoned his family the mother is entitled thereto. 
§ 278 1 .  Of illegitimate child. The mother of an illegitimate 11 01. Civil c.

unmarried minor is entitled to its custody, services and earnings. 
§ 2782. Allowance to parent. The district court may direct 11 112, c1v11 c.

an allowance to be made to a parent of a child out of its property for 
its past or future support and education on such conditions a·s may be • 
proper, whenever such direction is for its benefit. 

§ 2783. Control of property. The parent as such has no con- § 93. c1v11 c.
tro1 over the property of the child. 

§ 2784. Parental abuse. The abuse of parental authority is 11 1», Civil c.
the subject of judicial cognizance in a civil action in the district court 
brought by the child, or by its relatives within the third degree, or by 
the offieers of the poor where the child resides ; and when the abuse 
is established, the child may be freed from the dominion of the parent 
and the duty of support and education enforced. 

§ 2781>. When parent's authority ceases. The authority of § oo. cM1 c.
a parent ceases : 

1 .  Upon the appointment by a court of a guardian of the person 
of the child ; 
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2. Upon the mru.Tiage of the child; or,3. Upon its attaining majority. 

Parent and OhUd. 

§ 2786. Action for support of child. If a parent chargeablewith the support of a child dies, leaving it chargeable upon thecounty and leaving an estate sufficient for its support, the countycommissioners of the county in the name of the county may claimprovision for its support from the parent's estate by civil action, andfor this purpose may have the same remedies as any creditor againstthat estate and against the heirs, devisees and next of kin of theparent. § 2787. Support of poor. It is the duty of the father, them�ther and the children of any poor person who is unable to maintain himself by work, to maintain such person to the extent of theirability. The promise of an adult child to pay for necessaries previously furnished to such parent is binding. § 2788. Neglect of child. If a parent neglects to providearticles necessary for his child, who is under his charge, according tohis circumstances, a third person mtly in good faith supply suchnecessaries and recover the reasonable value thereof from the parent.§ 2789. Parent when not liable. A parent is not bound tocompensate the other parent or a relative for the voluntary support ofhis child without an agreement for compensation, nor to compensatea stranger for the support of a child who has abandoned the parentwithout just cause. § 2790. Support of stepchildren. A husband is not boundto maintain his wife's children by a former husband; but if he receivesthem into his family and supports them, it is presumed that he doesso as a parent and when such is the case, they are not liable to himfor their support, nor he to them for their services. 
§ 2791. After majority. When a child after attaining majorityoo,ntinues to serve and to be supported by the parent, neither party is entitled to compensation in the absence of an agreement therefor.§ 2792. Child's earnings. The parent, whether solvent or insolveqt, may relinquish to the child the right of controlling him andreceiving his earnings. Abandonment by the parent is presumptiveevidence of such relinquishment. § 2793. Wages paid. The wages of a minor employed inservice may be paid to him or her until the parent or guardian entitledthereto gives the employer notice that he claims such wages. § 2794. Change of residence. A parent entitled to the custody of a child has a right to change his residence, subject to thepower of the district court to restrain a removal which would prejudice the rights or welfare of the child. § 2796. Not liable for acts of other. Neither parent norchild is answerable as such for the act of the other. § 2796. Custody of father and mother. The husband andfat1ier as such has no rights superior to those of the wife and motherin regard to the care, custody, education and control of the childrenof the marriage, while such husband and wife live separate and apartfrom each other ; and when they so live in a state of separation without being divorced, the clistrict court or judges thereof upon application of either may grant a writ of haheas corpus to inquire into thl' custody of any minor unmarried child of the marriage, and may award 
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the custody of such child to either for such time and under suchre�ulations as the case may require. The decision of the court orjudge must be guided by the rules prescribed in section 2817. 

CHAPTER 8 .  

ADOPTION. 
§ 2797. Adoption of minor. Any minor child may be adoptedby any adult person in the cases and subject to the rules prescribedin this chapter. § 2798. Relative age limited. A person adopting a childmust be at least ten years older than the person adopted. § 2799. Consent of husband or wife. A married man notlawfully separated from his wife cannot adopt a child without theconsent of his wife, nor can a married woman not thus separated fromher husband without his consent, provided the husband or wife notconsenting is capable of giving such consent. § 2800. Consent of parents or guardian. A legitimatechild cannot be adopted without the consent of its parents if living,nor an illegitimate child without the consent of its mother if living,except that such consent is not necessary from a parent deprived ofcivil rights or adjudged guilty of adultery or cruelty and for eithercause divorced, or from a parent adjudged to be an habitual drunkardor of unsound mind, or who has been judicially deprived of the custody of the child on account of cruelty or neglect. In case the childhas no parent living or the consent of the parent living is not necessary under the provisions of this section, consent to the adoption maybe given by the guardian, if the child has a guardian, and if there isno guardian, consent to the adoption may be given by the person having the custody of the child or by the next of kin of the child residing in this state. § 2801. When child must consent. The consent of achild, if over the a�e of ten years, is necessary to its adoption. § 2802. Petition for adoption. Any inhabitant of this statemay petition the district court in the county of his residence forleave to adopt a child not his own, and if desired for a change of thechild's name; but such petition by a person havin$ a husband orwife shall not be granted unless the husband or wife Joins therein. § 2803 . Proceedings on hearing. Decree. If upon thehearing of the petition so presented and consented unto as aforesaid,the court shall be satisfied of the identity and relations of the persons concerned, and that the petitioner is or, in case of husband andwife, that the petitioners are of sufficient ability to bring up the childand to furnish him suitable nurture and education and that it is fitand proper that the petition for leave t.o adopt such child be granted,a decree shall be made, setting forth the facts and ordering that fromand after the date of the decree the ehild shall be deemed and takento be the child of the petitioner or petitioners. and the eourt may ifdesired in and by the same decree change the name of such child. § 2804. Status of adopted child. The child so adopted shallbe deemed, as respects all legal consequences and incidents of the
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natural relation of parent and child, the child of such parent orparents by adoption the same as if he had been born to them inlawful wedlock. § 2806. Effect of decree. The natural parents of such childshall be deprived by the decree aforesaid of all legal rights respectingthe child and such child shall be free from all obligations of maintenance and obedience respecting his natural parents. § 2806. Illegitimate child. The father of an illegitimate childby publicly acknowledging it as his own, receiving it as such withthe consent of his wife, if he is married, into his family, and otherwise treating it as if it was a legitimate child, thereby adopts it assuch, and such child is thereupon deemed for all purposes legitimate from the time of its birth. The foregoing provisions of this chapterdo not apply to such an adoption. 

CH A P T ER 9. 

GUARDIAN AND WARD. 
§ 2807. Guardian deftned. A guardian is a person appointedto take care of the person or property of another. § 2808. Ward deftned. The person over whom, or over whoseproperty a guardian is appointed, is called his ward. § 2809. Guardians classified. Guardians are either: 1. General; or, 2. Special. § 2810. General guardian. A general guardian is a guardianof the person, or of all the property of the ward within this state, orof both. § 2811. Special guardian. Every other is a special guardian.§ 2812. How guardian appointed. A guardian of the personor estate or of both of a child born, or likely to be born, may beappointed by will or by deed, to take effect upon the death of theparent appointing : 1. If the child is legitimate, by the father with the written consent of the mother or by either parent, if the other is dead or incapable of consent. 2. If the child is illegitimate, by the mother. § 2813. No power without appointment. No person,whether a parent or otherwise, has any power as a guardian of property except by appointment as hereinafter provided. § 2814. Jurisdiction in county court. A guardian of the person or property or both of a person residing in this state, who isa minor or of unsound mind, may be appointed in all cases, otherthan those named in section 2812, by the county court as provided inthe probate code. § 2816. Guardian of nonresident. A guardian of the property within this state of a person not residing therein who is a minoror of unsound mind may be appointed by the county court. § 2816. Court appointing has exclusive jurisdiction. Inall cases the court mRking the appointment of R guardian has exclusive jurisdiction to control him. 
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§ 2817. Rules in appointing. In awarding the custody of aminor or in appointing a general guardian the eourt or judge is to beguided by the following considerations: 1. By what appears to be · for the best interests of the child inrespect to its temporal and its mental and moral welfare ; and if thechild is of sufficient age to form an intelligent preference, the courtor judge may consider that preference in determining the question. 2. As between parents adversely claiming the custody or guardianship, neither parent is entitled to it as of right, but, other thingsbeing equal, if the child is of tender years, it should be given to themother ; if it is of an age to require education and preparation forlabor or business, then to the father. · § 2818. Preference between two equally entitled. Oftwo persons equally entitled to the custody in other respects preference is to be given as follows: 1. To a parent. 2. To one who was indicated by the wishes of a deceased parent.3. To one who already stands in the position of a trustee of afund to be applied to the child's support. 4. To a relative. § 2819. Guardian's power. A guardian appointed by a courthas power over the person and property of the ward unless otherwiseordered. § 2820. Power of guardian of the person. A guardian ofthe person is- charged with the custody of the ward and must look tohis support, health and education. He may fix the residence of theward at any place within the state, but not elsewhere without thepermission of the court. § 2821. Of the property. A guardian of the property mustkeep safely the property of his ward. He must not permit anyunnecessary waste or destruction of the real property nor make anysale of such property without the order of the county court, but must,so far as it is in his power, maintain the same with its buildings andappurtenances out of the income or other property of the estate anddeliver it to the ward at the close of his guardianship in as good condition as he received it. § 2822. Nature of the relation. The relation of guardianand ward is confidential and is subject to the provisions of thechapter on trusts. , § 2823. Guardian controlled by court. In the managementancl disposition of the person or property eommitted to him a guard .ian may be re_gulated and controlled by the court. § 2824. Joint guardians. On the death of one of two or morejoint guardians the power continues to the survivor until a furtherappointment is made by the court. § 2826. Causes for removal A guardian may be removed bythe county court for any of the following causes: 1. For abuse of his trust. 2. For continued failure to perform its duties.3. For incapacity to perform its duties. 4. For gross immorality. 5. For having an interest adverse to the faithful performance ofhis duty. 6. For removal from the state. 7. In the case of a guardian of the property, for insolvency ; or,
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8. When it is no longer proper that the ward should be under
guardianship. 

§ 2826. When power of parental guardian superseded.
The power of a guruxlian appointed by a parent is superseded : 

1 .  By bis removal as  prO\•;ded in the last section ; or, 
2. By the solemnized marriage of the ward; or,
3. By the ward's attaining majority.
§ 2827. When power of court guardian suspended. The

power uf a guardian appointed by a court is suspended only : 
1 .  By order of the court ; or, 
2. If the appointment was made solely because of the ward's

minority, by his attaining majority ; or, 
3. The guardianship over the person of the ward, by the marriage

of the ward. 
§ 2828. Ward's power on majority. After a ward has come

to bis majority he may settle accounts with his guardian and give 
him a release, which is valid if obtained fairly and without undue 
influence. 

§ 2829. When discharge granted. A guardian appointed by
a court is not entitled to his discharge until one year after the ward's 
majority. 

§ 2830. Asylum for persons of unsound mind. A person
of unsound mind may be placed in an asylum for such persons upon 
the order of the county court of the county in which he resides, as 
follows : 

1 .  The court must be satisfied by the oath of two reputable physi
cians that such person is of unsound mind and unfit to be at large. 

2. Before granting the order the judge must examine the person
himself or, if that is impracticable, cause him to be examined by an 
impartial person duly sworn for that purpose. 

3. After the order is granted the person alleged to be of unsound
mind, his or her husband or wife or relative to the third degree, may 
appeal to the district court and demand therein an investigation before 
a jury, which muet be substantially in all respects conducted as under 
an inquisition of lunacy. 

CHAP TER HL 

MASTER AND SERVANT. 

§ 283 1 .  Apprenticeship authorized. Male minors and un
married females under the age of eighteen vears, with the consent of 
the persons or officers hereinafter mentioned, may bind themselves by 
a writing called an indenture as fully as if they were of age to serve 
as clerks, apprentices or servants in a particular calling until majority 
or for any shorter time. 

§ 2832. By whom consent given. Consent to an indenture
of apprenticeship must be given by certificate at the end thereof. or 
indorsed thereon, signed : 

1 .  By the father and mother of  the apprentice. 
2 . If the father lacks capacity to consent, or bas abandoned or

neglected to provide for the family, or is dead, and no testamentary 
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guardian or executor has been appointed by him with power underthe will to bring up the child to a callin�, and a certificate of suchfact is indorsed on the indenture by a Justice of the peace of theoounty, then by the mother. 3. If the father is .dead and such guardian or executor has beenappointed by him, then by such guardian- or executor. 4. If the mother is dead or lacks capacity to oonsent, then by thefather. 5. If there is no parent of capacity to consent and no such executors, then by the guardian; or, 6. If there is no such parent, executor or guardian, then by thecounty commissioners of the county, or by any two justices of thepeace of the county, or by the county judge. § 2833. Liability on breach of contract. A parent, executoror guardian, consenting to an indenture is not liable for a breachthereof by the apprentice, unless the indenture or consent expressesan intention to bind him therefor. § 2834. Poor may be bound. Any child who is chargeable,or whose parents are chargeable, to a county may be bound to serviceuntil attaining majority by the county commissioners as provided inthis chapter ; but such binding by such county commissioners mustbe with the consent in writing of the county judge of the county. § 2836. Indian child. No child of an Indian woman can bebound under this chapter, except in the presence and with the consent of a justice of the peace; and his certificate of consent must befiled with the county judge of the county where the indenture isexecuted. § 2836. Indenture must state age. In every indenture ofapprenticeship the age of the apprentice must be stated, and suchstatement is presumptive evidence thereof; and before an officer executes an indenture or consents thereto, he must inform himself of theage of the apprentice. § 2837. Consideration. If there is any pecuniary consideration for an indenture of apprenticeship on either part it must bestated therein. § 2838. Education required. The indenture shall also contain an agreement on the part of the person to whom such child shallbe bound, that he will cause such child to be instructed to read andwrite and to be taught the general rules of arithmetic or, in lieuthereof, that he will send such child to school three months of eachyear of the period of indenture; and that he will give him a new Bibleat the expiration of his term of service. § 2839. Filing counterpart. Every officer executing an indenture of apprenticeship must file a counterpart thereof with thecounty judge of the county in which he is an officer. § 2840. Immigrant minor. An immigrant minor may bindhimself to service until he attains majority, or for a shorter term, insuch manner as may be prescribed by the law of the country inwhich the contract is made. If the indenture is made for the purpose of enabling him to pay his passage to this country it may be forthe term of one year, although such term extends beyond his majority ;but in no case for a longer term. § 2841. Acknowledgment. Every indenture under section2840 must be duly acknowledged by the minor on a private examination before a county judge or a justice of the peace, and a certificate
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of the acknowledgment, showing that the same was made freely, mustbe indorsed upon the contract. § 2842. Assignment allowed. The master under an indenturespecified in section 2840 may assign it by writing indorsed thereonand with the approval also indorsed of a magistrate mentioned insection 2841. • · 
§ 2843. When indenture void. No indenture or contract forthe service of an apprentice is binding upon him unless made ashereinbefore prescribed. § 2844. Duty of county commissioners. The county commissioners must see that every apprentice or other servant in theirrespective counties is properly treated, and that the terms of the contract are fulfilled in his favor; and it is their duty to redress anygrievance of such persons in the manner prescribed by law. § 2846. Penalty for willful absence. If an apprentice forwhose instruction the master receives no pecuniary considerationwillfully absents himself from service without leave, he may be compelled to serve double the time of such absence unless he makes satisfaction for the injury; but such additional term of service cannotextend more than three years beyond the original term. § 2846. Free vocation. No person may accept from an apprentice or servant an agreement, oath or promise not to exercise his VO<',,&tion in any particular place; nor may any person exact from an apprentice or servant any consideration for exercising his vocation in anyplace after his term of lilervice has expired. § 2847. Penalty for restraint. Any consideration exaetedcontrary to the last section may be recovered back with interest, andevery person accepting such agrPement. or exacting such consideration is liable to the apprentice or servant in a penalty of one hundreddollars. § 2848. Deceased m�ter. The executors or administrators ofthe master of any apprentice bound by officers of the poor mayassign the indenture with the written consent of the apprentice,acknowledged before a justice of the peace. § 2849. Consent to assignment. If an apprentice refusesconsent to an assignment under the last section, the county or districtcourt may authorize such assignment without his consent, uponapplication after fourteen days' notice to the apprentice or to hisparents or guardian, if he has any in the county. 

C H A PTER 1 1 . 

CORPORATIONS. 
ARTICLE 1. - THE CREATION OF CORPORATIONS. 

§ 2860. Corporation defined. A corporation is a creature ofthe law, having certain powers and duties of a natural person. Beingcreated by the law, it may continue for any length of time which thelaw prescribes. 
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§ 2861. Reserved power of legislative assembly. Every § aw. c1vn c.grant of corporate power is subject to alteration, suspension or repeal in the discretion of the legislative assembl1, § 2862. Collateral inquiry prohibited. The due incorpora- § a;s, ciV11 c. tion of any company, claiming in good . faith to be . a corporationunder this chapter, and doing business as such, or its right to exer-cise corporate powers shall not be inquired into collaterally in any private action to which such de facto corporation may be a party. § 2863. Name required. Every corporation must have a cor- § :m. c1v11 c. porate name which it has no power to change unless expressly author-ized by law; but the misnomer of a corporation in any written instru-ment does not invalidate the instrument if it can be reasonablyascertained from it what corporation is intended. § 2864. Corporations classified. Corporations are either:1. Public ; or, § 3i8, Civil C.
2. Private. § 2866. Public. How regulated. Public corporations are § a;9, cM1 c. formed or organized for the government of a portion of the state. Such corporations are regulated by the political code or by local statute. § 2866. Private. Purposes. All corporations not public are § 380, c1vt1!C. private. Private corporations may be formed for any purpose for am'd. 

which individuals may lawfully associate themselves. § 2867. Articles. The instrument by which a private corpor- § 381. civil c.ation is formed is called " Articles of Incorporation." am·,1. 
I 

a,!. Clvll c. 
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am'd, 

§ 2868. How formed. Private corporations may be formed by the voluntary association of three or more persons, except as otherwise expressly provided, upon complying with the provisions of this chapter. § 2869. Religious and charitable limited. No corporation § :&. civil c.or association for religious or charitable purposes shall acquire or am"d. 
hold real estate in this state of a greater value than fifty thousand dollars. § 2860. Penalty for violating last section. All real estate § :l�. nvn r.acquired or held by such corporations contrary to the provisions of am'd. 
the last section shall be forfeited and escheat to the state ; but exist-ing vested rights in real estate shall not be impaired by the provisionsof this section. § 2861. Contents of articles. The articles of incorporation § 386. nvn c.must set forth : am'd. 

1. The name of the corporation. 2. The purpose for which it is formed. 8. The place where its principal business is to be transacted.4. The term for which it is to exist. 5. The number of its directors or trustees ·and the names and residences of those who are to !'!erve until their successors are elected andqualified. 6. If there is a capital stock, its amount and the number of shares into which it is divided. § 2862. Articles. Roads, etc. The articles of any corpora- !l 387. cl\ u c.tion formed for the purpose of constructing wagon roads, telegraph or am'd. 
telephone lines must also state : 1. The place from and to which the road or line is intended to berun and branches contemplated. 2. The counties through which it is intended to be run.
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§ 1, c. 139. 1890.
II l, c. 1�. 1891. 

am'd. 

§ 2, c. 1:19, 18!1().
am'd.

§ 3. c. 1:19, 1�1'0. 
am'd.

" :!89. I '1\'11 f' .
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§ :J90, Ch'll C.
§ 2, c. 35, l&."5.

§ 391, Civil C.
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3. The estimated length and cost of the road or line. § 2863. Articles. Railways, etc. The articles of incorporation of railway corporations shall be in compliance with section 2944;of insurance corporations, in compliance with section 3088; of fraternalassociations or corporations, in compliance with section 3184 ; ofbanking corporations, in compliance with section 3227 . § 2864. Subscribed by three persons. The articles of incorporation must be subscribed by three or more persons, one-third ofwhom must be residents of this state, and acknowledged by · eachbefore some officer authorized to take acknowledgments of conveyances of real property. 
ij 2866. Fee for articles. Every corporation for profit exceptbuilding and loan associations, county mutual insurance companies,corporations for the manufacture of dairy products, agricultural faircorporations, and corporations whose capital stock does not exceedfive thousand dollars formed for the purchase and maintenance ofmale animals for the improvement of stock, shall at or before the filing of the articles of incorporation pay into the state treasury, the sumof fifty dollars for the first fifty thousand dollars, or fraction thereof, ofthe capital stock of such corporation, and the further sum of five dollars for every additional ten thousand dollars, or fraction thereof, ofits capital stock. § 2866. Fee in case of increase of stock. No increase of tl�ecapital stock of any corporation heretofore or hereafter formed, otherthan those excepted in the last section, shall be valid until such corporation shall have paid into the state treasury the sum of five dollars for every ten thousand dollars, or fraction thereof, of such increase in the capital stock of such oorporation. § 2867. Receipt of treasurer filed. It shall be the duty ofevery c-orporation hereafter organized, or which shall hereafter increase its capital stock, other than those excepted in section 2865, tofile with the secretary of state at the time of filing the articles of incorporation, or instrument evidencing such increase, a duplicate receipt of the state treasurer for the payments herein required to bemade. which receipt, in duplicate, it is made the duty of suchtreasurer to furnish. § 2868. Secretary's certificate. Upon the filing of the articles of incorporation with the secretary of state he shall issue to thecorporation over the great seal of the state a certificate that the articles containing the required statement of facts have been filed in hisoffice; and thereupon the peniOns signing the articles, and their associates and successors, shall be a body politic and corporate by thename and for the purposes stated in said articles. § 2869. Record by secretary. Upon the filing of any articlesof incorporation as in the last section is prescribed the secretary ofstate shall cause the same to be recorded in a book to be kept in hisoffice for that purpose to be called the "book of oorporations," withthe date of filing. § 2870. Copy. Evidence. A copy of any articles of incorporation filed in pursuance of this chapter, and certified by the secretary of state, must be received in all oourts and other places as primafacie evidence of the facts therein stated and of the existence of suchcorporation. § 2871. Stockholders and members defined. The owners of shares in a corporation which has a capital stock are called stock-
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holders. If a corporation has no capital stock the corporators and 
their successors are called members. 

§§ 2872-2877 

§ 2872. Stock of minors, etc., how represented. The shares § 393. civil c.
of stock of an estate of a minor or insane person may at all elections 
and meetings of a corporation be represented by his guardian, and of 
n deceased person, by his executor or administrator. 

ARTICLE 2. - CORPORATE STOCK. 

§ 2873. Subscription enforced. A subscription to the stock
of a corporation about to be formed is to be held for the benefit of 
the corporation when it is formed and may be enforced by it. 

§ 2874. Books opened for subscriptions. After the secretary
of state issues the certificate of incorporation as provided in section 
2868, the directors named in the articles of incorporation must 
proceed in the manner specified or provided in their by-laws, or, if 
none, then in such manner as they may by order adopt, to open books 
of subscription to the capital stock then unsubscribed, and to secure 
subscriptions to the full amount of the fixed capital; and to levy and 
collect assessments thereon in the manner provided by article six of 
this chapter. 

§ 2876. May forfeit stock or recover subscription. ,vhen
a corporation is authorized by the terms of.subscription, or otherwise, 
to forfeit stock for nonpayment, it may either forfeit the stock, 
or recover the amount of the subscription, but it cannot do both. 

§ 2876. Stock negotiable. How indorsed. All corporations
for profit must issue certificates of stock when fully paid up, signed 
by the president and secretary, and may provide in their by-laws 
for the issuance of certificates prior to the full payment und1:r such 
restrictions and for such purposes as their by-laws provide. Upon 
all certificates of stock which are fully paid up, issued by a corpora
tion, shall be inclorsed the words "fully paid up." When certificates 
of stock are issued before they are fully paid up the secretary shall, 
before the same are issued, indorse thereon the amount which has 
been paid. No corporation shall issue any certificates of stock under 
an agreement or with the understanding that the full par value shall 
not be paid. Any officer of a corporation who issues certificates of 
stock in violation of the provisions of this chapter, or who has knowl
edge the:reof, and does not at the time dissent therefrom in writing 
shall be liable to the creditors of the corporation and to purchasers in 
good faith of such stock for all damages they may sustain thereby. 
Whenever the capital stock of any corporation is divided into shares, 
and certificates thereof are issued, such shares of stock are personal 
property and may be transferred by indorsement by the signature of 
the proprietor or his attorney or legal representative, and delivery of 
the certificate; but such transfer is not valid except between the 
parties thereto, until the same is so entered upon the books of 
the corporation as to show the names of the parties by and to whom 
transferred, the number or designation of the shares and the date of 
the transfer. 

§ 2877. For what stock and bonds can be issued. No
corporation shall issue stock or bonds except for money, labor done 
or property, estimated at its true money value, actually received by 
it, and all the officers of a corporation who consent to the issuance of 
stock or bonds for labor or property in excess of its actual cash value, 
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or who have knowledge thereof and do not at the time dissent there
from in writing shall be jointly and severally liable to the creditors 
of such corporation for the difference between the actual cash value 
of such labor or property at the time such stock or bonds were issued 
and the par value of the stock or bonds issued therefor. 

§ 2878. Note not payment for stock. No note or obligation
given by a stockholder, whether secured by pledge or otherwise, shall 
be considered as payment of any part of the capital stock; but the 
capital stock shall be paid in, either in cash, or in the manner pro
vided in this article. 

§ 2879. Excess void. A corporation whose capital is limited
by its articles of incorporation, either in amount or in number of 
shares cannot issue valid certificates in excess of the limit thus pre
scribed. 

§ 2880. Corporation may own its stock. Unless otherwise
provided, a corporation may purchase, hold and transfer shares of its 
own stock from its surplus profits, or as provided in the article on 
assessments of stock, or by the unanimous consent in writing of all 
its stockholders, in such manner and for such price or consideration 
as the said stockholders may unanimously decide upon. 

§ 2881. Dividend belongs to whom. A dividend belongs to
the person in whose name the stock stands upon the books of the cor
poration on the day when i,t becomes payable. 

ARTICLE 3. -CoRPORATE POWERS.

§ 2882. Powers of corporations. Every corporation as such
has power: 

1. To have suooession by its corporate name for the period limited,
not exceeding twenty years, if a corporation for profit; and if not a 
corporation for profit, perpetually, subject to the power of the legis
lative assembly as hereinbefore declared. 

2. To sue and be sued in any court.
3. To make and use a common seal and alter the same at pleasure.
4. To purchase, hold, transfer and convey such real and personal

property as the legitimate purposes of the corporation may require, 
not exceeding in any case any amount limited by law. 

5. To appoint such subordinate officers and agents as the business
of the corporation may require, and to allow them suitable compen
sation. 

6. To make by-laws not inconsistent with the law of the land for
the management of its property, the regulation of its affairs and for 
the transfer of its stock. 

7. To admit stockholders or members and to sell their stock or
shares for the payment of assessments or installments. 

8. To enter into any obligations or contract essential to the trans
acting of its ordinary affairs, or for the purposes of the corporation. 

9. The powers of banking corporations are prescribed in sections
3229 and 3230. 

In addition to the above enumerated powers and to those expressly 
given in any other statute under which it is incorporated, no corpora
tion shall possess or exercise any corporate powers, except such as are 
necessary to the exercise of the powers enumerated and given. 

§ 2883. By-laws. Who adopt. Every corporation formed
nnder this chapter must within one month after filing articles of 
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incorporation adopt a code of by-laws for its government not incon
sistent with the constitution and laws of this state. The assent of 
stockholders representing a majority of all the subscribed capital 
stock, or of a majority of the members, if there is no capital stock, 
is necessary to adopt by-laws, if they are adopted at a meeting called 
for that purpose; and in the event of such meeting being called notice 
thereof shall be published two times, once in each week, for two 
successive weekR in some newspaper published in the county in which 
the principal place of business of the corporation is located, or if 
none is published therein, then in a paper published at the seat of 
government. The written·assent of the holders of two-thirds of the 
stock, or of two-thirds of the members, if there is no capital stock, 
shall be effectual to adopt a code of by-laws without a meeting for 
that purpose. 

§§ 2884-2886 

§ 2884. Scope of by-laws. A corporation may by its by-laws, § ro,, c1'"11 c.
when no other provision is specially made, provide: 

1. The time, place and manner of calling and. conducting its
meetings. 

2. The number of stockholders or members constituting a quorum.
3. The mode of voting by proxy.
4. The time of the annual election for directors and the mode and

manner of giving notice thereof. 
5. The compensation and duties of officers.
6. The manner of election and the tenure of office of all officers

other than the directors; and, 
7. Suitable penalties for violations of by-laws, not exceeding in

any case one hundred dollars for any one offense. 
§ 2886. Record. Certificates. Repeal of by-laws. All § fO.'I, CMt c.

by-laws adopted must be certified by a majority of the directors and 
secretary of the corporation, and copied in a legible hand in some 
book kept in the office of the corporation to be known as the " book 
of by-laws," and no by-laws shall take effect until so copied, and the 
book shall then be opened to the inspection of the public during office 
hours of each day except holidays. The by-laws may be repealed or 
amended, or new by-laws may be adopted at the annual meeting or at 
any other meeting of the stockholders or members, called for that 
purpose by the directors, by a vote representing two-thirds of the 
subscribed stock, or by two-thirds of the members; or the power to 
repeal and amend the by-laws and to adopt new by-laws may by a 
similar vote at any such meeting be delegated to the board of direct-
ors. The power when delegated may be revoked by a similar vote at 
any regular meeting of the stockholders or members. Whenever any 
amendment or new by-law is adopted it shall be copied in the book of 
by-laws with the original by-laws and immediately after them, and 
shall not take effect until so copied. If any by-law is repealed, the 
fact of the repeal with the date of the meeting at which the repeal 
was enacted shall be stated in the said book and until so stated the 
repeal shall not take effect. 

§ 2886. Election of directors. The directors of a corporation I:! ,06• cMt c.
must be elected annually by the stockholders or members unless am'd, 
otherwise expressly provided, and if no provision is made in the 
by-laws for the time of election, the election must be held on the first 
Tuesday in June. Notice of election of directors must be given for 
the same time and in the same manner as provided in section 2883. 
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§ 2887. Same. At the first meeting at which by-laws are
adopted, or at such subsequent meeting as may then be designated, 
directors must be elected to hold their offices for one year and until 
their successors are elected and qualified. 

§ 2888. Manner of voting. All elections of directors must be
by ballot and every stockholder shall have the right to vote, in per
son or by proxy, the number of shares standing in his name as pro
vided in section 2895, for as many persons as there are directors to be 
elected, or to cumulate such shares and give one candidate as many 
votes as the number of directors multiplied by the number of his 
shares of stock shall equal, or to distribut� them on the same prin
ciple among as many candidates as he shall think fit. The . persons 
receiving the highest number of votes shall be declared elected. 

§ 2889. Number and power of directors. Unless otherwise
expressly provided, the corporate powers, business and property of all 
corporations formed under this chapter must be exercised, conducted 
and controlled by a board of not less than three nor more than eleven 
directors, to be elected from among the holders of stock; or, when 
there is no capital stock, then from the members of such corporation. 
Directors of corporations for profit must be holders of stock therein 
in an amount to be fixed by the by-laws of the corporation. Directors 
of all other corporations must be members thereof. Unless a quorum 
is present and acting, no business performed or act done is valid as 
against the corporation. Whenever a vacancy occurs in the office of 
director, unless the by-laws of the corporation otht11rwise provide, such 
vacancy must be filled by an appointee of the board. 

§ 2890. Organization and election of officers. Immedi
ate1y after their election the directors must organize and elect a presi
dent of the corporation, who must be one of their number, a secretary 
and treasur.er. They must perform the duties enjoined on them by 
law and the by-laws of the corporation. A majority of the directors 
is a sufficient number to form a board for the transaction of business, 
and every decision of a majority of the directors forming such board, 
made when duly assembled, is valid as a corporate act. 

§ 2891. Dividends only from profits. Limitation of in
del>tedness. Exception. The directors of corporations must not 
make dividends except from the surplus profits arising from the busi
ness thereof; nor must they divide, withdraw or pay to the stock
holders, or any of them, any part of the capital stock; nor must they 
create debts beyond the subscribed capital stock, or reduce or increase 
the capital stock, except as specially provided by law; provided, how
ever, that the above limitation as to the creation of debts, shall not 
apply to the policy risks of insurance companies on which no loss 
has occurred, or the notes, bonds or debentures of any loan or trust 
company, organized under the provisions of this chapter when the pay
ment of such notes, bonds or debentures shall be secured by the 
actual transfer of real estate by trust deed or mortgage for the payment 
of such notes, bonds or debentures, which said real estate so trans
ferred shall be of twice the value of the par value of such nott>s, 
bonds or debentures; provided, further, that such limitation shall not 
apply to any loan or trust company's guarantee of payment after 
transfer of any note, bond or debenture when the same is secured by 
trust deed or mortgage as above stated. 

§ 2892. Penalty for violation of last section. For a viola
tion of the provisions of the last section the directors under whose 
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administration the same may have happened, except those who may 
have caused their dissent therefrom to be entered at large on the 
minutes of the directors at the time, or were not present when the 
same did happen, are, in their individual and private capacity, jointlland severally liable to the corporation, and to the creditors thereo ,
in the event of its dissolution, to the full amount of the capital stock 
so divided, withdrawn, paid out, or reduced, or debt contracted; and 
no statute of limitations is a bar to any action against such directors 
for any sums for which they are made liable by this section. There 
may, however, be a division and distribution of the capital stock of 
any corporation which remains after the payment of all its debts, 
upon its dissolution or the expiration of its term of existence. 

§ 2893. False certiftcate or notice. Any officer of a corpo- § (09. Ch'lt c.
ration who willfully gives a certificate, or willfully makes an official am'd. 
report, public notice or entry in ·any of the records or books of the 
corporation concerning the corporation or its business, which is 
false in any material representation, shall be liable for all damages 
resulting therefrom to any person injured thereby; and if two or more 
officers unite or participate in the commission of any of the acts here-
in designated, they shall be jointly and severally liable. 

§ 2894. Removal of directors. No director shall be removed § uo, c1v11 c.
from office, unless by a vote of two-thirds of the members, or of stock-
holders holding two-thirds of the capital stock, at a general meeting 
held after notice of the time and place and of the intention to pro-
pose such removal. Meetings of stockholders for this purpose may 
be called by the president, or by a majority of the directors, or by 
members or stockholders holding at least one-half of the votes. Such 
calls must be in writing and addressed to the secretary, who muet 
thereupon give notice of the time, place and object of the meeting 
and by whose order it was called. H the secretary refuses to give the 
notice, or if there is none, the call may be addressed directly to the 
members or stockholders, and be served as a notice, in which case it 
must specify the time and place of meeting. The notice must be 
given in the manner provided in section 2883, unless other express 
provision has been made therefor in the by-laws. In case of removal 
the vacancy may be filled by election at the same meeting. 

§ 2896. Quorum. Proxy. At all elections or votes had for § m. c1v11 c.
any furpose there must be a majority of the subscribed capital stock, am'd. 
or o the members, represented either in person or by proxy in writ-
ing. Every person acting therein in person, or by proxy, or repre
sentative must be a member thereof or a bona fide stockholder, having 
stock in his own name on the 2tock books of the corporation at least 
ten days prior to the election. Any vote or election had other than 
in accordance with the provisions of this article is voidable at the 
instance of absent stockholders or members and may be set aside by 
petition to the district court of the county where the same was held. 
Any regular or called meeting of the stockholders or members may 
adjourn from day to day, or from time to time, if for any reason there 
is not present a majority of the subscribed stock or members, or no 
election had, such adjournment and the reasons therefor being 
recorded in the journal of proceedings of the board of directors. 

§ 2896. Election failing. If from any cause an election does § m. c1v11 c.
not take place on the day appointed in the by-laws, it may be held on 
any day thereafter as provided for in such by-laws, or to which such 
election may be adjourned or ordered by the directors. If an election 
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has not been held at the appointed time, and no adjourned or other 
meeting for the purpose has been ordered by the directors, a meeting 
may be called by the stockholders as provided in section 2894. 

!I m. civil c. § 2897. Action. Election conftrmed or new one ordered. 
Upon the application of any person or body corporate aggrieved by 
any election held by any corporate body, or any proceedings thereof, 
the district judge of the district in which such election is held must 
proceed forthwith summarily to hear the allegations and proofs of 
the parties or otherwise inquire into the matters of complaint, and 
thereupon confirm the election, order a new one or direct such other 
relief in the premises as accords with right and justice. . Before any 
proceedings are had under this section, five days' notice thereof must 
be given to the adverse party, or those to be affected thereby. 

I 
m. civil c. § 2898. Where meetings held. The meetings of the stock-1' ��: 1887• holders and board of directors of a· corporation must be held at its

office or principal place of business; provided, that the meetings of 
the board of directors of a railway corporation may be held at the 
business office of such corporation without the state as well as its 
principal place of business within the state. 

§ 1. c. 36, 1895. § 2899. Same. The meetings of the board of directors of any
private corporation created and existing or which may hereafter be 
created under and by virtue of the laws of the state of North Dakota, 
having one or more directors, resident in this state or having duly 
appointed an agent resident in this state upon whom service may be 
made, may be held at any place mentioned and provided in its by-laws 
either within or without the state. 

II m. Civil c. § 2900. :Meetings, ho:w called. When no provision is made 
in the by-laws for regular meetings of the directors and the mode of 
calling special meetings, all meetings must be called by special notice 
in writing, to be given to each director by the secretary on the order 
of the president, or if there is none, on the order of two directors. 

11 m. civil c. § 2901. When called by justice. Whenever from any cause 
there is no person authorized to call or to preside at a meeting of a 
corporation, any justice of the peace of the county where such cor
poration is established, may, on written application of three or more 
of the stockholders or of the members thereof, issue a warrant to one 
of the stockholders or members, directing him to call a meeting of 
the corporation by giving the notice required, and the justice may in 
the same warrant di-rect such person to preside at such meeting until 
a clerk is chosen and qualified, if there is no other officer present 
legally authorized to preside thereat. 

ff ua. c1v11 c. § 2902. Liability of stockholders. Trust funds. Each 
1• �n:':i879· stockholder of a corporation is individually and personally liable for 

the debts of the corporation to the extent of the amount that is unpaid 
upon the stock held by him. Any creditor of the corporation may 
institute joint or several actions against any or all of the stockholders 
of a corporation whose shares have not been fully paid up, and in 
such action the court must ascertain the amount that is unpaid upon 
the stock held by each stockholder and for which he is liable, and 
several judgment must be rendered against each in conformity there
with. The liability of each stockholder is determined by the amount 
unpaid upon the stock or shares owned by him at the time such action 
is commenced, and such liability is not released by any subsequent 
transfer of stock. The term stockholder, as used in this section, shall 
apply not only to such pers,ons as appear by the books of the corpo-
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Tation to be such, but also to every equitable owner of stock, although 
the same appears on the books in the name of another; and also to 
every person who has advanced the installments or purchase money 
of stock in the name of a minor, so long as the latter remains a minor; 
.and also to every guardian or other trustee who voluntarily invests 
any trust funds in the stock. Trust funds in the hands of a guardian 
or trustee shall not be liable under the provisions of this section by 
reason of any such investment, nor shall the person for whose benefit 
the investment is made be responsible in respect to the stock until he 
becomes competent and able to control the same; but the responsi
bility of the guardian or trustee making the investment shall continue 
until that period. Stock held as collateral security, or by a trustee, 
-or in any other representative capacity does not make the holder
thereof a stockholder within the meaning of this section, except in
the cases above mentioned, so 'as to charge him with the debts or lia
bilities of the corporation; but the pledgor, or person, or estate rep
resented is to be deemed the stockholder as respects such liability.

§ 2903. When uncalled meeting valid. When all the stock
holders or members of a corporation are present at any meeting,
however called or notified and sign a written consent thereto on the
record of such meeting, the doings of such meeting are as valid as
if had at a meeting legally called and noticed; but this section shall
not be construed to authorize the stock or bonded indebtedness of
corporations to be increased, except at a meeting held 1tfter sixty
days· notice. The stockholders or members of such corporation,
when so assembled, may elect officers to fill all vacancies then existing,
and may act upon such other business as might lawfully be trans
acted at regular meetings of the corporation.

§ 2904. Nonresident transfers. When the shares of stock in
a corporation are owned by parties residing out of the state, the presi
<lE:"nt, secretary and directors of the corporation before entering any
transfer of the shares on its books, or issuing a certificate therefor to
the transferee, may require from the attorney or agent of the non
resident owner, or from the person claiming under the transfer, an
.affidavit or other evidence that the nonresident owner was alive at the
date of the transfer, and if such affidavit or other satisfactory evidence
is not furnished, may require from the attorney, agent or claimant a
bond of indemnity with two sureties satisfactory to the officers of the
corporation or if not so satisfactory, then one approved by the district
judge of the county in which the principal office of the corporation is
.situated, conditioned to protect the corporation against any liability
to the legal representatives of the owner of the shares in case of his
-or her death before the transfer, and if such affidavit, or other evidence,
or bond is not furnished when required, as herein provided, neither
the corporation, nor any officer thereof, shall be liable for refusing to
enter the transfer on the books of the corporation.

§ 2906. Increasing or diminishing stock. Every corpora
tion may increase or diminish its capital stock at a meeting called for
that purpose by the directors as follows:

1 .  Notice of the time and place of the meeting, stating its object
.and the amount to which it is proposed to increase or diminish its
capital stock must be personally served on each stockholder resident
in the state sixty days prior to the time of such meeting at his place
of residence, if known; an<l the notice must be given to stockholders
whose place of residence is unknown or who are not residents in the
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state by the publication of such notice in a newspaper published in 
the county where the principal office of the corporation is situated, 
not less than once a week for sixty days prior to such meeting. 

2. The capital stock must in no case be diminished to an amount
less than the indebtedness of the corporation, or the estimated cost of 
the works which it may be the purpose of the corporation to 
construct. 

3. At least two-thirds of the entire capital stock must be represented
by the vote in favor of the increase or diminution before it can be 
effected. 

4. A certificate must be signed by the chairman and secretary of
the meeting and a majority of the directors, showing a compliance 
with the requirements of this section, the amount to which the capital 
stock bas been increased or diminished, the amount of stock repre
sented at the meeting and the vote by' which the object was accom
plished. 

5. The certificate must be filed in the office of the secretary of
state, there to be recorded in the book of corporations, and thereupon 
the capital stock shall be so increased or diminished. 

§ 2906. Bonds, how issued. At a meeting of the stockholders
of the corporation called for that purpose by the directors a corpora
tion may issue bonds, as follows : 

1. Notice of the time and place of the meeting, stating its object
and the amount of bonds to be issued, must be served in the manner 
provided in the last section. 

2. At least two-thirds of the entire capital stock must be repre
sented by the vote in favor of the issuance of bonds. 

3. The certificate must be signed by the chairman and secretary of
the meeting and a majority of the directors, showing a compliance 
with the requirements of this section, the amount of bonds to be 
issued, the amount of stock represented at the meeting and the vote 
by which the object was accomplished, which certificate shall be filed 
in the office of the secretary of state, there to be recorded in the book 
of corporations. 

A violation of any of the provisions of this section shall render 
every director, officer and stockholder of the corporation, who 
had knowledge of such violation and did not dissent therefrom and 
cause his dissent to be entered at large upon the journal of the cor
poration, jointly and severally liable for all debts so created. 

ARTICLE 4. - CORPORATE RECORDS. 

§ m. cMt c. § 2907. Record of business transaction. Stock book.
Publicity. All corporations for profit are required to keep a record 
of all their business transact.ions; a journal of all meetings of their 
directors, members or stockholders, with the time and place of hold
ing the same, whether regular or special, and if special, its object, 
how authorized and the notice thereof given. The record must 
embrace every act done, or ordered to be clone ; who were present and 
who were absent ; and, if requested by any director, member or stock
holder, the time shall be noted when he entered the meeting or 
obtained leave of absence therefrom. On a similar request the ayes 
and noes must be taken on any proposition and a record thereof 
made. On a similar request the protest of any direetor, member or 
stockholder to any action or proposed action must be entt-red in full ; 
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all such records shall be open to the inspection of any direct.or, mem
ber, stockholder or creditor of the corporation. 

In addition to the records above required to be kept corporations 
for profit must keep a book to be known as the " stock and transfer 
book," in which must be kept a record of all stock; the names of the 
stockholders or members alphabetically arranged; installments paid 
or unpaid ; assessments levied and paid or unpaid; a statement of 
every alienation, sale or transfer of stock made, the date thereof, and 
by and to whom, and all such other records as the by-laws prescribe. 
Corporations for religious and benevolent purposes must provide in 
their by-laws for such records to be kept as may be necessary. Such 
stock and transfer book must be kept open to the inspection of any 
stockholder, member or creditor, 

ARTICLE 5. - A.MENDING ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION. 

§ 2908. Amending articles of incoi;poration. Any private
corporation created or existing,_ or which may hereafter be created 
under th� laws of the state of North Dakota, may amend or change 
its articles of incorporation at a meeting called for that purpose by the 
directors, as follows: 

1. Notice of the time and place of the meeting stating its object,
must be served in the manner prescribed in section 2905. 

2. At least two-thirds of the entire capital stock must be repre
sented by the vote in favor of the amendment or change in the arti
cles of incorporation. 

3. A certificate must be signed by the chairman and secretary of
the meeting and a majority of the directors, showing a compliance 
with the requirements of this section, the articles to be amended or 
changed, the amount of stock or the number of members represented 
at the meeting and the vote by which the object was accomplished. 

4. The certificate must be filed in the uffice of the secretary of
state. there to be recorded in the book of corporations, and thereupon 
the articles shall be so amended. 

5. The written assent of the holders of three-fourths of the capital
stock or members shall be as effectual to authorize the change or 
amendment of the articles of incorporation as if a meeting of the 
stockholders, as prescribed by this section, was <'alled and held and 
upon such written assent the directors may proceed to make the cer
tificate to the secretary of state as herein provided. 

§ 2909. Renewal of corporate existence. Any private cor
poration now existing in this state or which may hereafter be created 
under the laws of this state may at any time prior to the expiration of 
the period of its corporate existence as limited by its articles of incor
poration or by this chapter renew the term of its corporate existence 
for another term of years, not exceeding the period limited by law, 
by amending its articles of incorporation in the manner and upon the 
notice prescribed in section 2908. 

ARTICLE 6. - CHANGING CORPORATE NAME. 

§§ 29<6-2910 

§ 1, c. '°· 1893. 
am'd,

§ 2910. Changing corporate name. Every private corpora- 11 1, �in�•!i. 1sro.
tion created and existing, or which may hereafter be created under 
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the laws of the state of North Dakota, may change its name at a meet
ing called for that purpose by the directors, as follows : 

1 . Notice of the time and place of the meeting, stating its object,
must be served in the manner prescribed · in section 2905. 

2. At least two-thirds of the entire capital stock must be repre
sented by the vote in favor of the change of name. 

3. A certificate must be signed by the chairman and secretary of
the meeting and a majority of the directors, showing a compliance 
with the requirements of this section, the name adopted as the new
name of such corporation, the amount of stock or the number of the 
members represented at the meeting and the vote by which the change 
of name was accomplished. 

4. The certificate must be filed in the office of the secretary of
state, there to be recorded in the book of corporations, and thereupon 
the name of such corporation shall be so changed. 

5. The written assent of the holders of three-fourths of the sub
scribed capital stock shall be as effectual to authorize the change of 
name as if a meeting was called and held, as prescribed by this sec
tion, and upon such written assent the president and sec:q,tary may 
proceed to make the certificate to the secretary of state as herein 
provided. 

6. Every proceeding, act, liability or thing done, undertaken, or
incurred by or on behalf of the corporation, under its former name, 
shall be and continue of the same validity and obligation under such 
new name as if the name had remained unchanged. 

ARTICLE 7. - CHANGING 0oRPORATE HEADQUARTERS. 

§ 2911. Changing corporate headquarters. Every private
corporation created and existing, or which may hereafter be created 
under the laws of the state of North Dakota, may change the place 
where its principal business is to be transacted at a meeting called 
for that purpose by the directors, as follows: 

1. Notice of the time and place of the meeting, stating its object
must be served in the manner specified in section 2905. 

2. At least two-thirds of the entire capital stock must be repre
sented by the vote in favor of the change of the place where the 
principal business of the corporation is to be transacted. 

3. A certificate must be signed by the chairman and secretary of
the meeting and a majority of the directors, showing a compliance 
with the requirements of this section, the place to which the place 
where the principal business of the corporation is to be transacted 
has been changed, the amount of stock or the number of the members 
represented at the meeting, and the vote by which the object was 
accomplished. 

4. The certificate must be filed in the office of the -secretary of
state, there to be recorded in the book of corporations, and thereupon 
the place where the principal business of the corporation is to be 
transacted shall be so chan�ed. 

5. The written assent of the holders of three-fourths of the sub
scribed capital stock shall be as effectual to authorize such change as 
if a meeting was called and held; and upon such written assent the 
directors may proceed to make the certificate herein provided for. 
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ARTICLE 8. - DISSOLUTION OF CORPORATIONS. 

§ 291 2. Involuntary. Voluntary, how. A corporation is II m, c1v11 c.
dissolved : 

1 . By the expiration of the time limited by its articles of incor
poration. 

2. Its involuntary dissolution is provided for in chapter 26 of
the ·code of civil procedure. 

3. If voluntary, its dissolution may be effected in the following
manner : 

( a ) A corporation may be dissolved by the district court of the
county where its office or principal place of business is situated, upon 
its voluntary application for that purpose. 

( b) The application must be in writing and must set forth, that at
a meeting of the stockholders or members called for that purpose the 
dissolution of the corporation was resolved upon by a two-thirds vote 
of all the stockholders or members, and that all claims and demands 
against the corporation have been satisfied and discharged. 

( c) The application must be signed by a majority of the board of
directors, trustees or other officers having the management of the 
affairs of the corporation and must be verified in the same manner 
as a complaint in a civil action. 

( d) If the court is satisfied that the application is in conformity
with this article, it must order the application to be filed and that the 
clerk give not less than thirty nor more than fifty days' notice of the 
application by publication in some newspaper published in the 
county and if there are none such, then by advertisement posted up 
in five of the principal places in the county. 

( e ) At any time before the expiration of the time of publication
any person may file his objection to the application. 

( f )  After the time of publication has expired the court may upon 
five days' notice to the persons who have filed objections, or without 
further notice, if no objections have been filed, proceed to hear and 
determine the application; and if all the statements therein made are 
shown to be true, the court must declare the corporation dissolved. 

(g ) The application, notices and proof of publication, obj�ctions,
if any, and declaration of dissolution constitute the judgment roll,· and 
from the judgment an appeal may be taken in the same manner as in 
other actions. 

§ 9913. Lapse by nonuser. If a corporation does not organ- 11 u9, Ch-It c.
ize and commence the transaction of business or the construction of 
its works within one year from the date of its incorporation, its cor-
porate powers cease. 

§ 2914. Directors trustees on dissolution. Unless other !l ,20, nvu c.
persons are appointed by the court, the directors or managers of the 
affairs of such corporation at the time of its dissolution are trustees 
of the creditors and stockholders or members of the corporation dis-
solved, and have full power to settle the affairs of the corporation and 
to collect and pay debts and divide among the stockholders the prop-
erty which remained after the payment of debts and necessa.ry ex-
penses ; and for such purposes may maintain or defend actions in 
their own names by the style of the trustees of such corporation dis-
solved, naming it ; and no action whereto any such corporation is a 
party shall abate by reason of such dissolution . 
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§ m. c1vu c. § 29 1 5. Liability of trustees . The trustees mentioned in the
preceding section are jointly and severally responsible to the credit
ors, stockholders and members of the corporation to the extent of its 
property in their hands. 

§ 422, c1v11 c. § 29 1 6. How revived. A corporation once dissolved can be

§ 423, Cl\"ll C. 

§ ill, Civil C. 

§ 425, Cl\'11 C. 

§ 4'26, Ch'II C. 

§ 427 , Cl\'11 C. 

revived only by the same power by which it could be created. 

ARTICLE 9. - AsSESSMENTS OF STOCK. 

§ 29 1 7 .  When levied. The directors of any corporation formed
or existing under the laws of this state, after one-fourth oJ its capital 
stock has been subscribed, may for the purpose of paying expenses, 
conducting business_ or paying debts levy and collect assessments 
upon the subscribed capital stock thereof in the manner and form 
and to the exjj�Erovided herein.

§ 29 1 8. tation of. No assessment must exceed ten per 
cent of the amount of the capital stock named in the articles of in<',0r. 
poration, except in the cases in this section otherwise provided for, 
as follows : 

1 . If the whole capital of a corporation has not been paid up, and 
the corporation is unable to meet its liabilities or to satisfy the claims 
of its creditors, the assessment may be for the full amount unpaid 
upon the capital stock ; or if a less amount is sufficient then it may be 
for such a percentage as will raise that amount. 

2. The directors of railroad corporations may assess the capital
stock in installments of not more than ten per cent per month, unless 
in the articles of incorporation it is otherwise provided. 

3. The directors of fire or marine insuranee corporations may
assess such a percentage of the capital stoek as they deem proper. 

§ 29 1 9. When new assessment can be levied. No assess
ment must be levied while any portion of a previous one remains 
unpaid, unleSB : 

1 . The power of the corporation has been exercised in accordance
with the provisions of this article for the purpose of collecting such 
previous assessment. 

2 . The collection of the previous assessment has been enjoined ; or, 
3 . . The assessment falls within the provisions of either the first. 

second or third subdivision of section 2918. 
§ 2920. Requisites of assessment. Every order levying an

assessment must specify the amount thereof, when, to whom and 
where payable, fix a day subsequent to the full term of publicatton of 
the assessment notice on which the unpaid assessments shall be delin
quent, not less than thirty nor more than sixty days from the time of 
making the order of levying the assessment ; and a day for the sale of 
delinquent stock, not less than fifteen nor more than sixty days from 
the day the stock is declared delinquent. 

§ 292 1 .  Form of notice. Upon the making of the order the
secretary shall cause to be published a notice thereof in the following 
form : 

( Name of corporation in full. Location of principal place of busi-
ness. ) 

Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the directors, held on 
the ( date ) ,  an assessment of ( amount ) per share was levied upon the 
capital stock of the corporation, payable ( when, to whom and where ) .  
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the 
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( <lay fixed) will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction 
and unless payment is made before, will be sol<l on the (day ap
pointed), to pay the delinquent assessment together with costs of 
advertising and expenses of sale. 

( Signature of secretary with location of office. ) 

§§ 2922-2925 

§ 2922. Service of notice. The notice must be personally § .u. C'h-11 c.
served upon each stockholder, or in lieu of personal service, must be 
sent through the mail, addressed to each stockholder at his place of 
residence, if known, and if not known, at the place where the princi-
pal office of the corporation is situated, and be published once a week 
for four successive weeks in some newspaper of general circulation 
and devoted to the publication of general news, published at the plllce 
designated in the articles of incorporation as the principal place of 
business, and also in some newspaper published in the county in 
which the works of the corporation are situated, if a paper is published 
therein. If the works of the corporation - are not within a state or 
territory of the United States, publication in a paper of the place 
where they are situated is not necessary. If there is no newspaper 
published at the place designated as the principal place of business 
of the corporation, then the publication must be made in some other 
newspaper of the county, if there is one, and if there is none, then in 
a newspaper published in an adjoining county. 

§ 2923. Notice of delinquency. If any portion of the assess- 11 m. nvn c .
ment mentioned in the notice remains unpaid on the day specified 
therein for declaring the stock delinquent, the secretary must, unless 
otherwise ordered by the board of directors, cause to be published in 
the same papers in which the notice hereinbefore provided for shall 
have been published a notice substantially in the following form: 

( Name in full. Location of principal place of business. ) 
NOTICE. There is delinquent upon the following described stock 

on account of assessment levied on the ( date ) ,  ( and assessments 
levied previous thereto, if any ) ,  the several amounts set opposite 
the names of the respective shareholders, as follows : ( Names, num
ber of certificate, number of shares, amount ) .  And in accordance 
with law ( and an order of the board of directors made on the ( date ) ,  
if any such order shall have been made), so many shares of each 
parcel of such stock as may be necessary, will be sold, at the 
( particular place } ,  on the (date ) ,  at ( the hour ) of such day, to pay 
delinquent assessments thereon, together with costs of advertising 
and expenses of the sale. 

( Name of secretary with location of office. ) 
§ 2924. Contents of notice. The notice must specify every 1 -l30. nvu c.

certificate of stock, the number of shares it represents and the amount 
due thereon, except when certificates may not have been issued to 
parties entitled thereto, in which case the number of shares and 
amount due thereon together with the fact that the certificate for 
such shares has not been issued must be stated. 

§ 2926. Publication thereof. The notice when published in § 431, nvu c.
a claily paper must be published for ten days, excluding Sundays and 
holidays, previous to the day of sale. When published in a weekly 
paper it must be published in each issue for two weeks previous to 
the day of sale. The first publication of all delinquent sales must 
he at least fifteen days prior to the day of sale. 
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§ ,l;l'i, l'lvll C.

§ -&33, Civil C.

Ii 4:14. Civil C. 

§ 435. ("Ml C.

§ -&:l6, Civil C.

§ 437. Civil C.

§ �:18, CMI C.

§ 2926. Jurisdiction to sell stock. By the publication of
the notice the corporation acquires jurisdiction to sell and convey a 
perfect title to all of the stock described in the notice of sale upon 
which any portion of the assessment or costs of advertising remains 
unpaid at the hour appointed for the sale. but must sell no more of 
such stock than is necessary to pay the assessments due and costs of 
sale. 

§ 2927. :Manner of sale. On the day, at the place and at the
time appointed in the notice of sale the secretary must, unless other
wise ordered by the directors, sell or cause to be sold at public auction 
to the highest bidder for cash so many shares of each parcel of the 
described stock as may be necessary to pay the assessment and 
charges thereon according to the terms of sale ; if payment is made 
before the time fixed for sale, the party paying is only required to 
pay the actual cost of advertising in addition to the assessment. 

§ 2928. Highest bidder defined. The person offering at such
sale to pay the assessment and costs for the smallest number of shares 
or fraction of a share is the highest bidder and the stock purchased 
must be transferred to him on the stock books of the corporation on 
payment of the assessment and costs. 

§ 2929. When corporation may bid. If at the sale of stock
no 'bidder offers the amount of the assessment and costs and charges due 
the same may be bid in and purchased by the corporation through the 
secretary, president or any director thereof at the amount of the 
assessment, costs and charges due : and the amount of the assessments, 
costs and charges must be credited as paid in full on the books of the 
corporation and an entry of the transfer of the stock of the corporation 
must be made on the books thereof. While the stock remains the 
property of the corporation it is not assessable, nor must any dividend 
be declared thereon ; but all assessments and dividends must be ap
portioned upon the stock held by the stockholders of the corporation. 

§ 2930. Title to stock in corporation. All purchases of its
own stock made by any corporation vest the legal title to the same in 
the corporation ; and the stock so purchased is held subject to the 
control of the stockholders, who may make such disposition of the 
same as they deem fit, in accordance with the by-laws of the corpora
tion or vote of a majority of all the remaining shares. Whenever any 
portion of the capital stock of a corporation is held by the corporation 
by purchase, a majority of the remaining shares is a majority of the 
stock for all purposes of election or voting on any question at a stock
holders' meeting. 

§ 2931. Time extended by publication. The dates fixed in
any notice of assessment or notice of delinquent sale, published ac
cording to the provisions hereof, may be extended from time to time 
for not more than thirty days by order of the directors entered on 
the records of the corporation; but no order extending the time for 
the performance of any act specified in any notiee is effectual unless 
notice of such extension or postponement is appended to and pub
lished with the notice to which the order relates. 

§ 2932. Irregularities do not invalidate. No assessment is
invalidated by a failure to make publication of the notices hereinbe
fore provided for, nor by the nonperformance of any act required in 
order to enforce the payment of the same : but in case of any suh
stantial error or omission in the course of proceedings for collection , 
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all previous proceedings except the levying of the assessment, are 
void and publication must be begun anew. 

§ 2933. Redemption. Limitation. No action must be sus
tained to recover stock sold for delinquent assessments upon the 
ground of irregularity in the assessment, irregularity or defect of the 
notic-,e of sale, or defect or irregularity in the sale, unless the party 
seeking to maintain such action first pays or tenders to the corpora
tion, or the party holding the stock sold, the sum for which the same 
was sold, together with all subsequent assessments which may have 
been paid thereon and interest on such sums from the time they were 
paid ; and no such action must be sustained unless the same is com
menced by the filing of a complaint and the issuing of a summons 
thereon within six months after such sale is made. 

§ 2934. Proof of publication and . sale. The publication
of notice required by this article may be proved by the affidavit of 
t.he printer, foreman or principal clerk of the newspaper in which 
the same was published ; and the affidavit of the secretary or 
auctioneer is prima facie evidence of the time and place of sale, of 
the quantity and particular description of the stock sold, and to 
whom, and for what. price and of the fact of the purchase money 
being paid. The affidavits must be filed in the office of the corpora
tion and copies of the same certified by the secretary thereof are 
prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated. Certificates signed 
by the secretary and under the seal of the corporation are prima facie 
evidence of the contents thereof. 

§ ·2035. Stock may �e declared delinquent or action
brought. On the day specified for declaring the stock delinquent, 
or at any time subsequent thereto and before the sale of the delin
quent stock, the board of directors may elect to waive further pro
eeedings under this article for the collection of delinquent assess
ments, or any part or portion thereof, and may elect to proceed by 
action to recover the amount of the assessment and the costs and 
expenses already incurred, or any part or portion thereof.

ARTICLE 10. - JUDOMENT AGAINST AND SALE OF CORPORATE 
FRANCHISES. 

§§ 2933-2938 

§ 439, Cini C.
am'd. 

§ 4-&0, Ch'II C.

§ «t. ('h'II C'.

§ 2936. Franchise saleable. No exemption. For the satis- § «2. cMi c.
faction of any judgment against a corporation authorized to receive 
tolls its franchise and all the rights and privileges thereof may be 
levied upon and sold under execution in the same manner and with 
the same effect as any other propert.f, but without any exemption. 

§ 2937. Oertifl.cate of purchase. Rights of purchaser. The ii m. ct'l'll c.
purchaser at the sale must receive a certificate of purchase of the 
franchise and be immediately let into the possession of all property 
necessary for the exercise of the powers and the receipt of the pro-
ceeds thereof and must thereafter conduct the business of such 
corporation with all its powers and privileges and subject to all its 
liabilities, until the redemption of the same as hereinafter provided. 

§ 2938. Further rights. The purchaser or his assignee is 11 '"· C'l'l'II c.
entitled to recover any penalties imposed by law and recoverable by 
the corporation for an injury to the franchise or property thereof, or 
for any damages or other cause occurring during the time he holds 
the same and may use the name of the corporation for the purpose of 
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any action necessary to recover the same. A recovery for damages 
or any penalties thus bad is a bar to any subsequent action by or on 
behalf of the corporation for the same. 

§ m. f'Mt c. § 2989. Other powers of corporation remain. The cor-
poration whose franchise is sold, as in this article provided, in all 
other respects retains the same powers, is bound to the discharge of 
the same duties and is liable to the same penalties and forfeitures as 
before such sale. 

§ m. cMt c. § 2940. Corporation may redeem. The corporation may at
any time within one year after such sale redeem the franchise by pay
ing or tendering to the purchaser thereof the sum paid therefor with 
twelve per cent interest thereon, but without any allowance for the 
toll which he may in the meantime have received ; and upon such 
payment or tender the franchise and all the rights and privileges 
thereof revert and belong to the corporation as if no such sale had 
been made. 

§ m. C'tvn c. § 2941. Where sold. The sale of any 'franchise under execu-

!I -1-18, Civil c: 

§ H9, Ch"il ( ' .
am'd. 

tion must be made in the county in which the corporation has its 
principal place of business, or in which the property, or some por
tion thereof, upon which the taxes are paid is situated. 

ARTICLE 11. - EXAMINATION OF CoRPORATIONS, ETC. 

§ 2942. Examination by legislative assembly. The legisla
tive assembly or either branch thereof, may examine into the affairs 
and condition of any corporation in this-state at all times; and for that 
purpose any committee appointed by the said assembly or either 
branch thereof, may administer all necessary oaths to the directors, 
officers and stockholders of such corporation, and may examine them 
on oath in relation to the affairs and condition thereof, and may exam
ine the safes, books, papers and documents belonging to such c-0r
poration, or pertaining to its affairs and condition and compel the 
production of all keys, books, papers and documents by summary 
process to be issued on application to any district court or any judgt> 
thereof under such rules and regulations as the court may prescribe. 

§ 2943. Power reserved by legislative assembly. The
legislative assembly may at any time amend or repeal this chapter, or 
any article or sec.tion thereof and dissolve all corporations thereunder : 
but such amendment or repeal does not, nor does the dissolution of 
any such corporation, take away or impair any remedy given against 
such corporation, its stockholders or officers, for any liability which 
has been previously incurred. 
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C H A P T E R  1 2 . 

RAILROAD CORPORATIONS.  

ARTICLE ! . - INCORPORATION AND REGULATION. 

§ 2944. Who may form. Articles. Any number of persons,
not less than five, may form a corporation for the purpose of con
structing, maintaining and operating a railroad for the transportation 
of freight and passengers and for the purpose of maintaining and 
operating any railroad already constructed for the like purpose. 

The articles of in<'-0rporation shall state : 
1. The name of the corporation.
2. The place from and to which such railroad is to be constructed,

or maintained and operated, as the case may be. 
3. The estimated length of such railroad and the name of each

county in this state through or into which it is made or intended to 
be made. 

4. The amount of the capital stock of the corporation, the number
of shares of which it shall consist, and if such stock shall consist of 
common and preferred stock, the number and amount of each class. · 

5. The names and residences of the directors of the corporation,
who shall manage its affairs for the first year and until others are 
chosen in their places, and who shall not be less than five nor more 
than thirteen in number; and each such person shall subscribe thereto 
his name, place of residence and the number of shares of stock he 
agrees to take in such corporation. There shall be annexed to su<'h 
articles an affidavit of at least three of the directors therein named, 
that the signatures thereto are genuine and that it is intended in good 
faith to construct or maintain and operate the railroad therein men
tioned ; and thereupon said articles and affidavits shall be filed in the 
office of the secretary of state. 

§ 2946. Number and term of directors. There shall be a
board of not less than five nor more than thirteen directors of every 
such corporation, who shall be elected at such time, in such manner 
and for such term as shall be prescribed by its by-laws and shall hold 
their offices until their respective suC',eessors shall be chosen. 

§ 2946. Stock not transferable until calls paid. No stock
of a railroad corporation is transferable, until all previous calls thereon 
shall have been fully paid in. 

§ 2947. Powers. Every corporation formed under this article
and every railroad corporation authorized to construct, operate or 
maintain a railroad within this state shall have in addition to the 
powers mentioned in section 2882 the following powers: 

1. To cause such examination and surveys for its proposed rail
road, as may be necessary to the selection of the most advantageous 
route; and for such purpose by its officers or agents and servants to 
enter upon the lands or waters of any person, _but subject to respon
sibility for all damage which shall be done thereto. 

2. To take and hold such voluntary grants of real estate and other
property as may be made to it to aid in the construction, maintenance 
and accomodation of its railroad : but the real estate received by 
voluntary grant shall be held and used for the purposes of such grant 
only. 
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11 1, c. -16, 1879. 
am'd. 

§ a. c. -16, t879. 
am'd.

§ 6, c. -16, 1879.

§§ 9,10,c.-16,1879. 
§ 1, c. 9'l, 1883.

am'd.
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3. To acquire under the provisions of the chapter on eminent
domain or by purchase all such real estate and other property as may 
be necessary for the construction, maintenance and operation of 
its railroads and the stations, depot grounds and other acc-0modations 
reasonably necessary to accomplish the objects of its incorporation ; 
to hold and use the same, to lease, or otherwise dispose of any part or 
parcel thereof, or sell the same when not required for railroad uses 
and no longer necessary to its use. 

4. To lay out its road not exceeding one hundred feet in width
and to construct the same; and for the purpose of cuttings and 
embankments and of obtaining gravel and other material to take as 
much land as may be necessary for the proper construction, operation 
and security of the road and for the protection of such road from 
snow and to cut down any standing trees that may be in danger of 
falling on the road, making compensation therefor as provided by law 
for land taken for the use of the corporation. 

5. Subject to the provisions of section 2956, to construct its rail
road across, along or upon any stream of water, water course, street, 
highway, toll or wagon road, plank road, turnpike, wharf, levee, river 
front, steamboat or other public landing or canal which its route 
shall intersect or touch; to carry any highway, street, toll or wagon 
road, plank road or turnpike which it shall touch, intersect or cross 
over or under its track, as may be most expedient for the public good ; 
to change the course or direction of any highway, street, turnpike, toll 
or wagon road or plank road when made necessary or desirable 
to secure more easy ascent or descent by reason of any embankment 
or cut made in the construction of the railroad and take land neces
sary therefor; provided, such highway or road is not so changed from 
its original course more than six rods, nor its distance thereby 
lengthened more than five rods. 

6. To cross, intersect, join and unite its railroad with any rail
road heretofore or hereafter constructed at any point on its route and 
upon the grounds of such railroad corporation, with the necessary 
turn-outs, sidings and switches and other conveniences in furtherance 
of the objects of its connections. And every corporation whose rail
road is or shall be hereafter intersected by any new railroad shall 
unite with the owners of such new railroad in forming such intersec
tions and connections and grant the facilities aforesaid; and if the 
two corporations oannot agree upon the amount of compensation to 
be made therefor or the points and manner of such crossings and con
nections the same shall be ascertained and determined in the manner 
provided by law for the ascertainment and determination of damagt1s 
for the taking of real property. But no corporation which shall have 
obtained the right of way and constructed its road at the point of 
intersection before the commencement of an action under the provis
ions of the. chapter on eminent domain shall be required to alter the 
grade or change the location of its road or be required to bear any 
part of the expense of making and maintaining such crossing. 

7. To have and use equal room, ground, rights, privileges and
conveniences for tracks, switches, sidings and tum-outs upon any 
levee, river bank or front, steamboat or other public landing and upon 
any street, block, alley, square or public ground within any incor
porated town or city, any charter or ordinance of any such city or 
town to the contrary notwithstanding; and to accomplish this may 
adjust with other corporations the ground to be occupied by each 
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with suoh tracks, switches, sidings and turn-outs; and if such cor
porations cannot agree upon such adjustment and the amount of com
pensation to be paid for the purchase or necessary change of location 
and removal of any track previously laid the same shall be ascer
tained and determined and the common, mutual and separate rights 
adjusted in the manner provided by law for the ascertainment and 
determination of damages for the taking of real property. The court, 
or a judge thereof, may employ a competent engineer and define, 
locate and plat the ground and assign to each corporation the part 
for the tracks and other conveniences for each and may require the 
removal or purchase of tracks previously laid so as justly to settle the 
rights of such corporation upon such ground, the damages to be paid 
being assessed in accordance with the chapter on eminent domain. 

8. To take and convey persons or property over its road by the
power or force of steam, or of animals, or by any mechanical power 
and to receive compensation therefor ; and to do all the business inci
dent to railroad corporations. 

9. To erect and maintain all necessary and convenient buildings,
stations, fixtures and machinery for the accomodation and use of it.a pas
sengers, freight and business, subject to the statutes in rel�tion thereto. 

10. To regulate the time and manner in which passengers and prop
erty shall be transported and the compensation to be paid therefor. 

11. To borrow from time to time such sums of money at such
rates of interest and upon suoh terms as the corporation or board of 
directors shall agree upon and authorize as necessary or expedient 
and to execute trust deeds or mortgages, or both as occasion may re
quire on any railroads or parts thereof constructed or in ·process of 
construction, for amounts borrowed or owing by the corporation, and 
therein to make provision granting, transferring or mortgaging its 
railroad track, right of way, depot grounds, rights, privileges, fran
chises, immunities, exemptions, machine houses, rolling stock, furni
ture, tools, implements, appendages and appurtenances used in con
nection with such railroads, in any manner whatever then belonging 
to the corporation or which may thereafter belong to it as security 
for any bonds or evidenc-,es of debt therein mentioned, in such 
manner as the corporation or directors shall think proper, and such 
instruments shall fully convey the same or so much thereof as shall 
be therein described. In case of sale by virtue of any such trust 
deed or upon foreclosure of any such mortgage the persons acquiring 
title under such sale and their associates, successors and assigns, or 
such corporation as they shall organize according to section 2944, 
with all the powers conferred upon corporations by this chapter, shall 
thereafter have, exercise and enjoy all such described grants which 
were purchased at such sale, including all rights, privileges, grants, 
franchises, immunities and advantages mentioned in such instru
ments which were possessed by such corporations making the same 
or contracting such debts, so far as the same relate or appertain to 
that portion or line of road granted or mortgaged and purchased at 
such sale and no further as fully and absolutely in all respects as such 
corporation, its shareholders, officers and agents might have <lone if 
such sale had not taken place. And whenever the person so acquir
ing title under any such sale shall own or represent a majority in 
amount of the bonds or other evidences of debt secured by any such 
trust deed or mortgage and shall also include the persons who owned 
at the time of the sale a majority in amount of the capital stock of 
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such mortgagor corporation, such purchasers and such corporation as 
they shall organize as aforesaid, shall also have, possess and enjoy 
any exemption, privilege or immunity previously granted by any law 
to such former corporation relating to any of the property so acquired 
to the same extent as if such latter corporation had been named in 
such law as the grantee thereof. 

§ 2948. Right of way through state lands. Conditions.
Every railroad compan)' duly organized under the laws of any state 
or territory, or by the United States authorized to build and operate 
a railroad within this state, which shall have filed with the secretary 
of state a copy of its articles of incorporation properly certified shall 
have the right to take, hold and use for the purposes of a railroad a 
strip of land one hundred feet wide, fifty feet on each side of the 
center line of such railroad, through each and every tract of public 
land owned or held by the state across which it.a road has been or shall 
be located or constructed; provided, that when it shall be necessary 
to protect such railro�d from . snow, or to use extra width in its con
struction such company shall have the right to take, hold and use a 
strip of land not exceeding two hundred feet in width, one hundred 
feet on each side of such center line, through such public lands; pro
vided, further, that at all its regular stations established upon such land 
such company shall have the right to take a strip of land one thousand 
six hundred feet long and three hundred feet wide for station purposes. 

§ 2949. School lands at appraised value. Whenever any
school or state lands are taken for railway purposes ns provided in the 
preceding section, the railway company so taking such lands shall 
pay to the 1Uate treasurer the appraised value thereof, but in no case 
any sum less than ten dollars per acre for all such lands so taken. 

§ 2960. How right of way obtained. Any railway com
pany desiring to secure the benefits of section 2948 shall within 
ninety days after the definite location of its road across any section 
of such lands file in the office of the board of university and school 
lands a plat of such section of land, showing the location of such 
road through the same and all stations located thereon; and thereafter 
all such lands over which such roads shall pass shall be disposed of 
subject to this grant ; and every certificate or patent for such lands 
thereafter sold shall contain an express reservation to the use of such 
company of all lands which it shall have appropriated in accordance 
with the provisions of this article; provided, that if such road shall 
not be completed across any such section within five years after the 
location of the same thereon the rights herein granted shall be 
forfeited as to any such section of land. 

§ 2961. When right of way reverts to state. If any rail
way company appropriating any public lands by virtue of section 
2948 shall at any time abandon the use thereof for railway purposes 
for a period of one year the same shall revert to the state. 

§ 2962. Extensions and branches. Any railroad corporation
may, under the provisions of this article, extend its road from any 
point named in its articles of incorporation or may build branch roads. 
either from any point on its line of road, or from any point on the 
line of any other road connecting or to be connected with its road, 
the use of which other road between such points and the connection 
with its own road such corporation shall have secured by a lease or 
agreement for a tenn of not less than ten years from its date. Before 
making such extension or building any such branch road such cor-
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poration shall by resolution of its directors; to be entered in the 
record of its proceedings, designate the route of such proposed ex
tension or branch in the manner provided in section 2944 and file a 
copy of such record certified by the president and secretary in the 
office of the secretary of state and cause the same to be recorded as 
provided in such section. Thereupon such corporation shall have all 
the rights and privileges to make such extension or build such branch 
and receive aid thereto which it would have had if it had been author
ized in its articles of incorporation. But this section shall not be 
construed to authorize railroad corporations to consolidate with each 
other. 

§ 2963. Directors may alter route. The board of directors
of every railroad corporation may by a vote of two-thirds of the whole 
number at any time alter the route, or any portion of the route of its 
road, or any extension or branch thereof, or part of its road, or any 
extension or branch as constructed, if it shall appear to it that the 
line can be improved thereby; but no railroads shall be so diverted 
from any county, town.city or village which in its corporate capacity 
shall have extended aid to such road, either while in the hands of the 
then present owner or any former person or corporation; and no such 
alteration shall be made in any city or village after the road shall 
have been constructed therein, unless the same shall have been 
sanctioned by a vote of two-t.hirds of the council of such city or the 
trustees of such village. Before making any such alterations the 
board of directors shall designate the route thereof by resolution, to 
be entered in its records, filed and recorded in the office of the secretary 
of state, as provided in the preceding section; thereupon it shall have 
the same rights and privileges to. build such road as altered as if it 
was the original line. 

§ 2964. Consolidation, leasing and purchase of non-com
peting lines. Any railroad corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of the territory of Dakota or stat� of North Dakota, 
or existing by consolidation of different railway companies under the 
laws of such territory or state and of any other territory or state, may 
consolidate its stock, franchises and property with any other railroad 
corporation, whether with.in or without the state, when their respec
tive railroads can be lawfully connected and operated together to con
stitute one continuous main line with or without branches upon such 
terms as may be agreed upon and become one corporation by any 
name selected, which within this state shall possess all the powers, 
franchises and immunities, including the right of further consolida
tion with other corporations under this section, and be subject to all 
liabilities and restrictions of this chapter. Articles stating the terms 
of consolidation shall be approved by each cprporation by a vote of 
the stockholders owning a majority of the stock in person or by proxy 
at a meeting called for that purpose of which notice, stating the object 
of the meeting, shall be given in the manner prescribed in section 
2005, and a copy thereof with a copy of the record of such approval 
and accompanied by lists of their stockholders and the number of 
shares held by each, duly certified by their respective presidents and 
secretaries with the respective seals of such corporations affixed shall 
be filed for record in the office of the secretary of state before any 
such consolidation shall have any validity or effect. Any such rail
road corporation may lease or purchase and take a conveyance or 
assignment of the railroad, franchises, immunities and all other prop-
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erty and appurtenances·of any other railroad corporation, or any por
tion thereof within or without this state, when their respective rail
roads can be lawfully connected and operated together to constitute 
one continuous main line, or when the road so purchased will consti
tute branches or feeders of any road maintained and operated by such 
purchasing corporation. Such purchase or lease must be authorized 
by the stockholders of the respective corporations at a meeting called 
as herein provided for the consolidation of railroads and by the same 
vote. But no railroad corporation shall consolidate with, or lease or 
purchase, or in any way become owner of, or control any other rail
road corporation or any stock, franchises, rights or property thereof 
which owns and controls a parallei and competing line. In no case 
shall the capital stock of the company formed by such consolidation 
exceed the sum of the capital stock of the companies consolidated at 
the par value thereof, nor shall any bonds or other evidences of debt 
be issued as a consideration for or in connection with such consoli
dation. 

§ 2966. Highways, etc., to be restored to former state.
Every corporation constructing, owning or using a railroad shall 
restore every stream of water, water course, street, highway, plank 
road, toll or wagon road, turnpike or canal across, along or upon which 
such railroad may be constructed to its former state or to such con
dition as that its usefulness shall not be materially impaired, and 
thereafter maintain the same in such condition against any effects in 
any manner produced by such railroad. 

§ 2966. Olear passage over highways. When it shall be
necessary in the construction of a railroad to erect a bridge or culvert 
over any highway, street, turnpike or plank road, toll o� wagon road 
it shall be sufficient to construct the same so as to give a dear 
passage way of twenty feet or two passage ways of fourteen feet each. 

§ 2967. Fixtures deftned. What subject to mortgage.
All rolling stock of any railroad corporation organized under the pro
visions of this article used and employed in connection with its rail
road and all fuel necessary to the operation of the same are declared 
and shall be held to be fixtures; and all such property and all addi
tional rights of way, depot grounds and other real property acquired 
subsequently to the execution of any trust deed or mortgage which 
shall have been described or provided for therein shall be subject to 
the lien thereof to the same extent as the property therein described 
which the corporation owned e.t the time of its execution. 

§ 2968. Conveyances, etc., how executed and recorded.
Every conveyance or lease, deed of trust, mortgage or satisfaction 
thereof made by any railroad corporation of any franchises, real 
estate, fixtures or other real property in pursuance of law shall be ex
ecuted and acknowledged in the manner in which conveyances of real 
estate by corporations are required to be to entitle the same to be re
corded and shall be recorded in the office of the secretary of state, 
who shall indorse thereon his certificate thereof, specifying the day 
and hour of its reception and the volume and page where recorded, 
which shall be evidence of such facts. Every such record of any such 
instrument shall from the time of reception have the same effect as 
to any property in this state described therein as the record of any 
similar instrument in the office of a register of deeds may have by 
law as to property in his county and shall be notice of the rights and 
interests of the grantee, lessee or mortgagee by such instrument to the 
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same extent as if it was recorded in each and all of the several 
counties in which any property therein described may be situated. 

§ 2969. Conditional sale valid. In all cases where railroad
equipment and rolling stock may have been or shall be sold to any 
person, firm or corporation to be paid for in whole or in part in in
stallments, or shall be leased, rented, hired or delivered on condition 
that the same may be used by the person, firm or corporation pur
chasing, leasing, renting, hiring or receiving the same, and that the 
title to the same shall remain in the vendor, lessor, renter, hirer or 
deliverer of the same until the price agreed upon or rent for such 
property shall have been fully paid, such condition in regard to the 
title so remaining in tire vendor, lessor, renter, hirer or deliverer until 
such payments are fully made shall be valid for all intents and pur
poses as to subsequent purchasers in good faith and creditors; pro
vided, that the term during which the installments or rents are to be 
paid shall not exceed ten years and such contract shall be in writing 
and acknowledged. 

§ 2960. Where recorded. Oars, etc., how marked. Such
contract shall be recorded in the office of the secretary of state and 
on each locomotive or car that may have been or may be so sold or 
leased the name of the vendor, or lessor, or assignee of the vendor or 
lessor shall be marked in a conspicuous place followed by the word, 
"owner" or "lessor," as the case may be. 

§ 2961. Sinking fund. The board of directors of any railroad
corporation may annually or oftener, as may be deemed expedient, set 
!).part and appropriate a sum of money not exceeding fifty per cent of 
its net earnings as resources for any one year, after paying the current 
expense of its road and the interest on its outstanding indebtedness, 
in order to sink, redeem, pay off, cancel or discharge the indebtedness 
of such corporation; and the said sums so set apart shall be annually 
applied to the payment and discharge of such debts of such corpora
tion as shall be due, and to the purchase and redemption of the out
standing evidences of indebtedness of such corporation, as the board 
of directors thereof shall deem most for the interest of such corpo
ration and for no other purpose. 

§ 2962. Defense of usury prohibited. No railroad corpora
tion shall be allowed to make the defense of usury against the holder 
of any bond or other obligation for the payment of money issued by 
such corporation. 

§ 2963. :May classify directors. Any railroad corporation
may by a vote of a majority in amount of the stockholders present or 
represented at any annual meeting classify its directors into three 
classes, each of which shall be composed, as nearly as may be, of one
third of the directors; the term of office of the first class to expire in 
one year, of the second in two years and of the third in three years. 
At each annual election thereafter a number of directors shall be 
elected for three years equal to the number whose term of office shall 
then expire; all other vacancies shall be filled in acc,0rdance with the 
by-laws. 

§ 2964. Annual report must be made. Contents. Every
rai1road corporation shall make an annual report to the stockholders 
of its operations during the year ending on the thirtieth day of June, 
which report shall be verified by the affidavit of the secretary, treas
urer, superintendent and directors of the corporation and shall state: 
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1. The length of the road in operation, the length of single
track, the length of double track, the weight of the rail per yard. 

2. The capital stock actually subscribed and the amount paid
thereon. 

3. The whole cost of the road, showing the amount expended for
the right of way, bridging, grading, iron and buildings respectively 
and for all other purposes incidental to the construction of such road. 

4. The amount and nature of its indebtedness, distinguishing the
first, second and third mortgage bonds,. and the unsecqred indebted
ness and the amount due the corporation. 

· 5. The amount received for the transportation of passengers,
property and mails, for interest and from other sources respectively. 

6. The amount of freight, specifying the quantity in tons or other
usual mode of measurement. 

7. The amount paid for the repairs of the road, buildings, engines
and cars respectively, for fuel, taxes and interest, specifying the indebt
edness on which the same is paid; for wages of employees; the aggre
gate amount paid for salaries of officers and for any other purpose 
incidental to the business of transportation so as to give a complete 
statement of the entire annual expense of the corporation. 

8. The amount of loss to the corporation paid for loss and damage
to freight and injury to person and property. 

9. The number and amount of dividends and when made and in
what manner such dividends have been paid. 

10. The amount appropriated to sinking fund and the manner
in which the same has been applied and the total amount then held 
by such sinking fund. 

11. The number of persons killed or injured, the causes thereof
and whether passengers or persons employed by the corporation. 

12. Whether any such accidents have arisen from carelessness or
negligence of any person in the employ of the corporation and whether 
such person is retained in the service of such corporation. The sec
retary of each railroad corporation shall mail to every stockholder 
thereof, whose post office address is known, a copy of its annual report 
and shall file a certified copy thereof with the commissioners of railroads 
on or before the fifteenth day of September in each year. 

§ 2966. Must maintain offl.oe in the state. Every railroad
corporation organized and doing business in this state under the laws 
or authority thereof shall have and maintain a public office or place 
in the state for the transaction of its business, where transfers of its 
stock shall be made and in which shall be kept for public inspection 
books in which shall be recorded the amount of capital stock sub
scribed and by whom, the names of the owners of its stock and the 
amount owned by them respectively; the amount of stock paid in and 
by whom, and the transfers of said stock; the amount of its assets and 
liabilities and the names and places of residence of its officers. Any 
corporation violating any of the provisions of this section or of sec
tion 2964 shall, upon conviction thereof in any district court, be sub
ject to a penalty of not less than one hundred and not more than five 
thousand dollars and its corporate rights shall be subject to forfeiture. 

§ 2966. How foreign corporation may extend its road
into this state. Any railroad corporation chartered by or organ
ized under the laws of the United States or of any state or territory, 
whose constructed railroad shall reach or intersect the boundary line 
of this state at any point may extend its railroad into the state from 
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any such point or points to any place or places within the state, and 
may build branches from any point on such extension. Before 
making such extension or building any such branch road such cor
poration shall by resolution of its directors to be entered in the rec
ords of its proceedings, designate the route of such proposed exten
sion or branch in the manner provided in section 2944 and file a copy 
of such record certified by the president and secretary in the office of 
the secretary of state. Thereupon such corporation shall have all the 
rights and privileges to make such extension or build such branch and 
receive such aid thereto as it would have had had it been authorized 
so to do by articles of association duly filed in accordance with the 
provisions of this article. 
- § 2967. Train to be run each week day. Every railway
company owning or operating a railway line in this state is required
to run a train of cars over its lines and branches of any line one way
<luring every week day of the year unless prevented by storm, accident
or other cause over which the railroad company has no control.

§ 2968. Penalty. For each and every violation of the provisions
of the last section the railway company shall be subject to a fine of 
five hundred dollars. 

§ 2969. Trains to be run at regular times. Every such
railroad corporation shall start and run its cars for the transportation 
of persons or property at regular times to be fixed by public notice 
and shall furnish sufficient accomodation for the transportation of all 
such passengers and property as shall within a reasonable time pre
vious thereto offer or be offered for transportation at the place 
of starting or at the junction of other railroads and at siding and 
stopping places established for receiving and discharging way pas
sengers and freight and shall take, transport and discharge passengers 
and property at, from and to such places on the due payment of tolls, 
freight or fare therefor. 

§ 2970. Penalty. In case of the refusal by such corporation. or
its agents to take or transport any passenger or property as provided 
in the preceding section, or in case of the neglect or refusal of such 
corporation or its agents to discharge or deliver passengers or 
property at the regularly appointed place under the laws which 
regulate common carriers such corporation shall pay to the party 
aggrieved all damages which shall be sustained thereby with costs of 
action. 

§ 2971. When not liable for personal injuries. In case
any passenger on any railroad shall be injured while on the platform 
of a car while in motion, or in any baggage, wood or freight car in 
violation of the printed regulations of the corporation posted up at 
the time in a conspicuous place inside of its passenger cars then in the 
train such corporation shall not be liable for the injury; provided, !t 
had furnished room inside its passenger cars sufficient for the accom
modation of its passengers. 

§ 2972. Same responsibility on all trains carrying pas
sengers. When fare is taken by any railroad corporation for trans
porting passengers on any mixed train of passenger and freight cars 
or on any baggage, wood, gravel or freight car the same care must be 
taken and the same responsibility and duties are assumed by the cor
poration as for passengers on passenger cars. 

§ 2973. Temporary ways while changing highway.
Every railroad corporation while employed in raising or lowering any 
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turnpike or other way, or in making any other alterations, by means 
of which the said way may be obstructed shall provide and keep in 
good order suitable temporary ways to enable travelers to avoid or 
pass such obstructions. 

§ 2974. Bridges must be in good repair. Every railroad
corporation shall maintain and keep in good repair all bridges with 
their abutments which such corporation shall construct for the pur
pose of enabling its road to pass over or under any turnpike road, 
canal, water course or other way. 

§ 2975. Signs at crossings. Every railroad corporation oper
ating a line of road within this state must erect suitable signs of" 
caution at each crossing of its road with a public highway, which 
signs shall be painted with black Roman or block letters on white 
background, !¥lid letters to be at least eight inches in length and pro
portionately broad ; said signs shall be placed at the top of posts at 
least fifteen feet high. 

§ 2976. Bell and whistle. A bell of at least thirty pounds in
weight or a steam whistle shall be placed on each locomotive engine 
and shall be rung or whistled at the distance of at least eighty rods 
from the place where the said railroad shall cross any other road or 
street and be kept ringing or whistling until it shall have crossed said 
road or street under a penalty of fifty dollars for every neglect, to be 
paid by the corporation owning the railroad, one-half thereof to go to 
the informer, and the other half to this state, and also be liable for 
all damages which shall be sustained by any person by reason of such 
ne�lect. 

� 2977. Train must stop before crossing other railroads 
or drawbridge. Every train of cars and every locomotive about 
to cross the track of another railroad shall come to a full stop before 
arriving at or crossing the track of such other and within four 
hundred feet thereof ; and the train or locomotive arriving near such 
crossing first shall cross and move on first ; and every such train or 
locomotive shall also come to a full stop before crossing or running 
upon any drawbridge over a stream which is regularly navigated by 
vessels during the season when such stream is so used for navigation, 
and the use of such draw is necessary for the passage of boats, vessels 
and other crafts, navigating the waters of such stream, at a distanc� 
from such bridge of not more than six hundred feet; provided, that 
no such stop need be made before crossing such drawbridge or rail
road crossing of railroads operated by the same company, if at the 
time an employee of the company shall be standing on such bridge or 
crossing with a proper light by night, or flag by day, and signal such 
train to proceed . 

• § 2978. Killing of stock prima facie evidence of negli
gence. The killing or damaging of any horses, cattle or other stock 
by the cars or locomotives along a railroad shall be prima facie evi
dence of carelessness and negligence on the part of the corporation . 

§ 2979. Crossing when land on both sides owned by one
person. When any person owns land on both sides of any railroad 
the corporation owning such railroad shall, when required so to do 
make and keep in good repair one causeway or other safe and adequate 
means of crossing the same. 

§ 2980. When required to fence. Whenever the owner of
any tract of land abutting against any line of railroad within this state 
shall desire to inclose any such tract of land for pasturage or other 
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purposes and shall construct a good and sufficient fence about said 
tract of land on all sides except along the side abutting against such 
railroad it shall be the duty of such railroad company to construct a 
good and sufficient fence not less than four and one-half feet high on 

· fhe side of such tract or lot so far as the same extends along the line
of such railroad and to maintain the same in good repair and condi
tion, until released therefrom by the owner of said tract or until the
owner of said tract shall have ceased to maintain, in good repair and
condition for the term of one year, his portion of the fence around
such inclosure.

§ 2881. Notice from owner. Whenever the owner of any
tract of land shall have completed his portion of the fence about such
proposed inclosure he shall give written notice of its completion to
the railroad company -upon whose line said tract is situated by per
sonal service upon the agent of said company at the station nearest to

, the proposed inclosure describing in said notice the situation of 
said tract and the number of acres to be inclosed, as near as may be, 
and the length of the fence required along the line of such railroad to 
complete the proposed·inclosure; and it shall be the dutv of the rail
road company to construct and complete its portion of such fence 
within sixty days after the service of such notice. 

§ 2882. Liability of company. If any railroad company shall
neglect or refuse to comply with any of the requirements of the last
two sections it shall be lawful for the owner of such tract to construct
or repair the fence along the line of such railroads and the railroad
company shall be liable to the owner thereof to an amount not
exceeding one dollar and twenty.five cents per rod to be recovered in
a civil action ; and such railroad company shall be liable for all
damages accruing by reason of such neglect or refusal.

LIABILITY OF RAILROADS FOR CAUSING FIRES. 

§§ 2981-2985 

§ 2, c. 57, 1883. 

§ 3, c. 57, 1883am'd. 

§ 2983. Liability for damages from fire. All railroad corn- § 1 .  c. im. 1�9:1. 

panies or corporations operating or running cars or steam engines 
over roads in this state shall be liable to any party aggrieved for all 
damages resulting from fire negligently escaping or being negligently 
scattered or thrown from said cars or engines ; provided, that such 
railroad company or corporation shall not be liable for said damages 
when the same results from the default or negligence of the party 
injurec,l. 

§ 2884. Escape of fire prima facie evidence of negligence. 11 2. c. 1ai. 1�.
Upon the trial of any action against a railroad company doing busi
ness in this state for damages resulting from fire escaping or being 
scattered or being thrown from its cars or engines or from cars or en
gines under its control the party injured shall not be required to show 
defect in such cars or engines or negligence on the part of the em
ployees of such company; but the fact of such fire so escaping or being 
so scattered or thrown shall be construed as prima facie evidence of 
such defect or negligence. 

MAINTENANCE OF STATION HOUSES. 

§ 2886. When station house to be maintained. Every
rai1road corporation in the state shall build a station house and keep 
a station agent twelve months each year at all its sidings where there 
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is grain and merchandise of any description shipped, the freight on 
which amounts to forty thousand dollars or more in any one year. 

§ 2, c. 97, 1896. § 2986. Penalty. Any railway company or corporation failing
to comply with the provisions of the last section shall be punished 
by a fine of not less than .two thousand dollars and it shall be the 
duty of the commissioners of railroads to enforce the provisions of such 
section in the name of the state of North Dakota. 

REGULATING NUMBER OF TRAIN lllEN. 

11 1, c. w. 18911. § 2987. Number of train men. It shall be the duty of every 
corporation operating a railway within the limits of this state which 
has not complete air equipments in good order on all rolling stock in 
use on said road to furnish at least two brakemen to each freight 
train consisting of forty-five oars and it shall be the duty of said com� 
pany to furnish an extra brakeman on said freight train for every ten 
cars or fraction thereof in excess of said forty-five cars; provided, 
that this section shall not apply to any train which has therein, 
equipped with air brakes, a sufficient number of cars to render hand 
brakes unnecessary in the ordinary stoppage of trains. 

§ 2. c. si. 1895. § 2988. Penalty. For each and every violation of the last sec-
tion the railroad corporation so offending shall be subject to a penalty 
of fifty dollars to be recovered in a civil action and paid to the state 
of North Dakota and it is made the duty of the attorney general upon 
complaint of any citizen to commence and prosecute this action in 
his own name as attorney general on behalf of the state. 

§ 1 , c. ICU, 1893. 

ARTICLE 2. - LICENSING TICKET AGENTS . 

§ 2989. Agents to obtain state license. Fee. It shall he
the duty of the owners of any railroad or steamboat for the trans
portation of passengers to provide each agent who may be author
ized to sell within the state tickets or other evidence thereof entitling 
the holder thereof to travel upon his or their railroad or steamboat 
with a certificate setting forth the authority of su0h agent to make, 
such sales, which certificate shall be duly attested by the corporate 
seal of any corporate owner of sud1 railroad or steamboat and shall 
for the information of travelers be kept posted in a conspicuous pla0e 
in the office of suoh agent. After issue of sud1 certificate as afore
said such agent or a superintendent or general officer of such owners 
shall within ten days thereafter exhibit the same to the secretary of 
state of the state of North Dakota and at the same time shall pay to 
said secretary of state a license fee of five dollars, whereupon said 
secretary of state shall issue to such agent so presenting said e.ertiti
cate a license under the seal of the state of North Dakota, authoriz
ing such agent to engage in the business of selling transportation 
tickets of said common carrier and said license so issued to such 
agent by said secretary of state shall also be kept posted in a con
spicuous place in the office of such agent for the information of 
travelers and of the public. ·whenever any agent so authorized as 
aforesaid shall by death, resignation or otherwise cease to be sueh 
agent his successor, appointed by said railroad or steamboat company, 
or the owner or owners thereof, shall be authorized to sell tickets for 
said company and act as the agent thereof under the provisions uf 
this article .  
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§ 2990. No transfer of ticket without license. It shall not 1 2. c. UM. isro. 

be lawful for any person not in the possession of such certificate and 
license so posted as aforesaid to sell, barter or transfer within this 
state for any consideration the whole or any part of any ticket or 
other evidence of the owner's title or right to travel on said railroad 
or steamboat, whether such railroad or steamboat is situated, operated 
or owned within or without the limits of this state. 

§ ;a99 l .  Penalty for violation. Whoever shall violate the I a. c. tot, t/!93.
provisions of the second section of this article shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding five 
hundred dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or either 
or both, in the discretion of the c-,0urt in which such offender shall be 
convicted. 

§ 2992. Agent to exhibit license. It shall be the duty of 11 ,. c. 10t. 11& 

any agent residing or acting within this state who shall be authorized 
to sell therein tickets or other evidences of · the holder's title to travel 
upon any railroad or steamboat to exhibit to any person desiring to 
purchase a ticket or any officer of the law who may request him so to 
do such certificate of his authority thus to sell and · such license. 

§ 2993. Redemption. Violation. Penalty. It shall be the ll �. e. tot, 1m
duty of the owners of every railroad or steamboat situated or operated 
in whole or in part within this state to provide for the redemption 
under reasonable precautions of the whole or of any coupon or 
coupons of any ticket theretofore sold by any agent authorized as 
aforesaid, which the purchaser for any reason, other than the expira-
tion of the time limited in said ticket for the use thereof, has not 
used, in case of a ticket not used and, in case of a coupon or a ticket 
partially used, at a rate which shall be equal to the difference between 
the price paid for the whole ticket and the cost of a ticket between 
the points for which the used portion of said ticket was actually used ; 
provided, that such ticket or coupon or coupons shall be presented 
for such redemption to any agent authorized as aforesaid before the 
time therein limited for the use thereof shall have expired and the 
deposit of such ticket or part of ticket in the post office, addressed 
to any such agent, with postage thereon duly paid, before the expira-
tion of the time limited on any such ticket or part of ticket shall be 
deemed such presentation; and the sale by any person of such ticket 
or the unused portion of any such ticket or coupon or coupons, 
otherwise than by the presentation of the same for redemption, as 
hereinbefore provided, shall be deemed to be a violation of the pro-
visions of this article and any person guiltv of such violation shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine 
not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not exceed-
ing one year, or either or both, in the discretion of the court in 
which such offender shall be convicted; provided, however, that 
when any ticket selling agent so licensed as aforesaid or any common 
carrier subject to the provisions of this article shall sell, barter or 
transfer to any person any mileage book or commutation ticket or 
excursion ticket at any reduced rate authorized by law, and when 
such mileage book, commutation ticket or excursion ticket shall by 
the terms thereof be limited in respect to the time in which the same 
shall be used, then and in that case such mileage book, commutation 
ticket or excursion ticket shall not be redeemed by said common 
carrier, subject to the provisions of this article . 
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11 6. c. 10.. tS93. § 2994. ·Refusal to redeem. Penalty. Any railroad com-
pany or steamboat company which shall by any of its authorized 
ticket selling agents within this state unreasonably refuse to redeem 
any coupon of a ticket or any ticket as required by section 2993 shall 
pay to the state of North Dakota a fine not exceeding five hundred 
dollars for each offense. 

§ 7. c. 104. 1M1a. § 2996. Penalty for fraudulent use or transfer. When-
ever any person in the employ of any railroad or steamboat company 
doing business in this state shall fraudulently neglect to cancel or 
return to the proper offic.er of the company or agent of such railroad 
or steamboat company any coupon, or any ticket, or pass with intent 
to permit the same to be used in fraud of any railroad company or 
steamboat company; or if any person shall steal or embezzle any such 
coupon or other ticke� or pass, or shall fraudulently stamp or print or 
sign any such ticket, coupon or pass, or shall fraudulently sell or put 
in circulation any such ticket, coupon or pass said person shall be 
deemed guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be 
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a period not exceed
ing five years. 

11 11. c. 10.. 1�00. § 2996. Discrimination in price. Penalty. It is unlawful 
for any ticket selling agent so authorized and licensed as aforesaid or 
for any common carrier subject to the provisions of this article to 
charge, demand, collect, receive from, or to sell, barter, transfer or 
assign to any person or persons, firm or company, corporation or asso
ciation any tickets of any class whatever entitling the purchaser or 
holder thereof to transportation by the common carrier issuing such 
ticket or tickets for a greater or less sum or prfoe than is charged, 
demanded, collected or received by such ticket selling agent or com
mon carrier subject to the provisions of this article for a similar ticket 
or tickets of the same class. Any person, ticket selling agent or com
mon carrier subject to the provisions of this article who shall violate 
the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shalJ be fined in a sum not exceeding one 
thousand dollars for each offense. 

!I 1 . c. 1 :IO. 11190, 
aru'd. 

� 2, c .  l:lO. 1�!10-
am ',I . 

!i a. C. t:l), 1�9().

ARTICLE 3. - MAP8 OF RIGHT OP WAY. 

§ 2997. To file maps of right of way. All railroad corpora
tions doing business in this state shall file with the county auditor 
of each county in which such railroad or an[ part thereof may be
located a map showing the correct location o all right of way and 
side tracks in such county owned or occupied by such railroad corpo
ration and also showing the number of acres in each parcel of land 
included by such railroad corporation or any of them in such c-0unty 
as right of way. 

§ 2998. Same. Any railroad corporation, which may hereafter
ncquire any right of way or other property as set forth in the last 
section , shall file within six months after the location of its right  of 
way a map as provided for in the last. section. 

§ 2999. Penalty. Any railroad corporation which shall violate
any of the provisions of the last two sections shall upon convic-tion 
thereof be fined in a sum of not less than one hundred dollars nor 
more tllRn five hundred dollars. 
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ARTICLE 4. - CROSSINGS. 

§ 3000. To maintain sufficient crossings. All railway com
panies operating a line of railway in this state shall build or cause to 
be built and kept in repair good and sufficient crossings over such 
line at all points where any public highway in use is now or may 
hereafter be intersected by the same. 

§ 3001. How to be constructed. Such crossing shall be con
structed as follows : 

1. Of a grade of earth on one or both sides of the railroad track
as the location may require twenty feet in width, the middle point of 
which shall be as nearly as practicable at the middle point of the 
highway and such grade shall be of such slope as shall be necessary 
for the safety and convenience of the traveling public. 

2. Plank shall be firmly spiked on and for the full length of tho
ties used in tho roadbed of such railway where such crossing occurs 
and shall be laid not more than one inch apart except where the rail 
prevents ; the plank next inside of the rail shall not be more than two 
and one-half inches from the inside surface of such rail and the plank 
used in the crossing shall not be less than three inches in thickness 
and so laid that the upper surface of the plank shall be on a level 
with the upper surface of the rail ; such plank shall extend along the 
railway the entire width of the highway grade and in no case less 
than twenty feet. 

§ 3002. Penalty for violation. Any railroad company whfoh
shall violate any of the provisions of the last two sections shall be 
subject to a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than 
one hundred dollars and shall be liable for all damages caused thereby. 

ARTICLE 5. - BOARD OF RAILROAD 0oMMISSIONER8. 

§ 3003. How constituted. The three persons elected commis
sioners of railroads, pursuant to the provisions of section 82 of the con
stitution of this state, constitute and shall be known and designated 
as the " Board of railroad commissioners of the state of North Dakota." 
They shall have power to elect one of their number president of such 
board and to appoint a secretary. 

§§ 3000-3005 

§ 1, c. 127, lb!IO, 

§ 2. c. 127, 1800. 
am'd.

§ �. c .  127, JXOO, 
um'd, 

§ 3004. Who disqualifted. No person in the employment of, § 2• c. 1 10• 1��9.' 
or owning any stocks or bonds, or otherwise pecuniarily interested in, aru·d. 
or an officer of any railroad, freight or transportation company, pub. 
lie warehouse or elevator operatRd in this state shall be eligible to 
the office of commissioner of railroads. 

§ 3006. Oath and bond. Such commissioners before entering
upon the duties of their offioo shall take and subscribe the following 
oath, which shall be filed in the oflke of the secretary of state, viz : 

I do solemnly swear ( or affirm) that I will support. the constitution 
of the state of North Dakota and that I will faithfully discharge the 
duties of commissioners of railroa<lR to the best of my ability ; that I am 
not in the employment of and that I own no stock or bonds of and 
am not otherwise 1wcuniarily interested in, nor an officer of any rail
road, freight or transportation company, public warehouse or elevator
operated in this state. • 

And each of such commissioners shall give at the same time a bond 
to the state in the sum of ten thousand dollars with sureties to be 
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§§ 3006-3010 

II 4, c. uo. 1889. 
aru'd. 

§ 3, c. 1101 1889. 
am·a. 

:I ii .  c. 110, 1&�
!i !l. c .  122, lbOO. 

aru.d. 

§ 2:1. c. 110, 1889. 
am'd. 

CIVIL CODE. Railroad Corporation8. 

approved by the state treasurer, conditioned for the faithful discharge 
of his duties, which bond shall be filed in the office of the secretary of 
state. 

§ 3006. Salary. Office, where kept. The salary of each
commissioner shall be two thousand dollars per annum; the salary 
of the secretary shall be one thousand dollars per annum. Such com
missioners shall keep their office at the seat of government and shall 
be provided with a suitable room, necessary office furniture, stationery, 
books and maps, the expense thereof to be paid out of the state treas
ury, but the total sum therefor shall not exceed five hundred dollars 
per year. The ac�ounts for all payments authorized by this section 
except salary shall be audited only when approved by the governor. 

§ 3007. Free passage. Such commissioners and the persons
in their official employment shall, when in the performance of their 
official duties, have the right to pass free of charge on all railroads, 
steamers, vessels and boats and on all vehicles employed in or by any 
railroad or other transportation company engaged in the transporta
tion of freight and passengers within this state. 

§ 3008. Powers and duties. Such board shall have general
supervision of all railroads in this state and all freight and passenger 
transportation and traffic thereon or connected therewith and shall 
inquire into any neglect or violation of the laws of the state by any 
railroad company, its officers, agents or employees, doing business 
therein, and shall from time to time carefully examine and inspect 
the condition of each railroad in the state and all railway stations and 
passenger and freight depots and buildings and the conduct and man
agement of such railroads with reference to the safety and convenience. 
of the public. 

§ 3009. Attorney general attorney for board. Duties of
state's attorneys. The attorney general of the state of North 
Dakota shall be ex officio attornev for the board of railroad commis
sioners and shall give it such counsel and advice as it may from 
time to time require ; and he shall institute and prosecute any actions 
which such board may deem it proper and expedient to prosecute : 
and he shall render such board all counsel, advice and assistance 
necessary to carry out the provisions of any law of this state accord
ing to the true intent and meaning thereof. It shall also be the duty 
of the state's attorney in every county on request of such board to 
institute and prosecute and to appear and defend for such board in any 
and all actions and proceedings which he shall be requested by such 
board to institute and prosecute and to appear in all actions and pro
ceedings to which the board is a party. Such board shall have power 
to employ additional eounsel to assist such attorney general or state·s 
attorney, when in its judgment the exigencies of the case may so 
require. The fee of such additional counsel shall be determined by 
the governor and paid by the state. 

§ 3010. Annual report of commissioners. Such board of
railroad commissioners shall on or before the first Monday of N ovem
ber of each year make a report to the governor of their doings for the 
prec�ding year, containing such facts, statements and explanations as 
will disclose the workings of the system of railroad transportation in 
this state and its relation to the general business and prosperity of 
the citizens of this state and such suggestions and recommendations 
in respect thereto as may to it seem appropriate. Such report shall 
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also contain as to every railroad company doing business in this 
state: 

1. The amount of its capital stock.
2 . The amount of its preferred if any, and the character of its

preferment. 
3. The amount of its funded debt and the rate of interest.
4. The amount of its floating debt.
5. The cash and present value of its road and equipment in this

state, including permanent way, buildings and rolling stock, all real 
estate used exclusively in operating the road and fixtures and con
veniences for transacting its business. 

6. The estimated cash value of all property owned by such rail
road company in this state with a schedule of the same, not including 
lands granted in aid of its construction. 

7 . The number of acres situated in this state originally granted
in aid of the construction of such road by the United States or by 
this state. 

8. The number of acres of such land remaining unsold.
9. A list of the officers and directors with their respective places

of residence. 
10; Such statistics of the road and of the transportation and bus

iness for the year within this state as may in the judgment of the 
commissioners be necessary and proper for the information of the 
legislative assembly, or as may be required by the governor; such 
report shall exhibit and refer to the condition of the railroad com
pany at the close of business June thirtieth of such year and the 
details of its transportation business transacted during the year end
ing June thirtieth. 

11 . The average amount of tonnage that can he carried over each
road within the state with one engine of given power. 

§ 3011. Special reports biennially. It shall also at such
times ·as the governor shall direct examine any particular subject 
connected with the condition and management of such railroads and 
report to him in writing its opinion thereon with its reasons therefor. 
Such board shall also investigate and consider what, if any, amend
ment or revision of the railroad laws of this state the best interests 
of the state demand and it shall make a special biennial report on 
such subject to the governor. All such reports made to the governor 
shall be by him transmitted to the legislative assembly at the earliest 
practicable time. 

§ 3012. Majority vote decides. All questions arising in the
action of such commissioners shall be decided and determined by a 
majority vote. 

ARTICLE 6. - To REGULATE CoMMON CARRIERS AND DEFINE THE 

DUTIES OF THE CoMJIUSSIONERS OF RAILROADS. 

§§ 3011-8013 

II 18b, c.122.1800. 

11 25, c. 110, 18119. 
am'd. 

§ 3013. To whom article applies. The provisions of this § la, c. 122. 1sro. 
article shall apply to any common carrier or carriers engaged in the 
transportation of passengers or property wholly by railroad, or partly 
by railroad and partly by water, when both are used under a common 
control, management or arrangement for carriage or shipment, from 
one place or station to another, both being within the state of North 
Dakota; provided, that nothing in this article shall apply to street 
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§ 1 b,c. 122, 18."0. 

12 a,c. 122, 1890. 

112 b,c. 122, 1890. 

§ 3 a,c. 122, 1890,
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railways or to the carriage, etorage or handling_by any common carrier 
of property free or at reduced rates for the United States or for the 
state of North Dakota, or for any municipal government or corpora
tion within the state, or for any charitable purpose, or to or from fairs 
and expositions for exhibition thereat, or stock for breeding purposes 
or to the issuance of mileage, excursion or commutation• passenger 
tickets at rates made equal to all, or to transportation to stock shippers 
with cars; and nothing in the provisions of this article shall be con
strued to prevent common carriers subject to the provisions of this 
article from issuing passes for the free transportation of passengers, 
or to ministers of religion, sisters of charity, or to missionaries, or to 
students of any college or university or other institutions of learning 
of this state or to children attending any of the educational or chari
table institutions of the state subject to the provisions of this article. 

§ 8014. Railroad and transportation defined. The term
" railroad " as used in this article shall include all bridges or ferries 
used or operated in connection with any railroad and also ·all the road 
in use by any corporation operating a railroad, whether owned, or 
operated under a contract, agreement or lease; and the term " trans
portation " shall include all instrumentalities of shipment or carriage. 

§ 8010. Charges to be equal and reasonable. All charges
made by any common carrier subject to the provisions of this article 
for any service rendered or to be rendered in the transportation of 
passengers or property as aforesaid, or in connection therewith, or for 
the receiving, delivering, storage or handling of such property shall 
be equal and reasonable ; and every unequal and unreasonable charge 
for such service is prohibited and declared to be unlawful ; proviqed, 
that one car load of freight of any kind or class shall be transported 
at as low a rate per ton, and per ton per mile, as any greater number 
of car loads of the same kind and class from and to the same points of 
origination and destination. 

§ 8016. No preference to be given. It shall be unlawful for
any common carrier subject to the provisions of this article to make 
or give any unequal or unreasonable preference or advantage to any 
particular person, company, firm, corporation or locality, or any par
ticular description of traffic in any respect whatsoever or to subject 
any particular person, company, firm, corporation or locality, or any 
particular description of traffic to any unequal or unreasonable preju
dice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever. 

§ 8017. Amp'le facilities for transferring. All common
carriers subject to the provisions of this article shall, according to 
their respective powers, provide at the point of connection, crossing 
or intersection ample facilities for transferring cars and for accommo
dating and transferring passengers and traffic of all kinds and classes 
from their lines. or tracks to those of any other common carrier whose 
lines or tracks may connect with, cross or intersect their own and 
shall afford all flqual and reasonable facilities for the interchange of 
cars and traffic between their respective lines and for the re�iving, 
forwarding and delivering of passengers and property and cars to and 
from their several lines and those of other common carriers connecting 
therewith and shall not discriminate in their rates and charges be
tween such connecting lines or for freight coming over such lines : 
but this article shall not be construed as requiring any common carrier 
to use for another common carrier its tracks, equipments or terminal 
facilities without reasonable compensation. 
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§ 3018. Shall not prevent carriage of freight from being
continuous. It shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject 
to the provisions of this article to enter into any combination, con
tract or agreement, express or implied, to prevent by change of time 
or schedule, or by carriage in different cars, or by any other means or 
devices the carriage of freight from being continuous from the place 
of shipment to the place of destination, and no break of bulk, stop
page or interruption made by such common carrier shall prevent the 
carriage of freight from being treated as one continuous carriage from 
the place of shipment to the place of destination; unless such break, 
stoppage or interruption was made in good faith for some necessary 
purpose and without any intent to avoid or unnecessarily interrupt 
such continuous carriage or to evade any of the provisions of this 
article. 

§ 3019. Shall furnish, start and run cars without delay.
Every common carrier operating a railway in this state shall without 
unreasonable delay furnish, start and run cars for the transportation 
of persons and property, which within a reasonable time theretofore 
is offered for transportation at any of its stations on its line of road 
and at the junctions of other railroads and at such stopping places as 
may be established for receiving and discharging passengers and 
freights ; and shall take, receive, transport and discharge such pas
sengers and property at, from and to such stations, junctions and places 
on and from all trains advertised to stop at the same for passengers 
and freights respectively upon the due payment or tender of payment 
of tolls, freight or fare therefor, if such payment is demanded. Every 
such common carrier shall permit connection to be made and main
tained in a reasonable manner with its side tracks to and from any 
warehouse, elevator or manufactory without reference to its size or 
capacity ; provided, that this shall not be construed so as to require 
any common carrier to construct or furnish any side track off from its 
own line; provided, further, that where stations are twelve miles apart 
or more the common carrier, when required to do so by the commis
sioners of railroads, shall construct and maintain a side track for the 
use of shippers between such stations. 

§ 3020. Cannot limit its common law liability. Whenever
any property is received by any common carrier subject to the pro
visions of this article to be transported from one place to another 
within this state it shall be unlawful for such common carrier to limit 
in any way, except as stated in its classification schedule hereinafter 
provided for, its common law liability with reference to such property 
while in its custody as a common carrier as hereinbefore mentioned ; 
such liability must include the absolute responsibility of the common 
carrier for the acts of its agents in relation to such property. 

§ 3021. Shall not pool. It shall be unlawful for any common
· carrier subject to the provisions of this article to enter into any con

tract, agreement, or combination with any other common carrier or
carriers for the division or pooling of business of different or com
peting railroads, or to divide between them the aggregate or net pro
<'Reds of the earnings of such railroads, or any portion thereof; and in
case of an agreement for the pooling of their business aforesaid each
day of its continuance shall be deemed a separate offense.

§ 3022. Discrimination and rebates prohibited. If any
common carrier subject to the provisions of this article shall directly
or indirectly by any special rate. rebate, drawback or other device
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§ 3  b,c. 122, 1!<90. 

I 3 c.c. 1.!2. tsoo. 
am'd. 

§ 3 d,c. 122,1890.

§ 4, c. 122, 1800. 

§ 5, c. 122. 1890. 



§§ 3023-8026 

� 6, c. 122, 1890. 
I} 1, c. 95. 1891. 

am'd.

§7 a, c .  12"l, 1890. 

§ 7, c. 110, 1889. 
am'd, 

§ 7 c,c, 12'l, 1890, 
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charge, demand, collect or receive from any person or persons a 
greater or less compensation for any service rendered or to be ren
dered in the transportation of passengers or property subject to the 
provisions of this article than it charges, demands, collects or receives 
from any other person or persons for doing for him or them a like or 

. contemporaneous service in the transportation of passengers or prop
erty such common carrier shall be deemed guilty of unjust discrim
ination, which is hereby prohibited and declared to be unlawful. 

§ 8028. Long and short haul. It shall be unlawful for any
common carrier subject to the provisions of this article to charge or 
receive any greater compensation in the aggregate for the transporta
tion of passengers or of like kind of property under substantially sim
ilar circumstances and conditions for a shorter than for a longer dis
tance over the same line in the same direction, the shorter being 
included within the longer distance; but this shall not be construed as 
authorizing any common carrier within the terms of this article to 
charge and receive as great compensation for a shorter as for a longer 
distance; provided, however, that upon application to the commis
sioners of railroads such common carrier may in special cases after 
investigation by the commissioners of railroads be authorized to 
charge less for a longer than for shorter distances for the transporta
tion of passengers or property and the commissioners of railroads 
may from time to time prescribe the extent to which such designated 
common carrier may be relieved from the operation of this section. 

§ _8024. Long and short haul. It shall be unlawful for any
common carrier subject to the provisions of this article to charge or 
receive any greater compensation per ton per mile for the contempo
raneous transportation of the same class of freight for a longer than 
for a shorter distance over the same line in the same general direction, 
or from the same original point of departure, or to the same point of 
arrival; but this shall not be constr11ed as authorizing any common 
carrier subject to the provisions of this article to charge as high a 
rate per ton per mile for a longer as for a shorter distance. 

§ 8026. Distribution of cars. When any railroad company
doing business in this state shall be unable from any reasonable 
cause to furnish cars at. any railway station or side track in accordance 
with the demands made by all persons demanding cars at such 
station or side track for the shipment of freight in car load lots, such 
cars as are furnished shall be divided daily equally among the appli
cants in the order of their application until each shall have received 
one car, when the remainder shall be divided ratably among the sev
eral shippers in the proportion that the car load lots of freight offered 
by each bear to the entire number of car load lots of freight offered 
at such station or side track on that day; provided, that every appli
cation made in good faith on an earlier day shall be filled before sup-
plying any to any applicant of a succeeding day. 

§ 8026. But one terminal charge for switching or trans
ferring. There shall in no case be more than one terminal charge 
for switching or transferring any car, whether the same is loaded or 
empty, within the limits of any one city or town. If it is necessary 
for any car to pass over the tracks of more than one company within 
such city or town limits in order to reach its final destination or to be 
returned therefrom to its owner or owners, then the company first 
switching or transferring such car shall be entitled to receive the 
entire charge to be made therefor and shall be liable to the company 
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or companies doing the subsequent switching or transferring thereof 
for its or their reasonable and equitable share of the compensation 
received and if the companies so jointly interested therein cannot 
agree upon the share thereof which each is entitled to receive, the 
same shall be determined by the commissioners of railroads, whose 
deC1ision thereon shall be final and conclusive upon all parties 
interested and the said commissioners are authorized to establish 
such rules and regulations in that behalf as to them may seem 
just and reasonable and not in conflict with this article. 

§§ 3027-3030 

§ 3027. Shall keep schedules for inspection. Every com- § 8 a,:0:�:1890.
mon carrier subject to the provisions of this article shall print and 
keep for public inspection schedules showing the classification, rates, 
fares and charges for the transportation of passengers and property of 
all kinds and classes, which such common carrier has established and 
which are in force at the time upon its railroad as defined by section 
3014. This schedule printed as aforesaid by such common carrier 
shall plainly state the places upon its railroad between which 
property and passengers will be carried and shall contain the classi-
fication of freight in force upon each of the lines of such railroad, a 
distance tariff and a table of interstation distances and shall also state 
separately the terminal charges and any rules or regulations which 
in any way change, affect or determine any part of the aggregate of 
such aforesaid rates, fares and charges. Such schedules shall be 
plainly printed in large type and copies for the use of the public shall 
be kept, in every depot or station upon any such railroad in such 
places and in such form that they can be conveniently inspected. 

§ 3028. Notice of chanOAs in schedule. No change of classi- §8 b, c. 122.1seo.-- am'd. fication shall be made and no change shall be made in the rates, fares 
and charges which have been established and published as aforesaid 
by any common carrier in complianee with the requirements of this 
article without the order or by the authority of the commissioners of 
railroads, except after ten days' public noti�, which notice shall 
plainly state the changes proposed to be made in the schedules then 
in force and the time when the changed schedules will go into effect 
and the proposed changes shall be shown by printing new schedules, 
or shall be plainly indicated upon the schedules in force at the time 
and kept for public inspection. 

§ 3029. No charge greater than schedule. When any com- 118c, e. 122,1890.
mon carrier shall have established and published its classifications, 
rates, fares and charges in compliance with the provisions of section 
3027, it shall be unlawful for such common carrier to charge , demand, 
collect or receive from any person or persons a greater or lees eom-
pensation for the transportation of passengers•or property or for any 
service in connection therewith than is specified in such published 
schedule of classifications, rates, fares and charges as may at the time 
be in force. 

§ 3030. Schedules to be filed. Every common carrier subject DJ,d, e. 122,1890.
to the provisions of this article shall file with the commissioners of 
railroads c.opies of its schedules of classifications, rates, fares and 
charges which have been established and published in compliance 
with the requirements of section 3027 and shall promptly notify said 
commissioners of all ehanges proposed to be made in the same. 
Every such common carrier shall also file with "'8id commissioners 
c.opies of all contracts, agreements or arrangements with other c.om-
mon carriers in relation to any traffic affected by the provisions of 
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this article to which contracts, agreements or arrangements it may be. 
a party. And in cases where passengers or freight pass over lines or 
routes, operated by more than one common carrier and the several 
common carriers operating such lines or routes establish joint sched
ules of rates or fares or charges or classifications for such lines or 
routes copies of such joint schedules shall also in like manner be filed 
with said commissioners. Such joint schedules of rates, fares, charges 
and claBSifications for such lines so filed as aforesaid shall also be 
made public by such common carriers in the same manner as herein
before provided for the publication of tariffs upon its own lines. 

§ 3031 . Power of board to keep alive tariffs. In case the
oommiBBioners shall at any time find that any part of the tariffs of 
rates, fares, charges or classifications so filed and published as herein
before provided are in any respect unequal or unreasonable they shall 
have the power and are authorized and directed to compel any com 
mon carrier to change the same and adopt such rate, fare, charge or 
classification as said commiBBioners shall · declare to be eq nal and 
reasonable ; provided, however, that before said commissioners shall 
finally fix and declare such rate, fare, charge or classification it shall 
be the duty of the commiBSioners of railroads to serve a written notice, 
by delivering a true copy thereof, upon any agent of the railroad com
pany \Vithin this state, setting forth in such notice that at a certain 
time and place they will proceed to fix and determine such rate, fare, 
<'harge or classification; and they shall at such time and place and as 
soon as practicable afford to any person, firm, corporation or eommon 
carrier who may desire it an opportunity to make an explanation or 
showing or to furnish explanation to said commiBBioners on the sub
ject of determining and fixing such rate, fare, charge or classification ; 
provided, further, that the said board of railroad commiBSioners shall 
not make or declare any order for any purpose without first giving 
notice to all parties interested as provided in this section. 

§ 3032. Final order :flxing rates. Publication of same.
'When rates in force. After the hearing provided for by the last 
section the commiBBioners of railroads shall make their order finally 
fixing and declaring such rate, fare, charge or classification and shall 
immediately serve or cause to be served upon every person, firm, cor
poration or common carrier affected thereby a copy of such order; in 
C'ase such common carrier shall neglect or refuse for ten days after 
the service of such order to substitute such tariff of rates, fares and 
charges or classifications, or to adopt the same as fixed and declared 
by the commissioners, it shall be the duty of said commiBBioners 
imnfediately to publish such tariff of rates, fares, charges or classifica
tions as they have ordered and declared .to be equal and reasonable in 
one or more newspapers published in the county or counties through 
or into which the road or line may run, upon which the charges so 
fixed and declared by the <'-OmmiBBioners are to take effect and to post 
a copy thereof in every railroad depot in the state. The newspapers 
in which such publication shall be made, subject to the above con
dition that they shall be published in the oounty or counties through 
or into which such road or line or roads may run, and the duration of 
time which such notice shall be published, shall be in the discretion 
of the commissioners; but the tariff of rates, fares, churges or classifi
cations fixed and declared by the commissioners shall be in full for<'e 
and effect from and after the expiration of ten days from the servkt• 
upon such common carrier of the order provided in this section with-
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out regard to the publication authorized by this section; and aftn 
the expiration of ten days from the service of such order upon such 
C'ommon carrier it shall be unlawful for such common carrier to 
charge a higher or lower rate, fare, charge or classification than that 
fixed by said (,J<}mmissioners; such order shall be prime. facie evidence 
of the equality and reasonableness of the rate, fare, charge or classi
fication fixed and declared thereby. 

§ 3033. Mandamus, when. Injunction. If any common
carrier subject to the provisions of this article shall neglect or refuse 
to publish or file its schedule of classifications, rates, fares or charges, 
or any part thereof, 88 provided in this article, or if any common car
rier shall refuse or neglect to comply with such order made and served 
by such commissioners, such C'-0mmon carrier shall be subject to a 
writ of mandamus, to be issued by any judge of the supreme court or 
of any of the district courts of this state upon application of the com
missioners to compel compliance with the requirements of this sec
tion and with the order of the commissioners, and failure to comply 
with the writ of mandamus shall be punishable as and for contempt, 
and the commissioners, as complainants, may also apply to any such 
judge for a writ of injunction against such common carrier from 
receiving or transporting property or passengers within this state 
until such common carrier shall have complied with the requirements 
of this section and the order of said commissioners, and for any will
ful violation or failure to comply with such requirements or such 
order or orders of said commissioners, the court may award such 
costs, including counsel fees, by way of penalty, on the return ol said 
writs and after due deliberation thereon as may be just. 

§ 3034. Appeals. Power of court to modify orders ap.
pealed from. Any common carrier subject to the provisions of 
this article may appeal to any district court of this state from any 
order made by said commissioners regulating or fixing its tariffs of 
rates, fares, charges or classifications, or from any other order made 
by said commissioners under the provisions of this article, by serving 
a notice in writing upon the secretary of said commissioners or any 
one of said commissioners within sixty days after such common car
rier shall have received written notice from said commissioners of the 
making of such order. If the order appealed from does not regulate 
or fix the common carrier's tariff of rates, fares or charges the district 
court to which the appeal is taken may in its discretion suspend the 
operation and effect of the order appealed from pending such appeal. 
The district courts of this state shall be deemed to be always in 
session for the purpose of hearing and determining all appeals taken 
under the provisions of this article. The common carrier taking 
such appeal may bring the same on for hearing and determination at 
any time after taking such appeal, upon serving a notice to that 
effect upon any one of the commissioners or upon their secretary at 
least sixty days prior to the day set for such hearing. The district 
court shall upon the hearing of such appeal receive and consider 
such evidence 88 may be adduced by either party and shall rescind, 
modify or alter said order appealed from in such manner as may be 
equitable and just. Either party may appeal from the decision of 
the district court to the supreme court of this etate by serving a 
notice of such appeal upon the opposite party. For the purpose of 
hearing such appeals the supreme court shall always be in session and 
appeals to it may be heard summarily by either parties' serving upon 
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the oth�r a notice of hearing at least fifteen days before the day fixed 
for such hearing. When evidence has been taken before the district 
court such evidence may be signed by the jud�es of said district 
court, the party presenting such evidence to said Judges for signature 
giving the other party five days' notice of the time and plaoe of such 
presentation. The evidence signed as aforesaid shall become part of 
the record in the case and upon an appeal to the supreme oourt 
being taken as hereinbefore mentioned shall be transmitted by the 
clerk of the district court to the supreme court together with all the 
records and files in the cll80. The supreme court may reverse, affirm 
or modify the decision of the district court as may seem equitable 
and just. 

§ 3036. Powers and duties of board. The commissioners of
railroads shall have authority to inquire into the management of the 
business of all common carriers subject to the provisions of this 
article and shall keep themselves informed as to the manner and 
method in which the same is conducted and shail have the right to 
obtain from such common carriers full and complete information, 
necessary to enable the commissioners to perform the duties and 
carry out the objects for which they were created ; in order to enable 
such commissioners efficiently to perform their duties under this 
-article it is made their duty to cause one of their number to visit the 
various stations on the lines of each railroad as often as practicable 
and at least once in twelve months to visit each oounty in the state 
in which is or shall be located a railroad station and personally in
quire into the management of such railroad business, and for this 
purpose all railroad companies and common carriers and their officers 
and employees are required to aid and furnish each of the commis
sioners with reasonable and proper facilities and each or all of the 
commissioners shall have the right in his or their official capacity to 
pass free on any railroad train on all railroads in this state and to 
enter and remain in at all suitable times any and all cars, offices or 
depots on or upon the railroads of any railroad oompany in this state 
in the performance of official duties ; and whenever, in the judgment 
of the commissioners, it shall appear that any common carrier fails in 
any respect or particular to comply with the laws of this state, or 
whenever in their judgment any repairs are necessary upon its rail
road, or any addition to or change of its stations or station house is 
necessary, or any change in the mode of operating its road or conduct
ing its business is reasonable or expedient in order to promote the se
curity, convenience and accommodation of the public, such oommis
sioners shall make an order requiring such common carrier to oomply 
with such law or to make such repairs, or addition, or change, speci
fying the same particularly and shall cause suoh order to be served 
upon the carrier to be affected thereby, which service may be made 
in the manner provided in section 3031 ; and if suoh common carrier 
shall neglect or refuse to comply with such order the commissioners 
may, in their discretion, cause actions or proceedings to be instituted 
to enforce the same as provided in this article. 

§ 3036 . Liability for neglect of duty. In case any common
carrier subject to the provisions of this article shall do, cause to be 
done or permit to be done any act or thing in this article prohibited 
or declared to be unlawful, or shall omit to do any act ,  matter or thing 
in this article required to be done such common carrier shall be liable 
to the person or persons, party or parties injured thereby for the full 
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amount of damages sustained in consequence of any such violations 
of the provisions of this article together with a reasonable counsel or 
attorney's fee to be fixed by the court in every case of recovery, which 
attorney's fee shall be taxed and collected as part of the costs in the 
case. 

§ 3037. Suit may be brought in case of damages. Any
person or persons, party or parties claiming to be damaged by the 
action or nonaction of any common carrier subject to the provisions 
of this article may either make complaint to the commissioners, as 
hereinbefore provided for, or may bring suit in his or their own 
behalf for the recovery of the damages for which such common 
carrier may be liable under the provisions of this article in any dis
trict court of the state of competent jurisdiction, but such person or 
persons shall not have the right to pursue both of said remedies at 
the same time. 

§ 3038. Officers compelled to attend as witnesses. In
any such action brought for the recovery of damages the court before 
which the same may be pending may compel any director, officer, 
receiver, trustee or agent of any corporation or company, defendant in 
such suit, to attend, appear and testify in such case and may compel 
the production of the. books and papers of such corporation or com
pany, party to any such suit; the claim that any such testimony or 
evidence may tend to criminate the person giving such evidence shall 
not excuse such witness from testifying but such evidence or testimony 
shall not be used against such person on the trial of any criminal 
proceeding. 

§ 3039. Penalty for noncompliance. Any common carrier
subject to the provisions of this article or whenever such c-0mmon 
carrier is a corporation, any director or office'!" thereof, or any 
receiver, trustee, lessee, agent or person acting for or employed 
by such corporation who alone or with any other corporation, com
pany, person or party shall willfully do or cause to be done or shall 
willfully suffer or permit to be done any act, matter or thing in this 
article prohibited or declared to be unlawful, or who shall aid or abet 
therein, or shall willfully omit or fail to do any act, matter or thing in 
this article required to be done, or shall cause or willingly suffer or 
permit any act, matter or thing so directed or required by this article 
to be done not to be done, or shall aid or abet therein, or shall 
be guilty of any willful infraction of this article, or shall aid or abet 
therein: shall be deemed guilty of a violation of the provisions of this 
article and shall, upon conviction thereof in any district court of the 
state within the jurisdiction of which such offense was committed, be 
subject to a penalty of not less than two thousand five hundred 
dollars nor more than five thousand dollars for the first offense and not 
less than five thousand dollars nor more than ten thousand dollars for 
each subsequent offense. 

§ 3040. Fine not bar to individual action. Such conviction
or fine or the payment of any fine shall not operate as or be a bar to 
the prosecution of such railroad company by any person sustaining 
damage by reason of the violation of any of the provisions of this 
article, but in addition thereto any person suffering or sustaining any 
damage by reason of such violation by any railroad company may 
maintain an action in his name against such company and in case of 
a recovery the court shall �ess treble damagee against such offend-
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ing railroad company in favor of the party suffering or sustaining 
such damage or injury. 

§ 3041. Petition to commissioners by personi:, aggrieved.
Any person, firm, corporation or association, or any mercantile, agri
cultural or manufacturing society, or any body politic or munidpal 
organization complaining of anything done or omitted to be done 
by any common carrier subject to the provisions of this article, in 
<'ontravention of the provisions thereof may apply to said commis
sioners by petition which shall briefly state the facts. 

§ 3042. Duties of board on such application. Whereupon
a statement of the charges thus made shall be forwarded by the com
missioners to such common carrier, who shall be called upon to satisfy 
the complaint or to answer the same in writing within a reasonable 
time to be specified by the commissioners. If such common carrier 
within the time specified shall make reparation for the injury alleged 
to have been done, said carrier shall be relieved of liability to the com
plainant only for the particular violation of the law thus complained of. 
If such carrier shall not satisfy the complaint within the time speci
fied or there shall appear to be any reasonable ground for investiga
ting said complaint it shall be the duty of the commissioners sum
marily to investigate the matter complained of in such manner and 
by such means as they shall deem proper. No.complaint shall at any 
time be dismissed because of absence of direct damages to the com
plainant. And for the purposes of this article the commissioners shall 
have power to require the attendance of witnesses and the production 
of all books, papers, contracts, agreements and documents relating to 
any matter under investigation and to that end may invoke the aid of 
any of the courts of this state in requiring the attendance of witnesses 
and the production of books, papers and documents under the provi
sions of this article. 

§ 3043. Proceedings when subpcenas disobeyed. Any of
the district courts of this state within the jurisdiction of which such 
inquiry is carried on shall in case of contumacy or refusal to obey a 
subpama issued by the commissioners to any common carrier subject 
to the provisions of this article or, when such common carrier is a 
corporation, to an officer or agent thereof or to any person connected 
therewith, if proceedings are instituted in the name of such commis
sioners as plaintiffs, issue an order requiring such common carrier, 
officer or agent, or person to show cause why such contumacy or 
refusal should not be punished as and for contempt and if upon the 
hearing the court finds that the inquiry is within the jurisdiction of 
the commissioners and that such contumacy or refusal is willful and 
the same is persisted in such contumacy or refusal shall be punishPd 
as though the same had taken place in an action pending in the dis
trict court for any judicial district in this state. The claim that any 
snch testimony or evidence may tend to criminate the person giving 
i:-nch evidence shall not excuse such witness from testifying; but such 
evidence or testimony shall not be used against such person on the 
trial of any criminal proceeding. 

§ 3044. Findings of board in writing. Whenever an investi
gation shall be made by said commissioners it shall be their duty to 
make a report in writing in respect thereto, which shall include the 
findings of fact upon which the conclusions of the commisioners 
nre based together with their recommendations as to what reparation, 
if any, should be made by the common ci.rrier to the party or parties 
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who may be found to have been injured; and such findings so made 
shall thereafter in all judicial proceedings be deemed prima facie 
evidence as to each and every fact found. All reports of investiga
tions made by the commissioners shall be entered of record and a 
copy thereof shall be furnished to the party who may have complained 
and to any common carrier that may have been complained of and the 
record thereof shall be public. 

§ 3046. Report to common carrier, if findings against. If BHb,c.122,1soo.
in any case in which an investigation shall be made by said commis_. 
sioners it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the commis-
sioners, either by testimony of witnesses, or other evidence that any-
thing has been done or omitted to be done by any common carrier 
in violation of the provisions of this article or of any law cognizable 
by said commissioners, or that any injury or damage has been sus-
tained by the party or parties complaining, or by other patties 
aggrieved in consequence of any such violation it shall be the duty ot 
the commissioners forthwith to cause a copy of its report in respect 
thereto to be delivered to s"uch common carrier together with a notice 
to said common carrier to cease and desist from such violation and to

· make reparation for the injury so found to have been done within a· 
brief but reasonable time, to be specified by the commissioners; and if 
within the time specified it shall be made to appear to the commis
sioners that such common carrier has ceased from such violation of 
law, and has made reparation for the injury found to have been done 
in compliance with the report and notice of the commissioners or to 
the satisfaction of the patty complainin�, a statement to that effect 
shall be entered of record by the commissioners and the said common 
carrier shall thereupon be relieved from further liability or penalty 
for such particular violation of law. 

§ 3046. Report forwarded to attorney general if rep- 1uc,c.122,1800.
aration is not made. If such common carrier shall neglect or 
refuse within the time specified to desist from such violation of law 
and make reparation for the injury done in compliance with the notice 
and report of the commissioners as aforesaid it shall be the duty of 
the commissioners forthwith to certify the fact of such neglect or 
refusal and forward a copy of their report and such certificate to the 
attorney general of the state for redress and punishment as herein-
after provided. 

§ 3047. Attorney general to bring suit. It shall be the Bl5a,c.122,1890.
duty of the attorney general to whom said commissioners may for-
ward their report and certificate as provided in the preceding section 
when it shall appear from such report that any injury or damage has 
been sustained by any party or parties by reason of such violation of 
law by such common carrier forthwith to cause suit to be brought in 
the district court in the judicial district wherein such violation occurred 
on behalf and in the name of the person or persons injured against 
such common carrier for the recovery of damages for such injury as 
may have been sustained by the injured party, and the costs and ex-
penses of such prosecution shall be paid out of the appropriation 
hereinafter provided for the uses and purposes of this article. § 3048. Power of court. The said court shall have power to Bl5b,c.122,1soo.
hear and determine the matter on such short notice to the common carrier complained of as the court shall deem reasonable· and such notice shall be served on such common carrier, his or its officers, agents or servants, in such manner as the court shall direct; and said 
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court shall proceed to hear and determine the matter speedily and 
without the formal pleadings and proceedings applicable to ordinary 
suits in equity, but in such manner as to do justice in the premises; 
and to this end such court shall have power, if it thinks fit, to direct 
and prosecute in such mode and by such persons as it may appoint 
all such inquiries as the court may think needful to enable it to form 
a just judgment in the matter of such petition. · And on such hear
ing the report of said commissioners shall be prima facie evidence of 

• the matters therein stated.
§ 3049. Further . powers. Appeals to · supreme court.

If it is made to appear to such court on such hearing or on report 
of any such person or persons that the lawful order or requirements
of such commissioners drawn in question has been violated or dis
obeyed it shall be lawful for such court to issue a writ of injunction, 
or other proper process, mandatory or otherwise, to restrain such com-

• mon carrier from further continuing such violation or such disobedi
enee of such order or requirement of said commissioners and enjoin
ing obedience to the same; and in case of any disobedience of any 
such writ of injunction, or other proper process, mandatory or uther-

. wise, it shall be lawful for such courts to issue writs of attachment 
or any process of said courts incident or applicable to writs of in
junction or other proper process, mandatory or otherwise, against 
such common carrier; and if a corporation, against one or more of 
the directors, officers or agents of the same, or against any owner, 
lessee, trustee, receiver or other person failing to obey such writ of 
injunction or other proper process, mandatory or otherwise; and said 
·court may, if it shall think fit, make an order directing such common
carrier or other person so disobeying such writ of injunction or other 
proper process, mandatory or otherwise, to pay such sum of money 
not exceeding, for each carrier in default, the sum 'of five hundred
dollars for every day after a day to be named in the order that such 
carrier or other person shall fail to obey such injunction or other 
proper process, mandatory or otherwise; and such moneys shall be. 
payable as the court shall direct either to the party complaining 
or into court to abide the ultimate decision of the court; and pay
ment thereof may without prejudice to any other mode of recovering 
the same be enforced by attachment or order in the nature of a writ
of execution in like manner as if the same had been recovered by a 
final decree in personam in such court. Each party to such proceed
ings before said court may appeal to the supreme court of the state 
under the same regulations now provided by law in respect to security 
for such appeal; but such appeal shall not operate to stay or super
sede the order of the court or the execution of any writ or process 
thereon unless the court hearing or deciding such case should other
wise direct; and such court may in every such matter order the pay
ment of such costs and counsel fees as shall be deemed reasonable. 

§ 3060. Appeal if action not commenced in ten days. In
case the attorney general shall not within a period of ten days after 
the making of any order by the commissioners commence Judicial
proceedings for the enforcement thereof, any railroad company or 
other common carrier affected by such order may at any time within 
the period of thirty days after the service upon him or it of such 
order and before commencement of proceedings appeal therefrom to 
the dist.rid court of any judicial district through or into which his or 
its route may run by the service of a written notice of such appeal 
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upon some of such commissioners. And upon the taking of such 
appeal and the filing of the notice thereof with the proof of service in 
the office of the clerk of such court there shall be deemed to be pend
ing in such court a civil action of the character and for the purposes 
mentioned in sections 3037, 3047 and 3049. Upon such appeal and 
upon the hearing of and application for the enforcement of any such 
order made by the commissioners or by the attorney general the court 
shall have jurisdiction to examine the whole matter in controversy, 
including matters of fact as well as questions of law, and to affirm, 
modify or rescind such order in whole or in part as justice may • 
require; no appeal as aforesaid shall stay or supersede the order 
appealed from and pending the final decision of all appeals to the 
<>ourts the rates fixed shall remain in full force and effect. 

§ 8061. Board may prosecute. Whenever facts in any man- !I 16&.c.122,1890. 
ner ascertained by said commissioners shall in their judgment warrant 
a prosecution it shall be the duty of said commissioners immediately 
to cause suit to be instituted and prosecuted against any common 
carrier, which may violate any of the provisions of this article or of any 
law of this state. All such prosecutions shall he in the name of the 
state of North Dakota except as otherwise provided in this article, or 
in any law of this state and may be instituted in any county in the 
state through or into which the line of any common carrier so sued 
may extend and all penalties recovered under the provisions of this 
article or of any law of this state, in any suit instituted in the name 
of the state, shall be immediately paid into the state treasury by the 
'Sheriff or other officer or person collecting the same ; and the same 
shall be by the state treasurer placed to the credit of the general 
fund. 

§ 8062. Courts always open. For the purpose of this artide, § t61J,c.1:!'Z.1soo. 
except its penal provisions, the district courts and the supreme court 
of the state shall be deemed to be always in open session. 

§ 8063. Annual reports from all carriers. The board of § t1a.c.1?.?.1�00.
commissioners are hereby directed to require annual reports from all am·i1 . 

common carriers subject to the provisions of this article to prescribe 
the manner in which such reports shall be made, and to require from 
such carriers specific answers to all questions upon which the com
missioners may need information. Such annual reports shall show in 
detail the amount of capital stock issued, the amounts paid therefor, 
and the manner of payment for the same, the dividends paid, the 
surplus fund, if any, and the number of stockholders, the funded and 
floating debts and the interest paid thereon ; the cost and value of the 
carriers' property, franchises and equipment, the number of employees 
and the salary paid each class, the amounts expended for improve-
ments each year, how expended, and the character of such improve-
ments; the earnings and receipts of each branch of business, and 
from all sources, the operating and other expenses ; the balance 
of profit and loss ; and a complete exhibit of the financial operations 
of the carrier each year, including an annual balance sheet; also the 
total number of acres of land received as grants from the United 
States, the number of acres of such grants sold and the average price 
received per acre, the number of acres of grants unsold and the 
appraised value per acre. Such detailed report shall also contain such 
information in relation to rates or regulations concerning fares or 
freights and agreements, arrangements or contracts with express com-
panies, telegraph companies, sleeping and dining car companies, fast 
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freight lines and other eommon carriers, as the commissioners may 
require with copies of such contracts, agreements or arran�ements. 

9 3064. Pending litigation not affected by this article. 
Nothing in this article contained shall in any way abridge or alter the 
remedies now existing at law or in equity. but the provisions of this 
article are in addition to such remedies. No pending litigation shall 
in any way be affected by this article. Witnesses summoned before 
the commission shall be paid the same fees and mileage as are paid 
witnesses in the dietrict court. All expenses of the commission in 
making an investigation or examination in any other place than the
city of Bismarck shall be allowed and paid out of the state treasury 
on the presentation of itemized vouchers therefor, approved by the 
chairman of the commission and the state auditor. 

§ 3066. Grain to be shipped witqout discrimination. Any
railroad company doing business in this state, when requested by any 
person wishing to ship grain on its road shall reeeive and transport 
such grain in bulk and permit the same to be loaded either on its 
track adjacent to its depot, or at any warehouse or side track at any 
station or siding without discrimination or distinction as to the man
ner or condition in which such grain is offered for transportation, or 
as to the person, corporation, warehouse, elevator or place where, or 
to which it may be consigned and shall receive the same in car load 
lots from wagons, sleighs or other vehicles on its side tracks at any 
station the same as when offered from warehouses or elevators. allow
ing a reasonable time for loading them and for t.he purpose of ioading 
the same - shall place the cars in convenient places, easy of access by· 
wagons or sleighs or other vehicles and shall after the · same have 
been loaded, whether at side track, elevator, warehouse or depot ·wit.h
out unnecessary delay proceed to ship the same to the place where the 
same is consigned. 

§ 306.6. Track from elevator to railroad. It shall be lawful
for the owner of any elevator, warehouse or mill at any station on the 
line or at the termination of any railroad in this state to construct 
from such elevator, warehouse or mill a railroad track to the track of 
any railroad company and to connect with the same by switch at his 
own expense, and it shall be the duty of any such railrond company 
to allow such connection. Such side tracks and switch shall at all 
times be under the control and management of and kept in repair by 
such railroad company; provided, that the party for whose benefit 
such side track and switch shall be constructed, shall pay to such rail
road company the actual cost of maintaining such side track and 
switch, which payment shall be made monthly, and in e,ase such pay
ment shall not be made as provided, then the obligations of this se<'
tion upon such railroad company shall cease and be inoperative as 
against it until such costs and expenses are fully paid. 

§ 3067. Side tracks adjacent to coal mines. Whenever
any person, owning or operatin/! any coal mine within this state, from 
which not less than fifty cars of coal have been shipped from any one 
station over any portion of any railroad within the limits of the state 
shall petition any such railroad company to build a side track or spur 
at lC'ast three hundred feet in length adjacent to such miiw it shall 
then be the duty of such railroad company to build, equip and operate 
such side track or spur ; provided, that such spur is not nearer than two 
miles from any station already in operation ; provided, further, that 
any person opening a coal mine within two miles of any station may 
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petition for a side track or spur and by executing an indemnity bond 
in favor of such railroad company in the sum of two thousand dol
lars, conditioned on the a�eement that such person will ship within 
one year after the completion of such spur or side track not less than 
one hundred car loads of coal and when such bond is duly executed 
with two sureties, approved by the county jµdge of the county 
wherein such side track is situated, such railroad company shall 
within sixty days build, equip and operate such side track or spur as 
provided for in this section. And the commissioners of railroads shall 
have power to locate such side track or spur and order it properly 
provided with platforms and other conveniences for loading coal and 
other commodities thereat. 

§ 3068. Penalty. Any neglect or refusal to comply with any
part of the provisions of the last section within fifteen days after 
being requested in writing by the person operating the <'-Oal mine or 
by the commissioners of railroads shall subject such railroad com- . 
pany to a forfeiture of fifty dollars per day for each and every day 
such railroad company shall neglect or refuse to comply with the 
provisions of the last section, to be recovered by the persqn affected 
by such neglect or refusal; provided, that no railroad company shall 
be compelled to put in a side track between the fift{lenth day of 
November and the fifteenth day of May of any year when it cannot 
be done without grading. 

§ 3069. Time to remove property from cars: Any con
signee, or person entitled to receive the delivery of any freight 
shipped to him in car load lots, by any railroad company, shall have 
twenty-four hours free of expense after notice of arrival by the com
pany to the consignee or person entitled to receive the same in which 
to remove the same from the cars of such railroad company, which 
twenty-four hours shall be held to embrace such time as the car con
taining such property is placed and kept by such railroad company 
in a convenient and proper place for unloading and it shall not be 
held to be in a proper place for unloading unless it can be reached 
with teams or other suitable means for removing the property from 
the cars and reasonably convenient to the depot of the company at 
which it is accustomed to receive and unload merchandise consigned 
to that station or place. 

§ 3060. Stop over rates on cars. Whenever any railroad
company doing business in _this state as a common carrier shall ship 
any car or cars of freight over any of its railway lines or branches 
thereof, which car or cars contains freight to any intermediate point 
or points, it shall be the duty of such railroad company to stop such 
car or cars at such point or points and the consignee of such freight 
shall be permitted to unload the same upon payment to such railroad 
company of the full freight rates from the shipping point to the 
terminal point of such car or cars and in addition thereto the sum of 
five dollars per car for each and every day such car or cars is or are 
delayed during such stop over ; provided, the car or cars contain no 
perishable goods and are billed to one consignee, and in no case over 
one stop or stop over shall be made, nor shall said car or cars be 
opened but once for distributing goods at intermediate stat.ions. 

§ 3061. Penalty. Every railroad comp8,1ly neglecting or refus
ing to comply with the provisions of the last section shall be liable 
to damages in the sum of twenty dollars for each and every day such 
railroad company neglects or refuses to comply with the provisions 
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hereof, to be recovered by any person damaged by reason of such 
ne�lect or refusal in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

§ 3062. Railroads to build platforms. Every railroad com
pany doing business in this state shall within sixty days after notice 
from the commissioners of railroads erect one or more platforms for 
the transfer of live 1,1tock, grain and other commodities from wagons 
or otherwise to cars at each and every station or siding designated 
in such notice ; such platforms to be erected so as not to endanger life 
and property. If any railroad company after receiving notice as pro
vided for in this section shall fail, refuse or neglect to erect such 
platform as required by this and the following section within the re
quired sixty days the commissioners of railroads are authorized and 
empowered and it is made their duty to notify such railroad company 
to appear before them at a certain time and place to show cause, if 
any there is, why such commissioners should not issue an order re

. quiring such railroad company to comply with the requirements of 
this section. The commissioners of railroads shall have power after 
such hearing to issue an order upon such railroad company com
manding .it to erect such platforms, if the commissioners shall 
upon such examination and hearing deem such platform necessary. 

§ 3063. Dimensions of platform. Each platform shall be
not less than twelve feet wide and thirty-two feet long, extending four 
feet and six inches, or such height as shall be determined by the rail
road commiesioners above the rails of the track with suitable ap
proaches to and from such platform to admit of the driving of loaded 
teams thereon. 

§ 3064. When platforms to be enlarged. The commission
ers of railroads shall have power to order an enlargement of such 
platforms whenever petitioned to that effect and whenever the capae
ity of such platform is in their judgment clearly insufficient for the 
accommodation of the public. 

§ 3066. Platform scales. Every railroad company shall allow
suitable scales to be erected either upon the platform or upon the 
grounds adjacent thereto, if upon their right of way, for weighing and 
shipping purposes. 

§ 3066. Penalty. Every railroad company neglecting or refus
ing to comply with the requirements of the last four sections shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and be subject to a fine of not less 
than five hundred dollars for every thirty <lays such failure shall con
tinue after notice as aforesaid. 

§ 3067. Y and other tracks to be provided. In all cases
where any line of railroad shall cross or intersect any other line of 
railroad in this state on the same grade it shall be the duty of tht.'I 
railroad company owning or operating such intersecting railroad lines, 
to provide at such crossing or intersection suitable and sufficient facil
ities such as building Y or other tracks and connections for transfer
ring cars or traffic of all kinds and classes from one such line of rail
road to another and to maintain the same and to afford equal and 
reasonable facilities for the interchange of cars and traffic between 
the respective lines. 

§ 3068. Notice served on carrier in case of noncompli
ance. Upon the failure of any railroad companies to build or main
tain Y or other tracks and suitable connections at railroad crossings 
in accordance with the last section it shall be the duty of the board 
of railroad commissioners to serve notice in writing upon such com-
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panies, requiring them to construct and maintain such Y or other 
tracks and connections within sixty days from the date of the service 
of such notice. 

§§ 8069--8070 

§ 3069. Penalty for noncompliance. Any railroad company
that shall fail to comply with such notice shall be subject to a fine of 
one hundred dollars for each day during which it fails to comply after 
the expiration of the time specified in the notice and it shall be the 
duty of the attorney general or the state's attorney of any county in 
which such Y or other tracks are to be constructed and maintained 
upon demand of the board of railroad commissioners to commence 
and prosecute all actions necessary for the recovery of such fine. 

§ 3070. :Maxim.um coal rates. All railroad companies doing I 1. c. 101. 1�. 
business as common carriers within the state of North Dakota shall 1' c. 00• l89.'>.
not charge for the transportation of coal within the state a greater 
rate per ton than the following : For the first five miles or •fractional 
part thereof, thirty cents per ton ; for any distance over five miles and 
not to exceed fifteen miles, forty cents per ton ; for any distance over 
fifteen miles and not to exceed twenty-five miles, fifty cents per ton ; 
for any distance over twenty-five miles and not to exceed thirty-five 
miles, fifty-nine cents per ton ; for any distance over thirty-five miles 
and not to exceed forty-five miles, sixty-eight cents per ton ; for any 
distance over forty-five miles and not to exceed fifty-five miles, seventy. 
five cents per ton : for any distance over fifty-five miles and not to 
exceed sixty-five miles, eighty-one cents per ton ; for any distance 
over sixty-five miles and not to exceed seventy-five miles, eighty-six 
cents per ton ; for any distance over seventy-five miles and not to 
exceed eighty-five miles, ninety cents per ton ; for any distance over 
eighty-five miles and not to exceed ninety-five miles, ninety-four cents 
per ton : for any distance over ninety-five miles and not to exceed one 
hundred and five miles, ninety-eight cents per ton ; for any distance 
over one hundred and five and not to exceed one hundred and 
fifteen miles, one dollar and two cents per ton ; for any distance over one 
hundred and fifteen miles and not to 3xceed one hundred and twenty. 
five miles, one dollar and six cents per ton ; for any distance over one 
hundred and twenty-five miles and not to exceed one hundred and 
thirty-five miles, one dollar and ten cents per ton ; for any distance 
over one hundred and thirty-five miles and not to exceed one hundred 
and forty-five miles, one dollar and fourteen cents per ton ; for any 
distance over one hundred and forty-five miles and not to exceed one 
hundred and fifty-five miles, one dollar and eighteen cents per ton ; 
for any distance over one hundred and fifty-five miles and not to 
exceed one hundred and sixty.five miles, one dollar and twenty-two 
cents per ton ; for any distance over one hundred and sixty-five miles 
and not to exceed one hundred and seventy-five miles, one dollar and 
twenty-six cents per ton ; for any distance over one hundred and 
seventy-five miles and not to exceed one hundred and eighty-five miles, 
one dollar and thirty cents per ton ; for any distance over one hun-
dred and eighty-five miles and not to exceed one hundred and ninety. 
five miles, one dollar and thirty-four cents per ton ; for any distance 
over one hundred and ninety-five miles and not to exceed two hun-
dred and five miles, one dollar and thirty-eight cents per ton ; for any 
distance over two hundred and five miles and not to exceed two hun-
dred and fifteen miles, one dollar and forty-two cents per ton ; for any 
distance over two hundred and fifteen miles and not to exceed two 
hundred and twenty-five miles, one dollar and forty-six cents per ton ; 
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for any distance over two hundred and twenty-five miles and not to 
exceed two hundred and thirty-five miles, one dollar and fifty cents 
per ton ; for any distance over two hundred and thirty-five miles and 
not to exceed two hundred and forty-five miles, one dollar and fifty
four cents per ton ; for any distance over two hundred and forty-five milea 
and not to exceed two hundred and fifty-five miles, one dollar and 
fifty-eight cents per ton; for any distance over two hundred and fifty
five miles and not to exceed two hundred and sixty-five miles, one 
dollar and sixty-four cents per ton; for any distance over two hundred 
and sixty-five miles and not to exceed two hundred and seventy-five 
miles, one dollar and sixty-seven cents per ton; for any distance over 
two hundred and seventy-five miles and not to exceed two hundred 
and eighty-five miles, one dollar and sixty-nine cents per ton ; for any 
distance over two hundred and eighty-five miles and not to exceed 
two hundred and ninety-five miles, one dollar and seventy-one cents 
per ton ; for any distance over two hundred and ninety-five miles and 
not to exceed three hundred and five miles, one dollar and seventy
four cents per ton; for any distance over three hundred and five miles 
and not to exceed three hundred and fifteen miles, one dollar and sev
enty-five cents per ton ; for any distance over three hundred and fif
teen miles and not to exceed three hundred and twenty-five miles, one 
dollar and seventy-eight cents per toh ; for any distance over three 
hundred and twenty-five miles and not to exceed three hundred and 
thirty-five miles, one dollar and eighty cents per ton; for any distance 
over three hundred and thirty-five miles and not to exceed three hrm
dred and forty-five miles, one dollar and eighty-three cents per ton; 
for any distance over three hundred and forty-five miles and not to 
exceed three hundred and fifty-five miles, one dollar and eighty-five 
cents per ton ; for any distance over three hundred and fifty-five miles 
and not to exceed three hundred and sixty-five miles, one dollar and 
eighty-seven cents per ton ; for any distance over three hundred and 
sixty-five miles and not to exceed three hundred and seventy-the 
miles, one dollar and ninety cents per ton ; for any distance over three 
hundred and seventy-five miles and not to exceed three hundred and 
eighty-five miles, one dollar and ninety-two cents per ton ; for any 
distance over three hundred and eighty-five miles and not to exceed 
three hundred and ninety-five miles, one dollar and ninety-four cents 
per ton ; for any distance over three hundred and ninety-five miles 
and not to exceed four hundred and five miles, one dollar and 
ninety-six cents per ton; for any distance over four hundred and five 
miles and not to exceed four hundred and fifteen miles, one dollar 
and ninety-eight cents per ton ; for any distance over four hundred 
and fifteen miles and not to exceed four hundred and twenty-five 
miles, two dollars and one cent per ton ; for any distance over four 
hundred and twenty-five miles and not to exceed four hundred and 
thirty-five miles, two dollars and three cents per ton; for any distance 
over four hundred and thirty-five miles and not to exceed four hun
dred and forty-five miles, two dollars and six cents per ton ; for any 
distance over four hundred and forty-five miles and not to exceed four 
hundred and fifty-five miles, two dollars and eight cents per ton; for 
any distance over four hundred and fifty-five miles and not to exceed 
four hundred and sixty-five miles, two dollars and ten cents per ton ; 
for any distance over four hundred and sixty-five miles and not to 
exceed four hundred and seventy-five miles, two dollars and thirteen 
cents per ton ; for any distance over four hundred and seventy-fin• 
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miles and not to exceed four hundred and eighty-five miles, two dol
lars and fifteen cents per ton; for any distance over four hundred and 
eighty-five miles and not to exceed four hundred and ninety-five 
miles, two dollars and seventeen cents per ton. 

§ 3071. Penalty for violation. Any railroad company vio
lating any of the provisions of the last section shall be subject to a 
fine of not less than twenty-five dollars per day for each and every 
day during which such violation shall continue, to be recovered by 
any person prejudiced or suffering loss or damage by such violation. 

I§ 3072. Duty of attorney general. It shall be the duty of 
the attorney general or of the state's attorney of any county in which 
an action arises against any railroad company for a violation of any 
of the provisions of section 3070, upon demand of the board of rail
road commissioners to commence and frosecute all acti,;ms necessary

· for the enforcement of the provisions o such section. 

C H A P T E R  UL 

WAGON ROAD CORPORATIONS. 

§ 3073. How wagon road laid out. When a corporation is
formed for the construction and maintenance of a wagon road the 
road must be laid out as follows : Three commissioners must act in 
conjunction with the surveyor of the corporation, two to be appointed 
by the board of commissioners of the county through which the 
road is to run, and one by the corporation, who must lay out the pro
posed road and report their proceedings together with a map of the 
road to the board of commissioners of the county as provided in the 
succeeding section. 

§ 3074. Map filed. Record of approval. When the route
is surveyed a map thereof must be submitted to and filed with the 
board of commissioners of each county through or into which the 
road runs, giving its general course, and the principal points to or by 
which it runs and its width, which must in no case exceed one hun
dred feet, and the board of county commissioners must either 
approve or reject the survey. If approved, it must be entered of 
record on the journal of the board ; but the board of county com
missioners must require the corporation, at its own expense, and the 
corporation must so change and open the highways so taken and used 
as, to make the same as good as they were before the appropriation 
thereof ; and must so construct all crossings of public highways over 
and by its road and its toll gates as not to hinder or obstruct the use 
of the same. 

§ 3075. Bridges and ferries. Tolls. All wagon road corpora
tions may bridge or keep ferries on streams on the line of their road 
and must do all things necessary to keep the same in repair. They 
may take such tolls only on their roads, ferries or bridges as are fixed 
by the board of commissioners of the proper county through which 
the road passes or in which the ferry or bridge is situated, subject, 
however, to the limitation of rates of ferriage prescribed in the 
general law upon ferries ; but in no case must the tolls be more than 
sufficient to pay fifteen par cent per annum on the cost of con-
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struction after paying for repairs and other expenses for attending to 
the roads, bridges and ferries. If tolls, other than as herein provided 
are charged or demanded, the corporation forfeits its franchise and 
must pay to the party 80 charged one hundred dollars as liquidated 
damages. 

I 489. cM1 c. � 3076. No tolls where public highway used. When any 
highway or public road is taken and used by any wagon road corpora
tion as a part of its road, the corporation must not place a tollgate 
on or take tolls for the use of such highway or public road by 
teamsters, travelers, drovers, or any one transporting property over 
the same. 

1 ,eo, civil c. § 3077. Toll rates posted. The corporation must affix and 
keep up at or over each gate or in some conspicuous place 80 as to be 
conveniently read a printed list of the rates of toll levied and demanded. 

§ ,01. ch"l1 c. � 3078. Passage prevented until tolls paid. Each toll
gatherer may prevent from passing through his gate persons leading
or driving animals or vehicles subject to toll, until they shall have 
paid respectively, the tolls authorized to be collected. 

!I ,112. civil c. § 3079. Penalty for receiving illegal toll. Every toll 
gatherer who at any gate unreasonably hinders or delays any traveler 
or passenger liable to the payment of toll, or demands or receives 
from any person more than he is authorized to collect, for each 
offense forfeits the sum of twenty-five dollars to the person aggrieved. 

§ tll:J, civil c. § 3080. Passing around gate. Penalty. Every person who,
to avoid the payment of the legal toll, with his team, vehicle or horse 
turns out of a wagon, turnpike or plank road, or passes any gate 
thereon on the ground adjacent thereto, and again enters upon such 
road, for each offense forfeits the sum of five dollars to the corpora
tion injured. 

§ '°'· <'lvll c. § 3081. Penalty for injuring road. Every person who :
1. Willfully breaks, cuts down, defaces or injures any milestone

or post on any wagon, turnpike or plank road ; or, 
2. Willfully breaks or throws down any gate on such road; or.
3. Digs up or injures any part of such road or anything thereunto

belonging; or, 
4. Forcibly �or fraudulently passes any gate thereon without hav

ing paid the legal toll ; 
For each offense forfeits to the corporation injured the sum of 

twenty-five dollars in addition to the damages resulting from his 
wrongful act. 

§ t95, Ch"ll c. § 3082. How revenue applied. The entire revenue from the
road shall be appropriated : 

1. To repayment to' the corporation of the costs of its construction
together with the incidental expenses incurred in collecting tolls and 
keeping the road in repair ; and, 

2. To the payment of the dividend among its stockholders, as pro
vided in section 3075. When the repayment of the costs of con
struction is completed, the tolls must be so reduced as to raise no 
more than an amount sufficient to pay a dividend of twelve per cent 
per annum and incidental expenses and to keep the road in good 
repair. 

§ t96. civil c. § 3083. When mortgage valid. The corporation may mort-
gage or hypothecate its road and other property for funds with which 
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to construct or repair its roads, but no mortgage or hypothecation is 
valid or binding unless at least twenty-five per cent of the capital 
stock subscribed has been paid in and invested in the construction of 
the road and appurtenances and then only after an affirmative vote of 
two-thirds of the capital stock subscribed. 

§ 3084. Natural person like corporation. When a wagon, § ,9;, Cl'l"ll c.
turnpike or plank road is constructed, owned or operated by any 
natural person, this chapter is applicable to such persons in like 
manner as it is applicable to corporations. 

C H A P T E R 1 4 .

INSURANCE CORPORATIONS. 

ARTICLE 1. - GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 3081>. Terms defined. When consistent with the context
ancl not obviously used in a different sense the term " company " or 
" insurance company," as used herein, includes all corporations, asso
ciations, partnerships or individuals engaged as principals in the 
business of insurance; the word " domestic " designates those com
panies incorporated or formed in this state and the- word " foreign " 
when used without limitation includes all those formed by authority 
of any other state or government. 

ARTICLE 2. - PROVISIONS COMMON TO ALL DOMESTIC INSURANCE 
COMPANIES. 

§ 3086. Subject to what provisions of law. All insurance
companies now or hereafter incorporated or formed by authority of 
any law of this state, except when otherwise expressly provided, may 
exercise the powers and shall be subject to the duties and liabilities 
provided by this chapter. The general provisions of law relating to 
the powers, duties and liabilities of corporations shall apply . to all 
incorporated domestic insurance companies, so far as such provisions 
are pertinent and not in conflict with other provisions of law relating 
to such companies. 

§ 3087. How and for what purpose formed. Any number 
I 

1. c, 89. ts�.
of persons, not less than seven, may form a corporation to carry on 1, «;,:O:�

ii
.1�1 •

the business of insurance, either upon the stock or mutual plan, 
against loss or damage by fire, lightning, cyclone, tornado or hai1, or 
the· risks of inland navigation and transportation, or to make insur-
ance upon the lives of persons and every insurance pertaining thereto, 
and against accidental injuries including the granting, purchasing 
and paying of annuities and indemnities and to transact fidelity in-
surance and corporate suretyship. An insurance company incor-
porated under the provisions of this chapter shall have power to make 
insurance of any of the kinds hereinbefore mentioned which shall 
have been expressed in its articles of incorporation. 
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CIVIL CODE. Insurance Corporations. 

§ 3088 . Articles. Content.a. The articles of incorporation
shall set forth in addition to what ia required to be set forth in sec
tion 2861 the kind of insurance proposed to be made and whether on 
the stock or mutual plan, the period for the commencement and ter
mination of its fiscal year and the period for which it is incorporated, 
not to exceed thirty years, and shall be filed in the office of the com
missioner of insurance. Any name not previously in use by an exist
ing corporation may be adopted, but the words "insurance company," 
or, if the business is to be conducted upon the mutual principle, the 
words "mutual insurance company" shall constitute a part of such 
name. No certificate shall be granted by the insurance commissioner, 
as hereinafter provided, if, in his judgment, the name adopted too 
closely resembles the name of an existing corporation; or is liable to 
mislead the public. 

§ 3089. Qualiftcation of directors. Residence. One-third
of the directors and all of the executive officers of a domestic insur
ance company must be residents of this state and each of the 
directors of such a company, if it has a capital stock, must be the 
owner in his own right of stock of such company worth at par at 
least five hundred dollars. 

§ 3090. Examination of articles by attorney general .
Examination by commissioner of insurance. Certiftcate. 
The articles of incorporation shall be examined by the attorney 
general and if found conformable to this article and not inconsistent 
with the constitution and laws of this state. shall be eertified by him 
to the commissioner . of insurance, who shall thereupon make an 
examination to ascertain whether the company has in all respects 
complied with the requirements of law, according to the nature of 
the business proposed to be transacted by it and if satisfied by such 
examination that the ·corporation has complied with the law he shall 
deliver to such corporation a certified copy of the articles of incorpo
ration and a certificate to the effect that such corporation has complied 
with all requirements of law, which, on being filed in the office of the 
register of deeds of the county where the principal office of the cor
poration is located, shall be its authority to commence business and 
i�ue policies ; and such certified copy of the articles of incorporation 
and of such certificate may be used for or against such company with 
the same effect as the originals, and shall be conclusive evidence of 
the fact of the organization of such corporation. 

§ 3'09 1 .  Reinsurance. Any domestic insurance company shall
have J)OWer to effect reinsurance of any risks taken by it. 

§ 3092. Limitation on trade. No company organized under
this chapter shall, directly or indirectly, deal or trade in buying or 
selling any goods, wares, merchandise or other commodities whatever, 
except such as may have been insured by such company and are 
claimed to be damaged by reason of the risk insured against. 

§ 3093. Limitation on purchase and conveyance of real
estate. No domestic insurance company shall purchase, hold or 
convey real estate except for the purpose and in the manner herein 
set forth, to-wit : 

1. Such as shall be requisite for its convenient accommodation in
the transaction of its business ; or, 

2. Such as shall have been mortgaged to it in good faith as security
for loans previously contracted, or for money due ; or, 
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3. Such as shall have been conveyed to it in satisfaction of debts
previously contracted in legitimate business, or for money due; or, 

J. Such as shall have been purchas{ld at sales upon judgment or
mortgage foreclosures obtained or made for such debts. 

§ 3094. How capital and surplus may be invested. A
domestic insurance company may invest its capital and the funds 
accumulated in the course· of its business, or any part thereof, in 
bonds or mortgages on improved unincumbered real estate within 
this st.ate, worth double the sum· loaned thereon, exclusive of build
ings, unless such buildings are insured and the policies made payable 
tu the company as its interest may appear and also in the bonds of 
this state, or bonds or treasury notes of the United States, and also in 
thC> bonds of any county or incorporated city in this state, authorized 
to be issued by the legislative assembly, and loan such capital and 
funds, or any part thereof, on the security of such bonds, treasury 
not.es, or upon bonds or mortgages as aforesaid, and change and 
rt:-invest the same in like securities as occasion may from time to time 
rt>quire ; but the surplus money over and above the capital stock of 
such insurance company may be invested in or loaned upon the pledge 
of bonds of the United States, or any of the st.ates, or stocks, honds or 
other evidence of indebh•dness of any solvent. di vidend paying insti
tution, incorporated under the laws of this state or of the United 
States, except its own stock; provided, always, that the market value 
of such stock, bonds or other evidence of indebtedness shall be at all 
times during the continuance of such loan at least ten per cent more 
than the amount loaned thereon. No domestic insurance company 
shall invest or loan its capital or the funds accumulated in the course 
of its business, or any part thereof, except as provided in this section. 

§ 3096. Dividends only from surplus profits. Profits,
how estimated. No domestic insurance company shall make any 
dividends exc�pt from the surplus profits arising from its business ; 
and in estimating such profits there shall be reserved therefrom a 
sum equal to forty per cent of the amount of premiums on all unex
pired risks and policies, which amount so reserved, is hereby 
dedared to he unearned premiums ; and there shall also be reserved 
all Emms due the company on bonds, mortgages, stocks and book 
accounts of which no part of the principal or interest thereon has 
ht:>en paid during the year preceding such estimate of the profits, and 
upon which suit for foreclosure or collection has been commenced, or 
which after judgment has been obtained thereon shall have remained 
more than one year unsatisfied and on which interest shall not have 
lwen paid. 

§ 3096. Penalty for violation of section 3094. Any director
or officer making or authorizing an investment or loan in violation 
of section 3094 shall be personally liable to the stockholders for any 
loss occasioned thereby. If a company is under liability for losses 
equal to its net assets and the president and directors, knowing it, 
make or assent to further insurance, they shall be personally liable for 
any loss under such insurance. If the directors allow to be insured 
on a single risk a larger sum than the law permits they shall be liable 
for any loss thereon above the amount they might lawfully insure, 
unless the excess is reinsured as requirecl in section 3117. 
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ARTICLE 3. - PROVISIONS PECULIAR TO DOMESTIC STOCK INBGRANCE 
ColllPANIES. 

§ 3097. Capital stock required. No stock company shall be
incorporated under this chapter unless it has a capital stock of at 
least one hundred thousand dollars, twenty-five per cent of which 
must be paid in previous to the issuance of any policy and the residue 
within twelve months from the time of filing the articles of incorpora
tion. No fire, cyclone, tornado, hail, marine, life or accident insur
ance company of any other state, territory or nation shall do business 
in this state unless it has a paid up capital stock of at least two hun
dred thousand dollars in available cash assets, over and above all 
liabilities for losses reported, expenses, taxes and reinsurance of all 
outstanding risks. 

§ 3098. Opening book for subscriptions. The individuals
associated for the purpose of organizing an insurance company under 
this article, after having filed the articles of incorporation as required 
by section 3088, may open books for subscriptions to the capital stock 
of such corporation and keep the same open until the full amount 
specified in the articles of incorporation is subscribed. 

§ 3099. Notice to company when capital is impaired.
Whenever it appears to the commissioner of insurance that the capital 
of a domestic insurance company is impaired to the extent of one
fourth or more on the basis fixed in section 3095 he shall notify the 
company that its capital is legally subject to be made good in the 
mode provided by section 3100, and if such company shall not within 
three months after such notice satisfy him that it has fully repaired 
its capital, or reduced its capital as provided in section 3101, he shall 
institute proceedings against it in accordance with section 3128. 

§ 3 1 00. How capital made good. Forfeiture of shares.
Whenever the net assets of the company do not amount to more than 
three-fourths of its original capital, it may make good its original 
capital to the original amount by assessment of its stock. Shares on 
which such an assessment is not paid within sixty days after demand 
shall be forfeitable and may be canceled by a vote of the directors 
and new shares issued to make up the deficiency. If such company 
shall not within three months after notice from the commissioner of 
insurance to that effect make good its capital as aforesaid, or reduce 
the same as allowed by the next section, its authority to transact new 
business of insurance shall cease. 

§ 3 1 0 1 .  Capital stock reduced. Examination and cer
tificate of commissioner. When the capital stock of a companv 
is impaired, such company may upon a vote of a majority of the stock 
represented at a meeting legally called for that purpose, reduce its 
capital stock and the number of shares thereof to an amount not less 
than the minimum sum required by law. But no part of its assets 
and property shall be distributed to its stockholders. Within ten 
days after such meeting the company shall submit to the insuranc� 
commissioner a certificate setting forth the proceedings thereof and 
the amount of such reduction and the assets and liabilities of the 
company, signed and sworn. to by its president, secretary and a 
majority of its directors. The commissioner shall examine the facts 
in the case, and if the same conform to law, and in his judgment the 
proposed reduction may be made without prejudice to the public he 
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shall indorse his approval upon the certificate. Upon filing the cer
tificate so indorsed the company may transact business upon the basis 
of such reduced capital, as though the same was its original capital, 
and its articles of incorporation shall be deemed to be amended to 
conform thereto ; and the commissioner of insurance sliall issue his 
certificate to that effect. Such company may by a majority vote of 
its directors after such reduction require the return of the original 
certificates of stock held by each stockholder in exchange for new 
certificates in lieu thereof for such number of shares as each stock
holder is entitled to in the proportion that the reduced capital bears 
to the original capital. 

§ 3102. Capital less than liabilities. Notice not to issue
po1icies. When the actual funds of a domestic life insurance com
pany exclusive of its capital, are not of a net cash value equal to its 
liabilities the commissioner of insurance shall notify such company 
and its agents to issue no new policies until its funds become equal 
to its liabilities. 

§§ 81�3107 

§ 3103. Transfer of stock pending examination does not II a.?, c. 69, 1�.
release liabilities. No transfer of the stock of any domestic insur- ll 7• imB?<i. 1�·
ance company made during the pendency of any examination will 
release the party making the transfer from his liability for loss which 
may have occurred previous to the transfer. 
ARTICLE 4. - PROVISIONS PECULIAR TO DOMESTIC MUTUAL lNSl'R

ANCE COMPANIES. 
§ 3104. Amount of subscribed insurance required. No

policy shall be issued by a purely mutual insurance company until 
not less than two hundred thousand dollars of insurance in not less 
than one hundred separate risks have been subscribed for and entered 
on its books; but the provisions of this section shall not apply to 
county mutual insurance companies. 

§ 3106. Insured a member. Notice of meetings. Every
person insured by a domestic mutual insurance company, other than 
life, shall be a member while hisyolicy is in force entitled to one vote 
for each policy he holds and shall be notified of the time and place of 
holding its meetings by a written notice or by an imprint upon the 
back of each policy, receipt or certificate of renewal as follows, to-wit : 

The assured is hereby notified that by virtue of this policy he is a 
member of the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mutual insurance company, and that 
the annual meeti))gs of such company are held at its home office on 
the . . . • . . . .  day of . . . . . . . . . .  in each year at . . . .  o'clock. 

The blanks shall be duly filled and the same shall be deemed a 
sufficient notice. 

§ 3106. Same. Every person insured by a domestic mutual life
insurance company shall be a member entitled to one vote and one 
vote additional for each five thousand dollars of insurance in excess 
of the first five thousand dollars, and shall be notified of its annual 
meetings in the manner provided in the last section. 

§ 3107. Manner of voting by proxy. Members may vote by
 proxy dated and executed within three months and returned and 

recorded on the books of the company three days or more before the 
meeting at which they are to be used; but no person shall be allowed 
as proxy or otherwise to cast more than fifty votes, and no officer shall 
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himself, or by another, ask for, receive, procure to be obtained or use 
a proxy vote ; provided, that this section shall not apply to state 
mutual hail insurance companies. 

§ 3108. Premium. Contingent liability stated on policy.
Mutual insurance companies shall charge and collect upon their 
policies the full mutual premium in cash or notes absolutely payable 
and may in their by-laws fix the contingent mutual liability of its 
members for the payment of losses and expenses not provided for by 
their cash funds; provided, that such contingent liability of a member 
shall not be less than a sum equal to and in addition to the cash 
premium written in his 'policy. The total amount of the liability of 
a policy holder shall be plainly and legibly stated upon the back of 
each policy. 

§ 3109. Reserve fund, how used. Any mutual insurance
company may at a meeting called for that purpose provide for the 
accumulation of a permanent fund by reserving a portion of the net 
profits to be invested and he a reserve for the security of the insured. 
Such reservation shall not exceed twenty per cent of said net profits 
and when the fund so accumulated amounts to two per cent of the 
sum insured by all policies in force the whole of the net profits shall 
be divided among the insured at the expiration of their policies. 
The permanent fund so accumulated shall be used for the payment of 
losses and expenses, whenever the cash funds of the company in 
excess of an amount equ11:l to i ts liabilities are exhausted : and when
ever the said fund is drawn upon, reservation of profits as aforesaid 
shall be renewed or continued until the limit of accumulation as herein 
provided is reached. 

§ 3110.  Members entitled to share of net profits. E very
member of a mutual insurance company, except a mutual life insur
ance company, when bis policy expires shall be entitled to be paid in 
cash his share of the net profits or surplus accrued while his policy 
.was in force; and shall in like manner be liable to pay his proportion
ate part of any assessments, which may be laid by the company in 
accordance with law and his contract on account of losses and 
expenses incurred while he was a member. 

§ 3111. Distribution of surplus on life policies. Every
domestic · mutual life insurance company shall annually, or once 
in every two, three, four or five years, as it shall determine, and as 
may be conditioned in its policies make distribution of all surplus it 
may have accumulated since its last dividend of surplus. By such 
surplus is here intended all accumulations since its last distribution 
of surplus above its debts and reserve computed as provided in section 
3095. The distribution shall be upon what is known as the contribu
tion plan and each member upon whose policy no premium is over
due and unpaid shall be entitled to the amount contributed by 
his policy to such surplus. Policies which have become payable 
before the time when such distribution is made and after the date of 
the last previous distribution shall share in the same equitably and 
proportionally. 

§ 3112. Assessments, when and how made. Whenever a
mutual insurance company other than life, is not possessed of cash 
funds above its reinsurance reserve sufficient for the payment of 
incurred losses and expenses it shall make an assessment for the 
amount needed to pay such losses and expenses upon its members 
liable to assessment therefor in proportion to their several liability. 
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The company shall cause to be recorded in a book kept for that 
purpose the order for such assessment together with a statement 
which shall set forth the condition of the company at the date of the 
order, the amount of its cash assets and of the notes of its policy 
holders, or other contingent funds liable to the assessment, the 
amount the assessment calls for and the particular losses or other 
liabilities it is made to provide for. Such record shall be made and 
signed by the directors who voted for the order before any part of the 
assessment is collected and any person liable to the assessment may 
inspect and take a copy of the same. 

§ 3113. Making premium reserve good. Single assess
ment. Cancellation of policies. Double assessments. Re
insurance. When by reason of depreciation or loss of its funds, or 
otherwise, the cash assets of such a company after providing for its 
other debts are less than the required premium reserve upon its 
policies it shall make good the deficiency by assessment in the mode 
provided in the last section; or if the directors are of the opinion that 
the company is likely to become insolvent they may, instead of such 
assessment, make two assessments, the first determining what each 
policy holder must equitably pay or receive in case of withdrawal 
from the company and having his policy canceled, the second what 
further sum each must pay in order to re.insure the unexpired term of 
his policy at the same rate as the whole was insured at first. Each 
policy holder shall pay or receive according to the first assessment 
and his policy shall then be canceled, unless he pays the further sum 
determined by the second assessment, in which case his policy shall 
continue in force ; but in neither case shall a policy holder receive or 
have credited to him more than he would have received on having his 
policy canceled by a vote of the directors under the by-laws. If 
within two months after such alternative assessments have become 
collectible the amount of the policies whose holders have settled for 
both assessments is less than two hundred thousand dollars, the com
pany shall cease to issue policies ; and all policies whose holders have 
not settled for both assessments shall be void and the company shall 
continue only for the purpose of adjusting the deficiency or excess of 
premiums among the members and settling outstanding claims. No 
assessment shall be valid against a person who has not been duly 
notified thereof, within two years after the expiration or cancellation 
of his policy. 

§ 3114. Directors personally liable for not making and
collecting assessments. If the directors of any mutual insurance 
company shall neglect or omit for the space of six months to lay and 
use reasonable diligence to collect any assessment they are required 
to make, they shall be personally liable for all debts and claims then 
outstanding against the company, or that may accrue until such 
assessment is laid and put in process of collectiqn. If the treasurer 
of such company unreasonably neglects to collect an assessment made 
by order of the directors and to apply the same to the payment of the 
claims for which it was made, he shall be personally liable to the 
party having such claims for the amount of the assessment ; and he 
may repay himself out of any money afterwards received for the 
company on account of said assessment. 
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ARTICLE 5. - PROVISIONS PECULIAR TO FIDELITY INSURANCE 
COMPANIES. 

§ 3116. Fidelity insurance and corporate suretyship.
May be sole surety on bonds. Limit of liability. Any com
pany organized to transact fidelity insurance and corporate suretyship 
and authorized to do business in this state may make contracts of 
insurance to guarantee the fidelity of persons holding positions of 
trust in private or public employment or responsibility and may, if 
accepted and approved by the court, magistrate, obligee or person 
competent to approve such bond, act as surety upon the official bond 
or undertaking in civil procedure of any person or corporation to the 
United States, to the state of North Dakota, or to any county, city, 
town, court, judge, magistrate or public officer or to any corporation 
or association public or private ; and may also act as surety upon any 
bond or undertaking to any person or corporation conditioned upon 
the performance of any duty or trust or for the doing or not doing 
of anything in such bond specified and upon bonds to indemnify 
against loss any person who is responsible as surety upon a written 
instrument, or otherwise for the performance by others of any office, 
employment, contract or trust. When by law two or more sureties 
are required upon any obligation such company is authorized to 
insure, it may act as sole surety thereon and may be accepted as such 
by the court, magistrate or other officer or person authorized to 
approve the sufficiency of such bond or undertaking ; and nothing 
contained in these codes shall be construed to forbid the acceptance 
of a qualified foreign corporation as joint or sole surety on any such 
bond. No such company shall incur in behalf or on account of any 
one person, partnership, association or corporation a liability for an 
amount larger than one-tenth of its paid up capital, unless it shall be 
secured from loss thereon beyond that amount by deposit with it in 
pledge or conveyance to it in trust for its protection of property equal 
in value to the excess of its liability over such limit. 

ARTICLE 6. - PROVISIONS PECULIAR TO FOREIGN INSURANCE 
COMPANIER. 

§ 3116. Conditions of admission. Articles and statement
filed. Must be legally organized. Appoint commissioner 
its attorney for service. Resident agents. No foreign insurance 
company shall directly or indirectly take any risk or transact the 
business of insurance in this state until : 

1 . It shall deposit with the insurance commissioner a certified
copy of its articles of incorporation and a statement of its financial 
condition and business in such form and detail as he may require, 
signed and sworn fo by its president and secretary or other proper 
officers. 

2. It shall satisfy the insurance commissioner that it is fully and 
legally organized under the laws of its state or government to do 
the business it proposes to transact; that it has a fully paid up and 
unimpaired capital, exclusive of stockholders' obligations of any 
description, of an amount not less than is required by section 3097 
and, if a mutual company, that its assets are not less than is required 
by section :3104; that such capital or net assets are well invested and 
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immediately available for the payment of losses in this state; and 
that it insures on any single hazard a sum no larger than one-tenth of 
its net assets. 

3. It shall by a duly executed instrument, filed in his office, con
stitute and appoint the commissioner <;>f insurance and his successors 
its true and lawful attorney upon whom all process in any action or 
proceeding against it may be served and therein shall agree that any 
proceBB which may be served upon its said attorney shall be of the 
same force and validity as if served on the company and that the 
authority thereof shall continue in force irrevocable so long as any 
l iability of the compan:>7 remains outstanding in this state. Service
upon such attorney shall be deemed sufficient service upon the com
pany. Whenever proceBB against any foreign insurance company,
doing busineBB in this state, shall be served upon the commiBSioner of
insurance, he shall forthwith mail a copy of such proceBB, postage
prepaid, and directed to· such company at its principal place of busi
ness, or if it is a foreign company, to its resident manager in the
United States, or to such other person as may have been previously
designated by it by written notice filed in the office of the commis
sioner of insurance. As a condition of valid and effectual service the
plaintiff sha:ll pay to the commissioner of insurance at the time of
service the sum of two dollars, which the plaintiff shall recover as
taxable costs if he shall prevail in his action. The commissioner
shall keep a record of all such proceBB which shall show the time and
hour of service.

4. It shall appoint as its agents in this state only residents thereof.

_.\RTICLE 7. - PROVISIONS COMMON TO ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES. 
§ 3117. Limit of risk. No company organized under this

chapter, or transacting business in this state shall expose itself to loss 
on any one risk or hazard to an amount exceeding ten per cent of its 
paid up capital, exclusive of any guarantee, surplus, or special reserve 
fund, unless the excess shall be reinsured in some other good reliable 
company. 

§ 3118. Limit of ri sk in single city. No fire insurance com
pany shall insure in any one town or city property, other than dwell
itig houses, to an amount exceeding its net assets, and when from 
any cause the company has at risk in any town or ci ty an amount as 
aforesaid in excess of its net aBSets it shall forthwith by reinsurance 
or by cancellation of policies and return of unearned premiums there
on to the insured reduce the amount of the insurance to the author
·ized limit. But no policy shall be canceled under the provisions of
this section until after notice to the holder.

§ 3119. Annual statement. Publication thereof. Every
insurance company doing business in this.state must transmit to the
commiBSioner of insurance a statement of its condition and business
for the year ending on the preceding thirty-first day of December,
which shall be rendered not later than the first Monday of February
in each year. Foreign insurance companies shall have until the fol
lowing first day of December to transmit their statements of busineBB,
other than that taken in the United States. Such statement must
be published at least three times in a newspaper of general circula
tion printed and published in each judicial district of the state in
wqich such insurance company shall have an agency. Statements
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for publication shall be made out on blanks furnished by the C'ommis
sioner of insurance and the certificate of authority of the commis
sioner of insurance for the company to do business in this st.ate 
shall be published in connection with such statement. Proof of pub
lication shall be filed with the. commissioner of insurance in all cases 
within four months from the time of the filing of the annual state
ment. Such publications shall be made at half of the authorized 
rate for publishing legal notices. The commissioner of insurance 
shall select three newspapers of general circulation, published in each 
of the judicial districts, from which such company shall select one in 
which such statements shall be published. 

§ 3120. Contents of annual statement. The annual state
ment required by the last section must be in form and state particu
lars as follows: 

1. The name of the company and where located.
2. The amount of capital stock actually paid in cash.
3. The property or assets of the company, specifying:

(a) The value, as nearly as may be, of the real estate owned hy
the company. 

(b) The amount of cash on hand in the office.
( c) The amount of e.ash on deposit in banks.
( d) The amount of cash in the hands of agents and in course

of transmission. 
( e) The amount of loans secured by bonds and mortgages,

being first lien on real estate worth double the amount of the sum 
loaned thereon. 

(f) The .amount of stocks and bonds owned by the e-0mpany.
specifying the amount, number of shares, and the market value of 
e�ch kind of stock on the day of making the statement. 

( g) The amount of stock held by it as collateral security for
loans with the amount loaned on each kind of stock, the par value 
and market value thereof on the day the statement is made. 

( h) The amount of all other sums due the c-0mpany.
4. The liabilities of such company, specifying:

(a) The amount of losses unpaid.
(b) The amount of claims for losses resisted by the oompany.
( c) The whole amount of unearned premiums on outstanding

risks. 
( d) The amount of dividends declared and due and remaining

unpaid. 
(e) The amount of dividends, if any. declared and not yet due.
( f) The amount of money .borrowed and remaining unpaid, and

the security, if any, given for the payment thereof. 
(g) The amount of all other existing claims.

5. The income of the company during the preceding year.
specifying: 

(a) The whole am01int of interest received, stating separately
the amount of interest received on loans in the state of North Dakota.

( b) The whole amount of cash premiums received, stating sepa
rately the· amount of premiums received on policies written in thfl 
state. 

( c) The whole amount of inoome received from all sourc'es.
6. Expenditures during the preceding year, specifying:

(a) The whole amount of losses paid during the preceding year
stating how much of the same accrued prior and how much subse-
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quent to the date of the preceding statement; also stating separately 
the amount of losses paid upon risks taken in this state and how much 
accrued prior and how much subsequent to the preceding statement. 

( b) The amount of dividends paid during the preceding year.
( c) The whole amount of fees and commissions paid to officers

and agents during the preceding year. 
( d) The amount of taxes paid during the preceding year, stat

ing separately the amount paid in this state. 
( e) The amount of fees paid the commissioner of insurance of

this state. 
(f) The whole amount paid for salaries for officers and agents

during the preceding year. 
(g) The whole amount of all other expenditures.

7. Such statement shall further specify:
(a) The gross amount of risks taken during the preceding year,

stating the amount in this state separately. 
( b) The whole amount of risks outstanding.
( c) The whole amount of losses incurred during the year, in

cluding those claims not yet due, stating separately those incurred in 
this state. 

(d) The number of agents in this state.
§ 3121 . Statements verified. Duty of commissioner . Such

statements must be verified by the signature and oath of the pres
ident or vice president and of the secretary of a domestic insurance 
company, and by the manager or general agent of a foreign company 
doing business in this state; and it shall be the duty of the commis
sioner of insurance to cause the information contained in such 
statements to be arranged in a tabular form and printed annually for 
distribution to the companies doing business in this state and 
for transmission to the legislative assembly with his biennial report. 

§ 3122 . Statements of receivers. It shall be the duty of all
receivers of insurance companies on or before the thirtieth day 
of June of each year and at any other time, when required by the 
commissioner of insurance, to make and file annually statements of 
their assets and liabilities and of their income and e�penditures in the 
t:1ame manner and form as the officers of such companies are required 
by law to make and for refusal or neglect to make and file the same 
they shall be subject to the same penalty. 

§ 3123. Inquiry into condition of companies. The com
missioner of insurance is authorized and empowered to address any 
inquiries to any insurance company doing or applying for pennission 
to do business in this state in relation to its doings or condition or 
any other matter connected with its transactions and it shall be 
the duty of any such company so addressed to reply promptly in 
writing to any such inquiries. 

§ 3124 . Agents mustnotactwithoutcertiftcate. No agent
shall act for any insurance company directly or indirectly in taking 
risks or transacting the business of insurance without procuring 
from the commissioner of insurance a certificate of authority, stating 
that such corporation or company has complied with all the requisites 
of this chapter. The statements and evidences of investment required 
by this chapter shall be renewed from year to year in such manner 
and fonn as are required by this chapter and the commissioner 
of insurance on being satisfied that the capital, securities and invest-
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ments remain secure as hereinbefore provided shall furnish a renewal 
of the certificate ss aforesaid. 

§ 3126. Examination before grantingcertiftcates. When
domestic companies examined. Examination of foreign 
companies. Expenses. Before granting certificates of authority 
to an insurance company to issue policies or make contracts of 
insurance the commissioner of insurance shall be satisfied by such 
examination and evidence as he sees fit to make and require that such 
company is duly qualified under the laws of the state to transact bus
iness therein. As often as once in two years he shall personally, or 
by his deputy or chief clerk, visit each domestic insurance company 
and thoroughly inspect and examine its affairs, especially as to its 
financial condition and abilitv to fulfill its obligations and whether it 
has complied with the law. He shall also make an examination of 
any such company whenever he deems it prudent to do so or upon 
the request of five or more of the stockholders, creditors, poliey 
holders or persons pecuniarily interested therein who shall make affi
davit of their belief, with specifications of their reasons therefor, that 
such company is in an unsound condition. ·whenever he deems it 
prudent for the protection of policy holders in this state he shall in 
like manner visit and examine, or cause to be visited or examined by 
some competent person appointed by him for that purpose any for
eign insurance company applying for admission, or already admitted, 
to do bnsiness by agencies in this state and such company shall pay 
the proper charges incurred in such examination, including the expense 
of the commissioner or his deputy. For the purposes 9.foresaid the c.om
missioner or person making the examination shall have free access to 
all books and papers of an insurance company that relate to its busi
ness and to the books and papers kept by any of its agents and may 
summon as witnesses and examine under oath the directors, officers, 
agents and trustees of any such company and any other persons in 
relation to its affairs, transactions and condition. 

§ 3126. Authority revoked for false statement. When
revocation set aside. If the commissioner of insurance has. or 
shall have at any time after examination reason to believe that any 
annual statement or other report, required or authorized by this article 
made or to be made out by an officer or agent of any insurance com
pany is false, it shall be the duty of said commissioner of insurance 
immediately to revoke the certificate of authority of such company 
and mail a copy of such revocation to such company, and to the 
agents thereof in this state and such company and its agents after 
such notice shall discontinue the issuan�e of any new policies or the 
renewal of any policy previously issued; and such revocation shall 
not be set aside nor any new certificate of authority be given until 
satisfactory evidence shall have been furnished to said c,ommiBBioner 
of insurance that such company is in substance and in fact in the 
condition set forth in such statement or report and that all require
ments of this article have been fully complied with. 

§ 3127. Commissioner must ascertain net cash value of
life policies. The commissioner of insurance shall, at the expense 
of the company, as soon as praeticable after statements are fiied, pro
ceed to ascertain the net cash value of all life insurance polieies iu 
force. The commissioner of insurance, may however, accept such 
valuation from the proper officer of the company or the insuranet> 
officer of the state in which such company is located, should he deem 
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it expedient so to do.• When the actual funds of any life or accident 
insurance company doing business in this state are not of a net value 
equal to the net value of its policies according to the combined 
experience or actuaries' rate of mortality, with interest at four per 
cent per annum, it shall be the duty of the commissioner of insurance 
to give notice to such company and its agents to discontinue the 
ie;suance of new policies in this state until its funds have become 
equal to its liabilities, valuing its policies as aforesaid. Any officer 
or agent, who after such notice has been given issues or delivers a 
new policy from and in behalf of such company before its funds have 
become equal to its liabilities as aforesaid shall forfeit for each offense 
a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars. 

§ 3128. When and how authority revoked . Foreign 
company. Domestic compan y. Inj unction .  Power of 
court. If the commissioner of insurance is of opinion upon· exam
ination or other evidence that a foreign insurance company is in an 
unsound condition, or if it has failed to comply with the law, or if it, 
its officers or agents, refuse to submit to examination, or to perform 
any legal obligation in relation thereto or, if a life insurance com
pany, that its actual funds, exclusive of its capital, are less than its 
liabilities, he shall revoke or suspend all certificates of authority 
granted to it or its agents, and shall cause notifications thereof to be 
published three times, once in each week for three successive weeks, 
in some newspaper published at the seat of government and no new 
business shall thereafter he done by it or its agents in this state while 
such default or disability continues, nor until its authority to do busi
ness is restored by the commissioner. If upon examination he is of 
the opinion that. any domestic insurance company is insolvent, or has 
exceeded its powers or has failed to comply with any provisions of 
law or that its condition is such as to render its further proceedings 
hazardous to the public or its policy holders, he shall apply to the 
district court of the county in whi0h the principal office of the 
company is located to issue an injunction rest.raining it in whole or 
in part from further proceeding with its business. The court or 
judge may, in discretion, issue an injunction forthwith or upon notice 
and hearing thereon, and after a full hearing of the matter may dis
solve or modify such injunction or make it perpetual, and may make 
all orders and decrees needful in the premises and may appoint agents 
or receivers to take possession of the property and effects of the com
pany and to settle its affairs according to the course of proceedings in 
equity. 

§ 3129. Insurance b y  resident agents onl y. No insurance
company shall do business in this state, except through· its authorized 
agents who must be residents of and have their office or place of busi
ness in this state. All policies not written in accordance with the 
foregoing provisions shall be deemed a violation of this article. 

§ 3130 . Penalty .for not making statement. For false
statement. Any insurance company doing business in this state 
that neglects to make the statements in the manner and within the 
time in this article required shall forfeit one hundred dollars for each 
day's neglect., and upon notice by the insuran0e commissioner to that 
effect, its authority to do new business shall cease while such default 
continues and every such company that willfully makes false state
ments shall be liable to a fine of not less than five hundrt>d dollars nor 
more than one thousand dollars. Any new business done by the 
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insurance company after neglect to make the · required statements 
shall be deemed to be done in violation of law. 

§ 3131 . Penalty when there is no speciftc provision. For
violation of any provision of this chapter when no penalty is 
specifically provided for herein the offender shall be punished by a 
fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred 
dollars. 

§ 3132 . Fees .  There shall be paid by every company doing
business in this state, except county mutual insurance companies, 
the following fees : 

Upon filing articles of incorporation, or copies thereof, twenty-five 
dollars. 

Upon filing the annual statement, ten dollars. 
For each certificate of authority and certified copy thereof two 

dollars. 
For every copy of any paper filed in the insurance department, the 

sum of twenty cents per folio; and for affixing the official seal on 
such copy and certifying the same, the sum of one dollar. 

For official examination of companies under this article the actual 
expense incurred, not to exceed ten dollars per day. 

§ 3133. Same conditions imposed on companies of other
states as the y impose on domestic companies . Whenever the 
laws of any other state of the United States or foreign country shall 
require of insurance companies incorporated under the laws of this 
state, or of the agent thereof, any deposits of securities in such state 
for the protection of policy holders or otherwise, or any payment for 
taxes, fines, penalties, certificate of authority, license or fees greater 
than the amount required for such purposes from similar companies 
of other states by the then existing laws of this state, then and in 
every such case, all insurance companies of such states establishing or 
having heretofore established an agency in this state, shall be and are 
hereby required to make the same deposit for a like purpose with the 
state treasurer of this state, and to pay to the commissioner of insur
ance an amount equal to the amount of such charges and payment 
imposed by the laws of such other states upon the companies of this 
state and the agents thereof. 

ARTICLE 8. - CoUNTY MUTUAL COMPANIES. 

§ 3134 . Who ma y form company. Any number of persons,
not less than fifty, residing in any five adjoining counties in this 
state, who collectively own property of not less than fifty thousand 
dollars in value which they desire . to insure, or any number of per
sons not less than twenty-five, residing in any one c-0unty, owning 
property of not less than twenty-five thousand dollars in value which 
they desire to insure, may form a corporation for mutual insuranc.e 
against loss or damage by fire, lightning, hail and cyclone, which 
shall possess the powers and be subject to the duties and liabilities 
of other insurance companies, except as herein otherwise provided. 
The principal office of the company must be located within t.h('I 
limits of the county or counties in which the incorporators reside. 
The name of the county together with the w.ord county shall be em
braced in the corporate name of the company when organized by the 
residents of a single county. 
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§ 3135 . General management in board of directors.
Term of office. The general management of the business of such 
company shall be vested in a board of not less than five nor more 
than thirteen directors, each of whom shall during his term of office 
be a policy holder in the company. Such directors shall be elected 
annually and shall hold their office for one year and until their suc
cessors are elected and qualified. 

§ 3136. Separate funds for hail and other insurance. In
all cases of insurance against loss or damage by hail, it shall be the 
duty of such company to keep a separate and distinct record of all 
interest, premiums and policies . of insurance relating to such hail 
insurance and no note, premiqm, undertaking, or policy of insurance 
which shall be received, issued or delivered for any insurance against 
loss by hail shall be used in any connection with insurance against 
loss or damage by reason of any other cause, and no moneys, pre
miums or funds arising out of or received for insurance against loss or 
damage by hail shall be used in the payment of any loss or damage 
by reason of fire, lightning, or cyclone, and no moneys, premiums or 
funds arising out of or received for insurance against loss or damage 
by fire, lightning and cyclone shall be used in the payment of any 
loss or damage by hail. 

§ 3137. Cash premium or note in hail insurance. Con
ditions of policy. Every person insuring grain against loss or 
damage by hail shall, except when a cash premium is paid, execute 
and deliver to such company his promissory note, bearing even date 
with the policy issued to him therefor, together with such security as 
may be required by the board of directors or the by-laws of such 
company. In case of insurance against loss or damage by hail the 
directors of such company may issue policies signed by the president 
and secretary, agreeing in the name of the company to pay all losses 
or damages by hail, or such pro rata share of such loss or damage as 
can be paid out of the highest limit of the liabilities of the members, 
which liabilities shall be established by the by-laws of such company 
before the issuing of any policy of insurance against loss or damage 
by hail. 

§ 3138. Adjusters of hail losses. Notice of loss. Dis
agreement of adjuster and insured. It shall be the duty of the 
board of directors to appoint one or more adjusters, prescribe their 
duties and fix their compensation, requiring them to report to the 
president or secretary upon all losses or damage by hail adjusted by 
them. Upon any loss or damage by hail, the party sustaining the 
same shall immediately notify the secretary or a duly appointed 
adjuster of such loss or damage. In case the adjuster and party 
sustaining the loss cannot agree the claimant may then appeal as pro
vided for in section 3141 and notice of loss or damage by hail shall 
be the same as is prescribed in said section. 

§ 3139. B y- laws ma y provide sinking fund for di1rerent 
departments. Any company organized under this article may pro
vide in its by-laws for creating a fund of not to exceed fifteen thous
and dollars in the hail department and of not to exceed three thous
and dollars in the fire, lightning and cyclone department, the by-laws 
to set forth the manner in which such funds shall be created and the 
purpose to which they shall be applied. 

3140. Undertaking given, if other than hail insurance. 
Cash payment. Every person insured against loss or damage by 
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fire, lightning and cyclone shall give his undertaking, bearing even 
date with the policy so issued to him, binding himself, his heirs and 
assigns, to pay his pro rata share to the company of all losses or dam
age by fire, lightning and cyclone, which may be sustained by any 
member thereof and every such undertaking shall within five days 
after the execution thereof be filed with the secretary in the offic� of 
the company and shall remain on file in the office, except when 
required to be produced in court as evidence. He shall also at the 
time of rec--eiving such insurance pay such percentage in cash, or such 
reasonable sum named in the policy as may be required by the rules 
and by-laws of the company. 

§ 3141. Notice of loss. Contents. Committee to adjust.
Arbitration if disagreement. Every member of such company 
who may sustain loss or damage by fire, lightning or cyclone shall 
immediately notify the secretary of such company, or in case of his 
absence, the president thereof, specifying the property destroyed, the 
damage and cause thereof, which officer shall forthwith ascertain and 
adjust the amount of such loss or damage or forthwith convene the 
directors of such company whose duty it shall be to appoint a com
mittee of not more than three members of such company to ascertain 
the amount of such loss and in case of the inability of the parties to 
agree upon the amount of such damage the claimant shall choose a 
disinterested party and the • company shall choose a disinterested 
party who shall constitute a board of arbitration to settle such loss 
and in ease these parties cannot agree they shall choose a third party 
to act with them and such board of arbitration shall have power to 
examine witnesses and to determine all matters in dispute and the 
decision of such board shall be final. 

§ 3142. Property classifted according to risk. Assess
ments. Basis ot: When made. Such company may classify 
the property insured at the time of issuing the policy thereon under 
different rates corresponding as nearly as may be to the nature of the 
risk attaching to the kind of property insured. Whenever the amount 
of any loss shall have been ascertained, if it exceeds the amount of 
the cash funds of the company applicable to the payment of such 
loss, the president shall convene the directors of the company who 
shall make an assessment sufficient at least to pay such loss upon all 
members of the company having property insured belonging to the 
same department as that on which the loss occurred. Such assess
ment shall be in proportion to the sums obtained by multiplying the 
amount of insurance granted by the several policies by the rate of 
premium applicable to the property covered by the policies respect
ively. No assessment for loss or damage by hail shall be made prior 
to the first day of September of the year in which the loss occurred. 

§ 3143. Secretary to give notice of and collect assess
ments. It shall be the duty of the secretary, whenever such assess
ments shall have been completed, to notify every person composing 
such company by letter sent to his post office address of the amount 
of such loss and the sum due from him as his share thereof and the 
time when and to whom such payment is to be made and such time 
shall not be less than thirty days nor more than sixty days from the 
time of such notice. And no company organized under the proYis
ions of this article shall be liable in any action at law or otherwise 
for the recovery of any loss or damage by hail before the fifteenth 
day of November of the year in which such loss occurred. 
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§ 3144. Suits for assessments. Individua l liability of 11 1a. c. �. 1881.
directors. Suits ut law may be brought against any member of such am d. 

<'Ompany who shall refuse or neglect to pay any assessment made 
upon him under the provisions of this article, and the directors of 
such company who shall willfully neglect to perform the duties im-
posed upon them under the provisions of this article shall be liable 
in their individual capacity to the person sustaining such loss. 

§ 3146. What ma y be insured. No company formed under § u. c. 6,. 1&11.
the provisions of this article shall insure any property beyond the am'<I. 

limits of the district comprised in the formation of the company, nor 
shall it insure any property other than detached dwellings and 
their contents, farm buildings and their contents, school houses and 
S<'hool furniture therein, church buildings and furniture therein, live 
sto<.·k only on the premises or nmning at large and hay or grain in 
bin or stack, or growing grain against damage by hail, nor shall they 
insure any property within the limits of any incorporated city or 
village in this state . 

� 3146. Election of directors. Prox y. Who members. § rn. c. s,. 1887. 
• am'<I. The direetors of each company so formed, shall be chosen by a votf' 

at the annual election thereof which shall be held on the first Tues
day in ,June of each year and every member shall have one vote ; but 
no person shall vote by proxy at such election ; provided, that in any 
eompany organized under the provisions of this article whose policies 
of insuran<'e shall not run for a longer period than one year, all per
sons holding policies of insurance therein during the year immedi
ately preceding the annual election sh�ll be considered as members of 
said company and shall be entitled to vote at such election. 

§ 3147. liow member ma y withdraw. Any member of thP § 1,, <·. 6,. 11-.,,.• am\l .  company may withdraw therefrom at any time by giving ten days' 
notice in writing to the president or secretary thereof and by paying 
his share of all claims existing against the company at the expiration 
of the ten days. 

§ 3148. When nonresidents ma y become members. Can- § 1s. c. 6i. 1&11.
• am'd. not be directors. Nonresidents of any county in this state, own-

ing property therein, may become members of any company incor
porated under this article and shall be entitled to all rights and 
privileges pertaining thereto, except that they cannot become directors 
in such company. 

§ 3149. Term of existence. No company formed under this § �- c. 67. 18111.
article shall continue for a longer term than thirty years. 

§ 3160. Annual statement submitted to members. The
secretary of the company shall prepare and submit to the members 
thereof at each.annual meeting a copy of the annual statement re
quired to be filed with the comm_issioner of insurance as provided in 
section 3119. · 

§ 3161. Subj ect to preceding articles. In all other respects
companies organized under this article shall be subject to the pro
visions of the preceding articles of this chapter. 

ARTICLE 9. - CHATTEL MORTGAGES IN APPLICATIONS. 

§ 3162'. Chatte l  mortgage void unless on separate paper. � 1. c. 19, 1"�,. 

It shall be unlawful for any insurance company, or- any agent or 
solicitor therefor within this state, to take or procure to be taken 
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upon the property to be insured, or any other property, a chattel 
mortgage, securing the payment of the premium due or to become 
clue, including policy fees, or any part thereof, unless such chattel 
mortgage shall be printed or written upon a separate and distinct 
paper from the application, and no mortgage given in violation of 
the provisions of this section shall be valid or binding upon the party 
executing the same, but shall in all things be null and void. 

§ 3163. Penalty for vio lating last section. Any insurance
company, or any agent or solicitor thereof, violating the provisions of 
the last section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. And such 
company shall forfeit all its rights and privileges under its articles of 
incorporation. 

C H.A P T E R  1 5 . 

MINING AND MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS, ETC. 

§ 3164.  H ow formed. Term of existence. Corporations
for mining, manufacturing and other industrial pursuits may be 
formed as provided in chapter eleven ; and such corporations have all 
the rights and are subject to all the duties, restrictions and liabilities 
therein mentioned, so far as the same apply or relate to such corpora
tions, but the term of existence of any such corporation shall not 
exceed twenty years. 

� 3166. Purpose must be stated. Cannot loan to stock
ho1der. Penalty. The purposes for which any such corporation 
shall be formed must be distinctly and definitely specified in the 
articles of incorporation, and it must not appropriate its funds to any 
other purpose nor must it loan any of its money to any stockholder 
therein; and if any such loan or misappropriation is made, the officers 
who shall make it, or who shall assent thereto, shall be jointly and 
severally liable to the extent of such loan or misappropriation and 
interest and for all the debts of the eorporation contracted before the 
repayment of the sum so loaned or misappropriated. 

§ 3166. Accounts.  Publicity. Statement. Regular books
of accounts of all the business of such corporation must be kept, 
which with the vouchers shall be at all reasonable. times open for the 
inspection of any of the stockholders; and as often as once in each 
year a statement of such accounts shall be made by order of the 
directors and laid before the stockholders. 

§ 3167. Stockho lders liable for labor. Tha stockholders of
any corporation formed for the purposes mentioned in this chapter 
shall be jointly and severally liable in their individual capacities for 
all debts due to mechanics, workmen and laborers employed by such 
corporation, which said liability may be enforced against any stock
holders by an action at any time after an execution against such cor
poration shall be returned not satisfied ; provided, such action is com
menced within four months; and provided always, that if any stock
holder shall be compelled by any such action to pay the debts of any 
creditor, or any part thereof, he shall have the right to call upon all 
the stockholders to contribute their part of the sum so paid by him 
as aforesaid, and may sue them jointly or severally or any number of 
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them and recover in such action the ratable amount due from the 
person or persons so sued. 

§§ 31�161 

§ 3158. Annual report. Contents . H ow verifted . Every § s15, cM1 c.
such corporation shall annually within twenty days from the first day 
of January make a report which must be published in some news-
paper published at or nearest to the place where the business of said 
corporation is carried on, which report must state the capital stock 
and the amount thereof actually paid in, the amount and nature of its 
indebtedness and the amounts due the corporation, the number and 
amount of dividends and when paid and the net amount of profits. 
The said report must be signed by the president and a majority of 
the directors and be verified by the oath of the president or seoretary 
of the corporation and filed in the office of the register of deeds of 
the county where the business of the corporation is carried on; any 
person who willfully neglects, fails or refuses to make, sign or pub-
lish the report as provided in this section shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor. 

§ 3169. Demand for statement. Penalty for refusal . § 51s, c1v11 c.
Whenever any person or persons owning twenty per cent of the capi
tal stock of any corporation formed for the purposes mentioned in 
this chapter shall present a written request to the treasurer thereof 
that they desire a written statement of the affairs of the corporation, 
he must make such statement under oath, embracing a particular 
account of all its assets and liabilities in detail and deliver the same 
to the persons presenting the written request within twenty days after 
such presentation; and such treasurer shall also at the same time place 
and keep on file in his office for six months thereafter a copy of such 
statement, which shall at all times during business hours be exhibited 
to any stockholder of such corporation -demanding an examination 
thereof ; the treasurer, however, shall not be required to make or deliver 
such statement in the manner aforesaid oftener than once in every 
six months. If such treasurer neglects or refuses to comply with the 
provisions of this section he shall forfeit and pay to the person pre
senting such written request the sum of fifty dollars and the further 
sum of ten dollars for every twenty-four hours thereafter until such 
statement shall be furnished, to be sued for and recovered in an 
action. 

§ 3160. Office out of state . Main office in state . Any !l 517, c1v11 c .
corporation formed for the purposes mentioned in this chapter may 
provide in the articles of incorporation for having a business office 
without this state at any place within the United States and to hold 
any meeting of the stockholders or directors of the corporation at 
such office so provided for; but every such corporation having a bus-
iness office out of this state must have its main office for the trans-
action of business within this state to be also designated in such 
articles. 

§ 3161 . Directors liable for vio lating law resu lting in § atb, c1v11 c.
inso lvenc y. If any such corporation shall willfully violate any of 
the provisions of this chapter relating or applying to such corpora-
tion ancl shall thereby become insolvent, the directors ordering or 
assenting to such violation shall jointly and severally be liable in an 
action founded upon this statute for all debts contracted after such 
violation. 
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C H A P T E R  1 6 . 

BRIDGE CORPORATIONS. 

§ 3162. Articles. Contents. Filing. The term of exist
ence of a bridge corporation shall not exceed twenty years; and in 
addition to the matters required in section 2861 every corporation 
formed for the purpose of constructing a bridge over any stream of 
water must in the articles of incorporation specify as follows : The 
place where such bridge is to be built and over what stream; that the 
banks on both sides of the stream where such bridge is to be built 
are owned by such corporation, or that it has obtained in writing the 
consent of the owners of the banks, where the bridge is to be built, to 
build the bridge or that the banks at such place are included within 
and part of a public highway, and in such case that the consent in 
writing of'the board of county commissioners of the county or counties 
for the erection of such bridge by such corporation has been obtained, 
and it must file a certified copy of its articles of incorporation in the 
office of the register of deeds of the county or counties in which its 
bridge or any part thereof is situated or to be located. 

§ 3163. No tolls without authority from county commis
sioners . No such corporation shall construct, or take tolls on, a 
bridge until authority is granted therefor by the board of county 
commissioners of the county or counties in which it is to be located. 

§ 3164. When franchise forfeited. Every such corporation
also ceases to be a body corporate : 

1. If within six months from the issue of itB certificate by the
secretary of state it has not obtained such authority from the board 
or boards of county commissioners as mentioned in the last section ; 
and if within one year thereafter it has not commenced the construc
tion of its bridge and actually expended thereon at least ten per cent 
of its capital stock. 

2. If within three years from the issuing of its certificate of incor
poration the bridge is not completed. 

§ 3165 . Bri<lge must be in good condition. Every bridge
corporation must at all times keep the bridge in good and safe condi
tion for travel both night and day, unless it is rendered impassable by 
reQBOn of floods or high water; and if it is destroyed by fire or other 
causes the corporation must rebuild within a period of one year from 
such destruction, or its corporate rights shall be forfeited and c.ease 
to exist. 

§ 3166. Toll rates posted. Penalty for excessive toll.
Such corporation previous to receiving and as a condition precedent 
to the right to receive any toll upon the use of its bridge must set up 
and keep in a conspicuous place on the bridge a board on which must 
be written, painted or printed in a plain and legible manner the rates of 
toll which shall have been prescribed by the board of county com
missioners ; and if such corporation shall demand or receive any 
greater rate of toll than the rates so prescribed it shall be subject to 
ii fine of ten dollars for each offense, to be recovered in an action by 
the party aggrieved or by any public officer making the complaint. 

§ 3167. No tolls when bridge in bad condition. Penalty.
No such corporation shall demand or receive toll whenever said 
bridge is not in good and safe condition for use and any person hav-
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ing paid toll on sueh bridge and finding the same in a bad or unsafe 
condition for loaded wagons or teams shall have the right to make 
complaint before any justice of the peace in the county or counties 
in which the bridge is located, who shall thereupon summon the said 

· corporation through its toll gatherer, officers or directors to appear
before him to answer the complaint within not. over five days from
the date thereof, and if upon the hearing it is found that the bridge
is not in a good and safe condition for use, or is in a bad condition
and unsafe for loaded wagons or teams, t.he justice of the peace must
impose a fine not less than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars upon
such eorporation and he must thereupon enter judgment and issue
his order that no toll be collected upon said bridge until it is put in
good repair and safe condition.

§§ 3168-3171 

§ 3168. Passage prevented until toll paid Unlawful § ;at. nvn c.
interference. Each toll gatherer may prevent from passing through 
his gate all persons, animals or vehicles subject to toll until he shall 
have received, respectively, the tolls authorized to be collected, and if 
he willfully or unreasonably hinders or delays any such persons, ani-
mals or vehicles from passing, when the lawful toll has been paid or 
tendered, he shall forfeit and pay for each offense a sum not less than 
five dollars nor mC1l'e than twenty-five dollars, to be recovered in an 
11ction by the party aggrieved. 

§ 3.169. Penalty for unlawful passing. Every person who 11 !13.·,, ch·n v. 
forcibly, willfully or fraudulently passes over sueh bridgE:> without hav-
ing paid or tendered the legal toll for himself and the property in his 
(·barge shall for each offense forfeit and pay to the corporation injured
a sum not excet:>ding twenty-five dollars, to be rec·overed in an action
in the name of sueh corporation.

§ 3170 .  Annual report to county board The president and 11 !l:!6. < ·M1 e. 
secretary of every bridge corporation must annually within twenty 
days from the first day of January report under oath to the board of 
county comm issioners of the county in which the articles of incor-
poration are filed, specifying as follows: The costs of constructing 
and providing all necessary appendages and appurtenances of their 
hridge ; the amount of all moneys expended thereon since its construc-
tion for repairs and incideptal expenses ; the capital stock, how much 
paid in and how much adually expended thereof ; the amount received 
during the year for tolls and from all other sources, stating each 
separately ; the amount of dividends made ; the indebtedness of 
the corporation, specifying for what it was incurred ; the net amount 
of profits ; and such other facts and particulars respecting the business 
of the corporation as the board of county commissioners may require. 

§ 3171.  Publication of report . Penalty for failure. Such § !l:17. c1n1 c.
corporation must cause the report required in the preceding section 
to be published for four weeks in a newspaper published in the town 
or city nearest such bridge. A failure to make such report and to 
publish it as aforesaid subjects the corporation to a penalty of two 
hundred dollars ; and for every week permitted to elapse after such 
failure an additional penalty of fifty dollars, payable in each case to 
the county or counties from which the authority to construct and take 
tolls is derived at the suit of such county or counties. All such casC's 
must be reported by the boards of county commissioners to the state's 
attorney, who must commence an action therefor. 
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C H A PT E R  l 7 .

RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL AND BENEVOLENT COR
PORATIONS. 

ARTICLE 1. - GENERAL PROYISIONR. 
§ 3172. How formed. A corporation for religious, educ.-ational.

benevolent, charitable or scientific purposes may be formed in the 
manner provided in chapter eleven·. 

§ 3173. Annual report. The trustees or directors of all suc-h
corporations must annually make a full report of all their propt>rty, 
real and personal, including property held in trust by them, and of 
the condition thereof and of all their affairs to the members of the 
corporation for which they are acting. 

§ 3174. Ma y acquire and sell property. All such corpora
tions shall have power to acquire property, both real and personal, by 
purchase, devise or bequest and to hold the same and may sell, 
exchange or mortgage any or all property held or owned by them in 
the manner determined by their by-laws or by a majority vote of their 
members at a meeting called for that purpose. 

§ 3176. B y- laws . Such corporations may in their by-laws in
addition to the provisions of section 2884 provide for: 

1. The qualification of members, mode of election and terms of
admission to membership. 

2. The fees of admission and dues to be paid to their treasury by
members. 

3. The expulsion and suspension of members for misconduct or
nonpayment of dues; also for restoration to membership. 

4. Contracting, securing, paying and limiting the amount of their
indebtedness. 

5. Other regulations not repugnant to the law of the state and
consonant with the objects of the corporation. 

§ 3176. Subse quent members have e qual righ ts. Mem
bers admitted after incorporation have all the rights and privileges 
and are subject to the same responsibilities as members of the asso-
ciation prior thereto. 

§ 3177. Membership righ ts  personal. No member, or his
legal representative, must dispose of or transfer any right or privilege 
conferred on him by reason of his membership of such corporation, 
or be deprived thereof, except as herein provided. 

§ 3178. Title vests in successors in trust. All grants or
deeds from private individuals, or acts of legislative bodies, trans
ferring, conveying or granting real estate in this state to any bishop, 
dean, rector, vestryman, deacon, director, minister or any other officer 
or officers of any church or organized religious society in trust for the 
use and benefit of such society of which they are such officer or 
officers, which have been or may be made, done or executed shall vest 
in their successor or successors in office, or other officer which such 
society may at any time designate, all the legal or other title, to the 
same extent and in all respects the same, as trustee of such trust for 
the use and benefit of such society, which such bishop, dean, rector, 
vestryman, deacon, director, minister or other officer or offit'ers had 
under such grant, deed or act ; and all transfers or sales made by such 
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officer or officers so acquiring title by virtue of this section by sucoes
sion in office shall have all the validity, force and effect that it would 
have had, had it been made by such bishop, dean, rector, vest.ryman, 
deacon, director, minister or other officer or officers, while holding 
under and by virtue of such grant, deed or act of such legislative 
body. 

ARTICLE 2. - PROVISIONS RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL CORPORATIONS. 

§ 3179. Donations for particular purposes. All donations,
devises or bequests made to an educational corporation for particular 
purposes, when accepted, shall be applied in conformity with the 
express condition of the donor or devisor. 

§ 3180. Powers of corporation. Educational corporations
have power to appoint a president or principal for the institution and 
such professors, tutors and other agents and officers as may be neces
sary and to displace any of them as the interests of the institutions 
may require ; to fill vacancies, to prescribe and direct the course of 
studies and the discipline to be pursued and observed in the institu
tion and the rates of tuition in the same; and the president and pro
fessors shall constitute the faculty of such institution; and they have 
power to enforce the rules and regulations enacted for the government 
and discipline of the students and to suspend and expel offenders as 
may be deemed expedient. 

§ 3181 . Degrees conferred. Every such corporation having
the rank of a college or university has power to confer, on the recom
mendation of the faculty, all such degrees or honors as are usually 
conferred by colleges and universities in the United States and such 
others, having reference to the course of studies and the worth an<l 
accomplishment of the student, as may be deemed proper. 

§ 3182 . Mechanics and agriculture . Such corporation may
connect with its institution, to be used as a part of its course of edu
cation, any mechanical shops or machinery or lands for agricultural 
purposes, not exceeding three hundred and twenty acres, to which 
may be attached all necessary buildings for carrying on the mechani
cal and agricultural purposes of such institution. 

ARTICLE 3. - FRATERNAL CORPORATIONS. 

§§ 3179-3184 

§ M9. Civil C.

§ 550, Civil C.
am'd,

§ 551. CMI C.

§ 552. Civil C.

§ 3183 . Who ma y form. Lodges, chapters, posts, encamp- § 1. ('. ;2. 1890.
ments, councils, commanderies and other similar organizations, grand 
or subordinate, of the fraternities or assoeiations commonly known as 
the Free and Accepted Masons, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, 
Grand Army of the Republic, Knights of Pythias, Ancient Order of 
United \Vorkmen and other similar benevolent or charitable frater-
nities or associations may become corporations upon compliance with 
the provisions of this article. 

§ 3184. Contents of articles . Any such lodge, chapter, post, § 2. c. ;�. 1soo.
encampment, council, commandery or other similar organization, desir-
ing to avail itself of the provisions of . this article, shall cause to be 
prepared articles of incorporation, which must set forth: 

1. The corporate name by which said corporation shall be known.
2. The place where it shall be located.
3. The time during which it shall exist.
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4. The number of its directors or trustees and the names and res
idences of the members who shall serve as directors or trustees until 
the election and qualification of their sucC'essors in office. 

5. Whether it shall be subject to any grand, supreme or sovereign
lodge or other superior body or bodies. 

6. The amoqnt of property, not exceeding fifty thousand dollars,
which it may hold and the disposition to be made of the same in case 
of its.dissolution. 

7. Whether the private property of its members shall be liable
for its corporate debts, 

§ 3185 . Artic les to be acknow ledged . The articles of incor
poration must be subscribed and acknowledged by the trustees or 
directors therein named, who shall append thereto an affidavit duly 
subscribed and sworn to by each of them, setting forth that at a reg
ularly called meeting of the lodge or body which it is proposed to 
incorporate, the date of which meeting shall be stated in such affi
davit, it was voted by a majority of the members present at such meet
ing to inc.orporate suc.h lodge or other body and that the affiants are 
the duly elected directors or trustees of such lodge or other body. 

§ 3186. Member's liability. The private property of the
members of corporat.ions formed under this article shall not be liable 
for its corporate debts, unless it is so provided in the articles of incor
poration. 

§ 3187. Term of existence .  The duration of corporations
organized under this article may be perpetual if it is so stated in the 
articles of incorporation. 

§ 3188. B y- laws. All <'-Orporations formed under this article
shall have the power to enact by-laws not inconsistent with the laws 
of the United States or of the state of North Dakota and to amend 
and repeal the same in such manner as the members thereof shall 
determine. Every corpnration formed under this article shall within 
three months after the filing of its articles of incorporation in the 
office of the secretary of state adopt by-laws and file a copy thereof 
within one month after the adoption thereof in the office of the sec-

. retary of state. The copy so filed shall be certified to by the directors 
or trustees of the corporation as being a true copy of the by-laws of 
such corporation. A copy of any by-law thereafter adopted, similarly 
certified to, shall be filed in the office of the secretary of state within 
one month after its adoption and in case of the repeal or amendment 
of any by-law the directors or trustees shall within one month after 
such amendment or repeal file with the secretary of state a certificate 
setting forth the fact of such amendment or repeal. 

§ 3189. Corporations governed b y  b y- laws. All corpora
tions formed under this article shall elect their directors or trustees 
and their officers and call and hold their meetings at the time and in 
the manner prescribed by their by-lawa. The officers, other than 
directors or trustees, shall be such as the by-laws shall prescribe and 
shall perform such duties as may be designated by the by-laws. 

§ 3190. Artic les, what ma y contain. Disso lution. It may
be provided in the articles of incorporation of any corporation formed 
under this artide that such corporation and the members thereof 
shall be subject to the jurisdiction of some grand, supreme or sover
eign lodge or other body or bodies of the association or fraternity to 
which the lodge or other organization forming such corporation may 
belong and that in case such supreme, grand or sovereign lodge, or 
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other superior body or bodies shall at any time revoke or suspend the 
charter granted by it to such subordinate lodge or other organization, 
or whenever by the laws and usages of the organization of which such 
subordinate body forms a part, the said subordinate body shall become 
defunct, then the corporate powers of such lodge or other subordi
nate organization shall cease and determine, except that such corpo
ration as such shall have power to sell, c,0nvey and dispose of its 
properly and collect debts due it; . and all such properly and debts 
shall be delivered up to the grand, supreme or sovereign lodge or other 
body or bodies of the association or fraternity to which such subor
dinate body forming such corporation may belong, or owe allegiance 
in accordance with the law and usages of said fr!lternity or association. 

ARTICLE 4. - CEMETEBY CORPORATIONS. 

§§ 3191-3196 

§ 3191. Real property limited. Uses. Every cemetery cor- § 55.1, ch'11 ('.
poration has power to purchase or take by gift, grant, or devise, and 
to hold real property, not exceeding eighty acres for the sole use and 
purpose of a burial ground, and to lay out the same into blocks and 
lots with convenient avenues and walks and to sell the lots for the sole 
use and purpose of burying the dead; and it may hold all such per-
sonal property as the legitimate and necessary purposes of the cor-
poration may require. 

§ 3192. Surve y  and plat. Record. Such corporation shall § s:w. C'h'll c.
cause its land, or such port.ion thereof as may from time to time 
become necessary for that purpose to be surveyed into lots, avenues 
and walks and platted and the plat of ground as surveyed shall be 
acknowledged and recorded in the office of the register of deeds of 
the county. Each lot shall be reEfularly numbered by the surveyor 
and such number shall be marked on the plat and recorded. 

§ 3193. Powers. Such corporation has power to inclose, im- § w, C'MI c-.
prove and embellish its grounds, avenues and walks and to erect 
buildings or vaults for its use, and to prescribe in its by-laws rules 
for the sale, inclosure and ornamentation of lots and for erecting 
monuments or gravestones thereon; and to prohibit any use, division, 
improvement or ornamentation of any lot which the corporation may 
deem improper; and to make other by-laws and acts to the end that 
all the appliances, conveniences and benefits of a public and private 
cemetery may be obtained and secured. 

§ 3194. How proceeds from sale applied. The proceeds § :IM, nvu c.
arising from the sale of lots, after deducting all expenses of purchas-
ing, inclosing, laying out and improving the ground and of erecting 
huildings shall be exclusively applied, appropriated and used in pro-
tecting, preserving, improving and embellishing the cemetery and its 
appurtenances and to paying the necessary expenses of the corpora-
tion and must not be appropriated to any purposes of profit to the 
corporation or its members. 

§ 3196. Debts paid from proceeds. At least fifty per cent of § ;�;. c1v11 <'.
the gross proceeds of sales of blocks, lots or graves must be applied 
as often as every six months to the payment of the debts and obliga-
tions of the corporation. 

§ 3196. Previous lot owners members. When grounds II 558. nvn c.
purchased or otherwise acquired for cemetery purposes have been 
previously used as a burial ground, those who are lot owners at the 
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time of the purchase, continue to own the same and are members .of 
the corporation, as hereinafter provided, with all the privileges the 
purchase of a corporation lot confers. 

§ 3197. Onl y lot owners entitled to vote . At · each sub
sequent election of officers of any such corporation held after the first 
annual eledion the owner or owners of a lot in the cemetery, and 
none other, shall be entitled to one vote at such election or for any 
other purpose and no more than one vote; and shall by virtue of such 
proprietorship be a member of the corporation and eligible to any of 
its offices ; but if there is more than one proprietor of any such lot 
then such one of the proprietors as the majority of them shall 
designate may cast the one vote as aforesaid; and each trustee or 
director shall be the sole proprietor of a lot in such cemetery. 

§ 3198. Interment makes lot inalienable. Whenever an
interment is made in any lot transferred to individual owners by the 
corporation the same thereby, while any person is buried therein, 
becomes forever inalienable and descends in regular line of succession 
to the heirs at law of the owner; but any one or more of such heirs 
may release to any other of said heirs his or their interest in the same 
and any other joint owners may release to each other in like manner. 

§ 3199. Wholl y exempt. All the property of every such
benevolent corporation and the lots sold by it to individual proprietors 
shall be exempt from taxation, assessment, lien, attachment and from 
levy and sale upon execution; and all such real property shall be 
exempt from appropriation for streets, roa� or any other public uses 
or purposes. 

C H A P T E R 1 8 . 

AGRICULTURAL FAIR CORPORATIONS. 

§ 3200. Ma y hold real property. Limitation. Agricul
tural fair corporations may purchase, hold or lease any quantity of 
land, not exceeding in the aggregate one hundred and sixty acres, 
with such buildings and improvements as may be erected thereon and 
may sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the same at pleasure. This 
real estate must be held for the purpose ' of erecting buildings and 
making other improvements thereon, to promote and encourage agri
culture, horticulture, mechanics, manufactures, stock raising and 
general domestic industry. 

§ 3201 . Debts limited. Such corporation must not contract
any debts or liabilities in excess of the amount of money in the treas
ury at the time of eontract except for the purchase of real property, 
for which it may create a debt not exceeding three thousand dollars, 
secured by mortgage on the property of the corporation. The direct
ors who vote therefor are personally liable for any debt contracted 
or incurred in violation of this section. 

§ 3202 . Income  and expenses . Agricultural fair corporations
ar� not conducted for profit and have no capital stock or income other 
than that derived from charges to exhibitors and fees for membership 
and admissions, which charges, together with the term of member
ship and the mode of acquiring the same must be provided for in their 
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by-laws. Such charges and fees must never be greater than to raise 
sufficient money to discharge the debt for the real estate and the im
provements thereon and to defray the current expenses of fairs ; pro
vided, that agricultural fair corporations may also be organized by 
three or more persons as in the case of other corporations, with all 
the rights, privileges and liabilities appertaining to such corporations 
under the corporation laws of this state, including such rights and 
privileges as are specified in this and the two preceding sections. 

C H A P T E R  1 9 . 

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS. 

§ 3203 . How formed . Any ten or more persons may form a
corporation for the purpose of doing business as a building and loan 
association in the mannl'r provided in this chapter and, except as 
otherwise provided, the provisions of articles one to eleven inclusive 
of chapt£!- 11 shall be applicable to such corpomtion. Such cor
poration may do business outside of this state if it shall have ex
pressed its intention so to do in its articles of incorporation. 

§ 3204 . When capital stock paid in . Lien on shares .
Seri es . Withdrawals. The capital !3tock of any corporation formed 
pursuant to this chapter shall be paid in at such times, in such amounts 
and at such places as the by-laws shall appoint ; every share of stock 
shall be subject to a lien for the payment of unpaid installments and 
other (•har!;eS incurred thereon under the provisions of the by-laws 
and the by-laws may prescribe the form and manner of enforcing such 
lien; new shares of stock may be issued in lieu of the shares with
drawn or forfeited. The stock may be issued in one or more suceessive 
series in such amounts as the board o.f directors or stockholders may 
determine and any stockholder wishing to . withdraw from the cor
poration shall have power to do so by giving thirty days' notice of 
bis intention to withdraw, when he shall be entitled to receive the 
amount paid in by him and such proportion of the profit as the by
laws may determine, less all fines and other charges; provided, that 
at no time shall more than one-half of the funds in the treasury -of 
the corporation be applicable to the demands of withdrawing stock
holders without the consent of the board of directors ; and that no 
stockholder shall be entitled to withdraw whose stock is held in pledge 
for security. Upon the death of the stockholder his legal represen
tatives shall be entitled to receive the full amount paid in by him and 
legal interest thereon after deducting all charges that may be clue on 
stock. No fine shall be charged to a deceased member's account after 
his decease, unless the legal representatives of such decedent assume 
the future payments on the stoek. 

§ 3206. Loaning funds . The offic,ers shall hold stated meet
ings at which the money in the treasury if equal to the amount of one 
share in stock in such corporation shall be offered for loan. in open 
meeting and the stockholder who shall bid the highest premium for 
the preference or priority of loan shall be entitled to receive a loan of 
the amount of the par value of one share of stoek for each share of 
stock held by him. 
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§ 3206. Loans evidenced b y  note, secured b y  mortgage
and pledge of shares . Con ditions of mortgage. For every 
loan made a note secured by first mortgage of real estate shall be 
given, accompanied by a transfer and pledge of the shares of the 
borrower. The shares so pledged shall be held by the corporation as 
collateral security for the performance of the conditions of such note 
and mortgage. The note and mortgage shall recite the number of 
shares pledged an<l the amount of money advanced thereon and shall 
be conditioned for the payment of the dues on such shares and the 
interest and premium upon the loan, together with all fines and pay
ments in arrears, until such shares reach the ultimate par value of the 
shares of stock of the corporation, or the loan is otherwise canceled 
and discharged ; provided, that the shares without other security may 
in the discretion of the directors be pledged as security for loans to 
an amount not exceeding their value as adjusted at the last adjust
ment and valuation of shares before the time of the loan. If the 
borrower neglects to offer security satisfactory to the directors within 
the time prescribed by the by-laws his right to the loan shall be for
feited and he shall be charged with one month's. interest and one 
month's premium at the rate bid by him, together with all expenses, 
if any, incurred; and the money appropriated for such loan may be 
reloaned at the next or any subsequent meeting. 

§ 3207. Loan ma y be repaid at an y  time. Option of bor
rower. A borrower may repay a loan at any time upon application 
to the corporation, whereupon, on settlement of his account, he shall 
be charged with the full amount of the original loan together with all 
installments of interest, premiums and fines in arrears, and shall be 
given credit for the withdrawing value of his shares pledged and 
transferred as security ; and the balance shall be received by the cor
poration in full satisfaction and discharge of such loan ; provided, 
that a borrower desiring to retain his shares and membership may, at 
his option, repay his loan without claiming credit for such shares, 
whereupon the shares shall be retransferred to him, and shall be free 
from any claim by reason of such canceled loan. If, however, the by
laws of the corporation prescribe a different manner and different 
terms upon which a loan may be repaid the repayment can only be 
made in ac-0ordance with such by-laws. 

§ 3208. No premium deemed usuri ous. No premiums, fines
or' interest on premiums that may accrue to the corporation according 
to the provisions of this chapter shall be deemed usurious. 

§ 3209. May purchase real estate, when . Every corpora
tion may purchase at any sale, public or private, any real estate upon 
which it may have a mortgage, judgment lien, or other incumbrance 
or ground rent or in which it may have any interest and may sell, 
convey, lease or mortgage at pleasure real estate so purchased. 

§ 3210 . Minimum premium. Such corporation may in its
by-laws fix a per cent premium at less than which it will not be 
obliged to accept loans. 

§ 3211 . Loan fund . Uses prohibited. Not less than eighty
three per cent of all monthly dues collected from the share holders of 
such corporation shall be put into a fund to be kno� as the loan 
fund, no part of which shall be used by the corporation for the pur
pose of paying its expenses, or the expense of carrying on its busi
ness, excepting interest, taxes and insurance. 
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§ 3212. Investment ofunloaned funds. Any funds of such
corporation, which shall remain unloa11.ed for a period of more than 
thirty days and for which there is no sufficient demand, may be loaned 
or invested by the corporation under the provisions of its by-laws at 
any rate of interest allowed by law upon any security approved and 
acc-er,ted by the board of directors. 

§ 3213. Power to borrow. Such corporation shall have power
to borrow money under such restrictions and regulations as its by-laws 
may provide. 

§ 3214. Retirement of unpledged shares. The board of
directors of such corporation �hall have power in its discretion to 
retire the unpledged shares of stock of such corporation at any time 
after the third year from the date of the issue of such stock and to 
enforce the withdrawal of the same in such manner and under such 
regulations as it may deem best for the interest of the corporation. 
It shall determine by lot or in any other impartial manner which 
shares shall be thus retired, but no unmatured stock shall be retired 
while any matured stock remains in force. 

§ 3215. Voluntary withdrawals. The ,by-laws of such cor
poration may provide for the voluntary withdrawal and cancellation 
at or before maturity of shares of stock not borrowed on; provided, 
that such withdrawal and cancellation shall be pro rata among the 
shares of the same series of stock. 

§ 3216. Annual report. Contents. All building and loan
associations doing business in this state shall annually make a true 
and correct statement, verified by the oath of its president or secre
tary, setting forth its actual financial condition on the thirtieth day 
of June of the current year, which shall be forwarded to the state 
examiner not later than the first day of August of the same year and 
shall contain the following information: 

1. The amount of authorized capital and the par value of each
share of stock. 

2. The number of shares sold during the year.
3. The number of shares canceled and withdrawn during the

year. 
4. The number of shares in force at the end of the year.
5. A detailed statement of the receipts and disbursements during

the year. 
6. A detailed statement of the assets and liabilities at the end of

the year. 
Such report shall also show the total amount received as dues on 

stock under each separate class or kind of stock and all deductions 
therefrom for expenses, withdrawals, cancellations, forfeitures, re
funded or otherwise, and the amounts, if any, of profits credited to 
stock or subject to such credit, the number of shares in force of each 
issue or series and the amount expended during the year in payment 
of salaries of officers, clerks, agents and all other employees, the 
amount expended for traveling·expenses, rent, postage, including tele
graph and express charges, printing, books and stationery, office 
supplies, office furniture, advertising, commissions paid agents or 
other persons and all other items of expense. 

In addition such annual report shall contain a statement of the 
business of the corporation for the preceding year, showing the 
amount of resources included in mortgage loans, the amount of loans 
on stock of the association, the amount of loans on other securities 
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specifying the kind of such securities, the amount of unpaid dues. 
fines, premiums and interest, the amount due from agents, the amount 
due from banks, the amount invested in real estate and obtained on 
foreclosure, the amount invested in furniture and fixtures, the amount 
of cash on hand and the amount of all other resources of the associa
tion not enumerated heretofore; and shall state as its liabilitiei; the 
amount received from stock subscriptions, the amount due from stock 
delinquent in each class or kind of stock and the unpaid fines on such 
stock, the amount set aside as an expense fund from each kind or class 
of stock, the amount of undivided profits at the beginning of the year, 
the amount received as interest, premiums, fees, fines or other sources 
as profits during the year, the amount of such interest and interest 
delinquent at the end of the year, the amount of all bills payable and 
the amount of all other liabilities at the close of the year. "\Vithin 
thirty days from the filing of the report a statement of the assets and 
liabilities shall be published at least once in some newspaper in the 
city or town in which the association has its principal place of busi
ness. All statements herein required to be made shall be uniform 
and in accordance with a form to be prescribed by the state examiner, 
and shall correctly show the proportion which the entire expenses of 
the association for the term reported bear to its gross earnings for 
that term. All reports required of building and loan associations 
organized under the laws of this state are also required of all foreign 
building and loan associations doing business in this state, and all 
the provisions of this chapter relating to such reports, the filing 
thereof and the fees therefor shall apply to such foreign building and 
loan associations. 

§ 3217. Penalty for not making report. Certificate of
authority. If any such association shall fail to furnish to the state 
examiner the report required by this chapter at the time required, it. 
shall forfeit the sum of twenty-five dollars for every day such report 
shall be delayed or withheld and the attorney general on the applica
tion of the state examiner shall bring an action to rec.over such pen
alty. After receiving such annual report the state examiner, if satis
fied that such corporation has complied with all the provisions of 
this chapter and is entitled to do business in this state, shall issm• 
his certificate, stating the compliance with such provisions, and that 
such corporation is entitled to do business in this state, which certifi
cate shall be in force for the period of one year, unless sooner rescinded 
as provided in this chapter. The state examiner shall also issue such 
certificate to a domestic corporation, which commenc.ed business at 
some intervening period in any year which has complied with the law 
in regard to its articles of incorporation and in all other respects ex
cept the filing of such rePort. 

§ 3218. Examination by state examiner. Fee. It shall
be the duty of the state examiner as often as he may deem necessary 
and at least once in each year to examine every build-i.ng and loau 
association incorporated under the laws of this state, and for that 
purpose he shall have and exercise over such corporation, its busi
ness, officers, directors and employees all the power and authority 
conferred upon him by the laws of this state over banks and other 
moneyed corporations; provided, that he shall not have the power to 
suspend the operation of any such corporation, except in the manner pro
vided in this chapter. The state examiner shall have the same super
vision and control over the business within this state of foreign c.or-
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porations of like kind, doing business in this state. Upon the com
pletion of any examination of any association made by the state 
examiner, or under his direction, the association so examined shall 
pay to the examiner a fee to be determined as follows, viz: For the 
first one hundred thousand dollars of assets, a fee of ten dollars and 
for each additional one hundred thousand dollars of assets, or major 
portion thereof, an additional fee of five dollars. 

§ 3219. Action against insolvent corporation. If it shall
appear to the state examiner from any examination made by him, or 
from the annual report aforesaid, that any such corporation organized 
under the laws of this state is violating the law, or that it is conduct
ing business in an unsafe, unauthorized or dishonest manner, he shall, 
by an order under his hand and seal of office addressed to such 
corporation direct compliance with the requirements of the law. And 
whenever such corporation shall refuse or neglect to make such report 
or account as may he lawfully required, or to comply with such order 
as aforesaid, the state examiner shall file a statement in writing with 
the attorney general, setting forth the facts or particulars in which 
such alleged violation or refusal consists, which statement shall be 
prima facie evidence of such violation or refusal, whereupon the 
attorney general shall institute such proceedings against such corpora
tion as are provided by law in the case of insolvent corporations, or 
sueh other proceedings as the occasion may require. 

� 3220. Conditions on which foreign corporations can do 
business in this state. No foreign building and loan association 
or corporation shall do business in this state, until: 

1. It shall have first complied with the provisions of sections 3261
and 3263. 

2. It shall have obtained from the state examiner a certificate,
authorizing it to do business in this state. 

Gpon application by any foreign building and loan corporation or 
association to do business in this state, and thereafter whenever the 
state examiner shall deem it prudent for the public interest he shall 
examine into its financial condition and method of doing business and 
for that purpose, if he deems it necessary he may visit such corpora
tion, or cause the same to be visited by a competent person appointed 
by him, and he may demand ·from such corporation or association in 
advance, his fees and necessary expenees for making such examina
tion and may refuse to make the same or to issue any certificate 
unless such, fees and expenses are paid, and if a certificate has already 
been issued may rescind the same. For the purpose of making such 
examination the person making the same shall have free access to all 
the books and papers of the corporation that relate to its business and 
to the books and papers kept by any of its agents and may summon 
as witnesses and examine under oath the directors, officers, agents and 
trustees of any such corporation and any other person in relation to 
its affairs, transactions and condition. 

§ 3221. Certificate to foreign corporation. If he is satisfied
from such examination that such corporation is solvent and its method 
of doing business is such as is likely to be beneficial to all of its 
members alike, he shall issue a certificate, authorizing it to do busi
ness in this state, if one is not already in force, which certificate shall 
be in force for one year, or until the time required for the filing of 
the annual report, unless sooner rescinded. 
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ij 3222. Revocation of authority. If the state examiner is of 
opmion upon examination or other evidence that a foreign building 
and loan association doing business in this state is in an unsound 
condition, or if it has failed to comply with the law, or if it, its officers 
or agents, refuse to submit to examination, or to perfom1 any legal 
obligation in relation thereto, he shall revoke or suspend its certificate 
of authority and shall cause notification thereof to be published three 
times, once in each week, for three successive weeks, in some news
paper published at the seat of government and shall mail a copy to 
such association or corporation at its home office and no new business 
shall thereafter be done by it, :>r its agents in this state while such 
default or disability continues, nor until its authority to do business 
is restored by the examiner. 

§ 3223. Selling stock of foreign corporation without
authority, a misdemeanor. Any officer, director or agent of any 
foreign building and loan association, or any person whatever, who 
shall in this state solicit subscriptions to the stock of such associa
tion, or who shall sell or issue, or knowingly cause to be sold or issued 
to a resident of this state any stock of such association, while such 
association shall not hold the certificate of the state examiner, author
izing it to do business in this state as herein described, or before 
such association has complied with all the provisions of this chapter 
or when such association shall have been notified that its authoritv 
to do business in this state has been revoked, as hereinbefore pro
vided, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, nor 
more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment of not less than 
ten days nor more than six months or by both such fine and imprison
ment, in the discretion of the court. 

§ 3224. Same. Domestic corporation. Any officer, director
or agent of any building and loan association incorporated under the 
laws of this state, or any other person whatever, who shall sell or 
issue, or knowingly cause to be sold or issued to any person any stock of 
such association, while such association shall not have a certificate of 
the state examiner authorizing it to do business as herein prescribed 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars and not 
more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment of not less than 
ten days nor more than six months, or by both such fine and imprison
ment in the discretion of the court. 

§ 3226. Reincorporation unnecessary. All corporations
heretofore organized in this state and doing business as building and 
loan associations shall comply with and be subject to all the provis
ions of this chapter and shall be entitled ·to all the privileges and 
benefits thereof without reincorporating. 
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C H A P T E R  2 0 .

BANKING CORPORATIONS. 

§ 3226. Who may form. .Associations for carrying on the
business of banking under this chapter may be formed by any 
number of natural persons, not less than three, two-thirds of whom 
shall be residents of the state. They shall enter into articles of asso
ciation which shall specify in general terms the objects for which the 
aBBOCiation ie formed, and may contain any other provision, not incon
sistent with law which the aBBOciation may see fit to adopt for the 
regulation of its busineBB and the conduct of its affairs; These arti
cles shall be signed by the persons uniting to form the association 
and a· copy of them shall be forwarded to the secretary of state of the 
state of North Dakota. 

§ 3227. Organization certiflcate. Contents. The persons
uniting to form such an organization shall under their hands make 
an organization certificate which shall specifically state: 

1. The name assumed by such association, which name shall not
be that of any other bank in the state: 

2. The place where the busineBB of discount and depo�it is to be
carried on. 

3. The amount of the capital stock and the number of shares into
which the same is to be divided. 

4. The names and places of residence of the shareholders and the
number of shares held by each of them. 

5. The period at which such banks shall commence and terminate
busineBB. 

· · 

§ 3228 . Acknowledgment and record. The organization
certificate shall be acknowledged before a clerk of some court of 
record or a notary public and shall be, together with the acknowledg
ment thereof, authenticated by the seal of such court or notary, 
recorded in the office of the register of deeds in the county where 
such bank may be established and such certificate thus authenticated 
shall be transmitted to the secretary of state, who shall record and 
carefully preserve the same in his office. 

§ 3229. Powers. Upon duly making and filing articles of
aBBOCiation and an organization certificate the association shall 
become as from the date of the execution of the same a body corpo
rate and as such, and in the name designated in the certificate it shall 
have power: 

1. To adopt and use a corporate seal.
2. To have succession for a period of twenty-five years from its

organization, unless it is sooner dissolved according to the provisions 
of this chapter, or unless its franchise becomes forfeited by some 
violation of law. 

3. To make contracts.
4. To sue and be sued.
5. To elect or appoint directors, two-thirds of whom shall be

residents of this state, and by its board of directors to appoint. a 
president and vice president, who shall be members of said board, a 
cashier and aBBistant cashier and such other help as may be required, 
define their duties, require bonds of them and fix the penalty thereof, 
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dismiss such officers or any of them and appoint others to fill their 
places. 

6. To prescribe by itc; board of directors by-laws not inconsistent
with the law, regulate the manner in which its stock shall be trans
ferred, its directors elected or appointed, its officers appointed, its 
property transferred, its business conducted and the privileges granted 
it by Jaw exercised and enjoyed. 

7. To exercise by its board of directors or duly authorized officers
or agents, subject to law all such incidental powers as shall be neces
sary to carry on the business of banking by discounting and negoti
ating promissory notes, bills of exchange, drafts and other evidence 
of debt, by receiving deposits, by buying and selling exchange, coin 
and bullion, by loaning money on personal security ; but no , associa
tion shall transact any business, except such as is incidental and neces
sarily preliminary to its organization, until it has been authorized by 
the secretary of state to commence the business of banking and the 
secretary of state may withhold from any association his certificate 
authorizing the commencement of business, whenever he has reason 
to suppose that the shareholders have formed the same for any other 
than legitimate objects as contemplated by this chapter. 

§ 3230. Powers as to real estate. Banking associations
formed under this chapter shall have power to purchase, hold and 
convey real estate for the following purposes and no other : 

1 . Such as may be necessary for its immediate accommodation in
the transaction of its business, not exceeding in value thirty per cent 
of its capital. 

2. Such as shall be mortgaged to it in good faith by way of
securit_y for- debts previously contracted. 

ft Such as shall be conveyed to it in good faith in satisfaction of 
debts previously contracted in the course of its dealings. 

4. Such as it shall purchase at sales under judgments, decrees or
mo�es held by the association or shall purchase to secure debts 
due to it, but no such association shall hold the possession of any 
real estate under mortgage or the title and possession of any real 
estate purchased to secure any debts due to it for a longer period 
than five years. 

§ 323 1 .  Capital proportionate to inhabitants. Hereafter
no association shall be organized under this chapter in towns contain
ing five hundred inhabitants or less with a capital less than five thou
sand dollars; irl towns of over five hundred and not exceeding one 
thousand inhabitants, with a capital less than ten thousand dollars ; 
in towns of over one thousand and not exceeding one thousand five 
hundred inhabitants, with a capital less than fifteen thousand dollars; 
in towns of over one thousand five hundred and not exceeding two 
thousand inhabitants, with a capital less than twenty thousand dol
lars ; in towns over two thousand and not exceeding two thousand five 
hundred inhabitants, with a capital less than thirty thousand dollars: 
in towns of over two thousand five hundred and not exceeding three 
thousand inhabitants, with a capital less than forty thousand dollars; 
and in towns of over three thousand inhabitants, with a capital less 
than fifty thousand dollars. At least fifty per cent of the capital 
stock of every association shall be paid in before it shall be author
ized to commence business ; the balance of which shall be paid in by 
installments of not less than ten per cent at the end of each succeed
ing month from the time it is authorized to commence business. 
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The payment of each installment shall be certified to the secretary of 
state, under the oath of the president or the cashier of the association. 
For the purpose of this section the population of a town, village or 
city shall be determined by multiplying by four the total vote cast 
for mem her of congress at the last general election held in such town, 
village or city and the result shall be taken as the population of such 
town, village or city. 

§ 3232. Certifl.cate and authorization published . The
association shall cause the organization certificate and the official 
authorfaation of the secretary of state, issued under this chapter, to 
be published in some newspaper in the city or county where the 
association is located for at least four consecutive weeks next after 
the issuing thereof. 

§ 3233. Articles as evidence. A certified copy of the arti
cles of incorporation may be used in evidence in all courts for or 
against such banks or any person for or against whom such evidence 
is necessary, whether on civil or criminal trial. 

§ 3234. Delinquent stock, how sold. Whenever any share
holder or his assignee fails to pay any installment on the stock, when 
the same is required to be paid the directors of such association may 
sell the stock of the delinquent shareholder or as much thereof as is 
necessary to satisfy the debt at public auction, after having given 
three weeks' previous notice thereof in a newspaper published and in 
general circulation in the 'city or county where the association is 
located, to any person who will pay the highest price therefor to be 
not less than the amount due thereon, with the expenses of the adver
tisement and sale and the excess, if any, shall be paid to the delin
quent shareholder. If no bidder can be found who will pay for such 
stock the amount due thereon to the association and the cost of the 
advertisement and sale, the amount previously paid shall be forftlited 
to the association, and such stock shall be sold as the directors may 
order within six months from the time of such forfeiture. 

§ 3236. Shares. Value . Liability of shareholder. The
capital stock of each association shall be divided into shares of one 
hundred dollars each and be deemed personal property and trans
ferable . on the books of the associat,ion in such manner as may be 
prescribed by the by-laws or articles of such association ; every per
son becoming a shareholder by such transfer shall, in proportion to 
his shares, succeed to all rights and liabilities of prior holders of such 
shares and no change shall be made in the articles of association by 
which the rights, remedies or security of the existing creditors of the 
association shall be impaired. 

§ 3236. Capital stock, how increased or reduced . . Any
association formed under this chapter may, by its articles of associa
tion, provide for an increase of its capital stock from time to time as 
may be deemed expedient, subject to the rules and limitations of this 
chapter, but no increase of capital shall be valid until the whole 
amount shall be paid in in cash and such payments, certified under 
oath by the president or cashier of such association to the secretary 
of state, who will give his certificate that the provisions of this section 
have been complied with, and specifying therein the amount of such 
increase of capital stock with his approval thereof and that it has 
been duly paid in as part of the capital thereof. Any association formed 
under this chapter may, by vote of its shareholders owning two-thirds 
of its stock, reduce its capital to any sum not below the amount 
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required by this chapter to authorize the formation of the association . 
but no such reduction shall be made until the amount of the pro
posed reduction is reported to the secretary of state and his approval 
thereof obtained in writing, and no such reduction shall be construed 
as affecting the liability of shareholders for any debts of the associa
tion incurred prior to such reduction. 

§ 3237. How dissolved. Duties of state examiner. Any
association organized under the provisions of this chapter may ht• 
dissolved by the district court of the county where its office or prin
cipal place of business is situated upon its voluntary application for 
that purpose. The application must be in writing and must set forth 
that at a meeting of the stockholders or members called for that pur
pose, the dissolution of the association was resolved upon by a two
thirds vote of all the stockholders or members and that all claims and 
demands against the association have been satisfied and discharged.  
The application must be signed by a majority of  the board of  direct
ors or other officers having the management of the affairs of the asso
ciation, and must be verified in the same manner as a complaint in a 
civil action. A verified copy of the application shall be filed with the 
state examiner or such state officer as is by law authorized to examine 
such associations within ten days after the filing of such application 
with the district court. If the court is satisfied that the application 
is in conformity with this chapter it must order the application to be 
filed, and that the clerk give not less than thirty nor more than fifty 
days' notice of the application by publication in some newspaper pub
lished in the county, and if there are none such, then by advertise
ment posted up in five of the principal public places in the county. 
At any time before the expiration of the time of publication any 
person may file his objections to the application. Before the final 
heanng and· determination of the application the state examiner shall 
make a thorough examination of the affairs of such association and 
file a certified statement of such examination with the clerk of the 
court of the county where such application is made, -which statement 
shall be part of the papers in the case. After the time of publication 
has expired the court may, upon five days' notice to the persons who 
have filed objections, or without further notice if no objections have 
been filed, proceed to hear and determine· the application, and if all 
the statements therein made are shown to be true the court must 
declare the association dissolved. No stockholder ·or officer of such 
association shall - be allowed to withdraw from such association, or 
surrender or dispose of his shares of stock after the filing or making 
of such application for dissolution and prior to the final determination 
of the case. Upon the dissolution of such association by the district 
court, the clerk of said court shall forthwith notify the secretary of 
state of such dissolution by sending a copy of the order of the court 
and said order and notice shall be filed by the secretary of state with 
the original certificate of organization. The application, notices and 
proof of publication, objections, if any, and declaration of dissolution 
constitute the judgment roll, and from the judgment an appeal may 
be taken in the same manner as in other actions. 

§ 3238. Dividends . Surplus fund. The directors of any
association organized under this chapter may semiannually declare a 
dividend of so much of the net profits of the association as they shall 
j udge expedient, but each association shall before the declaration of a 
dividend carry one-tenth part of its net profits of the preceding half 
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year to its surplus fund until tlie same shall amount to twenty per 
cent of its capital stock. 

� 3239. Qualiftcation of director. Every director must own 
in 'his own right at least ten shares of the capital stock of the associa
tion of which he is a director : anv director who ceases to be the 
owner of ten shares of the stock,' or who becomes in any other manner 
disqualified shall thereby vacate his place. Every such director, when 
elected or appointed shall take an oath, that he will, so far as the duty 
devolves on him, diligently and honestly administer the affairs of such 
association, and will not knowingly violate, or willingly permit to be 
violated any of the provisions of this chapter and that he is the bona 
fide owner of the number of shares of stock required by this chapter 
to become a director, standing in his name on the books of the asso
ciation. Such oath subscribed by the director making it and certi
fied by the officer before whom it is taken shall at once be transmitted 
to the state examiner to be filed in his office. 

§ 3240. No dividends, when. Bad debts. No association
or any member thereof shall, during the time it shall continue its 
banking operations, withdraw or permit to be withdrawn, either in 
form of dividends or otherwise any portion of its eapital. If losses 
have at any time been sustained by such association, equal to or exceed
ing its undivided profits then on hand, no dividend shall be made ; and 
no dividend shall be made by any association while it continues its 
b�nking business to an amount greater than its net profits on hand, 
deducting therefrom its losses and bad debts: all debts due to an asso
ciation on which the interest is past due and unpaid for a period of six 
months unless the same are well secured and in process of collection 
shall be considered bad debts within the meaning of this section ; but 
nothing in this section shall prevent the reduction of the capital of 
the association under section 3236. 

§ 3241. Rate of interest. Such association may demand and
receive for loans on personal security, or for notes, bills or other evi
dences of debt, discounted, such rate of interest as may be agreed 
upon, not exceeding the amount authorized by law to be contracted 
for, and it shall be lawful to receive the interest according to the 
ordinary usage of hanking institutions. 

§ 3242. Regular and special reports. Penalty for fail
ure to make. Every association shall make at least four reports 
each year to the state examiner, according to the form which may be 
prescribed by him, verified by the oath of the president or cashier 
and attested by at least two of the directors ; such report shall exhibit 
in detail and under appropriate heads the resources and liabilities of 
the association at the close of business on any past day by him 
specified and shall he transmitted to the state examiner within seven 
days after the receipt of such request from him and in the same form 
shall be published in a newspaper in the city or county where such 
association is located at the expense of the association. The state 
examiner shall also have power to call for special reports from 
any association, whenever in his judgment the same are necessary in 
order to obtain a full and complete knowledge of its condition ; every 
association which fails to make and transmit any report required 
under this section shall be subject to a penalty of two hundred 
dollars for each offense. 

§ 3243. Responsibility of shareholders. The shareholders
of every association organized under this chapter shall be individually• 
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responsible equally and ratably and not one for the other for all 
contracts, debts and engagements of such association made or 
entered into to the extent of the amount of his stock therein at the 
par value thereof, in addition to the amount invested in and due on 
such shares. 

§ 3244. Loans on shares prohibited. No association shall
make any loans or discounts on the security of the shares of its own 
stock, nor be the purchaser or holder of any such shares, unless such 
security or purchase shall be necessary to prevent loss upon a debt 
previously contracted in good faith and stock so purchased or 
acquired shall within six months be sold or disposed of at public or 
private sale. 

§ 3246. Reserve fund. Each association shall at all times have
on hand in available funds an amount equal to twenty per cent of its 
deposits, one-half of which may consist of balances due to the asso
ciation from good solvent banks and one-half shall consist of cash on 
hand; whenever the available funds shall be below twenty per cent of 
its deposits such association shall not increase its liabilities by mak
ing any new loans or discounts otherwise than by discounting or pur
chasing bills of exchange, payable at sight, nor make any dividends 
of its profits, until the required proportion between the aggregate 
amount of deposits and its lawful money reserve has been restored ; 
and the state examiner may notify any association whose lawful money 
reserve shall be below the amount above required to be kept on hand 
to make good such reserve and if such association shall fail so to do 
for a period of thirty days after such notice, the state examiner may 
impose a penalty of not less than one hundred dollars or more than 
five hundred dollars, which shall be collected in the same manner as 
other penalties prescribed in this chapter. 

§ 3246. Penalties, how recovered. All fines and penalties
heretofore provided for, to which any association organized under this 
chapter may become subject, shall be recovered on eomplaint of the 
state examiner, before any court having competent jurisdiction and 
all fines and penalties so recovered shall be paid into the state treasury. 

§ 3247. Limit ofloan to one concern. The total liability to
any association of any person or company, corporation or firm for 
money borrowed, including in the liabilities of a company or firm 
the liabilities of the several members thereof shall not at any time 
exceed fifteen per cent of the capital stock of such association actually 
paid in, but the discount of bills of exchange drawn in good faith 
against actual existing values or loans upon produce in transit or in 
store as collateral security and the discount of commercial or business 
paper actually owned by the person negotiating the same shall not 
be considered as money borrowed. 

§ 3248. Penalty for violations. Any person or persons vio
lating the provisions of this chapter, not hereinbefore specially pro
vided for, shall upon conviction thereof pay a fine of not less than 
fifty dollars nor more than five hundred dollars for each offense, to be 
recovered before any court having competent jurisdiction and all fines 
and penalties so recovered shall be paid into the state treasury. 

§ 3249. Penalty for false statements or entries. Every
officer, agent or clerk of any association under this chapter, who. will
fully and knowingly subscribes or makes any false statements or 
entries in the books of such association, or knowingly subscribes or 
exhibits any false paper with the intent to deceive any person 
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authorized to examine as to the condition of such association, or will
fully subscribes or makes false reports shall be subject to imprison
ment at hard labor in the penitentiary for such term. not less than 
one year nor more than ten years, as the court trying him may desig
nate. 

§ 3260. Insolvent bank not to receive deposits. No bank
ing association shall accept or receive on deposit with or without 
interest any money, bank bills or notes, or United States treasury 
notes or currency, or other notes, bills or drafts circulating as money 
or currency, when such banking association is insolvent. 

§ 3261. Penalty for violating last section. If any such
banking association shall receive or accept on deposit any such 
deposits as aforesaid when insolvent any officer, director, cashier, 
manager, member, party or managing party thereof, who shall know
ingly receive or accept, be accessory or permit or connive at the 
receiving or accepting on deposit therein or thereby of any such deposits 
as aforesaid, shall be guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof 
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars or by 
imprisonment in the penitentiary not exceeding five years, or by both 
fine and imprisonment as aforesaid. 

§ 3262. Banking must be done in compliance with this
chapter. Penalty. No individual, firm or corporation shall trans
Rd a banking business without complying with and organizing under 
the provisions of this chapter. Any person violating the provisions of 
this section either individually or as an interested party in any asso
ciation or corporation is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction 
thereof shall be fined not less than five hundred. dollars nor more than 
one thousand dollars or imprisoned in the county jail not less than 
ninety <lays or both in the discretion of the court. 

§ 3263. Forfeiture of franchise. Every association orgJtnized
under this chapter which shall refuse or neglect to comply with any 
requirement lawfully made upon it by the state examiner, pursuant 
to this chapter, for the period of ninety days after demand in writing 
is made shall be deemed to have forfeited its franchise and any failure 
on the part of such association to comply with or any violation of 
any of the provisions of this chapter shall work a forfeiture of its 
franchise and in either case the attorney general upon demand of the 
state examiner shall commence an action for the purpose of annulling 
the existence of said corporation. 

§ 3264. Examination of banks. Fees. Report to gov
ernor. The state examiner of North Dakota shall be ex officio super
intendent of banks ; he shall as often as shall be deemed necessary 
and proper and at least once a year duly examine every bank organ
ized under this law, for which he shall charge the bank so examined 
a fee for the yearly examination only and tum the same into the state 
treasury as follows : Banks, ten thousand dollars capital or less, a fee 
of ten dollars ; banks of from ten thousand dollars to twenty thousand 
dollars capital, fifteen dollars ; banks of from twenty thousand dollars 
to forty thousand dollars capital, twenty dollars ; and banks with a 
capital of over forty thousand dollars, twenty-five dolle.rs. He shall 
have power to make a thorough examination into the affairs of the 
association and in so doing may examine any of the officers, agents or 
clerks thereof, on oath and shall make a full and detailed report in 
writing of the condition of the association so examined to the gov
ernor of the state, a copy of which report shall be filed in the office 
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of the secretary of state, which shall be open to all persons doing 
business with such association. The state examiner shall not be 
directly or indirectly interested in any association organized under 
this chapter. 

§ 3266. Oaths of officers. Every active officer of any bank
organized under this chapter shall before entering upon the duties of 
his office take and subscribe an oath that he will so far as the duty 
devolves on him diligently and honestly administer the affairs of 
such association and that he will not knowingly violate or willingly 
permit to be violated any of the provisions of this chapter. All such 
oaths shall be presented to the board of directors and a synopsis 
thereof recorded on the director's record and then filed with the 
papers of the bank. 

§ 3266. Bonds of officers and employees. The president and
vice president, if active officers of the bank, the cashier, assist.ant 
cashier and teller shall before entering upon their duties furnish a 
good and sufficient bond to the association; the minimum amount 
shall not be less than twenty per cent of the capital stock of the asso
ciation and may be greater if required by the board of directors. 
Other employees shall give bonds whenever required by the board of 
directors ; all such bonds to be approved by the board and filed with 
one of its members, a record of which shall be made on the minutes
of the meeting of said board. • 

§ 3267. Examination by directors. Report. It shall be the
duty of the board of directors in February and in August of each year to 
proceed and make a careful and thorough examination of all the assets 
of the bank, examine stock, check certifi<'ates of deposits and cashier's 
checks, count cash, examine loans and discounts of every nature with 
the securities and collaterals belonging thereto ; compare the aggre
gate with the records and examine the records and make a complete 
report of such examination with suggestions and criticisms, if in its 
judgment such are necessary, which report shall be spread on the 
records of the bank the same as of a regular meeting of the board of 
directors and shall be examined by the state examiner when making 
his regular annual examination of the bank. 

§ 3268. Action against insolvent banks. The state exam
iner on becoming satisfied of the insolvency of any bank, organized 
under the provisions of this chapter, after making an examination of 
the same shall forthwith submit a statement of its condition to the 
attorney general, who shall thereupon institute an action against the 
corporation in accordance with the provisions of chapter twenty-six 
of the code of civil procedure. 
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C H A P T E R  2 1 . 

EXISTING CORPORATIONS ELECTING TO CONTINUE 

UNDER THIS CHAPTER. 

§ 3269. Proceedings when existing corporations elect to
continue. Any corporation existing at the passage of this act, 
formed under the laws of this state, may elect to continue its exist
ence under the provisions of the ten preceding chapters applicable 
thereto and it may at any time thereafter make such choice or election 
at any meeting of the stockholders or members, or at any meeting 
called by the directors or trustees expressly for considering the subject, 
if voted for by stockholders representing a majority of the capital 
stock or by a majority of its members ; or it may be made by the 
directors or trustees upon the written consent of that number of such 
stockholders or members. A certificate of the action of the directors 
or trustees, signed by them and their secretary, with the seal of the 
corporation, when the election is made upon such written consent, or 
a certificate of the proceedings of the meeting of the stockholders or 
members, when such election is so made, signed by the chairman and 
secretary of the meeting and a majority of the directors and trustees 
must be filed in the office of the secretary of state and thereafter the 
corporation shall continue its existence under the provisions of the 
ten preceding chapters which are applicable thereto and shall possess 
all the rights and powers and be subject to all the obligations, restric
tions and limitations prescribed thereby. 

- § 3260. When individuals must comply with law on
corporations. Any person or association of persons now engaged
in or that may hereafter engage in the construction of any railroad,
street railway, telegraph or telephone lines, ditch for conveying water,
or other like work of internal improvement shall be required to
comply strictly with all the provisions of the preceding ten chapters
in the same manner as corporations, so far as the same can be done.
A. failure of any such person or association of persons to comply as
aforesaid shall work a forfeiture of any and all rights he or they may
have acquired in accordance with law.

C H A P T E R  2 2 .

DUTIES OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS. 

§ 3261. Conditions of foreign corporation doing business
in this state. No foreign corporation, association or joint stock 
company, except an insurance company, shall transact any business 
within this state, or acquire, hold or dispose of property, real or per
sonal, within this state, until such corporation shall have filed in the 
office of the secretary of state a duly authenticated copy of its charter 
or articles of incorporation and shall have complied with the pro
visions of this chapter ; provided, that the provisions of this chapter 
shall not apply to corporations created for religious or charitable pur
poses solely. 
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§ 3262. Record. Such charter or articles of incorporation shall
be recorded in a book to be kept by the secretary of this state for 
that purpose. 

§ 3263. Appoint secretary of state attorney for service.
Such corporation, association or joint stock company shall by a duly 
executed instrument filed in the office of the secretary of state con
stitute and appoint the secretary of state and his successors its true 
and lawful attorney upon whom all process in any action or proceed
ing against it may be served and therein shall agree that any process 
which may be served upon its said attorney shall be of the same force 
and validity as if served upon it personally in this state and that 
such appointment shall continue in force irrevocable so long as any 
liability of the corporation, association or joint stock company re
mains outstanding in this state. Service upon such attorney shall be 
deemed sufficient service upon the corporation, association or joint 
stock company. Whenever proe@ss against any foreign corporation, 
association or joint stock company, doing business in this state, shall 
be served upon the secretary of state he shall forthwith mail a copy 
of such process, postage prepaid, and directed to such corporation, 
association or joint stock company at its principal place of business, 
or if it is a corporation, association or joint stock company of a 
foreign country, to its resident manager in the United States, or to 
such other person as may have been previously designated by it by 
written notice filed in the office of the secretary of state. As a con
dition of valid and effectual servic� the plaintiff shall pay to the sec
retary of state at the the time of the service the sum of two dollars 
which the plaintiff shall recover as taxable costs if he prevails in his 
action. The secretary of st.ate shall keep a record of all such proCi:ss 
which shall show the time and hour of service. 

§ 3264. Liability of officers, etc., for failure to comply.
Any failure to comply with the provisions of the last three sections 
and with section 3116 of this code shall render each and every offiC'er, 
agent and stockholder of any corporation, association or joint stoek 
company failing to comply therewith, jointly and severall:r liable on 
any and all contracts of such corporation, association or Joint stock 
company made within this st.ate during the time such corporation, 
association or joint stock company is so in default. 

§ 3266. Failure to comply renders all contracts void.
Every contract made by or on behalf of any corporation, association 
or joint stock company, doing business in this state, without first hav
ing complied with the provisions of section 3116, if an insurance 
company, or with the provisions of sections 3261 and 3263, if other 
than an insurance company, shall be wholly void on behalf of such 
corporation, association or joint stock company and its assigns, but 
any contract so made in violation of the provisions of this section may 
be enforced against such corporation, association or joint stock com
pany. 
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C H A P T E R  2 3. 

NATURE OF PROPERTY. 

§ 3266. Ownership defined. The ownership of a thing is the 11 1�9. Cl\'II c.
right of one or more persons to possess and use it to the exclusion of 
others. In this code the thing of which there may be ownership is 
called property. 

§ 3267. What may be owned. There may be ownership of I 1eo. c1n1 c 
all inanimate things which are capable of appropriation or of manual 1• c. tol. 18111• 

delivery; of all domestic animals, including dogs, of all obligations, of 
such products of labor or skill, as the composition of an author, the 
good will of a business, trade-marks and signs and of rights created or 
granted by statute. 

§ 3268. Wild animals. Animals, wild by nature, are the sub- 11 161, Civil c.
jects of ownership while living only when on the land of the person 
claiming them, or when tamed, or taken and held in possession, or 
disabled and immediately pursued. 

§ 3269. Property classifted. Property is either: 11 162, Civil c. 
I. Real or immovable ; or,
2. Personal or movable.
§ 3270. Real defined. Real or immovable property consists of : 11 163. CMI c.
l. Land.
2. That which is affixed to land.
3. That which is incidental or appurtenant to land.
4. That which is immovable by law.
§ 3271. Land defined Land is the solid material of the earth, § t6t, Ch'll c.

whatever may be the ingredients of which it is composed, whether 
soil, rock or other substance. 

§ 3272. Fixtures. A thing is deemed to be affixed to land � 1s., .  Ch'll c.
when it is attached to it by roots, as in the case of trees, vines or 
shrubs ; or imbedded in it, as in the case of walls ; or permanently 
resting upon it, as in the case of buildings ; or permanently attaehed 
to what is thug permanent, as by means of cement, plaster, nails, 
bolts or screws. 

§ 3273. Appurtenances. A thing is deemed to be incidental � 166. Ch'll c.
or appurtenant to land, when it is by right used with the land for its 
benefit, as in the case of a way or water course, or of a passage for 
light, air or heat from or across the land of another. Sluice boxes, 
flumes, hose, pipes, railway tracks, cars, blacksmith shops, mills and 
all other machinery or tools used in working or developing a mine are 
to be deemed affixed to the mine. 

§ 3274. Personal property defined Every kind of property § 16i. CMI c.
that is not real is personal. 
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C H A P T E R  2 4 .  

OWNERSHIP. 

ARTICLE 1. - OWNERS. 

§ 168. Civil c. § 3276. Ownership. Limitation. The legislative assembly
can pass no law interfering with the primary disposal of the soil. All 
property in this state has an owner, whether that owner is the United 
States or the state, and the property public ; or the owner an indi
vidual, and the property private. The state may also hold property 
as a private proprietor. 

§ t69, cM1 c. § 3276. Land below high water mark. The ownership of
land below ordinary high water mark and of land below the water of a 
navigable lake or stream is regulated by the laws of the Lnite.d States 
or by such laws as under authority thereof, the legislative assembly 
may enact. The state is the owner of all property lawfully appropri
ated or dedicated to its own use; and of all property of which there is 
no other owner. 

11 no. CMI c. § 3277. Who Ulay convey. Any person, whether citizen or
alien, may take, hold and dispose of property, real or personal, within 
this state. 

ARTICLE 2. - INTERESTS IN PROPERTY, 

§ m. CMI c. §i 3278. Ownership classi:fled. The ownership of property is 
either : 

1. Absolute; or,
2. Qualified.

§ 1n. Cl\'ll c. § 3279. Absolute ownership. The ownership of property is
absolute when a single person has the absolute dominion over it, and 
may use it or dispose of it according to his pleasure, subject only to 
general laws. 

§ 173. t'h'II c. § 3280. Quali:fled ownership. The ownership of property is
qualified : 

1. When it is shared with one or more persons.
2. When the time of enjoyment is deferred or limited; or,
3. When the use is restricted.

§ 174. civil c. § 3281. Sole ownership. The ownership of property by a
single person is designated as a sole or several ownership. 

§ m. Civil c. § 3282. Ownership by several. The ownership of property
by several persons is either : 

1. Of joint interests.
2. Of partnership interests; or,
3. Of interests in common.

§ 176, c1v11 c. § 3283. Joint tenancy. A joint interest is one owned by sev-
eral persons in equal shares by a title created by a single will or 
transfer, when expressly declared in the will or transfer to be a joint 
tenancy, or when granted or devised to executors or trustees as joint 
tenants. 

§ 177, Civil c. § 3284. Partnership. A partnership interest is one owned by
several persons in partnership for partnership purposes. 

§ 178 t'h'II c. § 3286. Common tenancy. An interest in common is one
owned by several persons not in joint ownership or partnership. 
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§ 3286. Definition. Every interest created in favor of several !l 179, nvu c.
persons in their own right is an interest in common, unless acquired 
by them in partnership for partnership purposes, or unless declared 
in its creation to be a joint interest as provided in section 3283. 

§ 3287. Commencement and duration. In respect to the 11 180, c1v11 c.
time of enjoyment an interest in property is either : 

}. Present or future ; and, 
2. Perpetual or limited.
§ 3288. Present. A present interest entitles the owner to the § 1s1, Civil c.

immediate possession of the property. 
§ 3289. FutUl'e, A future interest entitles the owner to the § 1S2. Civil c.

possession of the property only at a future period. 
§ 3290. Perpetual. A perpetual interest has a duration equal § 18:1, CMI c.

to that of the property. 
§ 3291. Limited. A limited interest has a duration less than § 1l4. Civil c. 

that of the property. 
§ 3292. Future estates classified. A future interest is either : § 1ss. c1v11 c.
I .  Vested ; or,
2. Contingent.
§ 3293. When they vest. A future interest is vested when 11 186. c1v11 c.

there is a person in being who would have a right, defeasible or in-
defeasible, to the immediate possession of the property upon the 
ceasing of the intermediate or precedent interest. 

§ 3294. How contingent. A future interest is contingent II 1s1, c1v11 c.
while the person in whom or the event upon which it is limited to 
take effect, remains unc,erhtin. 

§ 3295. Alternative contingencies. Two or more future § 1&1. civil ('.

interests may be created to take effect in the alternative, so that if 
the first in order fails to vest, the next in succession shall be sub-
stituted for it and take effect accordingly. 

§ 3296. Not void: A future interest is not void merely because § 189. c1v11 c.
of the improbability of the contingency on which it is limited to take 
effect. 

§ 3297. Posthumous heir. When a future interest is limited § 100. c1v11 c.
to successors, heirs, issue or children, posthumous children are entitled 
to take in the same manner as if living at the death of their parent. 

§ 3298. Future estates pass. Future interests pass by sue- § 191 , cM1 e.
cession, will and transfer in the same manner as present interests. 

§ 3299. Possibilities. A mere possibility, such as the expect- 11 19'l, c1v11 c.
ancy of an heir apparent, is not to be deemed an interest of any kind. 

§ 3300. Estates of realty. In respect to real or immovable § 193, Ch-It c:

property, the interests mentioned in this chapter are denominated 
estates, and are specially named and classified in chapter 26 of this 
code. 

§ 3301. Applies to personal only. The names and classifi- § 194, CMt c.
cations of interests in real property have only such application to in-
terests in personal property as in this chapter and the succeeding 
seventeen chapters of this code is expressly provided. 

§ 3302. Future interests limited. No future interest in § 195, cMt c.
property is recognized by the law, except such as is defined in this 
code. 
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ARTICLE 3. - CoNDITIONS OF OWNEilSHIP. 

11 100. cM1 c. § 3303. Conditions defined. The time when the enjoyment
of property is to begin or end may be determined by computation, or 
be made to depend on events. In the latter case, the enjoyment is 
said to be upon condition. 

§ 197, Civil c. § 3304. Classified. Conditions are precedent or subsequent.
The former fix the beginning, the latter the ending of the right. 

§ 191,. c1Y11 c. § 3305. Illegal conditions void. If a condition precedent re-
quires the performance of an act wrong of itself, the instrument con
taining it is so far void and the right cannot exist If it requires 
the performance of an act not wrong of itself, but otherwise unlawful 
the instrument takes effect and the condition is void. 

!I 100, Ch"ll c. § 3306. Restraints upon marriage. Conditions imposing
restraints upon marriage, except upon the marriage of a minor, or of 
the widow of the person by whom the condition is imposed are void ; 
but this does not affect limitations when the intent was not to forbid 
marriage, but only to give the use until marriage. 

§ 200, c1v11 c. § 3307. Restraints on alienation. Conditions restraining
alienation, when repugnant to the interest createdr are void. 

ARTICLE 4. - RESTRAINTS lTPON ALIENATION. 

§ 201, civil c. § 3308. Power of alienation. How long may be sus-
pended . The absolute power of alienation cannot be suspended by 
any limitation or condition whatever for a longer period than during 
the continuance of the lives of persons in being at the creation of 
the limitation or condition, except in the single case mentioned in 
section 3336. 

!I 20"l. c1v11 c. § 3309. When future interest void. Every future interest is
void in its creation, which by any possibility may suspend the abso
lute power of alienation for a longer period than is prescribed in this 
chapter. Such power of alienation is suspended when there are no 
persons in being by whom an absolute interest in possession can be 
conveyed. 

§ 2oa, civil c. § ,3310. Leases limited. :No lease or grant of agricultural land
for a longer period than ten years, in which shall be reserved any rent 
or service of any kind, shall be valid. No lease or grant of any town 
or city lot for a longer period than twenty years, in which shall be 
reserved any rent or service of any kind, shall be valid. 

ARTICLE 5. - ACCU1'll.'LATIONS. 

§ 20i, cM1 c. § 3311. Income. Future interest. Dispositions of the
income of property to accrue and to be received at any time subsequent 
to the execution of the instrument creating such disposition, are 
governed by the rules prescribed in this chapter in relation to future 
interests. 

§ 20.,. Civil c. § 3312. Illegal accumulation. All directions for the accumula-
tion of the income of property, except such as are allowed by this 
chapter are void. 

§ 206, Civil c. § 3313 . Income, how directed. An accumulation of the
income of property for the benefit of one or more persons mRy be 
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directed by any will or transfer in writing, sufficient to pass the 
property out of which the fund is to arise as follows : 

1 . If such accumulation is directed to commenc.e on the creation
of the interest out of which the income is to arise, it must be made 
for the benefit of one or more minors then in being, and terminate at 
the expiration of their minority ; or, 

2. If such accumulation is directed to commence at any time sub
sequent to the creation of the interest out of which the income is to 
arise, it must commence within the time in this chapter permitted for 
the vesting of future interests and during the minority of the bene
ficiaries, and terminate at the expiration of such minority. 

§§ 3314--3321 

§ 88 14. Void beyond minority. If in either of the cases § 2m. Civil c.
mentioned in the last section the direction for an accumulation is for a 
longer term than during the minority of the beneficiaries, the direction 
only, whether separable or not from other provisions of the instrument, 
is void as respects the time beyond such minority. 

§ 88 1 6. Allowance to minor from accumulations. When § :ni, civil c.
a minor, for whose benefit an accumulation has been directed is desti-
tute of other sufficient means of support and education, the county 
court upon application may direct a suitable sum to be applied thereto 
out of the fund. 

ARTICLE 6. - RIGHTS OF OWNERS. · 

§ 88 16. Owner owns products and accessions. The owner 11 200. c1v11 c.
of a thing owns also all its products and accessions. 

§ 88 1 7. To whom undirected income belongs. When, in § 210. c1v11 c.
consequence of a valid limitation of a future interest, there is a sus-
pension of the power of alienation or of the ownership, during the 
c-0ntinuation of which the income is undisposed of, and no valid 
direction for its accumulation is given, such income belongs to the 
persons presumptively entitled to the next eventual interest. 

ARTICLE 7 . - TERMINATION OF OWNERSHIP, 

§ 88 1 8. When future interest dependent on death is § 211. cM1 c.

defeated. A future interest, depending on the contingency of the 
death of any person without successors, heirs, issue or children is 
defeated by the birth of a posthumous child of such person capable 
of taking by succession . 
. § 88 19. How future interest defeated. A future interest ii 212. c1v11 c. 
may be defeated in any manner, or by any act or means, which the 
party creating such interest provided for or authorized in the creation 
thereof ; nor is a future interest thus liable to be defeated to be on 
that ground adjudged void in its creation. 

§ 8820. When not defeated. No future interest can be defeated § 21a. civil �-
or barred by any alienation or other act of the owner of the inter-
mediate or precedent interest, nor by any destruction of such 
precedent interest by forfeiture, surrender, merger or otherwise, 
except as provided by the next section or when a forfeiture is 
imposed by statute as a penalty for the violation thereof. 

§ 882 1 . Same. No future interest, valid in its creation, is § 2u. civil c.
defeated by the determination of the precedent interest before the 
happening of the contingency on which the future interest is limited 
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to take effect ; but should such contingency afterwards happen, the 
future interest takes effect in the same manner and to the same 
extent as if the precedent interest had continued to the same period. 

C H A P T E R  2 5 .  

GENERAL DEFINITIONS. 

§ 8322. Income includes what. The income of property, as
the term is used in the two preceding chapters, includes the rents 
and profits of real property, the interest of money, dividends upon 
stock and other produce of personal property. 

§ 3828. When limitation deemed created. The delivery of
the grant, when a limitation, condition or future interest is created 
by grant, and the death of the testator, when it is created by will, is 
to be deemed the time of the creation of the limitation, condition or 
interest within the meaning of this code. 

C H AP T E R  2 6 .  

REAL OR IMMOVABLE PROPERTY. 

ARTICLE 1. - GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ m. c1v11 c. § 8324. Law governing real property. Real property within
this state is governed by the law of this state, except when the title is 
in the United States. 

§ 218, Cl'rll C.

§ 219. Civil C.

§ .220. Civil C.

§ :m. Civil c.

ARTICLE 2.  - ESTATES IN GENERAL. 

§ 3825. Estates classifted as to duration. Estates in real
property, in respect to the duration of their enjoyment are either : 

1 .  Estates of inheritance, or perpetual estates. 
2. Estates for life.
3. Estates for years ; or,
4. Estates at will.
§ 8826. Estate in fee defined. Every estate of inheritance is

a fee, and every such estate, when not defeasible or conditional, is a 
fee simple or an absolute fee. 

§ 8827. Estates tail declared fees. Estates tail are abolished ;
ana every estate which would be at common law adjudged to be a fee 
tail is a fee simple, and if no valid remainder is limited thereon, is a 
fee simple absolute . 

§ 8828. Fee tail valid as contingent limitation upon a fee.
When a remainder in fee is limited upon any estate which would by 
the common law be adjudged a fee tail, such remainder is valid as a 
contingent limitation upon a fee and vests in possession on the death 
of the first taker without issue living at the time of his death. 
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Real Property. CIVIL CODE. §§ 3329--3340 

§ 3329. Estate of freehold. Estates of inheritance and for § 222. civil c. 

life are called estates of freehold; estates for years are chattels real; 
and estates at will are chattel interests, but are not liable as such to 
sale on execution. 

§ 3330. Same. An estate during the life of a third person, § 2'l3. c1v11 c.
whether limited to heirs or otherwise, is a freehold. 

§ 3331. Future, how limited. A future estate may be limited § ZM, c1v11 c. 
by the act of the party to commence in possession at a future day, 
either without the intervention of a precedent estate, or on the ter-
mination by lapse of time or otherwise of a precedent estate created 
at the same time. 

§ 3332. Reversion defined. A reversion is the residue of an § 2211. civil c.
estate left by operation of law in the grantor or his successors, or in 
the successors of a testator, commencing in possession on the deter-
mination of a particular estate granted or devised. 

§ 3333. Remainder. When a future estate, other than a re- § 226. ch-It c.
version, is dependent on a preoedent estate it may be called a re-
mainder and may be created and transferred by that name. 

§ 3334. Limitation of suspension of absolute ownership. 11 221. c1v11 c.
The absolute ownership of a term of years cannot be suspended for a 
longer period than the absolute power of alienation can be suspended 
in respect to a fee. 

§ 3336. Further defined. The suspension of all power to § 228, c1v11 c. 
alienate the subject of a trust, other than a power to exchange it for 
other property to be held upon the same trust, or to sell it and rein-
vest the proceeds to be held upon the same trust is a susr,nsion of
the power of alienation within the meaning of section 330 . 

§ 3336. Creation of a remainder on prior remainder. A 11 2211, c1v11 c. 
oontingent remainder in fee may be created on a prior remainder in 
fee to take effect in the event that the persons to whom the first 
remainder is limited die under the age of twenty-one years or upon 
any other contingency by which the estate of such persons may be 
determined before they attain majority. 

§ 3337. Creation of future freehold estates, etc. Subject to § �. Civil c.
the rules of this chapter and of chapters 23, 24 and 25 a freehold 
estate, as well as a chattel real, may be created to commence at a 
future day; an estate for life may be created in a term of years and a 
remainder limited thereon; a remainder of a freehold or chattel real, 
either contingent or vested, may be created, expectant on the deter-
mination of a term of years; and a fee may be limited on a fee upon 
a contingency which, if it should occur, must happen within the 
period prescribed in this chapter. 

§ 3338. What life estates void. Successive estates for life can- 11 231, c1vu c.
not be limited except to persons in being at the creation thereof, and 
all life estates subsequent to those of persons in being are void; and 
upon the death of those persons the remainder, if valid in its creation, 
takes effect in the same manner as if no other life estate had been 
created. 

§ 3339. Remainder upon successive life estates. No re- § 23'l, cM1 c. 
mainder can be created upon successive estates for life, provided for in 
the preceding section, unless such remainder is in fee; nor can a 
remainder be created upon such estate in a term for years unless it is 
for the whole residue of such term. 

§ 3340. Contingent remainder on term of years. A con- § �. cl\11 c.
tingent remainder cannot be created on a term of years, unless the 
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§§ 8341-3350 CIVIL CODE. Real Pro-perty 

nature of the contingency on which it is limited is such that the remainder must vest in interest during the continuance or at the termination of lives in being at the creation of such remainder. 
§ 234, civil c. § 3341. Estate for life as remainder on term of years.No estate for life can be limited as a remainder on a term of years,except to a person in being at the creation of such estate. 
§ Z35. ch-11 c. § 3342. Conditional limitation. A remainder may be limit.eelon a contingency which, in case it should happen, will operate toabridge or determine the precedent estate; and every such remainderis to be deemed a conditional limitation. 
§ 236. Ch-II c. § 3343. To heirs of body. When a remainder is limited tothe heirs, or heirs of the body, of a person to whom a life estate inthe same property is given the persons who on the termination of thelife estate are the successors or heirs of the body of the owner forlife are entitled to take by virtue of the remainder so limited to themand not as mere successors of the owner for life. 
§ 2Zi. cM1 c. § 3344. On death of first taker. When a remainder on anestate for life or for years is not limited on a contingency defeatingor avoiding such precedent estate it is to be deemed intended to takeeffect only on the death of the first taker or the expiration by lapseof time of such term of years. 
§ 238, CMI c. § 3345. Unexecuted power. A general or special power ofappointment does not prevent the vesting of a future estate, limitedto take effect in case such power is not executed. 

§ 2:l9. Civil C.

Ii 240. Civil C. 

§ 2!2. CMI C.

� U:l, CIYII C. 

ARTICLE 3.-TERMINATION OF. ESTATES. 
§ 3346. Of estate at will A tenancy or other estate at will,however created, may be terminated by the landlord's giving noticeto the tenant in the manner prescribed by the next section to removefrom the premises within a period specified in the notice of not leasthan one month. § 3347. Requisites of notice. Service. The notice prescribed by the last section m.llBt be in writing and must be served bydelivering the same to the tenant or to some person of discretionresiding on the premises or, if neither can with reasonable diligence be found, the notice may be served by affixing it on a conspicuouspart of the premises where it may be conveniently read. § 3348. Subsequent action. After the notice prescribed bysections 3346 and 3347 has been served in the manner therein directedand the period specified by such notice has expired, but not before,the landlord may re-enter or proceed according to law to recoverpoBSession. § 3349. Three days' notice. Whenever the right of re-entry is given to a grantor or lessor in any grant or lease, or otherwise, suchre-entry may be made at any time after the right has acerued uponthree days' previous written notice of intention to re-enter served inthe mode prescribed by section 334 7. § 3350. Without notice. An action for the possession of realproperty, leased or granted with a right of re-entry, may be maintained at any time after the right to re-enter has accrued withoutthe notice prescribed in section 3349. 
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Real Property. . CIVIL CODE. §§ 3351-3358; 

ARTICLE 4. - SERVITL'DER. 
§ 8851. Easements attached to other lands. The follow- §�.Civil c ..ing land burdens or servitudes upon land may be attached to other land as incidents or appurtenances, and are then called easements: 1. The right of pasturage. 2. The right of fishing. 3. The right of taking game. 4. The right of way. 5. The right of taking water, wood, minerals and other things.6. The right of transacting business upon land. 7. The right of conducting lawful sports upon land. 8. The right of receiving air, light or heat from or over, or discharging the same upon or over land. 9. The right of receiving water from or discharging the sameupon land. 10. The right of flooding land. 11. The right of having water flow without diminution or disturbance of any kind. 12. The right of using a wall as a party wall. 13. The right of receiving more than natural support from adjacentland or things affixed thereto. 14. The right of having the whole of a division fence mainta'inedby a coterminous owner. 15. The right of having public conveyances stopped, or of stoppingthe same on land. 16. The right of a seat in church. 17. The right of burial. § 8852. Others not attached may be granted. The follow- !I u,. ctvll c. ing land burdens or servitudes upon land may be granted and held, though not attached to land: 1. The right to pasture, and of fishing and taking game. 2. The right of a seat in church. 3. The right of burial. 4. The right of taking rents and tolls. 5. The right of way. 6. The rigl!t of taking water, wood, minerals or other things. § 8858. Dominant tenement. The land to which an ease- § 2t6. c·1v11 c.ment is attached is called the dominant tenement: the land upon which a burden or servitude is laid is called the servient tenement. § 8854. Who can create servitude. A servitude can be !I u;. civil c.created only by one who has a vested estate in the servient tenement. � 8855. Who cannot hold. A servitude thereon cannot be § 2.is, c1v11 c.held by the owner of the servient tenement. § 8856. Extent of. The extent of a servitude is determined § 2t9. cM1 c. by the terms of the grant, or the nature of the enjoyment by which it was acquired. § 8857. Partition of. Burden apportioned. In case of 112.'iO. c1vn c.partition of the dominant tenement the burden must be apportioned according to the division of the dominant tenement, but not in such a way as to increase the burden upon the servient tenement. § 8858. Right of future owner. The owner of a future estate § 251, c1v11 c.in a dominant tenement may use easements attached thereto for the 
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II 252, Civil C, 

ii 253, Civil C. 

§ 2M, Civil C. 

§ 255, Civil C. 

§ 256, Clvll C. 

!I 2.'17. Clvll C. 

§ 25�. Clvll C. 

§ 2.'>�. Clvll C. 

CIVIL CODE.- Rights of Owners. 

purpose of viewing waste, demanding rent or removing an obstruc
tion to the enjoyment of such easement, although such tenement is 
occupied by a tenant. 

§ 8369. Right of action. The owner of any estate in a domi
nant tenement, or the occupant of such tenement, may maintain an 
action for the enforcement of an easement attached thereto. 

§ 3360. Same. The owner in fee of a servient tenement may
maintain an action for the f.ossession of the land against any one
unlawfully possessed thereo , though a servitude exists thereon in
favor of the public. 

§ 3361. Extinguishment. A servitude is extinguished:
I. By the vesting of the right to the servitude and the right to

the servient tenement in the same person. 
2. Bv the destruction of the servient tenement.
3. By the performance of any act upon either tenement by the

owner of the servitude or with his assent which is incompatible with 
its nature or exercise; or, 

4. When the servitude was acquired by enjoyment, by disuse
thereof by the owner of the servitude for the period prescribed for 
acquiring title by enjoyment. 

CHAPTER 27. 

RIG HTS OF OWNERS. 

ARTICLE 1. - INCIDENTS OF OWNERSHIP. 

§ 3362. Land includes water. The owner of the land owns
water standing thereon, or fl.owing over or under its surface, but not 
forming a definite stream. Water running in a definite stream formed 
by nature over or under the surface may be used by him as long as it 
remains there; but he may not prevent the natural fl.ow of the stream 
or of the natural spring from which it commences its definite course, 
nor pursue nor pollute the same. 

§ 3363. Rights of owner of life estate. The owner of a life
estate may use the land in the same manner as the own�r of a fee 
simple, except that he must do no act to the injury of the inheritance. 

§ 3364. Rights of tenant. A tenant for years or at will, unless
he is a wrongdoer by holding over, may occupy the buildings, take 
the annual products of the soil, work mines and quarries open at the 
commencement of his tenancy and cultivate and harvest the crops 
growing at the end of his tenancy. 

§ 3366. Same. How determined. A tenant for years or at
will has no other rights to the property than such as are given to him 
by the agreement or instrument by which his tenancy is acquired or 
by the last section. 

§ 3366. Succession to rights. A person to whom any real
property is transferred or devised upon which rent has been reserved, 
or to whom any such rent is transferred, is entitled to the same reme
dies for recovery of rent for nonperformance of any of the terms of 
the lease or for any waste or cause of forfeiture as his grantor or 
devisor might have had. 
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Rights of Owne1·s. CIVIL CODE. §§ 3367�'3375 

§ 3367. Assignees of lessor or lessee. "\Vhate-ver remedies 11 200. cMt c.the lessor of any real property has against his immediate, lessee for the breach of an agreement in the lease or for recovery of the possession, he has against the asignees of the lessee for any cause of action accru-ing while they are such assignees, except when the assignment is madeby way of security for a loan and is not accompanied by possession ofthe premises. Whatever remedies the lessee of any real property mayhave against his immediate lessor for the breach of any agreement inthe lease he may have against the assigns of the lessor and the assignsof the lessee may have against the lessor and his assigns, except uponc,0venants against incumbrances or relating to the title or possessionof the premises. § 3368. Notice to change terms. In all leases of lands or II 261, e1v11 c.tenements, or of any interest therein, from month to month the land-lord may, upon giving notice in writing at least fifteen days before the expiration of the month, change the terms of the lease to take �ffect at the expiration of the month. The notice, when served upon the tenant, shall of itself operate and be effectual to create and estab- .lish as a part of the lease the terms, rent and conditions specified in the notice, if the tenant shall continue to hold the premises after the �xpiration of the month. § 3369. Life lease rent. Rent due upon a lease for life may § 2tl'l, c1v11 o. be recovered in the same manner as upon a lease for years. § 3370. After death. . Rent dependent on the life of a person § 283, ctvn c.may be recovered after as well as before his death. § 3371. Right of action. A person having an estate in fee, in § 26-l, c1v11 c.remainder or reversion, may maintain an action for any. injury done to the inheritance, notwithstanding an intervening estate for life or years and although after its commission his estate is transferred andhe has no interest in the property at the commencement of theaction. 
.i\,RTICLE 2. - BOUNDARIES. 

§ 3372. Above and below surface. The owner of land in § 2&. civil c.fee has the right to the sudace and to everything permanently situated beneath or above it. § 3373. Banks and beds of streams. Except when the 11 266. CivU c.grant under which the land is held indicatee a different intent, the owner of the upland, when it borders on a navigable lake or stream, takes to the edge of the lake or stream at low water mark, and allnavigable rivers shall remain and be deemed publio highways. Inall cases when the opposite banks of any stream not navigable belongto different persons the stream and the bed thereof shall become com-mon to both. § 3374. To center of highway. An owner of land bounded § 26i, c1vu c.by a road or street is presumed to own to the center of the way, but the contrary may be shown. § 3375. Lateral support from adjoining land. Each 11 2&1. civil c.<.·oterminous owner is entitled to the lateral and subjacent support which his land receives from the adjoining land, subject to the right ofthe owner of the adjoining land to make proper and usual excava-tions on the same for purposes of construction o� using ordinary careand skill and taking reasonable precautions to sustain the land of the
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§§ 337�3384 

§ 269, C'h'll C. 

§ 270, Civil C .

CIVIL CODE. C-eee and Truete. 

other and giving previous reasonable notice to the other of his intention to make such excavations. § 3376. Trees on land of one owner. Trees whose trunksstand wholly upon the land of one owner belong exclusively to him although their roots grow into the land of another. § 3377. Same on line. Trees whose trunks stand partlyon the land of two or more coterminous owners belong to them incommon. 
ARTICLE 3. - OBLIGATIONS OF OWNERS. 

!I 211, cMt c. § 3378. Repairs and taxes. The owner of a life estate mustkeep the buildings and fences in repair from ordinary waste and must pay the taxes and other annual charges and a just proportion ofextraordinary assessments benefiting the whole inheritance. !I 272, ctvll c. § 3379. Boundaries. Fences. Coterminous owners are 

� 2ia. ('h'll ('. 

§ 2i5, Civil C. 

§ 2i6, Ch'll C.

§ 2ii.  Civil  C.

§ :!',�. l ' i l· i t  1· .

mutually bound equally to maintain: 1. The boundaries and monuments between them. 2. The fences between them, unless one of them chooses to let hisland lie open as a public common, in which case, if he afterwardsincloses it, he must refund to the other a just proportion of the valueat that time of any division fence made by the latter. 

C H A P T ER 2 8 .  

USES AND TRUSTS. 
§ 3380. What are. Uses and trusts in relation to real property are those only which are specified in this chapter. § 3381. Who deemed to have legal estate. Every personwho by virtue of any transfer or devise is entitled to the actualpossession of real property and the receipt of the rents and profitsthereof is deemed to have a legal estate therein of the same qualityand duration and subject to the same conditions as his beneficialinterest. § 3382. Trust valid, if connected with power. The lastsection does not divest the estate of any trustee in a trust heretoforeexisting, when the title of such trustee is not merely nominal, but isconnected with some power of actual disposition or managementin relation to the real property which is the subject of the trust. § 3383. Transfer must be direct. Every disposition of realproperty, whether by transfer or will, must be made directly to thE>person in whom the right to the possession and profits is intended tobe vested, and not to any other, to - the use of or in trust for such person; and if made to any person to the use of or in trust foranother no estate or interest. vests in the trustee : but he must execute a release of the property to the beneficiary on demand, the latterpayinl]; the expense thereof. § 3384. Qualification of preceding sections. The pre1'.t'<iing- sections of this dmpter do not extend to trusts arising or resultingby implication of hnr. nor prevent or atfed the c-reation of such expresstrusts as are hereinafter authorized and defined. 
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Uses and Trusts. CIVIL CODE. §§ 3385--3393 

§ 3385. Requisites of trusts. No trust in relation to real ll 279, c1v11 c.
})roperty is valid unless created or declared : 

1. By a •written instrument, subscribed by the trustee or by his
.agent thereto authorized by writing. 

2. By the instrument under which the trustee claims the estate
.affected; or, 

3. By operation of law.
§ 3386. When trust presumed. When a transfer of real ll 2r,o. Civil c.

property is made to one person and the consideration therefor is paid 
by or for another a trust is presumed to result in favor of the person 
·hy or for whom such payment is made.

§ 3387. Innocent purchaser. No implied or resulting trust § 281. c1v11 c.
•c-an prejudice the right of a purchaser or incumbrancer of real prop-
-ero/ for value and without notice of the trust.

§ 3388. For what trusts may be created. Express trusts § 2t-2, Civil c.
may be created for any of the following purposes : 

1. To sell real property and apply or dispose of the proceeds in
.accordance with the instrument creating the trust.

2. To mortgage or lease real property for the benefit of annuitants
-or other legatees or for the purpose of satisfying any charge thereon.

3. To receive the rents and profits of real property and pay them
to or apply them to the use of any person, whether ascertained at the 
time of the creation of the trust or not, for himself or for his family 
·<luring the life of such person or for any shorter term, subject to the
rules of chapter 26 of this code; or,

4. To receive the rents and profits of real property and to accumu-
1ate the same for the purposes and within the limits prescribed by 
the same chapter. 

§ 3389. When devise valid as power in trust. A devise § 283. Ci\'ll c.
-of real property to executors or other trustees to be sold or mortgaged ,  
when the trustees are not also empowered to receive the rents and 
profits, vests no estate in them; but the trust is valid as a power in 
trust. 

§ 3390. When surplus subject to creditors' claims. When 11 284. cMt c.
a trust is created to receive the rents and profits of real property and 
no valid direction for aceumulation is given the surplus o� such rents 
and profits beyond the sum that may be necessary for the education 
Rnd support of the person for whose benefit the trust is created is 
liable to the claims of the creditors of such person in the same manner 
.as personal property which cannot be reached by execution. 

§ 339 1. When trust valid as power. When an express trust § �- c1v1 1 c.
in relation to real property is created for any purpo5e not enumerated 
in the preceding section, such trust vests no estate in the trustees ; 
but the trust, if directing or authoriziBg the performance of any act 
which may be lawfully performed under a power, is valid as a power 
in trust, subject to the provisions in relation to such powers con-
tained in chapter 29 of this code. 

§ 3392. Power in trust not prohibited. Nothing in this § 286. cM1 c.
-chapter prevents the creation of a power in trust for any of the pur-
poses for which an express trust may be created. 

§ 3393. Realty passes when trust valid as power. In 11 2.s,. cl\·ll c.
�very case when a trust is valid as a power in trust the real property 
to which the trust relates remains in or passes by succession to the 
person otherwise entitled, subject to the execution of the trust as a 
power in .tl'U8t. 
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§§ 339!-3404, CIVIL CODE. Powers. 

§ 2!!S. Cl"fll c. § 3394. Whole estate vests in trustees. ExC'ept as herein-after otherwise provided, every express trust in real property, Yalid assuch in its creation, vests the whole estate in the trustees, subjectonly to the execution of the trust. The beneficiaries take no estateor interest in the property, but may enforce the performanc� of thetrust. 
§ 289, Cl"fll c. § 3395. Contingent trust. Notwithstanding anything con-tained in the last section, the author of a trust may in its creationprescribe to whom the real property to which the trust relates shallbelong, in the event of the failure or termination of the trust, andmay transfer or devise such property, subject to the execution of thetrust. 
§ 29<1, civil c. § 3396. Legal estate. The grantee or devisee of real propertysubject to a tn1st acquires a legal estate in the property as against all persons ex!'ept the trustees and those lawfully claiming under them. 
§ 2111, Civil c. § 3397. Undisposed estates. When an express trust is created in relation to real property every estate not em braced in the trust andnot otherwise disposed of is left in the author of the trust or his successors. 
§ 2t12. etvn c. § 3398. Limited disposal. The beneficiary of a trust for the receipt of the rents and profits of real property or for the payment ofan annuity out of such rents and profits may be restrained from disposing of his interest in such trust during his life or for a term ofyears by the instrument creating the trust. 
§ :!!l:1, c1,·11 c. § 3399. Grant separate from trust. When absolute. Whenan express trust is created in relation to real property, but is not contained or declared in the grant to the trustee or in an instrumentsigned by him and recorded in the same office with the grant to tht.�trustee, such grant must be deemed absolute in favor of the subsequent creditors of the trustee not having notice of the trust and in favor of purchasers from such trustee without notice and for a valuable consideration. 
§ 294, civil c. § 3400. When transfer of trustees void. When a trust inrelation to real property is expressed in the instrument creating theestate, every transfer or other act of the trustees in contravention ofthe trust is absolutely void. 
§ 295, CMI c. § 3401. When trust ceases. ·when the purpose for which anexpress trust was created ceases, the estate of the trustees also ceases.

� :!!16, Civil C. 

� �:1;. Civil C.

g �n�, Civil C.  

C H A·PTER 2 9 .

POWERS. 
§ 3402. What powers permitted. Powers in relation to realproperty are those only which are specified in this chapter. § 3403. Power of attorney excluded. The provisions ofthis chapter do not extend to a simple power of attorney to com:eyreal property in the name of the owner and for his benefit. § 3404. Power defined. A power as the term is used in this chapter is an authority to do some act in relation to real property, or 
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Powers. CIVIL CODE. 

to t.he creation or revocation of an estate therein or a charge thereon 
which the owner granting or reserving sueh power might himself per
form for any purpose. 

§ 8405 . Author defined. The author of a power as the term
is used in this chapter is the person by whom a power is created, 
whether by grant or devise ; and the holder of a power is the person 
in whom a power is vested, whether by grant, devise or reserv!ltion. 

§ 8406. Powers classifted. Powere. are general or special and
beneficial or in trust. 

§ 3407. General. A power is general when it authorizes the
alienation or incumbrance of a fee in the property embraced therein 
by a grant, will or charge, or any of them, in favor of any person 
whatever. · 

§ 3408. Special. A power is special :
1. When a person or class of persons is designated to whom the

disposition of property under the power is to be made ; or, 
2. When it authorizes the alienation or incumbrance by means of

a grant, will or charge of only an estate less than a fee. 
§ 3409. Beneficial. A power is beneficial when no person

other than its holder has by the terms of its creation any interest in 
its execution. 

§ 34 10. In trust. A power is in trust when anf person or class
of persons, other than its holder, has by the terms o its creation an 
interest in its execution. 

§ 341 1 .  General power. When in trust. A general power
is in trust when any person or class of persons, other than its holder, 
is designated as entitled to the proceeds or the disposition or charge 
authorized by the power or to any portion of the proceeds or other 
benefits to result from its execution. 

§ 3412. Special. Same. A special power is in trust :
1 . When the disposition or charge which it authorizes is limited

to be made to any person or class of persons other than the holder of 
the power; or, 

2. When any person or class of persons other than the holder is
designated as entitled to any benefit from the disposition or charge 
authorized by the power. 

§ 3413.  Capacity to create. No person is capable of creating
a power who is not at the same time capable of granting some estate 
in the property to which the power relates. 

§ 84 14. In whom vested. A power may be vested in any
person. 

§ 341 5. How created. A power may be created only :
1 . By a suitable clause contained in a grant of some estate in the

real property to which the power relates or in an agreement to execute 
such a grant; or, 

2. By a devise contained in a will .
§ 84 1 6. Power reserved. The grantor in any conveyance

may reserve to himself any power, beneficial or in trust, which he 
might lawfully grant to �nother ; and every power thus reserved is 
subject to the provisions of this chapter in the same manner as if 
granted to another. 

§ 841 7. When irrevocable. Every power, beneficial or in
trust, is irrevocable unless an authority to revoke it is given or reserved 
in the instrument creating the power. 
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I 299. Ch-II C. 

II :m. Cl"l'll c .  

I 301, Civil C 

I 302, Civil C. 

I lm, Civil C. 

I :!Of, Cl\'ll C .  

I :n'I,  Civil C .  

I :nl. CMI ( ' .  

I :m. CMI C.  

I 30!, Civil < · .  

I 309, Cl"l'II L 

I 310. C ivil ( . 

11 311, Civil I ' .  



§ 312. Cl'fll C. 

II :!13, Civil C. 

§ au, Cl'fll c.

§ 315, Cl'fll C.

§ 316, Civil C.
am'tl. 

§ 317, Cl'fll C.

§ 318, Clvll C.

I 319, Cl'fll C. 

� ;r�, Civil C. 

!I :r..'1, Civil C. 

II :l:!2, CI VIi C. 

§ :r.l3, Civil C. 

CIVIL CODE. Powers. 

§ 3418. When power is a lien. A power is a lien upon thereal property whioh it embraces from the time the instrument inwhioh it is contained takes effect, except that against creditors, purchasers and incumbrancers in good faith and without notice from anyperson having an estate in such real property, the power is a lien onlyfrom the time the instrument in which it is contained is dulyrecorded. § 3419. When power deemed part of security. When apower to sell real property is given to a mortgagee or other incumbrancer in an instrument intended to secure the payment of money.the power is to be deemed a part of the security and vests in any person who by assignment becomes entitled to the money so seeured tobe paid and may be executed by him whenever the assignment is dulyacknowledged and recorded. § 3420. Who cannot execute power. A power cannot be,executed by any person not capable of disposing of real property. § 3421. Married woman. A married woman may execute apower during her marriage without the concurrence of her husband.unless otherwise prescribed by the terms of the power. § 3422. Married woman cannot execute before majority.:No power can be executed by a married woman before she attains hermajority. § 3423. How power executed. A power can be executedonly by a written instrument which would be sufficient to pass theestate or interest intended to pass under the power, i( the personexecuting the power was the aotual owner. § 3424. Execution. By all of several. By survivors, ifone dies. When a power is vested in several persons all must unitein its execution; but in case any one or more of them is dead thepower may be executed by the survivor or survivors, unless otherwiseprescribed by the terms of the power. § 3425. How executed by will When a power to dispose ofreal property is confined to a disposition by devise or will the instrument of execution must be a will duly executed according to theprovisions of chapter 40. 
� 3426. How by grant. When a power is confined to a disposition by grant, it cannot be executed by will even though the disposition is not intended to take effect until after the death of the personexecuting the power. § 3427. When directed by insufllcient insirument. Whenthe author of a power has directed or authorized it to be executed byan instrument which would not be sufficient in law to pass the estate,the power is not void, but its execution is to be governed by the rulesbefore prescribed in this chapter. § 3428. Formalities unnecessary. When the author of apower has directed any formalities to be observed in its execution, in addition to those which would be sufficient to pass the estate, tht>observance of such additional formalities is not necessary to a validexecution of the power. § 3429. Trivial conditions disregarded. When the conditions annexed to a power are merely nominal and evince no intentionof actual benefit to the party to whom or in whose favor they are tobe performed, they may be wholly disregarded in the execution of thepower. 
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Powers. CIVIL CODE. �§ 3430-3441 

§ 3430. Binding conditions. With the exceptions contained § au. c1v11. c.in the preceding sections the intentions of the author of a power as tothe mode, time and conditions of its execution must be observed, sub-ject to the power of a district court to supply a defective execution in the cases J?rovided in sections 3439 and 3463. § 3431. Consent, how expressed. When the consent of a § a2a. civil c.third person to the execution of a power is requisite, such consent must be expressed in the instrument by which the power is executedor be certified in writin� thereon. In the first case the instrument ofexecution, in the second, the certificate must be subscribed by theparty whose consent is required and to entitle the instrument to berecorded such signature must be duly proved or acknowledged accord-inl$. to the chapter on recording transfe�. § 3432. Consent of all survivors. When the consent of § 326, Civil c.several persons to the execution of a power is requisite all must con-sent thereto ; but in case any one or more of them is dead the consentof the survivors is sufficient, unless otherwise prescribed by the termsof the power. § 3433. Valid without recital. Every instrument executed § :m, Civil c.by the holder of a power, conveying an estate or creating a chargewhich such holder would have no right to convey or create exceptby virtue of his power, is to be deemed a valid execution of the power, even though not recited or referred to therein. § 3434. When to be deemed conveyance. Every instru- § :r�. ctvll c.ment except a will in execution of a power, even though the power is one of revocation· only is to be deemed a conveyance within the meaning of the chapter en recording transfers. § 3436. Disposition beyond authority. A disposition or !l :129, c1v11 c.eharge by virtue of a power more extensive than was authorized thereby is not therefore void ; but every estate or interest so created Ro far as it is embraced by the terms of the power is valid . .  § 3436. Time runs from creation of power. The period � :��. c1v11 e.during which the absolute right of alienation may be suspended by an instrument in execution of a power must be computed, not fromthe date of the instrument, but from the time of the creation of thepower. § 3437. Conditions at creation determine legality. No § aa1. ctvu c.estate or interest can be given or limited to any person by an instru-ment in execution of a power which could not have been given or limited at the time of the creation of the power. § 3438. Married woman's power. When a married woman, § 332, c1v11 c.entitled to an estate in fee, is authorized by a power to dispose ofsuch estate during her marriage, she may by virtue of such powercreate any estate which she might create if unmarried. § 3439. Relief of purchasers fro_m defects. Purchasers for � a:�i. ctvll c.a valuable consideration, claiming under a defective execution of a power, are entitled to the same relief as similar purchasers claiming under a defective conveyance from an actual owner. § 3440. Fraud. Instruments in execution of a power are ll aa•. CIYII 1·.affected by fraud in t,he same manner as like instruments executed by owners or trustees. § 3441. Power to married woman. A general and beneficial ll aa.�. Civil c.power is valid which gives to a married woman power to dispose, during her marriage and without the concurrence of her husband, of a presentor future estate in real property conveyed or deviseu to her in fee. 
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§§ 3442-3453 

§ 336, Civil C.

§ 337, Civil C.

§ 338, Civil C.

§ �. Civil C.

§ 340, Civil C. 

I 30, Civil C.  

-§ :142, Civil C. 

§ 343, Civil C.

!I 3«, CMI C. 

345, CM! C. 

§ :J.16, Clvll C.

:1,1; ,  Civil C. 

CIVIL CODE. Powers. 

§ 3442. Estates changed into fee.  When an absolute powerof disposition not accompanied by any trust is given to the owner ofa particular estate for life or years, such estate is changed into a fee,absolute in favor of creditors, purchasers and incumbrancers, but subject to any future estates limited thereon, in case the power should not beexecuted or the property should not be sold for the satisfaction of debts.§ 3443. Same. When an absolute power of disposition not accompanied by any trust, is given to any person to whom no particular estate is limited, such person also takes a fee, subject to any futureestate that may be limited thereon, but absolute in favor of creditors, purchasers and incumbrancers. § 3444. Same. In all cases when an absolute power of disposition is given, not accompanfed by any trust, and no remainder islimited on the estate of the holder of the power, he is entitled to anabsolute fee. § 3446. Same. When a general and beneficial power to devisethe inheritance is given to the owner of an estate for life or for years, he is deemed to possess an absolute power of disposition within themeaning of the last three sections. § 3446. When power deemed absolute. Every power of disposition is deemed absolute by means of which the holder isenabled in his lifetime to dispose of the entire fee in possession orin expectancy for his own benefit. § 3447. Grantor deemed owner. When power of revocation reserved. When the grantor in any conveyance reserves to himself for his own benefit an absolute power of revocation, suchgrantor is still to be deemed the absolute owner of the estate conveyed so far us the rights of creditots and purchasers are conc�rned. § 3448. When special and beneftcial power valid. Aspecial and beneficial power is valid which is granted: 1. To a married woman to dispose, during the marriage, of anyestate less than a fee belonging to her in the property to which thepower relates ; or, 2. To the owner of a life estate in the property embraced in thepower to make leases, commencing in possession during his life. § 3449. How far power to lease void. A special and beneficial power to make leases of agricultural land for more than ten years or of town or city lots for more than twenty years is void onlyas to the time beyond ten or twenty years, and authorizes leases forthose terms or less. § 3460. When power to lease transferable. The power ofthe owner of .a life estate to make leases is not transferable as a separate interest, but is annexed to his estate and will pass, unless specially excepted, by any grant of such estate. If specially excepted inany such grant it is extinguished. � 3461. Power to lease released. The power of the owner ofa life estate to make leases may be released by him to any person entitledto a future estate in the property and is thereupon extinguished. § 3462. Mortgage does not extinguish power. A mortgagt>executed by the owner of a life estate having a power to make leasesor by a married woman by virtue of any beneficial power does not extinguish or suspend the power, but the power 'is bound by themortgage in the same manner as the real property embraced therein.§ 3463. Effects of same. The effects on the power of a lien by mortgage, such as is mentioned in the last section, are: 
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Powera. CIVIL CODE. 

�- That the mortgagee is entitled to an- execution of the power sofar as the satisfaction of his lien may require it ; and, 2. That any subsequent estate created by the owner in executionof the power becomes subject to the mortgage in the same manneras if in terms embraced therein. § 3454. When power subject to creditors' claims. Everyspecial and beneficial power is liable to the claims of creditors in thesame manner as other interests that cannot be reached by executionand the execution of the power may be adjudged for the benefit ofthe creditors entitled. § 3455. Other powers void. No beneficial power, general orspecial, not already specified and defined in this chapter can hereafterbe created. § 3466. Powers enforceable for parties interested. Everytrust power unless its execution is made expressly to depend on thewill of the trustees is imperative and imposes a duty on the trustee,the performance of which may be compelled for the benefit of theparties interested. § 3457. Same. A trust power does not cease to be imperativewhen the trustee has the right to select any and exclude others of thepersons designated as the beneficiaries of the trust. § 3468. Equal shares. When a disposition under a power isdirected to be made to, among or between several persons, withoutany specification of the share or sum to be allotted to each, all thepersons designated are entitled to equal proportions. § 3469. Discretionary power. When the terms of a powerimport that the estate or fund is to be distributed among severalpersons designated in such manner or proportions as the trustee ofthe power may think proper, the trustee may allot the whole toanione or more of such persons in exclusion of the others. , 3460. Death of trustee. If the trustee of a power with therig t of selection dies, leaving the power unexecuted, its executionmust. be adjudged for the benefit equally of all the persons designatedas objects of the trust. § 3461. Execution by district court. When a power intrust is created by will and the testator has omitted to designate,expressly or by necessary implication, by whom the power is to beexecuted its execution devolves on the district court. § 3462. Execution for benefit of creditors. The executionin whole or in part of any trust power may be adjudged for the benefit of the creditors or assignees of any person entitled as one of thebeneficiaries of the trust to compel its execution when his interest istransferable. § 3463. Defects cured. "\Vhen the execution of a power in trustis defective in whole or in part under the provisions of this chapter ,its proper execution may be adjudged in favor of the personsdesignated as the objects of the trust. § 3464. Certain other laws apply. The provisions of chapters 57 and 58, saving the rights of other persons from prejudice bythe misconduct of trustees and authorizing the court to remove andappoint trustees ; the provisions of chapter 41, devolving expresstrusts upon the court on the death of the trustee ; and the provisionsof section 3401 apply equally to powers in trust and the trustees ofsuch powers. 
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§§ :J465-3474 CIVIL CODE. Personal Property. 

C H A P T E R  3 0 .  

PERSONAL OR MOVABLE PROPERTY. 

ARTICLE 1. - PERSONAL PROPERTY IN GEXERAL. 
§ 339, c1v11 c. § 3465. Governed by law of domicile. If there is no lawto the contrary in the plac{l where personal property is situated it isdeemed to follow the person of its owner and is governed by the lawof his domicile. 

ARTICLE 2. - THI�GS IN ACTION. 
§ :JOO, Ch·n c. § 3466. Defined. A thing in action is a right to recover moneyor other personal property by a judicial proc-eeding. 
§ a61 , Ch·n c. § 3467. Transferable. A thing in action, arising out of theviolation of a right of property or out of an obligation, may be transferred by the owner. Upon the death of the owner it passes to hispersonal representatives, except when in the cases provided by law itpasses to his devisees or successor in office.

§ 36"2, CM! C.

§ :!6:l, ('IY!J ('.

§ 36-1, CMI C.

II 365, Ch·ll C. 

II :l66, CM! c. 

!; a6i. Cl'l"il C. 

§ ;w,, Civil (',

ARTICLE 3. - SHIPPING:
GENERAL PROVISIONS.

§ 3468. Ship deftned. The term " ship " or " shipping," whenus�d in this code, includes steamboats, sailing vessels, canal boats,barges and every structure adapted to be navigated from place toplace for the transportation of merchandise or persons. 
§ 3469. Appurtenances. All things belonging to the ownerswhich are on board a ship and are connected with its proper use forthe objects of the voyage and adventure in which the ship is engagedare deemed its appurtenances. 
§ 3470. Navigation classi.fted. Ships are engaged either inforeign or domestic navigation. Ships are engaged in foreign navigation when passing to or from a foreign country, and in domesticnavigation when passing from place to place within the Unit-edStates. 
§ 3471. Domestic and foreign ships. A ship in the port ofthe state or territory to which it belongs is called a domestic ship ; inanother port it is called a foreign ship. 
§ 3472. Power of court. If a ship belongs to several persons,not partners, and they differ as to its use or repair the controversymay be determined by any court of competent jurisdiction. 
§ 3473. Possessor liable. If the owner of a ship commits itspossession and navigation to another, that other and not the owner isresponsible for its repairs and supplies. 
§ 3474. Congress regulates. The registry, enrollment andlic�nse of ships are regulated by acts of congress. 
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Personal Property. CIVIL CODE. §§ 3475-3478 

RULES OF NAVIGATION. 

§ 3475. :Meeting ships. Limitation. In the case of ships § 369. c1v11 c.
meeting the following rules must be observed in addition to those 
prescribed by any statutes of this state, which relate to navigation : 

1 .  Whenever any ship proceeding in one direction meets another 
ship proceeding in another direction so that if both ships were to con
tinue their respective courses they would pass so near as to involve 
the risk of a collision, the helms of both ships must be put to port so 
as to pass on the port side of each other, except when the circum
stances of the case are such as to render a dept1rture from the rule 
necessary in order to avoid immediate danger and subject also to a 
due regard to the dangers of navigation. 

2. A steamer navigating a narrow channel must, whenever it is safe
and practicable, keep to that side of that fair way or mid-channel which 
lies on the starboard side of the steamer. A steamer when passing 
another steamer in such channel must always leave the other upon 
the larboard side. 

3. ·when steamers must inevitably or necessarily cross so near that
by continuing their respective courses there would be a risk of colli
sion ·each vessel must put her helm to port so as always to pass on 
the larboard side of each other. 

The rules of this section do not apply to any case for which a 
different rule is provided by the regulations for the government of 
pilots of steamers approaching each other within sound of the steam 
whistle, or by the regulations concerning lights upon steamers, or 
other matters prescribed under authority of any act of congress. 

§ 3476. Infringement. Damages. If it appears that a colli- § 370, CIYII c.
sion was occasioned by failure to observe any rule of the foregoing 
section the owner of the ship by which such rule is infringed cannot 
recover compensation for damages sustained by the ship in such 
collision, unless it appears that the circumstances of the case made a 
departure from the rule necessary. 

§ 3477. Damage presumed from default. Damage to person § :r.1. c1v11 c.
or property arising from the failure of a ship to observe any rule of 
section 3475 must be deemed to have been occasioned by the willful 
default of the person in charge of the deck of such ship at the time, 
unless it appears that the circumstances of the case made a departure 
from the PUle necessary. ·  

§ 3478. Liability deftned. Losses caused by collision are to § an. c1v11 c.
be borne as follows : 

1. If either party was exclusively in fault he must bear his own
loss and compensate the other for any loss he has sustained. 

2. If neither party was in fault the loss must be borne by him on
whom it falls. 

3. If both were in fault the loss is to be equally divided, unless it
appears that there was a great disparity in fault, in which case the 
loss must be equitably apportioned ; or, 

4. If it cannot be ascertained where the fault lies the loss must be
equally divided. 
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§§ 8479-8487 

§ 570, CMI C.

§ 571, Civil C.

§ 572, Civil C.
§ 57:J, CMI C.

§ m. Civil c.

§ 575, Civil C.

CIVIL CODE. Product8 of the Mind. 

C H A P T E R  3 1 .

PRODUCTS OF THE MIND. 

§ 3479. Ownership of. The author of any product of the mind, whether it is an invention, or a composition in letters or art, ora design, with or without delineation, or other graphical representation has an exclusive ownership therein and in the representation orexpression thereof, which continues so long as the product and therepresentations or expressions thereof made by him remain in hispossession. § 3480. Ownership of joint products. Unless otherwiseagreed, .a product of the mind in the production of which severalpersons are jointly concerned is owned by them as follows: 1. If the product is single, in equal proportions; or, 2. If it is not single, in proportion to the con�ribution of each. § 3481. Transfer. The owner of any product of the mind, orof any representation or expression thereof, may transfer his propertyin the same. § 3482. Publication. If the owner of a product of the mindintentionally makes it public a copy or reproduction may be madepublic by any person without responsibility to the owner so far as thelaw of this state is concerned. § 3483. Subsequent production of same thing. If theowner of a product of the mind does not make it public, any otherperson subsequently and originally producing the same thing, has thesame right therein as the prior author, which is exclusive to the sameextent a�inst all persons except the prior author, or those claimingunder him. § 3484. Ownership of private communications. Ldt�rsanil other private communications in writing belong to the person towhom they are addressed and delivered; but they cannot be publishedagainst the will of the writer, except by authority of law. 

C H A P T E R  8 2 .  

OTHER KINDS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

!! 576. Civil c. § 3485. Trade-marks. One who produces or deals in a par-ticular thing or conducts a particular business may appropriate to hisexclusive use as a trade-mark any form, symbol or name which hasnot been so appropriated by another to designate the origin or ownership thereof: but he C'.annot exclusively appropriate any designation,or part of a designation, which relates only to the name, quality, orthe description of the thing or business, or the place where the thingis produced or the business is carried on. § m. c1v11 c. § 3486. Good will. The good will of a business is the expec-tation of continued public patronage, but it does not include a rightto use the name of any person from whom it was acquired. 
11 5;�. nvn c. § 3487. Is property. Transferable. The good will of abusiness is property, transferable like any other. 
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Acquisition of Property. CIVIL CODE. §§ 3488-3494 

§ 3488. Title deeds. Instruments essential to the title of real 11 579, CMI c.property and which are not kept in a public office as a record pur-suant to law belong to the person in whom for the time being such title may be vested and pass with the title. 

C H A P T E R  3 a . 

ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY. 
ARTICLE 1. -MQDES IN WHICH PROPERTY MAY BE ACQUIRED. 

§ 3489. How property acquired. Property is acquired by : , �. c1v11 c.I. Occupancy. 2. Accession. 3. Transfer. 4. Will ; or, 5. Succession. ARTICLE 2. - OCCUPANCY.
§ 3490. Title by occupancy. Occupancy for any period con- II 581, Civil c.fers a title sufficient against all except the state and those who have title by prescription, accession, transfer, will or succession. § 3491. Prescription. Occupancy for the period prescribed by II 582, Civil c.the code of civil procedure or any law of this state as sufficient to bar an action for the recovery of the property confers a title thereto, de-nominated a title by prescription, which is sufficient against all. 

ARTICLE 3. - ACCESSION. 
ACCESSION TO REAL PROPERTY. 

§ 3492. Fixtures, when tenant may remove. When a § 583, c1v11 c.person affixes his property to the land of another without an agree-ment permitting him to remove it, the thing affixed belongs to the owner of the land, unless he chooses to require the former to removeit ; provided, that a tenant may remove from the demised premises anytime during the continuance of bis term anything affixed thereto forthe purpose of trade, manufacture, ornament or domestic use, if theremoval can be effected without injury to the premises, unless thething has by the manner in which it is affixed become an integralpart of the premises. § 3493. Riparian accretions. When from natural causes § 6-,"4, Civil c .land forms by imperceptible degrees upon the bank of a river or stream, navigable or not navigable, either by accumulation of material or by the recession of the stream, such land belongs to the owner of the bank, subject to any existing right of way over the bank. § 3494. Land removed by stream reclaimed, when. If a § 585, c1v11 c.river or stream, navigable or not. navigable, carries away by sudden violence a considerable and distinguishable part of a bank and bears it to the opposite bank or to another part of the same bank, the owner 
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§§ 8495-350.3 

!; 5!!6. Civil C. 
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§ a:,�. CIYII C.

§ 5l:19, Civil C.

§ 500, Civil C.

§ 591 . Civil i;_ 

Ii 592, Ch'II C. 

§ 59:l, Ch'II C.

§ 394 , Civil C.

CIVIL CODE. A"')tti,1 ition of Properf.lJ . 

of the part carried away may reclaim it within a year after the ownerof the land to which it has been united takes possession thereof. § 3496. Islands in navigable streams. lslands and accumulations of land formed in the beds of streams which are navigablebelong to the state, if there is no title or prescription to the contrary.§ 3496. In other streams. An island or accumulation ofland formed in a stream which is not navigable belongs to the ownerof the shore on that side where the island or accumulation is formed,or if not formed on one side only, to the owners of the shore on thetwo sides, divided by an imaginary line drawn through the middle ofthe river. § 3497. Island formed by new channel. If a stream, navigable or not navigable, in forming itself a new arm divides itself andsurrounds land belonging to the owner of the shore and therebyforms an island, the island belongs to such owner. § 3498. When ancient bed taken as indemnity. If astream, navigable or not navigable, forms a new course, abandoningits ancient bed, the owners of the land newly occupied take by way ofindemnity the ancient bed abandoned, each in proportion to the landof which he has been deprived. 
ACCESSION TO PERSONAL PROPBRTY. 

§ 3499. Things inseparably united. When things belong ing to different owners have been united so as to form a single thingand cannot be separated without injury the whole belongs to theowner of the thing which forms the principal part, who must, however, reimburse the value of the residue to the other owner or surrender - the whole to him. § 3600. Principal part defined. That part is to be deemedthe principal part to which the other has been united only for . theuse, ornament or completion of the former, unless the latter is themore valuable and has been united without the knowledge of itsowner, who may in the latter case require it to be separated andreturned to him, although some injury should result to the thing towhich it has been united. § 3601. Further defined. If neither part can be consideredthe principal within the rule prescribed by the last section, the morevaluable, or if the values are nearly equal, the more considerable inbulk is to be deemed the principal part. § 3602. Thing made from another's materials. If onemakes a thing from materials belonging to another the latter mayclaim the thing on reimbursing the value of the workmanship unlessthe value of the workmanship exceeds the value of the materials,in which case the thing belongs to the maker on reimbursing thevalue of the materials. § 3603. Blended materials. When one has made use of materials which in part belong to him and in part to another in order toform a thing of a new description without having destroyed any of thematerials, but in such a way that they cannot be separated withoutinconvenience, the thing formed is common to both proprietors inproportion, as respects the one, of the materials belonging to him, andas respects the other, of the materials belonging to him and the priceof his workmanship. 
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Transfe1·. CIVIL CODE. §§ 3504--3512 

§ 3604. Admixtures of materials. When a thing has been § a�. n,·1 1 c.formed by the admixture of several materials of different owners and neither can be considered the principal substance, an owner, without whose consent the admixture was made, may require separation if thematerials can be separated without inconvenience. If they cannotbe thus separated the owners acquire the thing in common in propor-tion to the quantity, quality and value of their materials; but if thcmaterials of one were far superior to those of the others, both in<1uantity and value, he may claim the thing on reimbursing to theothers the value of their materials. � 3606. Foregoing sections not applicable to willful use. § 5r.6. chu 1·.The foregoing sections of this chapter are not applicable to cases in which one willfully uses the materials of another without his consent ; but in such cases the product belongs to the owner of the material if its identity can be traced. § 3606. Material restored in kind or value paid. In all § 50; , l'i\'1 1 l'.cases when one whose material has been used without his knowledge in order to form a pr9duct of a different description, can claim an interestin such product, he has an option to demand either restitution ofhis material in kind in the same quantity, weight, measure andquality, or the value thereof ; or when he is entitled to the product,the value thereof in place of · the product. § 3607. Damages. One who wrongfully employs materials § s�. Ci\'II c.belonging to another is liable to him in damages, as well as under the foregoing provisions of this chapter. 

C H A P T E R 3 4 .  

TRANSFER. 

ARTICLE 1 . -DEFINITION OF TRANSFER. 

� 3608. Transfer deftned. · Transfer is an act of the parties or § 509. ch'lt c.of the law by which the title to property is conveyed from one living person tu another. § 3609. Consideration unnecessary to validity. A volun- § ooo. ch·n c.tary transfer is an executed contract, subject to all rules of law, con-cerning contracts in general except that a consideration is not neces-sary to its validity. 
ARTICLE 2. _:_WHAT MAY BE TRANSFERRED. 

§ 361 O. What may be transferred. Property of any kind § 001. c1v11 c .may be transferred except as otherwise provided by this article. § 3611. Possibility not transferable. A mere possibility, § 60'!. c1,·11 c .not coupled with an interest, cannot be transferred. § 3612. Right of re-entry not transferable. A mere right § ooo. cl\'11 c.of re-entry or of repossession for breach of a condition subsequent cannot be transferred to any one except the owner of the property affected thereby. 
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CIVIL CODE. Transfer. 

ARTICLE 3. - MODE OF TRANSFER. 
§ 3613. How made. A transfer may be made without writingin every case in which a writing is not expressly required by statute.§ 3614. Written transfers named. A transfer in writing iscalled a grant, or conveyance, or bill of sale. The term "grant" in this and the next two articles includes all these instruments unless itis specially applied to real property. § 3616. Grant effectual only on delivery. A grant takeseffect 80 as to vest the interest intended to be transferred only upon its delivery by the grantor. § 3616. Delivery presumed at its date. A grant duly executed is presumed to .have been delivered at its date. § 3617. Delivery is absolute. A grant cannot be deliveredto the grantee conditionally. Delivery to him or to his agent as suchis necessarily absolute ; and the instrument takes effect thereupondischarged of any condition on which the delivery was made. § 3618. Delivery in escrow. A grant may be deposited bythe grantor with a third person to be delivered on the performance 0£a condition and on delivery by the depositary it will take effect.While in the possession of the third person and subject to conditionit is called an escrow. § 3619. Redelivery does not retransfer. Redelivering a

grant of real property to the grantor or canceling it does not operateto retransfer the title. § 3620.  When deemed constructively delivered. Thougha grant is not actually delivered into the possession of the grantee itis yet to be deemed constructively delivered in the following cases :1. When the instrument is by the agreement of the parties at thetime of execution understood to be delivered and under such circumstances that the grantee is entitled to immediate delivery ; or, 2. When it is delivered to a stranger for the benefit of a granteeand his assent is shown or may be presumed. 
ARTICLE 4. - INTERPRETATION OF GRANTS. 

§ 612. c1v11 c. ij 3621. Interpreted same as contracts. Grants are to beinterpreted in like manner with contracts in general except 80 far asis otherwise provided by this article. § 61:i. cM1 c. § 3622. Limitation not controlled by words less ·clear.A clear and distinct limitation in a grant is not controlled by otherwords less clear and distinct. § 61'. ct\·11 c. § 3623. When recourse had to recitals. If the operativewords of a grant are doubfful recourse may be had to its recitals toassist the construction. � 015, cM1 c. § 3624. In favor of grantee except public grants. A grantis to be interpreted in favor of the grantee, ex0ept that a reservationin any grant and every grant by a public officer or body, as such, to aprivate party is to be interpreted in favor of the grantor. 
§ 616, cI�-n c. § 3626. Former part prevails. If several parts of a grantare absolutely irreconcilable the former part prevails. 
§ u1;. c1v1 1  c. § 3626. Without issue deftned. When a future interest islimited by a grant to take effed on the death of any person without. heirs, or heirs of his body, or without issue, or in equivalent words 
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such words must be taken to mean successors or issue living at the 
death of the person named as ancestor. 

§§ 3527--.'·15.34 

§ 3627. Words unnecessary to fee. Words of inheritance II a1s. Civil c.
or succession are not requisite to transfer a fee in real property. 

ARTICLE 5. - EFFECT OF TRANSFER. 

§ 3628. Vests actual title. A transfer vests in the transferee 11619, Civil c ..

all the actual title to the thing transferred which the transferrer then 
has unless a different intention is expressed or is necessarily implied. 

§ 3629. Thing includes incidents. The transfer of a thing 11 620, Civil c.
transfers also all its incidents unless expressly excepted; but the 
transfer of an incident to a thing does not transfer the thing itself. 

§ 3630. Benefit taken though unnamed. A present inter- 11621. c1v11 c ..
est and the benefit of a condition or covenant respecting property 
may be taken by any natural person under a grant although not 
named a party thereto. 

CHAPTER 35. 

TRANSFER OF REAL PROPERTY. 

ARTICLE 1. -MODE OF TRANSFER. 

§ 3631. Only by law or writing. An estate in real property,
other than an estate at will or for a term not exceeding one year, can 
be transferred only by operation of law or by an instrument in writ
ing, subscribed by the party dii:1posing of the same or by his agent 
thereunto authorized by writing. 

§ 3632. By-laws empowering officers to execute. Any
foreign or domestic corporation may in its by-laws empower any one 
or more of its officers severally or conjointly to execute and acknowl
edge in its behalf conveyances, transfers, assignments, releases, satis
factions or other instruments affecting liens upon, titles to or interests 
in real estate. 

§ 3633. Who executes if not so empowered. In the absence
of any by-laws the president -or secretary of any corporation, and the 
president, secretary, treasurer or cashier of any loan, trust or banking 
corporation may execute and acknowledge such instruments when 
authorized by resolution of the board of directors. 

§ 3634. Prior instruments legalized. All instruments affect
ing liens upon, titles to or interests in real estate heretofore executed 
and acknowledged in good faith by the treasurer or cashier in behalf 
of any loan, trust or banking corporation are declared valid and effect
ual to the same extent as they would have been had the last two 
sections been in force at the time of their execution. 
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§ 3535. Form of corporation signature. The signature of
a corporation to any instrument mentioned in section 3532 shall be 
as follows: 

............................ (full name of corporation.) 
By (some officer authorized by resolution pr the by-laws of the cor

poration to execute and acknowledge such instrument.) 
........................ ( official designation of person signing.) 

Attest: 
[Seal.] ................................ , Secretary. 

§ 6'2:1. c1v11 c. § 3536. Proved by subscribing witness. Seal unneces-
sary. The execution of a grant of such estate in real property, if it 
is not duly acknowledged, must, to entitle the grant to be recorded, 
be proved by a subscribing witness or as otherwise provided in sec
tions 3581 and 3582. The absence of the seal of any grantor or his 
agent from any grant of an estate in real property heretofore or 
hereafter made shall not invalidate or in any manner impair the same. 

§ 1,2,, Civil c. § 3537. Form of grant. A grant of an estate in real property
may be made in substance as follows: 

This grant made the ........ day of ................ in the year 
........ , between A. B., of ............ , of the first part, and C. D., 
of ............ , of the second part, witnesseth: That the party of 
the first part hereby grants to the party of the second part in con-
sideration of ............ dollars, now received, all the real property 
situated in ............ , and bounded ( or described) as follows: 

Witness the hand of the party of the first part. 
A. B. 

ARTICLE 2. - EFFECT OF TRANSFER. 

1; 6'Z7. nvu c. § 3538. Passes easements. Creates an easement. A trans-
fer of real property passes all easements attached thereto and creates 
in favor thereof an easement to use other real property of the person 
whose estate is transferred in the same manner and to the same extent 
as such property was obviously and permanently used by the person 
whose estate is transferred for the benefit thereof at the time when 
the transfer was agreed upon or completed. 

§ s�. c1v11 c. § 3539. Covenants implied from use of word "grant."
From the use of the word "grant" in any conveyance by which an es
tate of inheritance or fee simple is to be passed the following cove
nants and none other, on the part of the grantor for himself and his 
heirs to the grantee, his heirs and assigns, are implied unless re
strained by express terms contained in such conveyance: 

1. That previous to the time of the execution of such convey
ance the grantor has not conveyed the same estate, or any right, 
title or interest therein to any person other than the grantee. 

2. That such estate is at the time of the execution of such convey
ance free from in cum brances done, made or suffered by the grantor, 
or any person claiming under him. Such covenants may be sued 
upon in the same manner as if they had been expressly inserted in 
the conveyance. 

� s�u. c1v11 c. § 3540. Grant conclusive against whom. Every grant of
an estate in real property is conclusive against the grantor and every 
one subsequently claiming under him, except a purchaser or incum-
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brancer who in good faith and for a valuable consideration, acquires a 
title or lien by an instrument that is first duly recorded. 

§ 3641. Grant valid pro tanto. A grant made by the owner § 6:ll, cM1 c.
of an estate for life or years, purporting to transfer a greater estate 
than be could lawfully transfer, does not work a forfeiture of his es-
tate, but passes to the grantee all the estate which the grantor could 
lawfully transfer. 

§ 3642. Title to highway. A transfer of land bounded by a § 631, <'Ml c.
highway passes the title of the person whose estate is transferred to 
the soil of the highway in front to the center thereof unless a different 
intent appears from the grant. 

§ 3643. Attornment not necessary. Grants of rents or of § 63'!, cM1 c.
reversions or of remainders are good and effectual without attorn-
ments of the tenants, but no tenant who before notice of the grant 
shall have paid rent to the grantor must suffer any damage thereby. 

§ 3644. Lineal and collateral warranties abolished. Lin- § 633. nv11 c.
eal and collateral warranties with all their incidents are abolished: 
but the heirs and devisees of any person who has made any covenant 
or agreement in reference to the title of, in or to any real property are 
answerable upon such covenant or agreement to the extent of the land 
descended or devised to them in the cases and in the manner pre-
scri bcd by law. 

§ 3646. Grant presumes fee simple title. A fee simple § G:i:1. c1v11 c.
titfe is presumed to be intended to pass by a grant of rt>al property 
unless it appears from the grant that a lesser estate was intended. 

§ 3646. Grant takes effect on performance of condition. § G:i:1. ch·II c.
An instrument purporting to be a grant of real property to take effect 
upon a condition precedent passes the estate upon the performance 
of the condition. 

§ 3647. After acquired title. When a person purports by § 633. CMi c.
proper instrument to grant real property in fee simple and subse-
quently acquires any title or claim of title thereto the same passes by 
operation of law to the grantee or his successors. 

§ 3648. Reconveyance when estate defeated by nonper- § aa:i, c1\'11 <'.
formance of condition subsequent. When a grant is made 
upon condition subsequent and is subsequently defeated by the non
performance of the condition, the person otherwise entitled to hold 
under the grant must reconvey the property to the grantor or his 
successors by grant duly acknowledged for record. 

§ 3649. Incumbrances defined. The term "incumbrances" § G:J:l, c1v11 c.
includes taxes, assessments and all liens upon real property. 
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CHAPTER 36. 

TRANSFERS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY. 
ARTICLE 1. -MODE OF TRANSFER. 

§ 3660. Ships and trusts. An interest in a ship or in an
existing trust can be transferred only by operation of law or by a 
written instrument subscribed by the person making the transfer or 
by his agent. 

§ 3661. Other personalty. The mode of transferring other
personal property by sale is regulated by the chapter on that subject 
in this code. 

ARTICLE 2. - ,VHAT OPERATES AS A TRANSFER. 
§ 3662. When title passes. The title to personal property

sold or exchanged passes to the buyer whenever the parties agree upon 
a present transfer and the thing itself is identified, whether it is 
separated from other things or not. 

§ 3663. When transfer by executory agreement opera
tive. Title is transferred by an executory agreement for the sale or 
exchange of personal property, only when the buyer has accepted the 
thing, or when the seller has completed it, prepared it for delivery 
and offered it to the buyer, with intent to transfer the title thereto in 
the manner prescribed by the second subdivision of article 4 of 
chapter 42. 

§ 3664. Transfer by agent. When the possession of personal
property together with the power to dispose thereof is transferred by 
its owner to another person an executed sale by the latter, while in 
possession to a buyer in good faith and in the ordinary course of 
business for value, transfers to such buyer the title of the former 
owner, though he may be entitled to rescind and does resdnd the 
transfer made by him. 

ARTICLE 3. - GIFTS. 
§ 3666. Gift defined. A gift is a transfer of personal property

made voluntarily and without consideration. § 3666. Requisites of valid verbal gift. A verbal gift is not
valid unless the means of obtaining possession and control of the 
thing are given, nor, if it is capable of delin.'ry, unless there is an 
actual or symbolical delivery of the thing to the donee. 

§ 3667. Irrevocable. Exception. A gift, other than a gift
in view of death, cannot be revoked by the gi\°er. 

§ 3668. In view of death defined. A gift in view of death isone which is made in contemplation, fear or peril of death and with
intent that it shall take effect only in case of the death of the giver. § 3669. When presumed. A gift made during the last illness 
of the giver or under circumstances whieh would naturally impress 
him with an expectation of speedy death is presumed to be a gift in 
view of death. § 3660. Revocable. Rights of purchaser. A gift in view
of de,ath may be revoked by thl\ giver at any time and is revoked by 
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bis recovery from the illness or escape from the peril under the 
presence of which it was made or by the occurrence of any event 
which would operate as a revocation of a will made at the same time ; 
but when the gift has been delivered to the donee the rights of a bona 
fide purchaser from the donee before the revocation shall not be 
.affected by the revocation. 

§§ 3561-3567 

§ 3 661 . Not affected by will. A gift in view of death is not II 615, cMt c .
.affected by a previous will ; nor by a subsequent will unless it 
-expresses an intention to revoke the gift. 

§ 3 662. Treated as a legacy as to creditors. A gift in view of II 646, c1v11 c .
.death must be treated as a legacy so far as relates only to the creditors 
-of the giver. 

C HA P T E R  37 . 

RECORDING TRANSFERS. 

ARTICLE 1. -- WHAT MAY BE RECORDED. 

§ 3 663 . What may be recorded. Any instrument or judg
ment affecting the title to or possession of real property may be 
recorded under this chapter. 

2. Judgments affecting the title to or the possession of real
property, authenticated by the certificate of the clerk of the court in 
which such judgments were rendered may be recorded without 
acknowledgment or further proof. 

3. Letters patent from the United States and final receivers'
receipts from the United States land offices may be recorded without 
.acknowledgment or further proof. 

§ 3 664. Prerequisites to record. Before an instrument can
be recorded unless it belongs to a class provided for in either section 
3563 or 3590 its execution must be acknowledged by the person execut
ing the same, or if executed by a corporation, by the person authorized 
to execute it by sections 3532 and 3533, or proved by a subscribing 
witness, or as providedlin sections 3581 and 3582, and the acknowledg
ment or proof certified in the manner prescribed by article 3 of this 
chapter. 

§ 3 666. When proved instrument recorded. An instrument
-proved and certified pursuant to sections 3581 and 3582 may be 
reCGrded in the proper office if the original is at the same time 
-deposited therein to remain for public inspection, but not otherwise. 

§ 3 666. Transfers by way of mortgage. Transfers of or
liens on property by way of mortgage are required to be recorded in 
the cases specified in the chapter on mortgages. 

ARTICLE 2, - 1\foDE OF RECORDING. 

!I 647. ('lvll C. 
ti 1 ,  c. li. 18i9. 

11 648. C l'rll C' .  
am "d. 

!I 649, C'h'll C. 

II 650. (' h'll C. 
am'd. 

§ 3667. Where recorded. Fee indorsed. Instruments en- 11 ss1, c h'lt c.
titled to be recorded must be recorded by the register of deeds of the 
,county in which the real property affected thereby is situated. The 
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register must in all eases indorse the amount of his fee for the record
ing on the instruments recorded. 

§ 3568. When deemed recorded. An instrument is deemed
to be reeorded when, being duly acknowledged or proved and certified, it 
is deposited in the register's office with the proper officer for record. 

§ 3569. Instruments in unorganized counties, where
recorded. The unorganized counties of the state in any judicial 
subdivision are hereby attached to and made a part of the county 
where the court is held for such subdivision for the purpose of filing 
and recording all deeds, mortgages and other instruments, so long as 
such counties remain unorganized aud the filing and record of all such 
deeds, mortgages and other instruments heretofore made in the man
ner herein provided for are hereby declared to be legal and valid. § 3570. Separate books for grants and mortgages. Grants,
absolute in tnms, are to be rceorded in one st•t of books and mort
gage's in anotlwr. 

§ 3571. Duty of register. The duties of registers of dePds
in respect. to recording instruments are preSC'rihed by statute. 

§ 3572. Transfers of vessels. ThC' mode of recording trans
fers of vessels registered under the laws of the United State's is reg u
lated by acts of congress. 

ARTICLE 3. -PROOF AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF INSTRUMENT·::; , 
§ 3573. At any pl�ce in state, before whom. The pr<>?f or

acknowledgement of an rnstruruent may be made at any place with in 
this state before a justice or clerk of the supreme court, or notary
public. § 3574. Within district in state, before whom. The proof
or 'acknowledgment of an instrument may be made in this state within 
the judicial district, county, subdivision or city for which the officer 
was elected or appointed, before either : 

1. A judge or clerk of a court of r<.'cord : or,
2. A mayor of a city ; or,
3. A register of deeds ; or,
4. A justice of the peace ; or,
5. A C nited States circuit or district court commissioner ; or,
6. A county auditor. 
§ 3575 . Without state, but within United States, before

whom. The proof or acknowledgment of an instrument may bemade without the state, but within the Cnited States and within the
jurisdiction of the officer, before- either : 1. A justice, judge or clerk of any court of record of the United
States. •. 2. A justice, judge or clerk of any court of record of any state or
territory ; or, 

3. A notary public ; or,
4. Any other officer of the state or territory where the acknowl

edgment is made, authorized by its laws to take _ such proof or 
acknowledgment. 

5. A commissioner appointed for the purpose by the governor of
this state, pursuant to the political code. 

§ 3576. Without the United States, before whom. The 
proof or acknowledgment of an instrument may be made without 
the United States before either : 
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1. A minister, commissioner or charge d'affairs of the United
States. resident and accredited in the country where the proof or 
acknowledgment is made ; or, 

2. A consul, vice consul or consular agent of the United States
resident in the country where the proof or acknowledgment is 
made : or, 

3. · A judge, clerk, register or commissioner of a court of record ofthe country. where the proof or acknowledgment is made ; or, 
4. A notary public of such country ; or, • 
5. An officer authorized by the laws of the country where the

proof or acknowledgment is taken to take proof or acknowledg
ments ;  or, 6. When any of the officers mentioned in this article are author
ized by law to appoint a deputy, the acknowledgment or proof may 
be taken by such deputy in the name of his principal. 

7. All proofs or acknowledgments heretofore taken according to
the provisions of this chapter are hereby declared to be sufficientlyauthenticated and to be entitled to record, and all such records hereafter
made shall be notice of the contents of the instruments so recorded. 

§§ 3�i7- :l581 

§ 3677. What knowledge officer taking acknowledg- 11 6.'19, cM1 c.ment must have. The acknowledgment of an instrument must am'd. 
not be taken, unless the officer taking it knows or has satisfactory 
evidence on the oath or affirmation of a crediblo witness that the per-
son making such acknowledgment is the individual who is described in 
and who.executed the instrument ; or, if executed by a corporation, 
that the person making such acknowledgment is authorized to make 
it as provided in sections 3532 and 3533. 

§ 3678. Conveyance by married woman. A conveyance or § 001. CIYII c. other instrument executed by a married woman has the same effect � 2• c. 2• 1��1 -

as if she was unmarried and may be acknowledged in the same 
manner. § 3679. How proof made, when not acknowledged. Proof § 66'i, c11·11 c.
of the execution of an instrument, when not acknowledged may be 
made either : 

l . By the party executing it, or either of them ; or,
2, By a subscribing witness ; or, 
3. By other witnesses in cases mentioned in sections 3581 and 35ti2.
§ 3680. Knowledge required by officer taking proof. If, § 66'i. cM1 c.

by .a subscribing witness, such witness must be personally known to 
the officer taking the proof to be the person whose name is subscribed 
to the instrument as a witness, or must be proved to be such by the 
oath of a credible witness. The subscribing witness must prove that 
the person whose name is subscribed to the instrument as a party is 
the person described in it, and that such person executed it, and that 
the witness subscribed his .name thereto as a witness. § 3681. When other proof received. The execution of an II ooa. cM1 c.
instrument may be established by proof of the handwriting of the 
party and of a subscribing witness, if there is one, in the following 
cases : l. When the parties and all the subscribing witnesses are dead ; or,

2. When the parties and all the subscribing witnesses are nonresi
dents of the state ; or, 

3. When the place of their residence is unknown to the 
1

arty
desiring the proof, and cannot be ascertained by the exercise o due 
diligence ; or, 
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4. When the subscribing witness conceals himself, or cannot be
found by the officer by the exercise of due diligence in attempting to 
serve a subpama or attachment ; or, 

5. In case of the continued failure or refusal of the witness to
testify for the space of one hour after his appearance. 

§ 3682. What prc;>of must _show. The evidence taken under the preceding section must satisfactorily prove to the officer the fol
lowing facts : 

· 1. The existence of one or more of the oonditions mentioned
therein ; and, 

2. That the witness testifying knew the person whose name pur
ports to be subscribed to the instrument as a party, and is well 
acquainted with his signature and that it is genuine ; and, 

3. That the witness testifying personally knew the person who
subscribed the instrument as a witness, and is well acquainted with 
his signature and that it is genuine ; and, 

4. The place of residence of the witness.
§ 3683. Contents of certificate. An officer taking proof of

the execution of an instrument must, in his certificate indorsed 
thereon or attached thereto, set forth all the matters required by law 
to be done or known by him or proved before him on the proceeding, 
together with the names of all the witnesses examined before him, 
their places of residence respectively, and the substance of their 
evidence. 

§ 3684. Forms of certificates. An officer taking the acknowl
edgment of an instrument must indorse thereon or attach thereto a 
certificate substantially in the forms hereinafter prescribed. 

1. Such eertificate of acknowledgment, unless it is otherwise in
this article provided, must be in substantially the following form : 
State of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , l ss County of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \ ·

On this . . . . . . . .  day of . . . . . . . . . . . .  , in the year . . . . . . .  , before me 
personally appeared . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , known to me ( or proved to 
me on the oath of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) to be the person who is de-
scribed in and who executed the within instrument, and acknowledged 
to me that he (or they) executed the same. 

2. The certificate of acknowledgment of an instrument executed
by a corporation must be substantially in the following form : 
State of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , } County of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ss.

On this . . . . . . . day of . . . . . . . . . . . .  , in the year . . . . . . . , before me 
( here insert the name and quality of the officer ) ,  personally appeared 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , known to me ( or proved to me on the oath of 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) to be the president ( or the secretary ) of the corporation that is described in and that executed the within instru
ment, and acknowledged to ·me that such corporation executed the 
snme. 

3. The certificate of acknowledgment by an attorney in fact must
be substantially in the following form : 
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State of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • l 
County of . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . ) ss.

On this . . . . . . . .  day of . . . . . . . . . . . . . , in the year . . . .  , before me 
( here insert the name and quality of the officer ) ,  personally appeared 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , known to me ( or proved to me on the oath of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) to be the person who is described in and whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument as the attorney in fact 
of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and acknowledged to me that he subscribed the 
name of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  thereto as principal and his own name as 
attorney in fact. 

4. All acknowledgments of deeds or other instruments in writing
made by any deputy sheriff of this state shall be made substantially 
according to the following form : 
State of North Dakota, l 
County of . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . f 88• 

On this . . . . . . . .  day of . . • . . . . . . . . . .  , in the year . . • .  before me, 
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , in and for said county, personally appeared 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , known to me to be the person who is described 
in and whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as deputy 
sheriff of said county and acknowledged to me that he subscribed the 
name of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . thereto as sheriff of said county and his 
own name as deputy sheriff. 

§§ 3585-8588 

§ 3685. Legalizing former acknowledgments. All ac- § 2. c. 2, 1881. 
knowledgments heretofore made by any deputy sheriff of the several 
counties of this state, either by or for himself as such deputy, or in 
the name of or for his principal, to . any sheriff's certificate of sale, 
certificate of redemption, or sheriff's deed, or other instrument apper-
taining to the sale, redemption or conveyance of any real estate sold 
at sheriff's sale upon execution or by foreclosure, either by action or 
advertisement shall be and the same is hereby declared to be legal 
and of binding force and effect. 

§ 3586. How officer's certiftcate authenticated . Officers 1 006, c1v11 c.
taking and certifying acknowledgments or proof of instruments for 
record must authenticate their certificates by affixing thereto their 
signatures followed by the name of their offices ; also their seals of 
office, if by the laws of the territory, state or country where the 
acknowledgment or proof is taken, or by authority of which they are 
acting, they are required to have official seals. Judges and clerks of 
courts of record must authenticate their certificates as aforesaid by 
affixing thereto the seal of their proper court ; and mayors of cities 
by the seal thereof. 

§ 3687. Oertulcate of clerk. Acknowledgment before � 006, c1v11 c.
justice. The certificate of proof or acknowledgment, if made before 
a justice of the peace, when used in any county other than that in 
which he resides must be accompanied by a certificate under the handand seal of the clerk of the district court, or of any other county
court of record of the county in which the justice resides, setting 
forth that such justice at the time of taking such proof or acknowl-
edgment was authorized to take the same and that the clerk is ac-
quainted with his handwriting and believes that the signature to the 
original certificate is genuine. 

§ 3688. Action to correct certiftcate. When the acknowl- § oo;, c1v11 c. 
edgment or proof of execution of an instrument is properly made, 
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but defectively certified, any party interested may have an action in 
the district court to obtain a judgment correcting the certificate. § 3689. Action to prove instrument. Any person interested 
under an instrument entitled to be proved for record may institute an 
action in the district court against the proper parties to obtain a judg
ment proving such instrument. § 3690. What entitles judgment to record. A certified
copy of the judgment in a proceeding instituted under either of the 
two preceding sections, showing the proof of the instrument, and 
attached thereto, entitles the instrument to record with like effect as 
if acknowledged. § 3691. Authority of officers in taking proof. Officers
authorized to take the proof of instruments are authorized in such 
proceedings : 

1. To administer oaths or affirmations.
2. To employ and swear interpreters.
3. To issue subpamas, obedience to which may be enforced as

provided in the code of civil procedure. 
� 3692. Code does not affect former instruments. The 

legality of the execution, acknowledgment, proof, form or record of 
any conveyance or other instrument made before this amended code 
goes into effect, executed, acknowledged, proved or recorded is not 
nffected by anything contained in this chapter, but depends for its 
rnlidity and legality, except as to seals, upon the laws in force when 
the act was performed. § 3693. Force and record of former instruments. All
<'Onveyances of real property made before this amended code goes into 
c>tfect and acknowledged or proved according to the laws in force at 
the time of such making and acknowl�ent or proof have the same 
force as evidence and may be recorded m the same manner and with 
like effect as conveyances executed and acknowledged in pursuance 
of this chapter. 

ARTICLE 4. - EFFECT OP RECORDING OB THE WANT THEREOF. 

§ 3694. When conveyance 1lrst recorded makes prior
unrecorded one void. Every conveyance of real property, other 
than a lease for a term not exceeding one year, is void as against any 
subsequent purchaser or incumbrancer, including an assignee of a 
mortgage, lease or other conditional estate of the same property, or 
any part thereof, in good faith and for a valuable consideration, whose 
conveyance is first duly recorded. § 3696. " Conveyance" defined. The term " conveyance" as
used in the last section embraces every instrument in writing by 
which any estate or interest in real property is created, aliened, mort
gaged or incumbered or by which the title to any real property may 
be affected, except wills, executory contracts for the sale or purchase 
of real property and powers of attorney.§ 3696. Requisites of instrument to revoke power to 
convey. No instrument containing a power to convey or execute 
instruments affecting real property which has been recorded is revoked 
by any act of the party by whom it was executed, unless the instru
ment containing such revocation is also acknowledged or proved, 
certified and recorded in the same office in which the instrument con
taining the power was recorded. 
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§ 3697. Record constructive notice of execution. The I 61,, Civil c.
recording and deposit of an instrument proved and certified according 
to the provisions of sections 3565, 3579, 3580, 3581 and 3582 are con-
structive notice of the execution of such instrument to all purchasers 
and incumbrancers subsequent to the recording ; but the proof, record-
ing and deposit do not entitle the instrument, or the record thereof, 
or the transcript of the record to be read in evidence. 

§ 3698. Unrecorded instrument valid as to whom. An § 675, Civil c.unrecorded instrument is valid as between the parties thereto and 
those who have notice thereof. 

C H A P T E R  8 8 .

UNLAWFUL TRANSFERS. 

§ 31>99. Instruments made with intent to defraud void. § 676, c1v11 c.

Every instrument other than a will affecting an estate in real prop
erty, including every charge upon real property or upon its rents or 
profits, made with intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers 
thereof or incumbrancers thereon is void as against every purchaser 
or incumbrancer for value of the same property, or the rents or profits 
thereof. 

§ 3600. Privity to fraud cures it. No instrument is to be § 677 ,  c1v11 c.
avoided under the last preceding section in favor of a subsequentpun·haser or incumbrancn having notice thereof at the time his pur-
chase was made or his lien acquired, unless the person in whose favor 
the instrument was made was privy to the fraud intended. 

§ 3601. If power to revoke reserved, subsequent grant is § 678. nvll c. 

revocation. When a power to revoke or modify an instrument 
affecting the title to or the enjoyment of an estate in real property is 
reserved to the grantor or given to any other person, a subsequent 
grant of or charge upon the estate by the person having the power of 
revocation in favor of a pu.rchaHer or incumhrancer for value oper-
ates as a revocation of tlw original instrument to the extc>nt of the 
power in favor of such purchaser or incumbrancer. 

§ 3602. When power deemed executed. When a person § 679. Civil c.
having a powt•r of revocation within the provisions of the last section 
is not entitled to execute it until aftor the timo at which he makes 
such a grant or charge as is described in that section, the power is 
deemed to be executed as soon as he is entitled to execute it. 

§ 3603. Good faith purchaser protected. The rights of a § &;0. c tvl l  e.
purchaser or incumbrancer in good faith and for value are not to be 
impaired by any of the foregoing provisions of this chapter. 

§ 3604. Other unlawful transfers. Other provisions con- § 682. cMt c.
cerning unlawful transfers are contained in chapter 96 of this code 
concerning the special relations of debtor and creditor. 
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C H APT E R  3 9 .  

HOMESTEAD. 
§ 3606. Homestead defined. Exempt. The homestead of

every head of a family residing in this state, not exceeding in value 
five thousand dollars, and if within a town plat, not exceeding two 
acres in extent, and if not within a town plat, not exceeding in the 
aggregate more than one hundred and sixty acres, and consisting 
of a dwelling house in which the homestead claimant resides and all 
its appurtenances and the land on which the same is situated shall be 
exempt from judgment lieu and from execution or forced sale except 
as provided in this chapter. 

§ 3606. How selected. If the homestead claimant is married
the homestead may be selected from the separate property of the 
husband or, with the consent of the wife, from her separate prop�rty. 
When the homestead claimant is not married, but is the head of a 
family within the meaning of section 3625, the homestead may be 
selected from any of his or her property ; provided, that the home
stead so selected must in no case embrace different lots or tracts of 
land unless they are contiguous. 

§ 3607. When subject to execution. The homestead is sub
ject to execution or forced sale in satisfaction of judgments obtained : 

1. On debts secured by mechanic's or laborer's liens for work or
labor <lone or material furnished exclusively for the improvement of 
the same. 

2. On debts secured by mortgage on the premises executed and
acknowledged by both husband and wife, or an unmarried claimant. 

3. On debts created for the purchase thereof and for all taxes
accruing and levieµ thereon.§ 3608. How conveyed. The homestead of a married person 
cannot be conveyed or incumbered, unless the instrument by which it 
is conveyed or incumbered is executed and acknowledged by both 
husband and wife. 

§ 3609. Statute of limitations. No action, defense or counter
claim founded upon a right of homestead in property heretofore con
veyed or incumbered, otherwise than as provided by the law in force 
at the time of the execution of such conveyance or incumbrance, and 
for which no declaration of homestead shall have been filed previous 
to the taking effect of this section shall be effectual or maintainable , 
unless such action is commenced or such defense or counterclaiminterposed on or before the first day of January, 1000; provided,
nevertheless, that such limitation shall not apply if the homestead 
claimant was at the time of the execution of such conveyance or 
incumbrance in the actual possession of the property claimed and had 
not quit such possession previous to the commencement of such action 
or the interposing of such defense or counterclaim. 

§ 361 0. When appraised. When an execution for the enforct' 
ment of a judgment obtained in a case not within the classes enumer
ated in section 3f>07 is levied upon the homestead the judgment 
creditor may apply to the district court in the county in which sueh 
homestead is situated for the appointment of persons to appraise the 
value thereof. 
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§ 3611. Application for appraisers. The application for I 6, c. s;, 1�91, 
appraisers must be made upon a verified petition showing : am'd. 

1. The fact that an execution has been levied upon the homestead.
2. The name of the claimant.
3. That the value of the homestead exceeds the amount of the

homestead exemption. 
§ 3612. Petition filed. The petition must be filed with the 11 ;, c. s;, 1�91 . 

derk of the district court and a copy thereof with notice of the time 
and place of hearing served on the claimant at }Em.st ten days beforethe hearing. 

§ 3613. Appointment of appraisers. Oath and duties. At 11 s. �m8:i1 . 1AA1.
1he hearing the court upon proof of the service of such notice and 
petition and of the facts stated in the petition may appoint three 
disinterested residents of the county to appraise the va}u3 of the 
homestead, who must take an oath impartially to appraise the same. 
They must view the premises and appraise the value thereof and if 
the appraised value exceeds the homestead exemption they must 
detennine whether the real property claimed can be divided without 
material injury. 

§ 3614. Report to judge. Within fifteen days after their
appointment the appraisers must present to the judge a report inwriting, which report must show the appraised value of the homestead
and their determination upon the matter of a division of the real 
property claimed. 

� 3611>. How homestead divided. If from the appraisers' § 9, c. 6i. 1�91 . report it appears that the real property claimed as a homestead can be 11.m'd. 

divided without material injury the court shall by an order direct the 
appraisers to set. off to the claimant so much of the real property, 
inclucling the residence, as will amount in value to the homestead 
exemption and the execution may be enforced against the remainder 
of the real property. 

§ 3616. When sold. If from the appraisers' report it appears 11 10, c. 6i, 1891. to the court that the real property claimed as a homestead exceeds in am'd. 

value the amount of the homestead exemption and that it cannot be 
divided without material injury, he must make an order directing its 
sale under the execution; but at such sale no bid must be received 
unless it exceeds the amount of the homestead exemption. 

§ 3617. Proceeds of sale exempt. Disposition of. If the 11 11 .  c. s;. 1s91. sale is made the proc,eeds thereof to the amount of the homestead am'd. 

exemption must be paid to the claimant and the residue applied to 
the satisfaction of the execution ; provided, that when the execution 
is against a husband, whose wife is •living, the court may, in its dis-
cretion, direct the five thousand dollars to be deposited in court to be 
paid out only on the joint receipt of the husband and wife and itshall, whether paid directly to the claimant or to the husband and
wife jointly, possess all the protection against legal process and vol-
untary disposition by the husband as did the original homestead 
premises. 

§ 3618. Fees of appraisers. The appraisers shall receive the 11 1�. c. 6i , t�91. 
same fees as jurors in civil cases in the district court, which with all 
other costs of these proceedings must be paid by the execution cred-
itor in the first instance, but in the cases provided for in sections 
3616 and 3617 the amount paid must be added as costs on execution 
and collected accordingly. 
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§ 3619. Proceeds of sale exempt. If the homestead is con
veyed as provided in section 3608 or sold for the satisfaction of any 
lien mentioned in section 3607, the price thereof or the proceeds of 
the sale beyond the amount necessary to satisfy such lien, and not 
exceeding in either case the amount of the homestead exemption, shall 
be entitled thereafter to the same protection against legal process as 
the law gives to the homestead. 

§ 3620. Who may make declaration of homestead. Any
person who is the l\ead of a family may make a declaration of home
stead in the manner provided in the next two sections, but a failure 
to make such declaration shall not impair the homestead right. 

§ 3�21. How executed and acknowledged. In order to
•select a homestead the husband or other head of the family, or in case
the husband has not made such selection, the wife must execute and 
acknowledge in the same manner as a grant of real property is 
acknowledged a declaration of homestead and file the same for record. 

§ 3622. Contents of. The declaration of homestead must con
tain : 1. A statement showing that the person making it is the head of
a family ; or, when the declaration is made by the wife, showing that 
her husband has not made such declaration for their joint benefit. 

2. A statement that the person making it is residing on the prem-
ises and claims them as a homestead. 

3. A description of the premises.
4-. An estimate of their cash value. 
§ 3623. Must be recorded. The declaration must be recorded

in the office of the register of deeds of the county in which the land 
is situated. 

§ 3624. Effect of sale of homestead. The sale and disposi
tion of one homestead shall not be held to prevent the selection or 
purchase of another as provided in this chapter. 

§ 3625 . "Head of family" defined. The phrase "head of a
family" as used in this chapter includes within its meaning : 

1. The husband or wife when the claimant is a married person ;but in no case are both husband and wife entitled each to a home
stead under the provisions of this chapter. 

2. Every person who has residing on the premises with him or
her and under his or her care and maintenance, either : 

(a) His or her child or the child of his or her dec�ased wife or
husband, whether by birth or adoption. 

( b )  A minor brother or sister or the minor child of a deceased 
brother or sister. 

( c ) A fathe.r, mother, grandfather or grandmother.
(d) The father or mother, grandfather or grandmother of a de

ceased husband or wife. 
( e ) An unmarried sister or any other of the relatiYes mentioned

in this section who have attained the age of majority and are unable to 
take care of or support themselves. 

§ 3626. Descent and distribution of homestead estates. Upon the death of a person in whom the title to real property consti
tuting a homestead as defined in this chapter is vested a homestead 
<'state in such real property shall survive, descend and be distributed 
to the persons and in the order following : 

1. To the surviving husband or wife for life ; or,
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2. There being no surviving husband or wife, to the decedent's
minor child or children until the youngest attains majority ; or, 

3. The surviving husband or wife dying before, then thereafter to
the decedent's minor child or children until the youngest attains 
majority. § 3627. "Homestead estate" and "youngest" defined. The
term "homestead estate" employed in this chapter shall be construed 
to mean the right to the possession, use, control, income and rents of 
the real property held or occupied by such decedent as a homestead 
at death; and the term "youngest." as employed in this chapter shall 
be construed to mean the decedent's child, whether by birth or 
adoption, last to attain majority. 

§ 3628. Ascertaining and setting off homestead after 
death of owner; If a homestead in such real property had been 
ascertained and set off to such decedent before death as provided in 
this chapter the homestead estate provided for in section 3626 
shall be commensurate therewith and must not be again ascertained; 
but if such homestead had not been so ascertained and set off, the 
county court must ascertain in the manner provided in the probate 
code and set off and decree the homestead estate to the surviving 
husband or wife, or minor child or children, as the case may be ; pro
vided, however, that the real property which is subjected to the home
stead estate by the county court and in which such estate is ascer
tained and set off by such court must not exceed in value or area the 
value or area prescribed in section 3605. 

§ 3629. Decree of county court. Provisions of. The
county court shall ascertain and set forth in its decree setting off the 
homestead estate to the surviving husband or wife or minor child or 
children, whether ascertained by it or not, the name of and the dates 
at which the minor child, or each minor child, if more than one, will 
attain majority and direct in such decree that in case the surviving 
husband or wife dies before the last of such dates is reached, the 
minor child or children then surviving shall from the time of such 
dl'ath succeed to such homestead est.ate until the youngest attains 
majority. If a surviving minor child dies before a full satisfaction 
of the homestead estate such estate shall thereafter be proceeded with 
as though such child had never lived. § 3630. Estate descends exempt. Exception. The real
vroperty subjected to such homestead estate shall , subject to the full 
satisfaction of such estate, descend exempt from decedent's debts 
except as provided in section 3607 and be distributed in the same 
manner as real property not subjected to a homestead estate, or as 
directed in the decedent's will ; provided, that in no case shall the real 
property constituting the homestead of a decedent, or any part thereof, 
descend or be distributed to any person of.her than the surviving hus
band or wife 'and decedent's heirs in the direct descending line as pre
scribed in chapter 41 until all the decedent's debts are fully paid. 

§ 3631. May be devised subject to homestead estate. Sub
ject to the homestead estate as defined by law and the payment of 
decedent's debts, the homestead may be devised to persons other 
than those mentioned ·in section 3f.iB0 like other real property of the 
testator. 

§ 3632. Conveyance in case of insanity. If either the hus
band or wife shall become insane, the county court of the county in 
which the homestead is situated may, upon application of the husband 
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or wife not insane and upon due proof of such insanity, make an order 
permitting the husband or wife not insane to sell and convey or 
mortgage such homestead. 

§ 3633. Requisites of petition. Such application shall be
made by a petition to the court subscribed and sworn to by the appli
cant, setting forth the name and age of the insane husband or wife ; 
the number, age and sex of the children of such insane husband or 
wife ; a description of the premises constituting the homestead ; the 
value of the same; the county in which it is situated ; and such facts 
in addition to that of the insanity of the husband or wife, relating to 
the circumstances or necessities of the applicant and bis or her family, 
as he or she may rely upon in support of the petition. 

§ 3634. Notice, on whom and how served. Notice of the
application for such order shall be served upon such persons and in 
such manner as the court shall by order direct and in such order the 
court shall fix a time for the hearing of the application. 

§ 3636. Order of sale recorded. A certified copy of the order
granting permission to sell and convey or mortgage the homestead 
shall be filed for record and recorded in the office of the register of 
deeds of the county in which the homestead is situated. 

§ 3636. Court may direct disposition of funds. On grant
ing an order authorizing a saie of the homestead the court may direct 
that a part of the funds derived from such sale, not to exceed one
third thereof be set aside and may direct its investmt>nt for the use 
and benefit of the insane husband or wife. If such husband or wife 
dies while insane the sum so set aside reverts to the surviving hus
band or wife. If he or she is dead at the time the insane husband or 
wife dies, then such sum shall descend in accordance with the laws of 
succession as provided in this code. 

§ 3637. Appeal. On the hearing of such application any of the
kindred of the insane person may appear and be heard in the prem
ises, and may appeal from any order made on the subject to the dis
trict court for the county in which the land is situated in the manner 
provided for appeals in other cases. 

§ 3638. Such conveyance valid. A conveyance or mortgage
of the homestead made pursuant to the last six sections shall be as 
valid and effectual as if the insane husband or wife had been sane 
and had joined in the execution and acknowledgment of such con
veyance or mortgage. 
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C H A P T E R  4 0 .  

WILL. 

ARTICLE 1. - EXECUTION AND REVOCATION OF WIL L. 
§ 3639. Who may make. Every person over the age of

�ighteen years of sound mind may by last will dispose of all his 
�state, real and personal, and such estate not disposed of by will is 
succeeded to as provided in chapter 41 of this code, being chargeable 
in both cases with the payment of all the decedent's debts as provided 
in the probate code. 

§ 3640. Married woman, same right. A married woman
may dispose of all her separate estate by will without the consent of 
l1er husband and may alter or revoke the will in like manner as if she 
was single. Her will must be executed and proved in like manner as 
other i·ills. 

§ 3641. Undue influence. A will or part of a will procured to
be made by duress, menace, fraud or undue influence may be denied 
probate : and a revocation procured by the same means may be 
<leclared void. 

� 3642. What may be willed. Every estate and interest in 
real or personal property to which heirs, husband, widow or next of 
kin might succeed may be disposed of by will . 

§ 3643. Made to any one capable of taking. A testamentary
<lispostion may be made to any person capable by law of taking the 
property so disposed of, except that no corporation can take under a 
will, unless expressly authorized by statute so to take. 

§ 3644. Nuncupative will. Requisites. To make a nun
eupative will valid and to entitle it to be admitted to probate the 
following requisites must be observed : 

1. The estate bequeathed must not exceed in value the sum of
one thousand dollars. 

2. It must be proved by two witnesses who were present at the
making thereof, one of whom was asked by the testator at the time to 
bear witness that such was his will, or to that effect. 

3. The decedent must at the time have been in actual military ser
vice in the field or doing duty on shipboard at sea and in either 
�ase in actual contemplation, fear or peril of death, or the decedent 
must have been at the time in expectation of immediate death from 
an injury received the same day. 

§ 3646. Mutual will. A conjoint or mutual will is valid, but it
may be revoked by any of the testators in like manner with any other 
will. 

§ 3646. Conditional will may be denied probate. A will,
the validity of which is made by its own terms conditional, may be 
<lenied probate, according to the event, with reference to the condition. 

§ 3647. Olographic will. An olographic will is one that is
entirely written, dated and si�ned by the hand of the testator himself. 
It is subject to no other form and may be made in or out of this state 
and need not be witnessed. 
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§ 3648. How wills must be executed and attested. Every
wih, other than a nuncupative will, must be in writing: and twery 
will, other than an olographic will and a nuncupative will, must be 
executed and attested as follows : 

1. It must be subscribed at the end thereof by the testator him
self, or some person in his presence and by his direction must sub
seribe his name thereto. 

2. The subscription must be made in the presence of the attesting
witnesses, or be acknowledged by the testator to them to have been 
made by him or by his authority. 

3. The testator must at the time of subscribing or acknowledging
the same dedare to the attesting witnesses that the instrument is his 
will ; and, 

. 4. There must be two attesting witnesses, each of whom must sign 
his name as a witness at the end of the will at the testator's request 
and in his presence. 

§ 3649. What unnecessary in nuncupative wills. A nun
cupative will is not required to be in writing, nor to be declared or 
attested with any formalities. 

§ 3660. How witnessed. A witness to a written will must
write with his name his place of residence ; and a person who sub
scribes a testator's name by his direction must write his own name as 
a witness to the will. But a violation of this section does not affect 
the validity of the will. 

§ 3661. When codicil republishes will. The execution of a
coJ.icil, referring to a previous will, has the effect to republish tht• 
will as modified by the codieil. 

§ 3662. Law of place governs. A will of real or personal
property, or both, or a revocation thereof made out of this state by aperson not having his domicile in this state is as valid when executf'd
according to the law of the place in which the same was made, or in 
which the testator was at the timf' domiciled, as if it was made in this 
state and according to the provisions of this chapter. 

§ 3663. Validity of will depends on compliance with
law. No will or revocation is valid unless executed either according
to the provisions of this chapter, or according to thf' law of thf' plaee i11which it was made, or in which the testator was at the t ime domiciled.

§ 3664. Law where made governs, though domicile sub
sequently changed. "\Vhenen•r a will or a revocation thereof is 
duly ext-cuted according to the law of the place in which the sam1· 
was made, or in whi<-h the testator was at the time domiciled, tlw saml' 
is regulatl'd as to the validity of its execution by the law of such 
place, notwithstanding that the testator subsequently changed his 
domicile to a plat:o by the law of which such will would be void. 

§ 361>6. Deposit with county judge. His duties. Ewry
county judge must deposit in his office any will delivned to him for 
that purpose and give a written receipt to thf' depositor ; und m ust 
indose such will in a sealed wrap1wr so that it cannot be read and 
indorse thereon the name of the testator, his residence and the dHtP 
of the deposit : and such wrappn must not he opened until i ts 
delivery under the provisions of the next SPction. 

§ 3666. How disposed of . A will deposited under the pro
visions of the last section must be delivered only : 

1. To the testator in person.
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2. epon his written order duly proved by the oath of a subscrib
ing witness. 

3. After his death, to the person, if any, named in the indorsement
on the wrapper of the will ; or, 

4. If there is no such indorsement and if the will was not deposited
with the county judge having jurisdiction of its probate, then to the 
county judge who has jurisdiction . 

§ 3667. Opened after death by county judge . The county
judge with whom a will is deposited, or to whom it is delivered, must 
after the death of the testator publicly open and examine the will and 
file it in his office, there to remain until duly proved, or deliver it to 
the county judge having jurisdiction of its probate. 

§ 3668. Proof of lost will. A lost or destroyed will of real or
personal property, or .both, may be established in the cases provided 
in the probate code or any act in force on that subject. 

§ 3669. Revocation of wills. Except in the cases in this
chapter mentioned no written will, nor any part thereof, can be 
revoked or altered otherwise than : 

1 .  By a written will or other writing of the testator, declaring 
such revocation or alteration and executed with the same formalities 
with which a will should be executed by such testator ; or, 

2. By being burnt, torn, canceled, obliterated or destroyed, with
the intent and for the purpose of revoking the same, by the testator 
himself or by some person in his presence and by his direction. 

§ 3660. How cancellation must be proved.  When a will is
canceled or destroyed by any other person than the testator, the direc
tion of the testator and the fact of such injury or destn10tion must 
he proved by two witnesses. 

§ 366 1 .  Effect of partial erasure. A revocation by oblitera
tion on the face of the will may be partial or total, and is complete if 
the material part is so obliterated as to show an intention to revoke ; 
but when, in order to effect a new disposition the testator attempts to 
n,voke a provision of the will by altering or obliterating it on the 
face thereof, such revO<.'ation is not valid unless the new disposition 
is legally effected. 

§ 3662. Revocation of will in duplicate. The revocation of
a will, executed in duplicate, may be made by revoking one of the 
duplicates. 

§ 3663. When subsequent will revokes prior. A prior
will is not revoked by a subsequent will, unless the latter contains an 
express revocation, or provisions wholly inconsistent with the terms 
of the former will ; but in other cases the prior will remains effectual 
so far as consistent with the provisions of the subsequent will. 

§ 3664. Revocation does not revive former will without
express words. If, after making a will, the testator duly makes 
and executes a subsequent will, the destruction, canceling or revoca
tion of the latter does not revive the former unless it appears by the 
terms of such revocation that it was his intention to revive the former 
will, or unless after such destruction, canceling or revocation he duly 
republishes the prior will. 

§ 3666. Will made before marriage revoked, if issue
unprovided for. If, after having made a will, the testator marries 
and has issue of such marriage, born either in his lifetime or after 
his death and the wife or issue survives him, the will is revoked, 
unless provision has been made for such issue by some settlement, 
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or unless such issue are provided for in the will, or in such way men
tioned therein as to show an intention not to make such provision : 
and no other evidence to rebut the presumption of such revocation 
can be received. § 3666, Same, if wife unprovided for. If after making a
wifl the testator marries and the wife survives the testator, the will is 
revoked, unless provision has been made for her by marriage contract 
or unless she is provided for in the will or in such way mentioned 
therein as to show an intention not to make such provision ; and no 
other . evidence to rebut the presumption of revocation must be 
received. § 3667. Marriage of woman revokes. A will executed by
an unmarried woman is revoked by a subsequent marriage and is not 
revived by the death of her husband. § 3668. Effect of sale of devised property. An agreement
made by a testator for the sale or transfer of property disposed of by 
a will previously made does not revoke such disposal ; but the prop
erty passes by the will, subject to the same remedies on the testator's 
agreement for a specific performance or otherwise against the devisees 
or legatees as might be had against the testator's successors if the 
same had passed by succession. 

§ 3669. Incumbrance not a revocation. A charge or incum
brance upon any estate for the purpose of securing the payment of 
money or the performance of any covenant or agreement is not a 
revocation of any will relating to the same estate which was previously 
executed ; but the devise and legacies therein contained must pass 
subject to such charge or incumbrance. § 3670. Partial disposal, not revocation. A conveyance,
settlement or other act of a testator by which his interest in a thing 
previously disposed of by his will is altered, but not wholly divested, 
is not 11. revocation, but the will passes the property which would 
otherwise devolve by succession. 

§ 3671. When instrument expresses intent it is a revo
cation. If the instrument by which an alteration is made in the tes
tator's interest in a thing previously disposed of by his will expresses 
his intent that it shall be a revocation, or if it contains provisions 
wholly inconsistent with the terms and nature of the testamentary 
disposition, it operates as a revocation thereof, unless such incon
sistent provisions depend on a condition or contingency by reason of 
which they do not take effect. 

§ 3672. Revocation revokes codicils. The revocation of a
will revokes all its codicils. 

§ 3673. Child unprovided for succee�s as in intestacy.
Whenever a testator has a child born after the making of his will, 
either in his lifetime or after his death and dies leaving such child 
unprovided for by any settlement and neither provided for nor in any 
way mentioned in his will, the child succeeds to the same portion of 
the testator's real and personal property that he would have sue
ceeded to if the testator had died intestate. 

§ 3674. Children omitted succeed as in intestacy. When
any testator omits to provide in his will for any of his children or for 
the issue of any deceased child, unless it appears that sud1 omission 
was intentional, such child or the issue of such <'hild must haw the 
same share in the estate of the testator, as if he had died intestah• ,  
and succeeds thereto as provided in the preceding section. 
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§ 3676'. Rules governing assignments of shares in such § m, cM1 c. 

cases. When any share of the estate of a testator is assigned to a 
child born after the making of a will, or to a child, or the issue of a 
child, omitted in a will as hereinbefore mentioned, the same must 
first be taken from the estate not disposed of by the will if any; if 
that is not sufficient, so muc-h as may be necessary must be taken 
from all the devisees or legatees in proportion to the value they may 
respectively receive under the will unless the obvious intention of the 
testator in relation to some specific devise or bequest or other pro-
vision in the will would thereby be defeated; in such case such spe-
cific devise, legacy or provision may be exempted from such appor-
tionment and a different apportionment, consistent with the intention 
of the testator, may be adopted. 

§ 3676. Take nothing under three last sections, when. § 715, cM1 c.
If such children or their descendants so unprovided for had an equal 
proportion of the testator's estate bestowed on them in the testator's 
lifetime, by way of advancement, they take nothing by virtue of the 
provisions of the three preceding sections. 

§ 3677. What devise of land conveys. Every devise of land § 715, c1v11 c.
in any will conveys all the estate of the devisor therein, which he 
c-ould lawfully devise, unless it clearly appears by the will that he 
intended to convey a less estate. 

§ 3678. Devisee's descendants take. When any estate is � ,16. c1v11 c.
devised to any child or other relation of the testator and the devisee 
dies before the testator leaving lineal descendants, such descendants 
take the estate so given by the will in the same manner as the 
clevisee would have done had he survived the testator. 

§ 3679. When gift to witness void. All beneficial devises, § m. c1v11 c.
legacies or gifts whatever made or given in any will to a subscribing 
witness thereto are void, unless there are two other competent sub-
scribing witnesses to the same: but a mere charge on the estate of the 
testator for the payment of debts does not prevent his creditors from 
being competent witnesses to the will. 

� 3680. Witness takes if entitled to share in estate. If a !l 118. Ch"lt c. 
witness to whom any beneficial devise, legacy or gift, void by the 
preceding section, is made, would have been entitled to any share of 
the estate of the testator, in case the will should not be established, he 
succeeds to so much of the share as would be distributed to him, not 
exceeding the devise or bequest made to him in the will, and he may 
recover the same of the other devisees or legatees named in the will 
in proportion to and out of the parts devised or bequeathed to them. 

§ 3681. Subsequent incompetency of witness does not § 111;, c1v11 c. 

avoid will. If the subscribing witnesses to a will are competent at 
the time of attesting its execution, their subsequent incompetency, 
from whatever cause it may arise, does not prevent the probate and 
allowance of the will, if it is otherwise satisfactorily proved. 

§ 3682. Feloniously causing death of another, bar to tak
ing under his will. No person who has been finally convicfod of 
feloniously causing the death of another shall take or receive any 
property or benefit by succession, will or otherwise, directly or indi
rectly, by reason of the death of such person. but all property of the 
deceased and all rights conditioned upon his death shall vest and be 
determined the same as if the person convicted was dead. 
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§ 719, c1Y1I c. § 3683. After acquired property passes by will. Any
estate, right or interest in lands acquired by the testator after the 
making of his will, passes thereby and in like manner as if title 
thereto was vested in him at the time of making the will, unless the 
contrary manifestly appears by the will to have been the intention of 
the testator. Every will made in express terms, devising or in any 
other terms denoting the intent of the testator to devise, all the real 
estate of such testator passes all the real estate which such testator was 
entitled to devise at the time of his decease. 
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ARTICLE 2. - INTERPRETATION OF WILLS AND EFFECT OF VARIOl'f, 
PROVISIONS. 

§ 3684. Intention of testator governs. A will is to be con
strued according to the intention of the testator. When his intention 
cannot have effect to its full extent it must have effect as far as pos
sible. 

§ 3686. Will excludes oral declarations. In case of uncer
tainty arising upon the face of a will, as to the application of any of 
its provisions the testator's intention is to be ascertained from the 
words of the will taking into view the circumstances under which it 
was made, exclusive of his oral declarations. 

§ 3686. Rules of interpretation. In interpreting a will, sub
ject to the laws of this state the rules prescribed by the following 
sections of this chapter are to be observed, unless an intention to tht' 
contrary clearly appears. 

§ 3687. Construed together, if several. Several testamen
tary instruments executed by the same tesbtor are to be taken and 
construed together as one instrument. 

§ 3688. Parts construed together. Ifirreconcilable, latter
prevails. All parts of a will are to he construed in relation to each 
other, and so as if possible to form one consistent whole, but when 
several parts are absolutely irrl'concilable the latter must prevail. 

§ 3689. Distinct devise not affected by words less clear.
A clear and distinct devise or lwqnest cannot be affected by any 
reasons assig1wd therefor, or by any other words not equally clear 
and distinct, or by inference or argument from other parts of the will, 
or by an inac�urate recital of or referenee to its contents in another 
part of the will. 

§ 3690. Ambiguities explained by reference to other
parts. \Vhen the meaning of any part of a will is ambiguous or 
doubtful it may be explained hy any reference thereto or recital 
thereof in another part of the will. 

§ 3691. Words taken in ordinary sense. The words of a
will are to be taken in their ordinary and grammatical sense, unless a 
clear intention to use them in another sense can be collected and that 
other can be ascertained. 

§ 3692. Give every expression effect. The words of a will
are to receive an interpretation whi,·h will give to every expression 
some effect, rather than one which will render some of the expressions 
inoperative. 

§ 3693. So as to prevent intestacy. Of two modes of inter
preting a will, that is to be prefe1Ted which will prevent a total 
intestacy. 
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§ 8694. Technical words. Technical words in a will are to be § ;:n, Civil c.
taken in their technical sense unless the context clearly indicates a 
contrary intention. 

§ 869 5. Same. Unnecessary. Technical words are not II m, c1vn c.
necessary to give effect to any species of disposition by will.

§ 8696. Term "heirs,,
. 

not requisite to devise fee. The § ;:r.i. civil c. 

term "heirs" or other words of inheritance are not requisite to devise 
a fee and a devise of real property passes all the estate of the testator 
unless otherwise limited. 

§ 3697. Property embraced in power passes by will. § i:t1. civil c.
Real or personal property embraced in a power to devise passes by a 
will purporting to devise all the real or personal property of a 
testator. 

§ 3698. When all property passes. A devise or bequest of § ,a.. c1v11 c.
all the testator's real or personal property in express terms or in any 
other terms denoting his intent to dispose of all his real or personal 
property, passes all the real or personal property which he was 
entitled to dispose of by will at the time of his death. 

§ 3699. Devise of residue passes what. A devise of the II ;:i.;. Civil c.
residue of the testator's real property passes all the real property 
which he was entitled to devise at the time of his death, not other-
wise effectually devised by his will. 

§ 3700. Bequest of residue passes what. A bequest of the § i:J6. Civil c.
'residue of the testator's personal property passes all the personal 
property which he was entitled to bequeath at the time of his death, 
not otherwise effectually bequeathed by his will. 

§ 3701. When passes to those entitled to succeed. A § m. cl\"11 c.
testamentary disposition to "heirs," "relations," "nearest relations," 
"representatives," "legal representative," or "personal representa-
tive," or "lamily," "issue," ·• descendants," "nearest," or "next of 
kin" of any person without other words of qualification and when the 
terms are used as words of donation and not of limitation vests the 
property in those who would be entitled to succeed to the property of 
such person according to the provisions of the chapter on succession 
in this code. 

§ 8702. When words of donation and not limitation. The § ;:�. civil c.
terms mentioned in the last section are used as words of donation and 
not limitation when the property is given to the person so designated 
directly and not as a qualification of an estate given to the ancestor 
of such person. 

§ 3708. Postponed possession. Words in a will referring to § 1:ill. civil c.
death or survivorship simply, relate to the time of the testator's death, 
unless possession is actually postponed when they must be referred to 
the time of possession. 

§ 8704. Class includes all. A testamentary disposition to a § 1m. c1v11 c.
class includes every person answering the description at the testator's 
death; but when the possession is postponed to a future period it in-
cludes also all persons coming within the description before the time 
to which possession is postponed. 

§ 3705. When realty deemed personalty. When a will § 1u. c1"" , ·. 

directs the conversion of real property into money such property and 
all its proceeds must be deemed personal property from the time of 
the testator's death. 
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§ 3706. Unborn child included in class. A child conceived
before, but not born until after a testator's death, or any other period 
when a disposition to a class vests in right or in possession, takes, if 
answering to the description of the class. 

§ 3707. How imperfect description corrected. ·when ap
plying a will, it is found that there is an imperfect description, or 
that no person or property exactly answers the description, mistakes 
and omissions must be corrected, if the error appears from the context 
of the will or from extrinsic evidence : but evidence of the declara
tions of the testator as to his intention cannot be received. 

§ 3708 . Testamentary dispositions vest at death. Testa
mentary dispositions, including devises · and bequests to a person on 
attaining majority, are presumed to vest at the testator's death. 

§ 3709. Divested only by precise contingency. A testa
mentary disposition when vested, cannot be divested unless upon the 
occurrence of the precise contingency prescribed by the testator for 
that purpose. 

§ 37 1 0. When disposition falls on death of devisee. If a
devisee or legatee dies during the lifetime of the testator the testa
mentary disposition to him fails, unless an intention appears to sub
stitute some other in his place except as provided in section 3678. 

§ 37 1 1 . Interests in remainder unaffected. The death of a
devisee or legatee of a limited interest before the testator's death does 
not defeat the interests of persons in remainder who survive thr 
testator. 

§ 37 1 2. Conditional disposition defined. A conditional dis
position is one which depends upon the occurrence of some uncertain 
event by which it is either to take effect or be defeated. 

§ 37 1 3. Condition precedent. A condition precedent in a
wifl is one which is required to be fulfilled before a particular disposi-
tion takes eff<'et. 

§ 37 14. When disposition on condition vests. When a
testamentary disposition is made upon a condition precedent nothing 
vests until the condition is fulfilled, execpt when such fulfillment is 
impossihle, in which case the disposition vests, unless the condition 
was the sole motive thereof and the impossibility was unknown to 
the testator or arose from an unavoidable event subsequent to the 
execution of the will. 

§ 37 1 6. When condition deemed performed. A condition
precedent in a will is to he deemed performed when the testator's 
intent.ion has been substantially, though not literally complied with . 

§ 37 1 6. Condition subsequent. A condition subsequent is
where an estate or interest is so given as to vest immediately, subject 
only to be diwsted by some subsequent act or event. 

§ 3 7 1 7. Owners in common. A devise or legacy given to
more than one person vests in them as owners in common. 

§ 37 1 8. Advancement not ademption of legacy. Advance
ments or gifts are not to be taken as ademptions of general legacies. 
unless such intention is expressed by the testator in writing. 

ARTICLE 3. - GENEJlAL PRO\'ll-IOKS. 

1: 1:.:,. nvu 1 · . § 37 1 9. Legacies classifted. Legacies are distinguislw<l and
designated according to their nature as follows : 
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1. A legacy of a particular thing specified and distinguished from .
all others of the same kind belonging to the testator is specific ; if 
such legacy fails resort cannot be had to the other property of the 
testator. 

2. A legacy is demonstrative when the particular fund or personal
property is pointed out from which it is to be taken or paid; if such 
fund or property fails in whole or in part resort may be had to tho 
general assets as in case of a general legacy. 

3. An annuity is a bequest of certain specified sums periodically :
if the fund or l)roperty.out of which it is payable fails, resort may 
be had to th3 general assets as in case of a general legacy. 

4. A residuary legacy embraces only that which remains after all
the bequests of the will are discharged. 

5. All other legacies are general 1egacies.
§ 8720. Property· chargeable with payment of debts.

When a person dies intestate all his property, real and personal, with
out any distinction between them, is chargeable with the payment of 
his debts, except as otherwise provided in this code and the probate 
code. 

§ 8721. Order of resort for payment of debts. The prop
erty of a testator, except as otherwise specially provided in this code 
and the probate code must be resorted to for the payment of debts in 
the following order: 

1 . The property which is expressly appropriated by the will for
the payment of the debts. 

2. Property not disposed of by the will .
3. Property which is devised or bequeathed to a residuary legatee.
4. Property which is not specifically devised or bequeathed; and,
5. All other property ratably.
Before any debts are paid the expenses of the !ldministration and

the allowance to the family must be paid or provided for. 
§ 8722. Same for payment of legacies. The property of a

testator, except as otherwise specially provided in this code and the 
probate code, must be resorted to for the payment of legacies in the 
following order : 

1. The property which is expressly appropriated by the will for
the payment of the legacies. 

2. Property not disposed of by the will.
3. Property which is devised or bequeathed to a residuary legatee.
4. Property which is specifically devised or bequeathed.
§ 8723. Preferred legacies. Legacies to husband, widow or

kindred of any class are chargeable only after legacies to persons not 
related to the testator. 

§ 8724. Rules governing abatement. Abatement takes
place in any class only as between legacies of that class, unless a 
different intention is expressed in the will. 

§ 3726. Sale of property. In a specific devise or legacy the
titTe passes by the will, but possession can only be obtained from the 
personal representative ; and he may be authorized by the county court 
to sell the property devised or bequeathed in the cases herein provided. 

§ 8726. When rights of purchaser not impaired by devise.
The rights of a purchaser or incumbrancer of real property in good 
faith and for value derived from any person claiming the same by 
succession are not impaired by any devise made by the decedent 
from whom succession is claimed, unless the instrument containing 
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such devise is duly proved as a will, and recorded in the office of the 
county court having jurisdiction thereof, or unless written notice of 
such devise is filed with the county judge of the county where the 
real property is situated within four years after the devisor's death. 

§ 3727. Duty of legatees for life. When specific legacies
are for life only the first legatee must sign and deliver to the second 
legatee, or, if there is none, to the personal representative, an inven
tory of the property expressing that the same is in his custody for 
life only, and that on his �ecease, it is to be.delivered and to remain
to the use and for the benefit of the second legatee or to the personal 
representative, as the case may be. 

§ 3728. Income after death. In oase of a bequest of the
interest or income of a certain sum or fund the income accrues from 
the testator's death. 

§ 3729. Legacy in fear of death satis1led before death.
A legacy or a gift in contemplation, fear or peril of death may be 
satisfied before death. 

§ 3730; When legacies and annuities due. Legacies are
due and deliverable at the expiration of one year after the testator's 
decease. Annuities commence at the testator's decease. 

§ 3731. Interest after due. Legacies bear interest from the
time when they are due · and payable, except that legacies for main
tenance or to the testator's widow bear interest from the testator's 
decease. 

§ 3732. Intention controls. The four preceding sections are
in all cases to be controlled by a testator's express intention. 

§ 3733. Who entitled to letters testamentary. When it
appears by the terms of a will that it was the intention of the testator 
to commit the execution thereof and the administration of his estate 
to any person as executor, such person, although not named flxecutor 
is entitled to letters testamentary in like manner as if he had been 
named executor. 

§ 3734. Authority to executor to appoint, void. An au
thority to an executor to appoint an executor is void. 

§ 373�. Executor has no power before qualifying. Ex
ception. No person has any power as an executor until he qualifies, 
e xcept that before letters have been issued he may pay funeral charges 
and take necessary measures for the preservation of the estate. 

§ 3736. Executor of executor. No executor of an executor,
as such, has any power over the estate of the first testator. 

§ 8737. Will includes codicil The term "will," as used in
this code includes all codicils as well as wills. 

§ 3738. What law governs. Except as otherwise provided
the validity and interpretation of wills is governed, when relating to 
real property within this state by the law of this state; when relating 
to personal property, by the law of the testator's domicile. 

§ 3739. Liability of devisees and legatees. Those to whom
property is given by will are liable for the obligations of the testator 
in the cases and to the extent prescribed by the probate code. 
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SUCCESSION. 

§ 3740. Succession defined. Succession is the coming in of
another to take the property of one who dies without disposing of it 
by will. 

§ 3741 .  Property passes to heirs. The property, both real
anct personal, of one who dies without disposing of it by will, passes 
to the heirs of the intestate, subject to the control of the county court 
and to the possession of any administrator appointed by that court 
for the purpose of administration. 

§ 3742. Order of succession. When any person having title
to any estate, not otherwise limited by marriage contract, dies without 
disposing of the estate by will, it is succeeded to and must be dis
tributed, unless otherwise expressly provided in this code and the 
probate code, subject to the payment of his debts in the following 
manner : 

1 .  If the decedent leaves a surviving husband or wife, and only 
one child, or the lawful issue of one child, in equal shares to the sur
viving husband or wife and child or issue of such child. If the de
cedent leaves a surviving husband or wife and more than one child 
living, or one child living and the lawful issue of one or more· 
deceased children, one-third to the surviving husband or wife and the 
remainder in equal shares to his children and to the lawful issue of 
any deceased child by right of representation ; but if there is no 
child of the decedent living at his death, the remainder goes to all of 
h is lineal descendants and if all the descendants are in the same 
degree of kindred to the decedent they share equally ; otherwise they 
take according to the right of representation. If the decedent leaves 
no surviving husband or wife, but leaves issue, the whole estate goes 
to such issue, and if such issue consists of more than one child living 
or one child li.ving and the lawful issue of one or more deceased 
children, then the estate goes in equal shares to the children living or 
to the children living and the issue of the deceased chiid or children 
by right of representation . 

2. If the decedent leaves no issue and the estate does not exceed ,
in value the sum of five thousand dollars all the estate goes to the 
surviving husband or wife and all the property in excess of five 
t housand dollars in value, one-half thereof goes to the surviving 
h usband or wife and the other half goes to the decedent's father and 
if he is dead to the decedent's mother. If the decedent leaves no issue, 
nor husband, nor wife the estate must go to the father, and if he is 
dead to the mother. If the decedent leaves a surviving husband or 
wife and no issue and no father, nor mother, nor brother nor sister, 
the whole estate goes to the surviving husband or wife . 

3. If there is · no issue, nor husband, nor wife, nor father, nor
mother, then in equal shares to the brothers and sisters of the dece
dent and to the children of any deceased brother or sister by right of 
representation. 

4. If the decedent leaves no issue, nor hui;;band, nor wife, nor
father and no brother or sister is living at the time of his death the 
estate goes to his mother to the exclusion of the iBSue, if any, of 
deceased brothers or sisters. 
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5. If the decedent leaves no issue, nor husband nor wife and no
father, nor mother, nor brother, nor sister, the estate must go to the 
next of kin in equal degree, excepting that when there are two or 
more collateral kindred in equal degree, but claiming through differ
ent ancestors, those who claim through the nearest ancestors must be 
preferred to those claiming through an ancestor more remote. How
ever, if the decedent leaves several children, or one child and the
issue of one or more children and any such surviving child dies 
under age and not having been married , all the estate that came to 
the deceased child by inheritance from such decedent descends in 
equal shares to the other children of the same parent and to the issue 
of any such other children of the same parent and to the issue of any 
such other children, who are dead, by right of rt1presentation. 

6. If at the death of such child, who dies under age, not having
been married, all the other children of the parents are also dead and 
any of them have left issue, the estate that came to such child by 
inheritance from his parent descends to the issue of all other chil
dren of the same parent; and if all issue are in the same degree of 
kindred to the child, they share the estate equally, otherwise they take 
according to the right of representation. 

7. If the decedent leaves no husband, wife or kindred the estate
escheats to the state for the support of common schools. 
. § 3743. Dower and courtesy abolished. Dower and cour
tesy are abolished. 

§ 3744. Inheritance by illegitimate child. Every illegiti 
mate child is an heir of the person who in writing signed in the 
presence of a competent witness acknowledges himself to be tht:> 
father of such child; and in all case's is an heir of his mother and in
herits his or her estate in whole or in part, as the caSl' may be', in the 
same manner as if he had been born in lawful wedloek;  but he dot•s 
not represent his father or mother by inheriting any part of the estate 
of his or her kindred either lineal or eollatC'ral, unless before his death 
his parents shall have intermarried and his father after such marriage 
acknowledges him as his child or adopts him into his family. in which 
case such child and all the legitimate children are consillered brothers 
and sisters and on the death of either of them intestate and without 
issue the others inherit his estate and are heirs, as hereinhefore pro
vided in like manner as if all the children had been legitimate, saving 
to the father and mother respectively their rights in tho estates of all 
the children in like manner as if all had been legitimate. The issue 
of all marriages null in law or dissolved by divorce are legitimate. 

§ 3746. Inheritance from illegitimate child. If an illC'giti
mate child who has riot been acknowledged or adopted by his father 
dies intestate without lawful issue, his estate goos to his mother, or in 
case of her decease, to hPr heirs at law. 

§ 3746. How degree of kindred established. The de1-.rrPe
of 'kindred iR established by the number of generations and each gener
ation is called a degree. 

§ 3747. Lineal and collateral . The seriC's of degrees form
the line; the Reries of degrees between persons who des<' end from one 
another is called direct or lineal consanguinity; and the series of 
degrees between persons who do not descend from one another, but 
spring from a common aneestor, is called the collateral line or collat
eral consanguinity. 
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§ 3748. Ascending and descending. The direct line is
divided into a direct line descending and a direct line ascending; 
The first is that which connects the anc-,estor with those who descend 
from him. The second is that which connects a person with those 
from whom he descends. 

§ 3749. Degrees in direct line. In the direct line there are
as many degrees as there are generations. Thus the son is with 
regard to the father in the first degree, the grandson in the second; 
and vice versa with regard to the father and grandfather toward the 
sons and grandsons. 

§ 3760. Computation of degrees in collateral line. In the
collateral line the degrees are counted by generations from one of the 
relations up to the common ancestor and from the common ancestor 
to the other relations. In such computation the decedent is excluded, 
the relative included and the ancestor counted but once. Thus 
brothers are related in the second degree, uncle and nephew in the 
third degree, cousins-german in the fourth degree and so on. 

§ 3761. Kindred of half blood inherit. Kindred of the half
blood inherit equally with those of the whole hlood in the same 
degree, unless the inheritance comes to the intestate by descent, 
devise or gift of some one of his ancestors, in which case all those 
who are not of the blood of such ancestors must be excluded from 
such inheritance. 

§ 3762. Advancements deducted from share. Any estate,
real or personal, given by the decedent in his lifetime as an advance
ment to any child or other lineal descendant is a part of the estate of 
the decedent for the purposes of division and distribution thereof 
among his issue and must be taken by such child or other lineal 
descendant toward his share of the estate of the decedent. 

§ 3763. Excess not refunded. If the amount of such ad
vancement exceeds the share of the heir receiving the same he must 
be excluded from any further portion in the division and distribution 
of the estate, but he must not be required to refund any part of such 
advancement: and if the amount so received is less than his share he 
is entitled to 'so much more as will give him his full share of the 
estate of the decedent. 

§ 3764. Advancements defined. All gifts and grants are
made as advancements, if expressed in the gift or grant to be so made, 
or if charged in writing by the decedent as an advancement or 
acknowledged in writing as such by the child or other successor or 
heir. 

§ 3766. Expressed value governs. If the value of the estate
so advanced is expressed ,in the conveyance or in the charge thereof 
made_by the decedent or in the acknowledgment of the party receiv
ing it, it must be held as of that value in the division and distribution 
of the estate; otherwise it must be estimated according to its value 
when given as nearly as the same can be ascertained. 

§ 3766. Deducted from issue of person to whom made.
If any child or other lineal descendant receiving advan,cement dies 
before the decedent, leaving issue, the advancement must be taken 
into consideration in the division and distribution of the estate and 
the amount thereof must be allowed accordingly by the representa
tives of the heirs receiving the advancement in like manner as if the 
advancement had been made directly to them. 
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!I 19:1, civil c. § 3767. Inheritance by representation. Inheritance or suc -
cession by right of representation takes place when the descendants 
of any deceased heir take the same share or right in the estate of 
another person that their parents would have taken if living. Post
humous children are considered as living at the death of their 
parents. 

11 79'. cl\"11 c. § 3768. Aliens may take. Aliens may take in all cases by
succession as well as citizens; and no person, capable of succeeding 
under the provisions of this chapter, is precluded from such succes
sion by reason of the alienage of any relative. 

11 ;95, civil c. § 3769. If there are no heirs, escheats to state. If there
is no one capable of succeeding under the preceding sections and the 
title fails from a defect of heirs t.he property of a decedent devolves 
and escheats to the state and an action for the recovery of such prop
erty and to reduce it into the possession of the state or for its sale 
and conveyance may be brought by the state's attorney in the dis
trict court of the county or judicial subdivision in which the property 
is situated. 

11 100, c1Y11 c. § 3760. Subject to charges and trusts. Real property pass-
ing to the state under the preceding section, whether held by the state 
or its grantees, is subject to the same charges and trusts to which it 
would have been subject if it had passed by succession. 

II 197. CMI c. § 3761. Liability of those who succeed. Those who succeed
to the property of a decedent are liable for his obligations in the 
cases and to the extent prescribed by the probate code. 

C H A P T E R  4 2 .  

OBLIGATIONS. 

ARTICLE 1 . - DEFINITION OF OBLIGATIONS. 

11 7111!. ch'lt c § 3762. Obligation defl.ned. An obligation is a legal duty by 
which a person is bound to do or not to do a certain thing. 

� ;91,, c1v11 <·. § 3763. Origin and enforcement. An obligation arises either
from: 

1 . The c-0ntract of the parties; or,
2. The operation of law.
An obligation arising from operation of law may be enforced in the

manner provided by law or by civil action or proceeding. 

ARTICLE 2. - INTERPRETATION OF OBLIOATION8. 

GENERAL RULES OF INTERPRETATION. 

� �•. n, 1 1  < · .  § 3764. Rules of interpretation. The rules whieh gowrn 
the interpretation of contracts are prescribed by article 7 of chaptt-r 
4:l . Other obligations are interpreted by the same rules by whiC'h 
statutes of a similar nature are interpreted. 
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JOINT OR SEVERAL OBLIGATIONS. 

§ 3766. Obligations classified. An obligation imposed upon
sewral persons, or a right created in favor of several persons, may be: 

1 .  ,Joint. 
2. Several ; or,
a. ,Joint and several.
§ 3766. When presumed joint. An obligation imposed upon

st'veral persons or a right created in favor of several persons is pre
sumed to be joint and not several, except in the special cases 
mentioned in the article on the interpretation of contracts. This pre
sumption in the case of a right can be overcome only by express words 
to the contrary. 

� 3767. Contribution. A party to a joint, or joint and several 
obligation who satisfies more than his share of the claim against all 
may· require a proportionate contribution from all the parties joined 
with him. 

CONDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS. 

§ 3768. Defined. An obligation is conditional when the rights
or duties of any party thereto depend upon the occurrenc,e of an 
uncertain event. 

§ 3769. Conditions classified. Conditions may be precedent,
concurrent or subsequent. 

§ 3770. Condition precedent. A condition precedent is one
which is to be performed before some right dependent thereon accrues 
or some act dependent thereon is performed. 

§ 3771. Concurrent. Conditions concurrent are those which
.are mutually dependent and are to be performed at the same time. 

§ 3772. Subsequent. A condition subsequent is one referring
to a future event, upon the happening of which the obligation becomes 
no longer binding upon the other party, if he chooses to avail him
self of the condition. 

§ 3773. Prerequisites to enforcement of obligation. Be
fore any party to an obligation can require another party to perform 
any act under it he must fulfill all conditions precedent thereto 
imposed upon himself ;  and must be able and offer to fulfill all condi
tions concurrent, so imposed upon him, on the like fulfillment hy the 
other party, except as provided by the next section. 

§ 3774. Enforcement without performance, when per
formance waived. If a party to an obligation gives notice to 
another before the latter is in default that he will not perform the 
same upon his part and does not retract such notice before the time 
at which performance upon his part is due, such other party is entitled 
to enforce the obligation, without previously performing or offering 
to perform any conditions upon his part in favor of the former party. 

§ 3776. Impossible or unlawful conditions are void. A
<'ondition in a contract, the fulfillment of which is impossible or 
unlawful within the meaning of the article on the object of c<mtracts 
or which is repugnant to the nature of the interest created by the 
contract is void. 

§ 3776. Forfeiture strictly interpreted against party
benefited. A condition involving a forfeiture must be strictly 
interpreted against the party for whose benefit it is created. 
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ALTERNATIVE OBLIGATIONS. 

i: s1:i. c1v1I c. § 3777. Option to perform alternative acts. If an obliga-
tion requires the performance of one of two acts in the alternative the 
party required to perform has the right of selection, unless it is 
otherwise provided by the terms of the obligation. 

ll su. civil c. § 3778. Option passes when not exercised within time.
If the party having the right of selection betwem alternative acts 
does not give notice of his selection to the other party within the 
time, if any, 'fixed by the obligation for that purpose or, if none is so 
fixed, before the time at which the obligation ought to be performed, 
the right of selection passes to the other party. 

� s15, cIv11 c. § 3779. Must select one in its entirety. The party having
the right of selection between alternative acts must select one of them 
in its entirety and cannot select part of one and part of another with
out the consent of the other party. 

� HI!, Civil c. § 3780. Valid one prevails. If one of the alternative acts 
required by an obligation is such as the law will not enforce. or 
becomes unlawful or impossible of performance the obligation is to 
be interpreted as though the other stood alone. 

ARTICLE 3. - TRANSFER OF OBLIOATIONS. 

� m. cMI c. § 3781. Burden transferred with beneficiary's consent. 
The burden of an obligation may be transferred with the consent of 
the party entitled t o  its benefit, but not otherwise, except as provided 
by section 3700. 

!l �1�. c1v11 c. § 3782. Right arising out of may be transferred. A right
arising out of an ohligation is the property of the person to whom it 
is due and may be transferred as such. 

� �19. ch n « · . § 3783 . Non-negotiable contract transferred by indorse-
ment. A non-negotiable written contract for the payment of money 
or personal property may he transferred by indorsement in like man
ner with negotiable instruments. Such indorsement shall transfer all 
the rights of the assignor under the instrument to the assignee, su h
ject to all equities and defenses existing in favor of the maker at the 
time of the indorsement. 

§ M9. c1v11 c. § 3784. Certain covenants run with land. Certain (·on•-
nants eontained in grants of estates in real property are appurtenant 
to such estates and pass with them so as to bind the assigns of the 
covenantor and to vest in the assigns of the covenantee in the same 
manner as if they had personally entered into them. Sueh eovenants 
are said to run with the land. 

§ ;.�. ch·u « · . § 3786. What so run. The only eovenants which run with
the land are those specified in this article and those which are inei
dental thereto. 

� ,�1. l'IYII < · .  § 3786. Kade for benefit of property, runs. Every eon--
mmt eontained in a grant of an eRtate in real property whieh is ma(lt' 
for the dired benefit of the propnty or some part of it then in exist
enc-0 runs with the land. 

� �:!'!. < · 1 , 1 1  < · .  � 3787. What last section includes. The last sl'ction in-
ehides eovenanta of warranty, for quh•t enjo y nwnt or for furtlwr 
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assurance on the part of a grantor and covenants for the payment of 
rent, or of taxes or assessments upon the land on the part of a 
grantee. 
· § 3788. Covenants limited to certain assigns. A covenant § S-.!3, c1v11 c.
for the addition of some new thing to real property, or for the direct.
benefit of some part of the property not then in existence or annexed
thereto, when contained in a grant of an estate in such property and
made by the covenantor expressty for his assigns or to the assigns of 
the covenantee runs with the land so far only as the assigns thus 
mentioned are concerned. 

§ 3789. Binds only owner of whole estate. A covenant § 82-l, c1v11 <-.
running with the land binds those only who acquire the whole estate 
of the covenantor in some part of the property. 

§ 3790. Liable while holding only. No one merely by rea- II 825, Civil c.
son of having acquired an estate subject to a covenant running with 
the land is liable for breach of the covenant before he acquired the 
estate, or after he has parted with it or ceased to enjoy its benefits. 

§ 3791. Burden or benefit apportioned. When several per- § 826. c1v11 c.
sons, holding by several titles, are subject to the burden or entitled 
to the benefit of a covenant running with the land, it must be appor-
tioned among them according to the value of the property subject to 
it held by them respectively, if such value can be ascertained and if 
not, then according to their respective interests in point of quantity. 

ARTICLE 4. - EXTINCTION OF OBLIGATIONS. 

PERFORMANCE. 

§ 3792. Full performance extinguishes. Full pedormance § 827, cM1 c.
of an obligation by the party whose duty it is to pedorm it or by any 
other person on his behalf and with his assent, if accepted by the 
creditor, extinguishes it. 

§ 3793. Performance by one extinguishes liability of all. § 82,. cM1 ( ' .
Pedormance of an obligation by one·of several persons who are jointly 
liable under it extinguishes the liability of all. 

§ 3794. Performance to one extinguishes. Exception. 11 Bw. civil  ('. 

An obligation in favor of several persons is extinguished by pedorm
ance rendered to any of them, except in the ease of a deposit made by 
owners in c-0mmon or in joint ownership whil'h is regulated by the 
chapter on deposit. 

§ 3795. Performance as directed extinguishes. If a cred- § 1,1:�. Civil < · . 

itor or any one of two or more joint creditors at any time directs the 
debtor to pedorm his obligation in a partieular manner, the obligation 
is extinguished by pedormance •in that manner, even though the cred-
itor does not receive the benefit of such performance. 

§ 3796. When partial performance extinguishes pro § 1-.·u . cl\·11 c.
tanto. A partial pedormance of an indivisible obligation extin-
guishes a corresponding proportion thereof, if the benefit of such 
pedormance is voluntarily retained by the ci editor, but not other-
wise. If such partial pedormance is of such a nature that the cred-
itor cannot avoid retaining it without injuring his own property, his 
retention thereof is not presumed to be voluntary. 

§ 3797. Payment defined. Pedormance of an obligation for !l �12. civil  c.
t he delivery of money only is called payment. 
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§ 3798. Performance, how applied .when there are sev
eral obligations. When a debtor under several obligations to 
another does an act by way of performance in whole or in part, which 
is equally applicable to two or more of such obligations, such per
formance must be applied as follows : 

1 .  If at the time of the performance the intention or desire of the 
debtor that such performance should be applied to the extinction of 
any particular obligation is manifested to the creditor, it must be so 
applied. 

2. If no such application is then made the creditor within a reason
able time after such performance may apply it toward the extinction 
of any obligation, performance of which was due to him from the 
debtor at the time of such performance : except that if similar obliga
tions were due to him, both individually and as a trustee, he must 
unless otherwise directed by the debtor apply the performance to the 
extinction of all such obligations in equal proportion; and an appli
cation once made by the creditor cannot be rescinded without the 
consent of the debtor. 

3. If neither party makes such application within the time pre
scribed herein the performance must be applied to the extinction of 
obligations in the following order and if there is more than one obli
gation of a particular class, to the extinction of all in that class 
ratably :  

( a ) 
( b ) 
( c )  
( d) 

taking. 
( e ) 

Of interest due at the time of the performance. 
Of principal due at that time. 
Of the obligation earliest in date of maturity. 
Of an obligation not secured by a lien or collateral under-

Of an obligation secured by a lien or collateral undertaking. 

OFFER OF PERFORMANCE. 

§ 83i, ( ' h'II e. § 3799. Obligation extinguished by. An obligation is ex-
tinguished by an offer of performance made in conformity to the 
rules herein prescribed and with intent to extinguish the obligation. 

!l !S:la. n,·1 1 c . § 3800. Not by offer of partial performance. An offer of
partial performance is of no effect. 

§ s:16. c1,·11 c. § 3801. M'!lst be by or with assent of debtor. An offer of
performance must be made by the debtor or by some person on his 
behalf and with his assent. 

§ !<3'i. c1,· 1 1 c. § 3802. To creditor or one authorized by him. An offer of
performance must be made to the creditor, or to any one of two or 
more joint creditors or to a person authorized by one or more of them 
to ret'eive or collect what is due under the obligation, if such creditor 
or authorized person is present at the · place where the offer may be 
made ; and if not, wherever the creditor may he found. 

§ ,;;;,. ( Ml c. § 3803. Where may be made. In the absence of an express
provision to the contrary an offer of performance may be made at the 
option of the debtor : 

1 . At any place appointed by the creditor; or,
2. \Vherever the person to whom the offer ought to be made can

he found; or, 
3. If such person cannot with reasonable diligence be found

within this state and within a reasonable distance from bis residenct> 
or place of business, or if he evades the debtor, then at his residence 
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or place of business, if the same can with reasonable diligence be 
found within the state ; or, 

4. If this cannot be done, then at any place within this state.

§§ 380!-3817 

§ 3804. Must be made at the time ft.xed. When an obligation I S.'19, c1v11 c.
fixes a time for its performance an offer of performance must be made 
at that time within reasonable hours and not before nor afterwards. 

§ 3806. When time not ft.xed. When an obligation does not § 840, Civil c.
fix a time for its performance, an offer of performance may be made 
at any time before the debtor upon a reasonable demand has refused 
to perform. 

§ 3806. When may be made after due. When delay in per- I 841, Civil c.
formance is capable of exact and entire coq1pensation and time has 
not been expressly declared to be of the essence of the obligation, an 
offer of performance, accompanied with an offer of such comJ?Elnsa-
tion, may be made at any time after it is due, but without preJudice 
to any rights acquired by the creditor or by any other person in the 
meantime. 

§ 3807. Must be in good faith. An offer of performance II 842, Civtt c.
must be made in good faith and in such manner as is most likely 
under the circumstances to benefit the creditor. 

§ 3808. Free from condition. An offer of performance niust !l 843, Civil c.
be free from any conditions which the creditor is not bound on his 
part to perform. 

§ 3809. Must be able and willing. An offer of performance § 844, c1v11 c.
is of no effect if the person making it is not able and willing to per-
form accordin_g to the offer. 

§ 3810. Production unnecessary, if offer refused. The 1 8t5, Civil c.
thing to be delivered, if any, need not in any case be actually pro-
duced upon an offer of performance unless the offer is aooepted. 

§ 3811. Unmixed with other things. A thing, when offered D e.46, civil c.
by way of performance, must not be mixed with other things from 
which it cannot be separated immediately and without difficulty. 

§ 3812. Contingent offer. When a debtor is entitled to the 1 847, Civil c.
performance of a condition precedent to or concurrent with perform-
ance on his part, he may make his offer to depend upon· the due per-
formance of such condition. 

§ 3813. Receipt obligatory. A debtor has a right to require 11 848. Civil c.
from his creditor a written receipt for any property delivered in per-
formance of his obligation. 

§ 3814. Obligation for payment extinguished by deposit. 11 849, c1v11 c.
An obligation for the payment of money is extinguished by a due offer 
oCpayment, if the amount is immediately deposited in the name of 
the creditor with some bank of deposit within this state of good re-
pute and notice thereof is given to the creditor. 

§ 3815. Objections waived. All objections to the mode of !I 850. Chit c.
an offer of performance, which the creditor has an opportunity to 
state at the time to the person making the offer and which could be 
then obviated_ l:>y him, are waived by the creditor, if not then stated. 

§ 3816. When title to thing offered passes. The title to a § 8!\t. Civil c. 
thing duly olfered in performance of an obligation passes to the 
creditor if the debtor at the time signifies his intention to that effect. 

§ 3817. Deposit of thing offered. The person offering a § ��� . Ch"ii c .
thing, other than money, by way of performance· must, if he means to 
treat it as belonging to the creditor, retain it as a depositary for hire 
until the creditor accepts it, or until he has given reasonable notice 
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to the creditor that he will retain it no longer and if with reasonable 
diligence he can find a suitable depositary therefor, until he has 
deposited it with such person. 

§ 38 1 8. Obligation extinguished by offer and deposit. An
obligation for the delivery of money, property or a conveyance of 
property is not discharged by an offer of performance nor any of its 
incidents affected , unless the thing offered, if money, is deposited as 
provided in section 3814, or, if other than money, is deposited for the 
creditor with some depositary of good repute at the place of perform
ance and notice of such deposit in either case given to the creditor. 
After such deposit and notice the thing deposited shall be at the risk 
and expense of the creditor. 

§ 38 1 9. Creditor gratuitous depositary. If anything is
given to a creditor by way of performance which he refuses to aocept 
as such, he is not bound to return it without demand; but if he retains 
it he is a gratuitous depositary thereof. 

PREVENTION OF PERFORMANCE OR OFFER. 

§ 3820. When want of performance or offer excused.
The want of performance of an obligation or of an offer of performance 
in whole or in part or any delay therein is excused by the following 
causes to the extent to which they operate : 

1, When such performance or offer is prevented or delayed by the 
act of the creditor or by the operation of law, eveu though there may 
have been a stipulation that this shall not be an excuse. 

2. When it is prevented or delayed by an irresistable superhuman
cause or by the aot of public enemies of this state or of the United 
States, unless the parties have expressly agreed to the contrary ; or, 

3. When the debtor is induced not to make it by any act of the
creditor intended or naturally tending to have that effect done at or 
before the time at which such performance or offer may be made and 
not rescinded before that time. 

§ 3821 .  Debtor entitled to benefits. If the performance of
an obligation is prevented by the creditor, the debtor is entitled to all 
the benefits whioh he would have obtained if it had been performed 
by both parties. 

§ 3822. Ratable proportion of consideration. If per
formance of an obligation is frevented by any cause excusing per
formance, other than the act o the creditor, the debtor is entitled. to 
a ratable proportion of the consideration to which he would have been 
entitled upon full performance according to the benefit which the 
creditor receives from the actual performance. 

§ 3823. · What equivalent to offer and refusal. A refusal
by a creditor to accept performance made before an offer thereof is 
equivalent to an offer and refusal, unless before performance is actu
ally due he gives notice to the debtor of his willin�ess to accept it. 

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION. 

1 8S9, civil c. § 3824. Accord defined. An accord is an agreement to accept 
in extinction of an obligation something different from or less than 
that to which the person agreeing to accept is entitled. 
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§ 3826. Full execution only extinguishes. Though the § soo. c1v1 1  c.
parties to an accord are bound to execute it, yet it does not extinguish 
the obligation until it is fully executed. 

§ 3826. Accepta.nce is satisfaction. Acceptance by the § Mt, cMt c.
creditor of the consideration of an accord extinguishes the obligation 
and is called satisfaction. 

§ 3827. Part performance accepted extinguishes. Part 1 862, c1v11 c.
performance of an obligation, either before or after a breach thereof, 
when expressly accepted by the creditor in writing in satisfaction, or 
rendered in pursuance of an agreement in writing for that purpose, 
though without any new c-0nsideration, extinguishes the obligation. 

NOVATION.  

§ 3828. Defined. NovRtion is the substitution of a new obli- § ea.1, ctvu c.
gation for an existing one. 

§ 3829. How made. Novation is made: !I SM, c1v11 c. 
1 .  By the substitution of a new obligation between the same

parties with intent to extinguish the old obligation. 
2. By the substitution of a new debtor in the place of the old one

with intent to release the latter; or, 
3. By the substitution of a new creditor in place of the old one

with intent to transfer the rights of the latter to the former. 
§ 3830. Made by contract. Novation is made by contract and § SG.�. c1vn c.

is subject to all the rules concerning contracts in general. 
§ 3831. Rescinding acceptance. When the obligation of a � 866, c1v11 c.

third person or an order upon such person is accepted in satisfaction. am'd. 

the creditor may rescind such acceptance if the debtor prevents such 
person from complying with the order or from fulfilling the obli-
gation; or if at the time the obligation or order is received, such per-
son is insolvent and this fact is unknown. to the creditor; or if before 
the creditor can with reasonable diligence present the order to the 
person upon whom it is given, he becomes insolvent. 

RELEASE. 

§ 3832. Extinguishes obligation. An obligation is extin- 11 861. ctvn c.
guished by a release therefrom given to the debtor by "the creditor 
u pon a new consideration, or in writing, with or without new consid-
eration.

§ 3833. . Extends only to known claims. A general release § 861<. cMt c.
does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know or sus-
pect to exist in his favor at the time of executing the release, which, 
if known by him, must have materially affected his settlement with 
the debtor. 

§ 3834. Releasing one does not release others. A release 11 1169. cM1 c.
of one of two or more joint debtors does not extinguish the obliga-
tions of any of the others unless they are mere guarantors; nor does 
it affect their riP,ht to contribution from .him. 
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C H A P T E R  4 3 .  

CON'fRACTS. 

ARTICLE 1 .  - DEFINITION. 

§ 3835. Defined. A contract is an agreement to do or not to do
a certain thing. 

§ 3836. Requisites of. It is essential to the existence of a con-
tract that there should be: 

1 .  Parties capable of contracting. 
2. Their consent.
3. A lawful object; and,
4. Sufficient cause or considl'ration.

ARTICLE 2. - PARTIES. 

§ 3837. Who may make. All persons are capable of contract
ing, except minors, persons of unsound mind and persons deprived of 
ci vii rights. 

§ 3888. Minors, etc. Minors and persons of unsound mind
have only such capacity as is defined by chapter 2 of this code. 

� 3839. Possible to identify parties. It is essential to the 
vafidity of the contract, not only that the parties should exist, but 
that it should be possible to identify them. 

§ 3840. Beneficiary may enforce. A contract made expressly
for the benefit of a third person may be enforced by him at any time 
before the parti es thereto rescind it. 

AHTICLF. 3. - CONSENT. 

§ 3841. Requisites of consent. The consent of the parties to
a contract must be : 

1 . Free.
2. Mutual ; and,
3. Communicated by each to the oth er.
§ 3842. Rescinded, if not free. A consent which is not free

is, nevertheless, not absolutely void, but may be rescinded by the 
parties in the manner prescribed by the chapter on rescission. 

§ 3843. What renders apparent consent not free. An ap-
parent consent is not real or free when obtained through : 

1. Duress.
2. MenacC' .
3. Fraud.
4. Un<luo influence; or,
5. Mistake.
§ 3844. When deemed not free. Consent is deemed to have

been obtained through one of the causes mentioned in the last 
section only when it would not have been given had such cause not 
existed. 

§ 3845.  Duress. Dnres.'! consists in :
1 . Unlawful confinement of the person of the party or of the

husband or wife of such party, or of an an<"estor, descendant or 
adopted ehild of sneh party, husband or wife . 
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2. Unlawful detention of the property of any such person; or,
3. Copfinement of such person, lawful in form, but fraudulently

obtained or ·fraudulently made unjustly harassing or oppressive. 
§ 3846. Menace. Menace consists in a threat :
1. Of such duress as is specified in the first and third subdivisions

of the last section. 
2. Of unlawful and violent injury to the person or property of any

such person as is specified in the last section; or, 
3. Of injury to the character of any such person.

§ Sill. Civil C.

§ 3847. Fraud classified. Fraud is either actual or construe- § Nl"l. ci,·n c.
tive. 

§ 3848. Actual fraud. Actual fraud within the meaning of § t«l. « ·M1 c.
this chapter consists in any of the following acts committed by 
a party to the contract, or with his connivance, with intent to deceive 
another party thereto or to induce him to enter into the contract : 

1 . The suggestion as a fact of that which is not true by one who
does not believe it to be true. 

2. The positive assertion in a manner not warranted by the infor
mation of the person making it  of that which is not true, though he 
believes it to be true. 

3. The suppression of that which is true by one having knowledge
or belief of the fact. 

4. A promise made without any intention of performing it ; or,
5. Any other act fitted to deceive.
§ 3849. Constructive fraud. Constructive fraud consists :
1 .  In any breach of duty which without an actually fraudulent 

intent gains an advantage to the person in fault, or any one claiming 
under him, by misleading another to his prejudice or to the prejudice 
of any one claiming under him: or, 

2. In any such act or omission as the law specially declares to be
fraudulent without respect to actual fraud. 

ll 884, c1,·11 < • • 

§ 3860. Actual, question of fact. Actual fraud is always a § t1._s:;, < 'Ml c.
question of fact. 

§ 3861. Undue influence. Undue influence consists :
1. In the use, by one in whom a confidence is reposed by another

or who holds a real or apparent authority over him, of such confidence 
or authority for the purpose of obtaining an unfair advantage over 
him. 

2. In taking an unfair advantage of another's weakness of mind; or,
3 . In taking a grossly oppressive and unfair advantage of another's

necessities or distress. 

II &.�. Civil C. 

§ 3862. Mistake classified. Mistake may be either of fact or 11 �1. CMI c.
of1aw. 

§ "3863. Fact. Mistake of fact is a mistak� not caused by the § AA�. Ch-II c.
neglect of a legal duty on the part of the person making the mistake 
and consisting in : 

1 .  An unconscious ignorance or forgetfulness of a fact past or 
present material to the contract; or, 

2. Belief in the present existence of a thing material to the c-0n
tract which does not exist, or in the past existence of such a thing 
which has not existed. 

§ 3864. Law. Mistake of law constitutes a mistake within the § 889. Ch'II e.
meaning of this chapter only when it arises from: 
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1. A misapprehension of the law by all parties, all supposing that
they knew and understood it, and all making substantially the same 
mistake as to the law ; or, 

2. A misapprehension of the law by one party of which the others
are aware at the time of contracting, but which they do not rectify. 

§ 3856. Of foreign laws, fact. Mistake of foreign laws is a
mistake of fact. 

§ 3856. Mutual consent deftned. Consent is not mutual un
less the parties all agree upon the same thing in the same sense. But 
in certain cases defined by the article on interpretation they are to be 
deemed so to agree without regard to the fact. 

§ 3867. How communicated. Oonsent can be communicated
with effect only by some act or omission of the party contracting by 
which he intends to communicate it or which necessarily tends to 
such communication. 

§ 3858. Acceptance must comply with conditions. If a
proposal prescribes any conditions concerning the communication of 
its acceptance, the proposer is not bound unless they are conformed 
to ; but in other cases any reasonable and usual mode may be 
adopted. 

§ 3859. When deemed fully communicated. Consent is
deemed to be fully communicated between the parties as soon as 
the party accepting a proposal has put his acceptance in the course 
of transmission to the proposer in conformity to the last section. 

§ 3860. Acts which are an acceptance. Performance of
the conditions of a proposal, or the acceptance of the consideration 
offered with a proposal, is an acceptance of the proposal. 

§ 386 1 .  Acceptance must be absolute. An acceptance must
be absolute and unqualified, or must include in itself an acceptancf:' 
of that character, which the proposer can separate from the rest and 
which will include the person accepting. A qualified acceptance is a 
new proposal. 

§ 3862. When proposal revoked. A proposal may be
revoked at any time before its acceptance is communicated to the pro
poser, but not afterwards. 

§ 3863. How proposal revoked. A proposal is revoked :
1 . By the communication of notice of revocation by the proposer

to the other party in the manner prescribed by sections 3857 and 
38Z>9 before his aoc.eptance has been communicated to the former. 

2. By the lapse of the time prescribed in such proposal for its
acceptance, or if no time is so prescribed the lapse of a reasonable 
time without communication of the acceptance. 

3. By the failure of the acceptor to fulfill a condition precedent
to aoc,eptance : or, 

4. By the death or insanity of the proposer.
§ 3864. Subsequent consent. A contract which is voidable

soiely for want of due consent may he ratified by a subsequent con
sent. 

§ 3865. Acceptance of beneftt a consent to obligation.
A voluntary acceptance of the benefit of a transaction is equivalent 
to a consent to all the obligations arising from it so far as the facts 
are known or ought to be known to the person ac.cepting. 
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ARTICLE 4. - OBJECT OF A CONTRACT. 

� 3866. Object of contract. The opject of a contract is the 11001, Ch"lt c. 
thmg which it is agreed on the part of the party receiving the con-
sideration to do or not to do. 

§ 3867. Requisites of object. The object of a contract must A !Kr.!, CMt c.
be lawful when the contract is made and possible and ascertainable 
by the time the contract is to be performed. 

§ 3868. Possible defined. Everything is deemed possible II uoo, CMI c.
except that which is impossible in the nature of things. 

§ 3869. Single unlawful object avoids contract. When a 11 904, Ci\11 c.
contract has but a single object, and such object is unlawful, whether 
in whole or in part, or wholly impossible of performance, or so 
vaguely expressed as to be wholly unascertainable, the entire contract 
is void. 

§ 3870. Lawful object valid. When a contract has several 11905, c1vn c.
distinct objects, of which one at least is lawful and one at least is 
unlawful in whole or in part, the contract is void as to the latter and 
valid as to the rest. 

ARTICLE 5. -CONSIDERATION. 

§ 3871. Good consideration defined. Any benefit conferred
or agreed to be conferred upon the promiser by any other person to 
which the promiser is not lawfully entitled or any prejudice suffered 
or agreed to be suffered by such person, other than such as he is at 
the time of consent lawfully bound to suffer as an inducement to the 
promiser, is a good consideration for a promise. 

§ 3872. When legal or moral obligation good considera
tion. An existing legal obligation resting upon the promiser or a 
moral obligation originating in some benefit conferred upon the 
promiser, or prejudice suffered by the promisee is also a good con
sideration for a promise to an extent corresponding with the extent of 
the obligation, but no further or otherwise. 

§ 3873. Consideration must be lawful. The consideration
of a contract must be lawful within the meaning of section 3920. 

§ 3874. Contract void when consideration unlawful. If
any part of a single consideration for one or more objects. or of sev
eral coneiderations for a single object is unlawful, the entire contract 
is void. 

§ 3875. Consideration executed or executory. A consider
ation may be executed or executory in whole or in part. In so far as 
it is executory it is subject to the provisions of article 4 of this 
d1apter. 

� 3876. How executory consideration determined. When 
a �onsideration is executory it is not indispensable that the contract 
should specify its amount or the means of ascertaining it. It may be 
left to the decision of a third person or regulated by any specified 
standard. 

§ 3877. Consideration undetermined. Reasonableworth.
When a contract does not determine the amount of the consideration, 
nor the method by which it is to be ascertained, or when it leaves the 
amount thereof to the discretion of an interested party the considera
tion must be so much money as the object of the contract is reason
ably worth. 
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§ 3878. Consideration not ascertainable. Contract void.
Wlien a contract provides an exclusive method by which its considera
tion is to be ascertained, which method is on its face impossible of 
execution, the entire contract is void. 

§ 3879. Exclusive method. Consideration not ascertain
able. Provision void. When a contract provides an exclusive 
method by which its consideration is to be ascertained, which method 
appears possible on its face, but in fact is, or becomes impossible of 
execution, such provision only is void. 

§ 3880. Writing presumes consideration. A written instru
ment is presumptive evidence of a consideration. 

§ 3881. Burden of proving want ot: The burden of show
ing a want of consideration sufficient to support an instrument lies 
with the party seeking to invalidate or avoid it. 

ARTICLE 6. - MANNER OF CREATING CONTRACTS. 

II 1115. ch'11 c. § 3882. Contracts classified. A contract is either express or
implied. 

11016. cl\'11 c. § 3883. Express. An express contract is one the terms of
which are stated in words. 

§ 917. Civil c. � 3884. Implied. An implied contract is one the existence
and terms of which are manifested by conduct. 

§ 01�. Ci,•u c. § 3886. What contracts may be oral. All contracts may ht•
oral, except such as are specially required by statute to be in writing. 

I 9111. cM1 c. § 3886. When oral contract required to be in writing
enforceable. When a contract, which is required by law to be in 
writing, is prevented from being put into writing by the fraud of a 
party thereto, any other party who is by such fraud led to believe that 
it is in writing and acts upon such belief to his prejudice may enforeP 
it against the fraudulent party. 

!I !1"20. ('Ml c. § 3887. Contracts required to be in writing. The follow-
ing contracts are invalid, unless the same, or some note or memo
randum thereof, is in writing and subscribed by the party to be charged, 
or by his agent: 

1. An agreement that by its terms is not to be performed within a
year from the making thereof. 

2. A special promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriagt'
of another, except in the cases provided for in section 4629. 

3. An agreement made upon consideration of marriage, other than
a mutual promise to marry. 

4. An agreement for the sale of goods, chattels, or things in action
at a price not less than fifty dollars, unless the buyer accepts or 
receives part of such goods and chattels or the evidences, or some of 
them, of such things in action, or pays at the time some part of the 
purchase money; but when a sale is made by auction an entry by tlw 
auctioneer in his sale book at the time of the sale of the kind of 
property sold, the terms of sale, the price and the names of the pur
chaser and person on whose account the sale is made is a sufficient 
memorandum. 

5. An agreement for the leasing for a longer period than one year.
or for the sale of real property, or of an interest therein; and such 
agreement, if made by an agent of the party sought to be charged, is 
invalid, unless the authority of the agent is in writing, subscribed by 
the party sought to be charged. 
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§ 3888. Written contract supersedes oral negotiations. § 921, civil c.
The execution of a contract in writing, whether the law requires it 
to be written or not, supersedes all the oral negotiations or stipulations 
concerning its matter, which preceded or aooompanied the execution 
of the instrument. 

§ 3889. Tak.es e1fect on delivery. A contract in writing takes § ll'l"l, Civil c.
effect upon its delivery to the party in whose favor it is made or to his 
agent. 

§ 3890. Chapter on transfers applies. The provisions of § 923, c1vu c.
the chapter on transfers in general concerning the delivery of grants, 
absolute and conditional, ap_ply to all written contracts. 

§ 3891. How seal a.ffl.xed. A corporate or official seal may be § 924, Civil c.
affixed to an instrument by a mere impre88ion upon the paper or other 
material on which such instrument is written. 

§ 3892. Seals abolished. All distinctions between sealed and § 925, Civil c.
unsealed instruments are abolished. 

ARTICLE 7.-INTERPRETATION OF CoNTRAOTS. 

§ 3893. Same rules for public and private. All contracts, § 926, Civil c.
whether public or private, are to be interpreted by the same rules, 
except as otherwise provided by this code. 

§ 3894. Must be interpreted to give e1fect to mutual in ten- 1 927, civil c.
tion. A contract must be so interpreted as to give effect to the mutual 
intention of the parties as it existed at the time of contracting so far 
as the same is ascertainable and lawful. 

§ 3895. Rules in this article to be applied. For the pur- § 928, cM1 c.
pose of ascertaining the intention of the parties to a contract, if other-
wise doubtful, the rules given in this chapter are to be applied. 

§ 3896. Language governs if clear. The language of a con- 6 929, Civil c.
tract is to govern its interpretation if the language is clear and explicit 
and does not involve an absurdity. 

§ 3897. Intention ascertained from writing alone, if pos- § 11ro, cM1 c.
sible. When a contract is reduced to writing the intent.ion of the 
parties is to be ascertained from the writing alone if possible, subject, 
however, to the other provisions of this article. 

§ 3898. Real intention to govern in cases of fraud, etc. 11 931, c1vi1 c.
,vhen through fraud, mistake or accident a written contract fails to 
express the real intention of the parties, such intention is to be 
re

t
ded and the erroneous parts of the writing disregarded. 
3899. Every part given e1fect. The whole of a contract is 11 932, c1v11 c. 

to taken together so as to give effect to every part, if reasonably 
practicable, each clause helping to interpret the others. 

� 3900. Several contracts. Parts. of one transaction. § 933, civil c.
Taken together. Several contracts relatmg to the same matters 
between the same parties and made as parts of substantially one 
transaction are to be taken together. 

§ 3901. So interpreted as to carry it into e1fect. A contract 11 93-&, cM1 c.
must receive such an interpretation as will make it lawful, operative, 
definite, reasonable and capable of being carried into effect, if it can 
be done without violating the intention of the parties. 

§ 3902. Words to be understood in ordinary sense. The § 933, c1v11 c.
words of a contract are to be understood in their ordinary and popu-
lar sense rather than according to their strict legal meaning, unless 
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used by the parties in a technical sense, or unless a special meaning 
is �ven to them by usage, in which case the latter must be followed. 

§ 3903. Technical words. Technical words are to be inter
preted as usually understood by persons in the profession or business 
to which they relate, unless clearly used in a different sense. 

§ 3904. What law governs. A contract is to be interpreted
according to the law and usage of the place where it is to be per
formed, or if it does not .indicate a place of performance, according 
to the law and usage of the place where it is made. 

§ 3906. Explained by reference to circumstances. A con
tract may be explained by reference to the circumstances under which 
it was made and the matter to which it relates. 

§ 3906. Extends no farther than parties intended to con
tract. However broad may be the terms of a contract, it extends 
only to those things concerning whi-ch it appears that the parties 
intended to contract. 

§ 3907. As promiser believed promisee understood it. If
the terms of a promise are in any respect ambiguous or uncertain it 
must be interpreted in the sense in which the promiser believed at 
the time of making it that the promisee understood it. 
. § 3908. Clauses subordinate to general intent. Particular 
clauses of a contract are subordinate to its general intent. 

§ 3909. Written and original control printed and copied.
When a contract is partly written and partly printed, or when part of 
it is written or printed under the special directions of the parties 
and with a special view to their intention and the remainder is copied 
from a form originally prepared without special reference to the par
ticular parties and particular contract in question, the written parts 
control the printed parts and' the parts which are purely original 
c.ontrol those which are copied from a form and if the two are abso
lutely repugnant the latter must be so far disregarded.

§ 3910. Repugnancies reconciled. Repugnancy in a con
tract must be reconciled, if possible, by such an interpretation as 
will give some effect to the repugnant clause subordinate to the gen
eral intent and purposes of the whole contract. 

§ 3911. Inconsistent words rejected. Words in a contraet
which are wholly inconsistent with its nature, or with the main inten
tion of the parties are to be rejected. 

§ 3912. Uncertainty interpretedagainst partycausing it.
Presumption as to cause. In cases of uncertainty not removed 
by the preceding rules, the language of a contract should be interpreted 
most strongly against the party who caused the uncertainty to exist. 
The promiser is presumed to be sueh party, except in a contraet 
between a public offil'er or body, as such, and a private party, in 
which it is presumed that all uncertainty was caused by the private 
party. 

§ 3913. Reasonable stipulations implied. Stipulations
which are nee{'ssary to make a eontract reasonable or conformable to 
usage are implied in resped to matters coneeming which the con
tract manifests no contrary intention. 

§ 3914. Incidents, when and when not implied. All things
that in law or usage are considered as incidental to a contmet or as 
n<'et•ssary to e.arry it into effect are implied therefrom, unlN,s somC' of 
them ar<' expreRSly mention£><l therein, when all oth£>r things of the 
AAme class are deemed to be C>xduded. 
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§ 3916. Rules governing time of performance when not 11 9-18. civil c.
specified. If no time is specified for the performance of an act 
required to be performed a reasonable time is allowed. If the act is 
in its nature capable of being done instantly as for example, if it 
c.onsists in the payment of money only, it must be performed imme-
diately upon the thing to be done being exactly ascertained. 

§ 3916. When time of the essence. Time is never consid- II 949, Civil c.
ered as of the essence of a contract unless by its terms expressly so 
provided. 

§ 3917. When promise presumed joint and several. II 950, civil c.
When all the parties who unite in a promise receive some benefit 
from the consideration, whether past or present, their promise is pre
sumed to be joint and several. 

§ 3918. Promise in. singular by several presumed joint II 9M,  cM1 c.
and several. A promise made in the singular number, but executed 
by several persons is presumed to be joint and several. 

§ 3919. Executed contract defined. An executed contract II 952, c1v11 c.
is one, the object of which is fully performed. All others are execu-
tory. 

ARTICLE 8. - UNLAWFUL CONTRACTS. 

§ 3920. What is unlawful. That is not lawful which is: 11 95:1, civil c. 
1 . Contrary to an expre88 provision of law.
2. Contrary to the policy of express law, though not expressly

prohibited ; or, 
3. Otherwise contrary to good morals.
§ 3921. Certain contracts against the policy of the law. 11 9M, civil c .

.A.IY contracts which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to
exempt any one from responsibility for his own fraud or willful 
injury to the person or property of another, or violation of law, 
whether willful or negligent, are against the policy of the law. 

§ 3922. Penalties and penal clauses void. Penalties im- § 95!1, civil c.
posed by contract for any nonperformance thereof are void. But this 
section does not render void such bonds or obligations, penal in form, 
as have heretofore been commonly used ; it merely rejects and avoids 
the penal clauses. 

§ 3923. Fixing damages for breach void. Every contract § 956, c1v11 c.
by which the amount of damages to be paid or other compensation to 
be made for a breach of an obligation is determined in anticipation 
thereof is to that extent void, except as expressly provided by the 
next section. 

§ 3924. Exception to last section. The parties to a contract 11 957, civil c.
may agree therein upon an amount which shall be presumed to be 
the amount of damage sustained by a breach thereof, when from the 
nature of the case it would be impracticable or extremely difficult to
fix the actual damage. 
· § 3926. Restricting enforcement of rights void. Every 11 958, c1v11 c.
stipulation or condition in a contract by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract by the usual
legal proceedings in the ordinary tribunals or which limits the time
within which he may thus enforce his rights is void.

§ 3926. In restraint of business void. Every contract by 11 959, cM1 c.
which any one is restrained from exercising a lawful profession, trade 
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or bueiness of any kind, otherwise than as providtid by the next two 
sections is to that extent void. 

o 960, c1v11 c. § 3927. Good will excepted. One who sells the good will of
a business may agree with the buyer to refrain from carrying on a 
similar business within a specified county, city or a part thereof, so 
long as the buyer or any person deriving title to the good will from 
him carries on a like business therein. 

o 961, Civil c. § 3928. Partners excepted. Partners may upon or in antici-
pation of a dissolution of the partnership agree that none of them 
will carry on a similar business within the same city or town where 
the partnership business has been transacted, or .within a specified 
part thereof. 

o 962, civil c. § 3929. In restraint of marriage void. Every contract in
restraint of the marriage of any person, other than a minor, is void. 

§ 963, Civil C.

§ 964, Civil C.

§ 9611, Civil C.

§ 966, Civil C.

§ 96i, Ch'll C.

ARTICLE 9. -EXTINCTION OF CONTRACTS. 

§ 3930. How extinguished. A contract may be extinguished
in 1ike manner with any other obligation and also in the manner pre
scribed by this article. 

RESCISSION. 

§ 3931. Extinguished by rescission. A- contract is extin
guished by its rescission. 

§ 3932. When rescission permitted. A party to a contract
may rescind the saine in the following cases only : 

1. If the consent of the party rescinding, or of any party jointly
contracting with him was given by mistake or obtained through 
duress, menace, fraud or undue influence exercised by or with the 
connivance of the party as !o  whom he rescinds or of any other party 
to the contract jointly interested with such party. 

2. If through the fault of the party as to whom he rescinds the
consideration for his obligation fails in whole or in part. 

3. If such consideration becomes entirely void from any cause.
4. If such consideration before it is rendered to him fails in a

material respect from any cause ; or, 
5 . By consent of all of the other parties.
§ 3933. When permitted notwithstanding stipulation

for compensation. A stipulation that errors of description shall 
not avoid a contract or shall be the subject of compensation, or both .  
does not take away the right of  rescission for fraud, nor for mistake, 
when such mistake is in a matter essential to the inducement of the 
contract and is not capable of exact and entire compensation. 

§ 3934. Rules governing. Rescission when not effected by
consent can be accomplished only by the use, on the part of the party 
rescinding, of reasonable diligence to comply with the following 
rules : 

1. He must rescind promptly upon discovering the facts which
entitle him to rescind, if he is free from duress, menace, undue influ
ence or disability and is aware of his right to rescind; and, 

2. He must restore to the other party everything of value which
he has received from him under the contract : or must offer to restore 
the same upon condition that such party shall do likewise, unless the 
latter is unable or positively refuses to do so. 
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ALTERATION AND CANCELLATION. 

§ 3935. How oral contract altered. A contract not in writ- II 968. c1v11 c.
ing may be altered in any respect by consent of the parties in writing 
without a new consideration and is extinguished thereby to the extent 
of the alteration. 

§ 3936. How written contract altered. A contract in writ- II 969. c1v11 c. 

ing may be altered by a contract in writing or by an executed oral 
agreement and not otherwise. 

§ 3937. Destruction by consent extinguishes as to all I 970. c1vu c. 

consenting. The destruction or cancellation of a written contract 
or of the signature of the parties liable thereon with intent to extin-
guish the obligation thereof, extinguishes it as to all of the parties 
consenting to the act. 

§ 3938. Extinguished as to one and not all. The inten- !I 971, c1v11 c.
tional destruction, cancellation or material alteration of a written 
contract by a party entitled to any benefit under it, or with his con-
sent, extinguishes all the executory obligations of the contract in his 
favor against parties who do not consent to the act. 

§ 3939. Destruction of one duplicate not within last II 97l, c1v11 c.

section. When a contract is executed in duplicate an alteration or 
destruction of one copy while the other exists is not within the pro-
visions of the last section. 

C H A P T E R  4 4 .  

OBLIGATIONS IMPOSED BY LAW. 

§ 3940. To abstain from injuring another's person or II Dia, c1v11 c.
property. Every person is bound without contract to abstain from 
injuring the person or property of another or infringing upon any of 
his rights. 

§ 3941. Damages for deceit. One who willfully deceives 11 9;,. cM1 c.
another with intent to induce him to alter his position to his injury 
or risk is liable for any dama�e which he thereby suffers.

§ 3942. Deceit define . A deceit within the meaning of the 11 9;s, cM1 c.
last section is either: 

1. The suggestion as a fact of that which is not true by one who
does not believe it to be true. 

2. The assertion as a fact of that which is not true by one who
has no reasonable ground for believing it to be true. 

3. The suppression of a fact by one who is bound to disclose it,
or who gives information of other facts which are likely to mislead 
for want of communication of that fact; or, 

4. A promise made without any intention of performing.
§ 3943. When intent to defraud every one misled pre- 1 916, c1v11 c .

awned. One who practices a deceit with intent to defraud the pub-
lic or a particular class of persons is deemed to have intended to 
defraud every individual in that class who is actually misled by the 
deceit. 
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§ 3944. When thing obtained without consent must be
restored. One who obtains a thing without the consent of its 
owner or by a consent afterwards rescinded, or by an unlawfnl exac
tion which the owner could not at the time prudently refuse must 
restore it to the person from whom it was thus obtained, unless he 
has acquired a title thereto superior to that of such other person, or 
unless the transaction was corrupt and unlawful on both sides. 

§ 3946. Without demand. Exception. The restoration
required by the last section must be made without demand: except 
when a thing is obtained by mutual mistake, in which case the party 
obtaining the thing is not bound to return it until he has notice of 
the mistake. 

§ 3946. Liability for willful acts and negligence. Every
one is responsible, not only for the result of his willful acts, but also 
for an injury occasioned to another by his want of ordinary care or 
skill in the management of his property or person, except so far as 
the latter has willfully or by want of ordinary care, brought the 
injury upon himself. The extent of the liability in such cases is 
defined by articles 1 and 2 of chapter 94 on compensatory relief. 

§ 3947. Other obligations. Other obligations are prescribed
by the first forty-one chapters of this code. 

C H A P T E R  4 5 .

SALE. 

ARTICLE 1. - GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 3948. Sale defined. Sale is a contract by which for a pecun
iary consideration called a price one transfers to another an interest 
,in property. 

§ 3949. Subject of sale. The subject of sale must be property
the title to which can be immediately transferred from the seller to 
the buyer. 

ARTICLE 2. - AGREEMENTS FOR SALE. 

§ 3960. Classified. An agreement for sale is either:
I. An agreement to sell.
2. An agreement to buy; or,
3. A mutual agreement to sell and buy.
§ 3961. Agreement to sell defined. An agreement to sell

is a contract by which one engages for a price to transfer to another 
the title to a c�rtain thing. 

§ 3962. Agreement to buy. An agreement to buy is a con
tract by which one engages to accept from another and pay a price 
for the title to a certain thing. 

§ 3963. To sell and buy. An agreement to sell and buy is a
contract by which one engages to transfer the title to a certain thing 
to another who engagC's to accept the same from him and to pay a 
price therefor. 
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§ 3964. What may be sold. . Any property which if in ex- § 987, Civil c.
istence might be the subject of sale may be the subject of an agree-
ment for a sale whether in existence or not. 

§ 3966. Duty of seller of realty. An agreement to sell real !I 988, Civil u.
property binds the seller to execute a conveyance in form sufficient 
to pass the title to the property. 

§ 3966. Duty on agreement to give usual covenants. II 989, c1v11 c.
An agreement cn1 the part of a seller of real property to give the 
usual covenants binds him to insert in the grant covenants of seizin, 
quiet enjoyment, further assurance, general warranty ijnd against 
incum brances. 

§ 3967. Form of covenants. The covenants mentioned in the II ooo, Civil c.
last section must be in substance as follows: 

The party of the first part covenants with the party of the second 
part that the former is now seized in fee simple of the property 
granted ; that the latter shall enjoy the same without any lawful dis
turbance; that the same is free from all incumbrances; that the party 
of the first part and all persons acquiring any interest in the same 
through or for him will on demand execute and deliver to the party 
of the second -part, at the expense of the latter, any further assurance 
of the same that may be reasonably required; and that the party of 
the first part will warrant to the party of the second part all the s!lid 
property against every person lawfully claiming the same. 

ARTICLE 3. - FORM OF THE CoNTRAQT. 

§ 3968. Statute of frauds. Personal property. No sale of 11 001, c1vn c.
personal property or agreement- to buy or sell it for a price of fifty 
dollars or more is valid unless: 

1. The agreement or some note or memorandum thereof is in writing
and subscribed by the party to be charged or by his agent; or, 

2. The buyer accepts and receives part of the things sold or when
it consists of a thing in actian, part of the evidences thereof, or some 
of them; or, 

3. Th� buyer at the time of the sale pays a part of the price.
§ 3969. Agreement to manufacture not within last sec- II 900, Ch"II c.

ti.on. An agreement to manufacture a thing from materials furnished 
by the manufacturer or by another person is not within the provis-
ions of the last section. 

§ 3960. Agreement for sale of realty invalid unless in 11 993, Civil c.
writing. No agreement for the sale of real property, or of an inter-
est therein, is valid unless the same, or some note or memorandum 
thereof, is in writing and subscribed by the party to be charged, or 
his agent thereunto authorized in writing ; but this does not abridge 
the power of any court to compel the specific performance of any agree-
ment for the sale of real property in case of part performance thereof. 

§ 3961. Form of transfer. The form of a transfer of real § 994, c1v11 c.
property is described by the chapter on such transfers. 

ARTICLE 4. - RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELL;.;R. RIGHTS 
AND DUTIES BEFORE DELIVERING. 

§ 3962. Seller acts as depositary. After personal property 11 995, c1Y11 c.
has been sold, and until the delivery is completed the seller has the 
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CIVIL CODE. Sale. 

righ ts and obligations of a depositary for hire, except that he must 
keep the property without charge until the buyer has had a reason
able opportunity to remove it. 

§ 3963. Seller may rescind. If a buyer of personal property
does not fay for it according to contract and it remains in the pos
seBBion o the seller after payment is due, the seller may rescind the 
sale, or may enforce his lien for the price in the manner prescribed 
by chapter 84 on liens. 

DELIVERY. 

§ 3964. Delivered reasonable time after demand. One
who. sells personal property, whether it was in his posseBBion at the 
time of sale or not, must put it into a condition fit for delivery and 
deliver it to the buyer within a reasonable time after demand unless 
he has a lien thereon. 

§ 3966. Where deliverable. Personal property sold is de1iver
ab1e at the place where it is at the time of the sale or agreement to sell 
or if it is not then in existence, it is deliverable at the place where it 
is produced. 

§ 3966. Where brought for acceptance. Risk of trans
portation. One who sells personal property must bring it to his 
own door or other convenient place for its acceptance by the buyer, 
but further transportation is at the risk and expense of the buyer. 

§ 3967. Notice of option. When either party to a contract of
sale has an option as to the time, place or manner of delivery, he 
must give the other party reasonable notice of bis cboic.e ; and if he 
does not give such notice within a reasonable time his right of option 
is waived. 

§ 3968. Buyer's directions govern sending. If a seller
agre.es to send the thing sold to the buyer be must follow the direc
tions of the latter as to the manner of sending, or it will be at his own 
risk during its transportation. If he follows such directions or if in 
the absence of special directions he uses ordinary care in forwarding 
the thing it is at the risk of the buyer. 

§ 3969. Delivery within reasonable hours. Tac delivery
of a thing sold can be offered or demanded only within reasonable 
hours of the day. 

WARRANTY. 

§ 3970. Defined. A warranty is an engagement by which a
seller assures to a buyer the existence of some fact affecting the trans-
action, whether past, present or future. 

§ 3971. Not implied from mere sale. Except as prescribf'd
by this article a mere contract of sale or agreement to sell does not 
imply a warranty. 

§ 3972. Sale of personalty warrants title. One who sells
or agrees to sell personal property as his own thereby warrants that 
he has a good and unincumbered title thereto. 

§ 3973. Bulk equal to sample. One who sells or agrees to sell
goods by sample thereby warrants the bulk to he equal to the sample. 

§ 3974. Knows nothing to destroy inducement to buy.
One who sells or agrees to sell personal property, knowing that the 
buyer relies upon his advice or judgment, thereby warrants to the 
buyer that neither the seller, nor any agent employed by him in tht1 
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transaetion, knows the existence of any fact conceming the thing sold 
which would to his knowledge destroy the buyer's inducement to buy. 

§ 3976. Not in existence, sound and merchantable. One
who agrees to sell mnchandise not then in existence thereby warrants 
that it shall tx, sound and merchantable at the place of production 
contemplated by the parties and as nearly so at the place of delivery 
as can be secured by reasonable eare. 

§ 3976. Free from latent defects. One who sells or agrees
to sell an article of his own manufacture thereby warrants it to be 
free from any latent defect not disclosed to the buyer, arising from 
the process of manufacture and also that neither he nor his agent in 
such manufacture has knowingly used improper materials therein. 

§ 3977. Fit for purpose . One who manufactures an article
under an order for a particular purpose warrants by the sale that it is 
reasonably fit for that purpose. 

§ 3978. Inaccessible, warranted sound and merchantable.
One who sells or agrePs to sell merchandise inaccessible to tht> exami
nation of the buyer thereby warrants that it is sound and merchant
able. 

§ 3979. Trade-mark genuine. One who sells or agrees to
sell any article to which there is affixed or attached a trade-mark 
thereby warrants that mark to be genuine and lawfully used. 

§ 3980. Truth of marks of quantity or quality. One who
sells or agrees to sell any article to which there is affixed or attached 
a statement or mark to express the quantity or quality thereof or the 
place where it was in whole or in part produced, manufactured or 
prepared thereby warrantR the truth thereof. 

§ 3981 .  Validity of instrument. One who sells or agrees to
sel1 an instrument purporting to bind any one to the performance of 
an act thereby warrants the instrument to be what it purports to be and 
to be binding according to its purport upon all the parties thereto : 
and also warrants that he has no knowledge of any facts which tend 
to prove it worthless, such as the insolvency of any of the parties 
thereto, when that is material, the extinction of its obligations, or its 
invalidity for any cause . 

§ 3982. Provisions sound and wholesome. One who makes
a business of selling provisions for domestic use warrants by a sale 
thereof to one who buys for actual consumption, and not for the pur
pose of sale, that they are sound and wholesome. 

§ 3983. Good will. One who sells the good will of a business
thereby warrants that he will not endeavor to draw off any of the 
customers. 

§ 3984. Judicial sale. Upon a judicial sale the only warranty
implied is that the seller does not know that the sale will not pass a 
good title to the property. 

§ 3986 . Scope of general warranty. A general warranty
does not extend to defects inconsistent therewith of which the buyer 
was then aware or which were then easily discernible by him without 
the exercise of peculiar skill, but it extends to all other defects. 

ARTICLE 5. - RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER. 

§§ 39i5-:-l!l8G 

§ IIX�, ! 'h·il ! ' . 

§ 1009. ( ' IY I I  C .

§ 1010. l 'h l l  I ' .

II 101 1 ,  ( ' ! vi i  I · .  

§ 101:!. ( ' h· i :  ( '. 

§ IOJa. l ' l ,· i l  I ' , 

Ii 1011, ch·l l  c.

§ 1015, ( ' !vii 1 · . 

11 1016. ! 'lvll c .  

11 toli ,  ! ' l \·1 1 1 ·. 

§ !018. 1 · 1 ,· 1 1  I ' .

§ 3986. To pay and remove in reasonable time. A buyer i; 111w. n, 1 1 1 · .
must pay the price of the thing sold on its delivery and must take it  
away within a reasonable time after the seller offors to deliver it. 
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§ 11r!11. 1 · 1 , 11 1 · . § 3987. Right to inspect. On an agreement for sale with war-
ranty the buyer has a right to inspect the thing sold at a reasonablt> 
time before accepting it and may rescind the contract if the seller 
refuses to permit him to do so. 

!l 11ri 1 .  1 ·M1 c .  § 3988. Rescission for breach of warranty. The breach of 
a warranty entitles the buyer to rescind an agreement for sale, but 
not an executed sale, unless the warranty was intended by the parties 
to operate as a condition. 

ARTICLE 6. - SALE BY AUCTION. 

§ 11r.!"l. Ch'l t  1 · .  § 3989. Defined. A sale by auction is a sale by public outcry
to the highest bidder on the spot. 

11 11r.!:i. 1 · 1, 11 1 · .  § 3990. When complete. A sale by auction is complete wheu 
the auctioneer publicly announces by the fall of his hammer or in any 
other customary manner that the thing is sold. 

i; urM. 1 ·1\·11 c. § 3991 .  Withdrawal of bid. Until the announcement meu-
tioned in the last section has been made any bidder may withdraw 
his bid, if he does so in a manner reasonably sufficient to bring it to 
the notice of the auctioneer. 

� wi.,. 1·M1 c. § 3992. Printed conditions govern. When a sale by auction 
is made upon written or printed conditions, such conditions cannot 
be modified by any oral declaration of the auctioneer, except so far as 
they are for his own benefit. 

§ ur!ti. 1 ·M1 c. § 3993. Sale without reserve. Rights of bidder. If at 11.
sale by auction, the auctioneer having authority to do so, publicly 
announc,es that the sale will be without reserve or makes any announct>
ment equivalent thereto the highest bidder in good faith has an ab
solute right to the C'ompletion of the sale to him 1md upon such 11. 
sale bids by the seller or any agents for him are void. 

i; M,. 1 · 1 ,· 1 1 1 ·. § 3994. Employment of bidder-in a fraud. The employ-
ment by a seller at a sale at auction without the knowledge of the 
buyer of any person to bid at the sale, without an intention on the 
p11.rt of such bidder to buy and on the part of the seller to enforce his 
bid, is a fraud upon the buyer which entitles him to rescind his pur
chase. 

!l 11ri,. c ; , ; 1 1 · .  § 3996. Auctioneer's entry binding. When property is sold 
by auction an entry made by the auctioneer in his sale book at the 
time of the sale specifying the name of the person for whom he sdls, 
the thing sold, the price, the terms of sale and the name of the buyer 
binds both partie.s in the same manner ll.8 if made by themselves. 
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C H A P T E R  4 6 .  

EXCHANGE. 

§ 3996. De:flned. Exchange is a contract by which the parties § 10:.'9. c1'"11 , ·.
mutually give or agree to give one thing for another, neither thing or 
both things being money only. 

§ 3997. Governed by section 3968. The provisions of section § uni. Ch"lt c.
ml58 apply to all exchanges in which the value of the thing to be 
given by either party is fifty dollars or more. 

§ 3998. Governed by chapter on sale. The provisions of !I 10:i1.cM1 c.
the chapter on sale apply to exchanges. Each party has the rights 
and obligations of a seller as to the thing which he gives and of a 
buyer as to that which he takes. 

§ 3999. Money warranted genuine. On an exchange of § 1002. c1v11 c.
money each party thereby warrants the genuineBS of the money given 
by him. 

C H A P T E R  4 7 .  

DEPOSIT. 

ARTICLE 1 . - DEPOSIT IN GENERAL. 

NATURE AND CREATION OF DEPOSIT. 

§ 4000. Deposit classifted. A deposit may be voluntary or
involuntary ; and for safe-keeping or for exchange. 

§ 4001 .  Voluntary. A voluntary deposit is made by one giv
ing to another with his consent the possession of personal property 
to keep for the benefit of the former or of a third party. The per
son giving is called the depositor and the person receiving the 
depositary. 

§ 4002. Involuntary. An involuntary deposit is made:
1 .  By the accidental leaving or placing of personal property in the

possession of any person without negligence on the part of its 
owner; or, 

2. In cases of fire, shipwreck, inundation, insurrection, riot or like
t-x,traordinary emergencies by the owner of personal property com
mitting it out of necessity to the care of any person. 

§ 4003. Duty of depositary under last section. The per
�n with whom a thing is deposited in the manner described in the 
Inst section is bound to take charge of it if able to do so . 
. § 4004. For keeping. A deposit for keeping is one in which 

the depositary is bound to return the identical thing deposited. 
§ 4006. For exchange. A deposit for exchange is one in

which the depositary is only bound to return a thing corresponding 
i11 kind to that which is deposited. 
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9BLIGATIONS OF THE DEPOSITARY. 

§ 4006. Delivery on demand. Exceptions. A depositary
must deliver the thing to the person for whose benefit it was depositRd 
on demand, whether the deposit was made for a specified time or nut, 
unless he has a lien upon the thing deposited, or has been forbidden 
or prevented from doing so by the real owner thereof, or by the act 
of the law and has given the notice required by section 4008. 

§ 4007. Demand prerequisite to delivery. A depositary
is not bound to deliver a thing deposited without demand even when 
the deposit is made for a specified time . 

§ 4008 . Place of delivery. A depositary must deliver the
thing deposited at his residence or place of business as may be most 
convenient for him. 

§ 4009. Prompt notice of adverse claim. A depositary must
give prompt notice to the person for whose benefit the deposit was 
made of any proceedings taken adversely to his interest in the thing 
depositl.'d, which diay tend to excuse the depositary from deliveriul{ 
the same to him. 

§ 4010.  Notice of wrongful detention. A depositary who
befieves that a thing deposited with him is wrongfully detained from 
its true owner may give him notice of the deposit : an<l if within R 
reasonable time afterwards he does not claim it aad sufficiently estab
lish his right thereto and indemnify the depositary against the claim 
of the depositor, the depositary is exonerated from liability to tht\ 

• person to whom he gave the notice upon returning the thing to tlw
depositor, or assuming in good faith a new obligation changing h i;;
position in respect to the thing to his prejudice.

§ lOU. Civil C. § 401 1 .  Delivery to disagreeing owners. If a thing d . . .
posited is owned jointly or in common by persons who cannot agret> 
upon the manner of its delivery, the depositary may deliver to each 
his proper share thereof, if it can be <lone without injury to the thing. 

ARTICLE 2. - DEPOSIT FOR KEEPING. 

GENERAL PlW\'ISION8. 

� 1114., ,  <'Ml c. § 4012. Indemnity to depositary for damages. A depo;;i -
tor must indemnify the depositary : 

1. For all damage caused to him by the defeds or vices of th"'
thing deposited ; and, 

2. For all expenses necessarily incurred by him about tht> thin�
other than such as are involved in the nature of the undertaking. 

!I 1016, rhn c. § 4013. Care of animals. A depositary of living animal .-=. 
must provide them with suitable food and shelter and treat tlw1n 
kindly. 

§ 1oi;, c1, 11 c. § 4014. May not use deposit. A depositary may not use th , ·
thing deposited or  permit. i t  to be used for any purpose without th ,, 
consent of the dt>positor. He may not, if it is purposely fastened hy 
the depositor, open it without the eonst>nt of the latter ex<'t>pt in <'n .-<, •  
of necessity. 
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§ 4016. Damages for wrongful use. A depositary is liable § toti<, c1v1 1  c.
for any damage happening to the thing deposited during his wrong-
ful use thereof, unless such damage must inevitably have happened 
though the property had not been thus used. 

§ 4016. Sale if perishing. If a thing deposited is in actual § 101!1, civil c.
danger of perishing before instructions can be obtained from the 
depositor, the depositary may sell it for the best price obtainable and 
retain the proceeds as a deposit, giving immediate noti<.',e of his pro-
cee<lings to the depositor. 

§ 4017. When willfulness or gross negligence pre- § m;u. ch· 1 1  c .
sumed. If a thing is lost or injured during its deposit and the 
depositary refuses to inform the depositor of the circumstances under 
which the loss or injury occurred so far as he has information con-
cerning them, or willfully misrepresents the circumstances to him, 
the depositary is presumed to have willfully or by gross negligence 
permitted the loss or injury to occur. 

§ 4018. Rules governing services by depositary. So far § 10s1. c1vi 1  < · .
as any service is rendered by a depositary or required from him his 
,Iuties and liabilities are prescribed by chapters 50, 51 and 52. 

§ 4019. Measure of liability. The liability of a depositary � 1or.2. civi l  1 · .
for negligeuce cannot exceed the amount which he is  informed by 
the depositor or has reason to suppose the thing deposited to b3 
worth. 

GRATl'ITOUS DEPOSIT. 

§ 4020. Defl.ned. Gratuitous deposit is a deposit for which § 10.;:1. 1 · 1 ,· i 1  c.
the depositary recl:'ives no consideration beyond the mere possession 
of the thing deposited. 

§ 4021. Involuntary, gratuitous. An involuntary deposit !i 1�,. 1 · 1 ,· 1 1  c.
is gratuitous, the depositary being entitled to no reward. 

§ 4022. Use slight care. A gratuitous depositary must use at § 1,13"· cl\· 1 1  c .
least slight care for the preservation of  the thing deposited. 

§ 4023. When duties cease . The duties of a gratuitous § rnM. c1v 1 1  1 · . 

depositary cease: 
1 .  Upon his restoring the thing deposited to its owner : or, 
2. Upon his giving reasonable notice to the owner to remove it,

the owner failing to do so within a reasonable time. But an invol
untary depositary under subdivision 2 of sect.ion 4002 cannot give 
such notice until the emergency that gave rise to the deposit is 
passed. 

STORAGE. 

§ 4024. Defl.ned. A deposit not gratuitous is called storage . § ur;;. n ,·1 1  , · .
The depositary in such case is called a depositary for hire. 

§ 4026. l!lust use ordinary care. A depositary for hire § 1m�. 1 · 1 ,· 1 1  , •. 
must use at least ordinary care for the preservation of the thing 
deposited. 

§ 4026. Right to compensation. In the absence of a different § 10.w. c 1 ,· i 1  c.
agreement or URage a depositary for hire is entitled to one week's hire 
for the sustenance and shelter of living animals during any fraction 
of a week and to half a month ·s hire for the storagP of any other 
property during any fraction of a half month. 
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� 1000. civil l'. § 4027. Termination of deposit. In the absence of an agree-
ment as to the length of time during which a deposit is to continue 
it may be terminated by the depositor at any time and by tht> 
depositary upon reasonable notice. 

� 1061 .  1 ·M1  • ·· § 4028 . Same. Payment for full time. Notwithstanding
an agreement respecting the length of time during which a deposit is 
to continue, it may be terminated by the depositor on paying all that 
would become due to the depositary in case of the deposit so con
tinuing. 

!l \062. ( ' 1\" 1 1  l'.
am'd.  

II 1Q6;J, Cl'fll C.  

� 1 1164, t'lvll C.  

� l tJti'i.  ( ' i\' i l  (.'. 

ARTIC
1

LE 3, -INNKEEPER. 

§ 4029. Innkeeper's liability. An innkeeper or keeper of a
boarding house is liable for all losses of or injuries to personal prop
erty placed by his guests or boarders under his care, unless occasioned 
by an irresistible superhuman cause, by a public enemy, by the negli
gence of the owner or by the act of some one whom he brought into 
the inn or boarding house. 

§ 4030. How exempted from liability. If an innkeeper or
boarding house keeper keeps a fire proof safe and gives notice to a 
guest or boarder, either personally or by putting up a printed notice 
in a prominent place in the room occupied by the guests or boarders 
that he keeps such a safe and will not be liable for money, jewelry, 
documents or other articles of unusual value and small compass unless 
placed therein, he is not liable, except so far as his own acts cou 
tribute thereto for any loss of or injury to such article, if not deposited 
with him and not required by the guest or boarder for present usc. 

FINDING . 

§ 4031 . Finder, depositary for hire. One who finds a thing
lost is not bound to take charge of i t ;  but if he does so, he is thenct' 
forward a depositary for the owner with the rights and obligations of 
a depositary for hire. 

§ 4032. Must notify owner. If the finder of a thing knows
or suspects who is the owner, he must with reasonable dilig<'nce gin
him notict:' of the finding ; and if he fails to do so, he is liable in dam
ages to the owner and has no elaim to any reward offered by him for 
the recoYery of tht> thing or to any compensation for his trouble or 
t-xpenses. 

§ 4033. Kay require proof of ownership. The findt-r of a
thing may in good fai th before giving it up require reasonable proof 
of ownership from any person claiming it . 

§ 4034. Compensation and reward. The finder of .a thing
is entitled to c-0mpPnsation for all expenses necessarily im·urred by 
him in its pn•servatiou and for any othn serviees neeessarily pN
fonned by him about it and to a reasonable rC'ward for keeping it. 

� 4036. Stonng releases from liability. The fin<lt-r of a 
t hing may Pxoneratt- himself from liability at any time by placing 
i t  on st.oragt• with any rPsponsible person of good character at a 
rPasona ble expcnsP. 

§ 4036. When fl.nder may sell. The finder of a thing mny
i-t-11 it . if it is a thing whi< 'h is commonly tlw subject of salt• , when 
tlw owner caunot with reaROnahle 1liligP11ce h(• found : or, being found, 
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refuses upon demand to pay the lawful charges of the finder in the 
following cases : 

1 . When the thing is in danger of perishing or of losing the
greater part of its value ; -0r, 
- 2. When the lawful charges of the finder amount to two-thirds of

its  value.

§§ 4037-4047 

§ 4037. Manner of sale. A sale under the provisions of the § 10w. cM1 c.
last section must be made in the same manner as the sale of a thing 
pledged. 

§ 4038. Claim exonerated by surrender. The owner of a § 1011 ,  c1'"11 c.
thing found may exonerate himself from the claims of the finder by 
sutTendering it to him in satisfaction thereof. 

§ 4039. No application to things abandoned. The pro- § 1012, Ch-11 c.
visions of this article have no application to things which have been 
intentionally abandoned by their owners. 

ARTICL.E 4. - DEPOSIT FOR EXCHANGE. 

§ 4040. Title transferred by. A deposit for exchange trans
fers to the depositary the title to the thing deposited and creates 
between him and the depositor the relation of debtor and creditor 
merely. 

C H A P T E R 4 S .  

LOAN. 

ARTICLE 1 .  - LOAN FOR U �E. 

§ 4041 .  De:fl.ned. A loan for use is a contract by which one
gives to another the temporary possession and use of personal prop
erty and the latter agrees to return the same thing to him at a futun· 
time without reward for its use. 

§ 4042. Title and increase belong to lender. A loan for
use does not transfer the title to the thing; and all its increase during 
the period of the loan belongs to the lender. 

§ 4043. Must use great care. A borrower for use must use
great care for the preservation in safety and in good condition of the 
thing lent. 

§ 4044. Treat animal with great kindness. One who bor
rows a living animal for use must treat it with great kindness and 
provide everything necessary and suitable for it. 

§ 4046. Degree of skill. A borrower for use is bound to have
and to exercise such skill in the care of the thing lent as he causes 
the lender to believe him to possess. 

§ 4046. Repair injuries. A borrower for use must repair all
deteriorations or injuries to the thing lent which are occasioned by 
his negligence, however slight. 

§ 4047. Use only for anticipated purposes. The borrower
of a thing for use may use it for such purposes only as the lender 
might reasonably anticipate at the time of lending. 
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§ -4048. Must not lend without consent. The borrower of
a thing for use must not part with it to a third person without the 
consent of the lender. 

§ 4049. Expenses during .loan. The borrower of a thing for
use must bear all its expenses during the loan, except such as are 
necessarily incurred by him to preserve it from unexpected and un
usual injury. For such expense he is entitled to compensation from 
the lender who may, however, exonerate himself by surrendering the 
thing to the borrower. 

§ 4060. Indemnity to borrower for defects. The lender of
a tbing for use must indemnify the borrower for damages caused by 
defects or vices in it which he knew at the time of lending and cou
cealed from the borrower. 

§ 406 1 . Return may be required at any time. The lender
of a thing for use may at any time require its return, even though he 
lent it for a specified time or purpose. But if on the faith of such an 
agreement the borrower has made such arrangements that a return of 
the thing before the period agreed upon would cause him loss, exceed
ing the benefit derived by him from the loan, the lender must indem
nify him for such loss, if he compels such return, the borrower not 
having in any manner violated his duty. 

§ 4062. When to be returned. If a thing is lent for use for
a specified time or purpose, it. must be returned to the lender without 
demand as soon as the time has expired or the purpose has been 
accomplished. In other cases it need not be returned until demanded. 
The borrower of a thing for use must return it to the lender at the 
place contemplated by the parties at the time of the lending; or if no 
particular place was so contemplated by them, then at the place when· 
it was at that time. 

ARTICLE 2. - LOAN FOR EXCHANGE. 

§ 10,,,. n"il c. § 4063. Defined. A loan for exchange is a C'outract by which
one delivers personal property to another and the latter agrees to 
return to the lender a similar thing at a future time without reward 
for its use. 

I\ 11�. C l\·1 1 1 ·. § 4064. Same. A loan which the borrower is allowed by the
lender to treat as a loan for use or for exchange at his option is sub
ject to all the provisions of  this article. 

§ 1�11. CMt c. § 4066. Transfers title. By a loan for exchange the title to
the thing lent is transferred to the borrower and he must bear all it,
expenses and is entitled to all its increase. 

§ wm. e1"1 1 ('. § 4066. Cannot require different performance. A lender
for exchange cannot require the borrower to fulfill his obligations at 
a time or in a manner different from that which was originally agreed 
upon. 

!l tOflt ,  cM1 c. § 4067. Sections applicable. Sections 4050 and 4052 apply
to a loan for exchange. 

§ l(J!r�.  Ch'I I  C. 

ARTICLE 3. - LOAN OF MONEY. 

§ 4068. Defined. A loan of money is a contract by which om•
defivers a sum of money to another and the latter agrees to retum at 
a future time a sum equivalent to that which he borrowed. A loan 
for mere use is governed by the article on loan for use. 
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§ 4069. Repayment in current funds. A borrower of money
must pay the amount due in such money as is current at the time 
when the loan becomes due, whether such money is worth more or 
less than the actual money lent. 

§ 4060. Loan presumes interest. Whenever a loon of money
is made it is presumed to be made upon interest, unless it is other
wise expressly stipulated at the time in writing. 

§ 4061. Interest defined. Interest is the compensation allowed
for the use, or forbearance, or detention of money, or its equivalent. 

§ 4062. Rate deemed annual. When a rate of interest is
prescribed by a law or C'.ontract without specifying the period of time 
by which such rate is to be calculated it is to be deemed an annual 
ratE>. 

§ 4063. Legal rate seven per cent. Interest for any legal
indebtedness shall be at the rate of seven per CE>nt per annum, unless 
a different rate is eontracted for in writing and all contracts shall 
bear the same rate of interest after they become due as before, unless 
it dearly appears therefrom that such was not the intention of the 
parties. 

§ 4064. Usury defined. No person, firm, company or corpora
tion shall directly or indirectly take, or receive, or agree to take or 
reC'eiYe in money, goods or things in action or in any other way any 
greater sum or any greater value for the loan or forbearance of money, 
goods or things in action than twelve per <>ent per annum ; and in the 
C'omputation of interest the samE> shall not be compounded. Any 
violation of this section shall be deemed usury ; provided, that any con
tract to pay interest not usurious on interest overdue shall not be 
deemed usury. 

§ 4066. Interest taken in advance. The interest which
·would become clue at the end of the term for which a loan is made, not
exceeding ninety <lays' interest in all, may be deducted from the loan
in advance if the parties thus agree.

§ 4066. Penalty for usury. The taking, receiving, reserving
or charging a rate of interest greater than is allowed by section 4064, 
when knowingly done, shall be deemed a forfeiture of the entire inter
est which the note, bill or other evidence of debt carries with it or 
whi<'h has been agreed to be paid thereon. In case the greater rate 
of interest has been paid the person by whom it has been paid, or his 
legal representatives, may recover back in an action for that purpose 
twice the amount of interest thus paid from the person taking or 
recehing the same : provided, that such action is commenced within 
two years from the time the usurious transaction occurred. 

§ 4067. Judgments bear seven per cent. Interest is pay
able on judgments recovered in the courts of this state at the rate of 
seven per cent per annum, and no greater rate, but such interest must 
not be compounded in any manner or form. 

§ 4068. Same rate before and after breach. Any legal rate
of interest stipulated by a contract remains chargeable after a breach 
thereof, as before, until the contract is superseded by a verdict or 
other new obligation. 
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C H A P T E R  4 9 . 

HIRING. 

ARTICLE 1. - HIRING IN GENERAL. 

§ 4069. Deftned. Hiring is -a contract by which one gives to
another the temporary possession and use of property, other than 
money, for reward and the latter agrees to retnm the same to the, 
former at a future time. 

§ 4070. Products belong to hirer. The products of a thing
hired during the hiring belong to the hirer. 

§ 4071 .  Quiet possession. An agreement to let upon hire
binds the letter to secure to the hirer the quiet possession of the 
thing hired during the term of the hiring against all persons lawfully 
claiming the same. 

§ 4072. Ordinary care. The hirer of a thing must use ordinary
care for its preservation in safety and in good condition . 

§ 4073. Repair injuries. The hirer of a thing must repair all
deteriorations or injuries thereto occasioned by his ordinary negli
gence. 

§ 4074. Use only for purpose let. \Vhen a thing is let for a
particular purpose the hirer must not use it for any other purpost> ; 
and if he does the latter may hold him responsible for its safety dur
ing such use in all events or may treat the contract as thereby 
rescinded. 

� 4076. When letter may terminate hiring. The letter of 
a tbing may terminate the hiring and reclaim the thing before the end 
of the term agreed upon : 

1. ·when the hirer uses or permits a use of the thing hired in a
manner contrary to the agreement of the parties ; or, 

2. When the hirer does not within a r(•asonable timt> after rt>11nest
make such repairs as he is bound to make. 

§ 4076. When hirer may terminate. The hirn of a thing
may terminate the hiring before the end of the term agrt>ed upon: 

1. \Vhen the letter does not within a reasonable time after request
fulfill his obligations, if any, as to plaeing and securing the hirer in 
the quiet possession of the thing hired, or putting it into a good 
condition, or repairing ; or, 

2. When the greater part of the thing hired or that part, which
was and which the letter had at the time of the hiring reason to oolien1 
was the material indtwement to the hirer to enter into the contrad, 
perishes from any other cause th1m the ordinary negligence of the 
hirer. 

§ 4077. When hiring terminated. The hiring of a thing
terminates :  

1. At the end of the term agreed upon.
2. By the mutual consent of the parties.
3. By the hirer acquiring a title to the thing hired superior t,)

that of the letter; or, 
4. By the destruction of the thing hired.
§ 4078. When terminated by death. If the hiring of a thiuis

is terminable at the pleasure of one of the parties it is terminated hy 
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notice to the other ol his death or incapacity to contract. In other 
cases it is not terminated thereby. 

§§ 4079-4087 

§ 4079. Proportionate hire paid, when. When the hiring § urn. c1v11 c.
of a thing is terminated before the time originally agreed upon the 
hirer must pay the due proportion of the hire for such use as he has 
actually made of the thing, unless such use is merely nominal and 
of no benefit to him. 

ARTICLE 2. -HIRING OF REAL PROPERTY. 

§ 4080. Obligations of lessor of dwelling. The lessor of a ll nu. CIYII 1·.
building intended for the occupation of human beings must in the 
absence of an agreement to the contrary put it into a condition fit for 
such occupation and repair all subsequent dilapidations thereof, ex-
cept that the lessee must repair all deteriorations or injuries thereto 
occasioned by his ordinary negligence. 

§ 4081. When lessee may repair or vacate. If within a !I nu, civil c.
reasonable time after notice to the lessor of dilapidations which he 
ought to repair he neglects to do so the lessee may repair the same 
himself and deduct the expense of such repairs from the rent, or 
otherwise recover it from the lessor; or the lessee may vacate the 
premises, in which case he shall be discharged from further payment 
of rent or performance of other conditions. 

§ 4082. Hiring of realty presumed for one year. A hiring § 11111. nv11 c
of real property, other than lodgings, in places where there is no 
usage on the subject is presumed to be for one year from its com
mencement, unless otherwise expressed in the hiring. 

§ 4083 .. Ol'lodgings for rent term. A hiring of lodgings for § 111;.ch-111·. 

an unspecified term is presumed to have been made for such length 
of time as the parties adopt for the estimation of the rent. Thus a 
hiring at a weekly rate of rent is presumed to be for one week. In 
the absence of any agreement respecting the length of time of the 
rent the hiring is presumed to be monthly. 

§ 4084. When hiring presumed renewed. If a lessee of § lllt(, c1v111·. 

real property remains in possession thereof after the expiration of the 
hiring and the lessor accepts rent from him the parties are presumed 
to have renewed the hiring on the same terms and for the same time, 
not exceeding one year. 

§ 4086. Same when no term originally specifted. A hiring � lll9, nvil c.
of real property for a term not specified by the parties is <;teemed to 
be renewed as stated in the last section at the end of the term implied 
by law, unless one of the parties gives notice to the other of his 
intention to terminate the same, at leasf as long before the expiration 
thereof as the term of the hiring itself, not exceeding one month. 

§ 4086. Rents, when payable. When there is no contract or � 11:!i1. 1•1yi11·. 

usage to the contrary the rent of agricultural and wild land is payable 
yearly at the end of each year. Rents of lodgings are payable 
monthly at the end of each month. Other rents are payable quarterly 
at the end of each quarter from the time the hiring takes effect. The 
rent for a hiring shorter than the periods herein specified is payable 
at the termination of the hiring. 

§ 4087. Notice of adverse proceedings. Every tenant who § 1121. nv11 c.
receives notice of any proceeding to recover the real property 
occupied by him, or the possession thereof, must immediately inform 
his landlord of the same and also deliver to the landlord the notice, if 
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in writing, aIJd is responsible to the landlord for all damages which 
he may �ustain by reason of any omission to inform him of the notice 
or to deliver it to him if in writing. The attornment of a tenant to a 
stranger is void, unless it is made with the consent of the landlord or 
in consequence of a judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction. 

� 11:t!. nv11 c. § 4088. Double letting c,f room prohibited. One who hires 
part of a room for a dwelling is entitled to the whole of the room, 
notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary; and if a landlord lets 
a room as a dwelling for more than one family, the person to whom he 
first lets any part of it is entitled to the posseBSion of the whole room 
for the t�rm agreed upon and every tenant in the building under the 
same landlord is relieved from all obligation to pay rent to him while 
such double letting of any room continues. 

L' ARTICLE 3. - HIRING OF PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

� w:1. nvu c. § 4089. Obligations of letter of personalty. One who lets 
personal property must deliver it to the hirer, secure his quiet enjoy
ment thereof against all lawful claimants, put it into a condition fit 
for the purpose for which he lets it and repair all deteriorations thereof 
not occasioned by the fault of the hirer and not the natural result of 
its use. · 

!i 11u. clvit c. § 4090. Hirer bears ordinary expenses. A hirer of personal 
property must bear all such expenses concerning it as might naturally 
be foreseen to attend it during its use by him. All other expenses 
must be borne by the letter. 

11 11:!!i. c1,·11 c. § 4091. Rights when section 4089 not complied with. If 
a letter fails to fulfill his obligations as prescribed by section 408!J, the 
hirer after giving him notice to do so, if such notioo can conveniently 
be given, may expend any reasonable amount neoossary to make good 
the letter's default and may recover such amount from him. 

!l m,;. Ch'll c, § 4092. Return of thing hired. At the expiration of the term 
for which personal property is hired the hirer must return it to the 
letter at the place contemplated by the parties at the time of hiring. 
or if no particular plaoo was so contemplated by them, at the plact> 
at which it was at that time. 

� 112;. nvu c. § 4093. Charter party. The contract by which a ship is let is 
termed a charter party. By it the owner may either let the capacity 
or burden· of the ship, continuing the employment of the owner·s 
master, crew and equipments, or may surrender the entire ship to the 
charterer, who then provides them himself. The master or part 
owner may be a charterer. 
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CHAPTER 50. 

SERVICE. 

ARTICLE 1. - DEFINITION OF EMPLOYMEN'1'. 

§ 4094. Employment defined. The contract of employment § 1128. CMI c.
is a contract by which one, who is called the employer, engages 
another, who is called the employee, to do something for the benefit of 
the employer or of a third person. 

ARTICLE 2. - OBLIGATIONS OF THE EMPLOYER. 

� 4096. Indemnity to employee. An employer must indem- § 1129, c1,11 c. 
nify his employee except as prescribed in the next section for all that 
be necessarily expends or loses in direct consequence of the discharge 
of his duties as such or of his obedience to the directions of the em-
ployer, even though unlawful, unless the employee at the time of obey-
ing such directions believed them to be unlawful. 

§ 4096. Ordinary risks. Co-employees. An employer is not 11 1100. cM1 c.
bound to indemnify his employee for losses suffered by the latter in 
consequence of the ordinary risks of the business in which he is em-
ployed, nor in consequence of the negligence of another person em-
ployed by the same employer in the same general business, unless he 
bas neglected t.o use ordinary care in the selection of the culpable 
employee. 

§ 4097. Employer's negligence. An employer must in all § mt, Civil c.
<"ases indemnify his employee for losses caused by the former's want 
of ordinary care. 

ARTICLE 3, - OHLIOATIONS OF THE EMPLOYEE. 

§ 4098. Obligations of gratuitous employee. One who § mi. <'ivll L
without consideration undertakes to do a service for another is not 
bound to perform the same, hut if he actually enters upon- its perform-
ance he must use at least slight care and diligence therein, 

§ 4099. Same. One who by his own special request induces § uaa, CMI c.
another to intrust him with the performance of a service must per-
form the same fully. In other cases one who undertakes a gratuitous 
seHice may relinquish it at any time. 

§ 4100. Same. Power of attorney. A gratuitous employee § uai, CMI c.
who accepts a written power of attorney mu�t act under it so long as 
it remains in force, or until he gives notiee to his employer that he 
will not do so. 

§ 4101. Duties of employee for reward. One who for a good § 11:i;;, cIvn c.
consideration agrees to serve another must perform the service and 
must use ordinary care and diligence therein so long as he is thus 
t->mployed. 

� 4102. Employee for his own benefit. One who is employed � 11:111. nvil c. 
at his own request to do that whieh is more for his own advantag(' 
than for that of his employer must use great care and diligence 
therein to protect the interests of the latter. 
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§ 4103. Contract for personal services. Two years. A
contract to render personal service, other than a contract of apprentice
ship, as provided in the chapter on master and servant, cannot be
enforced against the employee beyond the term of two years from the 
<'ommencement of service under it, but if the employee voluntarily 
continues his �ervices under it beyond that time the contract may be 
referred to as affording a presumptiYe measure of the compenSdtion . 

§ 4104. Must obey employer. An employee must substan
tially comply with all the directions of his employer concerning the 
service on which he is engaged, even though contrary to the proYis
ions of this and the two succeeding chapters, except when such obedi
ence is impossible or unlawful, or would impose new and unreason
able burdens upon the employee, or in case of an emergency, which, 
according to the best information which the employee can with 
reasonable diligence· obtain the employer did not contemplate, in which 
he cannot with reasonable diligence· be consulted and in which non
compliance is judged by the employee in good faith and in the exer
cise of reasonable discretion to be absolutely necessary for the pro
tection of the employer's interest. In all such cases the employee 
must conform as nearly to the directions of his employer as may bt>
reasonably practicable, and must for the interest of the latter. 

§ 4106. Conform to usage. An employee must perform his
service in conformity to the usage of the place of performance, unless 
otherwise directed by his employer, or unless it is impracticable, or 
manifestly injurious to his employer to do so. 

§ 4106. Reasonable skill. An employee is bound to exen·iSl'
a reasonable degree of skill, unless his employer has notice befon, 
employing him of his want of skill. 

§ 4107. Use all skill possessed. An employee is bournl to
use such skill as he possesses so far as the same is required for thP 
service specified. 

§ 4108. What belongs to employer. Everything whieh an
employee acquires by virtue of his employment, ex<'ept the compen
sation, if any, which is due to him from his employn, belongs to thl· 
latter, whether acquired lawfully or unlawfully, or during or aftn tlw 
expiration of the term of his employment. 

§ 4109. 'Account to employer. An employee must on dema11d
render to his employer just accounts of all his transactions in t lw 
course of his service as often as may be reasonable and must withou t  
demand give prompt notice to his employer of everything which lw 
receives for his account. 

§ 41 10. Not to deliver without demand. An employee,  who
receives anything on account of his employer in any capal' ity other 
than .that of a merl• servant, is not bound to deliver it to him until 
demanded, and is not at lilierty to send it to him from a distance with
out demand in any mode involving greater risk than its retention by 
the employee himself. 

§ 41 1 1 . Employer's business to receive preference. ·  An
1•mployee .who has any business to transact on his own account simi lar 
to that intrusted to him by his employer must always giw tlw lath•r 
the prefert>uce. If intrusted with similar affairs by differn1t employ
PrR, he must give tlwm preference al'eording to their relativl• urgeucy.  
or other things being equal. acc·ording tu the unler in which t hey Wl' rt '

committed to him. 
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§ 4112. Ordinary care in selecting substitute. An employee § tu6, Civil c.
who is expressly authorized to employ a substitute is liable to his prin-
dpal only for want of ordinary care in his selection. The substitute 
is directly responsible to the principal. 

§ 4113 . Liability for culpable negligence. An employee II m,. civi l  c.
who is guilty of a culpable degree of negligence is liable to his employer 
for the damage thereby caused t.o the latter ; and the employer is 
liable to him if the service is not gratuitous for the value of such 
services only as are properly rendered. 

§ 4114. When surviving employee to act. When service is II u�. cM1 c.
to be rendered by two or more persons jointly and one of them dies, 
the survivor must act alone if the service .to be rendered is such as he 
can rightly perform without the aid of the dec-,eased person, but not 
otherwise. 

§ 4116. Confidential employments. The obligations peculiar II JU9. eh'l 1 1 · . 

to confidential employments are defined in chapters 58 and 59. 

ARTICLE ..l. - TERMINATION OF EMP�OY.MENT . 

§ 4116. What terminates employment. Every employment
in  which the power of the employee is not coupled with an interest 
in its subject is terminated by notice to him of : 

1. The death of the employer; or,
2. His legal incapacity to contract.
Every employment is terminated : 
1. By the expiration of its appointed term.
2. By the extinction of its subject.
3. By the death of the employee ; or,
-!. By his legal incapacity to act as such. 
§ 4117. Continuance in certain cases. An employee, unless

the term of his service has expired or unless he has a right to discon
tinue it at any time without notice, must continue his service after 
uotice of the death or incapacity of his employer, so far as is neces
sary to protect from serious injury the interests of the employer's 
successor in interest, until a reasonable time after notice of the facts 
has been communicated to such successor. The successor must com
pensate the employee for such service 11ecording to the terms of the 
contract of employment. 

§ 4118. At will on notice. An employment, having no speci
fiea term, may be terminated at the will of either party on notice to 
the other, except when otherwise provided by this chapteP. 

§ 4119. For willful breach of duty or incapacity . . An em
ployment, even for a specified term, may be terminated at any time 
hy the empioyer in case of any willful breach of duty by the em
ployee in the course of his employment or in case of his habitual 
ne�lect of his duty or continued incapacity to perform it. 

§ 4120. For breach of employer's obligations. Any em
ployment, even for a specified term, may be terminated by the em
ployee at any time in case of any willful or permanent breach of the 
obligations of his employer to him as an employee. 

§ 4121. Compensation when dismissed for cause. An
E>mployee dismissed by his employer for good cause is not entitled to 
any compensation for services rendered since the last day upon which 
a payment became due to him under the contract. 
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11 1 1M. cM1 c. § 4122. Compensation when employee quits for cause. 

!I 1 1 :,i. CMl C. 

§ l l �s. ("l\"11 l'. 

!I 1 1 :,1 1• l'l vll C. 

!! 1 160. C i ,·11 C. 

!I 1161. I "Ml e. 

!I 1162. < " lvl l  c. 

An employee who quits the service of his employer for good cause is 
entitled to such proportion of the compensation which would become 
due in case of full performance, as the services which he has already 
rendered bear to the services which he was to render as full perform
ance. 

C H A P T ER 5 1 .

PARTICULAR EMPLOYMENTS. 

ARTICLE 1. - MASTER AND SERVANT. 
§ 4123. Servant detlned. A servant is one who is employed

to render personal service to his employer, otherwise than in the pur
suit of an independent calling, and who in such sen·ice remains 
entirely under the eontrol and direction of the latter, who is called his 
master. 

§ 4124. Hiring presumed to be for wage-term. A servant
is presumed to have been hired for such length of time as the parties 
adopt for the estimation of wages. A hiring at a yearly rate is pre
sumed to be for one year ; a hiring at a daily rate, for one day ; a hiring 
by piece work, for no specified term. 

§ 4126. Month presumed. In the absenee of any agreement
or custom as to the rate or value of wages the term of service or the 
time of payment, a servant. is presumed to be hired by the month at 
a monthly rate of reasonable wages, to be paid when the snvice is 
performed. 

§ 4126. Renewal for same term and wages presumed.
·when after the expiration of an agreement respecting the wages and
the term of service the parties continue the relation of master and 
servant, they are presumed to have renewed the agreement for the same 
wages and term of service. 

§ 4127. Time belongs to whom. The entire time of a
domestic servRnt belongs to the master and the time of other servants, 
to such extent as is usual in the business in which they serve, not 
exceeding in any case ten hours in a day. 

§ 4128. Must account to master. A servant must deliver to
his master,• as soon as with reasonable diligence he can find him, 
e,·erything that he receives for his account without demand ; but he 
is not bound without orders from his master to send anything to him 
through another person. 

§ 4129. Causes for discharge. A master may discharge any
servant, other than an apprentice, whether engaged for a fixed term 
or not : 

1. If he is guilty of misconduct in the course of his service or of
gross immorality, though unconnected with the same : or, 

2. If, being employed about the person of the master or in a
confidential position, the master discovers that he has been guilty of 
misconduct before or after the commencement of his service of such 
a nature that if the master had known or contemplated it, he would 
nut han• so employed him. 
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ARTICLE 2. - AGENTS. 

§ 4130. Must not exceed authority. An agent must not 11 11&1. civi l  c.
t•xcee<l the limits of his actual authority as <lefined by the chapters 
on agency. 

§ 4131. Keep principal informed. An agent must use ordi- § 116:;. Civil c.
nary diligence to keep his principal informed of his acts in the course 
of the agency. 

§ 4132. Duty as collector of negotiable instrument. An § 1100. c1v1 1  c.
agent employed to collect a negotiable instrumeut must collect it 
promptly and take all measures necessary to charge the parties thereto 
in case of its dishonor, and, if it is a bill of exchange, must present it 
for acceptance with reasonable diligence. 

§ 4133. Responsibility of subagent. A mere agent of an ll 1 167. c1, 1 1  c.
agent is not responsible as such t.o the principal of the latter. 

ARTICLE 3. - :b,ACTORS. 

§ 4134. Defined. A factor i8 an agent who in the pursuit of an
independent calling is employed by another to sell property for him 
and is vested by the latter with the possession or control of the prop
nty or authorized to receive payment therefor from the purchaser. 

§ 4136. Must obey instructions. Exception. A factor
must obey the instructions of his principal to the same extent as any 
other employee, notwithstanding any a<lvances he may have made to 
his principal upon the property consigned to him except that, if the 
principal forbids him to sell at the market price, he may nevertheless 

· sell for his reimbursement after giving to his principal reasonable
notice of his intention to do so and of the time and place of sale and 
prooeeding in all respects as a ple<lgee. 

§ 4136. Give usual credit. A factor may sell property con
signed to him on such credit as is usual, but, having once agreed with 
the purchaser upon the terms of credit, may not extend it.

§ 4137. Liability under guarantee commission. A factor
who charges his principal with a guarantee commission upon a sale 
thereby assumes absolutely to pay the price when it falls due as if it 
was a debt of his own and not as a mere guarantor for the purchaser ; 
but he does not thereby assume any additional responsibility for the 
safety of his remittance of the proceeds. 

§ 4138. How agreement to guarantee released. A factor 
who receives property for sale under a general agreement or usage to
guarantee the sale or the remittance of the proceeds c,annot relieve 
himself from responsibility therefor without the c.onsent of his 
principal. 

ARTICLE 4. - SHIPMASTERS. 

ij 4139. Appointed by owner. The master of a ship is ap
pomted by the owner and holds during his pleasure. The word 
"ship" as used in this code shall be construed to mean any boat, 
vessel or structure fitted for navigation. 

§ 4140. When master to be on board. The master of a ship
is bound to be always on board when entering or leaving port. The 
word "port" as used in this code shall be c.onstrued to mean any place 
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CIVIL CODE. P01·tic11lar Employments. 

on a navigable river or lake where a vessel lands to receive or put otf 
freight or passengers or for any other purpose and when a vessel lrns  
made a landing it  is  said to be in port. 

� 4141. Taking pilot. Before leaving a port the mast.er of a 
ship must take a pilot on board and the navigation of the vessel de
volves on him. 

� 4142. Power over seamen. The master of a ship may 
enforce the obedience of the mate and crew to his lawful commands 
by confinement and other reasonable corporal punishment not pro
hibited by law, being responsible for the abuse of his power. 

§ 4143. Power over passengers. The master of a ship may
confine any person on board during a voyage for willful disobedience 
to his lawful command. 

§ 4144. l'tlay take private supplies. If during a voyage the
ship's supplies fail the master with the advice of the officers may 
compel persons who �ave private supplies on board to surrender them 
for the common want on payment of their value or giving security 
therefor. 

§ 4146. When may abandon ship. The master of a ship
must not abandon it during the voyage without the advice of the 
other officers. 

§ 4146. On abandonment must take away valuables.
The master of a ship upon abandoning it must carry with him so far 
as it is in his power the money and the most valuable of the goods on 
board under penalty of being personally responsible. If the articles 
thus taken are lost from causes beyond his control he is exonerated 
from liability. 

§ 4147. Cannot trade on his own account. The mast.er of
a ship who engages for a common profit on the cargo must not t.ra<le · 
on his own account and if he dOt's he must acc,ount to his employer 
for all profits thus made by him. 

§ 4148. Great care and diligence. The master of a ship
must use great care and diligence in the performance of his dutit's 
and is responsible for all damage occasioned by his negligence, how
ever slight. 

§ 4149. Chapter 61 applies. The authority and liability of
the master of a ship as an agent for the owners of the ship and cargo 
arC' regulated by chapter 61. 

ARTICLE 5 .  - ::\IA TE!- A:SD SEAMEN. 

§ 4160. l'tlate deftned. The mate of a ship is the officer next
in command to the master. 

§ 4161 . Seamen defined. All persons employed in the navi
gation of a ship or upon a voyage, other than tht- master and mate. 
are to be deemC'<l SC'amen within the provisions of this eodc . 

§ 4162. Engaged by master. Cause for discharge. Tlw
mate and seamen of a ship are Pngaged by thf' master and may be 
discharged by him at any period of the voyage for willful and per
sistent disobedience or gross disqualification, but cannot otherwise be 
<lischarged beforf' the termination of thC' voyage. 

§ 4163. Unseaworthy vessel. A mate or seaman is not bound
to go on a voyage in a ship that is not seaworthy : and if thne is 
reasonable douhf of its seaworthiness· he may refuse to procef'd unti l 
a prorwr survey has been had. 
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§ 4164. Agreement to abandon wages or lien void. A ii 1 11'�. cM1 c.
sl:'aman cannot by reason of any agreement be deprived of his lien 
upon the ship or of any remedy for the recovery of his wagPs to 
which he would otherwise have been entitled. Any stipulation by 
which he consents to abandon his right to wages in case of the loss of 
.a ship or to abandon any right he may have or obtain in the nature 
of salvage is void. 

§ 4166. When special agreement of seamen is binding. No !I 1 189. ch·il  1 · .
special agreement entered into by a seaman can impair any of his 
rights or add to any of his obligations as defined by law, unless he 
fully understands the effect of the agreement and receives a fair com. 
pensation therefor. 

§ 4166. When wages due. Except as hereinafter provided § H90. t:h·u c.
t he wages of seamen are due when and so so far only as freightage is 
t"arned, unless the loss of freightage is owing to the fault of the owner 
-0r master. 

§ 4167. When wages begin. The right of a mate or seaman !I 11111 .  t:1v11 c.
to wages and provisions begins either. from the time he begins work, 
or from the time specified in the agreement for his beginning work, 
or from his presence on board, whichever first happens. 

§ 4168. Wages when voyage broken up. When a voyage § u9"i. cM1 c.
is broken up before departure of the ship, the seamen must be paid 
for the time they have served and may retain for their indemnity 
such advances as they have received. 

§ 4169. Full wages when wrongfully discharged. When 11 119:1. c1v11 c .
.a mate or seaman is wrongfully discharged or is driven to leave the 
ship by the cruelty of the master on the voyage, it is then endE>d 
with respect to him and he may thereupon recover his full wages. 

§ 4160. Wages after loss or wreck. In case of loss or !I 1 111t. c1,11 c .
·wreck of the ship a seaman is entitled to his wages up to the time of
the loss or wreck, whether freight.age has been earned or not, if he 
exerts himself to the utmost to save the ship, cargo and stores. 

§ 4161. Certiftcate of master, evidence. A certificate from § 1195. c1,H c.
the master or chief surviving officer of a ship to the effect that 
a seaman exerted himself to the utmost to save the ship, cargo and 
stores is presumptive evidence of the fact. 

§ 4162. Wages when disabled without fault . ·when a § 1 1 1!6. c1v1 1 1 · . 

mate or seaman is prevented from rendering service by illness or 
injury, incurred without his fault, in the discharge of his duty on 
the voyage or by being wrongfully discharged, or by a capture of the 
ship he is entitled to wages notwithstanding. 

§ 4163 . Expenses of sickness borne by ship. If a mate § mi,. ci, 1 1  c
-0r seaman becomes sick or disabled during the voyage without 
his fault, the expense of furnishing him with suitable medical advicc , 
medicine, attendance and other provision for his wants must be born<' 
hy the ship until the close of the voyage. 

§ 4164. Wages to time of death. If a mate or SPaman dies § 1 1 1 ,,. 1 · 111 1  , · .
<luring the voyage, his personal representatives are entitled to his 
wages to the time of his death, if he would have been Pntitled to 
them had he lived to the end of the voyage. 

§ 4166. Desertion, etc., forfeits wages. Desertion of the ship § tm•. n,·H I ' . 

without cause, or a justifiable discharge by the master during the voy-
age for miseonduct, or a theft of any part of the cargo or appur. 
tenances of the ship, or a willful injury thereto or to the ship forfeits 
.all wages due for the voyage to a mate or seaman thus in fault. 
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§ 1�•m. n..-11 c. § 4166. Cannot ship goods. A mate or seaman may not
under any pretext ship goods on his own account without permission 
from the master. 

� 120 1 .  1 ·1..-11 c. § 4167. Embezzlement or injury made good. If any part 
of the cargo or appurtenances of a ship is embezzled or injured hy 
the mate or a seaman, the offender, or if it is not known which is the 
offender, all those of whom negligence or fault may be presumed 
must make good the loss. 

11 1�<rl, c1v11 c. § 4168. Further regulations. The shipment of officers and 

ll l:!<tl, Ch' i l  C.  

§ 120-1, Cl\· 1 1  < • •

� ,�'03. c1,11 < •• 

seamen and their rights and duties are further regulated by law. 

ARTICLE n. - SmP·s MANAGERS. 

§ 4169. Defined. The general agent for the ownns in respect
to the care of a ship and freight is called the manager ; if he is a part 
owner he is also called the managing owner . . 

§ 4170. Duties of. Unl�ss otherwise directed, it is the duty uf
the manager of a ship to provide for the complete seaworthiness of 
the ship ; to take care of it in port : to see that it is provided with 
necessary papers, with a proper master, mate and crew and supplies 
of provisions and stores. 

§ 4171. Managing owner. A managing owner is presumed
to have no right to compensation for his own snviees. 

C H AP T E R  5 2 .

SERVICE WITHOUT K\IPLOY�I ENT. 

� 1w,;. n,1 1  <'. � 4172. No compensation. Expenses allowed. One whu 
officiously and without the consent of the real or apparent owner of a 
thing takes it into his possession for the purpose of rendering a sen·
ice about it must oomplete such service and use ordinary care, dili 
gence and reasonable skill about the same. He is not entitled to any 
compensation for his service or expenses, except that he may dedud 
actual and necessary expenses incurred by him about such servict> 
from any profits whieh his service has caused the thing to a<'quirn 
for its owner and must account to the owner for the residue. 

� ,�>o,. Ch'lt c. § 4173. Salvage. Any person other than the master, mate ur a 
seaman thereof who rescues a ship, her appurtenan<'es or cargo from 
danger is entitled to a reasonable compensation therefor, to be paid 
out of the property saved. He has lien for such claim which is rt•�
ulated by chapterR 72 and 85. 
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C H A P T E R.  5 8 .  

CARRIAGE IN GENERAL. 

§ 4174. Contract for defined. The contract of carriage is a 11 1M. < " l\'l l  < · .
<'ontract for the conveyance of property, persons or messages from 
one place to another. 

§ 4171>. Classifted. Carriage is either : 11 1200, ch'1 1 c. 
1. Inlan<l ; or,
2. Marine.
§ 4176. Classes defined. Carriers upon the ocean, upon arms !I 1210, n"11 ('.

of the sea, upon the great lakes or such other navigable waters or 
rivers as are within the admiralty jurisdiction of the United States 
are marine carriers. All others are inland carriers. 

§ 4177. Carriers by sea. Rights and duties peculiar to car- 11 1211. ch'l1 c.
riers by sea are defined by acts of congress. 

§ 4178. Carriers without reward. Carriers without reward 11 121z. ch'lt c.
are subject to the same rules as employees without reward, except so 
far as is otherwise provided by the following chapters on carriage. 

§ 4179. Same. Must complete carriage. A carrier without 11 121:i. ch'lt c.
reward, who has begun to perform his undertaking, must complete it 
in like manner as if he had received a reward, unless he restores the 
person or thing carried to as favorable a position as before he com-
menced the carriage. 

C H A PT ER 5 4 . 

CARRIAGE OF PER80NS. 

ARTICLE 1. - GRATUITOUS CARRIAGE OF PERSONS. 

§ 4180. Must use ordinary care. A cam.er of persons with- § 12u,c1v 11 c.
ot}t reward must use ordinary care and diligence for their safe car-
riage. 

ARTICLE 2. - CARRIAGF. FOR REWARD. 
§ 4181. Utmost care and diligence. A carrier of persons � 1w; , e1v1 1 c

for reward must use the utmost care and diligence for their safe car-
riage, must provide everything necessary for that purpose and must 
exercise to that end a reasonable degree of skill. 

§ 4182. Must use safe vehicles. A carrier of persons for § m6. n,· 1 1  c.
reward is bound to provide vehicles safe and fit for the purposes to 
which they are put and is not excused for default in this respect by 
any degree of care. 

§ 4183. Must not overload. A carrier of persons for reward � 121;.  ch 1 1  < · .
must not overcrowd or overload his vehicle. 

§ 4184. Treatment of passengers. A carrier of persons for � 121•. nvu t ' . 

reward must give to passengers all such accommodations as are usual 
and are reasonable, must treat them with civility 1md give them a 
reasonable degree of attention. 
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11 1219. etvll < · .  § 4186. Must travel at reasonable speed. A carrier of per-
sons for reward must travel at a reasonable rate of speed and without
any unreasonable delay or deviation from his proper route. 

C H A P T E R  5 5 .

CARRIAGE OF PROPERTY. 

ARTICLE 1. - GENERA L DEFINITIONR. 

ll 1220. ctvll c. § 4186. Freight, freightage, consignor and consignee 
defined. Property <'arried is called freight ; the reward, if any, to be 
paid for its carriage is called freightage ; the person who delivers the 
freight to the carrier is called the consignor and the person to whom 
it is to be delivered is called the consignee. 

§ 1221, Civil C. 

ll 12'l'l, Civil < •• 

§ 12'.l:l, Ch·II C.

!; 1:m. Civil r.

!l lW., Civil C. 

§ 1226. Civil C.

ARTICLE 2. - OBLIGATIONS OF THE CARRIER. 

§ 4187. Ordinary care for reward; without reward,
slight. A carrier of property for reward must use at least ordinary 
care and diligenct=1 in the performance of all his duties. A carrier 
without reward must use at least slight care and dilige,nce. 

§ 4188. Must comply with directions. A carrier must
comply with the directions of the c,0nsignor or com,ignee to the same 
extent that an employee is bound to comply with those of his em
ployer. 

§ 4189. Conflicting directions. When the directions of a
consignor and consignee are conflicting the carrier must comply with 
those of the consignor in respect to all matters except the delivery of 
the freight, as to which he must comply with the directions of the 
consignee, unless the consignor has specially forbidden the carrier to 
receive orders from the consignee inconsistent with his own. 

§ 4190. Storage by marine carrier. Deviation. A marinf'
carrier must not stow freight upon deck during the voyage, except 
when it is usual to do so, nor make any improper deviation from or 
delay in the voyage, nor do any other unnecessary act which would 
avoid an insurance in the usual form upon the freight. 

§ 4191. Manner of delivery. A carrier of property must
defiver it to the consignee at the place to which it is addressed in the 
manner usual at that place. 

§ 4192. Place of delivery, when no usage. If there is no
usage to the contrary at the place of delivery freight must be delfr 
t=1red as follows : 

1. If carried upon a railway owned and managed by the carrier it
may be delivered at the station nearest the place to which it is 
addressed. 

2. If carried by sea from a foreign country it may be delivert'd at
the wharf where the ship moors within a reasonable distance from 
the place of address ; or if there is no wharf, on board a lighter aloug. 
side-the ship ; or, 
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3. In other cases it must be delivered to the consignee or his agent
personally, if either can with reasonable diligence be found. 

§ 4193. Notice to consignee. When carrier becomes
warehouseman. If for any reason a carrier does not deliver freight 
to the consignee or his agent personally, he must give notice to the 
consignee of its arrival and keep the same in safety upon his respon
sibility as a warehouseman until the consignee has had a reasonable 
time to remove it. If. the place of residence or. business of the con
signee is unknown to the carrier, he may give the notice by letter 
dropped in the nearest post office. 

§ 4194. Liability terminated. If a consignee does not
accept and remove freight within a reasonable time after the carrier 
has fulfilled his obligation to deliver or.duly offered to fulfill the same, 
the carrier may exonerate himself from further liability by placing 
the , freight in a suitable warehouse on storage on account of the 
consignee and giving notiCt' thereof to him. 

§ 4196. When unclaimed property may be sold. When
t-ver any trunk, carpetbag, valise, bundle, package or article of prop
erty transported or coming into the possession of any railroad, or 
t>xpress company or any other common carrier in the course of his or 
its business as common carrier shall remain unclaimed and the legal 
charges thereon unpaid during the space of six months after its arrival 
at the point to which it shall have been directed and the owner or 
person to whom the same is consigned cannot be found upon diligent 
inquiry or, being found and notified of the arrival of such article, shall 
refuse or neglect to receive the same and pay the legal charges thereon 
for the space of three months, it shall be lawful for such common 
carrier to sell such article at public auction aft.er giving the owner or 
consignee fifteen days· notice of the time and place of sale through 
the post office and by advertising in a newspaper published in the 
county where such sale is made and out of the proceeds of such sale 
to pay all legal charges on such article and the amount over, if any, 
shall be paid to the owner or <-onsignee upon demand. 

§ 4196. When perishable property may be sold. Perish
able property which has been transported to its destination and the 
owner or consignee notified of its arrival, or being notified, refuses or 
neglects to receive the same and pay the legal charges thereon, or if 
upon diligent inquiry the consignee cannot be found, such carrier 
may in the exercise of a reasonable discretion sell the same at publi<· 
or private sale without advertising and the proceeds after deducting 
the freight and charges and expenses of sale shall he paid to the 
owner or consignee upon demand. 

§ 4197. Applies to hotel keepers. The provisions of the last
two sections shall apply to hotel keepers and warehou!'«'men. 

ARTICLE !3. - BILL OF LADIN G .  

§§ 4193-4199 

II 1227. Ch'II < ' .  

§ 1228. Civil C .

II I .  c. 51 ,  11'79. 

§ 2, c .  51 . 11179. 

§ 3. c .  ;ii. 1�7\1.

§ 4198. De:flned. A hill of lading is an instrument in writing § 1:a-i�. ('i\'il I ' . 

signed by a carrier or his agent, <leserihing the freight so as to 
identify it, stating the name of the consignor, the terms of the con-
tract for carriage and agreeing or directing that the freight be delivered 
to the order or assigns of a specified person at a specified place. 

§ 4199. Negotiable. All the title to the freight which the first § 12:M1. n,· 1 1 1 · . 
holder of a bill of lading had when he received it passes to every 
subsequent indorsee thereof in good faith and for value in the 
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or<linary course of business with like etfect and in like manner as in 
the case of a bill of exchange . 

li 12:11 . civil c. § 4200 . When delivery transfers. When a bill of lading is 
made to bearer or in equivalent terms a simple transfer thereof hy 
delivery conveys the same title as an indorsement. 

11 12:I'.!, ('l\'ll c. § 4201.  Obligations of carrier not altered. A bill of lading 
does not alter the rights or obligation of the carrier as defined in this 
chRpter unless it is plainly inconsistent therewith . 

� 12:1;1. <'Ml c. § 4202 . Carrier must give sets of bills, on demand. A 
carrier must subscribe and deliver to the consignor on demand any 
reasonable number of bills of lading of the same tenor, expressinl,{ 
truly the original contract for carriage ; and if be refuses to do so the 
consignor may take the freight from him and recover from him 
besides all damages thereby occasioned. 

!I 12:J.1, cM1 c. § 4203 . Carrier exonerated by delivering freight to 
ho1der. A <'Mrier is exonerated from liability for freight by delivery 
thereof in good faith to any holder of a bill of lading therefor, 
properly indorsed, or made in favor of the bearer. 

11 12:l!I, Ch'II c. § 4204. When surrender required. When a carrier has given 
a bill of ladin� or other instrument substantially equivalent thereto, 
he may require its surrender or a reasonable indemnity against 
daims thereon before delivering the freight. 

II 12:16. Civil C .  

!I l:!:17. Civil ( ' ,

� 1:!:111, (' IYI I  C.  

§ 1241 .  ( ' i \" i l  c.

S l:!,t:!. Ci\ ' l l  t ..  ' .  

ARTICLE 4. - FREIOHTAOE. 

§ 4206. In advance . Exception. A carrier may require his
freight.age to be paid upon his receiving the freight. :  but if he does 
not demand it then, he cannot until he is ready to deliver the freight 
to the consignee . 

§ 4206 . Consignor liable for freightage. Exception. Thi·
consignor of freight is presumed to be liable for the freight.age, but 
if the contract between him and the carrier provides that the con
signee shall pay it and the carrier allows the consignee to take tht:> 
freight, he cannot afterwards recover the freight.age from the con-
signor. 

� 4207. When consignee liable. The c.onsignee of freight 
is iiabll� for the freightage if he accepts the freight with not.i<-e of tlw 
intention of the consignor that he should pay i t . 

§ 4208. No freightage on increase. No freight.age can h,,
1·hargecl upon the natural increase of freight .  

§ 4209. Apportioned. Payment accordingly . If  freight 
age i s  apportioned by a bill of  lading or other contract made between 
a <'onsiguor and carrier the carrier is entitled to payment aceording 
to the apportionment for so much as he delivers. 

§ 42 1 0. Part accepted. Freightage apportioned. If a
pa�t of thP freight is accepted by a consignee without a specifi<' 
ohjedion that the rest is not delivered, the freightage must be appor
tioned and paid as to that part, though not apportioned in the origi 
nal contract. 

§ 42 1 1 . According to distance. At place short of destin
ati.on. Qualification . . If a consignee voluntarily receives freight 
at a plaee short of the one appointed for delivery the earrier is entitJt,d 
to a just proportion of the freightage acconling to distance. If th1• 
<'arrier, being ready and willing, offers to complett> the transit he is 
(• ntit lt•d to the full fn•ightagt• . If lw <l<x-s not thus offer complt>tion 
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and the consignee receives the freight only from neeessity, the carrier 
is not entitled to any freightage. 

§§ 4212-4221

§ 4212. No extra freightage for carrying further. If § 1u:1. cM1 c.
freight is carried further or more expeditiously than was agreed upon 
by the parties, the carrier is not entitled to additional compensation 
and cannot refuse to deliver it on the demand of the consignee at the 
place and time of its arrival. 

§ 4213. Lien for freightage. A carrier has a lien for freight- § 12u. nvu 1 · .

age which is regulated by chapters 72, 84 and 85 of this c.ode. 

ARTICLE 5. - GENERAL AVERAGE. 

§ 4214. Jettison and general average. A carrier by water
may, when in case of extreme peril it is necessary for the safety of 
the ship or cargo, throw overboard or otherwise sacrifice any or all of 
the cargo or appurtenances of the ship. Throwing property over
board for such purpose is called jettison and t.he loss incurred thereby 
is called a general average loss. 

§ 4216. Jettison begins with most bulky freight. A jetti
son must begin with the most bulky and least valuable artides so far 
as possible. 

§ 4216. Jettison ordered only by master. Exception. A
jettison can be made only by authority of the master of a ship, except 
in case of his disability or of an overruling necessity, when it may be 
made by any other person. 

§ 4217. How loss by jettison apportioned. The loss in
curred by a jettison, when lawfully made, must be borne in due propor
tion by all that part of the ship, appurtenances, freightage and cargo 
for t.he benefit of which the sacrifice is ma<le as well as by the owner 
of the thing sacrificed. 

§ 4218. Loss by jettison. Adjustment. The proportions
in which a general average loss is to be borne must be ascertained by 
an adjustment in which the owner of each separate interest is to be 
charged with such proportion of the value of the thing lost as the 
Yalue of his part of the property affected bears to the value of the 
whole. But an adjustment made at. the end of a voyage, if valid there, 
is valid everywhere. 

§ 4219. Values of ship, etc., how estimated. In estimating
vafues for the purpose of a general avecage the ship and appurte
nances must be valued as at the end of the voyage, the freightage at 
one-half the amount due on delivery and the cargo as at the time and 
place of its discharge; adding in each case the amount made good by 
eontribution. 

§ 4220. When deck stowage entitled to contribution.
The owner of things stowed on deck in case of their jettison is entitled 
to the benefit of a general average contribution only in case it is usU1\l 
to stow such things on deck upon such a voyage. 

§ 4221. These rules applicable to every sacriftce. The
rufes herein stated concerning jettison are equally applicable to every 
other voluntary sacrifice of property on a ship or expense necessarily 
incurred for the preservation of the ship and eargo from extraordi-
nary perils. 
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§§ 4222-4231 CIVIL CODE. Common Cm-riers. 

C H APT E R  5 6 .

CARRIAGE OF MESSAGES. 

1; 12.-;;i. c1v11 c. § 4222. Delivery. A carrier of messages for rewar<l must 
defiver them at the place to which they are addressed or to the J){'r-
sons for whom they are intended. 

§ 12M. cM1 c. § 4223. Great care. By telegraph, utmost diligence. A
carrier of messages for reward must use great care and diligence in 
the transmission and delivery of messages. A carrier by telegraph 
must use the utmost diligence th�rein. 

§ l:!M, Clvll C.

!I I:!.'•�. Ch'II ('. 

ll 1:!.',!•. 1 ' 1 \·il C.  

� 1:!m. l ' ivl l ( ' . 

!l l�l, 1 '1\-11 (', 

11 1�6:!,  l ' h'I I  1 · . 

ll l:!ll:l , C iv i l , · . 

C H A P T ER 5 7 .

COMMON CARRIERS. 

ARTICLE 1. - 0oMMON CARRIERS IN GENERAL.

§ 4224. Defined. Every one who offers to the public to can-y
persons, property or messages is a common carrier of whatever ht> 
thus offers to carry. 

§ 4226. l!tlust accept and carry. A common carrier must, if
abfe to do so, accept and carry whatever is offered to him at a reason
able time and place of a kind that he undertakes or is accustomed to 
carry. 

§ 4226. Preference to United States and state. A com
mon carrier must always �ive a preference in time and may give a 
preference in price to the l, nited States and to this state. 

§ 4227. l!tlust start when and where. A common carrit'r
must start at such time and place as he announc�s to the public, 
unless detained by accident or the elements or in order to connect 
with carriers on other lines of travel. 

§ 4228. Compensation. Payment refused. A eommou
carrier is entitled to a reasonable compensation and no more which 
he may require to be paid in advance. If paymt>nt thereof is refused 
he may refuse to carry. 

§ 4229. Obligations limited only by contract. The obliga
tion of a <'ommon carrier cannot be limited by general notice on his 
part, but may be limited by special contract. 

§ 4230. Exoneration by agreement limited. A common
carrier cannot he exonerated by any agreement made iu anticipation 
thereof from liability for the f:_rross negligence, fraud or willful wrong 
of himself or his servants. 

§ 4231. Carrier's right to modify obligations restricted.
A passenger, consignor or consignee by accepting a ticket, bill of lad
ing or written contract for earriage with a knowledgt• of its term,; 
aSS{luts to the rate of hire, the time, place an<l manner of dPliverf 
therein stated. But his asRent to any other modification of the car-
1-ier's ri�hts or obligations, contained in such instrnmf'nt can only lw 
manifestt•d by his signature to the same . 
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ARTICLE 2. - COMMON CARRIERS OF PERSONS. 
!$ 4232. Carriage of luggage. A common carrier of persons, 11 126-l. c1"11 c.

unless his vehicle is fitted for the reception of passengers exclusively, 
must rec-eive and carry a reasonable amount of luggage for each pas-
senger without any charge except for an excess of weight over one 
hundred pounds to a passenger. 

§ 4233. Luggage defined. Luggage may consist of any arti- 11 12M, c1'"11 c.
des intended for the use of a passenger while traveling or for his 
personal equipment. 

§ 4234. Liability for luggage. The liability of a carrier for 11 12M. cM1 c.
luggage received by him with a passenger is the same as that of a 
< ·ommon carrier of property.

§ 4236. When luggage delivered. When at passenger's § 1u1. cM1 c
risk. A common <'arrier must deliver every passenger's luggage, 
whether within the prescribed weight or not, immediately upon the 
arrival of thl' passenger at. his destination ; and, unless the vehicle 
would be overcrowded or overloaded thereby, must carry it. on the 
same ,·ehicle by which he carries the passenger to whom it belongs ; 
except that when luggage is transported by rail it must he checked 
and carried in a regular baggage car ;  and whenever passengers neg-
lect or refuse to have their luggage so checked and transported it is 
<·arried at their risk.
* 4236. Must provide vehicles. · A common carrier of per- § 1268. cM1 c. ·

sons must provide a sufficient number of vehicles to accommodate all 
the passengers who ean be reasonably expected to require carriage at 
any one time. 

§ 4237. Must provide seats. A common carrier of persons 11 1269. ch"l1 c.
must provide every passenger with a seat. He must not overload his 
vehicle by receiving and carrying more passengers than its rated 
<.·apacity allows . . 

§ 4238. :May make rules. A common carrier of persons may II 1210. c1v 11 c . 

make rules for the conduct of his business and may require passen-
gers to conform to them if they are lawful, public, uniform in their 
application and reasonable. 

§ 4239. When fare demandable. A common carrier may � 1211.  ch"lI c. 

demand the fare of passengers either at starting or at any subsequent 
time. 

§ 4240. Ejection of passengers, how and where. A 1111 1212. ma.
passenger who refuses to pay his fare or ·to conform to any lawful <'h1l c. 
regulation of the carrier may be ejected from the vehicle by the 
<>arrier. But this must be done with as little violence as possible 
and at any usual stopping place or near some dwelling house. After 
having ejected the passenger a <'arrier has no right to require the 
payment of any part of his fare. 

§ 4241. Lien on luggage. A common carrier has a lien upon § 1�n ch"11 c. 

the luggage of a passenger for the payment of such fare as he is 
entitled to from him. This lien is regulated by the chapters on 
liens. 

ARTICLE 3. - Co:MMON CARRIERS OF PROPERTY. 
§ 4242. Inland carrier's liability. Exception. Unless the g m:,, n"n c.

<·onsignor accompanies the freight and retains exclusive control 
thereof an inland common carrier of property is liable from the time
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that he accepts until he relieves himself from liability pursuant to 
sections 4068 to 4072 for the loss or injury thereof from any cause 
whatever except : 

1. An inherent defect, vice or weakness or a spontaneous action of
the property itself. 

2. The act of a public enemy of the United States or of this
state. 

3. The act of the law; or,
4. Any irresistible superhuman cause.
§ 4243. Foregoing exceptions lhnited. A common carrier

is liable even in the cases excepted by the last section, if his ordinary 
negligence exposes the property to the cause of the loss. 

§ 4244. When liable for delay. A common carrier is liable
for delay only when it is caused by his want of ordinary eare and 
diligence. 

§ 4246. Marine carrier's liability. A marine carrier is liable
in 1ike manner as an inland carrier, except for loss or injury caused 
by the perils of the sea or fire. The liability of a common carrier bv 
sea is further regulated by acts of congress. 

§ 4246. Perils of sea defined. Perils of the sea are from :
1. Storms and waves.
2. Rooks, shoals and rapids.
3. Other obstacles though of human origin.
4. Changes of climate.
5. The confinement necessary at sea.
6. Animals peculiar to the sea ; and,
7. All other dangers peculiar to the sea.
§ 4247. Valuables. Liability limited. Exceptions. A 

common carrier of gold, silver, platina or precious stones or of imita
tions thereof in a manufactured or unmanufactured state, of time
pieces of any description, of negotiable paper or other valuable 
writings, of pictures, glass or ehinaware. is not liable for more than 
fifty dollars upon the loss or injury of any one package of sueh 
articles, unless he has notice upon his receipt thereof by mark upon 
the package or otherwise of the nature of the freight. 

§ 4248. Exonerated by delivery to communicating car
rier. If a common carrier accepts freight for a plact> beyond his 
usual route, he must, unless he stipulates otherwise, deliver it at the 
end of his route in that direction to some other competent carrier. 
carrying to the place of address, or connected with those who thus 
carry and his liability ceases upon making such delivery. 

§ 4249. How first carrier exonerated when freight lost .
If freight, addressed to a plaee beyond the usual route of the common 
carrier who first receivt>d it, is lost or injured, he must, within a reason
able time after demand, give satisfactory proof to the consignor that 
the loss or injury did not occur while it was in his charge, or he will 
be himself liable therefor . 

§ 4260. Services other than carriage and delivery. In
respect to any service rendered by a common carrier about freight. 
other than its carriage and delivery, his rights and obligations art· 
defined by the chapters on deposit and service. 
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ARTICLE 4. - CoxxoN CARRIERS OF )!E1:1SAG E�. 
§ 4261. Order of transmission of telegraph_ messages. A § 1:!l-:-.. <·M1 <'.

earrier of messages by telegraph must, if it is practicable, transmit 
every such message immediately upon its receipt. But if this is not 
practicable, and several messages ac�umulate upon his hands, he must 
transmit them in the following order : 

1. Messages horn public agents of the United States, or of this
state, on public business. 

2. Messages intended in good faith for immediate publication in
newspapers, and not for any secret use. 

3. Messages giving information relating to the sickness or death
of any person. 

-1. Other messages, in the order in which they were received. 
§ 4262. :Messages other than telegraph. A common carrier 11 121<6. c1"1 1  < · .

of messages, otherwise than by telegraph, must transmit messages in 
the order in which he received them, except messages from agents of 
the United States or of this state on public business to which he 
must always give priority. But he may fix upon c,ertain times for the 
simultaneous transmission of messages previously received. 

§ 4263. Damages for postponing messages. Every person § 12.1-1. n,·1 1  < ' .
whose message is refused or postponed, contrary to the provisions of 
this chapter, is entitled to recover horn the carrier bis actual dam-
ages, and fifty dollars in addition thereto. 

C H APT E R  5 S . 

TRUSTS IN GENERAL. 

ARTICLE 1. - NATURE AND CREATION OF .-\ TR CST . 

§ 4264. Classified. A trust is either : § !:!.•'<. n,1 1  L 
1. Voluntary ; or,
2. Involuntary.
§ 4266. Voluntary. A voluntary trust is an obligation arising § 12��- c 1 ,·H 1 · . 

out of personal confidence reposed in, and voluntarily aceepted by 
one for the benefit of another. 

§ 4266. Involuntary. An involuntary trust is one which is § l2ll(1, Ch· i i  1 · . 
ereated by operation of law. 

§ 4267. Trustor, trustee, beneficiary defined. The person � 1�'!11 . c1"1 1  c.
whose confidence creates a trust is called the trustor ; the person in 
whom the confidence is reposed is called the trustee ; and the person 
for whose benefit the trust is created is called the beneficiary. 

§ 4268. Constructive trust. Every one who voluntarily § t:!!t�. n,· 1 1  < ' .
assumes a relation of personal confidence with another, is deemed a 
trustee within the meaning of this chapter, not only as to the person 
who reposes such confidence, but as to all persons, of whose affairs he 
thus acquires information which was given to such person in the likt' 
confidence, or over whose affairs he by such confidence obtains any 
control . 
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§ 4269. For what purpose created. A trust may be created
for any purpose for which a contract may lawfully be made, except as 
otherwise prescribed by the chapters on uses and trusts and on trans
f�rs. 

§ 4260. How created as to trustor and beneficiary. Sub
jed to the provisions of section 3385 a voluntary trust is created as 
to the trustor and beneficiary by any words or acts of the trustor, 
indicating with reasonable certainty : 

1. An intention on the part of the trustor to create a trust ; and,
2. The subject, purpose and beneficiary of the trust.
§ 4261. How as to trustee. Subject to the provisions of

section 3385, a voluntary trust is created as to the trustee by any 
words or acts. of his, indicating with reasonable certainty : 

1. His aeeeptance of thc trust or his acknowledgment, made upon
sufficient consideration, of its existence ; and, 

2. The subje<:t, purpose and beneficiary of the trust.
§ 4262. Trustee by wrongful detention. One who wrong

fufiy detains a thing is an involuntary trustee thereof for the benefit 
of the owner. 

§ 4263. Trustee by fraud, etc. One who gains a thing by
fraud, accident, mistake, undue influence, the violation of a trust or 
other wrongful aet is, unless he has some other and better right 
thereto, an in•;oluntary trustee of the thing gained for the benefit of 
the person who would otherwise have had it. 

ARTICLE 2. - OBLIGATIONS OF TRUHT EEf.. 
11 1:::,,. cl\"11 c. § 4264. Highest good faith to beneficiary. In all matters 

connected with his trust a trustee is bound to act. in the highest good 
faith toward his beneficiary and may not obtain any advantage there
in over the latter by the slightC'st. misrepresentation, concealment., 
threat or adverse pressure of any kind. 

11 1:!W. < 'Ml c .  § 4266. Use of property for trustee's profit prohibited. 
A trustee may not use or deal with the trust property for his own 
profit or for any other purpose unc,0nnected with the trust in any 
manner. 

11 1:m ('iYII c .  § 4266. Transactions when trustee's interest adverse to 
beneficiary prohibited. Exceptions. Neither a trustee, nor 
any of his agents, may take part in any transaction concerning the 
trust in whkh he or any one for whom he acts as agent has au 
interest, present or contingent. adverse to that of his beneficiary, 
except as follows : 

1. When the beneficiary. having capacity to cm1tract, with a full
knowledge of the motives of the trustee and of all other facts con
cerning the transaction which might affect his own decision and with
out the use of any influence on the part of the trustee,  permits him to 
do so. 

2. When the beneficiary not having power to c-0ntract, the dis
trid court upon thlt like information of the facts, grants the like per
mission ; or, 

3. When some of the beneficiaries having capacity to contract and
some' not having it, the former grant permission for themselves an<l 
t lw <listri�t court for the latter in the manner abon.• prt:>scribed. 
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---

§ 4267. Use of influence for advantage prohibited. A § 1:ll1. c•1y11 c·.
trustee may not use the influence which his position gives him to 
obtain any advantage from his beneficiary. 

§ 4268. Undertaking adverse trust prohibited. No trus- l! 1:1r!, n,·11 c·.
tee so long as he remains in the trust may undertake another trust 
adverse in its nature to the interest of his beneficiary in the subject 
<.>f the trust without the consent of the latter. 

§ 4269. Adverse interest acquired. If a trustee acquires § 1:u1. c1"11 c .
.any interest or becomes eharged with any duty adverse to the inter-
t>st of his beneficiary in the subject of the trust, he must immediately 
inform the latter thereof and may be at once removed. 

§ 4270. Violation of preceding sections a fraud. Every II 1:m. c1"11 c.
Yiolation of the provisions of the preceding sections of this article is 
.a fraud against the beneficiary of the trust. 

§ 4271. Presumption against trustee. All transactions § 1:1111. n,·11 c.
between a trustee and his beneficiary during the existence of the trust 
or while the influence acquired by the trustee remains by which he 
obtains any advantage from his bc>neficiary are presumed to be entered 
into by the latter without sufficient eonsideration and under undue 
influence. 

§ 4272. Liability for mingling property. A trustee who § 1:n1, !'1,11 <·.
willfully and unnec{lssarily mingles the trust property with his own 
so as to eonstitute himself in appearance its absolute owner is liable 
for its safety in all events. 

§ 4273. Liability for unlawful use. A trustee who uses or � 1:m, c·11·n c.
<.lisposes of the trust property contrary to section 42fi5 may, at the 
option· of the beneficiary, be required to account for all profits so 
made or to pay the value of its use and, if he has disposed thereof, 
tu replace it with its fruits or tu account for its proceeds with 
interest. 

§ 4274. Liability for unauthorized use. A trustee who uses § 1:m,;, 1'1\il c·.
or disposes of the trust property in any manner not authorized by 
the trust, but in good faith and with intent to serve the interest of 
tlw beneficiary, is liable only to make good whatever is lost to the 
beneficiary by his error. 

§ 4276. Liability for co-trustees consenting. A trustee is § 1:01, nv11 c.
rPsponsihle for the wrongful acts of a co-trustee to which he con-
sented or which by his negligence he enabled the latter to commit, 
hut for no others. 

ARTICLE 3. - OBLIOATION8 OF THIRD PEURONB. 

§ 4276. When transferee involuntary trustee. Every one n 1310, nv11 <".
to whom property is transferred in violation of a trust holds the samP 
as an involuntary ti:u,stee under such trust, unless he purehased it in 
good faith and for a valuable consideration. 
· § 4277. Trustee's misapplication no prejudice to goo·d � 1:n1. <"i1·11 c.

faith. One who actually 1.md in good faith transfers any money or
()ther property to a trustee as such is not bound to seo to the applica-
tion thereof; and his rights can in no way be prejudiee<l hy a misap-
plication tlwreof by the trustee. Other persons must at their peril
8ee to the proper appliC'ation of JilUJH'Y or other property paid or
delivered by them.
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CIVIL CODE. Trusts for Third Persons. 

CHAPTER 59. 

TRUSTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THIRD PERSONS. 

AUTICLE 1.-NATURE AND CREATION OF THE TRt.:8T. 

§ 4278. Scope of chapter. The provisions of this chaptt-r
apply only to express trusts, created for the benefit of another than 
the trustor, and in which the title to the trust property is vested in the
trustee; not including, however, those of executors, administrators 
and guardians as such. 

§,4279. By mutual consent, enforceable before rescis
sion. The mutual consent of a trustor and trustee creates a trust of 
which the beneficiary may take advantage at any time prior to its 
rescission. 

§ 4280. When court trustor. When a trustee is appointed
by a court or public officer as such, such court or officer is the trustor 
within the meaning of the last section. 

§ 4281. Where object, etc., expressed. The nature, extent
ana object of a trust are expressed in the declaration of trust. 

§ 4282. What deemed part of declaration of trust. All
declarations of a trustor to his trustees in relation to the trust before, 
its acceptance by the trustees, or any of them, are to be deemed part 
of the declaration of the trust, except that when a declaration of trust 
is made in writing all previous declarations by the same trustor arr• 
merged therein. 

ARTICLE 2. - 0BLIOATIO�S OF TRUSTEES. 

� 1:in. ci\;1 I". § 4283. Must follow directions. Exception. A trustt-t> 
must fulfill the purpose of the trust as declared at its creation and 
must follow all the directions of the trustor given at that time, except 
as modified by the consent of all parties intnested in th(' SRlllt'. 
manner and to the same extent as an employee. 

§ 1:11�. c1"11 ,·. § 4284. Ordinary care and diligence required. A trustet•.
whether he receives any compensation or not, must use at lea;:t 
ordinary care and diligence in the execution of his trust. 

§ m11. 1'1\·111·. � 4286. Duty as to appointment of successor. If a trust('e
procures or assents to his discharge from his office before his trust is 
fully executed, he must use at least ordinary eare and diligence to 
secure the appointment of a trustworthy succt-ssor before a<>ceptin� 
his own final discharge. 

!I 1:u,. 1·h·il c § 4286. Investment of trust money. A trustet• must invest. 
money received by him under the trust as fast as he colle<'ts a suffi
cient amount in such manner as to afford reasohable st-1·urity and 
interest for thP same. 

� 1:m, chit,·. � 4287. Liability for failure. If tht• trnste,, omits to inn,st 
the trust monPys a<>eor<ling to the last s1•etio11, ht' must µay simple 
interest thneon. if such omission is 1wgligC"nt merely and <>ompuuu<l 
intt\rest if it is willful. 

� 1:e , i\ ;1 c. � 4288. Cannot enforce claims purchased in contempla-
tion of appointment. A trustt,e <>annot t>ufur<>t' uuy C'laim again,;t 
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the trust property which he purchases after or in contemplation of 
his appointment as trustee; but he may be allowed by any competent 
��ourt to charge to the trust property what he has in good faith paid 
for the claim upon discharging the same. 

ARTICLE 3. - POWERS OF TR'l:STEES. 

§§ 4289-4298 

§ 4289. Authority of trustee. A trustee is a general agent § 1:r.!:1. ('t,1I 1·. 

for the trust property. His authority is such as is conferred upon 
him by the declaration of trust and by this chapter and none other. 
His acts, within the scope of his authority, bind the trust property to 
the same extent as the acts of a general agent bind his principal. 

§ 4290. All co-trustees must act. When there are several !I 1:m. cl\111·.
<:>o-trustees all must unite in any act to bind the trust property, unless 
the declaration of trust otherwise provides. 

§ 4291. Discretionary power controlled by court. A dis- :11325. ch·H c.
<:>retionary power conferred upon a trustee · is presumed not to be left 
to his arbitrary discretion, but may be controlled by the district court 
if not reasonably exercised, unless an absolute discretion is clearly 
<.·onferred by the declaration of trust. 

ARTICLE 4. - RIGHTS OF TRUSTEEH. 

§ 4292. Payment of expenses incurred. A trustee is !! 1:i:.'6. n\11 c.
�ntitled to the payment out of the trust property of all expenses 
actually and properly incurred by him in the performance of his 
trust. He is entitled to the repayment of even unlawful expenditures 
if they were productive of actual benefit to the estate. 

§ 4293. Compensation. When a declaration of trust is silent § 1:m, ch·II c.
upon the subject of compensation, the trustee is entitled to the same 
compensation as an executor. If it specifies the amount of his com-
pensation, he is entitled to the amount thus specified and no more. 
If it directs that he shall be allowed a compensation, hut does not 
specify the rate or amount, he is entitled to such compensation as may 
be reasonable under the circumstanees. 

§ 4294. Involuntary trustee excluded. bn involuntary 111:12..�. ch·il c.
trustee, who becomes such through his own fault, has none of the 
rights mentioned in this article. 11 

ARTICLE i1. -TERMINATION OF THE TRUST. 

§ 4296. How trust extinguished. A trust is extinguished § 1:rlll. n,-11 c
hy the entire fulfillment of its object or by such object becoming 
impossible or unlawful. 

§ 4296. Trust not revocable. Exception. A trust cannot � 1:m c·11H c
be revoked by the trustor after its acceptanc,e, actual or presumed, by 
the trustee and beneficiaries, except by the consent of all the benefi-
daries, unless the declaration of trust reserves a power of revoeation 
to the trustor and in that case the power must be strictly pursued. 

§ 4297. How office vacated. The office of a tn1stee is vacated: 11 mi. ch·II c.
1. By his death; or,
2. By his discharge.
§ 4298. Discharge of trustee. A trustec can be discharged § rn�. ci,II c.

from his trust only as follows: 
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1. By the extinction of the trust.
2. By the completion of his duties under the trust.

Agen,·,11. 

3. By such means as may be prescribed by the declaration of trust .
4. By the consent of the beneficiary if he has capacity to c,emtrnd .
5. By the judgment of a competent tribunal in a dired procePd

ing for that purpose that he is of unsound mind ; or, 
6. By the district c.ourt.

� rn:i:1. l ' l\'ll c. § 4299. Removal by court. The district court may remo\'1:+ 
any trustee who has violated or is unfit to execute the trm1t . 

§ 1:tU. l'MI C. 

� 1:cl6. l ' h' I I  I ' .  

§ J:tP<, l ' l\'ll ('.

� 1 :w 1. c · 1 ,· 1 1 1 ·. 

� · 1 :m. l ' l \ i l  I ' .  

ARTICLE 6. - SUCCESSION OR APPOINTMENT OF NEW TRUSTEES. 

§ 4300. Court may fill vacancies. The district court may
appoint a trustee whenever there is a vacaney and the dedaration of 
trust does not provide a practicable method of appointment. 

§ 4301. Trust survives to co-trustees. On the death, ren un
ciation or discharge of one of several co-trustees the trust survives 
to the others. 

§ 4302. When court may appoint trustee. When a trust
exists without any appointed trustee, or when all the trustees renouun• . 
die or are discharged the district court of the county or judicial 
subdivision where the trust property, or some portion thereof, is 
situated must appoint another trustee and direct the execution of the 
trust. The c.ourt may in its discretion appoint the original numh. · r  
or any less number of tn1stees. 

CHAPTE R 6 0 .  

AGENCY. 
; 

. ' lRTICLE 1. - DEFINITION OF AGENCY. 

§ 4303. Defined. An agent is one who represents anoths· r.
called the principal, in dealings with third persons. Such represen
tation is called agency. 

§ 4304. Who may appoint and who be agent. Any pers,rn
having capacity to contract may appoint an agent and any person 
may be an agent. 

§ 4306. Special and general agent defined An agent fur
a particular act or transaction is called a special agent . All oth, • r;, 
are general agents. 

§ 4306. Agency classified An agency is either aetual vr
ostensible. 

§ 4307. Actual. An agency is actual when the agPnt is real ly
employed by the principal . 

§ 4308. Ostensible. An agency is ostensible when the pri11 1 · i 
pal intentionally or by want o f  ordinary earP causrs a third pt'rson t , , 
beliC>ve another to be his agent, who is not rPally employ1•<l by hi n .
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ARTICLE 2. - AUTHORITY OF AGENTS. 

§ 4309. Extent of authority. An agent may be authorized to
do any acts which his principal might do, except those to which the 
latter is bound to give his personal attention. 

§ 4310. Acts done by or to agent. Every act . which accord
ing to this code may be done by or to any person may be done by or 
to the agent of such person for that purpose, unless a contrary inten-
tion clearly appears. 

§ 4311. Agent's authority limited. An agent can never have
authority, either actual or ostensible, to do an act which is and is 
known or suspected by the person with whom he deals to be a fraud 
upon the principal. 

§§ 4309-43"28

!I 13!:J. Civ i l  C. 

§ 1344. Ci\' l l  l'.

§ 1345, l'Ml C.

!I 1:!46, Ch· l l  l ' .  § 4312. How agency crea.ted. An agency may be created
and an authority may be conferred by a precedent authorization or a 
subsequent ratific,ation. 

§ 4313. No consideration necessary. A consideration is not § 134,1, civi l , · .

necessary to make an authority, -whether precedent or subsequent, 
binding upon the principal. 

§ 4314. Form of authorization. An oral authorization is
sufficient for any purpose, except that an authority to enter into a con
tract required by law to be in writing can only be given by an instru-
ment in writing. 

§ 431 IS. How ratification made. A ratification can be made
onTy in the manner that would have been necessary to confer an orig
inal authority for the act ratified or, when an oral authorization would 
suffice, by accepting or retaining the benefit of the act with notice 
thereof. 

§ 4316. Part ratified, all ratified. Ratification of part of an
indivisible transaction is a ratification of the whole . 

§ 4317. Ratification, when valid. A ratification is not valid,
unless at the time t>f ratifying the act done the principal has power to 
confer authority for such an act. 

§ 4318. Retroactive ratification limited. No unauthorized
act can be made valid retroactively to the prejudice of third persons 
without their c,0nsent. 

§ 4319. Rescission of ratification. A ratification may be
rescinded when made without such consent as is required in a con
tract or with an imperfect knowledge of the material facts of the 
transaction ratified, but not otherwise. 

§ 4320. Authority. An agent has such authority as the prin
eipal actually or ostensibly confers upon him. 

§ 4321. Actual authority. Actual authority is such as a
principal intentionally confers upon the agent or intentionally or by 
want of ordinary care allows the agent to believe himself to possess. 

§ 4322. Ostensible authority. Ostensible authority is such
as the principal intentionally or by want of ordinary care causes or 
allows a third person to believe the agent to possess. 

§ 4323. Has authority defined by law. Exception.
Every agent has actually such authority as is defined by this and the 
succeeding chapter, unless specially deprived thereof by his principal, 
and has even then such authority ostensibly, except as to persons 
who have actual or constructive notice of the restriction upon his 
authority. 

s:n 

II 1:W<, CMI C. 

§ Jat\l, t " iv i l  1 · . 

§ J:!50, <'i\' i l  I ' . 

I: J:L�t .  l 'l\' I I  < • .  

� J:!5�. l ' i \" I I  1 • .  

I! 1:1a:1, l ' l \" i l  , · . 

§ J:L�t, l ' lvll ('.

§ 1:1:,:;, < ' ivll I ' ,

� J:L\, .  l ' i Y i l  ( ' . 
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§ 4324. Authority to do necessary acts; make represen
tations. An agent has authority : 

1. To do everything necessary or proper and usual in the ordinary
course of business for effecting the purpose of h is agency ; and, 

2. To make a representation respecting any matter of fact, not
including the terms of his authority, but upon which his right to use 
his authority d�pends and the truth of which cannot be determined 
by the use of reasonable diligence on the part of the person to whom 
the representation is made . 

� 1 :i.,o. cMt c. . § 4326. When agent may disobey instructions. An agl'ut 
has power to disobey instructions in dealing with the subject of the 
agency in cases, when it is clearly for the interest of his principal 
that he should do so and there is not time to communicate with the 

11 1;J60. n,·u c.

!! 1361, l'l\·11 c. 

� 1 :16:1. n,·11 c. 

11 1:m. n,·11 c. 

principal. 
§ 4326. Authority limited to speciftc terms. When au

authority is given partly in general and partly in specific terms, the 
general authority gives no higher powers than those specifically 
mentioned. 

§ 4327. General authority limited. An authority expreS&·d
in general terms, however broad, does not authorize an agent : 

1. To act in his own name unless it is the usual course of business
to do so. 

2. To define the scope of his agency ; or,
3 . To do any act which a trustee is forbiddm to do by article 2 of

chapter 58. 
§ 4328. :May warrant title to personalty. An authority to

sel1 personal property includes authority to warrant the title of the 
principal and the quality and quantity of the property. 

§ 4329. Give usual covenants of warranty. An authority
to sell and convey real property includes authority to give the usua l  
convenants of warranty. 

§ 4330. Receive price. A general agent to sell, who is in trusted
by the principal with the possession of the thing sold, has authority 
to receive the price. 

§ 4331. Special agent may on delivery. A special agent to
St'll has authority to receive the price on delivery of the thing sold, 
hut not afterwards. 

ARTICL E 3. --- MUTUAL 0BLWATIONS OF PRINCIPALS AND THIRD 
PERSONS. 

§ 1:J61;. ( ' i , H < ·. § 4332. Rights and liabilities of agent accrue to prin-
cipal . An agent represents his principal for all purposes within the 
scope of his actual or ostensible authority and all the rights and 
liabilities which would accrue to the agent from the trausactions 
within such limit ,  if they had ooen entered into on his own ac.coun t .  
accrue to the principal. 

1; 1 :kl, .  cMt c. § 4333. When incomplete execution binding. A principal 
is bound hy an incomplete execution of an authority when it is co11-
sistent with the whole purpose> and scope therc>of, but not otherwise. 

� 1 : 11,,. n,·11 c. § 4334. When notice to one notice to both. As against a 
principal both principal and agent are deemed to have notice of 
whatev<'r either has notiee of and ought in good faith and the exercist' 
of ordinary car<' and diligence to <·om1mmieate to the other. 
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§ 4336. Authorized acts bind when authority exceeded. § 136�. c1v11 c.

When an agent exceeds his authority his principal is bound by his 
authorized acts so far only as they can be plainly separated from those 
which are unauthorized. 

§ 4336. When ostensible authority binding. A principal 11 1370, cM1 c.
is bound by acts of his agent under a merely ostensible authority to 
those persons only, who have in good faith and without ordinary 
negligence incurred a liability or parted with value upon the faith 
thereof. 

§ 4337. When exclusive credit to agent binds principal. § 1371 .  cMt c.
If exclusive credit is given to an agent by the person dealing with 
him,  his principal is exonerated by payment or other satisfaction 
made by him to his agent in good faith before receiving notice of the 
creditor's election to hold him responsible . 

§ 4338. Set-off against agent. One who deals with an agent § 1372, CMI c.
without knowing or having reason to believe that the agent acts as 
such in the transaction may set-off against any claim of the principal 
arising out of the same all claims which he might have set-off against 
the agent before notice of the a���cy.

§ 4339. Instrument wit · scope of authority binding. § m;i. ch·u c.
Any instrument within the scope of his authority by which an agent 
intends to bind his principal does bind him, if such intent is plainly 
inferable from the instrument itself. 

§ 4340. Principal responsible for agent's negligence. § 13u, c1v1 1  c.
Vnless required by or under the authority of law to employ that 
particular ag�nt, a principal is responsible to third persons for the 
negligence of his agent in the transaction of the business of the 
agency, including wrongful acts committed by such agent in and as a 
part of the transaction of such business ; and for his willful omission 
to fulfill the obligations of the principal. 

§ 4341. Principal'& responsibility lb;nited. A principal is § m5. Ch·u c.
responsible for no other wrongs committed by his agent than those 
mentioned in the last section, unless he has authorized or ratified 
them, even though they are committed while the agent is engaged in 
his service. 

ARTICLE 4. - OBLIGATIONS OF AGENTS TO THIRD PERSONS . ' 

§ 4342. Agent warrants authority. One who assumes to act 11 1a1s. c1v11 c.
as an agent thereby warrants to all who deal with him in that capacity 
that he has the authority which he assumes. 

§ 4343. When agent liable as principal. One who assumes § 1377. c1v1 1  c. 

to act as an agent is responsible to third persons as a principal for his 
acts in the course of his agency in any of the following cases and in 
no others: 

1. When with his consent credit is given to him personally in a
transaction. 

2. When he enters into a written contract in the name of his prin
cipal without believing in good faith that he has authority to do so ; or,

3. When his acts are wrongful in their nature.
§ 4344. Surrender of property adversely claimed. If an 11 1378, cM1 c. 

agent receives anything for the benefit of his principal, to the posses-
sion of which another person is entitled, he must on demand surren-
der it to such person, or so much of it as he has under his control at 
the time of demand, on being indemnified for any advance which he 
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has made to his principal in good faith on account of the sa!Jle ; and 
is responsible therefor if after notice from the owner, he delivers it 
to his principal. 

!I 1:m. c1,· l l  c. § 4345. This article subject to chapter 2. The provisions
of this article are subject to the provisions of chapter 2 of this code. 

ARTICLE 5. - DELEGATION OF AGENCY. 

§ 1:Jt10. civil c. § 4346. When agent cannot delegate powers . An agent
un1ess specially forbidden by bis principal to do so can delegate his 
powers to another person in any of the following cases, and in 110 
others : 

1 .  When the act to be done is purely mechanical. 
2 . When it is such as the agent cannot himself and the subageut

can lawfully perform. 
3. When it is the usage of the place to delegate such powers ; or,
4. When such delegation is specially authorized by the principal .

§ 1:is1. c1v11 c. § 4347. Wrongful delegation makes agent principal. If
an agent employs a subagent without authority, the former is a 
principal and the latter his agent and the principal of the former has 
no connection with the latter. 

§ 1:lB'l, civil c. § 4348. Rightful subagent principal's agent. A subagent
lawfully appointed represents the principal in like manner with the 
original agent ;  and the original agent is not responsible to third 
persons for the acts of the subagent. 

§ 1:!83, CMI C.

II 1:1!4. Civil C. 

ARTICLE 6. - TERMINA'fION OF AGENCY . 

§ 4349. How terminated. An agency is terminated as to
every person having notice thereof by : 

1 .  The expiration of  its term . 
2. The extinction of its subject .
3 . The death of the agent.
4. His r�nunciatio_n of the agency ; or,
5 . The incapacity of the agent to act as such.
§ 4350. Not coupled with interest, how terminated. Unlt>ss

the power of an agent is coupled with an interest in the subject of the 
agency it is terminated as to every person having notice thereof hy : 

1 .  Its revocation by the principal . 
2. His death ; or,
3 . His incapacity to contract .
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CHAP T ER 6 1 .

PARTICULAR AGENCIES. 

ARTICLE 1. - AUCTIONEERS. 

§ 4351. Authority from seller. An auctioneer in the absence § ,a..�,. ( 'Ml c.
of special authorization or usage to the contrary has authority from 
the seller only as follows : 

1. To sell by public auction to the highest bidder.
2. To sell for cash only, except such articles as are usually sold on

c-redit at auction. 
3. To warrant in like manner with other agents to sell according

to section 4328. 
4. To prescribe reasonable rules and terms of sale.
5. To deliver the thing sold upon payment of the price.
t3. To collect the price ; and,
7. To do whatever else is necessary or proper and usual in the

ordinary course of business for effecting these purposes. 
§ 4362. Authority from bidder. An auctioneer has authority I 1:1 .. -a. Ch'll c .

from a bidder at the auction as well as  from the seller to bind both 
hy a memorandum of the contract as prescribed in the chaP.ter on 
sale. 

ARTICLE 2. - FACTORS. 

§ 4353. Defined. A factor is an agent who is employed to buy 1 1a.s;. n,·u c.
or sell property in his own name and who is intrusted by his principal 
with the possession thereof as defined in section 4134. •· 

§ 4354. Authority. In addition to the authority of agents in § 1as,. cMt c.
general a factor has actual authority from his principal, unless spe-
c-ially restricted :  

1 .  To insure property consigned to him uninsured. 
2. To sell on credit anything in trusted to him for sale, except such

things as it is contrary to usage to sell on credit ; but not to pledw", 
mortgage or barter the same ; and, 

3. To delegate his authority to his partner or servant, but not to
any person in an independent employment. 

§ 4356. Ostensible authority. A factor has ostensible § 1:.1811. cM1 c.
authority to deal with the property of his principal as his own in 
transactions with persons not having notice of the actual ownership. 

ARTICLE 3. - SHIPMASTERS AND PILOTS. 

§ 4356. General agent of owner. The master of a ship is a li 1:190. cl\'11 c.
general agent for its owner in all matters concerning the same. 

§ 435'7.  Has authority to borrow. The master of a ship has 11 1:m. cM1 c .
authority to borrow money on the credit of its owner, if it is neces-
sary to enable him to complete the voyage, and if neither the owner 
nor his proper agent for such matters can be consulted withou t. 
injurious delay. 

§ 4368. Agent for owner of cargo. The master of a ship § t39'i. cM1 c
<luring a voyage is a general agent for each of the owners of the cargo 
and has authority to do whatever they might do for the preservation 
of their respective interests, except to sell or hypothecate the same. 
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§ 1aro, c1v11 c. § 4359. Authority to make contracts binding owner. The
master of a ship may procure all its necessary repairs and supplies, 
may engage cargo and passengers for carriage and in a foreign port 
may enter into a charter party ; and his contracts for these purposes 
bind the owner to the full amount of the value of the ship and 
freightage. 

!l 1�. t:1v11 c § 4360. Authority to hypothecate. The master of a ship 
may hypothecate the ship, freightage and cargo in the cases pre
scribed by the chapters on bottomry and respondentia and in no 
others. 

!l 1395, l ' lvll c. § 4361. Authority to sell ship. When a ship, whether for-
eign or domestic, is seriously injured or the voyage is otherwise 
broken up beyond the possibility of pursuing it, the master in c.ase 
of necessity may sell the ship without instructions from the owners, 
unless by the earliest use of ordinary means of communication he 
can inform the owners and await their instructions. 

§ 1396. ch·ll c. § 4362. Authority to sell cargo. The master of a ship may
sel1 the cargo, if the voyage is broken up beyond the· possibility of
pursuing it, and no other ship can be obtained to carry it to its desti
nation and the sale is otherwise absolutely necessary .

§ 1alli. ('Ml c § 4363. Authority to pay ransom. The master of a ship in
case of its capture may engage to pay a ransom for it in money or in 
part of the cargo and his engagement .will bind the ship, freightage 
and cargo. 

11 1398. c·M1 c. § 4.364. Authority ceases on abandonment to insurers. 
The power of the master of a ship to bind its owner or the owners of 
the cargo ce�es upon the abandonment of the ship and freightage 
t-o insurers. 

§ 1:l99. cM1 <· . § 4365 .  :Master's personal liability. Cnless otherwise ex-
pressly agreed, or unless the c.ontracting parties give exclusive credit 
to the owner, the master of a ship is personally liable upon his con
tracts relative thereto, even when the owner is also liable. 

uo.l. c-i\ 11 c. § 4366.  Liable for negligence of crew. The master of a 
ship is liable to third persons for the acts or negligence ·of persons 
employed in its navigation, whether appointed by him or not, to the 
same extent as the owner of the ship. 

§ u01, ('Ml c. § 4367. When for negligence of pilot. The owner or master
of a ship is not responsible for the negligence of a pilot whom he is 
bound by law to employ ; but if he is allowed an option between 
pilots, some of whom are competent, or i'! required only to pay com
pensation to a pilot whether he employs him or not, he is responsible 
to third persons. 

§ J�r�. ( ' lv i l  ( ' ,

§ Hl�l. ( ' 11 '11 ('.

ARTICLE 4. -- SHIP'S MANAGERS. 

§ 4368. Authority to contract and settle. A ship's mana
ger has power to make contracts requisite for the performance of his 
1luties as such; to enter into charter parties or make contracts for 
carriage and to settle for freightage and to adjust averages. 

§ 4369. Authority limited. Without special authority a ship's
m�nagcr cannot borrow money or give up the lien for freightage or 
purchase a cargo or bind the owners of the ship to an insurance. 
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C H A P T E R  6 2 .  

PARTNERSHIP IN GENERAL. 

ARTICLE 1 .  - WHA'f CoNSTITUTES A PARTNERSHIP. 

§ 4370. Partnership defined Partnership is the association 11 1404. ch" l t  c·
<Jf two or more persons for the purpose of carrying on business 
to�ether and dividing its profits between them. 

� 4371. Ship owners not partners. Part owners of a ship do § 1405, c1,·11 c. 
not by simply using it in joint enterprise become partners as to the 
ship. 

§ 4372. Formed only by consent. A partnership can be II uo&, cMt c. 

formed only by the consent of all the parties thereto and therefore 
no new partner can be admitted into a partnership without the cou-
sent of every existing member thereof. 

ARTICLE 2. - PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY.  

§ 4373. Defined The property of a partnership consists of all II u01, CM! c.
that is contributed to the common stock at the formation of the part-
nership and all that is subsequently acquired thereby. 

§ 4374. Extent of member's interest. The interest of each II uos. cM1 c. 
member of a partnership extends to every portion of its property. 

� 4376. Shares in profit or loss presumed equal. In the II H09, cMt c. 
absence of an agreement on the subject the shares of partners in the 
profits or loss of the business are equal, and the share of each in the 
partnership property is the value of his original contribution, 
increased or diminished by his share of profit or loss. 

§ 4376. Loss divided same as profits. An agreement to § mo, cM1 c.
divide the profits of a business implies an agreement for a corres-
ponding division of its losses, unless it is otherwise expressly stipu-
�� 

§ 4377. Lien on property for payment of debts. Each II uu, c1v11 c.
member of a partnership may require its property to be applied to 
the discharge of its debts and has a lien upon the shares of the other 
partners for this purpose and for the payment of t.he general balance, 
if any, due to him. 

§ 4378. What presumed partnership property. Property, 11 m2. c1,·11 c.
whether real or personal, acquired with partnership funds is presumed 
to be partnership property. 

ARTICLE 3. - MUTUAL OBLIGATIONS OF PARTNERS. 

§ 4379. Partners trustees. The relations of partners are cq11- !l 1m. cM1 c.
fidential. They are trustees for each other within the meaning of 
�hapter 58 of this code. Their obligations as such trustees are 
defined by that chapter. 

§ 4380. Highest good faith required. In all proceedings � uu. n,·11 c.
�nnected with the formation, conduct, dissolution and liquidation of 
the partnership every partner is bound to act in the highest good 
faith toward his copartners. He may not obtain any ad".antage over 
them in the partnership affairs by the slightest misrepresentatiou . 
�:oncealment, threat or adverse pressure of any kind. 
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1 tu5, civil c. § 4381. Each member must account to partnership. Each 
member of a partnership must account to it for everything that he 
receives on account thereof and is entitled to reimbursement there
from for everything that he properly expends for the benefit thereof 
and to be indemnified thereby for all losses and risks which he neces
sarily incurs on its behalf. 

1 ms, ch ll c. § 4382. No compensation. A partner is not entitled to any
<'ompensation for services rendered by him to the partnership.

ARTICLE 4. - RENUNCIATION OP PARTNERSHIP. 

§ 1u:1. cM1 c. § 4383. Renunciation with notice exonerates. A partner
may exonerate himself from all future liability to a third person on 
account of the partnership by renouncing in good faith all participa
tion in its future profits and giving notice to such third person and 
to his own copartners that he has made such renunciation and that, 
so far as may be in his power, he dissolves the partnership and does 
not intend to be liable on account thereof for the future. 

§ ms. t'l\·ll c. .§ 4384. Cannot claim pro1lts thereafter. After a partner
has given notice of his renunciation of the partnership he cannot 
l' laim any of its subsequent profits and his copartners may proceed to 
dissolve the partnership. 

§ 1419. Civi l C.

§ H20. l ' h"II (',

I: H21 ,  l ' h'i l  I' . 

C H A PTER 6 3 .

G E�ERAL PARTNERSHIP. 

ARTICLE 1. - \VHAT IS A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP . 

§ 4385. Defined. Every partnership that is not formed in
aecordance with the law concerning special partnership and every 
special partnership, so far only as the general partners are concerned. 
is a general partnership. 

ARTICLE 2. - POWERS AND AUTHORITY OP PARTNERS. 

§ 4386. :Majority governs. Unless otherwise expressly stipn
lated, the decision of the majority of the members of a general part
nership binds it in the conduct of its business. 

§ 4387. Each partner general agent. Every general partner
is agent for the partnership in the transaction of its business and has 
aQthority to do whatever is necessary to carry on such business in the 
ordinary manner and for this purpose may bind his copartners by an 
a.1,..rreement in writing. 

· § 4388. Authority limited A partner as such has not author
ity to do any of the following ads, unless his copartners have wholly 
abandoned the business to him or are incapable of acting : 

1. To make an assignment of the partnership property, or any por
tion thereof, to a creditor or to a third person in trust for the benefit 
of a t·reditor or of all creditors. 

2. To dispose of the good will of the business.
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3 . To dispose of the whole of the partnership property at once,
unless it consists entirely of merchandise. 

4. To do any act which would make it impossible to carry on the
ordinary business of the partnership. 

5. To confess a judgment.
6. To submit a partnership claim to arbitration ;  or,
7 .  To do any other act not within the sc.ope o f  the preceding sec

tion. 

§§ 4389-4398 

§ 4389. Effect of bad faith. A partner is not bound by any act II u�. Civil c.

of a copartner in bad faith toward him, though within the scope of a 
partner's powers, except in favor of persons who have in good faith 
parted with value in reliance upon such act . 

ARTICLE 3. - MUTUAL OBLIGATIONS OF PARTNERS. 

§ 4390. Profits belong to flrm. All profits made by a general II uu, C'lvll c .
partner in the course of any business usually carried on by the part-
nership belong to the firm. 

§ 4391. Partner cannot have adverse interest. A general § u�a. nvn c.
partner, who agrees to give his personal attention to the business of 
the partnership, may not engage in any business which gives him an 
interest adverse to that of the partnership or which prevents him 
from giving to such business all the attention which would be advan-
tageous to it. 

§ 4392. May engage in separate business. A partner may 11 1426. t ·1v1 1 c.
engage in any separate business, except as otherwise provided by the 
last two sections. 

§ 4893. When must account for profits. A general partner, § w;. t 'h•n c.
transacting business contrary to the provisions of this article, may be 
required by any copartner to account to the partnership for the profits 
of such business. 

ARTICLE 4. - LIABILITY OF PARTNERS. 

� 4394. Liable to third persons. Every general partner is § H2!<. nvl l  c. 
liable to third persons for all the obligations of the partnership 
jointly with his copartners. 

§ 4396. Liability defined by chapter 60. The liability of II u:.!!l. t · 1,·1 1 c.
general partners for each other's acts is defined by chapter 60 of this 
eode. 

§ 4396. Ostensible partner. Any one permitting himself to § u:io. c1vu c.
be represented as a partner, general or special is liable as such to 
third persons to whom such representation is communicated, who on 
the faith thereof give credit to the partnership. 

§ 4397. Oth&rwise only partner in fact liable. No one is § ua1 . n,·u c.
liable as a partner who is not such in fact, except as provided by the 
last sectio'n. 

ARTICLE 5. - TERMINATION OF PARTNERSHIP. 

§ 4398. Duration of partnership. If no term is prescribed § 1m. civil c.
by agreement for its duration, a general partnership continues until 
dissolved by a partner or by operation of law. 
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II 100, chil c. § 4399. Causes dissolving. A general partnership is dissolved 
as to all the partners : 

1. By lapse of the time prescribed by agreement for its duration.
2. By the expressed will of any partner if there is no such agree

ment. 
3. By the death of a partner.
4. By the transfer to a person not a partner of the interest of any

partner in the partnership property. 
5. By war or the prohibition of commercial intercourse between

the country in which one partner resides and that in which another 
resides ; or, 

6. By a judgment of dissolution.
11 1434, <·1, 1 1  c. § 4400. Partial dissolution. A general partnership may - be 

dissolved as to himself only by the expressed will of any partner, not
withstanding his agreement for its continuance, subject, however, to 
liability to his copartners for any damage caused to them thereby, 
unless the circumstances are such as to entitle him to a judgment of 
dissolution. 

11 1�. n,·n c. § 4401. Judgment of dissolution. A general partner is 
entitled to a judgment of dissolution : 

1 . When he or another partner becomes legally incapable of eon .
tracting. 

2. When another partner fails to perform his duties under the
agreement of partnership or is guilty of serious misconduct ; or, 

3. When the business of the partnership can be carried on on ly
at a penuanent loss. 

!I 1436. n,· 1 c. § 4402. Liability until notice given. The liability of a gen .  
eral partner for the ads of his copartners continues, even after a dis
solution of the partnership, in favor of persons who have had deal
ings with and given credit to the ptlrtnership during its existenee, 
until they have had personal notice of the dissolution ; and in favor of 
other persons, until such dissolution has been advertised in a news
paper published in every county where the partnership at the time of 
its dissolution had a place of business ; to the extent in either case to 
which such persons part with value in good faith and in the lx-lief 
that such partner is still a member of the firm. 

11 1437. ch·u c. § 4403. When change of name sufficient notice. A change 
of the partnership name, which plainly indicates the withdrawal of a 
partner is a sufficient notice of the fact of sueh withdrawal to all per
sons to whom it is communicated. But a change in the name which 
does not contain such an indication is not notice of the withdrawal 
of any partner. 

A RTICLE 6. - LIQTJIDATIO� . 

!1 143�. n, 11 c. § 4404. Authority after dissolution. After the dissolution 
of a partnership tho powers and authority of the partners are such 
only as are prescribed by this article. . 

11 u:lll. • i , 11 c. § 4405. Who may act in liquidation. Any member of a 
general partnership may ad in liquidation of its affairs, except as 
provided by the next section. 

� u.-11,. 1 · ; , ; 1  c. � 4406. Who may not act. If the liquidation of a partner-
ship is eommitted by eonsent of all the partnC'rs to one or more of 
thtim, t lw others ha,·e no right to act therein ; but their acts are valid 
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in favor of persons parting with value in good faith upon the credit 
thereof. 

§§ 4407-441 2 

§ 4407. Authority of partner liquidating. A partner II wt. ch u c.
authorized to act in liquidation may collect, compromise or release 
any debts due to the partnership, pay or compromise any claims 
.against it, and dispose of the partnership property. 

§ 4408. Same. A partner authorized to act in liquidation may II tu2. Ch-II c.
indorse in the name of the firm promissory notes or other obligations 
lwld by the partnership for the purpose of collecting the same, but 
he cannot create any new obligation in its name, or revive a debt 
against the firm by an acknowledgment, when an action thereon is 
barred under the provisions of the code of civil procedure. 

� 4409. Surviving partner's authority. On the death of a 11 1m. cMt c. 
partner the surviving partners succeed to all the partnership property, 
whether real or personal, in trust for the purposes of liquidation, even 
though the deceased was appointed by agreement sole liquidator ; and 
tht:- interest of the deceased in the ultimate distribution of the part-
nership assets passes to those who succeed to his other personal 
property. 

ARTICLE 7 . - 0F THE USE OF FICTITIOUS NAMES. 

§ 4410. Fictitious names. Service. Publication. Except
as otherwise provided in the next section, . every partnership 
transacting business in this state under a fictitious name, or 
a designation not showing the names of the persons inter
ested as partners in such business, must file with the clerk of 
the district court of the county or subdivision in which its principal 
plaee of business is situated a certificate, stating the names in full of 
all the members of such partnership and their places of residence, 
and publish the same once a week for four successive weeks in a 
newspaper published in the county, if there is one, and if there is 
none in such county, then in a newspaper published in an adjoining 
<'OUnty. 

§ 4411. Foreign partnership. A commercial or banking
partnership, established and transacting business in a place without 
th{' United ::;tates, may without filing the certificate or making the 
publication prescribed in the last section use in this state the partner
ship name used by it there, although it is fictitious or does not show 
the names of the persons interested as partners in such business. 

§ 4412. How certiftcate executed. Penalty. The certifi
<:ate filed with the clerk of the district court, provided in section 
4410, must be signed by the partners and acknowledged before some 
officer authorized to take acknowledgments of conveyances of real 
fJroperty. Persons doing business as partners, contrary to the pro
visions of this article shall not maintain any action on or on account 
of any contracts made or transactions had -in their partnership name 
in any court of this state, until they have first filed the certificate 
and made the publication herein required : provided, however, that 
if such partners shall at any time comply with the provisions of th is 
art.icle, then such partnership shall have the right to maintain au 
action in all such partnership contracts and transactions entered into 
prior as well as after such compliance with this article and the dis
ability heretofore imposed on partnerships by said article for a failure 
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to comply therewith are hereby removed and made to conform to this 
section. 

§ 441 3. New certificate when members changed. On
every change in the members of a partnership transacting business in 
this state under a fictitious name, or designation which does not show 
the names of the persons interested as partners in the business except 
in the cases mentioned in section 4411, a new certificate must be filed 
with the clerk of the district court and a new publication made as 
required by this article on the formation of such partnership. 

§ 4414. Duty of clerk. Every clerk of the district court must
keep a register of the names of firms and persons mentioned in the 
certificates filed with him pursuant to this article, entering in alpha
betical order the name of every such partnership and of each partner 
therein. 

§ 4416. Certified copies evidence. Copies of the entries of
the clerk of the district court, as herein directed, when certified by 
him and affidavits of publication made as prescribed in section 5f-iH3 
of the code of civil procedure are presumptfre evidence of the facts 
therein stated. 

C H A P T E R  6 4 .

SPECIAL PART:N'ERSHIP. 
ARTICLE ! . - FORMATION OF THE PARTNERl:IHIP. 

§ 4416. Special partnership authorized. A special or lim
ited partnership may be formed by any two or more persons in the 
manner and vl'ith the effect prescribed in this chapter for the trans
action of any business except banking or insurance. 

§ 4417. How constituted. A speeial partnership may consist
uf one or more persons called general partners and one or murC' per
sons called special partners. 

§ 4418. How formed. Persons desirous of forming a s1wcial
partnership must severally sign a certificate, st'1ting :  

1 .  The name under which such partnership is to he conducte,l .  
2 . The general nature of the business intended to  be transacted.
Zl. The names of all the partners and their resideneC's, specifying

which are general and which are special partners. 
4. The amount of capital which each special parhwr has con

tributed to the common stock: and, 
5. The periods at which such partnership will begin and end.
§ 4419. Certificate, how executed and filed. Certificates

nuder the last section must be acknowledged by all the partners 
before some offi<'er authorized to take acknowledgment of deeds, one 
to be filed in the office of the clerk of the district court of the county 
or subdivision and the other recorded in the ofiiec of the register of 
1leeds of the county in which the principal place of business of tlw 
partnership is situated in a book to be kept for that purpose open to 
1 nblic insp(•dion ; and if thc partnership has pla<'«:'S of business 
,-ituated in different <'otmties, a copy of the eertifi<'att, ,  cntific>d hy the 
n·gister of d1�eds in whose offiee it is recorded, must IX> filed in the 
derk·s office as aforesaid and re<'ordecl in like mann<>r in tlw utfke of 
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the register of deeds in every such county. If any false statement is 
made in any such certificate all the persons interested in the partner
ship are liable as general partners for all the engagements thereof. 

§ 4420. Affidavit required of partners. An affidavit of 11 1,5:1, < 'h·ll c.
each of the partners, stating that the sums specified in the certificate 
of the partnership as having been contributed by each of the special 
partners has been actually and in good faith paid in the lawful money 
of the United States, must be filed in the same office with the original 
certificate. 

§ 4421. Compliance necessary to formation. No special !I 1454, ctvll c.
partnership is formed until the provisions of the last five sections are 
complied with . 

§ 4422. Publication required. The certificate mentioned 11 1�5. c1v11 c.
in this article or a statement of its substance must be published in a 
newspaper printed in the county where the original certificate is filed 
and if no newspaper is there printed then in a newspaper in the state 
nearest thereto. Such publication must be made once a week for 
four successive weeks, beginning within one week from the time of 
filing such certificate. In case the publication is not so made the 
partnership must be deemed general. 

§ 4423. Affidavit of publication filed. An affidavit of pub- II uM. Civil c.
lication pursuant to the preceding section made by the printer, pub-
lisher or chief clerk of a newspaper, may be filed with the register of 
deeds with whom the original certificate was filed and is presumptive 
evidence of the facts therein stated. 

§ 4424. How renewed or continued. Every renewal or con- 11 m1. c1v1 1 c.
tinuance of a special partnership must be certified, recorded, verified 
and published in the same manner as upon its original formation. 

ARTICLE 2. - POWERS, RIG HTS AND DUTIES OF THE PARTNERS. 

§ 4426. Style of special partnership. Sign. The business 11 14M, ct,·ll c.
of a special partnership must he conducted under a name consisting 
of the names or surnames of one or more of the general partners only 
with or without the addition of the words " and company · •  or " & Co." 
:-inch partnership shall put up in some conspicuous place on the out-
side and in front of the building in which it has its chief place of 
business some sign on which shall be painted in legible English 
characters all the names of all the members of such partnership, 
designating the special partners. 

§ 4426. Only general partners have authority. The gen- 11 1�9. n"u ('.
eral partners only have authority to transact the business of a special 
partnership. 

§ 4427. Rights of special partner. A special partner may at II uao. ch"11  ( '

all times investigate the partnership affairs and advise his partners or 
their agents as to their management. 

§ 4428. May deal with ft.rm. A special partner may lend § 1,161 . c1v1 1 1 · .

money to the partnership or advance money for it and take from it 
security therefor and as to such loans or advances has the same right 
as any other creditor ; but in case of the insolvency of the partnership, 
all other claims which he may have against it must be postponed 
until all other creditors are satisfied. 

§ 4429. Who joined in actions. In all matters relating to a � 1462. nvu 1·.
special partnership its general partners may sue and be sued alone in 
the same manner as if there were no special partnns. 
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ti t-163, civil c. § 4430. Withdrawal of capital. No special partner under 
any pretense may withdraw any part of the capital invested by him 
in the partnership during its continuance. 

� UM, civil c. § 4431. May receive interest and profl.ts. A special part-
ner may receive such lawful interest and such proportion of profits as 
may be agreed upon, if not paid out of the capital invested in the 
partnership by him, or by some other special partner, and is not 
bound to refund the same to meet subsequent lo88es. 

§ HM, civil c. § 4432. When special becomes general partner. If a
special partner withdraws capital from the firm contrary to the pro
visions of this article he thereby becomes a general partner. 

§ t-166, Civil c. § 4433. When preference void. Every transfer of the prop-
erty of a special partnership or of a partner therein, made after or in 
contemplation of the insolvency of such partnership or partner with 
intent to give a preference to any creditor of such partnership or part
ner over any other creditor of such partnership, is void against the 
creditors thereof ; and every judgment confessed, lien created or 
security given in like manner and with like intent is in like manner 
void. 

ARTICLE 3. - LIABILITITY OF PARTNERS. 

§ 1467, civil c. § 4434. Of general partner. The general partners in a special
partnership are liable to the same extent as partners in a general 
partnership. 

ti 1w.s, civil c. § 4436. Special partners liability limited. Exceptions. 
The contribution of a special partner to the capital of the firm and 
the increase thereof is liable for its debts, but he is not otherwise 
liable therefor, except as follows : 

1. If he has willfully made or permitted a false or materially
defective statement in the certificate of the partnership, the affida,·it 
filed therewith or the published announcement thereof, he is liable as 
a general partner to all the creditors of the firm. 

2. If he has willfully interfered with the business of the firm,
except as permitted in article 2 of this chapter, he is liable in like 
manner; or, 

3. If he has willfully joined in or assented to an act contrary to
any of the provisions of article 2 of this chapter he is liable in a 
like manner. 

� u6P. ctvll c. § 4436. When special liable as general partner. When a 
special partner has unintentionally done any of the acts mentioned in 
the last section he is liable as a general partner to any creditor of the 
firm who has been actually misled thereby to his prejudice. 

� 1 1 ,0, c1v11 c. § 4437. Estoppel, when contracting with as such. One 
who upon making a contract with a partnership aceepts from or gives 
to it a written memorandum of the contract, stating that the partner
ship is special and giving the names of the special partners, cannot 
afterwards charge the persons thus named as general partners upon 
that contraet by reason of any error or defect in the procc-edings for 
the crc-ation of the special partnership prior to the ac<'eptance of the 
memorandum, if an ptfort has been made by the partners in goo<l faith 
to form a special partnership in the manner requir€'d by law. 
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ARTICLE 4. - ALTERATION AND DISSOLUTION. 

§ 4438. When special becomes general partnership. A § 1,11 , civil c.
special· partnership becomes general, if within ten days after any part-
ner withdraws from it, or any new partner is received into it, or a 
change is made in the nature of its business, or in its name, a certifi-
cate of such fact, duly verified and signed by one or more of the part-
ners, is not filed with the clerk of the district court and the register of 
deeds with whom the original certificate of the partnership was filed 
and notice thereof published as is provided in article 1 of this chap-
ter for the publication of this certificate. 

§ 4439. How new special partners admitted. New special § m2, c1v11 c.
partners may be admitted into a special partnership upon a certificate, 
stating the names, residences ·and contributions to the common stock 
of each of such partners, signed by each of them and by the general 
partners, verified, acknowledged or proved and filed with the clerk 
and recorded in the register's office in which the original certificate 
was filed according to the provisions of article 1 of this chapter. 

§ 4440. Dissolution. Notice filed and published. A special § ma. cM1 c.
partnership is subject to dissolution in the same manner as a general 
partnership, except that no dissolution by the act of the partners is 
complete until a notice thereof has been filed and recorded in the 
office of the register of deeds with whom the original certificate was 
recorded and filed in the office of the derk of the district court and 
published once in each week for four successive weeks in a news-
paper printed in each county where the partnership has a place of 
business. 

CHAP T E R  6 5 .  

INSURANCE IN GENERAL. 

ARTICLE 1. - DEFINITION OF INSURANCE. 

§ 4441. Defined. Insurance is a contract whereby one under- § 1m, Civil c.
takes to indemnify another against loss, damage or liability arising 
from an unknown or contingent event. 

ARTICLE 2. - WHAT MAY BE INSURED. 

§ 4442. Insurable interest. Any c-0ntingent or unknown event, § ms. ch·u c .
whether past or future, which may damnify a person having an insur-
able interest or create a liability against him may be insured against, 
subject to the provisions of this chapter, with the exception of an 
insurance for or against the drawing of any lottery or for ot against 
any chance or ticket in a lottery drawing a prize. 

§ 4443 . Insurance classified. The most usual kinds of § ms. ch·II c.
insurance are : 

1 . Marine insurance.
2. Fire insurance.
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3. Life insurance.
4. Health insurance ; and,
5. Accident insurance.

§ u;1. civil c. § 4444. All kinds subject to chapter. All kinds of insur-
ance are subject to the provisions of this chapter. 

§ Ui�. Civil C.

§ Ui9, Civil C.

§ I-ISO, Civil C.

§ U81 ,  Civil C.am'd. 

§ l�'i:!. Ch'II C.

ARTICLE 3. -- PARTIES TO THE CONTRACT. 

§ 4446. Insurer and insured defined. The person who
undertakes to indemnify another by a contract of insurance is called 
the insurer and the person indemnified is called the insured. 

§ 4446. Who may insure. Any one who is capable of making
a contract may be an insurer, subject to the restrictions imposed by 
special statutes upon foreign corporations, nonresidents and others. 

§ 4447. Who may be insured. Any one except a public
enemy may be insured. 

§ 4448. Insurance of mortgaged property. When a mort
gagor of property effects insurance in his own name, providing that 
the loss shall be payable to the mortgagee or assigns a policy of 
insurance to the mortgagee, the insurance is deemed to be upon the 
interest of the mortgagor. who does not cease to be a party to 
the original contract and any act of his which would otherwise avoid 
the insurance will have the same effect, although the property is in 
the hands of the mortgagee. 

§ 4449. Same. New contract. If an insurer assents to the
transfer of an insurance from a mortgagor to a mortgagee and at the 
time of his assent imposes further obligations on the assignee, mak
ing a new contract with him, the acts of the mortgagor eannot affect 
his right. 

ARTICLE 4. - l!!iSl'RABLE INTEREST. 

§ 1-1,,:1, civil c. § 4460. Defined. Every interest in property, or any relation
thereto, or liability in respect thereof of such a nature that a contem
plated peril might directly damnify the insured is an insurable 
interest. 

!I us , . Civi l c. § 4461. Classified. An insurable interest in property may con-
sist in: 

1. An existing interest .
2. An inchoate interest founded on an existing interest ; or,
3. An expectancy coupled with an existing interest in that out of

which the expectancy arises. 
!I tt.85. CMI c. § 4462. Carrier or depositary has. A carrier or depositary

of any kind has an insurable interest in a thing held by him as such 
to the extent of its value. 

11 1t'6. c ivn c. § 4463. Contingent or expectant interest not. A mere
contingent or expectant interest in anything, not founded on an actual 
ri�ht to the thing, nor upon any valid eontract for it, is not insurable. 

§ 1t--i, l ' lvl l  c. § 4464. Measure of. The measure of an insurable interest in
property is the extent to which the insured might be damnified by 
loss or injury thereof. 

� a,,. c1 ,·11 c. § 4466. Insurance without interest void. The sole object
of insurance is the indemnity of the insured and if he has no insura
ble intPrest the contract is void. 
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§ 4466. When interest must exist. An interest insured
must exist when the insurance takes effect and when the loss occurs, 
but need not exist in the meantime. 

§ 4467. When change of interest suspends insurance.
Except in the cases specified in the next five sections and in the cases 
of life, accident and health insurance, a change of interest in any part 
of a thing insured, unaccompanied by a corresponding change of 
interest in the insurance, suspends the insunnce to an equivalent 
extent, until the interest in the thing and the interest in the insur
ance are vested in the same person. 

§ 4468. Change after loss does not affect. A change of
interest in a thing insured after the occurrence of an injury which 
results in a loss does not affect the right of the insured to indemnity 
for the loss. 

§ 4469. Change in one of several things. A change of in
terest in one or more of several distinct things insured by one policy 
does not avoid the insurance as to the others. 

ij 4460. Incumbrance or reinsurance of one of several 
1.hings. The procurement of any other contract of insurance upon 
or the incumbrance of one or more of several distinct things insured 
by one policy does not render void any insurance upon the things not 
covered by such other contract of insurance or incumbrance; but in 
case of loss or damage such an amount shall be deducted from the 
insurance as the value of the property so ineumbered or doubly 
insured bears to the value of all the property covered by the policy. 
Any agreement made to waive the provisions of .this or the preceding 
section is void. 

§ 4461. Change of interest by death. A change of interest.
by will or suceession on the death of the insured does not avoid an 
insurance; and his interest in the insurance passes to the person tak
ing his interest in the thing insured. 

§ 4462. Change among joint owners. A transfer of interest
by one of several partners, joint owners or owners in common who are 
jointly insured to the others does not avoid an insurance, even though 
it has been agreed that the insurance shall cease upon an alienation 
of the thing insured. 

§ 4463. - Stipulation of interest void. Every stipulation in a
policy of insurance for the payment of loss whether the person insured 
has or has not any interest in the property insured or that the policy 
shall be received as proof of such interest and every policy executed 
by way of gaming or wagering is void. 

ARTICLE 5. -CONCEALMENT AND REPRESENTATION. 

§§ ,1456-4466 

§ lt."9. Ch'il C. 

§ U90, ('(vii C. 

§ U91. ('(vii (', 

!I U9'l. Civil C.am'd. 

§ us:i. n,·u <·.

§ ll�t. n,·11 C.

!I 119t. ('j\ 11 (', 

§ 4464. Concealment deftned. A neglect to communicate that II u9:;, ci\11 c.
which a party knows and ought to communicate is called a conceal-
ment. 

§ 4466. Rescission on account of. A concealment, whether 11119�. Ci\il c.
intentional or unintentional, entitles the injured party to rescind a 
contract of insurance. 

§ 4466. Mutual disclosures. Each party to a contract of II us;. c1,11 c.
insurance must communicate to the other in good faith all facts within 
his knowledge which are or which he believes to be material to the 
contract and which the other has not the means of ascertaining and 
as to which he makes no warranty. 
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§ 4467. What not bound to disclose. Neither party to a
coiitract of insurance is bound to communicate information of the 
matters following, except in answer to the inquiries of the other: 

1. Those which the other knows.
2. Those which in the exercise of ordinary care the other ought

to know and of which the former has no reason to suppose him 
ignorant. 

3. Those of which the other waives communication.
4. Those which prove or tend to prove the existenee of a rif-k

excluded by a warranty and which are not otherwise material; and, 
5. Those which relate to a risk excepted from the policy and which

are not otherwise material. 
§ 4468. How materiality determined. )lateriality is to h1,

determined not by the event, but solely by the probable and reason
able influence of the facts upon the party to whom the communication 
is due in forming his estimate of the disadvantages of the proposed 
l'ontract or in making his inquiries. 

§ 4469. Presumption of knowledge. Each party to a e�m
tract of insurance is bound to know all the general causes which art> 
open to his inquiry, equally with that of the other and which may 
affect either the political or material perils contemplated and all 
general usagC's of trade. 

§ 4470. Right to information waived. The right to infor
mation of material facts may be waived, either by the terms of insur
ance, or by negleet to make inquiries as to such facts, when they are 
distinctly implied in other facts of which information is communi
eated. 

§ 4471. Information as to interest. Information of the
nature or amount of the interest of oue insured need not be com
municated unless in answer to inquiry, except as prescribed by section 
448H. 
· � 4472. Rescission for fraudulent concealment. An inten
ti�nal and fraudulent omission on the part of one insured to com
municate information of matters proving or tending to prow the
falsity of a warranty entitles the insurer to rescind.

§ 4473. Matters of opinion. Neither party to a contrad of
insurance is bound to communicate even upon inquiry information 
of his own judgment upon the matters in question. 

§ 4474. Form of representation. A representation may bet
oral or written. 

§ 4476. When may be made. A representation may be made
at the same time with issuing the policy or before it. 

§ 4476. Rules of interpretation. The language of a repre
sentation is to be interpreted by the same rules as the language of 
contracts in general. . § 4477. What deemed promise. A representation as to the
future is to be deemed a promise, unless it appears that it was merely 
a statement of belief or expectation. 

§ 4478. Cannot qualify contract; may, implied war
ranty. A repr('sentation cannot be allowed to qualify an express 
provision in a contraet of insurance; but it may qualify an implied 
warranty. 
· § 4479. When may be withdrawn. A rl'pn'sentation maj·
b. . .' alterPd or with<lrawn before the insuranc<> is ptfeckd. but not
afterwards.
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§ 4480. Time to which refers. The completion of the con- § m1. cM1 c.
tract of insurance is the time to which a representation must be pre-
sumed to refer. 

§ 4481. On information and belie£ When a person insured § 1512. cM1 c.
has no personal knowledge of a fact, he may, nevertheless repeat 
information which he has upon the subject and which he believes to 
be true with the explanation that he does so on the information of 
others, or he may submit the information in its whole extent to the 
insurer; and in neither case is he responsible for its truth, unless it 
proceeds from an agent of the insured whose duty it is to give the 
intelligence. 

§ 4482. When deemed false. A representation is to be II ma. Cl\"11 c.
deemed false when the facts fail to correspond with its assertions or 
stipulations. 

§ 4483. Effect of falsity. If a representation is false in a II 1m. ClYII c.
material point, whether affirmative or promissory, the injured party is 
entitled to rescind the contract from the time when the representation 
becomes false. 

§ 4484. How materiality determined. The materiality of a II IM5, c1v11 c. 
representation is determined by the same rule as the materiality of a 
concealment. 

§ 4486. When not material. No oral or written misrepre
sentation made in the negotiation of a contract or policy of insur
ance by the insured or in his behalf shall be deemed material or 
defeat or avoid the policy or prevent its attaching, unless such mis
representation is made with actual intent to deceive, or unless the 
matter misrepresented increased the risk of loss. 

§ 4486. Modiflcation. Rescission. The provisions of this § ma, cM1 c.
article apply as well to a modification of a contract of insurance as to 
its original formation. Whenever a right to rescind a contract of 
insurance is given to the insurn by any provision of this chapter 
such right may be ·exercised at any time previous to the commence-
ment of an action on the contract. 

ARTICLE 6. -THE POLICY. 

§ 4487. Deftned. The written instrument in which a contract § 1511, CMI c.
of insurance is set forth is called a policy of insurance. 

§ 4488. What must specify. A policy of insurance must § 1s1s, c1v11 c.
specify: 

1. The parties between whom the contract is made.
2. The rate of premium.
3. The property or life insured.
4. The interest of the insnred in property insured, if he is not the

absolute owner thereof. 
5. The risks insured against; and,
6. The period during which the insurance is to continue.
§ 4489. Applied only to interest. When the name of the § 1:i19, cM1 c.

person intended to be insured is specified in a policy, it can be 
applied only to his own proper interest. 

§ 4490. Insurance by trustee or agent. W.hen an insur- § 1:,20, civil c.
ance is made by an agent or trustee, the fact that his principal 
or beneficiary is the person really insured may be indicated by 
describing him as an agent or trustee or by other general words in 
the policy. 
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11 1:,21 .  Civil c. § 4491. Terms govern joint or common interest. To
render an insurance effected by one partner or part owner, applicable 
to the interest of his copartners or of other part owners, it is neces
sary that the terms of the policy should be such as are applicable to 
the joint or common interest. 

§ is:!"�. c1'"11 c. § 4492.  Only person intended may claim beneftt. When
the description of the insured in a policy is so general that it may 
comprehend any person or any class of persons, he only can claim the 
benefit of the policy who can show that it was intended to include 
him. 

ii m:i, civil c. § 4493. Beneftt of any owner . A policy may be so framed
that it will inure to the benefit of whomsoever during the continuance 
of the risk may become the owner of the interest insured. 

§ 1s2-1. c1vu c. § 4494. Transfer suspends. The mere transfer of a thing
insured does not transfer the policy, but suspends it until the same 
person becomes owner of both the policy and the thing insured. 

§ m.'I, Civil c. § 4495. Olassifted. A policy is either open or valued.
§ 1a�. Civil c. § 4496. Open. An open policy is one in which the value of

the thing insured is not agreed upon, but is left to be ascertained in 
case of loss. 

§ m7, civil c. § 4497. Valued. A valued policy is one which expresses on its
face an agreement that the thing insured shall be valued at a speci
fied sum. 

11 1528. Ch ll c. § 4498. Running . A running policy is one which contem-
plates successive insurances and which provides that the object of the 
policy may be from time to time defined, especially as to the subjects 
of insurance, by additional stntements or indorsements. 

� 1�211. cM1 c. § 4499. Receipt for premium. Effect of. An acknowledg-
ment in a policy of the receipt of premium is conclusive evidem·e of 
its payment so far as to make the policy binding, notwithstanding any 
stipulation therein that it shall not be binding until the premium is 
actually paid. 

§ 1,,ao, Chil c. § 4500. Agreement not to transfer void . An agrC'emeut
made before a loss not to transfer the claim of a person insured 
against the insurer after the loss has happened is Yoid. 

11 1 . e. oo. 1,..,;,  § 4501. Holder may surrender for cancellation. The 
holder of any policy of insurance against loss or damage to propl'rty 
by fire or other cnsualty hereafter issued by any insurance (·ompauy 
doing business in this state may, notwithstanding any provision 
thereof or contract to the contrary, at any time surrfmder the same 
for cnnccllation : and upon such surrender the company issuing such 
policy shall retain or receive sueh proportion and not more of the 
premium paid or agreed to be paid as corrl'sponds with the usual 
short rates upon term policies as adopted and maintained by the 
Minnesota and Dakota fire underwriters· union of St. Paul, Minne
sota, for the time the poliey remained in force. 

� �- c . uP, 1s�i. § 4502. Notice necessary to forfeit. Xo such policy of 
insurance shall by virtue of any comlition or provision thereof be 
forfeited, susp,•nded or impaired for nonpayment of any note or obli
gation taken for the premium, or any part therpof, unless thP insurer 
shall , not less than thirty days prior to the> maturity of such prt'mium , 
note or obligation, mail, postagt• prepaid, to the assured at his usual 
post office a notice, stating : 
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1. The date when such note or obligation will become due.
2. The amount of principal and interest that will then be due.
3. The effect upon the policy of nonpayment.
4. Such notice shall further inform the assured of his right at his

own election either to pay in full and keep the policy in full force, or 
to terminate the insurance by surrendering the policy and paying 
such part of the whole premium as it shall have earned and must 
further state the amount which the assured is lawfully required to pay, 
or which on account of previous payment may be due him in case of his 
election to terminate the insurance on the day of the maturity of the 
premium, note or obligation. 

ARTICLE 7 .  - WARRANTIES. 

§ 4503. Olassifted. A warranty is either express or implied.
§ 4604. No form necessary. No particular form of words is

necessary to create a warranty. 
§ 46Of'>. Express, must be written. Every express warranty

made at or before the execution of a policy must be contained in the 
policy itself, or in another instrument signed by the insured and 
referred to in the policy as making a part of it. 

§ 4606. To what time may relate. A warranty may relate
to the past, ·the present, the future or to any or all of these. 

§ 4607. What statement of fact is express warranty. .A
statement in a policy of a matter relating to the person or thing 
insured or to the risk as a fact is an express warranty thereof. 

§ 4608. Statement of intention a warranty. A statement
in a poli<'y, which imports that it is inten<led to do or not to do a thing 
which materially affects the risk, is a warranty that such act or 
omission shall take place. 

§ 4609. As to future, when need not be fulfilled. Whm
before the time arrives for the performance of a warranty relating to 
the future a loss insure<l against happens or performance becomes 
unlawful at the place of . the contract or impossible, the omission to 
fulfill the warranty does not avoid the policy. 

§ 4010. Rescission for violation of material. The viola
tion of a material warranty or other material provision of a policy on 
the part of either party thereto entitles the other to rescind. 

§ 4611. What avoids policy. A policy may declare that a
violation of specified provisions thereof shall avoid it; otherwise the 
breach of an immaterial provision does not avoid the policy. 

§ 41H2.  Breach without fraud. A breach of warranty with
out fraud merely exonerates an insurer from the time that it occurs, 
or when it is broken in its inception, prevents the policy from attach
ing to the risk. 

AllTICLE 8. - PREMIUM.  

� 4503-4514 

§ 1531. Ch"ll C.
§ 1532. Chit C.

§ 1533, Ch·II C.

§ 1Mt. CMI C.

§ lli:15. Civil C.

§ 1:�l6. Ulvll  C.

§ 1:1:Jtl., CIVIi C. 

11 1!139. n,·u c.

§ 1540. Civil C .

§ 4613. When premium payable. An insurer is entitled to § 1M1. u, 1 1  c.
the payment of the premium as soon as the thing insured is exposed 
to the peril insured against. 

§ 4614. When insured entitled to retqrn. A person insured !i m2. ch·n c .
i s  entitled to  a return of premium as  follows : 

1. ·To the whole of the premium if no part of his interest in the
thing insured is exposed to any of the perils insured agninst. 
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!! 11143, Civil t'. 

§ 15", Civil C. 
am'd. 

!! 11145, Civil C. 

!! 1M6, Civil C. 

I 1M7. Civi l  C .  

I lM!l. Civil c. 

!! 15-19. Civil (' .  

!l 1 �!in. n,·u c .  

CIVIL CODE. Insurance in General. 

2. When the insurance is made for a definite period of time and
the insured surrenders his policy, to such proportion of the premium 
as corresponds with the unexpired time after deducting from the 
whole premium any claim for loss or damage under the policy which 
has previously accrued. 

§ 4616. Premium deftned. The term premium within the
meaning of sections 4501, 4502 and 4514 includes policy fees in 
excess of two dollars on any one policy and all other sums of money 
paid or agreed to be paid in consideration of the policy of insurance. 

§ 4616. Return when insurance voidable. A person
insured is entitled to a reforn of the premium when the contract is 
voidable on account of the fraud or misrepresentation of the insurer 
or on account of facts of the existence of which the insured was 
ignorant without his fault; or when by any default of the insured 
other than actual fraud, the insurer never incurred any liability under 
the policy. 

§ 4617. Not entitled to return. If a peril insured against has
existed and the insurer has been liable for any period, however short, 
the insured is not entitled to a return of premium so far as that par
ticular risk is concerned, unless the insurance was for a definite period 
of time, in which case he is entitled to a proportionate return under 
Sl'ctions 4501 and 4514. 

§ 4618. Return in over insurance by several. In case of
an over insurance by s:weral insurers the insured is entitled to a 
ratable return of the premium, proportioned to the amount by which 
the aggregate sum insured in all the policies exceeds the insurable 
value of the thing at risk. 

§ 4619. Contribution to return. When an over insurance is
e !fected by simultaneous policies the insurers contribute to the 
vremium to be returned in proportion to the amount insured by their 
respective policies. 

§ 4620. Same. When an over insurance is effected by succes
sive policies, those only contribute to a return of the premium who 
are exonerated by prior insurances from the fiability assumed by them 
and in proportion as the sum for which the premium was paid exceeds 
the amount for which on account of prior insurance they could be 
made liable. 

ARTICLE 9. - Loss. 

§ 4521. When insurer liable. An insurer is liable for a loss
of which a peril insured against was the proximate cause, although a 
peril not contemplated by the contract may have been a remote cause 
of the loss ; but he is not liable for a loss of which the peril insured 
against was only a remote cause. 

§ 4622. Liable for loss in rescuing. An insurer is liable
when the thing insured is rescued from a peril insured against that 
would otherwise have caused a loss, if in the course of such rescue 
the thing is exposed to peril. not insured against, which permanently 
deprives the insured of its possession in whole or in part; or when a 
loss is caused by effqrts to rescue the thing insured from a peril 
insured against. 

§ 4623. Not liable for a peril excepted. When a peril is
specially excepted in a contract of insurance, a loss which would not 
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have occurred but for such peril is thereby excepted, although the 
immediate cause of the loss was a peril which was not excepted. 

� 4524-4532 

§ 4624. Willful !).Ct exonerates; negligence not. An insurer § 1551. ctvu c.
is not liable for a loss caused by the willful act of the insured; but he 
is not exonerated by the negligence of the insured or of his agents or 
others. 

ARTIOLE 10. -NOTICE OF Lrn�� -

§ 4621>. Without unnecessary delay. In case of loss upon § 1552, cMt c.
an insurance against fire an insurer is exonerated, if notice thereof is 
not given to him by some person insured, or entitled to the benefit of 
the insurance without unnecessary delay. 

§ 4626. Only best proof in power required. When pre- 11 155:1. ch·il c.
liminary proof of loss is required by a policy the insured is not bound 
to give such proof as would be necessary in a court of justice ; but it 
is sufficient for him to give the best evidence which he has in his 
power at the time. 

§ 4627. Defects in, how waived. All defects in a notice of § 111M. ch·u c.
loss or in preliminary proof thereof which the insured might remedy 
and which the insurer omits to specify to him without unnecessary 
delay as grounds of objection are waived. 

§ 4628. Delay in, how waived. Delay in the presentation to § rn�.;. ctvu c.
an insurer of notiee or proof of loss is waived, if caused by any act of 
bis, or if he omits to makl� objections promptly and specifically upon 
that ground. 

§ 4629. Time in which to make. :Blanks to be furnished.
Upon notice of loss being given to the insurer on behalf of the 
insured or of a beneficiary under a policy of life insurance the 
ineun r shall within twenty days after receipt. of such notice furnish 
to the insured or beneficiary, as the case may be, a blank form of 
proof of loss and the insured shall have sixty days after such blank 
form is furnished in which to make sueh proof of loss; in case of 
life insurance the beneficiary shall have ninety days after receipt of 
such blank form in which to make such proof of loss. If the insurer 
shall fail to furnish such blank form of proof of loss within the time 
aforesaid he shall be deemed to have waived such proof and any 
agreement made to waive the provisions of this section is void. 

§ 4630. Failure to furnish certificate of another. If a § 1556, Ci'l'll c.
policy requires by way of preliminary proof of loss the certificate or 
testimony of another person than the insured, it is sufficient for the 
in.sured to use reasonable diligence to procure it. and in case of the 
refusal of such person to give it, then to furnish reasonable evidence 
to the insurer that such refusal was not induced by any just grounds 
of disbelief in the facts necessary to be certified. 

ARTICLE 11. - DOUBLE INSURANCE. 

§ 4531. Defined. A double insurance exists when the same § 1557, Clvl l c·
person is insured by several _insurers separately in respect to the samP 
mbject and interest. 

§ 4632. Contribution of insurers. In case of double insur- § ms, Clvlt c.
ance the several insurers are liable to pay losses thereon as follows : 
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1. In fire insurance each insurer must contribute ratably towards
the loss without regard to the dates of the several policies. 

2. In marine insurance the liability of the several insurers for a
total loss, whether actual or constructive, when the policies are not 
simultaneous is in the order of the dates of the several policies, no 
liability attaching to a second or other subsequent policy, except as 
to the excess of the loss over the amount of all previous policies on 
the same interest. If two or more policies bear date upon the same 
day they are deemed to be simultaneous and the liability of insurers 
on simultaneous policies is to contribute ratably with each other. 
The insolvency of any of the insurers does not affect the propor
tionate liability of the other insurers. The liability of all insurers on 
the same marine interest for a partial or average loss is to contribute 
ratably. 

ARTICLE 12. - REINSURANCE. 

11 15511, Ch-it c. § 4l">33. Defined. A contract of reinsurance is one by which an 
insurer procures a third person to insure him against loss or liability 
hy reason of such original insurance. 

§ 1:l60. civil c. § 4l">34. Disclosures required. When an insurer obtains
reinsurance he must communicate· all the representatioM of the 
original insurer and also all the knowledge and information he 
possesses, whether previously or subsequently acquired, which is 
material to the risk. 

!I 1561, c1v11 c. § 4636. Contract of indemnity. A reinsurance is presumed 
to be a contract of indemnity against liability and not merely against 
damage. 

11 156"z. n,11 1·. § 4636. Original insured no interest. The original insured 
has no interest in a contract of reinsurance. 

ll 1:'i63. Ch-i i  1 · .  

C H A P T E R  6 6 .  

:MARINE l�SURAN"CE. 

ARTIOLE 1. - DEFINITION OF MARINE INSURANCE. 

§ 4637. Deftnition. Marine insurance is an insurance against
ris\s connected with navigation to which a ship, cargo, freightage, 
profits or other insurable interest in movable property may be exposoo 
during a certain voyage or a fixed period of time. 

ARTICLE 2. - INHURABLE INTEREST. 

:1 v,64, <:Mt , ·. * 4l">38. Owner always has. The owner of a ship has in all
eRses an insurable interest in it, even wh{ln it has been chartered by 
une who covenants to pay him its value in case of loss. 

� 1�,. c 111 1 1 · .  � 4639. Hypothecation reduces interest. The insurable 
interest of the owner of a ship hypothecated by bottomry is only the 
t>XC'f'SB of its value over the amount St'Nired hy bottomry. 
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§ 4540. Freightage defined as to insurance. Freightage
in the sense of a policy of marine insurance signifies all the .benefit 
derived by the owner, either from the chartering of the ship or its 
employment for the carriage of his own gocxls or those of others. 

§ 4541. Expected freightage. The owner of a ship has an
insurable interest in expected freightage which he would have cer
tainly earned but for the intervention of a peril insured against. 

§ 4542. Same. The interest mentioned in the last section exists,
in the case of a charter party, when the ship has broken ground on 
the chartered voyage ; and if the price is to be paid for the carriage 
of goods, when they are actually on board or there is some contract 
for putting them on board and both ship and goods are ready for the 
specified vovage. 

§ 4543. · When proftts insurable interest. One who has an
interest in the thing from which profits are expected to proceed has 
an insurable interest in the profits. 

§ 4544. Charterer has. The charterer of a ship has an insur
abfe interest in it to the extent that he is liable to be damnified by its 
loss. 

ARTICLE 3. - CONCEALMENT. 

§§ 4540---4560 

II 1566, Civil C. 

II lll6i, C ivil C. 

II Hi6�. Civil C. 

11 1069. Civil c. 

II 1570. Ch·ll C. 

§ 4545. Disclosures more extensive. In marine insurance 11 1s;1 . c1v11 c.
each party is bound to communicate in addition to -what is required 
by section 4466 all the information which he possesses material to the 
risk, except such as is mentioned in section 4467 and to state the 
exact and whole truth in relation to all matters that he represents or 
upon inquiry assumes to disclose. 

§ 4546. Belief of another material. In marine insurance 11 1m. Cl\'lt c.
information of the belief or expectation of a third person in reference 
to a material fact is material. 

§ 4547. When knowledge of loss presumed. A person !I 1s;,1; nvu c.
insured by a contract of marine insurance is presumed to have had 
knowledge at the time of insuring of a prior loss, if the information 
might possibly have reached him in the usual mode of transmission 
and at the usual rate of communi<-ation. 

§ 4548. What does not vitiate entire contract. A conceal- 11 mt. c1"11 c.
ment in marine insurance in respect to any of the following matters 
does not vitiate the entire contract, but merely exonerates the insurer 
from a loss resulting from the risk concealed: 

l. The national character of the insured.
2. The liability of the thing insured to capture and detention.
3. The liability to seizure from breaeh of foreign laws of trade.
-1 .  The want of necessary documents ; and, 
il. The use of false and simulated papers. 

ARTICLE 4. -REPRESENTATIONS. 

§ 4549. Rescission for false. If a representation by a person 11 1s1a, Civil c.
insured by contract of marine insurance is intentionally false in any 
respect, whether material or immaterial, the insurer may rescind the 
entire contract. 

§ 451>0. Without fraud does not avoid. The eventual falsity 11 1576. Civil c .
of a representation as to expectation does not in the absence of fraud 
avoid a contract of insurance . 
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§§ 4551-4559 

§ 15i,. CMI C.

!j 15711. ('i\'11 c.

§ 1579, t'i\'11 C.

§ 1580, C ivil C.

I 1�1. Uvll C. 

I 1�. Civil c. 

11 151,3, Civil C. 

11 156'. Civil c.

ll lc8!i, C ' ivl l  o.

CIVIL CODE. Marine Inaurance. 

ARTICLE 5. -IMPLIED WARRANTIES. 

� 4661. Seaworthine.ss. In every marine insurance upon a 
ship or freight, or freightage, or upon anything whfoh is the subject 
of marine insurance a warranty is implied that the ship is seaworthy. 

§ 4662. Seaworthy deftned. A ship is seaworthy when reason
ably fit to perform the services and to encounter the onlinary perils 
of the voyage contemplated by the parties to the policy. 

§ 4663. When foregoing warranty complied with. Au
implied warranty of seaworthiness is complied with if the ship is 
seaworthy at the time of the commencement of the risk, except in the 
following cases: 

1. When the insurance is made for a specified length of time, the
implied warranty is not complied with, unless the ship is seaworthy 
at the commencement of every voyage she may undertake during that 
time; and, 

2. \\'hen the insurance is upon the cargo, which by the terms of
the policy, or the description of the voyage or the established custom 
of the trade is to be transhipped at an intermediate port, the implied 
warranty is not complied with, unless each vessel upon which tht
cargo is shipped or transbipped is seaworthy at the commencement of 
its particular voyage. 

§ 4664. What seaworthiness includes. A warranty of sea
worthiness extends not only to the structure of the ship itself, but 
requires that it be properly laden and provided with a compeknt 
master, a sufficient number of competent officers and seamen and the 
requisite appurtenances and equipments such as cables and anchors, 
food, fuel and lights and other necessary or proper stores and imple
ments for the voyage. 

§ 4666. As to each part of voyage. \Vhen different portions
of the voyage contemplated by a policy differ in respect to the things 
requisite to make the ship seaworthy therefor, a warranty of sea
worthiness is complied with, if at the commencement of each portion 
the ship is seaworthy with reference to that portion. 

§ 4666. Delay in repairing exonerates. When a ship be
comes unseaworthy during the voyage to which an insurance relates, 
an unreasonable delay in repairing the defect exonerates the insurer 
from liability from any loss arising therefrom. 

§ 4667. Seaworthy as to cargo. A ship which is seaworthy
for the purpose of an insurance upon the ship may, nevertheless, by 
reason of being unfitted to receive the cargo be unseaworthy for the 
purpose of insurance upon the cargo. 

§ 4668. Neutral papers. When the nationality or neutrality
of a ship or cargo is expressly warranted it is implied that the ship 
will carry the requisite documents to show such nationality or neu
trality and that it will not carry any documents which cast reasonable 
suspicion thereon. 

ARTICLE 6. - THE VOYAGE AND DEVIATION. 

§ 4669. Voyage :fixed by mercantile usage. When the
voyage contemplated by a policy is described by the places of begin
ning aud ending, the voyage insured is one which conforms to t lw 
course from point to point fixed by mercantile usage between thoflt' 
places. 
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§ 4660. When not so fixed. If the course of sailing is not
fixed by mercantile usage, the voyage insured by a policy is the way 
between the places specified, which to a master of ordinary skill and 
discretion would seem the most natural, direct and advantageous. 

§ 4661. Deviation deftned. Deviation is a departure from the
eourse of the voyage insured mentioned in the last two sections, or an 
unreasonable delay in pursuing the voyage ; or the commencement of 
an entirely different ,·oyage. 

§ 4662. When proper . A deviation is proper :
I. \Yhen caused by circumstances over which neither the master

nor the owner of the ship has any control. 
2. When necessary to comply with a warranty or to avoid a peril,

whether insured against or not. 
3. When made in good faith and upon reasonable grounds of belief

in its necessity to avoid a peril ; or, 
4. When made in good faith for the purpose of saving humau life

or relieving another vessel in distress. 
§ 4663. Improper. Every deviation not specified in the last

section is improper. 
§ 4664. Insurer not liable after. An insurer is not liable for

any loss happening to a thing insured subsequently to an improper 
deviation. 

ARTICLE 7. - Loss. 

9 4666. Classifted. A loss may be either total or partial . 
§ 4666. Partial. Every loss which is not total is partial.
§ 4667. Total loss classifted. A total loss may be either

actual or constructive. 
� 4668. Actual total. An actual total loss is caused by : 
I. A total destruction of the thing insured.
2. The loss of the thing by sinking or by ·being broken up.
3. Any damage to the thing which renders it valueless to the

owner for the purposes for which he held it ; or, 
4. Any other event which entirely deprives the owner of tlw

possession at the port of destination of the thing insured. 
§ 4669. Constructive total. A constructive total loss is one

which giws to a person insured a right to abandon under section 4577. 
§ 4670. When actual loss }lresumed. An actual loss may

be presumed from the continued absence of a ship without beiu� 
heard of ; and the length of time which is sufficient to raise this pre� 
sumption depends on the circumstances of the case. 

§ 4671. Duty to procure another ship for cargo. When a
ship is prevented at an intermediate port from completing the voyage 
by the perils insured against, the master must make every exertion to 
procure in the same or a contiguous port another ship for the purpose 
of conveying the cargo to its destination and tho liability of a marine 
insurer thereon continues after they are thus reshipped. 

§ 4672. Liable for cost of reshipment. In addition to t he
liability mentioned in the last seetion a marine insurer is bound for 
damages, expenses of discharging, storage, reshipment, extra freigh t 
age and all other expenses incurred in saving tho cargo reshipp·d 
pursuant to the liu,t se<'iion up to the amount insured. 
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§§ 4560-4572 

{1 1�. Clvll C. 

!I 1:.�1. Civi l C. 

§ 1,.811. Civi l C.

§ 1"8!1, Civil C, 

§ 1�90. Ch"il O.

§ 1391. CMI C.
§ mri, Civi l c.
§ 1511:l. Ct,·11 C.

§ J;\!}4, {'. i\'11  c.

§ 1:,95. Civi l  C.

§ noo. n,·1 1  e.

§ t:Wi, Civ i l  C .

§ 1:,9,. Civ i l  C.
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§ 1�00. 1·1'"u c. § 4673. Payment without notice. Ppon an actual total loss
a person insured is entitled to payment without notice of abandon
ment. 

!! 100,,. rM1 c. § 4674. General average loss. When it has been agreed that 
nn insurance upon a particular thing or class of things shall be free 
from particular average a marine insurer is not liable for any particu
lar average loss not depriving the insured of the possession at th1:1 
})Ort of destination of the whole of such thing or class of things, even 
though it becomes entirely worthless ; but he is liable for his propor
tion of all general average loss assessed upon the thing insured. 

11 1001 .  l'l\'l l c. § 4676. What against actual total loss covers. An insur-
ance confined in terms to an actual total loss does not cover a con
structive total loss, but covers any loss which necessarily results in 
depriving the insured of the possession at the port of destination of 
the entire thing insured. 

ARTICLE 8. - ABANDONMENT. 

� 10:r!, 1 ·h·11 c. § 4676. Defined. Abandonment is the act by which after a 
constructive total loss a person insured by a c,0ntract of marine insur
ance declares to the insurer that he relinquishes to him his interest 
in the thing insured. 

§ 1ooa. n,·11 c. § 4677. When authorized. A person insured by a contract
of marine insurance may abandon the thing insured, or any particu
lar portion thereof, separately valued by the policy, or otherwise 
separately insured and recover for a total loss thereof wlwn the cause 
of the loss is a peril insured against : 

1. If more than half thereof in value is actually lost or would have
to be expended to recover it from the peril. 

2. If it is injured to such an extent as to reduce its value more
than one-half. 

a. If the thing insured, being a ship, the contemplated voyage
<'annot be lawfully performed without incurring an expense to the 
i 1 1sured of more than half the value of the thing abandoned, or with
out incurring a risk which a prudent man would not take under the 
circumstances ; or, 

-1. If, the thing insured being cargo and freightage, the voyage 
<'nnnot be performed nor another ship procured by the master within 
n reasonable time and with reasonable diligence to forward the cargo 
without incurring the like expenses or risk. But freightage cannot 
in any case be abandoned unless the ship is also abandoned. 

§ 1aot. l'i\' l l  c. § 4678. Must be absolute. An abandonment must be neither
partial nor conditional. 

� uio;, n,·11 1·. § 4679. When made. An ahandonment must be made within 
ll reasonable time after information of the loss and after the t•om
meneement of the voyage and before the party abandoning has 
information of its 1·ompletion. 

� , .-, .;, t ' i \' i l  1 · . § 4680. When becomes ineffectual. When the information
upon whi<'h an abandonment has been made proves in<'orrect or the 
th ing insured was so far restored when the abandonment was made 
that there was then in fact no total loss, the abandonme11t bt-<'omes 
i 1 1 t·tfectual. 

� 1 , ;. , ; .  • h 1 1 , · . � 4681. Made by written notice. Abandonment is mnde by 
!.!' i dng noticw therl'of to the immrer whid1 may lx· clone orn l l y  or in 
\\Ti t ing. 
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Marine Insuran<'e. CIVIL CODE. 

§ 4682. Requisites of notice. A notice of abandonment must II 160!. cIv1I c.
be explicit and must specify the particular cause of the abandonment;  
but need state only enough to show that there is probable cause 
therefor and need not be accompanied with proof of interest . or of 
loss. 

§ 4683. Sustained only on cause specifted. An abandon- 11 1600, cIv11 c.
ment can be sustained only upon the cause specified in the notice 
thereof. 

§ 4684, Equivalent to transfer. An abandonment is equiva- § 1610, Cl\11 c.
lent to a transfer by the insured of his interest to the insurer with all 
the chances of recovery and indemnity. 

§ 4686. Payment entitles insurer to salvage. If a marine !I 1611, civ1I c.
insurer pays for a loss as if it was an actual total loss, he is entitled 
to whatever may remain of the thing insured or its proceeds or 
salvage as if there had been a formal abandonment. 

§ 4686. Insured's agents become insurer's on abandon- 11 1612. cIv1I c.
ment. Upon an abandonment acts done in good faith by those who 
were agents of the insured in respect to the thing insured subsequent 
to the loss are at the risk of the insurer and for his benefit. 

§ 4687. Acceptance of unnecessary. An acceptance of • l!n § 1613. c1v11 c.
abandonment is not necessary to the ri�hts of the insured and is not 
to be presumed from the mere . silence of the insurer upon his receiv-
ing notice of abandonment. 

§ 4688. Acceptance conclusive . The acceptance of . an !1 161', c1v1I c. 
abandonment, whether express or implied, is conclusi ve upon the 
parties and admits the loss and sufficiency of the abandonment. 

§ 4689. Accepted is irrevocable. An abandonment once § 161r.. civi l  c.
made and accepted is irrevocable, unless the ground upon which it 
was made proves to be unfounded. 

§ 4690. To whom freightage belongs after. On an accepted !I 1616, civil c.
adandonment of a ship freightage earned previous to the loss belongs 
to the insurer thereof ; but freightage subsequently earned b�longs to 
the insurer of the ship. 

§ 469 1.  Refusal to accept. If an insurer refuses to accept a II 1611, Civil c.
valid abandonment, he is liable as upon an actual total loss, deducting 
from the amount any proceeds of the thing insured which may have 
come to the hands of the insured. 

§ 4692. Rights, if abandonment omitted. If a person § 1618. civil c.
insured omits to abandon he may, nevertheless, rec,0ver his actual 
loss. 

ARTICLE 9. - MEAS!:RE OF INDEMNITY . 

§ 4693. Valuation conclusive between parties. A valua
tion in a policy of marine insurance is conclusive between the parties 
thereto in the adjustment of either a partial or total loss, if the insured 
has some interest at risk and there is no fraud on his part ; except 
that when a thing hai, been hypothecated by bottomry or respondentia 
before its insurance and without the knowledge of the person actually 
procuring the insurance, he may show the real value.  But a valuation 
fraudulent in fact entitles the insurer to rescind the contract. 

§ 4694. Partial loss. Liability. A marine insurer is liable
upon a partial loss only for such proportion of the amount insured 
by him as the loss bears to the value of the whole interest of the 
insured in the property insured. 
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CIVIL CODE. Marine InBurcrnce. 

§ 4696. Recovery of profits, how estimated. When profits
are separately insured in a contract of marine insurance, the insured 
is entitled to recover in case of loss a proportion of such profits equiv
alent .to the proportion which the value of the property lost bears to 
the value of the whole. 

§ 4696. How loss determined on valued policy. In case
of a valued policy of marine insurance on freightage or cargo, if a part 
only of the subject is exposed to risk the valuation applies only in 
proportion to such part. 

§ 4697. When loss of proftts presumed. When profits are
vafued and insured by a contract of marine insurance, a loss of them 
is conclusively presumed from a loss of the property out of which they 
were expected to arise and the valuation fixes their amount. 

§ 4698. How loss on open policy estimated. In estimating
a loss under an open policy of marine insurance the following rules 
are to be observed : 

1 .  The value of a ship is its value at the beginning of the risk 
including all articles or charges which add to its permanent value or 
which are necessary to prepare it for the voyage insured. 

·2. The value of the cargo is its actual cost to the insured, when
laden on board or when that cost cannot be aS<',ertained, its market 
value at the time and place of lading, adding the charges incurred in 
purchasing and placing it on board, but without reference to any 
losses incurred in raising money for its purchase, or to any drawback 
on its exportation, or to the fluctuations of the market at the port of 
destination, or to expenses incurred on the way or on arrival. 

3. The value of freight.age is the gross freight.age, exclusive of 
primage, without reference to the cost of earning it ; and, 

4. The cost of insurance is in each case to be added to the value
thus estimated. 

§ 4699. How partial loss of cargo estimated. If a cargo
insured against partial loss arrives at the port of destination in a 
damaged condition, the loss of the insured is deemed to be the same 
proportion of the value, which the market price at that port of the 
thing so damaged bears to the market price it would have brought if 
sound. 

§ 4600. Liability for repairs and labor to recover. A
marine insurer is liable for all the expenses attendant upon a loss which 
forces a ship into port to be repaired; and when it is agreed that the 
insured may labor for the recovery of the property the insurer is lia
ble for the expense incurred thereby; such expense in either case 
being in addition to the total loss, if that afterward occurs. 

§ 4601. Liability for insured's contribution to general
average. A marine insurer is liable for a loss falling upon the 
insured through a c,0ntribution in respect to the thing insured, 
required to be made hy him towards a general average loss called for 
by a peril insured against. 

§ 4602. Subrogation of right to contribution. When a
person insured by a contract of marine insurance has a demand against 
others for contribution he may claim the whole loss from the insurer, 
subrogating him to his own right to contribution. But no such claim 
can be made upon the insurer after the separation of the interests lia
bll-' to contribution, nor when the insured, having the right and oppor
tunity to enforce contribution from others, has neglected or waived 
the Pxncise of that right. 
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§ 4603. Liability for partial loss of ship. In the <',ase of a !I 16'l9, cM1 c.
partial loss of a ship or its equipment the old materials are to be 
applied toward payment for the new and whether the ship is new or 
old a marine insurer is liable for only two-thirds of the remaining 
cost. of the repairs, except that he must pay for anchors and cannon 
in full and for sheathing metal at a depreciation of only two and one-
half per cent for each month that it has been fastened to the ship. 

C H A P 'r E R 6 7 .

FIRE INSURANCE. 

§ 4604. Rescission for alteration in use increasing risk
An alteration in the use or condition of a thing insured from that. to 
which it is limited by the policy, made without the consent of the 
insurer, by means within the control of the insured !",nd increasing 
the risk entitles an insurer to rescind a contract of fire insurance . 

§ 4606. Not if risk not increased. An alteration in the use
or condition of a thing insured from that to which it is limited by 
the policy, which does not increase the risk, does not affect a contract 
of fire insurance . 

§ 4606. When contract unaffected, though risk in
creased. A contract of fire insurance is not affected by any act of 
the insured subsequent to the execution of the policy, which does 
not violate its provisions, even though it increases the risk and is the 
cause of a loss. 

§ 4607. Measure of indemnity. If there is no valuation in
the policy, the measure of indemnity in an insurance against fire is 
the full amount stated in the policy ; but the effect of a valuation in 
a policy of fire insurance is • the same as in a policy of marine 
insurance. 

§ 4608. Standard policy. No fire insurance company, corpo
ration or association, their officers or agents, shall make, issue, use or 
deliver for use any fire insurance policy or renewal of any fire policy 
on property in this state other than such as shall conform in all par
ticulars as to blanks, size of type, context, provisions, agreements and 
conditions with the printed form of contract or policy heretofore filed 
in the office of the commissioner of insurance as a standard policy for 
this state and no other or different provision, agreement, condition or 
clause sllall in any manner be made a part of such contract or policy 
or be indorsed thereon or delivered therewith, except as follows, 
to-wit : 

1. The name of the company, its location and place of business,
the date of its incorporation or organization, and the state or country 
under which the same is organized, the amount of paid up capital 
stock, whether it is a stock or mutual company, the names of its 
officers, the number and date of the policy ; and if it is issued through 
a manager or agent of the company, the words, " this policy shall not 
be valid until countersigned by the duly authorized manager or agent 
of the company at . . . . . . . . . . . • • •  " may be printed on policies issued 
on property in this state . 
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§§ 4609-4611 CIVIL CODE. L�(, and Health Insurance. 

'§ ltJ:1-1, ('Ml I ' ,  

- §  16:1!1, l' l\" l l < ' ,

2. Printed or written forms of description and specifications or
schedules of the property covered by any particular policy and any 
other matter necessary to express clearly all the facts and conditions 
of insurance on any particular risk, which faets or conditions shall in 
no case be inconsistent with or a waiver of any of the provisions or 
conditions of the standard policy herein provided for, may be written 
upon or attached or appended to any policy issued on property in this 
state. 

3. A company, corporation or association organized or incorporated
under and in pursuanc� of the laws of this state or elsewherc, if 
entitled to do business in this state, may with the approval of the 
commissioner of insurance, if the same is not already included in the 
standard form as filed in the office of the commissioner of insurance, 
print on its policies any provision which it is required by law to insert 
therein, if such provision is not in conflict with the laws of this state 
or the United States, or of the provisions of the standard form 
provided for herein, but said provision shall be printed apart from the 
other provisions, agreements or conditions of the policy and in type 
not smaller than the body of the policy and under a separate title, as 
follows : "Provisions required by law to be stated in this policy" and 
be a part of said policy. 

4. There may be indorsed on the outside of any policy herein pro
vided for the name, with the word "agent or agents" and pla<'e of 
business, of any insurance agent or agents, either by writing, printing, 
stamping or otherwise. 

5. When two or more companies, each having previously complied
with the laws of this state, unite to issue a joint policy, there may be 
expressed in the heading of such policy the faet of the severalty of 
the contract; also the proportion of premiums to be paid to l'Rch 
eompany and the proportion of li1tbility which eaeh company agrees 
to assume. And in the printed conditions of such policy the ne<'es
sary change may be made from the singular to the plural number, 
when reference is had to the companies issuing such policies. 

§ 4609. Construction of standard policy. Policic>s of insur
an0e in the form prescribed by the last section shnll be in all respects 
subject to the same rules of construdion as to their effect or the 
waiver of any of their provisions as if the form thereof had· not heen 
prescribed. 

C H A P T E R 6 S .

LIFE AXD HEALTH I�HCRAXC'E. 

§ 4610. When payable. An insurance upon life may he made
payable on the death of the pnson or on his surviving a specified 
J"X'riod, or periodically so long as he shall live. or otherwise c-ontin
gently on the 0ontinuanc-e or termination of life . 

� 4611. In whom person has insurable interest. E,·ery 
pnson has an insurable interest in the life and health : 

1. Of himself.
• 2. Of any person on whom he depends wholly or in part for
e!lueatio11 or support.
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Indemnity. CIVIL CODE. 

3. Of any person under a legal obligation to him for the payment
of money, or respecting property or services, of which death or illness 
might delay or prevent the performance ; and, 

4. Of any person upon whose life any estate or interest vested in
him depends. 

§§ 461:!-4621 

§ 46 12. Policy transferable. A policy of insurance upon life § 1636. c1v11 c.
or health may pass by transfer, will or succession to any person, 
whether he has an insurable interest or not, and such person may 
recover upon it whatever the insured might have recovered. 

§ 46 1 3. When notice of transfer unnecessary. Notice to § 1637. (tvn c.
an insurer of a transfer or bequest therefor is not necessary to 
preserve the validity of a policy of insurance upon life or health, 
unless thereby expressly required. 

§ 46 14. Measure of indemnicy. Unless the interest of a II 1638, nvu c.
person insured is susceptible of exact pecuniary measurement, the 
measure of indemnity under a policy of insurance upon life or health 
is the sum fixed in the policy. 

C H A P T E R  6 9 .  

INDEMNITY. 

§ 46 16.  Deftned. Indemnity is a contract by which one
�ngages to save another from a legal consequen_ce of the conduct of 
one of the parties or of some other person. 

� 46 1 6 . Against unlawful act void. An agreement to 
indemnify a person against an act thereafter to be done is void, if the 
act is known by such person at the time of doing it to be unlawful .  

§ 46 1 7. Against act done valid, unless felony. An ag1·ee
ment to indemnify a person against an act already done is valid, even 
though the act was known to be wrongful, unless it was a felony. 

� 46 18. Against act of person includes agents. An agree
ment to indemnify against the acts of a certain person, applies not 
only to his acts and their consequences, but also to those of his 
agents. 

§ 46 1 9. Several includes each. An agreement to indemnify
several persons applies to each unless a eontrary intention appears. 

§ 4620 . When liable jointly with person indemnified.
One who indemnifies another person against an act to be done by the 
latter, is liable jointly with the person indemnified and separately to 
every person injured by such act. 

� 462 1 .  Rules to be applied in interpre�tion. In the 
interpretation of a contract of indemnity the following rules are to be 
applied, unless a contrary intention appears : 

1. Cpon an indemnity against liability, expressly or in other
equivalent terms, the person indemnified is entitled to recover upon 
becoming liable. 

2. Upon an in�mnity against claims or demands, or damages or
costs, expressly or in other equivalent terms, the person indemnified 
is not entitled to recover without payment thereof. 
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CI\'IL CODE. Guaranty. 

3. An indemnity against claims or demands, or liability, expressly
or in other equiYalent terms, embraces the costs of defense against 
such claims, demands or liability incurred in good faith and in the 
exercise of reasonable discretion. 

4. The person indemnifying is bound on request of the person
indemnified to defend actions or proceedings brought against the 
latter in respect to the matters embraced by the indemnity ; but the 
person indemnified has the right to conduct such defense. if he 
chooses to do so. 

5. If after request the person indemnifying neglects to de.fend the
person indemnified, a recovery against the latter suffered by him in 
good faith is conclusive in his favor against the former. 

6. If the person indemnifying, whether he is a principal or a
surety in the agreement, has not reasonable notice of the action or 
proceedings against the person indemnified, or is not allowed to con
trol its defense\ judgment against the latter is only presumptive evi-
1knce against the former. 

7. A stipulation, that a judgment against the person indemnified
shall be conclusive upon the person indemnifying, is inapplicable if 
he had a good defense upon the merits which by want of ordinary 
eare he failed to establish in the action. 

§ 4622. Engagement to answer for violation of duty.
Reimbursement. When one at the request of another engages to 
answer in damages, whethflr liquidated or unliquidated, for any viola
tion of duty on the part of the latter, he is entitled to be reimbursed 
in the same manner as a surety for whatever he may pay. 

§ 4623. When sureties called bail. Upon those contracts of
iuctemnity which are taken in legal proceedings as security for the 
performance of an obligation imposed or declared by the tribunals 
and known as undert'akings or recognizances, the sureties are called 
bail. 

§ 4624. Obligations of bail, how governed. The obligations
of bail are governed by the statutes specially applicable thereto. 

C H A P T E R 7 0 .  

GUARANTY. 

ARTICLE 1 . - DEFINITION OF GUARANTY. 

§ 4625. Defined. A guaranty is a promise to answer for the
debt, default or miscarriage of another person. 

§ 4626. Knowledge of principal unnecessary. A person
may become guarantor even without the knowledge or consent of the 
principal. 

ARTICLE 2. - CREATION OF GGARANTY.  

§ 4627. Consideration for. When a guaranty is entered into
at the same time with the original obligation or with the acceptance 
of the:latter by the guarantee and forms with that obligation a part 
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Guarant,11. CIVIL · CODE. � 4628-4638 

of the consideration to him, no other consideration need exist. In all 
other cases there must be a consideration distinct from th!lt of the 
original obligation. 

§ 4628. When must be in writing. Except as prescribed by § 16.�2. c1v11 c.
the next section a guaranty must be in writing and signed by the 
guarantor; btit the writing need not express a consideration. 

§ 4629. When need not be in writing. A promise to answer II 1s:,:i, c1v11 o.

for the obligation of another in any of the following cases is deemed 
an original obligation of the promiser and need not be in writing : 

1 . When the promise is made by one who has received property
of another upon an undertaking to apply it pursuant to such promise ; 
or by one who has received a discharge from an obligation in whole 
or in part in consideration of such promise. 

2. When the creditor parts with value or ent�s into an obligation
in consideration of the obligation in respect to which the promise is 
made, in terms or under circumstances such as to render the party 
making the promise the principal debtor and the person in whose 
behalf it is made his surety. 

3. When the promise, being for an antecedent obligation of another,
is made upon the consideration that the party receiving it cancels 
the antecedent obligation, accepting the new promise as a substitute 
therefor ; or upon the consideration that the party receiving it releases 
the property of another from a levy or his person from imprisonment 
under an execution on a judgment obtained upon the anteeedent 
obligation : or upon a consideration beneficial to the promiser, whether 
moving from either party to the antecedent obligation or from another 
person. 

4. ,vhen a factor undertakes for a commission to sell merchandise
and guarantee the sale. 

5. \\�hen the hotder of an instrument for the payment. of money
upon which a third person is or may become liable to him, transfers 
it in payment of a preee<lent debt of his, or for a new consideration, 
and in connection with sueh transfer enter;; into a promise respecting 
such instrument. 

§ 4630. Acceptance necessary. A mere offer to guarantee is § 16;.i. cM1 <' .
not binding until notice of its acceptance is communicated by the 
guarantee to the guarantor ; but an absolute guaranty is binding upon 
the guarantor without notice of acceptance. 

ARTICLE 3. - lNTERPRETATION OF GUARANTY. 

§ 463 1 .  Of contract, what implied. In a guaranty of a § 10:,s, nv11 c.
coittract the terms of which are not then settled, it  is implied that its 
terms shall be such as will not expose the guarantor to greater risks 
than he would incur under those terms which are most common in 
similar contracts at the place where the principal contract is to be 
performed. 

§ 4632. Of obligations, what implied. A guaranty to the § 16:,6, c1v11 c.
effect that an obligation is good or is collectible imports that the 
debtor is solvent and that the demand is collectible by the usual legal 
proceedings, if taken with reasonable diligenee. 

§ 4633. When not discharged by omission. A guaranty § 16:,;. ('h· 1 1 1 · . 
such as is mentioned in the last. section is not discharged by an 
omission to take proeet><lings upon the principal debt or upon any 
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collateral security for its payment, if no part of the debt could han• 
been colleeted thereby . 

!i tw�. c ;, 1 1  ( . § 4634. When insolvency presumed :from removal. In 
the cases mentioned in section 4ti32 the removal of the principal from 
the state leaving no property therein from which t.he obligation 
might be satisfied is equivalent. to the insolvency of the 'principal in 
i ts  effect upon t.he rights and obligations of  the guarantor. 

ARTICLE 4. - LIABILITY OF Gl'ARANTOUS. 

11 10:,n. « -h- 1 1 1 · � 4636. When guaranty deemed unconditional. A gu iir -
anty is  to be deemed unconditional unless its terms import some eon. 
dition precedent to the liability of the guarantor. 

� rn6o. n, 1 1  (·. § 4636. When �uarantor of payment liable . A guarantor
of payment or performance is liable to the guarantee immediately 
upon the default of the principal and without demand or notice. 

§ 1001 . n,·n c § 4637. Liability on conditional obligation. When oue
guarantees a conditional obligation, his liability is commensurate with 
that of his principal and he is not entitled to notict1 of the default of 
the principal, unless he is unable by the exercise of reasonable dili
g:enee to acquire information of sud1 default and the creditor has 
actual notice thNeof. 

� t oo� . < · ; , 1 1  < · . § 4638. Limit of obligation. The obligation of a guarantor 
must be neither larger in amount, nor in other respects mure burden
SOllll', than that of fhe prineipal : and if in its terms it exceeds it, it is 
reducible in proportion to the priudpal obligation . 

� 16,: . 1 .  ( h i l , . § 4639. Not liable on principal's unlawful contract. A
guarantor is not liable if the eontrac-t of thE> prin<'ipal is unlawful, bu t 
he i s  liabk, notwithstanding any mPr(• personal disability of tlw priu 
cipal, though the disability is such as to make . the  eontraC'I mid 
against tlw principal. 

AnTICLE 5. - Co:-;T1:,;r 1 1rn GcAuA:,;n: .  

� 1 ,,• ; 1 .  1 · 1"1 1 1 · . § 4640. Defined. A guara11ty n·lating tu a future liability of
the .prill( • ipal under suC'ccssivc transactions, whieh either C'ontiuuc his  
liability or  from t ime to  time reuew i t  afkr i t  has  hec11 sat isfied is 
callcd n con1inu ing guaranty .  

§ 1,;,:,,. t' IY I I  ( ' . § 4641. When may be revoked. A l'ontinuing guaranty may
he rernked at imy time by the guarantor in n"spcd tu future trans
actions, unless there is a continuing considPration as to such trans
aetions which hE> does not rcnonnee.  

!:\ J tit�i. l' i \' I I  < • •  

ARTICLE 6. - ExoXERATIO:,; OF til'AIIANTORS . 

§ 4642. When exonerated. A guarantor is exonerated, Pxeept
so 'far as he mny be indemnified by the prinC'ipal, if by nny aet of tht' 
creditor without the consent of tlw guarantor the original obligation of 
the principal is altered in any respect, or tlw remedies or rights of tlw 
creditor against the principal in res1wd thereto in any way impaired 
or suspended. 

§ 4643. Preceding section limited. A promiSt1 by a C'reditor,
which for any cRuse is void, or voidable hy him at his option, d0l'8 
nut alter the ohligation or sus1wml or impair the rt>mPdy wit hin the 
mPnning of tlw last SPC'tion . 
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Suretyship. CIVIL CODE. §§ 4644-4653

§ 4644. Guarantor once exoneratad not liable. The 11 1668. nv11 c.rescission of an agreement altering the original obligation of a debtor or impairing the remedy of a creditor does not restore the liability of a guarantor who has been exonerated by such agreement. § 4646. Part performance, proportional exoneration. The 111&,�. c1vu c.acceptance by a creditor of anything in partial satisfaction of an obligation reduces the obligation of a guarantor thereof in the same measure as that of the principal, but does not otherwise affect it. § 4646. Mere delay no exoneration. Mere delay on the 111610. t:1vi1 c.part of a creditor to proceed against the principal or to enforce any other remedy does not exonerate a guarantor. § 4647. Liability of guarantor indemnified. A guarantor, § 1611. <;lvil c.who has been indemnified by the principal, is liable to the creditor to the extent of the indemnity, notwithstanding that the creditorwithout the aseent of the guarantor may have modified the contractor released the principal. § 4648. Principal discharged by law no exoneration. A 11 1612, civil c. guarantor is not exonerated by the discharge of his principal by operation of law without the intervention or omission of the creditor.

CHAPTER 71. 

SURETYSHIP. 
ARTICLE 1.-- WHO ARE SURETIES. 

§ 4649. Defined. A surety is one who at the request of another 111s1:i. Civil<;. and for the purpose of securing to him a benefit becomes responsible for the performance by the latter of some act in favor of a third per-son or hypotheoates property as security therefor. § 4660. Surety appearing as principal. One who appears 1116n. ch11 c.to be a principal, whether by the terms of a written instrument or otherwise, may show that he is in fact a surety except as against per-sons who have acted on the faith of his apparent character of principal.
ARTICLE 2. - LIABILITY OF SURETIES. 

§ 4661. Express terms govern. A surety cannot be held I 1675. c1,·ll c.beyond the express terms of his contract and if such contract pre-scribes a penalty for its breach, he cannot in any case be liable for more than the penalty. § 4662. How terms of contract interpreted. In inter- 11 1676. ('Ml c.preting the terms of a contract of suretyship the same rules are to be observed as in the case of other contracts. § 4663. Is .surety after judgment. Notwithstanding tho § 1s1;, <'hil ('. recovery of judgment by a creditor against a surety, the latter still occupies the relation of surety. 
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§§ 46.54--4663 CIVIL CODE. Surety ship. 

1 1s1s, ctvu c. § 4664. Exonerated by performance or offer. Performance 
of the principal obligation or an offer of such performance duly made 
as provided in this code exonerates a surety. 

11sw. ch·u 1·. § 4666. How exonerated. A surety is exonerated: 

I 1680, Civil c. 

I 1681, CMI l'. 

I 1682, Civil c. 

I 168.1, Civil f'. 

I 1684, Civil l'. 

!I 1�5, Civil('. 

§ 18&3, CMI C.

1. In like manner with a guarantor.
2. To the extent to which he is prejudiced by any act of the cred

itor which would naturally prove injurious to the remedies of the 
surety or inconsistent with his rights or which lessens his security; or, 

3. To the extent to which he is prejudiced by an omission of the
creditor to do anything when required by the surety which it is his 
duty to do. 

ARTICLE 3. - RIGHTS OP SURETIES. 

§ 4666. Same as guarantor. A surety has all the rights of a
guarantor whether he becomes personally responsible or not. 

§ 4667. May require proceedings against principal. A
surety may require his creditors to proceed against the principal or to 
pursue any other remedy in his power, which the surety cannot him
self pursue and which would lighten his burden; and if in such case 
the creditor neglects to do so, the surety is exonerated to the extent 
to which he is thereby prejudiced. 

§ 4668. May compel principal to perform. A surety may
compt>l his principal to perform the obligation when due. 

§ 4669. Principal bound to reimburse surety. If a surety
satisfies the principal obligation, or any part thereof, whether with 
or without legal proceedings, the principal is bound to reimburse 
what he has disbursed, including necessary costs and expenses; but 
the surety has no claim for reimbursement against other persons. 
though they may have been benefited by his act except as prescribed 
by the next section. 

§ 4660. Entitled to same remedies as creditor. Contri
bution. A surety upon satisfying the obligations of the principal 
is entitled to enforce every remedy, which the creditor then has 
against the principal to the extent of reimbursing what he has ex
pended; and also to require all his cosureties to contribute thereto 
without regard to the order of time in which they became such. 

§ 4661. Subrogated to rights of creaitors. A surety is
entitled to the benefit of every security for the performance of the 
principal obligation held by the creditor or by a cosurety at the time 
of entering into the contract of suretyship or acquired by him after
wards, whether the surety was aware of the security or not. 

§ 4662. Hypothecated property of principal first applied.
Whenever property of a surety is hypothecated with the property of 
the frincipal, the surety is entitled to have the property of the prin
cipa first applied to the discharge of the obligation. 

ARTICLE 4. - RIGHTS OP CREDITORS. 

§ rn,1, c1'"11 ,·. § 4663. Entitled to surety's securities. A creditor is en-
titled to the benefit of everything which a surety has received from 
the debtor by way of security for the performance of the obligation 
and may upon the maturity of the obligation compel the applkation 
of such security to its satisfaction. 
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Liens in (Jenrral. CIVIL CODE. §§ 4G6!-46i6 

ARTICLE o. - LETT�H OF CHEDlT. 
§ 4664. Defined. A letter of credit is a written instrument § w,. Ch·ll c.addressed by one person to another, requesting the latter to gfre cn·dit to the person in whose favor it is drawn. � 4666. May be to several. A letter of credit may be § 1,,,9. c1vu c.addressed to several persons in SUC<'•ession. § 4666. To whom writer liable. The writer of a letter of § rn!(l. ci,·11 c.crnlit is upon the default of the debtor liable to those who gave credit in compliance with its terms. � 4667. Classified and classes deftned. A letter of credit is 11 1691, cM1 c.eitl1er general or special. When the request for credit in a letter is a<ldressed to specified persons by name or description the letter is special. All other letters of credit are general. § 4668. Authority conferred by general. A general letter of § Itl9�. cM1 c.ac•dit. �ives any person to whom it may be shown authority to comply with its requests and by his so doing it becomes as to him of the same etfeet as if addressed to him by name. § 4669. Successive credits. Several persons may successively II 1119:1. cM1 c.give credit upon a general letter. § 4670. When continuing guaranty. If the parties to a § rnw. cM1 c.letter of credit appear by its terms to contemplate a course of future dealing between the parties, it is not exhausted by giving a credit even to the amount limited by the letter, which is subsequently reduced orsatisfh·d by payments made by the debtor, but is to be deemed a con-tinuing guaranty. § 4671. Notice unnecessary unless provided. The writer II Mi•�,. l'l\·11 c.of a letter of credit is liable for credit given upon it without notice to him, unless its terms express or imply the necessity of giving notice. § 4672. Credit given must agree with letter. If a letter of ti 1 1i\llJ. c1v11 c. credit prescribes the persons by whom or the mode in which the t"reclit is to be given, or the term of credit, or limits the amount thereof, the writer is not bound except for transactions which in thesert>spects conform strictly to the terms of the letter. 

CHAPTER 72. 

LIEN8 IN GENERAL. 
ARTICLE 1. - DEFINITION OF Lrnss. 

§ 4673. Deftned. A lien is a charge imposed upon specific § 1,;,;_ n.-11 c.property by which it is made security for the performance of an act. � 4674. Classifted. Liens are either general or special. § um,. c1,·11 c.§ 4676. General. A general lien is one whi�h the holder § 11;\l\•. C1\·11 c.thereof is entitled to enforce as a St><'urity for the performance of all the obligations, or all of a particular elass of obligations, which existin his favor against the ownt>r of the property. 
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§§ 4676-4u87 CIVIL CODE. Lint& -in Genel'al. 

� li()(l, ch'i1 c. § 4676. Special. A special lien is one which the holder thereofcan enforce only as a security for ihe performance of a particular actor obligation and of such obligations as may be incidental thereto.When the holder of a special lien is compelled to satisfy a prior lienfor his own protection, he may enforce payment of the amount so paidby him as a part of the claim for which his own lien exists. � liot . ch'lt <'. § 4677. Certain liens subject to this chapter. Contrads ofmortgage, pledge, bottomry or respondentia are subject to all the provisions of this chapter. 
AllTICLE 2. - CREATIO::O. OF LIE�8. 

� 1i0'�. c1v11 c. § 4678. How created. A lien is <·reated :1. By contract of the parties;  or, 2. By operation of law. 
� 1iaJ. c1v11 c. § 4679. By operation of law. No lien arises by mere opera -tion of law until the time· at which the act to be secured therebyought to be performed. 
§ 1io4. C'1,·11 c. § 4680. Lien on future interest. An agreement may bemade to create a lien upon property not yet acquired by the partyagreeing to give the lien, or not yet in existence. In such case thelien agreed for attaches from the time when the party agreeing togive it acquires an interest in the thing to the extent of such interest .§ 4681.  Upon crops limited. A lien by contract upon cropsshall attach only to the crop next maturing after the delh-ery of suehcontract. 
§ 1io.'i. < ' 1 1 1 1 c. § 4682. Obligations not in existence. A lien may be l'reatedby contract to take immediate effect as security for the performaneeof obligations not then in existence. 

;, l i\ltl, { ' h ' I I  C. 

;, lilli, ('h·II ('. 
am 'tl . 

� J i1 1,, ( 'h'il (', 

� li \l\l,  Ch· I I  C. 

ARTICLE 3. - EFFECT OF LIENS. 
§ 4683. Transfer no title. Notwithstanding an agreement tothe contrary, a lien or  a contract for a lien transfns no  title to  theproperty subject to the lien. § 4684. Contracts for forfeiting property subject to void .All contracts for the forfeiture of property suhject to a lien in satis faction of the obligation secured thereby and all contracts in restraintof the right of redemption from a lien are void. § 4686. Does not imply obligation to perform. The creation of a lien does not of itself imply that any person is bound toperform the act for which the lien is a security. § 4686. Not security for other than original obligations.The existence of a lien upon property does not of itself entitle theperson in whose favor it exists to a lien upon the same property, forthe performance of any other obligation than that which the lit:>noriginally secured. § 4687. Extent of compensation to holder. Ont:> who holdsproperty by virtue of a lien thereon is not entitled to compensationfrom the owner thereof for any trouble or expense which ht:> ineursrespecting it, except to the same extent as a borrower under sectiuns-t04ti and 404�. 
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Liens in General. CIVIL CODE. 

ARTICLE 4 .  - PRIORITY Ot' LIE!'i S .  

§ 4688. Priority according to date. Other things being
e qual, different liens upon the same property have priority according 
to the time of their creation except in cases of bottomry and respon
-<lentia. 

� 4689. Mortgage for price prior to all. A mortgage given 
for the price of real property at the time of its conveyance has priority 
over all other liens created against the purchaser, subject to the 
operation of the recording laws. 

§ 4690. Order of resort for payment. When one has a lien
upon several things and other persons have subordinate liens upon, 
or interests in some hut not all of the same things, the person having 
the prior lien, if he can do so without the risk of loss to himself or of 
injustice to other persons, must resort to the property in the follow
ing order, on the demand of any party interested : 

1 .  To the things upon which h e  has an exclusive lien. 
2. To the things which are subject to the fewest subordinate

liens. 
3. In like manner inversely to the number of subordinate liens

upon the same thing ; and, 
4. When several things are within one of the foregoing classes,

and subject to the same number of liens, resort must be had : 
(a) To things which have not been transferred since the prior

lien was created. 
(b) To the things which have been so transferred without a val 

uable consideration ; and, 
(c) To the things which have been so transferred for a valuable

('onsideration in the inverse order of the transfers. 

ARTICLE 5. - REDEMPTION OF LIENS. 

§ 469 1 .  Redemption by whom and when made . Every
person _having an interest in property, subject to a lien, has a right to 
re deem it from the lien, at any time after the claim is due and before 
his  right of redemption is foreclosed. 

§ 4692. Inferior lien holder may redeem. Subrogation.
One who has a lien inferior to another upon the same property has a 
right : 

1 .  To redeem the property in the same manner as its owner might 
from the superior lien ; and, 

2 . To be subrogated to all the benefits of the superior lien when
necessary for the protection of his interests, upon satisfying the claim 
secured thereby. 

§ 4693 . How made. Redemption from a lien is made by per
forming the aet for the performance of which it is a security, and 
paying the damages if any, to which the holder of the lien is entitled 
for delay, or by offering to perform such act and pay such damages ; 
provided, that if the act requires the delivery of money, property or 
a conveyance of property the same shall be deposited and notiee 
t hereof given as provided in section mm,.
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§§ 4688-4693 

§ till ,  Ch·II C .

§ 1712, C h' l l  C.

§ 171 :1, Clvll C .
arn ·,1. 

§ liH, Cl\'11 C.

§ t, rn. Ch'll C .

§ lilti,  ( ' iyl l ( ' .
a11 1 ·,1. 



§§ -!69,i-4700

� l i17. Civil C. 

§ 1118. Civil C .am'd, 

§ 1719, Civil C.

§ 1120, Civil C.

!l 1721, Civil C. 

CIVIL CODE. Mortgage. 

ARTICLE 6. - EXTINCTION OF LIENS. 
§ 4694. Deemed accessory to act secured. A lien is to bedeemed accessory to the act for the performance of which it is asecurity, whether any person is bound for such performance or not, and is extinguishable in like manner with any other accessory obligation. § 4695. Extinguished by sale of property. What defendant may show in conversion. The sale of any property on whichthere is a lien in satisfaction of the claim secured thereby, or, in caseof personal property its wrongful conversion by the person holdingthe lien extinguishes the lien thereon; provided, however, that in anaction for the conversion of personal property the defendant mayshow in mitigation of damages the amount due on any lien to whichthe plaintiff's rights were subject, and which was held or paid by theedefendant or any person under whom he claims. § 4696. Not extinguished by mere lapse of time. A lienis not extinguished by the mere lapse of the time within which underthe provisions of the code of civil procedure an action can be broughtupon the principal obligation. § 4697. Not extinguished by partial performance. Thepartial performance of an act secured by a lien does not extinguish the lien upon any part of the property subject thereto, even if it isdivisible. § 4698. By restoration of property if lien dependent onpossession. The voluntary restoration of property to its owner by the holder of a lien thereon, dependent upon possession, extinguisht>sthe lien as to such property, unless otherwise agreed by the parlie,sand extinguishes it, notwithstanding any such agreement, as to eredit.ors of the owner and persons subsequently acquiring title to theproperty, or a lien thereon, in good faith and for a good consideration .

C H A P T E R  7 3 . 

MORTGAGE. 
ARTICLE 1. - MORTGAGE IN GENERAL. 

;; 1'i22, c1vn c. § 4699. Defined. Formalities necessary. Mortgage is acontract by which specific properly is hypothecated for the perform ance of an act without the necessity of a change of possession. Amortgage of real property can be created, renewed or extended onlyby writing, executed with the formalities required in the case of agrant of real property. s ma, civil c. § 4700. Lien special. Independent of possession. Thelien of a mortgage is special, unless otherwise expressly agreed andis independent of possession. 
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Nortgage. CIVIL CODE. §§ 4;01-ms 

§ 4701. What transfers deemed mortgage. Every transfer 11 1w. c1v11 c.of an interest in property, other than in trust, made only as a security for the performance of another act is to be deemed a mortgage, except when in the case of personal property, it is accompanied by an actual change of possession in which case it is deemed a pledge. § 4702. Bottomry and respondentia not affected. Con- II 1;2.,. civil c.tracts of bottomry or respondentia, although in the nature of mort-gages are not affected by any of the provisions of this chapter. § 4703. When transfer may be shown to be mortgage. 11 1126; civil c.The fact that a transfer was made subject to a defeasance on a condition, may, for the purpose of showing such transfer to be a mortgage, be proved, except as against a subsequent purchaser or incumbrancerfor value and without notice, though the fact does not appear by theterms of the instrument. § 4704. What may be mortgaged. Any interest in property 11 1121. Civil c.which is capable of being transferred may be mortgaged. § 4705. After acquired title subject to. Title acquired by 11121 . civil c. the mortgagor subsequent to the execution of the mortgage inures to the mortgagee as security for the debt in like manner as if acquired before the execution. § 4706. Not bound to perform act secured without cov- § 1121. civil c.enant. A mortgage does not bind the mortgagor personally to per-form the act for the performance of which it is a security, unlessthere is an express covenant therein to that effect. § 4707. Assigning debt carries security. The assignment 11 1121, civil c.of a debt secured by a mortgage carries with it the security. § 4708. On property adversely held. A mortgage may be 11 11:!8, c1v11 c.ereated upon property held adversely to the mortgagor. A mortgage of property held adversely to the mortgagor takes effect from the time at which he or one claiming under him obtains possession ofthe property, but has precedence over every lien upon the mortgagor'sinterest in the property, created subsequently to the recording of the mortgage. § 4709. May confer power of sale. A power of sale may 1 11211, c1y11 c.be conferred by a mortgage upon the mortgagee or any other person, to be exercised after a breach of the obligation for which the mort-gage is a security. � 4710. Such power a trust. A power of sale under a mort- 11 m>, civil c. gage is a trust and as to real property can be executed only in the manner prescribed by the code of civil procedure. § 4711. Requisites of power of attorney to execute. A II n�. civil c.power of attorney to execute a mortgage ruust be in writing sub-scribed, acknowledged or proved, certified and recorded in like manner as powers of attorney for grants of real property. § 4712. Lien on everything grant would pass. A mort- 11 i.:n. CIYll c. gage is a lien upon everything that would pass by a grant of the prop-erty and upon nothing more. § 4713. Against all claiming under mortgagor. Excep- 11 11a-l, civil c.tion. A mortgage is a lien upon the property mortgaged in the hands of every one cTaiming under the mortgagor subsequently to its execu-tion. except purchasers and incumbrancers in good faith withoutnotice and for value and except as otherwise provided by article 3 ofthis chapter. 
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§§ 4714-4;21 

II t,:tl, Ch·i l C. 

II I ,at. Civil C. 

!I 173.'i, CIY I I  ,. 

II n:ia, Civil c. 

11 173.\. Cil' I I  C. 

II 1,3.5, Civil ( " .  

CIVIL CODE. Jlortuagc. 

§ 4714. Mortgagee not entitled to possession. A mortgagt•
does not entitle the mortgagee to the possession of the property. 
unless authorized by the express terms of the mortgage ; but after 
the execution of a mortgage the mortgagor may agree to such changt' 
of possession without a new consideration. No person whose interest 
is subject to the lien of a mortgage may do any act which will sub
stantially impair the mortgagee's security. 

� 4715. Foreclosure. A mortgagee may foreclose the right of 
redemption of the mortgagor in the manner prescribed by the code of 
civil procedure. 

§ 4716. Record of assignment. How record operates.
An assignment of a mortgage may be recorded in like manner as a 
mortgage and such record operates as notice to all persons subse
quently deriving title to the mortgage from the assignor. 

§ 4717. Of what such record not notice. When the mort 
gage is executed as security for money due or to become due on a 
promissory note, bond or other instrument designated in the mort
gage, the record of the assignment of the mortgage is not of itself 
notice to a mortgagor, his heirs or personal representatives so as to 
invalidate any payment made by them or either of them to the person 
holding such note, bond or other instrument. 

§ 4718. How recorded mortgage discharged by entry. A
recorded mortgage may be discharged by an entry in the margin of 
the record thereof, signed by the mortgagee or his personal repre 
sentative or assignee, acknowledging the satisfaction of the mortgage, 
in the presence of the register who must certify the acknowledgment 
in form substantially as follows : 

Signed and acknowledged before me this . . . . . . . .  day of . . . . . . • . • •  
in the year . . . . . . .  . 

A. B., Register.
§ 4719. How by mortgagee's certificate. A recorded mort

gage, if not discharged as provided in the preceding section, must be 
discharged upon the record by the officer having custody thereof, on 
the presentation to him of a certificate signed by the mortgagee, his 
personal representatives or assigns, acknowledged or proved and certi
fied as prescribed by the chapter on recording transfers, stating that 
the mortgage has been paid or otherwise satisfied and discharged. 

§ 4720. Discharge by foreign executor or administrator.
When an executor or administrator shall be appointed in any other 
state or foreign country, on the estate of any person not a resident of 
this state at the time of his decease, and no executor or administrator 
thereon shall have been appointed in this state, such foreign executor 
or administrator, upon filing in the office of the register of deeds of 
any county in which any mortgage held by the estate of sueh deceased 
person is filed or recorded an autlwnticatecl copy of h is appointment, 
may execufo, acknowledge and deliver a certificate of discharge of 
such mortgage the same as and with like effect as executors and 
administrators appointed under the laws of this state may do. 

§ 4721. Discharge by heir or legatee. Any heir or legatee
of such deceased person, residing within or without the state , upon 
n'<'ording in the office of the rC'gister of deeds an authenticated copy 
. ,f t lw j uclgnwnt or lkcrC'C' of the court. transfnring to such heir or 
IPgateP the ownership of any such mortgage may, in like manner and 
,ri th  like effect,  satisfy or rell'llSP such mortgage . 
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.Vorlgar1r. CIVIL CODE. 

§ 4722. Discharge by foreign guardian of minor. Anyguardian appointed in any other state or foreign country of a minorholding and owning a mortgage upon property in this state, upontiling in the office of the register of deeds of the county in which thf'property is situated an authenticated copy of his appointment asguardian and the same proof of the ownership of such mortgage as isrequired in the last section, may in like manner and with like effectsatisfy or release such mortgage. § 4723. Such certiftcate must be recorded. A oortificate ofthe discharge of a mortgage and a proof or acknowledgment thereofmust be recorded at length and a reference made in the record to tht•book and page where the mortgage is recorded and in the minute ofthe discharge made upon the record of the mortgage, to the book andpage where the discharge is recorded. § 4724. When mortgage satisfied mortgagee must ondemand discharge. Penalty. When any mortgage or lien uponproperty has been satisfied, the owner of such mortgage or lien mustimmediately on demand of the owner of the property execute anddeliver to him a certificate of the discharge thereof, and must at theexpense of the owner of the property acknowledge the executionthereof so as to entitle it to be recorded or he must enter satisfactionor cause satisfaction of such mortgage or lien to be entered of rec.-0rd ;and any owner of any mortgage or lien, who refuses to execute anddeliver to the owner of the property covered by the mortgage or lienthe certificate of discharge and to acknowledge the execution thereofor to enter satisfaction or cause satisfaction to be entered of the mort;gage or lien as provided by law, is liable to . the owner of such property or his assignee or legal representatives for all damages which heor they may sustain by reason of such refusal, and shall also forfeitto him or them the sum of one hundred dollars. 
ARTICLE 2. - MORTGAGE OF R EAL PROPERTY .  

§§ 47!?2 -4i:?S 

II 17:15. (' II-ii I ' .  

II 17�. CMI ( ' .  
am '<I. 

§ 4725. Form. A mortgage of real property may be made in § li:J6. 1 · 1, 11 1 ·. substantially the following form : This mortgage made the . . . .  day of . . . . . . . . , in the year . . . . .  .by A. B., of . . . . . . . . . . . .  , mortgagor, to C. D., of . . . . . . . . . . . .  , mort -gagee, witnesseth :  That the mortgagor mortgages to the mortgagee ( here describe theproperty ) as security for the payment to him of . . . . . . . . . . . .  dollars.on or before the . . . . . .  day of . . . . . . . .  , in the year . . . . . . . .  withinterest thereon ( or as security for the payment of an obligation, describing it, etc. ) A. B. § 4728. When devisee must satisfy mortgage out of his � 1;:r.. n,H 1 · .property. When real property, subject to a mortgage, passes by succession or will, the successor or devisee must satisfy the mortgageout of his own property without resorting to the executor or adminis-trator of the mortgagor, unless there is an express direction in the will of the mortgagor that the mortgage shall be otherwise paid. § 4727. Executed, etc., like grant. Mortgages of real prop- � n:11<. t ' l,il 1 · . erty may be acknowledged or proved, certified and recorded in likP manner and with like effect as grants thereof. § 4728. To whom record notice. The rec>ord of a mortgage § 1;:m. 1 ' h l i 1 · . duly made operates as notice to all subsequent purchasers -and incum brancers. 
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� 4729-4735 CIVIL CODE. JlorfgafJl', 

11 mo. cM1 c § 4728. Separate paper showing grant intended as mortgage must be recorded. Every grant of real property or of anyestate therein which appears by any other writing to he intended as amortgage within the meaning of chapter 72 of this e.ode must be recorded as a mortgage ; and if such grant and other writing explanatory of its true character are not recorded together at the same timeand place, the grantee can derive no benefit from such record. � 1m. Civi l  1 · . § 4730. Defeasance must be recorded. When a grant of

!! 1,t2. Ch'II (' , 

§ liU. ('h'II (' .

II 1;•�. Ch'I I 1 · . 

� 1,111. n, ; 1  c. 

real property purports to be an absolute conveyance, but is intendedto be defeasible on the performance of certain conditions such grantis not defeated or affected as against any person other than thegrantee or his heirs or devisees or persons having aetual notice,unless an instmment of defeasance duly executed and acknowledged,shall have been recorded in the office of the register of deeds of thecounty where the property is situated. 
ARTICLE 3. - l\IORTOAOE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

§ 4731. Form. A mortgage of personal property may be madein substantially the following form : This mortgage made the . . . .  day of . . . . . .  , in the year . . . .  byA. B. , of . . . . . . . .  , by occupation . . . . . . . .  , mortgagor, to C. D., . . .  . . . . . of . . . . . . . .  , by occupation a . . . . . . . .  , mortgagee,  witnesseth : That the mortgagor mortgages to the mortgaget� ( here d<•seribe theproperty ) as security for the payment to him of . . . . . . . .  dollars on. ( or before ) the . . . .  day of . . . . . . . .  , in the year . . . .  , with interestthereon ( or security for the payment of a uok or obligation describ-inl it, etc. ) A. B. 4732. Conditional sales must be in writing and filed.Al reservations of the title to personal property, as security forthe purehase money thereof, shall, when the possession of suchproperty is delivered to the vendee, be void as to subsequent creditorswithout notice and purchasers and incumbraneers in good faith andfor value, unless such reservation is in writing and filed and indexedthe same as a mortgage of personal property. In indexing suchinstruments the register of deeds shall treat the purchaser as mortgagor and the vendor as mortgagee. § 4733. Void as to whom, unless filed. A mortgage of personal property is void as against creditors of the mortgagor and subsequent purchasers and incumbrancers of the property in good faithfor value, unless the original or an authenticated copy thereof is filedhy depositing the same in the office of the register of deeds of thecounty where the property mortgaged, or any part thereof, is at suchtime situated. � 4734. Filing, notice to whom. The filing of a mortgage ofpersonal property in conformity with the provisions of this articlt•operates as notice thereof to all subsequent purchasers and incumhrancers of so much of said property as is at the time mc-ntioned inthe preceding section, situated in the county or counties wherein suchmortgage or an authenticated copy thereof is filed. § 4736. Where property in transit deemed to be. Fort lH' purposes of this article property in transit from the possession ofthe mortgagee to the county of the residenl'e of the mortgagor or ton IU<'ation for use is during a reasonnhle time for transportation to ht.� t nkt•n as situated in the county in which the mortgagor resides. or 
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where it is intended to be used. For a like purpose personal property used in conducting the business of a common carrier is to _ be takenas situated in the county in which the principal office or place ofbusiness of the carrier is located. § 4736. Valid only as to property in county. Filing inother counties. A single mortgage of personal property embracing1!everal things of such character, or so situated, that by the provisionsof this article, separate mortgages upon them would be required tobe filed in different counties is only valid in respect to the things asto which it is duly filed ; but a copy of the origim�l mortgage may beauthenticated by the register of deeds in whose office it is filed, andsuch copy be filed in any other county with the same effect as to theproperty therein that the original could have been. § 4737. How renewed. A mortgage of personal property-ceases to be valid as against creditors of the mortgagor, and subsequent purchasers or incumbrancers in good faith after the expiration-of three years from the filing thereof, unless within ninety days nextpreceding the expiration of such term a copy of the mortgage and a11tatement of the amount of existing debt for which the mortgagee orbis assignee claims a lien, sworn to and subscribed by him, his agent-or attorney, are filed anew in the office of the register of deeds in the county in which the mortgage was originally filed and in like mannerthe mortgage and statement of debt must be again filed every threeyears or it ceases to be valid as against the parties above mentioned.§ 4738. How executed. A mortgage of personal propertymust be signed by the mortgagor in the presence of two persons whomust sign the Mme as witnesses thereto and no further proof oracknowledgment is required to admit it to be filed. § 4738.  Duty of register of deeds. Cancellation. Theregister of deeds of each of the several counties must receive and file.all such instruments as are offered to him and must keep the same inbis office in regular and orderly file for the public information andmust not permit them, or any of them, to be removed from his officeuntil canceled. Every such mortgage may be canceled by the register of deeds upon the presentation to him of a receipt for the sum,money or property secured, or an acknowledgment of satisfactionthereof signed by the mortgagee. § 4740. Registry index. Every register of deeds with whomany such mortgage or authenticated copy thereof is filed must indorse.a number upon the same in regular order together with the time ofreceiving the same and must enter the name of every party thereto ina book kept for that purpose alphabetically, placing mortgagors andmortgagees under a separate head and stating in separate columns,opposite each name, the number indorsed upon the mortgage, the datethereof and of the filing, the amount secured thereby, a brief of the11ubstance thereof not otherwise entered and the time at which it isdue. A mortgage is not to be deemed defectively filed by reason ofany errors in the copy filed which do not tend to mislead a partyinterested; and the negligence of the officer with whom a mortgage isfiled does not prejudice the rights of the mortgagee. § 4741. When mortgagee may take and dispose of prop-erty. If the mortgagor voluntarily removes or permits the removalof the mortgaged property from the county in which it was situated.at the time it was mortgaged, the mortgagee may take possession and
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dispose of the property as a pledge for the payment of thL' deht ,though the debt is not due. § 4742. Where ship mortgage recorded. No mort!.!;age ofany ship or vessel, or part thereof, of the United States shall be validagainst any person, other than the mortgagor, his heirs and devisee.;;and persons having actual noti('e thereof, unless sueh mortgage i;;recorded in the office of the collector of customs where sueh vessel i:-;re�istered or enrolled. § 4743. Provisions inapplicable to ship mortgages. 8cc- tions -1733 to 4741 inclusive of this article do not apply to any mortgage of a ship or ·vessel, or any part thereof, which is required asabove by act of congress to be recorded in a particular place ormanner. 

C H A P T E R  7 4 .

PLEDGE. 

� 4744. Deftned. Pledge is a deposit of personal property b) way of security for the performance of another act. § 4746. What contracts deemed pledge. EYery contract bywhich the posst'ssion of personal property is transferred as securitronly is to be deemed a pledge. § 4746. Lien dependent on possession. The lien of a pledg,·is dependent on posession and no pledge is valid until the propertrpledged is dt-livered to tht:' pledgee or to a pledge holder as herein.after prescribed. § 4747 . Includes increase. The increase of property pledgedis pledged with the property. § 4748. Lien may be pledged. One who has a lien uponproperty may pledge it to the extent of his lien. § 4749. By one allowed to assume apparent ownership. One who has allowed another to assume the apparn1t ownership of property for the purpose of making any transfer of it cannot set up his own title to defeat a pledge of the pro}X'rty made by the other to a pledgee, who received the property in good fai th in tlw ordinary course of business and for value. § 4760. To secure another's obligation. Property may ht.�pledged as security for the obligation of another person than theowner and in so doing the owner has all the rights of a pledgor forhimself except as hereinafter stated. § 4761. Deposit with pledge holder. A pledgor nnd pledge"may agree upon a third person with whom to deposit the propertypledged, who, if he acc.epts the deposit, is called a pled�e holder. § 4762. Withdrawal of property pledged for another.One who pledges property as security for the obligation of anothercannot withdraw the pro}X'rty pledged otherwise than as a pledgor forhimself might ; and, if he receives from the debtor a 1:onsideration forthe pledge, he cannot withdraw it without his CAJIISl'llt.  � 4763. Exoneration of pledge holder. .:-\ pledge holder furreward cannot exonerate himself from his und<:'r taking . and a gratu itous pledge holder can do so  only by giving ren:-;onabll' notin· to the 
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plnlgor and pled.gee to appoint a new pledge holder and in case oftheir failure to agree by depositing the property pledged with someimpartial person, who will then be entitled to a reasonable compensat i ,111 for his care of the same. 

� 4754--1i66 

§ 4764 . Pledge holder must enforce pledgee's rights . A § 1;s;. ci,11 cplnlg-e holder must enforce all the rights of the pledgee, unless aut horized by him to waive them.  § 4766. Liability of pledgee or pledge holder. A pledgeP .  § 1;0,. c1,n c.or a pledge holder for reward, assunws the duties and liabilities of a dt'positary for reward. § 4766. Liability of gratuitous pledge holder. A gratuitous !I 1,69. n,·n c.pledge holder a(:!s'umes the duties and liabilitiPs of a gratuitous deposi-tarv . § 4767. Pledgee's rights on fraudulent misrepresentation § mo. n,n c.of value. \Yhen a debtor has obtained credit, or an extension of t ime by a fraudulent misrepresentation of the value of the property pledged by or for him, the creditor may demand a further pledge tocorrespond with the value represented ; and in default thereof mayr.-,cover his debt immediately, though it is not adually due. § 4768. Sale when performance due. \Vhen performance of § 1;; 1 .  nv11 c.t h(• act for whieh a pledge is given is due in whole or in part , thepledgee may colled what is due him by a sale of the property pledgNl,,;ubject to the rules and exceptions hereinafter prescribed. � 4769. Demand necessary. Before property pledged ean be § i; ,�. ci\·1 1  c..-dld and after performance of the ad for which it ie security is due the pledgee must demand performance then,of from the debtor, if the <h·htor can he found. � 4760. Notice to pledgor of sale. A pledgee must gh·e § i ;,,;. n,i 1  c hdual notice to the pledgor of the time and place at which the prop-"rty pledged will bP sold at such a n•asonable time bpfore the sale aswill enable the pledgor to attn1d. � 4761. Waiver of such notice. N"ot if'e of sale may be waiwd § 1 .. � . n,· i 1  c. hy a pledgor at any time ; but is not waiwd by a mere waiver of d('mAJ1d of performance. § 4762. How demand waived. A debtor or plcdgor waiws a § 1 ;;:, .  Cl \ i l  c.demand of performance as a condition precedent to a sale of the property pledged by a positive refusal to perform after performance is due, but cannot waive it in any other manner except by contract. § 4763. Sale by public auction. The sale by a pledgee of § 1 .. 6. c ·M1 c.propnty pledged must be made by public auction in the manner and npon the notic,e to the public usual at the place of sale in respect to auction sales of similar property and must be for the highest obtain-able price . � 4764. Cannot sell evidence of debt. Exception . A § 1 .. �. n,11 c.pledgee cannot sell any evidence of debt pledged to him. except the obligations of governments, states or corporations; but he may collect t he same when due. � 4766. When pledgor may require sale. \Ylwnever prop- § i;;8. c1,11 c.t,rty pledged can be sold for a price sufficient to satisfy the claim of the pledgee, the pledgor may require it to he sold and its proceeds to he applied to such satisfaction when due. § 4766. Application of proceeds. After a pledgee has lawfully § 1 .. 9. n,i: csold property pledged, or otherwise collected its proceeds he may 
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deduct therefrom the amount due under the principal obligation andthe necessary expenses of sale and collection; and must pay tlrnsurplus to the pledgor on demand. § 4767. Same. \Yhen property pledged is sold by order of thepledgor before the claim of the plcdgee is due the latter may retainout of the proceeds all that can possibly become due under his claimuntil it becomes due. § 4768. When pledgee cannot purchase. A pledgee orpledge holder cannot purchase the property pledged except by directdealing with the pledgpr. § 4769. Foreclosure. Instead of selling property pledged asherein before provided a pled�ee may foreclose the right of redemptionby a judicial sale nuder the direction of a competent court ; and inthat cnse may be authorized by the court to pnr<'hase nt the• sale. 

C H A PTE R 7 5 .

BOTTOMRY. 
§ 4770. Defined. Bottomry is n contract by which n ship orits'freightage is hypothecated as security for a loan, which is to berepaid only in case the ship survives a particular risk, voyage orperiod. § 4771. Hypothecation by owner of ship. The owner of a ship may hypothecate it or its freightage upon bottomry for any law. ful purpose and at any time and pla<'e. § 4772. By master for what only. The master of a ship may hypothecatc it upon bottomry only for the purpose of procuring repairs or supplies which are necessary fur aecomplishing the objects of the voyage or for securing the safety of the ship. § 4773. Same; when only. The master of a ship can hypotheeate it upon bottomry only, when he cannot otherwise relieve the nec,essities of the ship and is unable to reach adequate funds of the owner or to obtain any upon the personal credit of the owner and when previous communication with him is precluded by the urgent necessity of the case . § 4774. Hypothecation of freightage by master. The master of a ship may hypothecate freightage upon bottomry under the same circumstances as those which authorize an hypothecation of the ship by him. § 4776. Interest higher than legal rate. Upon a contractof hottomry the parties may lawfully stipulate for a rate of interesthiglwr than that allowed by the law upon other contracts. But a competent c.ourt may reduce the rate stipulated when it appcan; unjustifiahl<> and exorbitant. § 4776. W hen enforceable, though unauthorized. A lender11 1;011 a <'ontract of bottomry made by the master of a ship as suchmay <.'nfur<'.e the c-ontract, though the eirculllstances necessary to aut.horize the master to hypot.lwcatc tht> ship did not in fact <>xis! , i f  n ft t >r <lnc- diligt>ll<'t' and inquiry the lender had rt>nsunahlP grounds to h, · l i , • ,·p and did in goo<l faith helil'nl in the {'Xistence of i,:neh cir<' t1 lll sta1 1 <'1 •s. 
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§ 4777. Certain stipulation as to liability void. A stipu- II i;oo, c1v11 c.lation in a contract of bottomry imposing any liability for the loan independent of the maritime risks is void. § 4778. Recovery in case of loss. In case of a total loss of 11 1w1, c1"11 c.the thing hypothecated from a risk to which the loan was subject the lender upon bottomry can recover nothing; in case of a partial loss he<'an recover only to the extent of the net value to the owner of thepart saved. § 4778 . When loan due. Unless it is otherwise expressly § 11!12. Cl\' I I  c.agreed a bottomry loan becomes due immediately upon the termina-tion of the risk, although a term of credit is specified in the contract. § 4780. Lien lost by delay in enforcing. A bottomry lien 11 11\"J, c1v11 c.is independent of possession and is lost by qmission to enforce it within a reasonable time. § 4781. Preferred to all liens except what. A bottomry II 1794, Civil c.lien, if created out of a real or apparent necessity in good faith, is preferred to every other lien or claim upon the- same thing, excepting only a lien for seamen's wages, a subsequent lien of material men forsupplies cir repairs indispensable to the safety of the ship and a sub-sequent lien for salvage. § · 4782. When last preferred. Of two or more bottomry liens § 1 ;95, ci\'11 con tlie same subject the latter in elate has preference if created out of necessity . 

C H A P T E R  7 6 .  
RESPONDENTIA. 

§ 4783. Defined. Respondentia is a contract by which a cargo, § 1100. Civil c.or some part thereof, is hypothecated as security for a loan, the repay-ment of which is dependent on maritime risk. § 4784. Owner may hypothecate. The owner of the cargo 11 1797, cl\'11 c.may hypothecate it upon respondentia at any time and place and for any lawful pµrpose. § 4786 . .  When master may. The master of a ship may hypoth- § 11118. cM1 c. ecate its cargo upon respondentia only in a case in which he would be authorized to hypothecate the ship and freightage, but is unable to borrow suffident money thereon for repairs or supplies, which arenecessary for the successful accomplishment of the voyage; and hecannot do so even in such case if there is no reasonable prospect of benefiting the cargo thereby. § 4786. Other sections applicable. The provisions of sec- § 1100. c1Y11 c.tions 4775 to 4782 apply equally to loans on respondentia. § 4787. Owner of ship must repay owner of cargo. The § 1soo. c1"11 < ' .owner of a ship is bound to repay to the owner of its cargo all which the latter is compelled to pay under a contract of respondentia made by the master in order to discharge its lien. 
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C H A PT E R.  7 7 .

MECHANIC'H LIE�S. 

§ 4788. Who may have and for what. Any person whoshall perform any labor upon or furnish any materials, machinery orfixtures for the construction or repair of any work of internal improvement or for the erecting, alteration or repair of any building orother structures upon land, or in making any other improvenientthereon, including fences, sidewalks, paving, wells, trees, drains,grades or excavations under a contract with the owner of such land, hisagent, trustee, contractor or subcontractor, or with the consent of such owner, shall upon complying with the provisions of this chapterhave for his labor done, or materials, machinery or fixtures furnished a lien upon such building, erection or improvement and upon the land belonging to such owner on which the same is situated, or toimprove which the work was done or the things furnished, to securethe payment for such labor, materials, machinery or fixtures. Theowner shall be presumed to have consented to the doing of ·any suchlabor or the making of any such improvement, if at the time he hadknowledge thereof and dicl not give notice of his objection thereto tothe person entitled to the lien. The provisions of this section andchapter shall not be construed to apply to claims or contracts for furnishing lightning rods or any of their attachments. § 4789. Single contract for several buildings. If labor isdone or materials furnished under a single contract for several buildings, erections or improvements. the person furnishing the sanie shallbe entitled to .a lien therefor as follows : I .  If such buildings, erections or improvements are upon a singlt>farm, tract or lot upon all such buildings, erect.ions and improvementsand the farm, tract or lot upon which the same are situated . . 2. If such buildings, erections or improvements are upon separatt>farms, tracts or lots, upon all such buildings, erections and improv(•ments and the farms, tracts or lots upon which the same are situated ;but upon the foreclosure of such lien the court may in the cases provided for in this subdivision apportion the amount of the claim amongthe several farms, tracts or lots in proportion to the t�nhanced valueof the same produced by means of such lahor or materials, if suchapportionment is necessary to prot<>ct the rights of third persons. § 4790. On railway contracts. Every person who fumishesany labor, skill or material for constructing, altering or repairing anyline of railway or any impro\•ement or structure appertaining to anyline of railway by virtue of any contract with the owner, his agent,col)tractor or subcontractor shall have a lien upon such line of railway and the right of way thC'reof and upon all bridges, depots, officesand other structures appertaining to such line of railway and allfranchises, privileges and immunitiC's granted to the owner of suchline of railway for the construction and operation thereof to securethe payment for such labor, skill and materials upon filing a statementof his demand therefor in accordance with the provisions of the nextsection within ninety days from the last day of the month in whichsuch lahor or material was furnisht'd ; but a failure to file the samt'within the time aforesaid shall not d<>feat tht• lien except to t lw extentspecifi<>d in the next st•ction. 
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§ 478 1 .  Account to be filed with clerk. Every person, who ,�;�. 1 · . ch·. r.wishes to avail himself of the provisions of this chapter, shall file with am ·,t. 
the clerk of the district court of the county or judicial subdivision in which the property to be charged with the lien is situated and withinninety days after all the things aforesaid shall have been fumishedor the labor done a just and true aooount of the demand due himafter allowing all credits and containing a correct description of theproperty to be charged with such lien and verified by affidavit : but afailure to file the same within the time aforesaid shall not defeat thelien, except as against purchasers or incumbranc�rs in good faith andfor value whose rights accrue after the - ninety days and before anyclaim for the lien is filed, or as against the owner except the amountpaid to the contractor after the expiration of the ninety days andbefore the filing of the same. § 4782. Clerk's record of liens. The clerk of the district court § ,�;;1. c. <'h·. P.shall indorse upon every account the date of its filing and make an ab- am'tt. 
-stract thereof in a book to be kept by him for that purpose and prop-<>rly indexed, containing the date of its tiling, the name of the per-son filing the lien, the amount of such lien, the name of the personagainst whose property the lien is filed and a description of the prop-erty to be charged with the same. 

* 4793. Priority of mechanic's .liens. Liens under the pro- § ,;. ;1 . 1 ·. n,·. I ' .YiRio11s of this chapter shall have priority in the folluwiug order : am ·, 1 .  
1 . For manual labor. 2. For materials. 3. �nbcontractors, other than manual laborers.-!. Original contractors. Lfrus in the same class filed within the nim•ty days shall shareratably in the Hecurity : but liens in the same class filed therC'aftcrshall have priority in the order of the filing of the a1·cou11 tR  tlwreofas aforesaid. Lieus under the provisions of this c·hapter shall beprC'ferred to all other liens or incumbrances upon such building, ereetion or other improvement and the land on which the same is situated,or to improve which the labor was done or things furnished, or eitherof them, filed or docketed subsequent to the commencement of such building, ereetion or other improvement. § 4794. Land subject to lien. The entire land upon whieh § ,;.;.·, . c. ch·. P.any such builcling, ereetion or other improvement is situated, or to am'tl. 

improve which the labor was done or things fnmished, induding that portion of the same not covered therewith, shall be subject to allliens created by this chapter to the extent of all the right, title andinterest owned therein by the owner thereof for whose immediate useor benefit such labor was done or things furnislwd and when theinterest owned in such land by such owner of such building, erectionor other improvement is only a leasehold interest, the forfeiture ofsuch lease for the nonpayment of rent or for noncomplian<'e with anyof the other stipulations therein shall not forfeit or impair such lienso far as it concerns such buildings, erections and improvements, butthe same may be sold to satisfy such lien and be removed withinthirty days after the sale thereof by the purchaser. § 4786. When prior to prior lien on land. Power of 11 11tl6. c. ch·. I' .court. The liens for the things aforesaid or the work, including am ·,1. 
liens for additions, repairs and betterments shall attach to the build-ing, erection or improvemf'nt for which they were furnished or done in preference to any prior lien or incumbrance or mortgage upon the 
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land upon which such erection, building or improvement belongs oris erected or put. If such material was furnished or labor performed in the erectionor construction of an original and independent building, erection orother improvement commenced since the attaching of su0h prior lien,incumbrance or mortgage, the court may in its discretion order anddirect such building, erection or improvement to be separately soldunder execution and the purchaser may remove the same within suchreasonable time as the court may fix. But if in the opinion of theeourt it would be for the best interest of all parties that the land andthe improvements thereon should be sold together, it shall so orderand the court shall take an account and ascertain the separate valuesof the land and of the erection, building or other improvement, anddistribute the proceeds of sale so as to secure to the prior mortgagt>or other lien, priority upon the land, and to the mechanic's lien .priority upon the building, erection or other improvement. If the material furnished or labor performed was for an addition to .repairs of or betterments upon buildings, erections or other impron·ments, the court shall take an account of the values before suchmaterial was furnished or labor performed, and the enhanced valuecaused by such additions, repairs or betterments, and upon the saleof the premises distribute the proceeds of sale so as to secure to tht>prior mortgage or lien IJriority upon the land and improvements asthey existed prior to the attaching of the mechanic's lien and to tlwmeehanic's lien priority upon the enhanced value caused by suehadditions, repairs or betterments. § 4796. Action to enforce. Fee for lien. Any person havinga lien by virtue of this chapter may bring an action to enforce thPsame in the distrid court in the county or judicial subdivision inwhich the property is situated, and any number of persons claimingliens against the same property may join in the same action and wlwnseparate actions are commenced the court may consolidate them.Whenever in the sale of the property subject to the lien there is a deficiency of the proceeds, judgment may be entered for the deficiencyin like manner and with like effect as in actions for the foreclosure ofmortgages. The court shall also allow as part of the costs the moneypaid for filing each lien and the sum of five dollars for drawing thesame. § 4797 . Requiring suit to be commenced. Assignment ofclaims. Upon the written demand of the owner, his agent or contractor, served on the person holding the lien, requiring him to commence suit to enforce such lien, such 1mit shall be commenced withinthirty days thereafter, if the debt for which the lien is security is dueand if not due, within thirty days after the same hecomes due or thelien shall be forfeited. All claims for which liens may be or havebeen filed and rights of action to recover therefor under this chaptermay be assigned by an instrument in writing and such assignmentshall vest in the assignee all rights and remedies herein given, subjectto all defenses that might have been interposed, if such assignmenthad not been made . § 4798.  Owner deftned. Every person for whose immediateuse and benefit any building, erection or improvement is made, havingthe C'apaeity to contract, including guardians of minors or other 1wrsons shall be included in the word "owner·• thereof. 
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§ 4799. When discharge may be required. Penalty.Whenever a lien has been claimed by filing the same in the dr!"k.!,<office and it is afterwards paid, or more than thirty days have elapsedafter the service of the demand mentioned in section 4797 withouttht• commencement of an action to enforce the lien, the holder thereofshall upon demand of any person entitled to have such lien dischargedaml upon payment of the expenses thereof dischru-ge the same, eithi>ron the proper book in such office or by an instrument acknowledgedor proved in the same manner as the satisfaction of a mortgage, andif he neglects to do so for ten days after such demand, he shall forfeitone hundred dollars to the person entitled to such discharge and beliable to any person injured to the extent of the injury. § 4800. Subcontractor defined. All persons furnishingthings or doing work provided for by this chapter shall be consideredsubcontractors, except such as have therefor contracts directly withthe owner, proprietor, his agent or trustee. § 4801. When taking collateral security does not impairright. The taking of collateral or other security for an indebtedness,for which a lien might be claimed under the provisions of this chapter, shall in no way impair the right to such lien, unless such security shaH be by express agreement given and reeeived in lieu of such lien . 

C H A PTER 7 8 .

BONDS FOR LABOR AND MATERIAL FOR PUBLICBUILDINGS. 
§ . 4802. Bonds from contractors on public improvements.Whenever any public officer shall, under the laws of this state, enterinto contract in any sum exceeding one hundred dollars, with anyp('rson for making any public improvements, or for eonstructiag anypu hlic building, or making repairs on the same, such officer shall takefrom the party c-0ntracted with a bond, conditioned to the effect thatE-nch contractor shall pay all indebtedness incurred for labor or ma.terial furnished in the c-0nstruction or repair of such public building orin making such public improvements. § 4803. How bond executed. 8uch bond shall run to thestate of North Dakota, shall be executed by two or more sureties andshall be for an amount at least equal to the price stated in the contract. It shall be approved by the clerk of the district court of thecounty in which such building is to be construeted or such publicimprovement is to be made and the sureties thereon shall qualify ina sum equal to double the amount specified in the bond. § 4804. Where bond filed . Recovery on. Such bond shallhe filed in the offiee of the clerk of the district. eourt of the eountyin which such public improvement is to be made or such publichuilcling is to he erected: and any person to whom there is due anyi,um for labor or material furnished, as stated in se0tion 4802, or hisassigns, may bring an action on the bond for the recovery of suchindebtedness; provided, that no action shall be brought on such bondunless commenced within one year from the c-0mpletion of suchpublic improvements, repairs or buildings. 
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MINER'S LIEN. 
§ 4806. Lien for work or material furnishe� Every mineror other person, who at the request of the owner, or }us agent, of any lode, lead, ledge, mine or deposit bearing gold, cinnabar or copper,or of any coal bank or mine, or at the request of any contractor orsubcontractor, shall perform any labor whatevn on such mine orfurnish any timber, rope, nails or any other materials for timberingshafts or levels for the mine owned by such owner. or who shallfurnish any kind of materials for erecting any windlass, whims orany other hoisting apparatus or machinery, or for any car track. car;.;.tunnels, drifts or openings thereon, or shall perform any lahor in anytunnel shall have a lien upon such lode, lead, ledge, mine, deposit .bank or tunnel to secure the payment of the same. § 4806. Attested account to owner. Amount of claimdeducted from payment to contractor. Any miner or otherperson doing and performing any work or furnishing any material asspecified in the last section, under a <'on tract either express or impliedbetween the owner of any mine or his agent, and any contractorworking on such mine, whether such work shall be J)f'rformed or materials furnished as miner, laborer or otherwise whose demand f, H"work so performed or materials so furnished has not been paid, may deliver to the owner of such mine or tunnel or to his agt>nt or supnintendent, an attested account of the amount in value of the workand labor thus performed or of the materials thus furnished andremaining unpaid, and ther�upon such owner or his agent shall retaiuout of the first subsequent payments to such contractor the amountso due for such work and labor or materials furnished for the be1it,fitof the person so performing or furnishing the same. § 4807. Duty of owner when account presented. Whenever any account for labor performed or materials furnished as specified in the last preceding section shall be placed in the harnls of t lwowner of any mine or tunnel or h is agent, it shall be tlw duty of suchowner or agent to fu_rnish such contractor with a copy of such paper:-.so that if there is any disagreement between such coutrador or hissubcontractor and the creditor of either, as the case may be, they mayhy amicable adjustment or by arbitration ascertain the sum dut> ifany ; and if such contractor or subcontractor shall not within ten daysafter the receipt of such papers give such owner or bis agent writtennotice that he intends to dispute the claim, or if tm days after gh·ingsuch notice he shall refuse or neglect to have the matter adjusted asaforesaid, he shall be considered as asS{'nting thereto : and such owneror his agent may pay the same when it becomes due and for thatpurpose may deduct the amount out of any moneys due such contractor, who may in like manner deduct such amount from any mmwysdue by him to his subcontractor in case such aooount or demand isagainst such subc-0ntractor for work and labor performed or materials.furnished as aforesaid. § 4808. Amount due contractors recovered from owner.The amount which may be due from any contractor to hi,; cr<'ditor 1 11 1ty be recovered from such owner hy the creditor of such contractor 
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iu an action at law to the extent in value of any balance due by the 
uwner to his contractor under the contract with him at the time of 
tlw notice first given as aforesaid, or subsequently according to such 
eontract or under the same. 

R 4808. Account to be made and filed with clerk. Any 
person entitled to a lien under this chapter shall make an account in 
writing of the items of labor, skill, machinery and material furnished, 
as the case may he, and after making oath thereto shall within sixty 
days from the time of completing such lab::ir or furnishing the last 
item of machinery, materials or other things. file the same in the 
office of the clerk of the district court of the county or subdivision in 
which the lode, lead, ledge, mine, deposit, bank or tunnel may be situ
ated, for or upon which labor, skill, machinery or material shall have 
been furnished: and also file at the same time a correct description of 
the property to be charged with such lien, which account and de
sC'ription so made and tiled shall be recorded in a separate book to be 
provided for that purpose by such clerk of court, and thereupon the 
same shall from the time of the completion of the work of furnishing 
the last item of machinery or material, and for one year thereafter, 
operate as a lien on the property charged in such description; when 
any work and labor has been performed or materials furnished as 
aforesaid under a written contract, the same or a copy thereof shall 
be filed with such account and description; provided, that all lien 
<'laims for labor performed or materials furnished shall be concurrent 
liens upon the property charged, and shall be paid pro rata out of the 
proceeds arising from the sale thereof, if the same shall be sold or 
upon settlement without sale. 

§ 4810. Foreclosure. Any person holding such lien may fore
dose the same in the same manner 88 a mechanic's lien; but in all 
act.ions instituted for the foreclosure of such lien, all persons claim
ing liens upon the property charg-ed shall be made parties to such 
action, and the rights of all parties shall be determined by the court, 
and such or<ler made in reg;uJ thereto as shall preserve and proteet 
the rights of all parties. 

§ 4811. Satisfaction must be granted when lien paid.
Any person who shall have filed his account and perfected his lien 
under the provisions of this chapter and shall have received satisfac
tion of his claim or demand and the legal cost of his proceeding's 
thereunder, shall upon the request of any person interested, and within 
six days after such request, enter satisfaction of his lien in the office 
where such account and lien is of record, which shall forever there
after discharge, defeat and release the same; and if any person holding 
a lien 88 aforesaid shall receive satisfaction as hereinbefore specified, 
or having been tendered the amount due on his claim or demand with 
legal costs, shall not within six days after receiving such satisfaction 
or tender of payment, enter satisfaction as aforesaid, he shall forfeit 
and pay to the persons aggrieved double the amount of d tmages which 
may have been sustained in consequence of such failure or neglect, if 
he shall have been requested in such case to enter satisfaction as 
aforesaid. 

§ 4812. Chapter applies to oil wells, etc. The provisions
of this chapter shall apply to oil wells, or springs, iron and lead 
mines, as well as all other mines not herein specified, so far as the 
samt> may be applicable. 
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CHAPTER 80. 

LIENS FOR KEEPING AXD PASTl'RING STOCK. 

11,m.c.ch·.1•. § 4813. Who may have. Any farmer, ranchman or herd& of 
cattle, tavern keeper or livery stable keeper, to whom any horses, 
mules, cattle or sheep shall be intrusted for the purpose of feeding, 
herding, pasturing or ranching shall have a lien upon said horses. 
mules, cattle or sheep for the amount that may be due for such feed
ing, herding, pasturing or ranching, and shall oo authorized to retain 
possession of such horses, mules, cattle or .sheep uut.il the said amount 
is paid; provided, that these provisions shall not be construed to 
apply to stolen stock. 

11s;a.cch·.1·. § 4814. Lien only against owner. The provisions of this 
chapter shall not be construed to give any farmer, rauchman or herder 
of cattle, tavern keeper or livery stable keeper any lien upon horses. 
mules, cattle or sheep put into their keeping for the purposes wen
tioned in the previous section, wht»n said property was not owned by 
the person intrusting the same at the time of ckli\'ering them into 
the possession of said farmer, ranchman, herder, tavern keept'r or 
livery stahle keeper. 

M 1. c. Iii. 1,�1. 
nm"d. 

§ 4810. Priority over other liens. Such lien shall have pri
ority over all other liens on such property for ten days after tht' 
receipt of the same and shall thereafter. have priority over all otlwr 
liens on sueh property, if the person to whom such property is 
intrusted as ih this chapter provided shall within such ten days: 

1. Serve upon the holder of an earlier lien upon such property, if
known and a resident of this state, written notice that sueh property 
has been intrusted to him for some one of the purposes mentimwd in 
section 4813, specifying which, and by whom; or, 

2. If the residence of the holder of any such lien is unknown or
he is not a resident of this state, publish for one week in some news
paper published in the county in which such property is being kept 
and if there is no such newspaper then in a newspaper published nt 
the seat of government, a notice of the kind proYicled for in subdi
vision 1 of this section. 

CHAPTER Sl. 

LIEX FOR SIRES. 

§ 4816. Filing statement of pedigree prerequisite. Ewry
owner of a sire charging a service fee, in order to haYe a lien for St-r
vice upon the offspring of any such sire under the provisions of th is 
clrnpter. shall file a statenwnt, verified by oath. to the hest of his 
knowlPdge and ht•lief with the commissioner of agriculture ancl lahor 
giving the name, agl·, description aucl pecligree, or breeding of su,·h 
sirt', so far as known, as well as tht' h-rms and conclitions upon which 
he is aclwrtisecl for SPrvic.e. 
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§ 481 7. Certificate of commissioner of agriculture. Filing
and posting. The <:ommissioner of agriculture and lahor upon 
r�·c-t•ipt of the statement specified in the last section, and also of a 
<'ertific-ate of registry of such sire in any society for the purpose of 
n·gistry of sires, duly verified by affidavit shall issul' a certificate to 
tlw owner thereof, a copy of which shall be filed in the office of the 
derk of the district court of the county or counties in which such 
sire shall stand for service and shall also be posted conspicuously in 
all places where such sire shall stand for service, which certificate 
shall state the name, age, description, pedigree and ownership of such 
sire. the terms and conditions upon whieh the sire is advertised for 
sen-ice and that the provisions of this chapter so far as relates to the 
filing of the statement aforesaid .have been complied with. 

§ 4818. Procedure to obtain lien. The owner of anf sire
rt•ceidng such certificate shall have a lien upon the offspring o such 
.sire and upon the female served, upon filing at any time within eight 
months after the service in the offiee of the register of deeds of the 
<'ounty in which such female was kept at the time of the service, a 
i-;tatement of the account thereof together with a description of 
the female served. Such lien shall exist for a period of three years 
from the filing of the statement and shall have priority over all other 
lieus and incumbrauces upon the offspring of the female served. 

§ 4819. Foreclosure .. After the expiration of nine months
from the filing of· the lien, or at any time after an attempt shall 
ht- ma(h• to dispose of the female or remove her from the county, the 
lit>n may be foreclosed by a sale of the property covered thereby, upon 
tlw noiice and in· the manner provided for the foreclosure of mort
_!.!ages upon personal property and the costs and fees for such fore
closure shall be the same as are provided in section 58$12 of tlw code 
of civil procedure. 

CHAPTER 82. 

8EED LIEN. 

§ 4820. Who may have. Any person who shall furnish to
another seed to be sown or planted upon lands owned, used, occupied 
or rented by him shall, upon filing the statement provided for in_ tlw 
next seetion, have a lien upon the crop produced from the seed so 
furnished to secure the payment of the purchase price thereof. 

§ 4821. Procedure to obtain lien. Any person entitled to n
lien under this chapter shall within thirty days after the seed is fur
nislwll file iu the office of the register of deeds of the county in which 
the senl is to be sown or planted a statement in writing, verified by 
oath, showing the kind and quantity of seed, its value, the name of the 
1x-1'80n to whom furnished and a description of the land upon whil"h 
1lw samt> is to be or has been planted or sown. Unless the person 
t'lltitled to the lien shall file such statement within the time aforesaid 
he shall be deemed to have waived his right thereto. 

§ 4822. Priority. 'fhe lien given- by this chapter, shall, as to
tlw crops covered thereby, have priority over all other liens and 
in('umhrances thereon except liens ginm by chapter 8:J. 
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CIVIL CODK Fa nn Laborer's Lfrn.  

CHAPT E R  8 8. 

THRESHING LIEN. 

§ 4823. Who may have. Any owner or lessee of a threshiu.�
machine who threshes grain for another therewith shall, upon filin!( 
the statement provided for iu the next seetion, have a lien upon sucli 
�rain for the value of his services in threshing the same from the date 
of the commencement of the threshing. 

§ 4824. Procedure to obtain lien. Any person entitled to a
lien under this chapter shall, within thirty days after the threshing
is completed, file in the office of the- register of deeds of the county 
in which the grain was grown a statement in writing, verified by oath. 
showing the amount and quantity of grain threshed, the price agree<l 
upon for threshing the same, the name of the person for whom tht> 
threshing was done and a description of the land upon which the 
grain was grown. Unless the person entitled to the lien shall file sueh 
statement within the time aforesaid he shall be deemed to have wain•d 
his right thereto. 

§ 4-826. Priority. Stwh lien shall have priority over all otllt'r
liens and incumhrances upon such grain. 

C H A P T E R  8 4 .  

FARM LA.BORER"S LIE'S. 

§ 4826. Who may have. Any pt>rson who performs serdcn,
for another in the capacity of farm laborer between the first day of 
April and the first day of December in any year, shall have a lien ou 
all crops of every kind grown, raised or harvested by the person for 
whom the services were performed during said time as security for 
the payment of any wages due or owing to such person for serdces 
so performed, and said lien shall have priority over all other lieus. 
chattel mortgages or incumbrances, exeepting, however, set•d grain 
and thresher's liens; provided, however, that the wages for which a 
lien may be obtained must be reasonable and not in excess of that 
which is usually charged for tht� same kind of work in the locality 
where the labor is performed ; provided, further, that in ease any suoh 
person without cause quits his employment before the expiration of 
the time for which he is employed, or if he shall be discharged for 
<·ause, then he shall not he entitled to a lien as herein provided.

§ 4827. How lien obtained. In order to acquire a lien a,
specified in section 4826 of this chapter, the person performing such 
serviees shall, within ten days after the i-ervices are fully perfornwd. 
tile in the offiC'e of the register of deeds of the county in which any of 
the real estate is situated, on whieh any crop is grown on which a 
lien is daimed, an affidavit and notice setting forth the terms of tht' 
Pmployment., the name of the employer, the -time when the serviee,
were <'ommenced and when ended, the wagf'\s agret>d upon if any. and 
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if not agreed upon then the reasonable value of the same, the terms 
of payment if any and a description of the real estate on which any 
c-rop is grown or has been grown or harvested on which a lien is 
claimed, the amount paid him if any and the amount remaining un
paid and that said laborer claims a lien for the same. 

§§ 4828-4835 

§ 4828. Duty of register. It shall be the duty of the register 11 3, c. ru, 1�0;. 

of deeds to file and enter said affidavit and notice in the manner 
required by law for filing and entering chattel mortgages, entering 
employers as mortgagors and laborers as mortgagees. and shall be 
entitled to a fee of ten cents for filing the same. 

§ 4829. Penalty for disposing of property covered by. If 11 •· c. ru. 1800.

the person for whom such services were performed fails to pay for the 
same when clue, or if he shall sell, conceal or dispose of the property 
l'Overed by said lien or any part thereof, then the owner of such lien 
shall have the right to take full and absolute possession of all the 
property covered by such lien and sell the same in the same manner 
and upon the notice provided by law for the foreclosure of chattel 
mortgages and the cost and fees for foreclosing shall be the same. 

C H A PT E R  8 5. 

OTHER LIENS. 

§ 4830. Vendor's lien on realty. One who sells real prop
erty has a special or vendor's lien thereon, independent of possession, 
for so much of the price as remains unpaid and unsecured otherwise 
than by the personal obligation of the buyer. 

§ 4831. When lien waived. When a buyer of real property
gives to the seller a written contract for payment of all or part of 
the price, an absolute transfer of such contract by the seller, waives 
his lien to the extent of the sum payable under the contract, but a 
transfer of such contract in trust to pay debts and return the sur
plus is not a waiver of the lien. 

§ 4832. Certain liens subject to creditor's rights. The
liens defined in sections 4830 and 48B4 shall be subject to the rights 
of subsequent creditors without notice, or purchasers or incum brancers 
in good faith and for value. 

§ 4833. Vendor's lien on. personalty. One who sells per
sonal property has a special lien thereon, dependent on possession for 
its price, if it is in his possession when the price becomes payable ; 
and may enforce his lien in like manner as if the property was 
pledged to him for the price. 

§ 4834. Purchaser's lien on realty. One who pays to the
owner any part of the price of real property, under an agreement for 
the sale thereof, has a special lien upon the property, independent of 
poesession, for such part of the amount paid as he may be entitled to 
recover back in case of a failure of consideration. 

§ 4836 . Lien for improvement, carriage, etc., of person
alty. Every person who, while lawfully in possession of an artichi 
of personal property, renders any service to the owner thereof by 
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labor or skill employed for the protection, improvement, safe-keeping 
or carriage thereof, has a special lien thereon, dependent on possession, 
for the compensation, if any, which is due to him from the owner for 
sueh service. 

§ 4836. Fac�r's lien. A factor has a general lien dependent
on possession for all that is due to him as such upon all articles of 
oommereial value that are intrusted to him by the same principal. 

� 4837. Banker's lien. A banker has a general lien dependent 
on" possession upon all property in his hands belonging to a customer 
for the balance dt�e to him from such customer in the course of the
business. '. · . 

§ 4838. Shipmaster's lien. The master of a ship has a
general lien independent of possession upon the ship and freight.age 
for advances necessarily made, or liabilities necessarily incurred by 
him for the benefit of tlie ship, but has no lien for his wages. 

§ 4839. Mate and seaman's lien for wages. The mate and
seamen of a ship have a general lien independent of possessiou 
upon the ship and freightage for their wages, which is superior to 
every other lien. 

§ 4840. Officer's lien in attachment or execution. An
officer who levies an attachment or execution upon personal property 
acquires a special lien dependent on possession upon such property, 
which authorizes him to hold it until the process is discharged or 
satisfied, or a judicial sale of thti property is had. 

§ 4841. Lien of hotel keepers, etc. Hotel. inn, boarding
house and lodging house keepers shall have a lien upon the baggage 
and other property of their guests. boarders or lodgers, brought into 
such hotel, inn, hoarding or lodging house by such guests, boarders 
or lodgers for the proper charges due from such guests, boarders or 
lodgers for their accomodation, board and lodging and room rent and 
such extras as are furnished at their request and the right to the 
possession of such baggage or other property until all such charge8 
are paid. 

§ 4842. Attorney's lien. An attorney has a lien for a general
balance of compensation in and for each case upon: 

1. Any papers belonging to his client which have come into his
hands in the course of his professional employment in the case for 
which the lien is claimed. 

2. Money in his hands belonging to his client in the case.
3. Money due his client in the hands of the adverse party, or attor-

11ey of such party, in an action or proceeding in which the attorney 
<·laiming the lien was employed from the time of giving notice in
writing to such adverse party or the attorney of such party, if the
money is in the possession or under the control of such attorney, w hich
uotic� shall state the amount claimed and in general terms for what
serviees.

4. After judgment in any court of record such notice may he giwn
and the lien made effective against the judgment debtor by entering 
the same in the judgment docket opposite the entry of the judgnwnt .  

§ 4843. Release by bond. Any person interested may releas,,
such lit�n by executing a bond in a sum don hie the amount claimed. 
or in such sum as may be fixed hy a judge, payable to the attorney 
with &-wurity to be approved by the clerk of the court, conditioned tn 
pay the amount finally due the attonwy for his services, which amount 
may be a8<'.1.-rtaim•d hy suit on the hond. Sneh lie11 will be relt'Rsed 
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unless -the attorney within ten days after demand therefor, furnishes 
any party interested a full and complete bill of particulars of the ser
vices and amount claimed for each item or written eontract with the 
party for whom the services were rendered. 

§ 4844. Lien for repairs of personalty. A person who
makes, alters or repairs any article of personal property, at the request 
of the owner or legal possessor of the property, has a lien on the same 
for his reasonable charges for work done and materials furnished, and 
may retain possession of the same until the charges are paid. 

C H A PT E R S 6. 

FILING AND FORECLOSING LIENS ON PERSONAL 
PROPERTY. 

§ 4846. How liens foreclosed. Upon default being made in
the payment of a debt secured by a lien upon personal property such 
lien may be foreclosed upon the notice and in the manner provided 
for the foreclosure of mortgages upon personal property and the holder 
of such lien shall be entitled to the possession of the property covered 
thereby for the purpose of foreclosing the same. The costs and fees 
for such foreclosure shall be the same as are provided in section 5892 
of the code of civil procedure. No report of such foreclosure need 
be made or filed. Such liens may also be foreclosed by action as 
provided in chapter 28 of the code of civil procedure. 

§ 4846. Duty of register of deeds as to liens filed. It shall
be the duty of the register of deeds to file and index any statement 
or lien upon personal property, required by law to be filed in his 
offic-0, the same as a mortgage upon personal property, the person 
filing the lien being treated as mortgagee and the person against 
whom the lien is filed as mortgagor. 

C H A PT E R  8 7 .

STOPPAGE IN TRANSIT. 

§§ 4844-4849 

§ 1814. CMI ('. 
am'd.

· § 4847 . When authorized. A seller or consignor of prop- § 1815, c1v11 c.

erty, whose claim for its price or proceeds has not been extinguished,
may, upon the insolvency of the buyer or consignee becoming known
to him af_ter parting with the property, stop it while on its transit to
the buyer or consignee, and resume possession thereof.

§ .4848. Insolvency defined. A person is insolvent, within § m6, c Ml c.
the meaning of the last section, when he ceases to pay his debts in 
the manner usual with persons of his business, or when he declares 
his inability or unwillingness to do so. 

§ 4849 . When transit ends. The transit of property is at an § 1s11, c1v11 c.
end when it comes into the possession of the consignee, or into that 
of his agent, unless such agent is employed merely to forward the 
property to the consignee. 
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II l�l�. Civil C. 
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J 
4860. How effected. Stoppage in transit can be t\tft•cted

o y by notice to the carrier or depositary of the property, or by tak
ing actual possession thereof. 

§ 4861. Not rescission of sale. Stoppage in transit does not
of itself rescind a sale. but is a means of enforcing the lien of the
seller . 

· 

C H A P T E R  S8 . 

NEGOTIABLE INSTRFl\IENTS IN GE�ERAL. 

ARTICLE 1.  - GENERAL DEFINITIONS. 

§ 4862. What chapters apply to this article. The pro
visions of. chapters 88 to 92 inclusive of this code apply only to 
negotiable instruments as defined in this article. 

§ 4863. Negotiable instrument defined. A negotiable
instrument is a written promise or request for the payment of a cer
tain sum of money to order or bearer, in conformity to the provisions 
of this article. 

§ 4864.  Payable in money. Must be certain. A nC'gotiablt>
instrumC'nt must he made payable in monl'y only, and without any 
condition not certain of fulfillment. 

§ 4866. Payee must be ascertainable. The pl'rson to whose
order a negotiable instrument. is made payable must be ascertainabh, 
at the time the instrument is made. 

§ 4866. Option to pay money or perform other act. A
negotiable instrument may give to the payee an option between the 
payment of the sum specified therein and the performance of anotlwr 
act ; hut as to the latter the instrument is not within the proYisiuns 
of chapters 88 to H2 of this code. 

§ 4867. With or without date, etc. A negotiable instrument
may be with or without date, aud with or without designation of tl te 
time or place of payment. 

§ 4868. May contain what contracts. A negotiable instm
ment may contain a pledge of collateral security, with authority to
dispose thereof, or an agreement to pay the current rate of exchange 
on a place other than the place of paynwnt. 

§ 4869. May not contain what. A negotiable instrument
must not contain any other contract than such as is specified in this 
article. 

§ 4860. Any date may be inserted. Any date may be inserted
by the mak<'r of a negotiable instrument, whether past, presl'nt or 
f uture, and the instrument is not invalidah•d by his death or inca
pacity at the time of the nominal date . 

§ 4861. Negotiable instruments classifled. There are six
classt'S of negotitthle instruments, namely : 
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1 .  Bills of exchange. 
2. Promissory notes.
3. Bank notes.
-!.  _ Checks.
5. Bonds.
13. Certificates of deposit.

CIYIL CODE. 

ARTICLE 2. - INTERPRETATION OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS. 

s!j 4862-t874 

§ 4862. When payable . A negotiable instrument which does !I t5JO. CM! c.
not specify the time of payment is payable immediately . 

§ 4863. Where payable. A negotiable instrument which does § 1sn.  Ch u c.
not specify a place of payment, is payable at the residence or place 
of business of the maker, or wherever he may be found. 

§ 4864. To whom payable. An instrument otherwise nego- 11 1�. n,11 c.
t iable in . form, payable to a person named, but adding the words "or 
10 his order," or "or to bearer," or words equivalent thereto, is in the 
former case payable to the written order of such person and in the latter 
<-ase payable to the bearer. 

§$ 4866. Effect of payee being maker or fictitious. A nego- § 1 .•:J:I, n,·11 c.
t iable instrument, made payable to the order of the maker, or 
• ,f a 6ctitous person, if issued by the maker for a valid consideration .
without indorsement has the same effect against him and all other
1wrsons having notice of the facts, as if payable to the bearer.

§ 4866. Payable to bearer if payee fictitious. A negotiable § 1s:it. n,1 1 c.
instrument, made payable to the order of a person obviously fiditious 
is payable to the bearer. 

§ 4867. Signature presumed to be for consideration. The 11 1,i;.  ci, i : L 

.8ignature of every drawer, acceptor and in<lorser of a negotiable 
instrument is presumed to have been made for a valuable considera-
tion, before the maturity of the instrument and in the ordinary 
course of business. 

ARTICLE 3. - lNDOR!:<EMENT. 

§ 4868. Indorser defined. One who writes his name upon a 11 1 -:i,;. ci,-il c.
1wgotiable instrument, otherwise than as a maker or acceptor, and 
�lelivers it with his name thereon to another person, is called an 
indorser, and his act is called indorsement. 

� 4869. Obligation from agreement to indorse. One who 11 1.,:1, . c 1v11 I'. 

ngrees to indorse a negotiable instrument, is bound to write his 
signature upon the back of the instrument if  there is sufficient space 
thereon for that purpose. 

§ 4870. On annexed paper. ·when there is not room for a 11 1,:I.". ci,·1 1  c.
signature upon the back of a negotiable instrument, a signature 
equivalent to an indorsement thereof may be made upon a paper 
annexed thereto. 

§ 487 1 .  Classified. A n  indorsement. may be general or spedal. 11 1;;:19, Ch·H c.
� 4872. General. A general indorsement is one by which no II No, Ch-It t .

indorsee is named. 
� 4873, . Special. A special indorsement specifies the indorsee .  11 1s11, Civil c. 
§ 4874. When general changed to special. A negotiable II tM�. ci,• 1 1  c.

instrument bearing a general indorsement cannot be afterwards spe-
<>ially indorsed ; but any lawful holder may turn a general indorsement 
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into a special one by writing above it a direction for payment to a 
particular person. 

§ 4876. Special may destroy negotiability. A special iu
dorsement may, by express words for that purpose, but not other
wise, be so made as to render the instrument not negotiable. 

§ 4876. Warranties implied. Every indorser of a negotiable
instrument warrants to every subsequent holder thereof who is not 
liable thereon to him : 

1. That it is in all respects what it purports to be.
2. That he has a good title to it.
3. That the signatures of all prior parties are binding upon them .
4. That if the instrument is dishonored, the indorser will upon

notice thereof duly given to him, or without notice, when it is excused 
hy law, pay the same in full with interest, unless exonerated under 
the provisions of sections 4926, 4963 or 4905. 

§ 4877. Liability of indorser before delivery. One who
indorses a negotiable instrument before it is delivered to the payee 
is li11hh• to the payee thereon as an indorser. 

� 4878. "Without recourse." An indorser may quali(y his 
indorspnwnt with the words "without recourse, '' or equivalent words : 
and upon such indorscment he is responsible only to the same extent 
as in the case of a transfer without indorsement. 

� 4879. Effect of. Except as otherwise prescribed by the last 
section an indorsement without rec,ourse has the same effect as auy 
other in<lorsement. 

§ 4880. Liability of prior indorser. An in<lorsee of a nego
tiable instrument has the same rights against every prior party thereto 
that he would have had if the contract had been made directly 
between them in the first instance. 

§ 4881. lndorser has rights of guarantor. An indorser
has all the rights of a guarantor as defined by the chapter on guaranty 
in general and is exonerated from liability in like manner. 

§ 4882. Accomodation indorser has rights of surety.
One who indorses a negotiable instrument at the request and for the 
accomodation of another party to the instrument has all the rights of 
a surety as defined by the chapter on suretyship and is exonerated in 
like manner in respect to every one having notice of the facts, except 
that he is not entitled to contribution from subsequent indorsers. 

§ 4883. Want of consideration does not affect indorsee in
good faith. The want of consideration for the undertaking of a 
maker, acceptor or indorser of a negotiable instrument does not. exon
erate him from liability thereon to an indorsee in good faith for a 
consideration. 

§ 4884. Indorsee in due course defined. An indorsee in
due course is one who in good faith in the ordinary course of business 
and for value before its apparent maturity or presumptive dishonor 
and without knowledge of its actual dishonor acquires a negotiable 
instrument duly indorsed to him, or indorsed gennally, or payable to 
the bearer, or one other than the payee, who acquires such an instru
ment of such an indorsee thereof. 

§ 4886. Such indorsee acquires absolute title. An indorset•
of a negotiable instrument in dm., course acquires an absolute titl"'  
thereto, so  that i t  is valid in his hands, notwithstanding any provision 
of law making it generlllly void or voidable, and notwithstanding any 
defect in the title of the person from whom he acquired it . 
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§ 4886. Liability on instrument wholly or partly blank. � 1�1. c1'"11 c.

One who makes himself a party to an instrument. intended to be 
negotiable, but which is left wholly or partly in blank for the purpose 
of filling afterwards, is liable upon the instrument to an indorsee 
thereof in due course in whatever manner and at whatever time it may 
be filled so long as it remains negotiable in form. 

ARTICLE 4. - PRESENTMENT FOR PAYMENT.  

§ 4887 . Demand unnecessary. What equivalent to offer.
It is not necessary to make a demand of payment upon the principal 
debtor in a negotiable instrument in order to charge him; but if the 
instrument is by its terms payable at a specified place, and he is able 
and willing to pay it there at maturity, such ability and willingness 
are equivalent to an offer of payment upon his part. 

§ 4888. How presentment made. Presentment of a negoti
abfe instrument for payment when necessary must b� made as follows 
as nearly as by reasonable diligence it is practicable : 

1 . .The instrument must be presented by the holder.
2. The instrument must be presented to the principal debtor, if

he can be found at the place where presentment should be made ·and 
if not, then it must be presented to some other person having charge 
thereof or employed therein, if one can be found there. 

�- An instrument which specifies a place for its payment must be 
· prt-sented there ; and if the place specified includes more than one
house, then at the place of residence or business of the principal
debtor, if it can be found therein.

-!. An instrument which does not specify a place for its payment
must be presented at the place of residence or business of the prin
dpal debtor, or wherever he may be found, at the option of the pre
sent.or; and,

,) . The instrument must be presented upon the day of its matu.
rity, or if it is payable on demand it may be presented on any day.
It must be presented within reasonable hours ; and if it is payable at
a banking house, within the usual banking hours of the vicinity, but
by the consent of the person to whom it should be presented it may
be presented at any hour of the day.

6. If the principal debtor has no place of business or if his plaee
of business or residence cannot with reasonable diligence be as<',er.
fained, presentment for payment is excused.

§ 4889. Apparent maturity. The apparent maturity of a
negotiable instrument, payable at a particular time, is the day on
which by its terms it becomes due ; or when that is a holiday, the next
business day.

§ 4890. When dishonor presumed. A bill of exchange, pay.
able at a certain time after sight, which is not accepted within ten
days after its date in addition to the time which would suffice with
ordinary diligence to forward it for acceptance, is presumed to have
been dishonored.

§ 4891. Apparent maturity ofblll ofexchange. The appar
ent maturity of a bill of exehange, payable at sight or on demand, is:

1. If it bears interest, one year after its date ; or,
2. If it does not bear interest, ten days after its date in addition to

the time which would suffice with ordinary diligence to forward it for
acceptance.
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§ 4892. Of promissory note. The apparent maturity of a
promissory note, payable at sight or on demand, is : 

1. If it bears interest, one year after its date; or,
2. If it does not bear interest, six months after its date.
§ 4893. When time added. When a promissory note is pay

able at a certain time after sight or demand such time is to be added 
to the periods mentioned in the last section. 

§ 4894. Conditions, concurrent to payment. A party to a
negotiable instrument may require as a condition concurrent to its 
payment by him : 

1. That the instrument be surrendered to him, unless it is lost or
destroyed or the holder has other claims upon it ; or, 

2. If the holder has a right to retain the instrument and does retain
it, then that a receipt for the amount paid, or an exoneration of the 
party paying, be written thereon ; or, 

3. If the instrument is lost or destroyed, then that the holder give
to him a bond executed by himself and two sufficient sureties to 
indemnify him against any lawful claim thereun. 

ARTICLE 5. - DISHONOR OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS . •  

§ 4896. Deflned. A negotiable instrument i s  dishonored when
it is either not paid or not accepted, according to •its tenor, on pre
sentment for the purpose, or without presentment when that is excused. 

§ 4896. How notice of given. Notice of the dishonor of a
negotiable instntment may be given : 

1. By a holder thereof ; or,
2. By any party to the instrument who might be compelled to pay

it to the holder and who would upon taking it up have a right to 
reimbursement from the party to whom the notice is given. 

§ 4897. Form of notice. A notice of dishonor may be given
in any form which describes the instrument with reasonable certainty 
and substantially informs the party receiving it that the instrument 
has been dishonored. 

§ 4898. How notice served. A notice of dishonor may he
given : 

1. By delivering it to the party to be charged personally at any
place; or, 

2. By delivering it to some person of discretion at the place of
residence or business of such party, apparently acting for him; or, 

3. By properly folding the notice, directing it to the party to he
charged at his place of residence according to the best information 
that the person giving the notice can obtain, depositing it in thi> 
post office most conveniently accessible from the place where the pre
sentment was made and paying the postage thereon. 

§ 4899. How notice served after death. In case of the
de�th of a party to whom notice of dishonor should otherwise be 
given, the notice must be given to one of his personal representatives : 
or if there arc none, then to any member of his family who resided 
with him at his death : or if there is none, then it must be mailed to 
his last place of residence as prescribed by subdivision 3 of the last 
section. 

� 4900. When service after death valid. A notice of dis
honor sent to a party after his death, but in ignoranct> thereof and in 
good faith, is valid. 
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§ 4901 .  When given, if not by mail. Notice of dishonor § 1869. C'h'lt c .
when given by the holder of an instrument, or his agent, otherwise 
than by mail, must be given on the day of dishonor, or on the next 
business day thereafter. 

� 4902. Requisites of giving by mail. When notice of dis- § 187o. CMt <·. 
honor is given by mail, it must be deposited in the post office in time 
for the first mail which closes after noon of the first business day suc-
ceeding the dishonor and which leaves the place where the instru-
ment was dishonored for the place to which the notice should be sent. 

§ 4903 . Notice by agent. When the holder of a negotiable § 11111 . c1v11 c.
instrument at the time of its dishonor is a mere agent for the ownei·, 
it is suflicient for him to give notice to his principal in the same 
manner as to an indorser and his principal may give notice to any 
other party to be charged, as if he was himself an indorser. And if 
an agent of the owner employs a subagent, it is sufficient for each 
successive agent or subagent to give notice in like manner to his own 
principal. 

§ 4904 . Time for giving notice to prior parties. Every § 1s12. c1,·11 c.
party to a negotiable instrument receiving notice of its dishonor has 
the like time thereafter to give similar notice to prior parties as the 
original holder had after its dishonor. But this additional time is 
available only to the particular party entitled thereto. 

§ 4906. Notice benefits all parties. A notice of the dishonor § 1873, ch·i l c.
of a negotiable instrument, if valid in favor of the party giving it, 
inures to the benefit of all other parties thereto, whose right to give 
the like notice has not then been lost. 

ARTICL E o. - EXCUSF. OF PRESENTMENT AND NOTICE. 

§ 4906. What excuses notice of dishonor. Notice of dis- § 11-u, Ch i l ( ' .
honor is excused : 

1. When the party by whom it should be given cannot with reason
able diligence ascertain either the place of residence or business of 
the party to be charged : or, 

2. When there is no post. office communication between the town
of the party by whom the notice should be given and the town in 
which t he place of residence or business of the party to be charged is 
situated : or, 

3. When the party to be charged is the same person who dishonors
the instrument; or, 

4. When the notice is waived by the party entitled thereto.
§ 4907. What excuses presentment and notice. Present- § 1875, ch"lt c.

ment and notice are excused as to any party to a negotiable instrument 
who informs the holder within ten days before its maturity, that it 
will be dishonored. 

§ 4908. Security excuses. If before or after the maturity of § 1R10, CMt c.
an instrument an indorser has received full security for the amount 
thereof. or the maker has assigned all his estate to him as such 
security, presentment and notice to him are excused. 

§ 4909. Delay excused by what was unavoidable. Delay § 1sn, c1"11 c.
in presentment or in giving notice of dishonor is excused when caused 
by circumstances which the party delaying could not have avoided by 
the exercise of reasonable care and diligence. 
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§ 1�;�. ch"11 . - .  § 4910. Waivi)lg presentment waives notice. A waiver of
presentment waives notice of dishonor also, unless the contrary is 
expressly stipulated : but a waiver of notice does not waive present
ment. 

§ 1�i!I. nvll c. § 4911. Waiving protest waives presentment and notice.

§ l�O. Ch"il (" . 

§ l�M. Civil C.

§ 1 ,��. l'lvil C.

� M4. Ci\"11 C. 

· § I�. l' lvll C.

§ N�. Civil C.

A waiver of protest on any negotiable instrument, other than a for
eign bill of exchange waives presentment and notice.

AR'l'ICLE 7. - EXTINCTIOS OF NEGOTIABLE lNSTRl'MENTS. 

§ 4912. How obligation extinguished. The obligation of a
party to a negotiable instrument is extinguished: 

1. In like manner with that of parties to contracts in general; or,
2. By payment of the amount due upon the instrument at or after

its maturity in good faith and in the ordinary course of business to 
any person having actual possession thereof and appearing by its 
terms to be entitled to payment. 

§ 4913. How obligation revived. If after its extinction a
negotiable instrument comes into the possession of an indorsee in 
due course, the obligation thereof revives in his favor. 

C H A P T E R  8 9 .  

BILLS OF EXCHANGE. 

ARTICLE 1. - Fo�l\l AND INTERPRETATION OF A BILL. 

§ 4914. Defined. A bill of exchange is an instrument, 1wgoti
abfe in form, by which one, who is called the drawer, requests anotht"r 
calleq tlw drawee to pay a specified sum of money. 

§ 4910. Additional drawee. A bill of exchange may give the
name of any person in addition to the drawee to be resorh•d to in case 
of need. 

§ 4916. Drawn in parts. A bill of exchange may be drawn in
any number of parts, each part stating the existence of the others 
and all forming one set. 

§ 4917. Bound to execute in three parts. An agreement to
draw a bill of exchange binds the drawer to execute it in three parts, 
if the other party to the agreement desires it . .  

§ 4918. Presentment, etc., of one sufficient. Presentment ,
ac�eptance or payment of a single part in a set of a bill of exchange 
is suffieient for the whole. 

§ 4919. Where payable. A bill of exchange is payable:
1. At the plaee where by its terms it is made payable; or,
2 . If it specifies no place of payment, then at the place to which

it is addressed; or, 
3. If it is not addressed to any place, then at the place of resi

denec or businc-ss of the drawee, or wherever he may be found. If 
the drawee has no pince of busint>ss, or if his place of business or 
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resi<lence cannot with reasonable diligence be ascertained, present
ment for payment is excused and the bill may be protested for non-

§§ 4920-!l9'l8 

payment. 
§ 4920. Drawer's rights. The rights an<l obligations of the § 1888. c1Y11 c.

drawer of a bill of exchange are the same as those of the first indorser 
of any other negotiable instrument . 

ARTICLE 2. - DAYA OF (¾RACE. 

§ 492 1 .  No days of grace. Days of gra1·e are not allowed.

ARTICLE 3. - P.RESENTMENT FOR ACCEPTANCE. 

§ 1�811. ('i\'II C.
am 'd. 

§ 4922. When presented. Refusal dishonors bill. At § 1�00. cM1 c.
any time before a bill of exchange is payable the holder may present 
it to the drawee for aeeeptance and if the acceptance is refused the 
hill is dishonored. 

� 4923. How made. Presentment for accl'ptance must be made !I 1�11 1 .  c1�11 c. 
i n '  the following manner as nearly as hy reasonable di ligence it is 
practicable : 

1 .  · The bill must be presented by the holder or his agent. 
2 . It must be presented on a business day and within reasonable

hours. 
3. It must he presented to the drawee, or, if he is absent from his

place of residence or business, to some perAOn having 0harge thereof 
or employed therein ; and, 

J. The drawee on such presentment may postpone his acceptance
or refusal until the next day. If the drawee has no pla0e of business, 
or if his place of business or residence cannot with reasonable dili
genc-e be ascertained, presentment for acceptance is excused and the 
bill may he protested for nonacceptance .  

§ 4924. Excused as to others if refused by one. Present- § 1�9'2. cM1 c.
m�nt for acc-Pptance tu om• of several joint drawPes and refusal by 
him dispenSP!' with presentment to the others. 

§ 4926. Not dishonored without presentment to drawee 11 1 ,m. Cl\il c.
in need. A bill of exchange which specifies a drawee in case of need 
must be presented to him for acceptance or payment as the 0ase may 
he, before it can be treated as dishonored. 

§ 4926. Of bill payable specitled time after sight. When § 1 ,91. Civil  c.
a hill of exchange is payable at a specified time after sight, the drawer 
and indorsers are exonerated if it  is not presented for acceptance 
i· i thin ten days after the time which would suffice with ordinary dili-
gence to forward it for acceptance, unless presentment is excused . 

ARTICLE 4. - ACCEPTANCE .  

§ 4927. Must be in writing. An acceptance of  a bill must he � 1�9:-.. c M 1  c .
made in writing by the drawee or by an acceptor for honor ; and may 
be made by the acceptor writing his name across the fa-ie of the bill 
with or·without other words. 

§ 4928. Kay be treated as dishonored if acceptance qual- § 1soo. nv11 c.
itled. The holder of a bill of exchange, if entitled to an acceptance 
thereof, may treat the bill as dishonered, if the drawee refuses to write 
aeross its face an unqualified acreptance . 
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� 1,,9;, ('h"il c. § 4929. What sufficient acceptance. The holder of a bill 
of exchange may without prejudice to his righta against prior parties, 
recdve and treat as a sufficient acceptance: 

1. An acceptance written upon any part of the bill, or upon a sep
arate paper. 

2. An acceptance qualified so far !,mly as to make the hill payabll'
at a particular place within the city or town in which, if the ac('ept-
ance was unqualified, it would be payable. 

Zl . A refusal by the drawee to return the bill to the holder after 
presentment : in which case the hill is payable immediately wit.bout 
regard to its terms. 

g 1�10.. < ' in1 < ·• § 4930. When acceptance upon separate instrument bind-
ing. The acceptance of a bill of exchange by a separate instrument
binds the acceptor to one, who upon the faith thereof has the bill for 
value or other good consideration. 

11 1�w. ch'l1 < •• § 4931. When unconditional promise to accept suffl.cien t .
An unconditional promise in writing to aceept a bill of exchange is 11 

sufficient aeceptance thereof, in favor of every person who upon the
faith thereof has taken the bill for value or other good consideration .

� 110.1. Cl\'1 1  c. § 4932. When acceptance may be canceled The acceptor
of a hill of exchange may eancel his acceptance at. any time befon,
delivering thl' bill to the holder and before the holder has with tlw
consent of the acceptor transferred his title tu another person who
has given valm• for it upon the faith of such acceptance .

� 1!l!11 .  cM1 c. § 4933. What acceptance admits. The acceptance of a bill
of exchange admits the signature of the drawer, but does not admit 
the signature of any indorser to he genuine. 

ARTICLE 5. - ACCEPTAXCE on PAnlENT FOR HoNOR. 

11 19lrl. c1,· 1 1  c. § 4934. When. On the dishonor of a bill of exchange by tlw 
drawee, and, in case of a foreign bill after it has been duly protested. 
it may be accepted or paid by any person for the honor of any party 
thereto. 

11 t(l(r1. cl\'11 c. § 4936. Holder is bound to accept payment but not ac-
ceptance. The holder of a bill of exchange is not bound to allow it 
to be accepted for honor, but is bound to accept payment for honor. 

11 t91U. ch'11 <· . § 4936. How ma.de. Reimbursement. An acceptor or payer 
for honor must write a memorandum upon the bill, stating therein 
fur whose honor he accepts or pays and must give notice to su0h 
rarties with reasonable diligence of the fact of such acceptance or 
1:ayment. Having done so he is entitled to reimbursement from sueh 
parties and from all parties prior to them. 

11 1!<11;'1, cM1 c. § 4937. Presentment and notice of dishonor of bill so
accepted. A bill of exchange which has been accepted for honor
must be presented at its maturity to the drawee for payment and
notice of its dishonor by him must be given to the acceptor for honor
in like manner as to an indor&'r; after which the acceptor for honor
must pay the bill.

� 110;, cM1 ( ' .  § 4938. Acceptance does not excuse notice. The ac(·ept -
ance of a bill of exchange for honor doeR not excuse the holder fro111 
l,.{h-ing notfre of its dishonor by the drawee .
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ARTICLE 6.  - PRESENT�ENT FOR PAYMENT. 

§ 4939. At place specified by bill. If a bill of exchange is
by its terms payable at a particular place and is not accepted on pre
sentment, it must be presented at the same place for payment wh<'n 
presentment for payment is necessary. 

§ 4940. At place fixed by acceptance. A bill of exchange,
nccepted payable at a particular place, must be presented at that 
pla{'e for payment when presentment for payment is necessary and 
need not be presented elsewhere . 

§ 4941 .  Of bill payable at sight. If a bill of exchange pay
able at sight or on demand without interest is not duly presented for 
payment within ten days after the time in which it could with reason
able diligence be transmitted to the proper place for such present 
ment, the drawer and indorsers are exonerated, unless such present
ment is excused. 

§ 4942. Mere delay does not exonerate. l\lere delay in
presenting a bill of exchange payable with interest at sight or on 
demand does not exonerate any party thereto. 

ARTICLE 7 . - EXCUSE OF PRESENTMENT AND NOTICE. 

§ii 4939--4949 

� 1!'07. C h'il l'. 

§ 1\1.l�. l'h'il l' .

§ 11'0!I, Ch'll C-, 

§ 11110. ("l\"ll C.

§ 4943. Incapacity to accept. The presentment of a bill of g w1 1 .  c ·1,·11 c.
exchange for acceptance is excused if the drawee has not capacity to 
nl'<'ept it. 
· § 4944. Delay from uncontrollable cause. Delay in the t H112. cM1 c.

presentment of a bill of exchange for acceptance is excused when
1·aused by circumstances over whi<'h the holder has no control.

§ 4946. By drf!,wee's forbidding acceptance and payment. 1 191a. cM1 c.
Presentment of a bill of exchange for acceptance or payment and 
notice of its dishonor are excused as to the drawer if he forbids the 
drawee to accept or the acceptor to pay the bill ; or if at the time of 
drawing he had no reason to believe that the drawee would aceept or 
pay the same. 

ARTICLE 8.  - FOREIGN BILLS. 

§ 4946. Inland bill deftned. An inland bill of exchange is I t9U. c1"11 <· .
one drawn and payable within this state . All others are foreign. 

§ 4947. Notice of dishonor only by protest. Notice of the I rnrn. Chil c.
dishonor of a foreign hill of exchange can be given only by notice of 
its protest. 

§ 4948. Protest made by whom . Protest must be made by 1 1916. n'"11 c.
R notary public if with reasonable diligence one can be obtained ; and 
if not, then by any reputable person in the presence of two witnesses. 

§ 4949. Form of protest. Protest m ust be made by an instru- 11 1111;. ch'11 c.
ment in writing, giving a literal copy of the bill of exchange with all 
that is written thereon, or annexing the original ; stating the present-
ment and the manner in which it was made, the presence or absence 
of the drawee or acceptor. as the case may be, the refusal to accept or 
to pay, or the inability of the drawee to give a binding acceptance ; 
and in case of refusal, the reason assigned, if any ; and finally protest -
ing against all the parties to he charged. 
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§ 4960. Where protest made. A. protest for nonat:ceptanct•
must be made in the city or town in which the bill is presented fur 
aceeptance and a protest for nonpayment, in the city or town in which 
it is presented for payment. 

§ 4961. When protest must be noted. A prott'st must be
noted on the day of the presentment or on the next business day, but  
i t  may be  written out at any time thereafter. 

§ 4962. Protest by what excused. The want of protest of a
foreign bill of exchange or delay in making the same is excused in 
like cases with the want or delay of presentment. 

§ 4963. Notice of, how given. Xotice of prutl:'st must ht· 
given in the same manner as notice of dishonor, except that it may lw 
given by the notary who makes the protest. 

§ 4964. When notice of dishonor same as inland bill.
If a foreign bill of exchange on its face waives protest, notice of di s
honor may be given to any · party thereto in like manner as uf 1rn 
inland bill, except that if any indorser of stwh a bill exprt•ssly 
requires protest to be made by a direction written on the bill at ur 
Jx,fore his indorsemtmt, protest must he made and notiee thereoi 
given to him and to all subsequent in<lorsers. 

§ 4966. Requisites to reimbursement on payment for
dishonor. One who pays a foreil,!n bill of exchange for honor must 
1leclare before payment in the pres<'nce of a person authorized to mak1 • 
protest for whose honor he pays the same in order to Pntitle him to 
reimbursement. 

§ 4966. To whom and when damages allowed. Damag-1's
are allowed as hereinafter prescribed as a full compensation fur inkr
t'st accrued before notic� of dishonor, re-exchange, expt•nSt'S and all 
other damages in favor of holders for value only upon bil ls of exchnng-1' 
drawn or negotiated within this state and protested for nuuaect>ptance 
or nonpayment. 

§ 4967.  Rates of damages. Damages are al lowPd under ti l l •
last S<'dion upon bills drawn upon any person: 

1. If drawn upon any person in this state, two dollars upuu ('lll ' h 
one hundred dollars of thr principal sum specified in t he bill. 

2. If drawn upon any person out of this state, but in the states uf
Xebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Illiuois, ::\f j,__ 
i-ouri and Montana, three dollars upon each one hundred dollars uf 
the principal sum specified in the bill. 

3. If drawn upon any person in any of tht> l�nited Statt,s or fl:'rri
tories othn than those above named, five dollars upon eal'h oJw 
hundred dollars of tlw principal sum specified in thl' hill. 

4. If drawn upon any person in any place in u fun,igu eo11 1 1 try,
ten dollars upon eaeh one hundred dollars of the principal sum speci
fied in the bill. 

And from the time of notiee of dishonor and demaud of l-'nymeut 
lawful interest must be allowed upon the aggregate amount uf tlw 
principal sum specified in the bill and the damages mentionnl as 
above. 

§ 4968. How damages estimated in United States' money;
in' foreign money. If the amount of a prot(•sted bill of exchangl' 
i1- exprl'ssed in money of the l7nited States, damagt>S art' esti ma !t>d 
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Check8. CIVIL CODE. 

upon such amount without regard to the rate of exchange. If the 
amount of a protested bill of exchange is expressed in foreign money, 
damages are estimated upon the value of a similar bill at the time of 
protest in the place nearest to the place where the bill was negotiated 
and where sueh bills are currently sold. 

C H A PTE R 9 0. 

PROllIStiORY NOTES. 

§§ 4959-496l> 

� 4969. Defined. A promissory note is an instrument nego- !I 19'.ll!, c1v11 c. 
tiable in form whereby the signer promises to pay a specified sum of 
money. 

§ 4960. When bill of exchange deemed note. An instru- !I t9'.!9. nv11 c.
ment in the form of a bill of exchange, but drawn upon and accepted 
by the drawer himself, is to be deemed a promissory note. 

§ 4961. Bill accepted by other than drawee becomes � 11m. ch'l1 c 

note. A bill of exchange, if accepted with the consent of the owner 
by a person other then the drawee or an acceptor for honor, becomes 
in effect the promissory note of such person and all prior parties 
thereto are exonerated. 

� 4962. Other laws applicable. Chapter 8S and sections tl tll:ll, civil c. 
4921 and 4�42 of this code apply to promissory notes. 

§ 4963. When indorsers exonerated 9n sight or demand � tll:�. c1v11 c.

note. If a promissory note, pRyable on demand or at sight without 
interest, is not duly presented for payment within six months from 
its date, the indorsns thereof are exonerated unless such presentment 
is excused. 

C H A PTE R 9 1 . 

CHECK�. 

§ 4964. Deflned. A check is a bill of exchange drawn upon a !I w:ia. nv1 1 c .
bank or banker, or a person described as such upon the face thereof, 
and payable on demand without interest. 

§ 4966. Subject to provisions on bills. Exceptions. A II rn.11. Civ i l  c.
\.'.heck is subject to all the provisions of this code concerning bills of 
exchan__ge, except that : 

1. The drawer and indorsers aTe exonerated by delay in present
ment only to the extent of the injury which they suffer thereby. 

2. An indorsee after its apparent maturity, but without actual
notice of its dishonor, acquires a title equal to that of an indon,ee 
before such period. 

3. No days of grace are allowed on ch<>cks.
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� 4966-4970 CIVIL CODE. Relief in General. 

C H A PTE R 9 2 .

BONDS, BANK NOTES AND CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT. 

ll 19:15. l ' lvl l  c. § 4966. Bank note negotiable after payment. A bank 
note remains negotiable even after it has been paid by the maker. 

11 19:36. c1v11 c. § 4967. Title by transfer before and after dishonor 
equal. A transferee of a bond, bank note or eertificate of deposit 
after its apparent maturity or actual dishonor within his knowledge 
aequires a title equal to that of a transferee before such event. 

C H A PT E R  9 3. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

11 111:11. cM1  c. § 4968. Benefit of provisions of law may be waived. 
Except when it is otherwise declared, the provisions of the foregoing 
fifty-seven chapters of this code in respect to  the rights and obliga
tions of parties to contracts are subordinate to the intention of the 
parties, when aseertained in the manner prescribed by the article on 
the interpretation of contracts ; and the benefit thereof may be 
waived by any party entitled t.hert>to, unless such waiver would be 
against public policy. 

CH APTE R 9 4 .  

RELIEF IN GENERAL. 

ll tWB. c1v11 c. § 4969 . Compensation defined. In what cases relief
given. As a general rule compensation is the relief or remedy pro
vided by the law of this state for the violation of private rights and 
the means of securing their observance : and specific and preventiw 
relief may be given in no other cases than those specified in chaptn 
% of this code. 

i; 1939, nvn c. § 4970. Conditions of relief from forfeiture. Whenever by 
the terms of an obligation a party thereto incurs a forfeiture, or a 
loss in the nature of a forfeiture, by reason of his failure to comply 
with its provisions, he may be relieved therefrom upon makin� full 
compensation to the other party, except in ease of a grossly neghgent. 
willful or fraudulent breach of duty. 
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Compensatory Rl? ffrf CIVIL CODE. �� 4971-4978 

CHAPTER 95. 

CO:\IPEXSATORY RELIEF. 

ARTICLE l. � D.ntAOES IN GENERAL. 

GENEHAL PRINCIPLES. 

� 4971. Damages for any injury. Every person who suffers § 19!0. c·1v11 c. 
detriment from thl' unlawful act or omission of another may rec-over 
from the person in fault a eompensation therefor in mom'y, which is 
called damages. 

§ 4972. Detriment defined. Detriment is a loss or harm suf- § 19-11, CIYII c.
fere<l iu person or property. 

§ 4973. Damages resulting after action commenced. Darn- 11 1942, Cl'\"11 c.
ages may be awarded in a judic,ial procel'ding for detriment resulting 
after the c-ommenc-mt-nt thereof or eertain to result in the future. 

IXTERE!-.T ON DAMAGES. 

§ 4974. Interest on damages. Every person who iH entitled
to recover damages certain, or cai;ablc of being made certain by calcu
lation, and the right to recovn whieh is vested in him upon a par
ticular day is entitled also to re<"over interest thereon from that day. 
t'Xcept during such time as the debtor is prevented by law or by the 
aet of the creditor from paying the debt. 

§ 4976. When interest in discretion of jury. In an action
for the breach of an obligation not arising from contract and in every 
case of oppression, fraud or malice interest may be given in the dis
cretion of the jury. 

§ 4976. When accepting principal waives interest. · Ac
cepting payment of the whole principal as such waives all claim to 
interest, unless intnest is expressly provided for in the contraet. 

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES. 

II 194:l, l'l\"ll C. 

II IIIU, Cl'\"11 C. 

II 19t5, CMI C. 
am'd. 

§ 4977. When jury may give exemplary damages. In II I!l-16. c1v11 c.
any action for the breach of an obligation not arising from contract. 
when the defendant has been guilty of oppression, fraud or maliet-. 
actual or presumed, the jury in addition to the actual damages mR�· 
l{ive damages for the sake of example and by way of punishing thl' 
<lefendant. 

AllTICLE 2. - MEASliltE OF DAMA.HES. 

DAMAGES FOR, BREACH OF CONTRACT. 

§ 4978. Compensation for detriment proximately caused
or naturally resulting. Damages must be certain. For the 
breach of an obligation arising from contract the measure of dam
ages, except when otherwise expressly provided by this code, is tlw 
amount which will compensate the party aggrieved for all the detri
ment proximately caused thereby, or which in the ordinary course of 
things would be likely to result therefrom. No damagt'S can bP 
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� 4979-4987 

� 19'!1. Ch'll (', 

� 19.".0, l'h'il (', 

� lf•31. Cl\"11 C. 

!I 111:.:J. C'l\'II <". 
am·,1. 

� lW1�. «'h·ll \'. 
nm'•I. 

� 111:,:,. <'llil t', 

� lPao, l'l\'II ( •• 

CIVIL CODE. Compensator!J Relief. 

rC'CoYert>d for a breach of contract which are not clearly aS('t>rtainable 
in b:Jth their nature and origin. 

§ 4979. To pay money, amount due with interest. Tht-
detriment caused by the breach of an obligation to pay money only 
is deemed to be the amount due by the tt>rms of the obligation 
with interest thereon. 

§ 4980. Dishonor of foreign bills. For the dishonor of for
Pign bills of exchange the damages are prescribed by sections 4%, 
and 4Y5H of this code. 

§ 4981. For breach of covena»ts in grants. The detrimeut
caused by the breach of a covenant of seizin, of right to convey, of 
warranty or of quiet enjoyment in a grant of an estate in real prop
nt.v is deemed to be: 

i. The price paid to the grantor, or if the breach is partial only.
such proportion of the price as the value of the property affected by 
the breach bore at the time of the �rant to the value of the whoh• 
property. 

2. Interest thereon for the time <luring which the grantee deriwd
no bendit from the property, not exceeding six years: and, 

3. Any expense properly inC'urred by the eovenantt>e in defl'nding
his possession. 

§ 4982. Against incumbrances. The detriment eaused hy
the breach of a covenant against incumbrances in a grant of an t>stah• 
in real property is deemed to be the amount which has been actually 
Pxpended by the covenantee in C'xtinguishing either the principal or 
interest thereof; not exceeding in the former c,asC' a proportion of tl1t� 
price paid to the grantor, C'quivalent to the relative value at the tinw 
of the grant of the property atreded by t.l1C' breach as 0ompared with 
the whole'; or, in the lattn 0ase, interest on a like amount. 

§ 4983. Of agreement to convey realty. The dPtriment
t'HUsed by the hrC'ach of an agreement to conwy an estate in real 
property is the diff\•retwe between the price agree<l to be pai<l and tlw 
value of tlw t>stat<0 agreed to be conveyed at the time of the bn,nch 
and the expenses properly incurred in examining the title with 
interest thereon, aud in pn'paring to Pnter upon the land aml thl' 
amount pai<l on the purchase price, if any, with interest thereon from 
the time of the breach. 

§ 4984. To buy realty. The detriment caused by the breach
of an agreement to purchase an estate in real property is deC'med to 
he the excess, if any, of the amount whieh would have been due to 
the sC'ller uu<ler the 01mtract over the vahw of the proJlt'rty. 

§ 4986. Of agreement to deliver personalty not fully paid
for. Tlw detrimcnt eaust>d hy the brC'Heh of a seller's agreement to 
deliver personal property, the pri0e of which has not lwen fully pai1l 
in advance, is deemed to be thC' PXeess, if any, of tht> value of tlw 
property to the buyer over tlw amount whfoh would have been due to 
the seller undC'r the contraet, if it had been fulfilled. 
* 4986. Same when fully paid. for. The detriment causC'1l

hy the breach of a seller's agreement to deliYer personal property, tlw 
pri0e of which has been fully paid to him in advanee, is dec>med to bt> 
t.lw same as in case of a wrongful conversion. 

§ 4987. Of buyer to pay for personalty when title in him.
The detriment eansed by tlw breach of a buyer's agreement to aceept 
aud pay for personal propnty, tlw title to which is vested in him. is 
dt't'lll<'1l to be the contract priet'. 
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Compensatory Rclie;: CIVIL CODE. §§ 4988-4995 

§ 4988. Same when title not in buyer. The detriment caused !l t9�. nvu c.
by the breach of a buyer's agreement to accept and pay for personal 
propertr, the title to which is not vested in him is deemed to be :

1. I the property has bt>en resold pursuant to section 4833 the
�-xcess, if any, of the amount due from the buyer under the C'ontraet, 
Dver the net proceeds of the resale ; or, 

2. If the property has not been resold in the manner prescribed
by section 48B3 the excess; if any, of the amount due from the buyer 
under the contract over the value to the seller together with the 
<.'xcess, if any, of the expenses properly incurred in carrying the 
property to market over those which would have been incurred for 
the carriage thereof, if the buyer had accepted it. 

§ 4989. Breach of warranty of title to personalty. The 11 1m9. c1v11 c.
detriment caused by the breach of a warranty of the title of personal 
property sold is deemed to be the value thereof to the buyer, when he 
is deprived of its possession, together with any costs which he has 
become liable to pay in an action brought for the property by the true 
owner. 

§ 4990. Same of quality of personalty. The detriment § 1960, civn c.
<>aused by the breach of a warranty of the quality of personal prop-
<-rty is deemed to be the excess, if any, of the value which the prop-
•erty would have had at the time to which the warranty referred if it
had been complied with, over its actual value at that time.

§ 4991. Same of fitness of personalty. The detriment § 1001 . ct'l'll c.
<'!lUsed by the breach of a warranty of the fitness of an article of per-
sonal property for a particular purpose is deem!ld to be that which is 
defined by the last section, together with a fair compensation for the 
loss incurred by an effort in good faith to use it for such purpose. 

§ 4992. Breach of carrier's obligation to accept freight, § 1002. n,·n c. 
-etc. The detriment caused by the breach of a carrier's obligation to 
aecept freight, messages or passengers is deemed to be the difference 
between tlte amount which he had a right to charge for the carriage 
and the amount it would be necessary to pay for the same service 
when it ought to be performed. 

§ 4993. Same to deliver freight, etc. 'fhe detriment caused 11 1963. Ch"ll c.
by the breach of a carrier's obligation to deliver freight, when he has 
not converted it to his own use, is deemed to be the value thereof at 
the place and on the day at which it should have been delivered, 
<leducting the freightage to which he would have been entitled if he 
had completed the delivery. 

§ 4994. For detriment caused by carrier's delay. The § 196l. cM1 v.
<letriment caused by a carrier's delay in the delivery of freight is 
deemed to be the depreciation in the intrinsic value of the freight 
-during the delay and also the depreciation, if any, in the market
value thereof, otherwise than by reason of a depniciation in the
intrinsic value at the place wlwre it ought to have been delivered and
between the day at which it ought to have been delivered and the day
of i ts actual delivery.

§ 4996. Breach of warranty of agent's authority. The 11 1965. Cl'l'll c.
<letriment caused by the breach of a warranty of an agent's authority 
is deemed to be the amount. which could have been recovered and 
c,0llected from his principal if the warranty had been complied with 
and the reasonable expenses of legal proceedings taken in good faith 
to enforce the act of the agent against his principal. 
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§§ 4996-5004 CIVIL CODE. Cf.J111plnsaforu Relief. 

§ 11166. Ch·n 1 · . § 4996. Of promise to marry. The damages for the breach
of a promise of marriage rest in the sound diseretion of the jury. 

!I 196i. Cll l l  I'. 

§ 1!1611. Cl\· l l  C.

§ l!l'71 . Civil l'.

11 1972. c1v11 c 

!I 197:1, ('h· l l  C. 

Ii l!tif. ( ' iY l l  (.'. 

DAMAGES FOR \\'RONGR. 

§ 4997. Compensation for detriment proximately caused,
anticipated or not. For the breach of an obligation not arising 
from contract the measure of damai.res, except when otherwise 
expressly provided by this code, is the amount whic-h will compensate 
for all the detriment proximately caused thereby, whether it could 
have been anticipated or not. 

§ 4998. For wrongful occupation of realty. The detri
ment caused by the wrongful occupation of real property in cases not 
embraced in sections -tmm, 500?>, 5000 and 5007 is 1kt>me<l to ht1 the value 
of the use of the property for the time of sn '. ·h occupation, not 
exc·e<·ding six years next preceding the commenct>ment of the action 
or proceeding to enforce the right to damages and the costs, if any, 
of recovering the possession. 

§ 4999. For willful detention of realty. For willfully hold 
ing over r,•al property by a person who enteroo upon the same as 
guardian or trustee for nn infant, or by right of an estate terminable 
v.ith any life or lives after the termination of the trust or particular 
estate without the eonsent of the party immediately entitled after 
such termination, the measure of damages is the rnlue of the profit s 
rPc1•ived during such holding over. 

§ 6000. For conversion of personalty. The detriment
caused by the wrongful conversion of personal property is presumed 
to be : 

1 . The value of the property at the time of the conversion with
the interest from that time ; or, 

2. \Vhen the action has been prosecuted with reasonabl� diligence,
the highest market value of the property at any time between the 
conversion and the verdict without interest, at the option of the 
injured party ; and, 

3. A fair compensation for the time and mon<·y vroperly expended
in pursuit of the property. 

§ 6001. Presumption cannot be repelled. The presump
tion declared by the last section cannot be repelled in favor of one 
whose possession was wrongful from the beginning by his subsequent 
application of the property to the benefit of the owner without his 
consent. 

§ 6002. For conversion by superior lien holder. One
ha�ing a mere lien on personal property cannot recover greater 
damages for its conversion from one having a right thereto superior 
to his after his lien is discharged than the amount secured by the 
lien and the comvcnsation allowed by section 5000 for loss of time 
and expenses. 

§ 6003. For seduction. The damages for seduction rest in
th� sound discretion of the jury. 

§ 6004. Exemplary for injuries for animals. For wrong
ful injuries to animals, being subjects of property, committed willfully 
or by groRS negligC'nct> in disregard of humanity, C'Xemplary damagps 
mny he given. 
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Oompcna«toru Relief. CIVIL CODE. §§ 5005-5013 

PENAL DAMAGES. 

§ 6006 . For tenant's failure to surrender premises. For II um,. c1v1 1 c.
the failure of a tenant to give up the premises held by him, when he 
has given notice of his intention to do so, the measure of damages 
is double the rent which he ought otherwise to pay. 

§ 6006. For tenant's willful holding over. For willfully § 1w6. c1"1 1 c.
holding over real property by a tenant after the end of his term and 
after notice to quit has been duly given and demand of possession 
made the measure of damages is double the yearly value of the prop-
erty for the time of withholding in addition to compensation for the 
detriment occasioned thereby. 

§ 6007. For forcible exclusion from realty. For forcibly § 191;, o,·1 1 c.
ejecting or excluding a person from the possession of real property 
the measure of damages is three times such a sum as would compen-
sate for the detriment caused to him by the act complained of. 

j 6008. For wrongful injuries to timber. For wrongful § 1!17�. e1"1 1 ( '. 
inJuries to timber, trees or underwood upon the land of another, or 
removal thereof, the measure of damages is three times such a sum 
as would compensate for the uctual detriment. except when the tres-
pass was casual and involuntary, or committed under the belief that 
the land belonged to the trespasser, or when the wood was taken by the 
authority of highway officers for the purposes of a highway ; in 
which case the damages are a sum equal to the actual detriment. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS, 

§ 6009. What value of property to seller deemed to be. § 1919, ch·H c.

In estimating damages the value of property to a seller thereof is 
deemed to be the price which he could have obtained therefor in the 
market nearest to the place· at which it should have been acc{'pted bv 
the buyer and at such time after the breach of the contract as would 
have sufficed with reasonable diligence for the seller to effect a resale. 

§ 6010. What to buyer or owner. In estimating damages, 1 1980. cM1 c.
except as provided by sections 5011 and 5012, the value of property 
to a buyer or owner thereof deprived of its possession is deemed to be 
the price at which he might have bought an equivalent thing in the 
market nearest to the place where the property ought to haye been put 
into his possession and at such time after the breach of duty upon 
which his right to damages is founded as would suffice with reason-
able diligence for him to make such a purchase. 

§ 6011. When peculiar value to person deemed value. § 1981 . n,· 1 1  c .
When certain property has a peculiar value to a person recovering 
damages for deprivation there�f or injury thereto that may .he deemed, 
to he its value against one who had notice thereof before incurring a 
liability to damages in respect thereof, or against a willful wrongdoer. 

§ 6012. Value of title papers. For the purpose of estimating § 1982, n, 1 1  c.
damages the value of an instrument in writing is presumed to be equal 
to that of the property to which it entitles its owner. 

§ 6013. When e:x:clusive of e:x:emplary damages. The dam- § 198:J, Ch i :  c.
ag�s prescribed by this chapter are exclusive of exemplary damages 
and interest except when those are expressly mentioned. 
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§§ 5014-502".2 CIVIL CODE. Compensatory Relief, 

11 1984, cM1 c. § 6014. Cannot recover more than would be gained by 
performance. Notwithstanding the provisions of this chapter, no 
person can recover a great.er amount in damages for the breach of an 
obligation than he could have gained by the full performance thereof 
on both sides except in the cases specified in the subdivisions on 
exemplary damages and penal damages and in sections 4996, 5003 
and 5004. 

1; 1R-5. civi l c. § 6016. Damages must be reasonable. Damages must in 
all cases be reasonable and when an obligation of any kind appears 
to create a right to unconscionable and grossly oppressive damages 
contrary to substantial justice, no more than reasonable damages can 
be recovered. 

J:i 19.06. Civil c. § 6016. Nominal damages. When a breach of duty has 

!I l98i. ('!vii C. 

§ 1�. Civil C.

§ 191,1g. Civil C.

§ l!ll(l. t'Ml C.

caused no appreciable detriment to the party affected, he may yet 
recover nominal damages. 

ARTICLE 3. - SPECIFIC AND PREVENTIVE RELIEF. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

§ 601 V. When speciftc relief given. Specific or preventive
relief may be given in the cases specified in this and the following 
two articles and no others. 

§ 6018. How given. Specific relief is given:
1. By taking possession of a thing and delivering it to a claimant.
2. By compelling a party himself to do that which ought to be

done; or, 
3 . By declaring and determining the rights of parties, otherwise

than by an award of damages. 
§ 6019. How preventive relief given. Preventive relief is

given by prohibiting a party from doing_ that which ought not to be 
done. 

§ 6020. Neither given to enforce penal law. Neither
specific nor preventive relief can be granted to enforce a penal law, 
except in a case of nuisance, nor to enforce a penalty or forfeiture in 
any case. 

ARTICLE 4. - SPECIFIC RELIEF. 

POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY. 

§ 1991 , c1v11 c. § 6021. Method of recovery. A person entitled to specifie
real property by reason, either of a perfected title, or of a claim to 
title which ought to be perfected, may reeover the same in the manner 
prescribed by the code of civil procedure, either by a judgment for its 
possession to be executed by the sheriff, or by a Judgment requiring 
t he other party to perfect the title and to deliver possession of tht> 
property. 

POSSESSION OP PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

� l\l!l'l. c: ,·11 c. § 6022. Method of recovery. A person entitled to the imme-
diate possession of spt><'ific J>t>rsonal property may recover the same 
in the manner provided by the <'ode of civil procedure. 
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Compern,atory Relief. CIVIL CODE. §§ 5023-5080 

§ 6023 . Speciftc delivery compellable. Any person having 11 111W. c1v11 c.
the possession or oontrol of a particular article of personal property 
of which he is not the owner may be compelled specifically to deliver 
it to the person entitled to its immediate possession. 

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OP OBLIGATIONS . 

§ 6024. When compelled. Except as otherwise provided in § 1�. Civil c. 

this article the specific performance of an obligation may be com-
pelled. 

§ 6026. Remedy mutual. When neither can be com- ll 1995, clvl1 c . .
pe1led. Neither party to an obligation can be oompelled specifically 
to perform it, unless the other party thereto has performed, or is com-
pellable specifically to perform everything to which the former is 
entitled under the same obligation, either completely or nearly so, 
together with full oompensation for any want of entire performance. 

§ 6026. Presumption as to relief for not transferring. It 11 1006, civil c.
is to be presumed that the breach of an agreement to transfer real 
property cannot be adequately relieved by pecuniary compensation 
and that the breach of an agreement to transfer personal property 
can be thus relieved. 

§ 6027. Speciftc performance compelled though contract !I 1�; . civil c.
signed only by one. A party who has signed a written contract 
may be compelled specifically to perform it, thc,ugh the other party 
has not signed it, if the latter has performed or offers to perform it on 
his part and the case is otherwise proper for enforcing specific per-
formance. 

§ 6028. Compelled though penalty imposed or damages 11 1998, c1v11 c. 

liquidated. A contract otherwiAe proper to be specifically enforced 
may b<> thus enforC'ed, though a penalty is imposed or the damages 
are liquidated for its breach and the party in default is willing to pay 
the same . 

§ 6029. What obligations cannot be enforced. The fol- 11 1999, ciYlI c .
lowing obligations cannot be  specifieally enforced : 

1 .  An obligation to render personal service. 
2 . An obligation to employ another in personal service.
3 . An agreement to submit a controversy to arbitration.
4. An agreement to perform an act which the party has not power

lawfully to perform when required to do so. 
5. An agreement to procure the act or consent of the wife of the

contracting party or of any other third person; or, 
f>. An agreement, the terms of which are not sufficiently C'ertain 

to make the precise act which is to be done clearly ascertainable. 
§ 6030. When it cannot be enforced against one. Specific § 2000, cM1 c .

pe}formance cannot be enforced against a party to a contract in any 
of the following cases : 

1 . If he has not received an adequate consideration for the con
tract. 

2. If it is not as to him just and reasonable.
3. If his assent was obtained by misrepresentation, concealment,

circumvention or unfair practice of any party to whom performance 
would beoome due under the contract, or by any promise of such 
party which has not been substantially fulfilled ; or, 
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§§ 5031-5038 CIVIL CODE. Compr'nsatory Relie,t: 

4. If his assent was given under the influence of mistake, misap
prehension, or surprise, except that when the contract provides for 
compensation in ease of mistake, a mistake within the scope of such 
provision may be compensated for and the contract specifically 
enforced in other respects, if proper to be so enforced. 

§ 2001. ci,•n c. § 503 1 . Same in favor of one. Specific performance cannot
be enforced in favor of a party who has not fully and fairly performed 
all the conditions preeedent on bis part to the obligation of the other 
party, except when his failure to perform is only partial and either 
entirely immaterial or capable of being fully compensated, in which 
case specific performance may be compelled upon full compensation 
being made for the default. 

11 :!<IO'i, Civil c. § 6032. Cannot be when title imperfect. An agreement for
the sale of property cannot be specifically enforced in favor of a seller 
who cannot give to the buyer a title free from reasonable doubt. 

§ 21w. civil c. § 6033. When enforced against subsequent holder.
Whenever an obligation in respect to real property would be specifi
cally enforced against a particular person it may be in like manner 
enforced against any other person claiming under him by a title created 
subsequently to the obligation, exctJpt a purchaser or incumbrancer 
in good faith and for value and except also that any such person may 
exonerate himself by conveying all his estate to the person entitled 
to enforce the obligation . 

REVISION OF CONTRACTS. 

11 2001. Ch"ll c. § 6034. For fraud or mistake. When through fraud, or
mutual mistake of the parties, or a mistake of one party which the other 
at the time knew or suspected, a written contract does not truly 
express the intention of the parties, it may he revised on the applica
tion of a party aggrieved so as to express that intention so far as it 
can be done without prejudice to rights acquired by third persons i11 
good faith and for value. 

§ 2uri. c1,·ll c. § 6036. Intention to make equitable agreement pre-
sumed. For the purpose of revising a contract it must bl, presumed 
that all the parties thereto intended to make an equitable and con
scientious agreement. 

§ 2006. cM1 c. § 6036. Court may inquire what instrument was in-
tended to mean. In revising a written instrument the court may 
inquire what the instrument was intended to mean and what were 
intended to be its legal consequences and is not confined to the inquiry 
what the language of the instrument was intended to be . 

A 20:r;. Ci\"ll c. § 6037. First revised, then enforced. A contract may be
first revised and then specifically enforced. 

RESCISSION OF COJSTRACTR. 

§ '.!ln•. c1'"11 c·. § 5038. When adjudged. The reS<'ission of a written contract
may be adjudged on the application of a party aggrieved : 

1 .  I n  any of the cases mentioned i n  section ml:32 ; or, 
2 . \Vhen the contract is unlawful for causes not apparent upon its

fac,e and the parties were not equally in fault : or, 
3. When the publi<- interest will he prejudiced by permittiug it to

stand. 
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§ 6039. Not for mere mistake. Rescission cannot be ad
judged for mere mistake, unless the party against whom it is 
adjudged can be restored to substantially the same condition as if the 
contract had not been made. 

§ 6040. Compensation may be required. On adjudging
the rescission of a contract the court may require the party to whom 
such relief is granted to make any compensation to the other which 
justice may require. 

CANCELLATION OF INSTRUMENTS. 

§ 6041.  When adjudged. When a written instrument, or the
record thereof, may cause injury to a person against whom such 
instrument is void or voidable. such instrument may, in an action 
brought by the party injured, be adjudged void and the same be 
ordered to be delivered up for cancellation and the record thereof 
canceled, whether extrinsic evidence is necessary to show its invalidity 
or not. 

§ 6042. Partial cancellation. When an instrument is evi
dence of different rights or obligations it may be canceled in part and 
.allowed to stand for the residue. 

ARTICLE 5. - PREVENTIVE RELIEF. 

§ 2009. nvu c.

§ 2010, CM! C.

§ 2011. Ch'!! C.am'<l. 

§ :!Ot:l, Civil C.

§ 6043. How granted. Preventive relief is granted by injunc- § 20u. ch·ll c.
tion, provisional or final. 

§ 6044. Provisional injunctions. Provisional injunctions are II :J015, Civil c.
regulated by the code of civil procedure. 

§ 6046. When ftnal injunction granted. Except when § 2016, c1v11 c.

otherwise provided by this chapter, a final injunction may be granted 
to prevent the breach of an obligation existing in favor of the appli-
cant : 

1. When pecuniary compensation would not afford adequate
relief. 

2. When it would be extremely difficult to ascertain the amount
-of compensation which would afford adequate relief. 

3. When the restraint is necessary to prevent a multiplicity of
judicial proceedings ; or, 

4. When the obli�ation arises from a trust.
§ 6048. When mjunction not granted. An injunction can- § 201i. civil c.

not be granted : 
l. To stay a judicial proceeding pending at the commencement of

the action in which the injunction is demanded, unless such restraint 
is necessary to prevent a multiplicity of such proceedings. 

2. To stay proceedings in a court of the United States.
3. To stay proceedings in a state upon a judgment of a court of

that state. 
4. To prevent the execution of a public statute by officers of the

law for the public benefit. 
5. To prevent the breach of a contract, the performance of which

would not be specifically enforced. 
ti. To prevent the exercise of a public or private office in a lawful 

manner by the person in possession. 
7 . To prevent a legislative act by a municipal corporation.
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§ 2018, Civil C. 

§ 2019, Civil C. 

§ 20'.!.0, Cll"ll C. 

§ 2<m. l'h' l l  C. 

§ 2<rl2, CIY I I  C. 

§ :itm. CIYII C. 
!! I . c. 7�. 1�9:J. 

am'd. 

§ 20-25, CMI C.

CIVIL CODE. Dehtor and Creditor. 

C H A P T E R 9 6 .  

SPECIAL RELATIONS OF DEBTOR AND CREDITOR. 

ARTICLE 1 .  - GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

§ 5047. Debtor defined. A debtor within the meaning of this
chapter is one who by reason of an existing obligation is or may 
become liable to pay money to another, whether such liability is cer
tain or contingent. 

§ 6048. Creditor de1lned. A creditor within the meaning of
this chapter is one in whose favor an obligation exists by reason of 
which he is or may become entitled to the payment of money. 

§ 5049. Fraud only vitiates debtor's contract. In the
absence of fraud every contract of a debtor is valid against all his cred
itors existing or su"!Jsequent, who have not acquired a lien on the 
property affected by such contract. 

§ 6060. Creditors may be preferred. A debtor may pay one
credit9r in preference to another, or may give to one creditor security 
for the payment of his demand in preference to another. 

§ 6061. Order of resort among creditors. When a creditor
is entitled to resort to each of several funds for the satisfaction of his 
claim and another person has an interest in or is entitled as a creditor 
to resort to some, but not all of them, the latter may require the 
former to seek satisfaction from those funds to which the latter has 
no such claim so far as it can be done without impairing the right of 
the former to complete satisfaction and without doing injustice to 
third persons. 

ARTICLE 2. - FRAUDULENT INSTRUMENTS AND TRANSFERS. 

§ 6062. Transfers with intent to defraud creditors void.
Every transfer of property or charge thereon made, every obligation 
incurred and every judicial proceeding taken with intent to delay or 
defraud any creditor or other person of his demands is void against 
all creditors of the debtor and their successors in interest and against 
any persons upon whom the estate of the debtor devolves in trust for 
the benefit of others than the debtor. 

§ 5063. Transfer of personalty without change of pos
session presumed fraudulent. Every sale made by a vendor of 
personal property in his possession or under his control and every 
assignment of personal property, unless the same is accompanied by 
an immediate delivery and followed by an actual and continued 
change of possession of the property sold or assigned, shall be pre
sumed to be fraudulent and void as against the creditors of the vendor 
or assignor, or subsequent purchasers or incumbrancers in good faith 
and for value, unless those claiming under such sale or assignment 
make it appear that the same was made in good faith and without 
any in tent to hinder, delay or defraud such creditors, purchasers or 
in cum brancers. 

§ 6064. When only act of debtor void for fraud. A
creditor can avoid the act or obligation of his debtor for fraud only 
when the fraud ohstmcts the enforcement by legal proeess of his 
right to take the property affected by the transfer or ohligatiou. 
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Nuisanc,,. CIVIL CODE. §§ 5055--5008 

§ 6066. When fraudulent intent question of fact. In all § 20.!6, cMt c.
<-"ases arising under section 3599 or under the provisions of this 
chapter the question of fraudulent intent is one of fact and not of 
law ; nor can any transfer or charge be adjudged fraudulent solely on 
the ground that it was not made for a valuable consideration. 

C H A P T E R 9 7 . 

NUISANCE. 

ARTICLE 1 . ._ GENERAL PRINCIPLER.  

§ 6066. Nuisance defined. A nuisance consists in unlawfully 11 :!0!7, Civil c. 
doing an act or omitting to perform a duty, which ad or omission 
either : 

1 . Annoys, injures or endangers the comfort, repose, health or
safety of others ; or, 

2. Offends decency ; or,
3. Unlawfully interferes with, obstructs or tends to obstruct or

renders dan�erous for passage any lake or navigable river, bay, stream, 
canal or basm, or any public park, square, street or highway ; or, 

4. In any way renders other persons insecure in life or in the use
of property. 

§ 6067. Public nuisance. A public nuisance is one which !l Mil. c1v11 c.
affects at the same time an entire community or neighborhood, or any 
<·onsiderable number of persons, although the extent of the annoy-
ance or damage inflicted upon the individuals may be unequal.

§ 6068. Private nuisance. Every nuisance not included in 11 20t9, cM1 c.
the definition of the last section is private. 

§ 6069. Nothing done under authority of statute deemed 1 21i:i<1. civil c.

nuisance. Nothing which is done or maintained under the express 
authority of a statute can be deemed a nuisance. 

§ 6060. Liability of successive owners not abating. Every 1 �•. ctvll c.
successive owner of property who neglects to abate a continuing 
nuisance upon or in the use of such property created by a former 
owner is liable therefor in the same manner as the one who first 
ereated. it. 

§ 6061. Right to damages not prejudiced by abatement. 11 �. ctvll c.
The abatement of a nuisance does not prejudice the right of any 
person to recover damages for its past existence. 

ARTICLE 2. - PUB LIC N Uit:IANCE. 

§ 6062. Not legalized by lapse of time. No lapse of time 11 �. civil c.
<}8Il legalize a public nuisance, amounting to an actual obstruction of 
public right. 

§ 6063. Remedies against. The remedies against a public 1 20:.i, Ch"lt c.
nuisanee are : 
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CIVIL CODE. 

1 . Indictment.
2. A civil action; or,
3. Abatement.

Jla.rims of Jurisprudence • 

� ��:;. Ch-II c. § 6064. Indictment. The remedy by indictment is regulated
by the penal code and the code of criminal procedure. 

� �o:,6. nvn c. § 6066. Civil action. A private person may maintain an actiou
for a public nuisance if i t  is specially injurious to himself, but not 
otherwise. 

g :!<157. rh-11 c. § 6066. Abated by public officer. A public nuisance may
be abated by any public body or offi<'-0r authorized thereto by law. 

� :m:-.s, c1v11 c. § 6067 . By private person. Any person may abate a publie
nuisance which is specially injurious to him by removing or, if nec
essary, destroying the thing which constitutes the same without com
mitting a breach -of the peace or doing unnecessary injury. 

ARTICLE 3. -- - PRIVATE NUISANCES. 

� 20.i!I, ch-11 c. § 6068. Remedies against. The remedies against a privatt-
n nisan<',e are : 

1. A civil action : or,
2. Abatement.

!I 2060. ch·11 c. • § 6069. How person may abate. A person injured by a 
private nuisance may abate it by removing or, if necessary, destroying 
the thing which constitutes the nuisance without committing a breach 
of the peace or doing unnecessary injury. 

� :!061. eIv11 c. § 6070. When notice required. When· a private nuisance 

II :!06:1. CMI C. 

!1 21�. l'h'll C. 

II :!II&�. Civi l  c.

� �, ••' · Ch· I I  C. 
� �• •ill. l'h"l l  C. 

results from a mere omission of the wrongdoer and cannot be abated 
without entering upon his land, reasonable notice must be given to 
him before entering to abate it. 

C H A P T E R  9 8 .  

MAXIMS OF JURISPRUDENCE. 

§ 6071. How to be used and applied. The maxims of juris
prudence hereinafter set forth are intended not to qualify any of the 
foregoing provisions of this code, but to aid in their just application. 

§ 6072. When t.he reason of a rule ceases, so should the rule
itself. 

§ 6073. When the reason is the same the rule should be the
same. 

§ 6074. One must not change his purpose to the injury of
another. 

§ 6076. Any one may waive the advantage of a law intended
solely for his benefit. But a law established for a public reason ean
not be contravened by a private agreement. 

§ 6076. One must so use his own rights as not to infringe upon
the right'.! of another. 

§ 6077 . He who consents to an act is not wronged by it.
§ 6078. Acquiescence in error takes away the right of objecting

to it. 
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§ 6079. No one can take advantage of his own wrong. 11 20;0. Civil c. 
§ 6080. He who has fraudulently dispossessed himself of a thing § 20;1.  c1v11 c.

may be treated as if he still had possession. 
§ 6081. He who can and does not forbid that which is done on § 20;2, Civil c.

his behalf is deemed to have bidden it. 
§ 6082. No one should suffer by the act of another. 11 2111:1. Civil c. 
§ 6083. He who takes the benefit must bPar the burden. 11 21 1H. CMJ 1 · . 

§ 6084. One who grants a thing is presumNl to grant also what- § 20.:;. ei\·1 1 c.
ever is essential to it.a use. 

� 6086. For every wrong there is a remedy. § :M6. Ch·ll c.
§ 6086. Between those who are equally in the ri�ht or equally !I 21t77. Civil c.

in the wrong the law does not interpose. 
§ 6087. Between rights otherwise equal the earliest is preferred. 11 21,;i!. t'MI c.
* 6088. No man is responsible for that which no man can control. II 00111. CMJ c,
§ 6089. The law helps the vigilant before those who sleep on § 21Nl. CMt c.

their rights. 
§ 6090. The law respects form less than substance. 11 21)!<1 . ch·ll <:. 
§ 6091. That which ought to have been done is to be regarded § 20S�. civil c.

as done in favor of him to whom and against him from whom perform-
ancti is due. 

§ 6092. That which does not appear to exist is to be regarded as !i �u,a. Cini c.
if it did not exist. 

§ 6093. The law never requires impossibilities. § w•t. c1v11 c.
§ 6094. The law neither does nor requires idle acts. II 2&15. Ch·II c.
§ 6096. The law disregards trifles. . § �-'086. ctvu c.
§ 6096. Particular expressions qualify those which are general. § 208i. Cl\'II c. 
§ 6097. Contemporaneous exposition is in general the best. § 21��. ctvll c.
§ 6098. The greater contains the less. § �11. Civil c.
§ 6099. Superfluity does not vitiate. II 2090, ctvtt c.
§ 6100. That is certain which can be made certain. II 2091, Civil c.
§ 6101. Time does not confirm a void act. § 209'l, Civil c.
§ 6102. The incident follows the principal, not the principal the !I 200a. Civil c.

ineident. 
§ 6103. An interpretation which gives effect. is preferred to one § 20'.tt. CMt c.

which makes void. 
§ 6104. Interpretation must be reasonable. !I 200!1, CMt c. 
§ 6106. When one of two innocent persone must suffer by the 11 21r.,s, ,· 1,· 1 1 c.

a<>t of a third, he by whose negligence it happened must be the 
sutfner. 
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� W9i. f'MI  C. 

§ 2098. CM! C.

!I �119!•. Cl,·11 C. 

II 2 1m. Ch•IJ C. 

11 2101 . Civil C. 

jl 2HTl. l"lvll C. 

!I �Im. Civil c. 

II 2Jl)i, Ch"!! C. 

!I 2tl(;. CM! C. 

§ 2106, Civil C.

!I 210i. Ch· I J  C. 

II Wt<. Civil C.

!I � 109, CM! ('. 

� 21 10, l " l\"1 1  C. 

CI\'IL CODE. Definitions. 

C H A P T E R  9 9 . 

DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 6106. Words to be understood in their ordinary sense.
Words used in any statute are to he understood in their ordinary 
sense, except when a contrary intention plainly appears and exce1, t  
also that the words hereinafter explained are to bE:' understood as thus 
explained. 

§ 6107. Word defined by statute has always same mean
ing. Whenever the meaning of a word or phrase is defined in any 
statute, such definition is applicable to the same word or phrase wher
ever it occurs, except when a contrary intention plainly appears. 

§ 6108. Degrees of care. There are three degrees of care an<l
of diligence mentioned in this code, namely, slight, ordinary and 
great. The latter include the former. 

§ 6109. Degrees defined. Slight care or diligenl'e is such as
persons of ordinary prudenc� usually exercise about their own affairs 
of slight importance ;  ordinary care or diligence is such as they usu
ally exercise about their own affairs of ordinary importance : and great 
care or diligence is such as they usually exercise about their own 
affairs of great importance. 

§ 6110. Degrees of negligence. There are three degrees of
negligence mentioned in this code, namely, slight, ordinary and gross. 
The latter include the former. 

§ 6111. Degrees defined. Slight negligt·nce consists in the
want of great care and diligence; ordinary negligence, in the want of 
ordinary care and diligence ; and gross negligence, in the want of 
sli�ht care and diligence. 

�- 6112. What children includes. The term children includPs
children by birth and by adoption. 

§ 6113. Debtor and creditor. Except as defined and used in
chapter g6 of this code every one who' owes to another the perform
ance of an obligation is called a debtor and the one to whom he owes 
it is called a creditor. 

§ 6114 . Good faith. Good faith consists in an honest inten
tion to abstain from taking any unconscientious advantage of anothn 
even through the forms or technicalities of law together with an 
absence of all information or belief of facts which would render the 
transaction unconscien tious. 

§ 6116. Notice classified. Notice is either actual or eon 
structive. 

§ 6116. Actual notice. Actual notfoe eonsists in exprt'ss
information of a fact. 

§ 6117. Constructive notice. Constructive notice is notiC'l"
imputed by the law to 3 person not having actual notice. 

� 6118. What deemed constructive notice. Every person 
who has aetual notic� of circumstances sufficient to put a prudent man 
upon inquiry as to a particular fact and who omits to make suC'h 
inquiry with reasonable diligence is deemed to ban-. constructive notice 
of the fact itself. 

§ 6119. False notice cannot become valid. A notice whiC'li
is false when given is not valid by the subsequent happening of t l i li 

event. 
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D€_finition,. CIVIL CODE. §§ 5120-5134 

� 6120. " Paper." The word " paper " means any flexible mate- § 2111. ('lvll c. 
rial upon which it is usual to write . 

� 6121 . " Person." The word " person " except when used by § 2112. ci,·u c. 
way of contrast, includes not only human beings, but bodies politic 
or corporate. 

§ 6122. "Several." The word "several'' in relation to num\:x>r !I 21 1a. Ch"ll c.
means two or more. 

§ 6123. "Third persons." The words "third persons" include II 2m. Civil c.
all who are not parties to the obligation or transaction concerning 
whieh the phrase is used. 

§ 6124. Holidays. Holidays are every Sunday, the first day § 2m. Civil c.
of ,January, the twenty-second day of February, the fourth day of § 1• c. &1. 111.•,,.
,July, the twenty-fifth day of December, the thirtieth day of May, 
every day on which an election is held throughout the state and every 
day apJJOinted by the president of the United States or by the goY-
t>rnor of this state for a public fast, thanksgiving or holiday. 

§ 6126. When following day holiday. If the first day of 11 2116. c1Y11 c.
,January, twenty-second day of February, fourth day of ,July, thirtieth um'd , 

<lay of l\lay or twenty.fifth day of December falls upon a Sunday the 
:.\Ionday following is a holiday. 

§ 6126. Business days. All other days than those mentioned 11 211;, Ch-It c.
in the last two sections are to be deemed business days for all pur-
poses. 

§ 6127. Act due on holiday performed on next day. 11 :!'h�. <'Mt c.
\Yhenever an act of a sec-ular nature, other than a work of necessity 
or merc-y, is appointed by law or contraet to be performed upon a 
particular day, which falls upon a holiday, such act may be perfor_me<l 
upon the next business <lay with the same effect as if it had been 
performed upon the day appointed. 

§ 6128. Usage. Csage is a reasonable and lawful public cus- § 2110. c1v11 c.
tom concerning transactions of the same nature as those which are to 
be affected thereby, existing at the place where the obligation is to 
be performed, and either known to the parties or so well established, 
j,!eneral and uniform that they must he presumed to have acted with 
reference thereto. 

§ 6129. "Usual." ' 'Customary." The words "usual' '  and § 2120. ch·u c .
• ;customary" mean "according to usage."

§ 61 30. Valuable consideration. A valuable consideration 11. 2121 .  cMt c.
is a thing of value parted with, or a new obligation assumed at the 
time of obtaining a thing, which is a substantial compensation for 
that which is obtained then•by. It is also called simply "value." 

§ 6131.  "Verdict." The word "verdid" includes not only the II 21:r!. Ch"lt c.
n·rdict of a jury, but also the finding upon the facts of a judge or 
of a referee appointed to determine the issues in a cause. 

§ 6132. "Year." "Month." The word "year" means a calen- 11 212;1. Civi l c.
dar year and "month. , a calendar mouth. Fractions of a year are to
be c.ompute<l by the number of months, thus : half a year is six 
months. Fractions of a day are to be disregarded in computations 
which inelude more than one day and involve no questions of 
priority .• § 61 33. Masculine includes what. "\Vords used in the mas- § 2m. civil c.
cnline gender include the feminine and neuter. 

§ 6134 . Singular includes what. Words used in the singu- § 21:i.�. c1,·i1 c.
lar number include the plural and the plural the singular, except 
when a contrary intention plainly appears. 
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CIVIL CODE. Definitions. 

§ 6136. Other definitions. Words used in the present tense
include the future as well as th�· present ; the word "oath" includes 
"affirmation ;" and every mode of oral statement under oath or affirma
tion is embraced by the term "testify," and every written one in the 
ti>rm "depose ;" "signature" or "subscription' '  includes mark, whe11 
the person cannot write. his name being written near it and writtt'n 
by a person who writes his own name as a witness. The following 
words also have the signification attached to them in this section, 
unless otherwise apparent. from the context : 

1. The word " property " includes property, real and personal.
2. The words " real property " are coextensive with lands, tene

llll'nts and hereditaments. 
3. The words " personal property " include money, goods, chat

tt•ls. things in action and evidences of debt. 
4. The word " will " includes codicils.
§ 6136. " Compound interest." The words " compound inter

est " mean interest added t.o the principal as the former becoml-'s due 
and thereafter made to bear int�rest. 

§ 6137. " Written " and " printed." The words " writing . .
and " written " include " printing- " and " printed " except in the case 
of signatures and when the words are used hy way of contrast to 
printing. Writing may be made in any manner, except that when a 
pl-'rson entitled t.o require the execution of a writing demands that it 
bf' made with ink it must be so made. 

§ 5138 . Code excludes common law. The rule of tlw
common law that statutes in derogation thereof are to he strictly 
construed has no application to this code. This code establishes the 
law of this state respecting the subjects to which it relates : and i ts 
provisions are to be liberally construed with a view to effect its 
objects and t.o promote justiee. Whenever this code is cited, enumer
ated, referred to or amended it may be designated simply as . . the 
e ivil eode," adding. when necessary, the number of the section. 

§ 6139. Seat When the seal of a court, public offiet1r, or per
son is required hy law to be affixed to any process, commission, paper 
or instrument, the word " Stlal " includes an impression of such seal 
upon the paper alone as well as upon wax or a wafer affixed thereto. 

§ 6140. Majority power. Words giving a joint authority to
three or more public officers or other persons are construed as ghing 
such authority to a majority of them, unless it is otherwise expressed 
in the act giving the authority . 

§ 6141. Repeal does not revive. Whenever any act of tbt'
legislative assembly is repealed, which repealed a former act, such 
former act shall not thereby be revived, unlPss it shall be expressly so 
provided. 

§ 6142. Effect of repeal. The repeal of any statute by the
11.'gislative assembly shall not have the effect to release or extinguish 
any penalty, forfeiture or liability incurred under such statute, unless 
the repealing act shall so expres.-;ly provide and such statute shall bt• 
treated as still remaining in foroo for the purpose of sustaining any 
proper action or prosecution for the t1nforcement of such penalty. 
forfriture or liability. 

§ 6143. Successive weeks construed. \Vhenever in any aet
or statute of the 11tate of North Dakota, providing for the publication 
of notices, the phrase " suc-cessive weeks " is used. the word we�ks 
Hhall he eonstrued to mean c-alemlar weeks and the puhlic-ation upon 
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any day in such week shall be sufficient publication for that week ; 
provided, that at least five days shall intervene between such publi
cations and all publications heretofore or hereafter made in accord
ance with the provisions of this section shall be deemed legal and 
valid. 

§ 6144. Fiscal year. The fiscal year for the state of North
Da'kota shall commence on the first day of July and end on the 
thirtieth day of June each year and all reports required annually or 
biennially of any state officer or from any private corporation shall be 
made to and include the thirtieth day of June preceding and all 
accounts of such officers shall be closed and balanced to that date. 
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